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Abstract 

CONVICTS AND THE STATE: 
THE ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN GREAT BRITAIN 

DURiNG THE REIGN OF GEORGE III 

by 
Simon Paul Ross Devereaux 

Doctor of Philosophy, 1997 
Department of History , University of Toronto 

This thesis examines changing English p a l  practices withui the context of the late 

eighteenth-century state. Capital punishment, transportation and irnprisonment are analyzed 

with reference to the interactions between central and local govements ,  between ministers 

and parliament, and amongst the muiisters themselvw. The main adminisûative and financial 

burden of criminal justice feu upon local officials. With the exception of metropolitm 

London, in which it had long had a particular interest, the central government saw its role in 

domestic regulatioa as king supportive of local priorities rather than directive. It was also 

concerned to Limit national expenditure during an age of fiscal retrenchment. 

Examination of the state context of penal policy between 1770 and 1800 encourages a 

narrative of change that draws together various strands of pend and policing practice. The 

transportation of serious offenden - iotermpted by the outbreak of the Revolutionary War in 

1775 - was re-commenced with the opening of New South Wales in 1787. The Penitentiary 

Act of 1779 was as indicative of this continuing adherence to transportation as of the growing 

use of irnprisonment to punish less serious offenders. Although the govemment failed to 

build the institutions proposed under that Act, it did so with an alternative strategy of 

preventive policing in mind. This strategy led to the failed Metropolitan Police bill of 1785 

and, ultimatefy, to the Middlesex Justices Act of 1792. It contuiued to inform the 



govemment's thinking d u ~ g  the 1790s, when a strong body of opinion in parliament 

pressed for the realization of the penitentiary regirne not only in London but throughout the 

nation. The government's decision to sanction Bentham's ill-fated Panopticon project was an 

attempt to quell such concems. 

No explanation for English pend change can ignore changing social and cultural 

imperatives. But the precise course that such change followed cannot be explained without 

close consideration of the structure and distribution of state authority that it uphefd. 
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CWAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: 
CRIME AND THE STATE IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND 

In September 1785 a young man of fifteen was robbed of his watch on a highway 

leading into London from Kent. Such incidents were cornmon for that area and time and, by 

cornparison with sorne, this one had a f&ly maighdomard resolution for the victim. 

[The thiefl went to pawn the watch for a guinea & a half at an honest Pawnbrokers in 
Long Acre. The Pawn Broker upon examining the watch found it was worth more, he 
asked hirn therefore where he got it. The Highwayman told hirn he bought it of a 
watchmaker in the Strand. The Pawn Broker told hirn he would send into the Strand 
for the Watchmaker. He sent one of his servants into the Strand, & he sent another 
Boy prîvately to Bow Sireet for a Constable. The Constable arriving fkt, he told him 
that he was the Watchmaker upon which the Highwayman saluted him & told him 
[the Pawnbrokerl he was the person of whom he had bought the watch. The Constable 
ixnmediately took him up, & they found upon him watches & plans to open houses &c 
&c. When he was produced in Court, he denied this story, & told another story 
equally incredible. to which he refiised to sign his name. He is committed to take his 
tryal at Kingston next March.' 

The young victim was Robert Banks Jenkinson, later the second Baron Hawkesbury and Earl 

of Liverpool. who would ultirnately serve ovice as Home Secretary and end his political 

career after fifteen yean as Prime Minister. 

Liverpool was by no means alone amongst late eighteenth-century statesmen in king 

a victim of crime in its most alarming guises. Amongst future Home Secretaries Lord North, 

the Duke of Portland md Henry Addington had ai l  been robbed by highwayrnen in the 

vicinity of the metroplis. So too was John King, an Under Secretary in the Home 

Department between 1794 and 1806.' Henry Seymour Conway , Secretary of State From 

'H.M.c., Abergaverury MSS. 6: ï7te Yale Edition of Horace Wdpole S Corresponrleme. ed. W.S.Lewis 
(New Haven. CT & London). 24:47; Bodleian Lihary (Oxford U-1. MS North d.25 ff.21-2; A.S.TwbemUe. A 
Hiszoq of Welbeck Abbey and Irs Owners (1 938-39)- 2: 156-7; Hallward Library (U.of Nottingham), PwF 
9.094: Devon R.O., 152M/Cl786/F39; and HO 42/49 ff-367-8. 
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1 765 to 1768. was not only burgled but had his library set f i e  to .' Charles James Fox, three 

times Foreign Secretary, behaved with characteristic aplomb when confronted by two 

highwaymen near Highgate in 1781, s p h g  his horse fonvard and discharging his pistols as 

he pa~sed.~ His colleague Edmund Burke had once been confronted by two highwaymen on 

Finchly Cornmon and. at a loss of ten Guineas, thought that "ail things considered 1 came off 

tolerably." Almost ten years later to the &y, Burke's home at Beaconsfield was plundered.' 

The Pitts had similarly poor luck. While the Elder Pitt was Secretary of State, his 

Under Secretary's servant had his pocket picked of a vital officia1 dispatch. Lady Chatham 

was once held up on the highway near Lewisham. And their long-time solicitor Thomas 

Nuthall. then Solicitor to the Treaniry, was robbed on Hounslow Heath in 1775.~ Pitt the 

Younger had his prime ministerial plate stolen, not once, but twice within a year. On the 

first occasion it was stolen before delivery; on the second robbers broke into his London 

home. His facronun George Rose was robbed on the road between London and Hemei 

Hempstead. ' 
The List could be extended. The home of the Speaker of the House of Commons was 

burgled in January 1785, the booty including his robes of office. Even more dramatic was 

the theft of the Great Seal itself fiom Lord Chancellor Thuriow's home in March 1784 - 

3GM 38 ( 1 768): 242: and Walpole Conespondence. 14: 1 834.  

"H. M.c.. Carlisle MSS. 754; and Walpole Correspondpnce. 33:267. 

' 7 h  Correspondence of E d d  Burke. gen.ed. T. W-Copeland (Cambridge & Chicago. 1958-78). 3:61 & 
5:170-1: Sheffield City Archives. Wentworth Woodhouse MSS. Bk 1/1928: AR 27 (Chron 1784-5): 202: and 
1784. ed. D.Sprott (1984). 239-40. 

30/8/68 ff. 110-1 & 112-3; Correspondence of William ?W. Earf of Chorham. eds. W.S.Taylor & 
J-H-Ringle (18384) .  4:834: AR 18 (Chron 17751: 97: GM 45 (1775): 148: and Memirs of rk Marquis of 
Rockinghm and His Conremporaries. ed . Aibema.de ( 1 852). 1 :3 1 1 -2n. 

'AR 27 (Chron 1784-5): 247; CM 54 (1 784): 869: 1784. 265-6: and N.L.S.. MS 3523 ff. 159-60. 
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although some observers thought the robbery highly suspicious given the imminent dismissal 

of the Shelburne ministry. and Thurlow with it.' A messenger for the Secretary of State's 

office was even robbed of the dispatch box on his way to Windsor in October 1792. The 

King himself reportedly made a habit of carefully concealing his favourite watch whenever 

he crossed Bagshot Heath on his way to Wind~or.~ 

* * * * *  

This thesis descnbes the changing character of the administration of criminal justice 

in Great Britaui fiom the perspective of men such as these, the statesmen at the nation's 

centre. Its argument is that, during the fi@ years of the active reiy of George III, there was 

a crucial transition in the nature and extent of the central govemment's involvement in the 

administration of crimioal justice. In 1760 criminal justice was viewed as a local 

responsibility in which the centrai government played a significant but essentially tangentid 

role. The judges of  the high courts presided over the administration of the law, but the 

essential context of crime, triai and punishment was the local cornmuniîy. These judges - 

whose precise interaction with ministers is, unfortunately, largely unknown - influenced the 

disposition of convicted offenders through their sentencing and pardon powers. But the 

crucial element of criminal justice, the execution of sentence, was almost entirely in the 

hands of local authorities. Convicted offenders were either executed before the members of 

their community, transportai to Amenca at local expense (except in London and the Home 

Counties, whose costs were paid by government untii 1772), or - as was increasingly the 

case in many places after the 1760s - impnsoned in locally-fimded gaols and Houses of 

%M 55 ( 1785): 150: Waipole Correspondence, B A 8  1-2; and 1 784, 69-71 & 734. 

'GM 62 (1792): 957; and Tlie Dianes of Colonel the Hon. Roberr F&e GreviiIe. Equeny IO His Majesty 
King George III. ed. F.McKno Bladon ( I B O ) .  265-6. 
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Correction. In most places. these latter were smictures originally built for other purposes and 

whose keepers were under no obligation to provide specific standards of care. 

By 18 10 government had acquired an indispensable directive and nipervisory role in 

the disposition of the most serious non-capital offenders. A rapidly declining proportion of 

convicts was sent to the gdows and a steadily growing proportion laboured under sentences 

of impnsonment. But senous offenders who fell into neither category were either transporteci 

in govemment-hired vessels to the pend colony of New South Wales or imprisoned on board 

hulks under the government's direct supervision. This srnail group formed a core out of 

which came the beginnings of more detennined and self-conscious moves toward a detailed 

centrai oversight of imprisonment during the nineteenth century. 

This transition was by no means the product of activity enthusiastically undertaken by 

mininers of state. It was in part a by-product of necessity. generated by a nation-wide cnsis 

of convict administration that burst upon govemment after 1775. and especially after 1782. 

However. minisers felt this need more urgently with respect to some parts of their nation 

than others. Nor did rnany of them believe that specific changes in penal practice necessady 

foliowed fkom that aisis. New pattern of criminal justice administration had fïrst to be 

mediateci through the existing structures of the early modern state and the intellectuai 

predispositions that accompanied them. 

1 - The Structure of the State 

The late eighteenth-century British state was not a sin* entity. but rather a 

congiomeration of institutions and actors. Its character crucially informai the m e r  in 



which centrai direction and its accompanying practices developed.1° 1 am mindfbl of the 

need to descnbe changes in the character and range of the state's hinctioos with respect. not 

only to the institutions and individual actors that cornposed it, but also to the changing social 

and cultural contexts in and with which those constituent parts interactecl." These contexts. 

which are outlined in the next section of this chapter. are certauily given much weight. but it 

is the former that is my immediate concem. This thesis is essentidy a study of the factors 

that delimited changing pend practices - of the impediments to more than the impulses 

I had originally expected to be able to trace coherent and proactive patterns of policy- 

malang in the Home Department during the years following its creation in 1782. What 1 

discovered. in both the institutional records of the Department and such collections of papers 

as its staff have left behind. was a more ambiguous and incousistent record of initiatives and 

activiîy - indeed. as often as not, of inactivity. It became apparent that the aature of the 

central apparatus of the British nate during the late eighteenth century was such that one 

could not explain patterns of administrative activiq witb regard to crimùial justice - whether 

we characterize them as conservative and inactive, m i n i d y  reactive, or proactive (and even 

reformative) - by an approach that treated the Home Department in isolation from other 

institutional bodies or other individuals at the centre. Although the Home Department was 

assigned exclusive respomibility for domestic fiairs by its creation in 1782, it by no means 

proved capable of exercising authority in them independent of other govermental 

departments and officials. 

'@T. Skocpol. "Bringing the State Back ln: Strategis of Analysis in Current Research. " in Bringing the Stare 
Bad In. eds. P.B.Evans. D.Rueschemeyer & T.Skmp1 (New York, 1985). 3-37 (esp. 20-7). 

!'M.Bcaddick. "State Formation and Social Change in Early Modem Engiand: A Roblem Sîated and 
Apprmches Suggested, " Social H i s r o ~  1 6 ( 199 1 ) : 1 - 1 7. 
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To make sense of this reality. 1 have stmctured my analysis around three crucial 

interactions in the late eighteenth-cenhiry British state. The prior history and development of 

each pattern of interaction since the mid- to late seventeenth century warrants brief comment. 

(1) Ministers and Parliament 

When William of Orange and Princess Mary assurneci the British crown in 1688-9, 

they brought with them more than their army. They brought William's active determination 

to bring the resources of Britain to beas in his smiggle agaiost Louis XIV's dynastic and 

continental ambitions. The vast expense of that long stniggle was met through a series of 

radically new modes of public hindiog, most notably the creation of a national debt 

undenvritten by the taxation authority of parliament. This "financial revolution" gave 

parliament a permanence that neither the Civil War nor the Restoration had.I2 After 1688 

parliament met annually . Moreover the length of each session steadily increased. After 1739, 

sessions conventionally began in November and lasteci until May.'' By the end of the 

eighteenth cenhiry they frequently extended hto July. After 1689 then executive power was 

simply no longer possible without the fiscal capacity of the legislature. 

The very permanence of parliament, accompanied by its growing self-consciousness 

and self-confidence as an active player in govemment, had consequences of far wider 

significance than fuiancial administration alone. The emergence of parliament as a fmed and 

influentid institution aiso rnarked the beginning of efforts by its members to legislate for a 

' 2P .~ .M.~ ickson .  ï k  Finuncial Revuhion in England= A SI@ in the Development of Public Credit. 1688- 
1 756 (1 967); J.Carter. "The Revolution in the Constitution." in Btitain afler the Gloriorcs Revolution. 1689- 
1714. ed. G.Holrnes (1969). 46-9: and J.Brewer, The Sinews of Powec War. Money and the English Srate. 
1688-1 783 (1989). 85-7 & ch.5. 

"P. D . ~ . ~ h o m a s .  The Howe of Cornmorts in the Eighreenth Centwy (Oxford. 1971). 89-90; and 
P. Langford . Public Life and rk Pruperiied Englishman. 2 689-1 798 (Oxford. 1 99 1). 140-3. 
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varie5 of social and economic pr~blems.'~ The volume of legislation grew with almost 

every passing year. Fewer than 3.000 Acts were passed during the hkro centuries preceding 

1688; nearly 14.000 were passed dwing the one century that foliowed. "During this sessions 

his  majesty has given the royal assent to 95 public bus, and 101 pnvate," marvelled nie 

Gentleman 3 Magazine in 1766. " M a t  an addition this, to the statutes at large, which. in 

tirne. at this rate of accumulation, must be carrieci with the judges in a baggage-waggoo, if 

no method is contrived to digest the statute law into one body. "15 

Most important for present purposes, parliament's will and capacity to legislate for 

social problems emerged well in advance of the capacity of govermnents to control the 

direction of legislation. l6 Before the emergence of more fixed and reliable mechanisms of 

party organization and discipline after 1832, parliament was a dynamic and sometimes 

unpredictable body. Ministries sought to exert control by a variety of tactics: by appeals to 

loyalty - to individual ministem, to ideals, or to the King - and by promises, favours and 

patronage. But such managerial tactics never acquired the systemic quaüty that Sir Lewis 

Namier and his followers once attributed to them." Sometimes only strategic concessions 

on individual issues would do. Parliament could sometimes be queiied for a time, but it could 

seldom be altogether mastered. As we wili see, one such issue that retunied to haunt 

14J. h e s .  " Parliament and the Shaping of Eighteentb-Century English Social Policy. " Transactions of the 
Ru@ Hisroncal Sociey 5th ser.. 40 ( 1  990): 63-92: and T-Keirn & L-Davison, "The Reachve State: English 
Governance and Society. 1689-1 750. " in Stilling rhe Gnunbling Hive: nie Response to Social and Ecowmic 
Problems in England. 1689-1 750. eds. L.Davison et al. (Stroud & New York, 1992). xviii-xxxv. 

I5GM 36 (1766): 292. See also Thomas. Home of Commons. 60-1: and J-Hoppit. J.Innes & I.Styles. 
"Towards a History of Pariiamentary Legislation. 1660-1800. " ParIiamentary Hkfos, 13 (1994): 3 12-21. 

"~ompare L.Namier. 'Ihe S~ructure of Politics m the Accession of George III (2nd ed.. 1957). passim; and 
Namier. E n g W  in the Age of the Amedcwa Revolulion (2nd al.. 1961). ch.3: Mth J.Brewer. Pany I&ology 
and Popular Politics at rhe Accession of George III (Cambridge, 1976). pts.I& II. 
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ministries again and again was the intermittent but often formidable detennination of MPs to 

secure national standards of pend incarceration. la 

(2) First Lord, Secretary of State, and King 

The de face emergence of the Treasury as the most influentid branch of the minisw 

after 1660 was promoted by both the systemic requirernent of obtainhg extra taxation 

authority from parliament and by Charles II's constant necessitousness. This process was 

subsequentiy reinforceci by the "financial revolution." The Treaniry and its  subordinate 

bodies acquired a sue, breadth. and degree of professionali;rrrtion that fa. exceeded all other 

non-military ministeriai departments. most notably the minuscule Secretariat of  tat te. l9 

However this by no meam guaranteed the Fint Lord's ascendancy amongst his fellow 

ministers. In the fim piace, with the revolution in the scale of the nation's finances came 

also the more frequent and critical scmtiny of their management by parliament? A First 

Lord could obtain a more certain hold over parliament through alliance with other prominent 

politicians. any one of whom would g e n e d y  settle for nothing less than one of the two 

Secretaryships of State. These offices camed immense prestige in their own ~ g h t .  It was not 

impossible for one (or both) of them to be the most important figure in a ministry and the 

First Lord largely a fig~rehead.~' As Secretary of State for the Southem Department 

Igs. ~.Baxter. nie Deveiopment of rhe Treasury. 1660-1 702 (Cambridge. MS. 1957): H-Rosevearr. The 
Treasury= TAe Evolution of a Brizish lns f i z~ ion  ( 1  969). ch.3; H. Roseveare. The Treasury. 1660- 1870: ThP 
Founricrriom of Confrol(1973). 1745 & 75-82: J.Carter, "Law. Courts and Constitution, " in 7 h  Resrored 
Monarchy . 1660-1688. ed. J. R. Jones (1 979). 73-5: HI Tomlinson, " fi~~ancial and Administrative Developments 
in England. f 660-88. " in 7k Restored Monwchy, 95-1 05: and G-Holmes, "The State and the Professions: The 
New Men of Govwnment." in his Augustan Englanh- Professions. Stae and Society. 1680-1 730 (1982). 239-61. 

2@Roseveare. Trearwy. 74-7 & 88-97: md Roseveare. Trearq .  I6aFI87û. 46-62. 

"M.A. Thomson. The Secretaries of Smte. 1681 -1 782 (Oxford. 1932). 4-28; and Tomlinson. " Financiai and 
Admrnistrative Developrnents. " I 10- 1. 
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between 1757 and 1761. Pitt the Elder was at least the equal of his First Lord in personal 

prestige and political status. (Five years later he led a ministry from the even less imposing 

office of Lord Privy Seal.) And the Duke of Portland seems to have made no impression 

when he served as First Lord in a ministry whose effective Iead came h m  the Semetaries of 

State, Lord North and Charles James Fox. 

Moreover, when the nation's fuiances were not of immediate concem, the fiscal 

importance of the First Lordship by no means guaraoteed its preeminent favour in the eyes of 

the King. George III came to the throne determinecl to make the fullest and most strategic use 

of his undquted authority to choose his ministers. Occasionally his exercise of that authority 

flew in the face of parliamentary realities. It could be argued that this was very much the 

case between 1782 and 1 7 8 4 . ~  Indeed, as we will see, there is a case to be made that the 

very creation of distinctly defined Horne and Foreign Secretarïes in March 1782 had l e s  to 

do with any new administrative realities than with the political ambitions of George III and 

Lord ~helbume .23 

By the last decade of the eighteenth centuxy however, the preeminence of the 

Treanrry was becoming more and more indisputable. The weight of larger developments 

favoured it, moa notabiy the increasingly aggressive, detaiied and regular parliamentary 

scrutiny of government finance afier 1780.'~ So too did the retreat of the monarch fiom any 

%empare the accounts in W.R.Fryer. "King George III: His Politid Characm and Conduct. 1760-1 784: 
A New Whig Interpretation. " Renaissance and Modem Studies 6 (1962): 68-101 (esp. 85-93); and J-Cannon. 
lie Fox-North Coalition: Crisis of the Constitution, 1782-4 (Cambridge, 1969)- passim; with those in 
J.Ehnnan. 7be Younger Pin (1969-96). 1:77-83. 1014 & 123-53: J.Brooke, King George 111 (1972). ch.6; and 
1.R.Christie. Wars and Revoluîions: Britain. 1 760-1815 (1982). 153-7. 

%ee below. Chapter 2. part 1. 

BRoseveare, Treaswy . 1 1 8-38: Roseveare, T r e a s l .  16M)-lB7O. 62-7 1 : and N.Càester. 77ie Engfish 
Adminisfrdve S'em, 1 780-1870 (Oxford. 1 98 1). 1 69-237 (esp. 1 97-208). 



sustained role in rninisterial politics after 1790. Ln May 1327 George Canning considered the 

possibility of leading a rninistry from the Foreign Secretaqship, but subsequently thought 

better of the idea? In a political atmosphere in which the King's significance had been 

reduced to the largeiy symbolic, and in which the management of the nation's finances was 

an issue that could make or break ministrie?6, there was no longer any serious doubt as to 

where the tnie centre of power lay in cabinet. The pre-eminent influence of Pitt the Younger 

amongst his ministers is an important factor in much of the anaiysis that foiiows in this 

thesis. " 

These considerations point up one more important theme: the central importance of 

individuals. In a govemmental apparatus in which most offices, outside the reaim of taxation, 

were staffed by smali numbers of officiais - al1 of them personally accountable to their 

superiors - the role of individual ministem in effecting (or thwarthg) significant changes was 

not to be underestimated.** To achieve a h t i n g  change in state practice, however, was 

another matter. Any change that required legislative sanction or an expensive alteration in 

administrative practice might open its advocate to the opposition either of parliament or of 

sDespalches. Correspondence. and Memranda of Field Marshal Arrhw Duke of Welfingron, K. C.. 181 P 
1832. ed. Wellington (1867-80). 4: 19: also reprinted in I3e Wellesley Papen, ed. L-S.8enjamin (1914). 2:174- 
5.  

26N.Gash. "'Cheap Govenunent.' 18 15- 1 874. " in his A'lfms of Govenvneru. and Other Essays on Stcue unâ 
Society. c. 177Gc. 1880 (1986). 43-54: and P-Harhg. The Waning of 'Old Corruption ': The Politics of 
Economical Rt$onn in Britain. 1 779-1 846 (Oxford. lm. 

nSec: below. Chapter 2. part U(3): Chaptter 4. part 1; and Chapter 5.  

 or this theme. see F.B. Wickwire, British Subrninisters and Colonial America. 1763-1 783 (Princeton. NJ. 
1966). ch.2; N.Baker. "Changing Attitudes Towards Government in Eighteenth-Century Britain." in Wesmen. 
Scholars and Merchanrs: EEsays in Eighteeuh-Century History Presented ro D m  L . q  S~lherfond. eds. 
A. Whiteman. J.S.Bromley & P.G.M. Dicksoo (Oxford, 1973). 210-1: and (in a rather different context) 
R. M. Hartweii . "Entrepreneurshi p and Public h q u . :  The Growth of Govwnment in Nineteenth-Century 
Britain. " in Landowmrs. Capizalists. and Emrepreneurx Ersqs for Sir John H m ,  ed. F .  ML. Thompson 
(Oxford. 1994). 193-2 I 1. 



intluential coileagues, moa notably in the Treasury. The newly created Home Department 

passed its tint decade without implementing any major changes, either of intemal 

hureaucratic organization and practice or of domestic administration for the nation at large. 

Changes only began to appear, and even then on a cautious and small scale, in the 1790s 

after the wont of the cnsis in the administration of cfimuial justice had already pa~sed.~' 

But when those changes came, the central role of individual Home Secretanes ofien seems to 

have been crucial. 

(3) Central and Local Governme~ts 

The increasingly centraiized ovenight of social regulation has been the principal 

theme in the pst-1960 historiography of British state development. Much of the debate has 

derived, not from any doubts about the crucial role in centralizatioo played by the principle 

of inspection, but rather from the specific question of whether or not Jeremy Bentham could 

be said to have been its intellechial progenitor? Oliver MacDonagh, whose work 

dominates the historiography of early Victorian state developmeot, prefers a perspective in 

which the need for central reguiation became compelling as the character and scale of 

individual social problems became increasingly self-evident and the need to address them 

*k beiow, Chapter 4, part III; Chapter 5,  part DI; and pp.4û6-9. 

% . ~ a c ~ o n a ~ h ,  "The Nineteenth-Century Revolution in Government: A Reappraisal , " Historical Journal 1 
(1 958): 52-67; H. Parris, "The Nineteenth-Century Revolution in Government: A Reappmisal Reappraised, " 
Hision'cuf Journal 3 ( 1  960): 1 7-37; D. Roberts, "Jeremy Bentham and the Victorian Administrative State, " 
Vicforian Sfudies 2 ( 1  959): 193-2 10; J. Hart, "Nineteenth-Century Social Refonn: A Tory hterpretation of 
History, " Pax and Present 110.3 1 ( 1  965): 39-61 ; S.E. Finer, "The Transmission of Benthamite Ideas, 1820-50, " 
in Studies in thp Gmwh of Ninereenth-Century Govemment , ed. G-Sutheriand (1 972). 1 1 -32; U .Henriques, 
"Jeremy Bentham and the Machinery of Social Reform," in British Govenvnenr and Administraion: S~udies 
Presenred ro S. B. Chnines, eds. H .  Hearder & H .R.Loyn (Cardiff, 1 974), 1 69-86; D. Roberts, "The Uti1itaria.a 
Conscience," in The Conscience of xhe VicroBan &me, ed. P.Mar& (Syracuse, NY, 1979), 39-72; R . M a c W ,  
"Introduction," in Government and &verlise: Specialisis. Administrutors ond Professionols, 186G1919, ed. 
MacLeod (Cambridge, 1988), 5-9; and S-Conway, "Bentham and the Nineteenth-Century Revolution in 
Government, " in Victorian Liberdisrn: Nineteenth-Cenrury Political nioughr and Practice, ed. R.Beiiamy 
(lm), 71-90. 
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irresistible . ' ' 
However. although MacDonagh's work remains serninal, many of the regulatory 

activities that he and his followers regard as characteristic of the more effectively centdized 

Victorian state - factory and mines regulation, public health refom, public education - 

involveci issues that, in either character or scale, were almost entirely unknown a century 

before. Although MacDonagh provides an excellent account of why regulation of a certain 

type emerged when it did, his perspective gives short shrift to the range of regulatory activiv 

that existed before the nineteenth century, almoa al1 of it carried on by unpaid officiais in 

the localities .32 

More recent historians of eighteenth-cenw B r i t .  view the nation as king already 

remarkably centralized, at least in so far its capacity to prosecute war on a large scale and to 

tax its citizemy in order to do so were ~oncerned.'~ Much of John Brewer's "fiscal- 

rnilitary " state was in fact anticipated in the work of P.G.M. Dickson and Geoffrey Holmes 

on the increasing professiooalization of the rnilitary and financial arms of governrnent under 

the impact of William III's wamY Profoundly impressive as these developments were 

however, these branches of govemance were only a narrow band in the range of state activity 

in eighteenth-century Britain. 

310.MacDonagh. Early Victon'an Governmpnt. 18301870 (1977). esp. 20-1. See also MacLeod. 
"Introduction. " in Govenvnetu ond Experrise. 1 -9. 

3 2 ~ a c ~ o ~ g h .  E u e  Vïctorian Govemmeni. p s i m .  See also U.R.Q.He~ques.  &+fore fhe Werfare: Swial 
Administration in Eùriy Indusrrial M a i n  (1979); and D.Fraser. The Evolution of the Brirish Welfare Stiue: A 
Hisrory of Sociai Policy Since the Industrial Revolurion (2nd ed.. Houndmills, 1984). 

'3~rewer. Sinews of Power. passim. See dso Brewer. "The Eightemth-Century British State: Contexts and 
Issues." in An Imperhl Staie ar War: Bri~ainfiom 1689 to 1815. ed. LStone (1994). 52-71: T-Ertuw. "Trip 

Sinews of Power and European State-Building Theory." in An Impen'ui Siaie a~ Wu. 33-51: and L-Stone. 
"Introduction, " in An Imperia1 Srare at War. 1 -32. 

"Dickson. Finuncial Rewlution. passim: and G-Holmes. "State and Professions." 239-61. 
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In fact, viewed from other perspectives, the British nation-state seems to have ken  

remarkably homogeneous - if not exactly centraiized in any sustained regulatory fashion - 

from the middle ages.j5 Local communities varied in their willingness to embrace the 

directives of the cenaal govemment, but there is no longer any serious doubt that a sunained 

interaction had existed between the two long before the advent of overtly regulatory 

centraiization during the nineteenth century. The volume of scholarship analyzing this 

interaction during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries has b e n  growing during the 

last decade or so? The periphery responded to the needs of the centre (and vice vena), and 

the ongoing dialogue betweeo the two can be seen as constituting, in some character and to 

some degree, a form of centralized state. Although the legislative changes of the nineteenth 

cenhlry significantly altered the terms and extended the institutional frarnework of that 

dialogue (and certainly extended its subject matter), the dialogue itself had ben going on 

long before. 

One of the major concerns of this thesis is with interactions between central and local 

authorities during the last decades of the eighteenth century as they related to the 

administration of criminal justice. However, my 

at least two ways. First, in so far as the sources 

understanding of this question is limited in 

used are almost entirely confinai to the 

" P.~omgan & D . Sayer, Great Arch: English Srae Fornion  as Culzwal RevoIution (Ox fad. 1 985). 
See also G-Harriss, "PoIiticd Society and the Growth of Govenimeat in Late Medieval England," Pusi and 
Presenr no. 138 (1993): 28-57. 

 orster, ter, 'Govemment in Provincial England Under the Late Stuarts," T r m m i o m  4th Royal 
Histoncaf Sociezy 5th ser., 33 (1 983): 2948; A. Fietcher, Refom in the hvinces: The Govemment of Stuan 
England (New Haven, CT & London, 1986); A.M.Coleby, Central Govenunent and ihe Locdi~ies: Hampshire, 
1649-1689 (Cambridge, 1987); L.K.J. Glassey , "Local Govement, " in Bntain in the First Age of Party. 1- 
1750: Essays Preserited ro GeoBiey Holrnes, ed. C.Jones (1987), 151-72; P.J.Norrey, "Tbe Restoration Regime 
in Action: The Relationship Betweea Central and Locd Govenunent in Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire, 1- 
1678," Historical J o u d  31 (1988): 789-812; Braddick, "State Formation and Social Change;" and J.R.Kent, 
"The Centre and the Localities: State Formation and Parish Government in England. cixa 1640-1 7 4 , "  
Hisroncal l o u d  38 ( 1  995): 363-404. See also, E. Moir. Locai Govenvneru in G~oucestershire, 1 775-1 8003 A 
S f d y  of che Jutices of the Peace ( @ristol, ] 1969). ch. 6. 
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records of govemment and ministers. potentially significant developments at the local level 

can only be observed incompletely, intermittentiy and at a distance. In the second place. the 

records of govemment may not M y  reflect the meam by which the centre might b ~ g  

influence to bear in the localities. For example, letters fiom Home Secretary Sydney to the 

second Earl of Hardwicke in the latter's capacity as Lord Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire often 

contain injunctions and instructions regarding such matters as the enforcement of royal 

proclamations. but do not seem to have been preserved in any encry-books in the Home 

Department." The Lord Lieutenancy had sornetimes proven to be a useful vehicle for 

realizing governmental purposes in the localities during the seventeenth century, so a more 

extensive analysis of nich unrecorded correspondence (which was perhaps deliberately 

presented as private rather than official) might prove ~orthwhile.~' 

In early modem Britain the van  bulk of the administrative activity with which we 

associate modem states - the upkeep of roads and bridges. poor relief7 the administration of 

crimioal justice - was in the han& of local and largely unpaid officials. Those officials were 

drawn ovewhelmingiy from amongst the mernbers of the landholding classes, men who were 

determuied to uphotd a tradition of local autonomy and independence." The alternative - 

large-scale bureaucraties and uniformed enforcement officials - was not merely fiscally 

undesirable. It was aiso politicafly and culturally repeilant during an age in which overtly and 

3 7 ~ o r  example. see Add MS 35682 ff.3834. 

38~orster. "Govemment in Provincial England. ' 41 -2: and V .L.Stater. Noble Gbvenzment: nie Stuart Lord 
Liewe~ancy and rk Tranfonndon of English Politics (Athens. GA. 1994). esp. 4. 

3 9 ~ n  excellent overview of the c k t e r  and culture of local govemance is given in D.Eastwoad. Govenùng 
Rurai England= Tradition and Trarrsfomuztion in bcal Government. 1780-1 û4û (Oxford, 1994). pt.1. Still of 
p t  use on a technical level. though now somewhat &ted in many of its judgments. is S.& B-Webb English 
Local Govenuneru (1 1 vols.. 1963; orig-ed. 1903-29). See also D.Marshall. "The Role of the Justice of the 
Peace in Social Administration. " in British G w e m n t  a d  AdmintSfratiion. 155-68. 



aggressively proactive governance was viewed as the sine qua non of tyranny. In paticular, 

it was a reminder of England's near escape, on two occasions during the previous centwy, 

from the incipient absolutism of Stuart rule." Regulatory governance was seen as a French 

vice. It was the antithesis of English liberty as viewed through the ideological lem of an 

independent, parsimonious and (in theory) self-activating landed eIites4' 

That said, by the mid-eighteenth century it was by no means the case that such views 

were still widely held in an unambiguous manner. In 1763, during a pst-war a ime wave, 

one cornmentator viewed French bureaucratie and militaristic policing - with its "order, 

discipline, and wconomy " - as admirable in effect, although he conceded that "such an 

establishment is not to be imitated in our land of liberty . . . . "" Similarly, &er the 

catastrophic Gordon Riots in June 1780, Lord Shelbume remarked hopefully that govemment 

would 

recollect what the police of France was; let them examine its good, and not be blind 
to its evil. They would find its construction excellent, its use and direction 
abominable. Let them embrace the one and shun the ~ t h e r . ~ ~  

Yet in the event, even Shelbume himself, as Home Secretary and First Lord, would choose 

to adhere as closely as possible to a traditional, non-iaterventionq model of policing reform 

LOThe extent to which this may ever have been a serious threat is consideml in I.R.1ones. "Introduction: 
Main Trends in Restoration England. " in Z7w Restored Motzurchy, 15-22; 1.Milier. "The Later Stuart 
Monarchy . " in The Restored Momrcb, 3 M 7 :  and J. Miller. "Britain. " in Absolutism in Severneenth-Centwy 
Europe. ed. J.MiUer (Houndmills, 1 990). 1 95-224. 

4'Radzinowicz. Hisrory. 3: 1-8; D-Phiiips. "'A New Eugine of Power and Authority': The Institutionalization 
of Law-Enforcement in England. " in Crime and rhe Luw: & Social Hismry of Crime in Western Europe since 
1500. eds. V.A.C.Gatrell. B.ienman & G.Parker (1980), 167-9 & 1724: C-Emsley. Policing and Its Conta .  
1 750- 1870 (1983). 1-3. 20- 1 & 28-9: and L.CoUey. Britons: Forging the Nation. 1 7O7-IlW7 (New Haven. CT 
& London. 1992). 18-43. For a sense of the vast range of activity which tbe word police encompasseci in the 
French model. see A. Williams. The Police of Paris. l7l&I789 (Eaton Rouge. LA, 1979). 

42 W . ~ i l d m a ~ .  The Police of France; or. An A c c ~  of the L a v s  and Regulations EstablLFhPd in rhai 
Kingdom for the Preservation of Peace and the Preventing of Robbenes (1763). 58 & 41. 
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in so far as the centrai government was concemed? 

Nor were the more rtraightfonvard objections of expense and parochial self-interest 

without their place on occasion. In 1772 Sir John Fielding, the senior magistrate of 

Westminster's Bow Street police office, devised a General Preventative Plan. His proposal 

was to render the detection and apprehension of offenders more certain by circulating 

detailed information out of Bow Street to magistrates and constables in ali parts of the 

country. Although greeted with enthusiasm at first, the Plan was rejected after 1775 when 

Fielding sought to transfer the main obligation for the pursuit of offenders to the IocaUy- 

appointed High Constables. Many provincial magistrates now believed that the Plan's 

principal effect would be to impose on them the costs of a service that benefitîed London - 

the largest source of fleeing offenders - far more than it did any of 

It would be wrong however to view the "failuren to adopt measures of criminai justice 

reform as being a product solely of the intransigence of local authorities. The centrai 

govemment itself does not seem to have been interested in taking on any regular and 

extensive role in most spheres of dornestic activity. Indeed, as Joanna b e s  has 

dernonstrated, if anythmg, govemment was in retreat from the more proactive position 

assumed during the seventeenth century Given both the degree of hostility toward such 

regulatory intervention in the localities and the overwhelming representation of landed 

interests in parliament, such an attitude was political cornmonsense as much as the product of 

disinclination. in 1761 Charles Jenkinson, who was then an Under Secretary, described the 

"See Chapter 3. part 1. 

45J.Styles. "Sir John Fielding and the Roblem of Criminal Investigation in Eighteenth-Century Eugland." 
Transmiom of the Royal Hiszoncal Socieiy 5th sa.. 33 (1983): 127-49. 

46J.Innes. "The Domestic Face of the Military-Fiscal State: Government and Society in Eïghteenth-Century 
Briiain. " in An fmperiai Szae af Wur. 97- 108. 
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vast bulk of the "domestic busyness" of the Secretary of State's office as being the issuance 

of routine instruments under the royal signature. There was Iittie else because "domestic 

occurrences . . . in peaceable times are very few . . . . "' The eighteenth-century central 

government intervened in local affairs in a largely reactive rather than regdative fashion. 

In the realm of criminal justice, govemment preferred to enjoin local authonties to 

take action rather than to coerce them into doing so. This attitude, moreover, was congruent 

with prevding conceptions about the nature of criminality itseif. Crirninality was viewed as 

lying on a behaviourial continuum with al1 other forms of immorafity. The most serious 

criminality was the outcome of a lifelong moral descent in the individual offender, beginning 

with the most minor slippages in youth and building, by increments of immorality, towards 

the worst sorts of offences in mahinty.'' The surest means of checking such potentially 

disastrous moral backsliding was determinedly to prosenite the laws regulating public houses, 

vagrancy and al1 other areas of nascent miminality. The burden of such enforcement fell on 

those local officiais who were believed to exercise an immediate, patemal influence over 

their social inferion. English governrnents confmed themselves to setting standards of moral 

expectation, often by meam of royal pro~larnations.~~ A less common mategy, apparently 

favoured by the Secretaries of State in 1768-9 during a significant increase in the number of 

felony prosecutions in London, was the licensing of socidy prophylactic literature. Lord 

"The Jenkinson Papen, 1 76û- I 766, 4. N. S Jucker (1  949). 3. See also Thomsoa, Secretah of Staie, 
ch.4. 

all is  notion is a frequent feature of many biographies and mernoirs from the mid+igbteenth and early 
nineteenth century; see for instance, T. Holcroft & W.Hazlitt, ï k  Life of T h o m  Hoicrofi, ed. E.Colby (1925; 
orig-ed. 1816). 1:18; Recofieciioru of the Lire of John O'Keefe. Whten  by HimseIf(1826), 2:2169; Mary 
Hardy s Diary , 4. B-Cozens-Hardy (n. p.. 1968). 24: and 7hr AurobiogropS of Joseph Mayau of Quai~on. 
1783-1839, d. A.Kussmaul ([Aylesbury], 1986). 14-5. 

'For a list "Of Proclamations and Orciers issued for punishing Ptophaneness and horai i ty ,  and for 
apprehending Street Robberr. Riotm &c. " betwen 1689 and 1 753, see SP 371 15 ff. 383-90. 



Shelburne granted an exclusive license to the four-volume murn Chronicle; or, VIilainy 

Display *d (1768) on the grounds that "by exhibiting the Gradation of Vice, and shewing the 

P ic~re  in its native Deformity, it will effectuafly advance the Cause of Religion and 

Once the expected standards were set however, the onus was wholly on unpaid local 

authonties - private prosecutors and constables certainiy, but perhaps above al1 the 

magistrates - to implement them." Concerns for morality and its inherent role in criminality 

had informed the intensive legislative and prosecutorial activity of the Reformation of 

Manners societies during the 169ûd2 These appeared with renewed force during the 

evangelical revival of the late 1780s, and were underscored by the issuance of a new 

Proclamation against Vice and Immorality in 1787 and by the activity on a number of 

fronts - political, propagandistic, and (to a lesser extent) prosecutonal - of the new 

Reformation of Manners societies that sprang into being at that tirne? A strategy such as 

this provided an intellectually coherent rationale for govemment to remain essentially passive 

'OSP W378 pp.219-21: çae also the text of the work itself, 1:i-ii. A second license was p t e d  to the same 
publisher. John Cooke, a year later for 7ïze Cheas of london Erposed, "which Work, he most humbly 
apprehends wilI not ody tend to the preservation of the Country People in particular, but likewise to Our 
Subjects in general . . . " (SP 44378 pp. 367-9). 

'' N.  anda au, The Jutices of the Peace. 1679-1 760 (Berkeley, CA, l984), passim; Beattie. Crime and fhe 
Courrs, 59-67; R.B.Shoemker, Prosecution and Punishment: Perty Crime ami rhe Law in London and Rural 
Middlesex, c. 1660-1 725 (Cambridge, 1991), chs.4-6 & 8; and Keirn & Davison, "The Reactive State," xxxix- 
xli. 

"M. J-~uinian,  Vicrorian P r e l d :  A History of Englisiz Manners. I7WI8.30 (New York, 1941). ch. 1 ; 
Radzinowicz. ffistory, 2: 1-25. & 3:17-22 & 488-97; D.Hayton, "Moral Reforrn and Country Politics in the Late 
Seventeenth-Century H o u e  of  Gommons," Pusr and Present no. 128 (1990): 52-60; Shoemaker, Prosecution 
and Punishnent, ch.9; and Shoemaker, "Reforming the City: The Reformation of Manners Campaign in 
London. 1 690- 1 738, " in Srilling the Gnunbling Hive, 99- 120. 

S3~uinlan. Viflorian Prelude, ch. 2; Radzinowicz, Hisrory, 3: 14 1 -207; I-Innes, "Politics and Morals: The 
Reformation of Manners Movernent in Lakr EighteenchCentury England." in nie Tramfoormnrion of Political 
Culrure: England and Germany in the Late Eigluccnth Century, ed. E.Hellmuih (Oxford, 1990), 57-1 18; and 
E.3- Evans. Tne Forging of rhe Modem Stute: Early Indurtrial Brirain. 1783-1870 (2nd d.. 1996). ch.6. 



and distant in most matters of domestic administration. In fact, as we wiil see, it was 

hndamental to the government's rejection of the penitentiary scheme during the 1780s and 

Govemment also had good pragmatic reasons for not acting in the vanguard of pend 

reform? During the period examined in this thesis, the exercise of criminal justice 

remained an essentially local phenornenon. There was only one criminai law in England and 

Wales, but its application had to be equally relevant in a variety of local community 

contexts. In felony cases the application of that law through trial and sentence was exercised 

twice-yearly at each county assizes under the oversight of two of the tweive high court 

judges. The elaborate ceremonials with which the judges were greeted by local officials at 

each assizes county's boundary underscored the point that the criminal law was an extemal 

force king taken into the cornrn~nity.~~ 

The assizes provided an overtly theatrical venue for govemment's concem to be 

voiced to local authonties, most directly in the judge's address to the Grand Jury, and 

perhaps also through the assize sermon.s7 It is unclear however to what extent judges 

%ee beIow, Chapter 4, part 1: and Chapter 5. part IV. 

''1 have presented the argument of this and the following paragraphs - as of other c m p o m t s  of this 
introduction - at greater Imgth in "in Place o f  Death: Transportation, P d  Practices, and the English State, 
1 770- 1 830, " in Qualifies of Mercy: Jusfice. Punisiunent und Dircrerion, ed. C .  Strange (Vancouver, BC, 19%; 
forthcoming) . 

%J. s .~ockburn. A Hisrory of Englirh Assizes. 1558-1 714 (Cambridge, 1 WO), ch.4; and Moir, Local 
Govenunenr in Gloucesrershire. 140. For contemporary descriptions. see A Frenchman in England. I784: k i n g  
rhe Melanges sur l'Angleterre of Frmçois de la Rochefoucarrld, ed. J-Marchand & trans. S.C. Roberis 
(Cambridge, 1933). 121-2; Boswell. Laird of Auchinleck. 1778-1782, eds. J.W.Reed & F.A.Pottie (New York, 
1977)- 4-1 6; and [Anon.], T7re Bar, With Sketches of Eminenr Judges. &Irnmstem, bc. &c. : A Puent with Notes 
(1825). 101-4. 

"~ockburn,  Hisrory of Rssizes, ch.4; Moir, Local Governnrent in Gloucestershire, 1 3 9 4 1  ; D. Hay, 
"Property. Authority and the Criminal Law," in Hay et al., Albion's F d  Tree: C k  and Society in 
Eighfeenrh-Cenfuty Engiand (1 975), 26-3 1 ; Beattie, Crime and the Courts. 3 16-8 & 33 1-3; and R-McGowen. 
"'He h t h  Not the Sword in Vain': Religion and the Criminal Law in Eighteenth€eaniry England," 
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received any explicit instructions from govemment as to the specifc content of their 

adâresses. 1 have found no written evidence of such consultation during the yean exarnined 

in this thesis. This forms a sharp contrat with early seventeenth-century pracîice, when 

assizes judges received instructions from the Court of Star Chamber.'' Perhaps judges and 

ministers had informal contacts for such purposes; the Lord Chancellor may have been a 

crucial point of contact.''> However the very absence (so far as 1 have been able to 

determine) of any more systematic process of consultation may have been a de fuao 

recognition of a process in which the dictates of a criminal law made in London interacted 

with local circumstances and imperatives. 

Govemment was therefore obliged to act in a mamer which recognized that, although 

the crimioal law had application throughout the realm, the needs and perceptions that were 

brought to it rnight Vary from one place to another. While some localities were in the 

vanguard of pend reform at the end of the eighteenth century, others saw Little need for it 

and some - most notably the metropolis - were relatively hostile to it. Transportation 

remaineci necessq as a median punishment between death and incarceration. But whereas in 

London it seems primarily to have served as a substitute for death, in some localities it seems 

to have been conceived of as a means by which to reinforce the new discipline of reformai 

gaols. One of the challenges facing govemment was to ensure that measures of pend reform 

58Cockbum. Hisioty of Assires. 57-9; Carter, "Law. Courts and Constitution." 86-9: and Fletcher. Refonn 
in the Provinces. 47-57. 

jgThe Lord Chancellor provided the judges with explicit instructions in the wake of the Jacobite uprising of 
1715: see John. Lord Campbell. Lîves of the Lord Chancefiors and Keepers of the Grea Seal of E n g f d  (New 
York. 1973; rep. of 1868 ed.). 5:3034. 
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satisfied disparate conceptions of the nation's penal order." It is another major theme of 

this thesis that. although the central govenunent's approach to pend change was cautious and 

conservative. this was not a function of indifference. Rather it was a sensible approach in a 

context in which social and administrative regulation continued to be locally-based and 

conceived - 

To mm up, there has often been a tendency in the historiography of changing pend 

practices to see those changes as emanating from an implicitly uniform and unitary 

govermental body. A principal aim of this thesis is to iuustrate the wider range of 

complexity and confiict in the story. I hope. not simply to present a narrative of convict 

administration and of changing ideas about it - although 1 am concemed with those rnatters. I 

hope also to provide an institutional framework for understanding and interpreting the 

significance of those changes within the contexts of state-structure and the distribution of 

powers and responsibilities within it. 

iI- Forces for Change 

A study that views pend change primarily through the structures of central 

govemance risks overlooking much else of importance. The forces inhibithg change must be 

given their due, but so too must the positive, impulsive factors that were at work. This 

r e m  us to the question of changing social and culhirai contexts, matters about which it is 

difficult to derive direct and coherent evidence from the source materiais on which this thesis 

is primarily based. I have already noted the need for more detailed snidy of local patterns of 

pend practice. Much important work also needs be done in contemporary periodicals - 

%ee below. Chapter 3. part 1; Chapter 4. parts II-IV: and Chapter 5. part IV. 
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perhaps especially in the inaeasingly powerful world of newspapers - in order to articulate 

the cornplex, widespread and influential phenornenon that, through the work of Jürgen 

Habermas. has corne to be known as "the public sphere. "'[ 

Closely bound up with this widening public sphere were changing cultural values and 

menraiities. Until the 1970s the notion of rising "humanitarianism" as a factor in the history 

of English pend change was viewed in largely unproblematic t e m .  Imprisoning a person in 

a well-regulated penal regime was self-evidently more humane thaa hanging or transporthg 

them." Such a view was irrevocably qualified &r 1978 with the English language 

publication of Michel Foucault's Surveilleur et punir followed soon after by the appearance 

of Michael Ignatieff s A Just Meacure of Pain, a s w e y  of the development of the 

penitentiary in England that was informed by a similar sensibility. Both works chaiienged the 

proposition that a closely-regimented prison regime was necessarily more "humane* than 

capital punishment in any simple-rninded way. Punishments were no longer intlicted on the 

body in a public setting, but rather on the mind and in places hidden from public view .63 At 

the same time, the joint appearance in 1975 of E.P.Thompson's Whigs and Hmren and of a 

collection of essays by Thompson and his midents at Warwick University, AIbcon 's F d  

Tree, focused the most senous attention of English historians on the social context of crime 

"J. iiabermas. Tite Structurai Transfoormation of the Public Sphere: An Inquity inio a Corego? of Bourgeois 
Sociezy, trans. T.Berger with F-Lawrence (Cambridge. MS. 1989). The literature on this subject is already vast. 
and still growing. A good starting point is Hobennus and the P u b k  Sphere. ed. C .Caihoun (Cambridge. MS. 
1992). which contains a concise re-statement of the central theory by Haûenms himself. 

master-narrative of this perspective - which i n d d  largely overiooks the structured role of 
transportation in the British pend array - is Radzinowin. Histo-. vols. 1. 4 & S.  

63M. Foucault. Discipline unà Punisk lk Binh of rhe Prison. trans. A-Sheridan (New York. 1978); and 
M. Ipt ieff .  A Jwt Memure of Pain: ïk Penizentiary in the Industrinl Rmolwion. 1 7Sû-l8SO (New York. 
1978). 
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rather than on more traditional questions of penal change? 

sophisticated understanding of the cultural shifts that informed penal change 

has therefore been relatively late in emerging. John Beattie has aaempted to situate the 

decline of public punishments in the targer context of a growing distaste for al1 public 

displays of cnielty that was characteristic of a more commercialized and self-consciously 

"civilized" English society? Greg T. Smith has recentiy canied such concems M e r  in a 

wide-ranging consideration of its metropditan context? And Randall McGowen has sought 

to place the essential shift - from the public punishment of the body to a secluded working 

upon the sou1 - in the broader context of a widening gap beîween religious aspirations and 

secular realities that was characteristic of Enlightenment thought in generaLm More recently 

Victor Gatrell has posed a strident challenge to the proposition that the last century of public 

executions in England reflects a public semibility that was, in any unproblematic fashion, 

more humane than its predecessor.' 

wD. Hay et al., Albion 's F a d  Tree: C* and Sociery in Eighreemh-Cemury England ( 1975); and 
E.P.Thompson. Whigs and Hmers: The Origin of the Blad Acî (1975). 

65J. M. Beattie. "Violence and Society in Early-Modern Engiand. " in Perspectives in Crimhf Lau: Essays in 
Homur of John LI. J.  Edward!. ais. A-N-Doob & E. L-Greenspan (Aurora, Ont., 1985). 36-60; and Ekattie, 
Crime and rk Courts, 132-9. Such views are in broad congruence with stuclies of concurrent movements to 
suppress popular gaming amongst plebeians and dueilhg amongst the elites; see R. W.Malcolmson, Popular 
Recreationr in English Society. f 7LWI85O (Cambridge. 19731, esp. chs.6-8; and D.T.Andrew, "The Code of 
Honour and Its Cntics: The Opposition to DueUing in Engiand, 1 700- 1 850, " Sociaf Hkzory 5 ( 1 980): 409-34. 

'%.~.srnit.h, "Civilized People Don? Want to See that Sort of Thing: The Deciine of Public Physical 
Punistirnent in London, t 760- L 840. " in Qualifies of Mercy ( forthcoming) . 

67R.Mffiowen, "A Powerfui Sympathy: Terrm, the Prison, and Humanitarian Refoim in Early Nineteeoth- 
Century Britain," J o r d  of British Sfudies 25 (1986): 312-34; McGowen, "The Body and Punishment in 
Eighteenth-Crntury England," l o d  of Modem Hisrory 59 (1987): 651 -79: McGowen, "'He Beareth Not the 
Sword in Vain';" and McGowen, T h e  Changing Face of God's Justice: The Debates over Divine and Human 
Punishment in Eighteenth-Century England, " Criminal Justice History 9 (1988): 63-98. 

A.C .~atrel l ,  nte Hanging Tree: Erecution and t k  Englkh People. 1 770-1868 (Oxford. 1994). For 
simifar reserva tions, see J. S. Cockbm, " Punishment and Brutalkation in the English Enlightenment, " t a w  and 
History Review 12 (1994): 155-79. 
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An understanding of such changes is important to the larger portrait of pend change 

because. uniike much of what follows in this thesis, they were not necessa~ily informed by 

any pressure on established institutions and practices. Doubts about the moral acceptability of 

hanging were well-established in the mincis of many observers long before the vast numbers 

of capital convicts brought to bear on the ritual in London during the 1780s revealed its 

practical limitations as a form of social discipline. By the same token there is evidence that 

irnprisonment had been gaining favour as a means of punishg certain classes of serious 

offenders for some tirne before the cessation of transportation to America in 1775 prompted 

more intensive consideration of its merits. * 

Changes in the nature of the law itself also had a significant role to play. We still 

have no full-sale study available in print of the massive and fundamental change wrought by 

the extension of summary jurisdiction between the 1790s and the mid-nineteenth century. By 

cornparison with the situation that had prevailed over most of the eighteenth century, 

summary jurisdiction vastly reduced the range of offenses whose prosecution and punishment 

rnight ultimately corne to the attention of the courts and, by extension, the central 

go~ernrnent.'~ AIthough a desire to extend the sumrnary powers of magistrates is apparent 

in the metroplitan policing measures of 1785 and 1792 that we will be considering, most of 

this important story Lies outside the temporal parameters of 

Nevertheless in describing how an increased central 

this thesis. " 

supervision of cnminal justice 

%ee below. Chapter 3. part 1; and Chapter 4. parts iü-IV. 

'@Tm ~weeney . "The Extension and Practice of Summary Iurisdiction in England. c. 1 790- 1860" (Ph. D. 
thesis. Cambridge U.. 1985). See also. D-Philips. Crime and Authori~ in VicroTion Englandr nip BI& 
Country. 1835-1860 (1976). 13 1-6 & 1 6 7 ;  J.Davis. "A Poor Man's System of Justice: The London Poiice 
Courts in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century." Histotical J o d  27 (1984): 3 1 1-3; and C-Emsley. 
Crime and Socien, in England. 1 7Sû-Zm (2nd ed.. 1996). 198-207. 
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emerged during the late eighteenth century - often against the immediate desires of 

govemment - three facton can be detected. al1 of which are apparent in the stories with 

which we opened this chapter. 

(1) The Problem of Crime 

The fun factor was the problern of airne itself. The fact of crime, its perceived 

character. and the need to respond effectively to it were themselves principal factors in 

accounting for major changes in a i l  aspects of criminal justice over the eighteenth century." 

D u ~ g  the period considered in this thesis, the most self-evidently important factor for 

governent was the sheer weight of numbers. The gaols of both the metropolis and the 

provinces contained unmanageably large numbers of people convicted of serious criminal 

offenses. This placed a great strain on established structures in not only a physical but also 

an a b m c t  sense. The disposition of criminal offenden is never merely an administrative 

problem. It is also an ideological one. The aiminal law functions to no useful effect if 

coavicts are not disposed of in a mamer that affirms the authoriv of the state without caihg 

it into question on the grounds of disproportionate cruelty or lenience? I have already 

mggesteci that, then as now, many opinions existed as to what modes of punishment afforded 

the best means of h i l f i g  this mixed agenda, and that this is perhaps most readily to be 

seen in the relative emphases laid on the need for transportation. 

During the late eighteenth century' it was a l l  too apparent to statesmen at the nation's 

centre that there could be no doing away with aansportation. The result was the adoption of 

the h u h  as places of temporary incarceration for male transports from aU over England and 

%eattie, Crime a d  the Courts. 267 & 637. 

nFor treaûnirnts of this theme, see Hay. "Property. Authority and the Criminal Law," in Albion S Faid 
Tree. 17-63; and S.D.Amussen, "Punishment. Discipline. and Power: The Social Mcwiings of Violence in Eariy 
Modern Engiand." Journal of British Studies 34 (1993: 1-34. 
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Wales until such time as their sentences could be carried into execution. Viewed as a 

temporary expedient during the 1780s, the hulks subsequentiy proved difficult to do away 

with altogether. After 180 1 the govemment stopped t~ying." 

The administration of pardon was another a r a  in which the pressure exerted by large 

numbers of criminal convictions drew govemment into more extensive and sophisticated 

realms of administration than it had ever anticipated or actively sought. The deployment of 

this royal prerogative power served a crucial ameliorative huiction in a criminal justice 

system whose characteristic punishment was death. The vady Uicreased number of convicted 

offenders during the 1780s promoted a search for new strategies in making the necessary 

decisions with that degree of dispatch that would best serve the inter- of authoritative 

punishrnent ." 

Finally we should bear in mùid how many late eighteenth-century statesmen had 

penonally experienced crime, often in its most threatening forms. For many of them the 

administration of criminal justice would have had an immediacy and self-evident relevance 

that is far less common amongst modem policy-rnakers. Whatever we may think or feel 

about their outlook on the questions of serious criminal offenses and how best to address 

them, we can have Iittie doubt as to the seriousness of purpose with which they viewed those 

issues. "Faifuresn to reforrn the criminal law were the product, not oniy of bloody- 

mindedness or outright indifference, but also of genuine and al1 too vividly-infonned 

convictions as to how best to achieve the principal end of punishment - the reduction of 

crimindi ty . 

74See below, Chapter 4, parts n-IV; Chapter 5,  part III; and Chapter 7. 

7SSee below, Chapter 6. 



(2) The Problem of the Metropolis 

The second prevailïng theme of government involvement was the centrality of 

London. Recent work has dernonstrated how the rapidly changing social and economic 

character of the metropolis in the years following the Glonous Revolution was an impulsive 

force behind new tactics in social discipline, particularly in the initial expansion of the capital 

code and in the systematization of transportation by an Act of 1718.'~ It was oniy to be 

large proportion of their year in London. should have felt that measmes to nippress crime 

were of more immediate concern there than eisewhere? After 1718 government took upon 

itself the costs of transporting convicts from both the capital and the surrounding counties 

with whom its social and economic life was inextricably linked." 

In the mid-eighteenth century the major roads in and out of the metropolis atîracted 

the attention of highway robbers like no other place in the kingdom. To r a d  the letters of 

Horace Walpole for the period is to experience his sense of the capital's periphery as a kind 

of penumbra of potentiaf violent crime. The young James Boswell's account of his fint 

transit of the region in November 1762 has something of the same air to it. By contrast The 

763. M-Beattie. "The Cabinet and the Management of Death at Tybuni after the Revolution of 1688- 1689. " in 
The Revolution of 1688-1 689: Chunging Perspectives. ed. L.G. Schwoerer (Cambridge. 199 1). pp.2 1 8-33 ; 
Beattie. "London Crime and the Making of the 'Bloody Code.' 1689- 17 1 8. " in Stilling ihe Gnunbling Hive: The 
Responre io Social and Economic Problems in England. 1689-1 750. eds. L. Davison et al. (Stroud & New York. 
1 992). pp.49-76: and Beattie. "Crime and inequality in Eighteenth-Century London, " in C '  and Imquality. 
eds. J . Hagan & R. D.Peterson (Stanford. CA, 1995). I f 6-39. See also kitie. C ~ m  and t k  Coms, 14-5. 
148-61. 188-90. 21 9-34. 253+3, 516-7. 520- 1. 529-30, 543-4 & 624-8. 

nFor the growing London residency of MPs, see P.Langforci. "Property and 'Virtual Representation' in 
Eighteenth-Century England." Historïcaf J o d  31 (1988): 84-102. 

"~eattie. Crime and ihe Couns, 500-19; and A.R-Ekirch. Bound for America: ThP Transportmion of Brirish 
Convicrs ru rhe Colonies. 1 71 8-1 775 (Oxford. 1987). 1 1-2 1. For the interaction between the metroplis and 
neighbouring regions. see P.L.Garside. "London aad the Home Counties." in ï?ze CMtbn'dge Socid Hislon> of 
Briiain. 1750-1950. txi. F.M.L.Thompson (Cambridge. 1990). 1:472-89. 
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Gentlemun's Magazine marvelled that there were only three men left for execution on the 

entire Home Circuit in June 1762 and deemed a street robbery in Chester the following year 

to be "a thing never known to have happened there before." The young Fanny Burney 

relished her early morning walks near Thetford in Norfolk. " Near the Capital 1 should not 

dare to indulge myself in this delightful manner for fear of [Robbers]," she noted, "but here. 

every body is known, one has nothhg to apprehend. "" 

Certainly the metropolis produced convicts on a scale far out of proportion to its 

share of the national population. This continueci to be me even of the late eighteenth 

cenniry. when other significant urbao centres - with similar experiences of social and 

sonomic dislocation - had emerged in other parts of Britain. To some extent this may have 

reflected a somewhat lighter burden of pnvate prosecution by cornparison with the provinces. 

County assizes were held only IWO tirnes each year (and only once on the Norttiem Circuit), 

so a victim might have to wait several months before king  able to proseeute the accused 

offender. In order to do so. he might have to travel a significant distance to the assize town. 

He would also have to bear the costs of transporthg and putting up both hirnself and any 

witnesses whom he might wish to produce. not to mention accept a substaritial fiaancial loss 

owing to time away from his work. By conû-ast felony cases were tried eight times yearly at 

the Old Bailey. which was conveniently located in the hart of the metropolis. It is possible 

that the vast expansion in the numbers convicted at the Old Bailey after 1770. which was 

otien commented on by contempraries. partiy retlected the decision of parliament in 1778 to 

reimburse the costs of poor prosecutors in felony cases whether or not a conviction was 

79Buswell 's London Journal. 1 762-1 763. ed. F.A,Pottie (New York. 1950). 43 (entry for 18 Nov 1 762); 
GM 32 (1 762): 386; GM 33 (1 763): 515: and he Earfy Joumais and Leners of Fwmy Burney. 1768-1 7W. eds. 
L.E.Troide & S.J.Cooke (Oxford. 1988- 1. 1:23. 
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secured. I t  may also have reflected improved detective masures in the metropdis by 

cornparison witb the rest of the nation (in which comection the young Liverpool's account of 

the role of the Bow Street constable may be suggestï~e).~ Such factors may have eased the 

burden of private prosecution in London, and thus have exaggerated the distinction between 

London and the provinces in the number of convicts generated in each. 

Whatever expiallis the large numbers of metroplitan convicts, the centrai government 

continued to regard the need to dispose of them as a more pressing problem than it did those 

of the provinces. There were growing doubts in some quarters about the uniqueness of 

London crime, but few were yet entertained as to the comparative scaie and urgency of the 

administrative problerns that resulted from its pr~secution.~~ 

(3) Social and Cultural Homogenization 

However it is difficult to make sense of govemment's efforts to clear local gaols 

during the 1780s without reference to a widening conviction that similar difficuities in the 

provinces - in principle if not in scale - had also to be addressed. Evidence for such 

convictions is sparse in the papers of government and natesmen. It mua be read indirectly, 

and often more on the basis of their actions than their words. 

An important force in the emergence of such convictions must have k e n  the vast 

increase in physical mobility and speed of communication that took place in Britain over the 

course of the eighteenth century. Intensive hirnpike construction began in the early eighteenth 

century and contimed into the nineteenth, but it was during the tturty years following 1750 

mRadWnowicz, Hislory, vols.2 & 3: R-Paley, "The Middlesex Iustices Act of 1792: Its Origins and Effecis" 
(Ph.D. thsis. Reading U.. 1983). chs.3-6: Beattie. Crime and the C m s ,  ch.2; and E.A.Reynolds. 'The Night 
Watch and Police Reform in Metroplitan London, 1720-1 830" (Ph-D. thesis, Comell U., 1991). See also 
below, pp. 198-21 7. 

"Sec below, Chapter 4, part iiI; and Chapter 7, part II- 
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that it had its greatea effect in reducing travel time. A coach-trip from London to York that 

took four days in 1754 took three by 176 1, and one-and-a-half by 1774. A rapid growth in 

the volume of coach-travel was aiso apparent after 1780. In 1740 there was only one coach 

from London to Birmingham each day ; by 1783 there were thirty . So novel and potent a 

phenornenon was this rapid expansion in physical mobility - for those, of course, who could 

afford to travel - that it rapidly generated its own t i t e~a~y  genre." Severai issues of the 

London Magazine between 1767 and 1769 featured maps of roadways from London to 

various towns, both near and far. Viscount Torrington, one of the most redoubtable of 

contemporary haveIlers, thought the work of road-building already virtuaüy cornpiete by the 

early 1790s: "our island is now so explored; Our roads, in general. are so fine; and our speed 

has reach'd the summit." He recalled an oid man of eighty-four whose "first astonishment 

was at the goodness of the roads, and to see fine upper smooth ways - which he remember'd 

hollows, hardly to be drag'd thro' by a set of horses! "" 

'This awareness of enhanced mobility, coupled with the difficulties govemment 

experienced in determining a new destination for convicts under sentence of transportation 

afler 1782, must have given the problems of local officiais in transporthg their convicts a far 

more immediate and alarming character for metropolitan-based statesmen than ever 

=J. ~ . ~ h a r t r e s  & G .L.Tunibull, "Road Transport. " in Trampon in tk Industrial Revoiuion. eds. 
D .Aldcroft & M. Frewian (Manchester, 1983)- 64-80; P.Langforci, A Polife and Commercial People: England. 
1727-1783 (Oxford, 1989)- 391410; R.Brown, Society and Economy in M&m B ~ t a i n ,  1700-18.0 (1991), 
127-9. 132-6 & 142-6; J-Rule, 71re Vital Cennuy: England's Developing Economy. I714-1815 ( l m ) ,  214-25 
(esp. 223); and T. Barker & D-Gerhold, The Rise and Rise of Road Tranrpon. 1700-i9W (Houndmills, 1993)- 
52-61 (esp. 54). 

%U 36 (1767): 158, 214, 326, 438, 592 & 606; LM 37 (1768): 8, 288, [4ûû] & 544; LM 38 (1769): 416; 
and The Torrington Dianes: Curiraining the T o m  Through E n g l d  and Wdes of the Hon. John Byng (Larer 
Fifh Vucount Tomingron) Between ~k Years 1 781 and 1794, eds. C .B.Andrews & J-beres forci (1 934-8), 2:32 1 
& 3229. 
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before? Govemment would almost certainly have recognized an obligation to facilitate 

transportation for the provinces purely on the grounds of maintainhg the credibility of the 

criminal law. Nevertheless, the alarm that the prospect of hundreds of serious offenders 

housed in antiquateci and often physicdy decrepit gaols throughout the nation is not to be 

underestimated. The contrast with the speed and efficiency witb which such convicts had 

been dispatched from the countxy between 1718 and 1775 - during which time the capacity of 

individuals to move about the country at large bad so greatly and rapidly expandeci - must 

have been dramatic and profoundy alanning. Although 1 have found no direct evidence, it 

seems likely that nich a concem must have poweriùily reinforced a basic ideological 

conviction amongst statesmen that they were obliged to relieve provincial gaols of their 

burden of convicts for transportation . 

Moreover the emergence of an extensive, nationally circulated periodical press by the 

early to mid-nineteenth century m u a  have promoted the development of an increasingly 

uniform sense of crirninality for the nation as a wh01e.~ The belief that London's 

experience of crime remaineci uniquely severe had been coming into question in many min& 

as early as the middle of the 1780s, although there is little evidence that it had any 

substantial impact on the thinkuig of ministecs before the early nineteenth century." 

Moreover the few studies that have yet been produced of criminal justice in aineteenth- 

below, Chapter 4, part IV; and Chapter 5 ,  part II. 

uFor a historiographicai account of the tension between national and communal cultures during rhe 
eighteenth century, see D-Wahrman, "National Society, Communal Culture: An Argument about the Recent 
Historiography of Britain," Social History 17 (1992): 43-72. Traditional and modem analyses of culture of 
crime during the nineteenth century GUI be found in J.J.Tobias, Crime and I ~ t r i u i  in the 19th 
Cenfury (1 967); and M.J. Wiener, Recons~wting the Cn'mmrd: Culrure. Lw. and Policy in England. 1 ü.%%l9I4$ 
(New York, 1990). For the role of the press, sec also R-Sindall, Street Violence in the Mneteenth Ceririuy: 
Media Panic or Red Danger? (Leicester, 1 990). chs. 3-4. 

helow, Chapter 7, part II. 
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century Britain suggest the persistence of regional variation in both the character of crime 

and the extent to which the lener of the law was applied in punishing it." Nevertheless. in 

the realm of popular culture, certain crimes had come to be established in the public mind as 

the defuiition of "crimen throughout the nation as a whole. To this extent at least, the culture 

of localized govemance - if not necessarily its operative reality - had been eroded by 

cornparison with the preeminent status it had during the eighteenth century . 

III. Convicl and the State: A Problern of Processes 

The a d  to dispose of unprecedentedly large numbers of serious criminal offenders 

was one of the fm issues of domestic regulation to acquke a fully national dimension. An 

analysis of the means by which it developed therefore forms a signifiant component of the 

study of state development as a whole. But an analysis that treats the problem in the absaact, 

without setting it in its institutional and ideological contexts, is insufficient. The pressure of 

convict numbers may answer the questions of why and when an increasingly centraiized 

conception of criminal justice adminimation began to emerge. But we must investigate the 

context of a multi-valent state in order to understand who wanted (and who resisted) such a 

change, how such change couid be realized. what characteristics it ultimately assumed, and 

why such change was more quickly and more fully realized in some places than others. 

This thesis seeks to examine and explain the larger process of state-building that 

fundamentally informed the process of criminal justice "reform." It seeks more M y  to 

contextualize a history of changing pend practices that is still too easily read either in terms 

"~hilips. Crime and Aultroriry in Yictorian England, 22-4; and C.A.Conley, ï h  Unwritren Law: Criminai 
Jusrice in Yictorian Kent (New York, 1991). vii, 3-6 & 2û24. For the persistence of local variation and the 
limitai ambitions of central intervention in governarice in g e n d  during the ninekath century, see P.Tbne, 
"Government and Society in England and Wales, 1750- 1914," in Cambridge Social Hisro'y of BnrBin, 3: 1-61. 
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of road-signs pointing the way toward the fbture. or as a series of inadequate way-stations on 

the road there. Such a narrative views reform almost exciusively as a response to abstract 

changes in hurnan thought - which in part, of course, it was - but largely neglects the equally 

important roles of pressure upon established structures and of the often coherently reasoned 

resistance of established patterns of authority. Even as it clung to a traditionai notion of local 

responsibility, govenunent was nonetheless backing into a more involved and deteminative 

role in the administration of criminai justice for the nation as a whole. This role was thnist 

on it by pressures from the localities that could not be ignored, by concurrent initiatives in 

parliament that could never be whoiiy controlled or suppressed, and by the simple pressure 

of nurnbers on a set of arrangements that was iU-equipped by its nature to deal with them. 

The govenunent of late eighteenth-century Britain did not seek a more extensive role in the 

administration of criminal justice; it acquired one aU the same. 



CHAPTER 2 

POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION: 
THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOME DEPARTMENT, 1782-1830 

In Mach 1782, four months after British forces in North Amerka surrenderd at 

Yorktown, George III at 1st acceded both to the will of his Parliament and to the desire of 

his first minister, and accepted the resignation of Lord North as First Lord of the Treasury, 

Chancellor of the Exchequer and leader of the House of Commons. North's depamire ended 

a twelve-year ministry whose strength and popularity had been drained by a war whose fiscal 

and psychological costs had become insupportable. ' But although widely seen by English 

statesmen as neces sq ,  North's departure did not lave any political grouping with a 

commanduig position in the House of Commons. The ministry that ~cceeded him was a 

coalition between two opposition groups. The larger one comprised the foliowen of the 

Marquis of Rockingham, who became F M  Lord of the Treasury. The Secretaryships of 

State were divided between the Rociunghams' leader in the Commons and the leader of the 

second par9 to the coalition, Charles James Fox and the Earl of Shelbme respectively. 

At the same time, the character of the Secretaryships was fundamentally altered. 

Previously, the two Secretaries shared the administration of foreign and domestic a f f h  

alike. The change of March 1782 was described in a letter from Edward Cooke, under 

secretary to Ireland, to William Eden: " L ~  Shelbume takes the King's Dominions for his 

Department. . .. Mr Fox takes the whole foreign Correspondence. "' When put th is  way, the 

former office, embracing the affairs of ail of Great Bntain and her colonies, sounds more 

splendid than the other . 

ppp 
- - -  

'I.R.Chnstie, The End of North S Minis~ry. 178@l782 (1958), 267-372. 

' ~ d d  MS 34418 ff.385-6. 
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In this çhapter 1 will argue that, in the context of the moment, such a view was 

tiindamenially correct. Historians have long recognized, first, that the division of March 

1782 coincided with the establishment of a fragile political coalition and, second. that the 

King displayed a marked preference for the ministerial services of the first Home Secretary, 

the Earl of Shelburne, who was elevated to the Treasury upon Rockingham's premature death 

only three months later.' Yet none of thern has ever suggested that these two aspects of the 

situation were actually conjoined. Viewed purely from the perspective of adminisirative 

efficiency, the division of responsibilities beh~een a Secretary solely responsible for domestic 

flairs and one solely responsible for foreign affairs seems so sensible that most historians 

take it to have been inevitable, largely ignoring either the immediate political imperatives 

which contributed to it or its subsequent consequences. 

In the absence of any explicit comment on the decision from the key participants, it 

has generally been assumed that the growing pressure of simple administrative logic was the 

driving force behind the change.4 Such an imperative rnight have been reinforced by the 

long-standing cornmitment of the Rockingharn Whigs to masures of "economical refonn," 

that programme of fiscal and administrative reforms which they made one of the 

preconditions of thei. acceptance of office in 1782. Shelburne, too, had long been 

. ' V . T . H ~ ~ I O W .  i%e Founding of the Second Brirish Empire. 1763-1 793 (1952-64), 1:224-6; J.S.Watson, & 
Reign of George !II, 1 760-I8IS (Oxford, 194û), 2434; J. Noms, Shelbume and Refonn (1%3), 150-2; 
J.Cannon, The Fox-Nonh Coalition: Crisis o f r k  Cornfitulion. 1 782-4 (Cambridge, I969), 2-8 & 1 8-9: and 
F.O'Gonnan, The Rise of Party in England: The Rockingham Whigs, 1760-82 (1975), 449-56. 

'E.T~OU~, The Home W c e  ( l a s ) ,  18-9; M-A-Thomson. The Semaries of Staie, 1681-1782 (Oxford, 
1932). 159-61 ; J.Tilley & S.Gaselee, ï k  Foreign Ufrce (1933). 26; F.Newsam, The Home W c e  (2nd ed., 
1955), 19 & 24; R.R.Nelson, ïk Home mce, 1782-1801 (Durham, NC, 1%9), 5-6; and D.Kynaston, l& 
Secretary cf Stafe (Lavenham, 1 W8), 167. A significant exception to this d e  is G. B.Cooper. "The Home 
Department of the British Government. 1782-1 801 " (Ph-D. thesis, Yale U.,  1 WS), 3449. However Cooper 
does not ascribe any ciear motive to the division. 
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sympathetic to suc h proposais. Even the King is sornetimes enlisted in a forward-thinking 

explmation. Historians invariably cite his suggestion, eleven years earlier , that one potential 

Secretary who lacked proficiency in French ("an absolute requisite for one who is to mat 

with Foreign Ministers*) "might have the home depamnents which would be composed of a i i  

domestick affairs," while the other Secretary would "ûaosact the whole department of 

Foreign affairs, . . . . " Indeed, only three months before the accomplished fact, George iII 

suggested a possible arrangement to Lord Nonh which sounds almoa Wre the finished 

division: 

Had Lord North thought the Amdcan Secretary might cease, Lord Storrnont 
could with great [ease] conduct the correspondence with ail the European Courts, 
Lord Hillsborough imtead of the Southern Cortrts take the American business in 
addition to his reminhg  branche^.^ 

It is not clear in this second ionance what the King intended should be done about the 

prevailing division of domestic affairs, but he had countenanced changes in the division of 

responsibilities between his Secretaries on a number of occasions before 1782. 

As we will s e ,  there is evidence to support the general belief amongst historians that 

the logic of administrative efficiency was a major component in the smictured division 

between the offices. But efficiency need not have been the sole or even the primary 

consideration of the moment. It seems m g e  that, when outliaing their proposed m h h r y  to 

one another, neither Rockiugham nor Shelbunie ever mentioned the division of 

respomibilities between the Secretaries. Yet their iists were quite detailed, including the 

positions to be held by members of their parties and the measures which the King would 

5 Noms, Shelburne and Refonn, passim; and N.Baker, "Changhg Attitudes Towards Governent in 
Eighteenih-Century Bri tain, " in Staiesmen. Scholars and MercAanrs: Essqs in Eighreemh-Ce~ury History 
Presented IO Dame Lucy Sutherland, eds. A. Whiteman et al. (Oxford, 1973), 214-9. 

6Com. George III, nos. 882 & 3485. 
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have to accept as the price of obtaining the Rockinghams' support in Parliament. They 

specified many items of "ecocomical reform," as well as the abolition of several offices - 

most notably the American Secretaryship of State (which had only existed since 1768). Yet 

there is not a whisper of any functional division in the two remaining Secretaries. In al1 the 

proposed lists of the new ministry, both Shelburne and Fox are identified - simply, neuaally 

and conventionally - as " S e c r e q  of State. "' 
It rnight plausibly be argued that the division was so obviously sensible and desirable 

that it did not need to be specified, were it not for another curïosity of the contemporary 

record. A few days after taking office, Fox referred the case of a capitally convicted prisoner 

to a judge for his opinion - a task which supposedly was now the exclusive preserve of the 

Home ~ecretary .' This action is the more saikiag for the fact that Fox had already issued 

IWO circulars to British representatives abroad, dated the 27th and the 30th, notifjmg them of 

the new division of responsibilities between the Secre~aries.~ Why was Fox performing a 

task which presumably he knew was now Shelburne's aloneb? Eizher Fox had not yet b e n  

informed of al1 that the new division of responsibilities entailed, or it was already in place 

and he was testing its limits. 

This latter rnight not have k e n  out of character. One final matter which bas k e n  

'Bowood MSS 28 ff.77-8; and Sheffield City Archives. Wentworth Woodhouse MSS. R 1-2019(ac) & R 1- 
2MO(a-c). The accompanying leners appear to be B o w d  MSS 28 ff.51-2 & 53-4, drafts of which aiso exist 
amongst Rockingham's papers (Wentworth Woodhouse MSS. R 1-2005 & R 1-2008). S e  aiso Wentworth 
W d h o u s e  MSS R 1-201 1, and B o w d  MSS 28 ff.63-4 & 65-6. 

'SP 44/96 p.209 (see also pp.209 & 210); and C o r .  Gorge III, aos.3614 & 3634. 

'~uoted in W.R.Anson & A.B.Keith, 7ne Low and Cmom of the Comfizution, vo1.2: rite Crown (4th ed., 
Oxford, 1 935)- 1 79-80; the latter circular is reproduced in English Hisianhl Docwnerur, vol. 10: 1 71 4 1 783, 
&. D. B. Hom & M. Hansome ( 1957), 271. Both are also quoted in The Records of tk Foreign mce. 1 782- 
1939 (1969). 2, which dso provides the current citations. Shelburne's correspondhg circular (which is less 
explicit than Fox's) is at SP 44414 pp. 177-8. 
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suggested as a factor in the decision to split the offices was Fox and Shelbume's mutual 

antipathy, to say nothing of that of the King for FOX." But the division of the offices did 

not improve the situation between the two new Secretanes. Both had still to remain in the 

same cabinet with one another, and they soon found themselves at loggerheads over the new 

Wstry's fht major task - the settling of peace with France and Amerka, the latter of 

which, king stilî a colony in the eyes of Britain, feil under Shelbume's pwiew.  

On the other hand, it may be tbat the division served in some rneasure to limit George 

III's direct contact with Fox and the Rockingharns, and that possibility points toward what 1 

believe to have been the primary intention behind dividing the tasks of the Semetaries from 

one another. Historiaos have discerned one other characteristic distinguishing the Home from 

the Foreign Secretary after 1782: that the former had precedence over the latter. This is 

invariably attribut4 to the momentary circumstance that Shelbume was a peer and Fox a 

cornmoner. ' ' 
The argument presented here is that this precedence was not the accidental 

consequence of the Secretanes' respective status in 1782. Rather it was precisely the 

intention of the division between their offices and functions. The King and Shelbume 

conmved a situation whereby the former could not only Limit his personai contact with 

politicians of whom he fundamentally disapproved - and one in particular who was p e n o d y  

repulsive to him - but also one in which his influence could be brought to bear on 

Shelbume's behaü in order to enable the minister of his choice to prevail within a miniw 

dictateci by (hopefdiy short-lived) Parliamentary realities. 

'%Ielson, Home W c e ,  5. 

"Troup, Home -ce, 19; Newsam, Home m c e ,  19; and Kynaston, Secretary of Sfae, 167. 
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The creation of the Home and Foreign Departments was therefore not purely and 

simply a measure of administrative rationalization; it was also shot through with political 

considerations. It was a point of focus in the tension which dominated politics at the centre 

during the eighteenth century: the dynamic tension between the still formidable personal 

authority of the monarch on the one hand, and the political and economic power of 

Parliament on the other. The dual political and administrative character of the Secretariat was 

a fact of life both before and after March 1782. But the attempt to give one Secretary a 

structured precedence over the other, by giving him the primary access to the monarch's 

person and prestige, had lasting implications for the capacity of the Home Department to 

defend (and to enhance) its administrative character and fûnctions. This re-configuration of 

political and administrative priorities - and the practical dificulties that foliowed upon it - are 

the subjects of this chapter. 

1. The Creation of the Home Department 

(1) The Nature of the Secretariat before 1782 

In March 1782 George III was a f'nistrated but still powerful King. No monarch could 

govern without ministers who were able to cornmand the confidence of Parliament, but the 

acnial choice of ministers remained indisputably the mowch's own. I2 During the 1 7 6 0 ~ ~  

the inexpenenced but assemve King had learned the limitations of his position the hard way, 

participating in the creation of no less than seven distinct ministries during one of the most 

volatile decades in English political history. But by 1770 he had found his man ui Lord 

North, a politician whose fiscal acumen and deceptively c d  demeanour in the Commons 

' k - ~ s p i n a l l .  "The Cabinet Council, 1783-1835." Pioceedings of the British Academy 38 (1952): 225-9; and 
R.fares, King George III and the Politiciuns (Oxford, 1953)- cti.4. 
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helped to sustain a stable muiistry over twelve years.13 

However the nature of the House of Commons was such that no one man commanded 

a sufficiently large following to remain confident of his position for long. Royal patronage 

and prestige could attract and hold some M e r  number of supporters - the precise figure 

was a subject of dispute then and remains one to this day - but there also existed a large 

body of independent members who had to be won over virtually measure by measure. 

Divisions of character and loydties arnongst mernbers of parliament must often have b e n  

reinforced by a conviction that it was the Commons' mission to guard agaiast any attempt to 

expand executive authority, a proposition nicely capwed at mid-centmy by Horace Walpole: 

I never wish to see unanimity . . . : imanimity is a symptom of mooarchy; jealousy is 
conscitutionai; and not only constitutionai, but the principle of our existence. If our 
ancestors had intended only an assembly of deiiberation, the Rivy Council, or that 
more compact body of wisdom, the Cabinet Cound, might have sufficed to 
deliberate. We [ie.parliament were calculaîed to suspect, to doubt, to check . . . . 14 

In such a volatile body, the most reasomble prospect for a stable long-tem arrangement lay 

in the "broad-botîorned" muùstries so often sought by both monarchs and ministers. A fmt 

minister sought to reinforce and to maintain his position by admitting into the r;inks of 

government men who commanded signiticant personal followings in the Lords and especially 

in the Commons. 

It is here that the irredeemably political component of the Secretariat becomes 

apparent. Samuel Johnson expressed the matter precisely: "Governent has the distribution 

of offices, [sol that it may be enabled to maintain its authority. "ls A stable government 

'3J.Ca~non, Lord Nonk ThP Noble Lord in the Blue Ribbun ( 1 WO), 8-12; and P.D.G.Thornas, Lord North 
(1976), 38-44. 

"H-Walpole, Memirs  of King George II, ed. J.Brooke (New Haven. CI', 1983, 2: 13 1. 

'sB~swefl's L$e of Johnson, eds. G . B . W  & L. FPoweli (Oxford. 1934-SO), 2:355. 



needed a Secretary with a sub~fantial following and, what was more in a Commons in which 

divisions were seldom resorted to, a powemil speaker. This need was the more pressing 

when the fust rninister seeking reinforcement was a peer. Such a dilemma confionted the 

Duke of Newcastle in the mid-1750s. Two points, Lord Chancellor Hardwicke explained to 

him, were " tundamental . . . . The f m  is the generai principle, that there must be a minister 

wirh rhe King in the House of Cornmons. The other is the personal one, that Mr Pitt mua be 

Secretary of State. "16 

However, in an era before the position of "Prime Minister" was fully recognized and 

associateci with the First Lordship, a truly powefil and effective Secretary in the Commons 

might corne to be perceived as - and even effectively to be - the fim minister." Thus 

Hardwicke anticipated risks on the admission of a man like Pitt: 

.. . 1 have long been convinced that. whoever your Grace shall rnake use of as your 
fust man and man of confidence in the House of Commons, you will h d  it 
necessary, if he be a man of reputatioa and ability, accompanied with the ambition 
naturaily incident to mch a character, ... to invest him with more power, than from 
the beginaing you thought fit to impart, either to Mr Legge or Sir Thomas 
Robinson. '' 

Similar concem were expressed on the admission of George Grenville as Secreîary of State 

in the Bute ministry in June 1762." If longevity in office is a rneasure of mccess, then it is 

perhaps significant that al1 four of the most successful First Lords of the eighteenth cenniry - 

' 9 . C .  Y o r k  ï?w Life and Correspondence of PhiIip Yorke, EarI of Hardwicke, Lord High Chanceilor of 
Great Bdain (Cambridge. 19 13). 2:245 (emphases in on@). 

"~uoted in Yorke. Li/e of HordwicRe. 2:245. By March 1 76 1, the poli ticai weight khind each Secreq 
was such that the preeminence of one of them - as opposed to the First Lord, Newcastle - seenied academic. 
"mhich of the two Secretaries of State is fïrst minister?" Walpole wondered upon Bute's appointment opposite 
Pitt in March 1761. "The latter or Mr Pitt? . . . [qhe King said . . . he would have a Secretary who both could 
act and would" (The Yale Edirion of Walpole 's Correspondence, ed. W.S.Lewis (New Haven. CT, 1937-83 J, 
9:34û-1). 

'' Walpole Correspondence, 22 : 92 - 



Walpole, Pelham, North and Pitt the Younger - were Commons men who presided over 

ministries in which the Secretaries were confined to the Lords." 

Yet if the eighteenth-century Secretariat's character was inevitably a mix of the 

political and the administrative, the King himself generally viewed its character from the 

latter perspective.*' What were its administrative fuactions? 

Viewed from one perspective, there were scarcely any adminisirative functions which 

did not belong to the Secretariat. The office existed to provide the basic apparatus for the 

expression of the monarch's will - so far as it was the monarch's to exercise - in al1 matters: 

foreign, colonial and domestic. indeed at law there was only one Secretaryship, the decision 

to divide them serving at once to Lighten a heavy workload and, perhaps, to limit the capacity 

of one to gain ascendancy over the other. One Secretary could act for the other when the 

other was temporarily absent or indisposed. Indeed, following the Earl of Suffolk's 

premature death in March 1779, Viscount Weymouth served as sole Secretary of State for 

nearly eight months, a situation which, although inadvisable in terms of the work which it 

imposed on him, was not perceived as being impr~pe r .~  

%ae were two exceptions to this d e  during Pitt's great ministry. His cousin William Grenville was 
Home Secret;uv for just over a year before being elevated to tbe peerage in November 1790, and Henry Dmdas 
was Home Secretary from 1791 to 1794. But since both of these m m  were absolutely c o d t t e d  supporters of 
Pitt, they are exceptions which prove the rule. 

"In 1752 George II advised a new Secreîary of State "to mind only the business of his province; tellhg him 
that of late the Secreîary's office had been tmed into a mere office of faction" (Walpole, Memirs of George 
If, 1:133). 

22 H-ButterfieId, George III. Lord No&, und fhe People. I779-80 (New York, 1968; hg-ed, 19491, 2841 ; 
P.Mackesy, The War for A m e ~ c a ,  177.5-1 783 (1 %4), 246-47; A.Valentine, Lord Nor~h (Norman, OK, 1%7), 
2: 75-88 & 109-36; and Thomas, Lord North, 120- 1 . Similady, the Eari of Halifax acted for both offices for 
almost three weeks foiiowing the Earl of Egremont's death in August 1763. Nor was this practice unheafd of 
after the reorganization of the Serretariat in March 1782. The Duke of Wellington cxrcupied all rhree 
Secretaryships for a month in 1834, while the King awaited the r e t m  of Su Robert P d  from M y .  Wellington 
defended this unusuai arrangement ia a rnanner which reinforces the point that the k t a r y s h i p  is not 
inhemdy defined by aay assigned fiuiction: "Each of the Secretaries of State, as  you know, mn convey the 
King's commands and it wouid have been curious enough to have had one ..- conveying the King's commands 



Since all Secretdes were equally the King's servant, any functional c h c t e r  to the 

division between their offices was entirely at the monarch's discretion. indeed, this c o n ~ u e d  

to be the case even after March 1782. The descriptively neutrai phrase "one of His Majesty's 

Principal Senetaries of State" continueci to be used, both in the records of their swearing 

before the Pnvy Council on taking office and in the announcements of this in the London 

~ a z e n e . ~  When it was proposed in 1784 to incfude the phrase "the Secretary of State for 

the Home Department" in a Commission, the Attorney General pointed out that no nich 

office existeci in either forma1 law or established practice: 

... 1 much doubt whether there is any such Officer known as Secretary of State for 
the Home Department. The two Secretanes of State are bis Majesty's principal 
Secretaries of State and the distinction of Home and Foreign are rnere arrangements 
of Office but either of them may as 1 apprehend do my part of the duty. . . . [Tjhe 
insertion of such an addition in a Commission under the Great Seal may be productive 
of some Confusion with respect to the powers of the two Secretanes of State which it 
woufd be better ta a ~ o i d . * ~  

A decade later, Pitt the Younger reiterated the point that all Secretaries were eqrially valid 

channels for expressing the King's wu: "the distribution of Deparmients is ody a matter of 

convenience, settled by mutual understanding, with the King's approbation but without any 

formal authority . 

in one sense and two others in another for three weeks certainly , possibly for a month" (Welling~on: Poliricd 
Conespondence. 1833-April 1835, eds. J .Brooke et ai. [ 1 975- 1, 2: 109). 

230aths before the Privy Council are recorded in the Couacil's Registers (PC 2). Another tecbcality, 
which reinforces the continued uniformity of the Secretariat in law, is that ministers who transferred 
immediately from one !kmetaryship to another were not obiiged to take the mth again- Examples of this include 
Lord Grenville's move from the Home to the Foreign Office in 1791 (PC 2/136 p.154) and tbat of Lord 
Hawkesbury from the Foreign to ihe Home Office in iSû4 (PC 21165 pp.2434)- 

%HO 48/1A (R.P.Arden to ?, 29 Aug 1784). The phrase "the duty" suggesîs h t  the Secretariat was s u  
viewed as a singuiar entity at law. 

ZSQuoted in J.H. Rose, Pin and Napoleon: Essays and Leners ( 1  9 1 3 ,  109. Later that same year, Pitt told the 
House of Cornons that 

tàe home and foreign dqmtments were entirely new arrangements, made by the Ministry by whom 
murke's Act] was passed. It was not a division of the business, for the King rnight signify his pleasure 
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The essence of the Secretarïat's power. and the source of its attraction to men seeking 

position in political Me, was its close association with the executive's power and prestige. 

Changing circumstances and priorities meant that certain functions were perceived as 

carrying more prestige than others, and this occasionally caused conflict between individual 

Secretaries. The terminological distinction between the Secretaq of State for the North and 

that for the South reflected the geographicai division in their responsibilities for the conduct 

of diplomacy with the powers of Europe. Diplomacy was the sine qua non of executive 

power in eighteenth-century England, and the latter years of George II's reign otten saw 

attempts by ambitious Secretaries to achieve dominion in that area despite the ostensible 

division of responsibilitie~.~ During the reign of the first two Georges, the Southem 

Secretary's more or less exclusive administration of the colonies and Ireland was perhaps in 

part a compensation for his Department's lesser importance by cornparison with that which 

conducted affaîrs with those nations of greatest concern to a King who was also Elector of 

Hanover. " 

After the accession of the conscientiously "British" George III however, the affairs of 

northem Europe lacked the same urgency aod precedence which they had once had. During 

the % two decades of the new reign, colonial aff& - particularly the growing crisis in 

America - moved to the Front rank of executive concems, and the Southem Department 

accordingly became the main source of contention amongst ambitious ministen. 

greater challenges posed to the Southem Secretary's direction of colonial affairs 

However the 

came, not 

to any person . . . Lhrough any c h d  he thought expedient. [The Foreign Secretary J may as well 
signiS, to a generd His Majesty's pleasure as [the Home Secretary], and vice verso. They are ail quai 
... (Senmur. I l :%) .  

26Thomson. Secrerun'es of Stare, 93-94; and Kynaston, Secrerary of Sfaze, 153-6. 

n DeB.Horn. Great Brifain ancl Europe in r l ie  Eighreenth Centwy (Oxford. 1967). 13-4. 
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from his Northern counterpart, but from two other agencies. The first was the Board of 

Trade, which secured a large degree of control over colonial patronage during the eighteenth 

century. Even more significant was the creation of a rhird Secreîary of State in January 1768 

to supervise colonial (particularly Amerîcan) flairs, and which soon supersedeci the Board of 

s rade." These latter offices were eliminated by the "economical reformn measures of the 

Rockingham govemment in 1782 (although the Board of Trade was revived not long after). 

Nevertheles it is interesting that, ail things considered, Viscount Weymouth still 

thought the Southern Secretaryshîp to be superior to the Northern. "[IJhere is no difference 

between the two in point of Rank or Emolument," he wrote to the First Lord in September 

1768, when he successfuiiy requested M e r  from the Northern to the Southem 

Department. "[TJhe only reason 1 can have now for desiring to change, is, that I think the 

most material business to this country must go thro' the haads of him who has the Southem 

Correspondence. "" Perhaps this reflected the growing urgency of administrative difficulties 

in ireland and India, which still remallied in the Southem Department. Certainly diplornatic 

relations with the Bourbon states were of centrai importance.3o It may also have reflected a 

measure of success on the Southem Secretary's part in maintaùiing a hand in American 

=~.H.Basye. The Lords Commissioners of Trade and PIarif4fions. Comnwdy Kmwn as fhc Board of Trade. 
1 748-1 782 (New Haven, CT. 1925), chs.34 passim; Thomson, Secremries of Stae, 4064; M.M.Spector, ï i ie 
Amencan D e p a m n r  of rhe British Govemmenr, 1768-1 782 (New York, 1940), 16-21 ; and Kynaston, Senezary 
of State, 1414. 

w~uoted in L.H.Brown, "The Gcafton and North Cabinets, 1766-1775" (Ph.D. thesis, U. of Toronto, 
L962). 216. One account fmm 1735 suggests tbat the Southeni Department was usualfy heid by the senior 
secretary (John ChamMayne, Magnae Britanniae Nozitia: or rhe Presem Stae of Grecrt Bntain [1735]; quoted 
in Engiish His~on'cal Documerus, 1 O:2îO). Most historiaus have suggested otherwise. and Chambdayue gives 
no reasons for his assertion. 

%rown, "Grafton and North Cabinets," 216-7 & 302-3; and H.M.Scott, Btitish Foreign Policy in the Age 
of the Arneficm Revolution (Oxford, 1990). 10. 
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affairs notwithstanding the creation of the colonial Secretaryship - for a time at my rate.31 

(2)  The Importance of Criminal Pardon 

With regard to issues of domestic administration however, there is no evidence of any 

compelling jurisdictional quarrels between the Secretanes. Perhaps this was not nirprising, as 

the range of responsibilities which the Secretariat bore for the conduct of domestic affairs 

was small and the business only intermittently demanding at bat. Surveys of the eighteenth- 

century Secretariat have so linle to say on this subject that the buk of their analyses of it are 

given over to extended accounts of the Govemment's unforninate attempts to muule Wilkes 

and to the issue of general warrants - interesthg but hardly representative issues.32 The 

Secretariat bore the ultimate responsibility for sanctioning use of the military in supporeing 

the authority of magistrates against unlawful crowd activity, but constitutional scruples on 

this issue were strong and the Secretariat did not authorize such interventions very often. 33 

In an attempt to dismantle the eider Pitt's historical reputation for administrative 

omniscience, Richard Middleton has argued that the eighteenîh-century Secretary of State is 

better understood as "a channel of communication [amongst departments and authorities], 

rather than the source of al1 authority . "Y Middleton perhaps underestimates the extent to 

which such a position makes possible the creation and direction of policy, but his 

characterization of the Secretariat is nonetheless accurate as  a basic structural description of 

3 ' ~ h e n  the Earl of Dartmouth was considering taking on the Colonial Secretaryship, Lord North wamed 
him that new regdations rnight not bring to an end the i n ~ ~ c e  of the Southeru Secretary (Con. George III, 
no. I I 15). For such conflicts see Spector, ï7ze Americun Depunmetü, ch.5. 

32 Thomson, Secteranes of State, I 17-26; and Kynaston, Secretary of Staxe, 162-3. 

33~utside the capital, the decision to deploy troops against riotas was frquently left to the disaetion of the 
Secreiary at Wa.; see T. Hayter, TCie Anny and the Crowd in Mid-Georgian Engiand (1 978). 

Middleton. nie Bei1.s of Yicrory: ïh Pirt-Nmcasrle Minis~ry a d  the Coducr of the Seven Years ' War. 
1757-1762 (Cambridge, 1985). 231. 
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its domestic functions. In acting to suppress violent disorder, the Secretary was a crucial 

node of communication amongst local, ministerial and military authorities ." 

Middleton's description is also true of the only regular domestic function of obvious 

interest to most contemporaries: the administration of pardon in cases of criminal conviction. 

The King's power of pardon was a particularly striking and potent manifestation of his 

personal prerogative power. By 1760, the interposition of the Secrebat  was well- 

established, but appeals for the Royal Mercy were referred as a matter of course to the judge 

before whom the appellant had been convicted and - however deferentially expressed - the 

judge's view in the matter aimost invariably determiined the outco~ne.~~ 

Nevertheless. given the profound consequences of pardon decisions and the extent to 

which they remforced the quasi-divine character of royal authority, a substantial degree of 

the dignity and prestige possessed by each Secretary's office must have resided in the 

perception that he was the conduit through which that discretiomy power flowed. The 

Criminal Entq Books from 1761 to 1782, which consia almost entirely of cornespondence 

relating to pardons, suggest that a stnicnired division was maintained between the Northem 

and Southern Offices in their issuance. 

Appendix 2.3 illustrates the division between the Secretaries in the issuance of Circuit 

Pardons. These were issued in response to letters, returned to the Secretary by the circuit 

judges at the conclusion of each of the assizes circuits, which listed capital prisoners 

recommended for pardon on specific  condition^.^' The table suggests a clearly delineated 

- 

"~ayter.  A m y  and the Crowd. 47 & 52-3. 

" ~ h e  tables omit the northern and WeIsh counties, wbich did not receive Circuit Pardons with sufficient 
frequency to be significant for these purposes. 
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pattern of responsibility over discrete periods of time. Like the Departmental division of 

responsibility for diplomacy, their basis was cmdely geographicd: the Northern Secretary 

issued the Circuit Pardons for the Norfolk and Oxford Circuits, the Southem Secretary those 

for the Home and Western Circuits. Although group pardons for London (Old Bailey ) 

convicts were not, strictly speaking, Circuit Pardons, they generally appear to have been the 

business of the Northem Secretary, and the Midland Circuit Pardons those of the Southem. 

This specific pattern was reversed (and the others sornewhat coafused) in 1774 and 1775 - a 

fluctuation which may have been related to the enhanced and unusuaily concerted activity of 

the Northern Department in criminal justice matters at this time. For reasons that are 

unknown to me, the distribution of the Home, Norfok, Oxford and Western Circuits was 

largely reversed From 1764 to 1766. More strikingly, there was a decisive swing in al1 

Circuit Pardons toward the Southem Department beginning in 1779. In part this rnust simply 

have retlected the nine-month delay in a p p o i n ~ g  a successor to the Northern Secretaryship 

afier Suffolk's death early that year. But the ultimate appointment of a successor, Viscount 

Stormont, seems to have had little impact: the Nonhern Department issued d y  the Western 

Circuit Pardons thereafter. 

It might be t e m p ~ g  to see in this latter pattern a bureaucratie precursor for the final 

setthg of the full responsibility for pardon on the Southem Department in March 1782." 

But such an interpretation is somewhat qualified by the evidence of Appendix 2.4, which lists 

pardons issued on each circuit in response to individual appeals to the monarch. Although 

there are few clear and sustained patterns for each circuit, there are many instances of a 

3BH.M.~cott maintains that Stormont had the direction of the m a t  important diplomatic relations and had 
littk involvement in domestic affairs otber than during the Gordon Riots; HilMorough managed most of the 
domestic business. his foreign business being confinecl to those nations witû whom cornpondence was a matter 
of routine (British Foreign Policy , 2934). 



rough equality between the Semetaries. Perhaps the more telling point is that one or the other 

Secretary rnight issue any pardons at al1 for each circuit. The circuit judges must have 

understood beforehand which Secretary theY Circuit Letters would be addressed to, so any 

division in response to individual pardons at al1 suggests an interference intended to ensure 

that neitber Secretary might seem to possess a monopoly over this phcular royal 

prerogative. " 
Such divisions imply attention to bureaucratie form rather thao a jockeying for 

position." They suggest one area in which there was self-comcious avoidance of any 

grounds for conflict. This reinforces the singularity of Fox's attempt to act in this area in 

March 1782. If the offices had already been divided, what other motive couid he have had 

other than a concem for the power and prestige whch the pardon function implied? In an era 

in which monarchical authority was s t i l l  invested with a tincture of divinity - aod perhaps 

nowhere more so than in the prerogative power of pardon - no Secretary coafined solely to 

foreign affairs could have viewed the loss of apparent influence with regard to pardon 

without feeling that somethiag substantial had ken lost to his Secretaria1 prestige. 

(3) The Secretariat afkr the Division 

It is tempting to view the jurisdictio~d conflicts which we have noted as the 

irnmediate impetus to the division of the offices. Yet we have already noted the absence of 

YPThe division of pardon p o w m  was noted by outsiders. [n 1767 the Hi@ Sheriff of lancaster had to be 
assureci that a pardon "although signed by Mr. Secretary Conway in tûe absence of Lord Sheibunie. is to 
operate e q d y  a s  if it had been countersigaed by his Lordsbip himseif" (Cd HO Papers. 2: 1 75). 

%O was respoasible for ensuring this division in the pardon business between the two offices? 1 have not 
been able to determine the answer to this question, which is compricated by the fact tbat the Northem and 
Southern Seçretaries maintainecl their offices at d i f f m t  premises - occasionally, perhaps, at some distance 
from one another (E. Hertslet, Recolfectiom of t k  Oià Foreign m c e  [IgO 1 j, 2 4  & 253-8). One candidate is 
the State Paper Office, which served as the repository of ali material passing through both offices (Nelson, 
Home W c e ,  142-5). Perhaps the judges on circuit were simp1y instruded to inform potential petitioners that 
one Secretary or the other shodd be applied to, thereby achieving departmental pafity in a rough-and-ready 
faShion. 
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expiicit reference to that division amongst the participants most closely involved. We should 

also note the lack of evidence for any enhancement of the activities or ambitions of these 

newly defined Secretaryships during the wbsequent decade. 

Two issues dominatecl Britain's foreign affairs between the Amencan and the French 

Revolutions: the fmt were the oegotiations for peace with America and its European allies; 

and the second was the need to rebuild, expand and protect overseas trade as a crucial 

component in restoring confidence in the nation's fiscal capacities. Faced with a .  

unprecedented national debt and the loss of a crucial market for manufactured goods in 

America, the British Government developed a more substantive cornmitment to peace and 

free trade during the 1780s than ever before. This might seem to imply the need for an 

expandeci diplomatic corps, but the most substantial diplomatic and economic achievement of 

the decade, the Eden Treaty of 1786, was largely the work of a single individual - an 

individual, moreover, who answered primarily to the First Lord of the Treasury rather than 

the Foreign Department. British foreign policy between 1782 and 1792 was cautious and 

conservative, centering upon a concem to re-establish and protect trade, and emamting 

primarily from the First Lord and the cabinet rather than the Foreign Secretary41 No 

component of British diplomacy during that decade clearly reflects any enhanceci 

departmental policy-making vigour or integrity resulting, either intentiody or accidentally, 

" D. B-Horn, The Brirish Diplomaric Service. 1689-1 789 (Oxford, 1%1), 1-2; Horn, Bn'tain and Europe, 14- 
5; J. Ehrman, & British Govemmeni and Commercial Negotiaxions with Europe. 1 783-1 793 (Cambridge, 
1 %2), passim; Langford, Modern Bn'tish Foreign Policy: ï k  Eighreef~h Centwy. I6û8-18l5 ( 1  976), 37 & 
ch. 13; and J.Clarke, British Diplomucy and Foreign Policy. 1 782-1 865: nir National Imerest ( 1  989). 57-89. ' 
H.M.Scott argues that the colonial business of the Secretaries distracted from the cieation of consistent 
dipIomatic policy, as did the conflicting pmonalities of the Secretaria themselves, but also notes that this latter 
difficulty was "certainly equalled and may evm have been eclipsed" by the antipathy of Shelbunie and Fox 
(British Foreign Policy, 114). He aiso stresses the continuity of British diplomatic perceptions and policies 
throughout the eighteenth century (see esp. 33943). Jemny Black also emphasizes continuity, althou& he notes 
the role of individuals and flexibility of response (British Foreign Poiiq in an Age of RmoIuiions. I78.?-1793 
[Cambridge, 1 9941). 
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from that department's creation in 1782. 

Nor was the Home Department a locus for expanded government activity in domestic 

affairs during this decade. There had been some significant innovations in the administration 

of criminal justice dunng the 1770s, but the only significant domestic poiicy initiative of the 

1780s was an atternpt more systematically to enjoui local authorities to carry out the policing 

activities already expected of therna4* This was at best an enhanced application of energy to 

an existent structure of authority. More teiiingly, it was intended as a stnichlral compensation 

for the abandonment of the one substantial innovation in criminal justice administration which 

the central govemment had put forward: the Penitentiary Act of 1779. It is possible that the 

major domestic issue of the 1780s, the ggals crisis, could have k e n  anticipated in March 

1782 given the well-known relationship between pst-war demobilizations and upsurges in 

levels of prosecuted crime. But the evidence suggests that no one had anticipated the sheer 

scale of the problem as it was ultimately revealed by mid-decade." 

Finally, if the loss of Amenca was a shattering blow in most respects, it must at least 

have raised the prospect of substantially diminished colonial responsibilities - so much so that 

Edmund Burke, in outlining his proposal to suppress the colonial secretqship as part of the 

Whigs' "economical reform " programme, anticipated that colonial and domestic 

administration could be united in a single department without compromising effective action 

on either front." Imperid historians have generally agreed that the years during which 

42See below, Chapter 3. part U; and Chapter 4. part 1. 

%ee below. Chapter 4 passim. For the c o r n d o n  between war and crime levels, see Beattie. Crime and 
the Couns, 213-35: and D.Hay. 'War. Dearth and Thefi in the Eighteenth Century: The Record of the Englisb 
Courts, " Past and Presenr no.95 (1 982): 1 1 7-60. 

*<Parliumenrury Hisrory 20 (1780-1): 55-6. Burke's wiIlingness to split at least one coherent administrative 
juridiction militates against any assumptioo that the division of March 1782 was tied to the "economicai 
reform" programme (see dso Cooper, "Home Department, " 30-3). 



colonial affain remained under the direction of the Home Oflice were characterized hy 

indirection and a lack of sustained purpose on the part of the govemment in  ond don." This 

is not to deny that there were no dramatic imperial developrnents during this penod; rather it 

is to emphasize that those developments had littie to do with any coherent administrative 

policy formulated in and directed by the Home ~epar tment .~  Here, as elsewhere, it is 

difficult to detect any substantial innovation in policy, either behind the departmental division 

of 1782 or inherent in any subsequent departmentai activity during t&e decade that followed. 

(4) The Political Situation in March 1782 

Forward-looking historians have perhaps been too easily distracted by the occasional 

administrative dificulties of the division of responsibilities between the pre- 1782 Secretaries 

to appreciate the political advantages which those divisions might have afforded people other 

than the Secretaries themselves. One month after the jurisdictional division had taken place, 

the King re-emphasized that ministen were responsible to the monarch on an individual 

basis, not collectively as a cabinet: 

Certainly it is quite new for business to be laid before the Cabinet and consequently 
advice offered by the Ministers to the Crown unasked; the Minister of the Department 
used always to ask the permission of the King to lay such a point before the Cabinet, 
as he ~[oujldnt chuse to venture to take the direction of the Crown upon [himselfl 

"H .T. Manning, British Colonial Government d e r  the Amerkm Revolution, 1782-1820 (New Haven, CT, 
1933), pt.1 passim; E.A.Benians, "The Beginnings of the New Empire, 1783- 1 793, " in nie Cumbndge Hismry 
of the British Empire, vo1.2, eds. J.H.Rose et ai. (Cambridge, 1940), esp. 1-2 & 5; D.L.Mackay, "Direction 
and Purpose in British Imperia1 Policy, 1783-1 801," Hislofical Journal 17 (1974): 487-501; and P.J.MarsM, 
"The Eighteenth-Century Empire, " in British Politics und Society fiom Walpole fo  Pin, 1 742-1 789, ed. J-Black 
(Houndmills, t99û), 194-200, 

*Harlow emphasizes continuities of policy between 1763 and the early nineteenth century, as well as the 
inadequacy of institutional structures and the centmlity of Pin's role (Founding of rhe Second Empire, esp. 
2233-53). More recently, C.A. Bayly has emphasized Lhe range, significance and vitality of imperial 
development during the late Hanoverian era, but his discussion of increased activity uî the centre d l y  
commences with the work of Henry Dundas stasthg in the 1790s - work wbich was Iargely carrieci on in 
response to the dramatically changed circumsiances of war with revolutionary France (Impprial Meridion: ï7te 
Brirish Empire and t h  World. 1 780-1 830 [l989), esp. chs.4-6)- 
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It might plausibly be argued that the ambiguity of jurisdictiooal divisions between the 

Secretanes served to maintain and enhance the centrality of both royal power in general, and 

of an active minister enjoying the King's special favour in pa r t i c~ la r .~~  As long as the 

King's man enjoyed the monarch's unqualified confidence, and remaineci himself both 

politically and administratively active and alert, the sort of gains which were occasionally 

made by Secretanal challengers in the 1750s and 1760s could be averted. In short, narrowly 

conceived administrative considerations were invariably bound up with political ones which 

loomed at least equally as large. 

This point cm be made more apparent when we pwsue an alternative thesis: that the 

division of the Semetaries in 1782 was a strategy devised by the King and one Secretary in 

particular to avoid domination by a Fim Lord and cabinet whom the King did not wish to 

see in office. Ln March 1782, George III and parliament were at an impasse: each one's 

choice of first rninister was unacceptable to the other. Clearfy the choice lay between the 

leaders of the two groups which had acted in opposition to the North ministry's conduct of 

the war. Of those two, only the Rockingham Whigs were numencally indispensable to a 

rninistry that would be able to command the confidence of parliament. But the Whigs were 

*'Corr. George III, no. 3700. 

%ichard Middleton believes that, at rnidcwtury, tûe fuli complexity of governmental business had aiready 
elirninated the capacity of any individual tnily to direct policy. He locates policy-making in the cabinet as a 
whole, with its will being communimted through the Secretaries - a view which seems to me to reinforce the 
centrality of an active King's man (Bells of Vicrory, 20-1 & 49-50). The faiiure of anyone in the King's 
confidence to exercise a decisive lead codd lead to paraiysis, as fhquently o c c d  in North's government 
after 1 775 (Mackesy, War for America, 12-24). H.M.Scott notes that George IU "was probabiy the most 
consistent influence on British diplornacy" befom 1783 (British Foreign Policy, 15-9; quote at 15). C.R. 
Middleton suggests that a s m d  cirde of preeminent cabinet members dictated foreign plicy, with the 
moaarch's influence waning graduaüy into the nineteenth ceotwy (îne Administration of British Foreign Policy, 
1 782-1866 [Durham, NC, 197q, 4-7, 99-102 & ctis.2-3). Black notes the continuing importance of the King's 
influence during the 1780s but views it as intermittent and, after 1789, in decline (Bdish Foreign Policy, 56, 
88-9, 97, 126-8 & 473-6). 
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repugnant to the King for two reasons, the firn one of principle and the second profoundly 

personai. The fust was the Rockuighams' determination to force specific measures upon him 

as a precondition of their acceptance of office, including three measures of "economical 

reformn aimed at reducing "the influence of the crown" in the House of Commons, as weil 

as the immediate recognition of American independence. To set any preconditions at ai l  upon 

accepting an invitation to form a goverment - or at least in so open and explicit a fashion - 

was seen by the King as an attack upon his prerogative of choice." Yet, in the King's mind 

at least, the second of his objections to the Rocbghams was at least as potent as this. The 

Rockioghams were led in the Commons by Charles James Fox, who would inevitably be 

expected to receive one of the Secretaryships as a consequence. George III's hatred of Fox, 

whom he regarded as the primary comrpthg Muence upon the young Prince of Wales, was 

profound. Even worse, Fox was reputed to have reciprocated the King's hostiiity in 

public.5o George [II could not contemplate with equanimity the admission of such a man to 

his innennost counsels . 

in the event, the withdrawal of the entire North ministry - an event without precedent 

in eighteenth-century politics - lefi the King some room for manoeuvre. North's foilowing in 

49wEkonomical refonn" had been advocated by the Whigs since 1779 (O'Gorman, Rise of P a q ,  402-1 1, 
4 16-2 1, 437-9 & 457-9). The King regarded the Rockinghams' preconditions as an "indignity offered to His 
Person" and refused to hold furtber discussions with tbem (Cor. G o r g e  ILT, 110.3564). In the event, the 
legislation appears to have had little substantial impact. The "influence of the crown" oaly graddy declined 
over the oext few decades under the less overt but nooetheless persisteot pressures of administrative efficiency 
and popuiar sentiment; see E.M.Cohm, ik Growth of the Brifish Civil Scrvice, 17W-1939 (1941). chs.34; 
A.S. Food "The Waning of 'The Influence of the Cmwn, ' " English Hisroricd Review 62 (1947): 485-507; 
B.Kemp, "Crewe's Act, 1782, " English Himrical ReMew 68 (1 953): 25863; 1-R-Christie, "Economid 
Reform and 'The Influence of the Crown.' 1780," in bis W t h  a d  Realiry in Lute-Eighteenrh-Century Brilish 
Polirics. and 0 t h  Papers (1 WO), 296-3 10; and P.Harhg, 77ie Waning of 'Old Comrption ': Ihe Politics of 
Economical Reform in Britain . I 779-1 846 (Oxford. 1 996). 

q o x  was said to have referred to the King as "Satanw and to have wished him dead. He may &O have 
inherited some of the enmity which the King had for his father Henry, Lord Hoiland; çee J-Brooke, King 
George III (1972)- 71 -2, 95-7 & 224-8. 
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the Commons rernained significant (indeed, no non-confidence motion against him had 

acnially succeeded), so a stable ministry probably required more support than the 

Rockinghams alone could supply. The only other substantial grouping was that headed, since 

the Earl of Chatham's death in 1778, by the Earl of Shelbume. The foIlowers of Rockingham 

and of Shelbume had often acted together in opposition to the North ministq, but had more 

recently diverged on several issues. One example which touches closely upon the principal 

subject matter of this thesis was the election of the Whig MP lames Adair as Recorder of the 

City of London in October 1779. Adair, who only prevailed over the Shelburnite candidate 

Henry Howarth by a vote of 13 to 12, noted that the opposition of the "Shelburne interest 

. . . . gives me some concern, as it seems no very good ornen of political union. "" 

A more substantive issue dividing the opposition parties was Shelburne's advocacy of 

more extensive measures of parliamentary reform than the Rockiaghams had ever 

contemplateci during the political agitation over this issue in the late 1770s. For a t h e  this 

made Shelbme anathema to the King, who expressed a commonly held view in 

contemptuously dismissing him as "the Jesuit of Berkeley Square."" But by March 1782, it 

had becorne apparent that Shelbume's ideas of enhancing the representative character of the 

Commons were not intended as an attack upon the " Muence of the crown" - something 

which the Whigs' advocacy of "economical reform" explicitly presented itself as. And on the 

issue presently nearest the King's kart, Shelbme was closer to the King than any other 

leader of the moment: he believed that the independence of the American colonies should not 

''Sheffield City Archives, Wentworth Woodhouse MSS, R 1-1 855. 

52~orr .  George III, no.2555. 
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be conceded pnor to negotiations for peace? Only four months earlier, Shelburne had 

remarked that Rockingham's "attachment to the idea of iodependence . . . mua ever be a 

stumbiing block between them, for he himself would never consent to it."54 In the 

exigencies of the moment, Shelburne was unquestionably the best possible fmt minister in 

the eyes of the King. 

What sort of person was the tust Home Secretary'? He has not been very well sexved 

by historians, perhaps because his conbadictory nature enables them a emphasize whichever 

component serves their purposes best. Those who are sympathetic to him tend to concentrate 

upon his ideas about administrative and parliamentary reform; those who are not, upon his 

reptation amongst contemporaries for duplicity and self-aggrandizement. Both were 

components of his nature and are relevant in explainuig what he and the King had in mind by 

dividing the Secretaria1 responsibilities in Match 1782. 

In administrative matters, Shelburne was a constant advocate of enhanced efficiency. 

Govenunent should be made less costly; decisions ought to be made upon the basis of the 

best possible information; and lines of responsibility for those decisions should be cleariy and 

logically deked. Shelbunie had actively sought to apply these principles during his two 

stints in office during the 1760s. As Resident of the Board of Trade in 1763, his moderation 

to wards the American colonists was effectively undone because his innovative quit-rent 

s3For the vicissitudes of the wartime opposition alliance, see Noms, Shelbume and Refonn, 95-150; 
P.Brown. The Charhamites: A St& in the Relaiionship Benveen Personalities and Idem in the Second Haif of 
the Eighreenrh Centwy (1967). 78-88; J.E.Bunce, "Rockingham, Shelburne, and the Politics of Reform, 1779- 
1780," in Studïes in Modern History, ed. GLVincitorio (New York, l%8), 155-92; O'Gonnan, Rise of Party, 
350-445 passim; and K.Perry, British Poliria d the ~ ~ ? R C M  RevoZution (Houndmills, 1990), ch.4. 

S4The Polificd Memornnda of Francis. F$h Duke of Leeds, ed. O.Browning, C d n  Society, 2nd ser., 35 
(I884),  48; see also 49-50 & 59. 



scheme could not be applied hefore the collection of adequate information.55 During his 

tenure as Secretary of State for the Southem Department (1766-68), he sought clarification as 

to the procedures and persoaal responsibilities involved in the administration of pardon. the 

most regular domestic task of the Secretariat. s6 

But Shelbme's concem for ciearly delineated procedures also had an unamactive 

component to it: a hyper-sensitivity to his own jurisdictional prerogatives. This often led him 

to make claims on those of others - daims that were justified in the name of efficiency. 

During his tenure of the Board of Trade, he demanded the total direction of American affairs 

("To render the Colonies s t i l l  more considerable to Britain, and the management of their 

aff* much more easy «> the King and His Ministers at home . . . "), as well as access to the 

King equal to that of the Secretanes of State (a masure "to His Majesty's advantage as weil 

as that of the whole system . . . *)." He did not get them. Shelbunie lost virtually the same 

battle during his tenure of the Southem Secretaryship, when American afFairs were removed 

to a new Secretaryship of State - a deveiopment which must have b e n  the more galling to 

him for its correspondence with his professed notions of efficiency? It was this component 

55 Noms, Shelburne and Refonn, 32-35; and CStuart, "Lord Shefburne," in History and Imagination: 
Essqs in Homur of H. R. Trevor-Roper, eds. H-LLoyd-Jones et al. (1 98 1 ), 244. 

'6W.L.C.L., Sheiburne Papers 168 ff. 132-3 & 146-7; and Cal. HO Papers, 3:188. 

57 L$e of William, Eari of Shelburne, ed. Lord E.Fitminurice (2nd ed., lgl2), 1 : 174-7 (quotes at 1 74 & 
176; the k t  quotation is fkom a letter to Shelburne, but Fitzmaurice indicates it to be representative of 
Sheibunie's views). See also Noms, Sizefbume and Refunn, 134; and Stuart, "Lord Shelburne," 247-8. 

'%ife of %efbzune, 1 :326-33; Thomson, Secretaries of sfme, 55-6; spector, îh? ~merïcan Depanment, 18- 
20 & 164; Noms, Shelbume and Refonn, 26-7; and Stuart, "Lord Shelbunie," 247-8. Chatham's effective 
departure from the ministry had left Sheiburne feeling isolated and he was uninformai as to ment deveiopments 
because he was staying away h m  Cabinet meetings. He was apparently offered the new Secretaryship, but 
turned it down because he did not 

have the least idea till this moment that any change respecthg the Southeni Department ever was in the 
least agitation or thought of .... [and because] 1 see so many difficulties attendhg the framing & 
modelling aay such New Office, however right & proper it may or may not be . . . 

(quoted in LiJe of Sklburne, 1 :328-9; and B o w d  MSS 1 O6 ff. 7-8 [draft, the lanet part of whch di ffers from 
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of Shelburne's attention to administrative practice which contemporaries noticed moa clearly. 

Atternpts to expand or to maintain juisdictional rights were not remarkable in themselves, 

especiaily amongst Secretaries of State, but Shelbume's insinence upon them as rnatten of 

principle and efficiency probably sounded a hollow, hypaitical note in the ears of men who 

had less closely considered justifications for similar ambitions. 

For there could be no doubt that Shelbume was, quite probably, the most widely 

distrustai and disliked politician of his generation. "He was so fond of insincerity as if he 

had been the inventor," remarked Horace Walpole, "and practised it as if he thought nobody 

else had discovered the secret.'59 The ongins of this universal conviction remah obscure, 

although beginning his career under the patronage of the Eari of Bute made him a Lighming 

rod for those charges of a maiign, "secret influence" upon the throne which dorninated 

opposition belief during the 1 7 6 0 ~ . ~  Nor did his wide-ranghg leaming redeem hïm in 

circles where one rnight have expected otherwise. Samuel Johnson remarked that "his parts 

were pretty well for a lord, but would not be distinguished in a man who had nothing else 

but his parts." The Marquis of Carmarthen, a more sympathetic observer, stated the broad 

conviction about Shelbume succinctly: "Lord Shelbume possesses great talents for a 

Statesman, but he is not aiways to be tru!~ed."~' 

These perceptions point toward Shelburne's critical inability as a minister: his 

the final form given in L,$e of Sheiburne 1). Under these circumstances, Shelbume's coUeagues could be forgiven 
for thinking him inconsistent and uareliable. 

5 9 ~   alp pole, lk b t  Joumals of Horace Wolpole During the Reign of George III fiom I 77I -1 783, ed. 
A.F.Stewart (1910), 2:466. 

6 0 " ~ e  seems one of my Lord putel's favorites, " noted one observer at the time; see "Charles Brietzcke's 
Diary, " ed. E. Hailey, Notes and Queries 201 ( 1  956): 3 1 1. For the myth of "secret innuence, " see I.R.Christie, 
"Myth and Reality in Late-Eigh~nth-Century British Poiitics," in his Mj& and Redity, 27-54 

6'Boswefl: ïïte Omimlcr Years, 1774-1776, eds. C.Ryskamp & F.A.Potiie (New York. 1963). 328-9; and 
Polifical MemoranriLl of the Duke of Leeds, 25 n. 



incapacity to wùi and maintain political loydty. A successful eighteenth-century minister - 

such as George III sought to make him - needed to hold an office with sufficient substance 

that he could exert influence fiom it. Yet this would corne to nothing if he could net secure 

the confidence of enough foilowers to maintain control of parliament. But to many people, 

Shelbunie's attention to the efficient management of govenunent - to the exercising of 

power - always had an authontarian air. "Power he loved in practice, and admired in 

theory," Lord Houand recalled. "The checks devised for the protection of freedom, he, in 

his heart, lamented as obstacles to the administration of the State." In 1780 nie London 

Maguzine remarked upon Shelbme's conspicuous inabiiity to carry a debate, an inability 

which it located in a self-regard that overrode any consciousness of its effect upon his 

[Lord Shelbmt's] elocution and manner are calculateci to command veneration, not 
to inspire affection; the force of his arguments, his extensive knowledge, and the 
importance of the subjects he b ~ g s  before parhament are all calculateci to m f o d  
his adversaries; but he wants that harmonious voice, and those winning graces of 
oratory, which please and persuade, at the same rime that they attempt to enforce 
conviction by the strength of reasoning. His c o ~ o u s  feelings of niperiority betray 
him into a srnile of ineffable contempt for those whom he opposes, which strangers 
below the bar have sometimes mistaken for that disagreeable distortion of the features 
calleci a grin. 62 

In short, although Shelburne had many innovative ideas about how to exercise power, he had 

no taste or capacity for the winning of it. "The tmth is," wrote Richard Pares, "that 

Sheibume was not a politician at all but had the instincts of a mbtie and fa.-sighted 

administrator: he wouid have shone as the Prime Minister of a benevolent despot, as  a 

Tanucci or a Turgot. "63 Boswell wondered why the King had ever lighted upon him for f b t  

62Memoim of rhe Whig Pariy During M y  E m ,  ed. Hoiland (1852-54), 1:4U-1; and Ui 48 (1780): 100. 

"Pares, George 111 and the Poliricians, 78 nl . 
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minister. "Because. Sir. " replied Johnson, "1 suppose he promised the King to do whatever 

he pleased. *& In this, Johnson was not fm off the mark. 

Yet as attractive as Shelburne found power, and as sensitive as he was to the 

boundaries of his personal authority, he was sensible enough to perceive that he was unable 

independently to sustain the leadership of parliament as mattes stood in March 1782. Only 

the active participation of the Rockinghams could do that. However, the King was uowilling 

to deai persondy with men whose principles and demands were anathema to his 

understanding of his personal authority. From the outset, he refused to deal with the 

Rockingbarns except through Shelburne. It is this refusal which forms the backdrop to the 

decision to divide the responsibilities of the Secretaria, a measure which - as we have 

seen - was never explicitly articulateci in the negotiations between Sheibunie and 

Rockingham. and whose full extent may not have been immediately apparent even to the new 

Foreign Secretary himself. 

At the beginning of March, Shelburne had b e n  considered the most Likely candidate 

for forming a broad-bottom ministry with North. Once it had become ciear that North 

himself must go, George iII dispatched one of his ciosest political intimates, Lord Chancellor 

Thurlow, to determine whether Shelburne was willing to undertake the lead in a new 

ministry which must inevitably include the Rockinghaxns. He seems briefiy to have 

contemplatd a ministry with the "perfectly open and unconnectedm Viscount Weymouth as 

its head - in order, signtficantly, "to keep the Treasriry in hand" - but there is no evidence 

that these plans were ever seriously pursued. At this point, North expeckd Shelburne to be 

unwilling to act with the Rockinghams, and it is suggestive that Shelbume himself, conscious 

6*Buwell: Tite Applause of the J q ,  1782-178.5, eds. 1.S.Lustig & F.A.Pottle (New York, 1981), 83. 



of "Mr. Fox watching them al1 the time. . . . . declined saying anything, except personally to 

His Majesty . . . ." The King ordered Thurlow to send Shelburne to see him on the evening of 

21 March. Shelbume later recalled some of the things that were uppermost in the King's 

mind at that meeting: 

. .. the state of his [the King's] health; his agitation of mind; his determination to risk 
anything rather than do an act of meanness; the cruel usage of al the Powers of 
Europe; the bad opinion of L~ Rockingham's understanding; his horror of C. Fox; his 
preference of me compareci to the rest of the Opposition; that it was unbecorning him 
to speak to many; that the general wish was for a Broad Bottom. 

Shelbume agreed to act on the King's behalf in forming a coalition, stipulating as conditions 

that the Rockinghams mus be included, "cost what it would more or less," and that "Full 

power and full confidence" should be vested by the King in Shelbume himself. On 24 

March, the King told Charles Jenkinson of the outcome of this m e e ~ g :  

I have seen Lord Shelbume; his Ianguage is fair: he dreads the R[ockïnghaml 
party, and will 1 believe offer to take a secondary part if he can gain them. He knows 
1 will not treat penomlly with Lord R[ockingham), ancf that he is therefore employed 
to see what arrangement on a broad basis can be fonned6.' 

Shelbume now replaced Thuriow as the King's principal agent in negotiations with the 

Rockingharns? The gist of his t a k  with Rockingham appears to have alarmed the King 

(they presumab ly confmed Rockingham ' s intransigence regarding American independence 

and economical reform), who saw Shelbme and Thurlow alone on the morning of 25 

March. 67 

This was the situation when that meeting was held. Shelbume disagreed with the 

"cor. George III. nos.3542. 3545 & 
of King George III. ed. B.Dobrée (19351, 

66Eg MS 2232 f.55; and Con. George 

3571; Eg M S  2232 f.47; Life of Shlburne, 2:87-9; and ?he Letfers 
151 -2 (emphasis in original). 

III, no.3575. On March 24th the King told Charles Jenkinson that "1 
have s t d  firm to the not &en seeing Lord R[ockingharnj at al1 the consequence of which is, that the 
Chancellor has persuaded Ld Shelbwne to step forth and to form the Ministry" (MS Lean 7211 f.61). 

67Corr. George III, nos. 3576-7. 



Rockingharns on some fundamental points and was uncornfortable acting with them, but 

recognized the prevailing political necessity of doing so. The King recognized that same 

force of necessity, but did not wish to accept the t m s  king imposed upon him by the 

Rockingharns or even to have to deal with any of their party in person. We should not 

underestimate the seriousness with which George III viewed his predicament. The pdod 

between the fall of North and the establishment of the Pitt m i n i q  was perhaps the greatest 

crisis of personal authority which the King had ever to confront. He appears to have 

contemplated abdication on two occasions, something which he had never done throughout aii 

the ups and downs, and occasional humiliations, of the 1760s." In 1782, the most 

successful ministry which the King had yet been able to obtain had been brought down by 

opposition to the M e r  prosecution of a war whose principles he thought fundamentai to the 

honour of his throne and of his country. The leading force in that opposition now sought to 

impose terms which compromised both. George III would rather have abdicated than suffer 

the humiliation of miaisters dictating tems to him in the same fashion which George 

Grenville's ministq had done in May 1765 .@ Whatever happened now, Thurlow observai, 

the King "Prornised that He s h a l l  not be hi~oner."'~ 

"For draft texts of the abdication speeches, çee Con. George III, nos.3601 & 425960. For the abdication 
issue, see Brooke, King George III, 221 & 2 3 9 4 .  John Cannon has argued that these years marked "the 
politicai and constitutional ciimax of the reign of George III" (Fan-Noh Cwlition, ix). 

"For accounts of this episode, see Brooke, King George III, 1 13-2 1 ; and P. Lawson, George Grenville: A 
Politicai Life (Oxford, 19û4), 210-9. The King's humiliation at Grenville's bands was clearly on his mind in 
1782. "Lu Sbelbume] wiU grow as averse to yeiiow & black boxes as 1 was to visits from f late G m g e l  
Grenville," he wrote Sheibume on 8 Apfil (Add MS 34523 f.365~). This brief note suggests bath the degree of 
confidence that he vested in Shelburne (k is referring to the royal despatch boxes) and of his determination 
never again to be at the mercy of hostile ministers. 

"'Eg MS 2232 f.47. George Selwyn (who feared the loss of his own position) viewed tbe Rmkingham' 
actions as a "storming" of the cabinet and hyperbotically observed tfiat "1 could have seen my RIoyal] master on 
the scaffold with les pain than insulted as he has been today" (George Seiwyn: His Loners and Hir Li@, eds. 
E-S-Roscoe & H.Clegue [18991, 191 & 222). 
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(5 )  The Political Pre-eminence of the Home Secreîary 

The only sensible action for the King was to seek to arrange matters in such a way 

that a minister amenable to him might serve, at least, as a screen between him and ministers 

whom he found repugnant but necessary, and perhaps also to exercise the influence o f  the 

crown independent of the other a s t e r s .  The outcome of his meeting with Shelburne and 

niurlow on 25 March appears to have ben  "a final understanding" as to " M e r  

arrangements" between Rockinghm and Shelbme. This " W understanding" included a 

remarkable characterization of Shelburne's position as the King understood it: 

. . . I trust .. . [that Lord Shelburnel has stood fïrm, and wiii have remembered b a t  the 
Powers intmsted to Him in the Ministenal line, according to His own sentiments. 
gives him strength with more vigour to resist al l  others. 

Significantly, in this same note, the Kuig struck a note of personai w m t h  with his new 

minister for the first tirne, observiag that he looked upon "Lord Shelbume's Note . . . as an 

instance of personai attention, and feel it as such . . .. "' That "final understanding" as to 

"further arrangementsn mua w e l y  have included the new Semetarial division which had 

been so strikingly absent from the detded correspo11dence between Rockinghm and 

Shelbunie ody a few days earlier? There is no definitive evidence, but ail of the 

circumstances and phrases suggest that, on 25 March 1782, Shelburne, Thurlow and the King 

must have settled between them an arrangement - including the new Secretaria1 division itself 

- which was overwhelmingly favourable to the new Home Secretary . 

The advantages which the newly defined Home Secretary might have enjoyed must 

have seemed remarkable. 1 have already suggested that the identification of the pardon power 

"Cor .  George III. nos.358 1-2 (emphasis in text). 

'%ee above at n7. 
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with a single Secretary could have carried with it a concentration of prestige and perceived 

influence that had no parallel in diplomacy. It may have beer! so remarkable that Fox simply 

did not expect a division between "domestic " and " foreign" responsibilities to encompass 

it? But the influence of the Home Secretary did not stop there. Al1 addresses and petitions 

to the royal person had to pass through his office. Likewise the vast majonty of warrants of 

oftice, both secular and spintual, and other significations of royal approval or favour were 

transmitted through the Home Office. Some sense of the breadîh of this responsibiiity is 

communicated by the description given by a Commoas comrnittee in 1797: 

The Business of the Secretary of State's Office for the Home Department 
[consists] . . . in receiving Intelligence, conductuig Correspondence, and maoaging 
Transactions relative to the Executive Govemment throughout the British Dominion, 
(with the Exception of those in India) . . . [ana also in preparing and issuing Warrants 
for al1 Commissions, Grants, Patents, Creations, and Appointments under the Crown 
(those in Revenue and Adrniralty, and those in the Disposal of the Lord Chancellor 
excepte.) . . . . " 

The King himself asserted Shelbume's conml over the gates of the royal patronage when he 

pointedly instmcted Fox that a warrant appointhg a baronet had to emanate fkorn "Lord 

Shelbume's Office. "75 More sipnificantly, Shelbume himself asserted such conml even in 

the face of the strict constitutional unity of the Secretaryship. In June 1782 his Under 

Secretary informed his couterpart that, although "Mr. Fox's office can properly, as he is 

one of His Majesty's Rincipal Secretaries of State, siga the warrants to which you refer, 1 

731t cerfainly confused some petitionm for the royal mercy. Two Newgate convicts addressed their petitioas 
to the Foreign raîher tban the Home Secretaries, presumably in ignorance of the division and its administrative 
consequences (HO 4211 ff.223 & 299)- 

74n~ixieenrh Report from the Select Cornmittee on Fuiance, &c. : Secretaries of State" (1 9 July 1797) in 
Gommons Papers, 1û9:76-7. 

7s~orr .  George III, no.3650. 



have Lord Shelburne's comrnands to you to r e m  them to this e~tablishment."~~ 

Fùially. a rule arose that any powers not specifically assigned to anotber minister feu 

to the Home Secretary as a kuid of "residuary legatee," meanhg that his jlrrisdiction was left 

open and undefined in a way which the Foreign Secretary 's clearly was not." in short, the 

Home Secretary enjoyed more access than any other rninister to the King's penon and 

prerogative. He was the p ~ c i p l e  conduit of ai i  the benefits of status and reward which the 

crown was able to confer within Britain and its overseas possessions. He was indeed, as 

Edward Cooke said, Secretary for "the King's Dominions. " 

That said, real control over patronage is a difficult thing to measure, and it is possible 

that the advantages of the situation newly established under the Home Department were as 

much symbolic as real. But Shelburne. who needed every means at his disposal to enlarge his 

minuscule personal following in parliament, appears to have sought the most extensive 

masure possible of real influence over patronage.78 Nathaniel Wraxall recalled that "it was 

evident that Lord Shelburne could effect for his followers, objects of the highest importance, 

which proved to the Public his niperior and exclusive Ascendancy at St James's . . .." This 

impression was confïrmed by an immediate quarrel between Shelbume and Rockingham over 

the issue. Oa 3 April, Shelburne alerteci the King tbat "Lord Rockingham will probably 

attempt an explanation upon his want of Power in this arrangement, or at least his 

'quotecl in Cooper, "Home Department," 62-3. 

"Troup, Home Wce. ch.3; Cooper. "Home Department," 5 3 4  & 397400; and New-, H o m  m c e .  
12. 14-8 & 24-6. The imprwsive breadth of the Home Secretary's duties and their association with the 
moaarch's p g a t i v e  is emphasized by Cooper, but he does not see any advantage in the arrangement beyond 
the end of the R o c h W  ministry, at which point the crucial cietenninant - the King's hvour - was retuxned 
to the F i t  Lord of the Treasury ("Home Department," 145-201 & 405-6). This analysis negiects a crucial 
consideration: that neither the King nor Shelbunie could have been sure how long the Rockin- ministry 
would last. 

"Noms, Skfburne and Refonn, 152-5. Noms estimates Shelburne's following in the Comm01ls to have 
been frorn a half dozen to twenty at best in 1780 (p. 137). 
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apprehension of a want of it in future." in two meetings with the King, Rockingham 

expressed a desire "to get al1 Patronage into his bands, to the exclusion of L[or]d SheIburne 

. . . . " In hini, Shelburne "expressed an uneasiness lest [the King] should yield to the 

impomuiities of Lord Rockuigharn, which would reduce him to a Secretary of Stofe. aaing 

under the fonner, imtead of a colleague . . . . " Shelburne requested that the King "state 

something on Paper," imposing a degree of formality in the arrangement which, the King 

noted, " 1 fear is the real Object of an English Modem Minister . . . . 

George III's observations confirm the idea that Shelbume, the "English Modern 

Minister." wanted a clear statement of his newly esîablished autbonty, with the object of 

ensuring that his position in the ministry should be considerably better than that of any mere 

"Secretary of State. " He appears to have obtained it. The ambiguity of the King's ultimate 

response is strikingly in Shelbume's favour: "[the EChgj will receive the advice of both 

[Rockingham and Shelburne] separately with great atîention, but certainly with the more if it 

m e t s  with the concurrence of the other . . . . " This was a markedly weaker reassurance to 

Rockingham than that which the King had originally drafted, which bluntly stated that "al1 

Ecclesiastical and Civil Referments should be jointly recommended by the Marquis of 

Roclcingham and [Lord Shelburne] . . . , " and which he appears to have held back (and perhaps 

even redrawn) in consultation with ~helbume." 

Rockingham conhued to be uosatisfied with the arrangements, again raising 

objections about patronage control only three weeks after the King's memorandum on the 

Wd. Hisroncal Memoim. 435; and Cor. George UI, no. 3627 & 3632 (emphases added). 

m ~ o n .  George III.  n(rr.3632 & 3639. The correspondence with Shelbume that implies his role in the final 
memorandum is at Con. Gorge III, nm.3637-8. My argument on this issue iargely a- with that of John 
Cannon, although I go M e r  than him in suggesting the specific responsibiiity of Shelburne (Fox-No& 
Coalition, 5 ni ) .  See also O'Golman (Rise of Party, 454-9, which views the outcome as equality between 
Roclàngham and Shelburne. 
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subject. This time the King did not intervene at dl, Shelburne merely asserthg "the 

impossibility of [Lord Rockingham's] considering me as an ordinary Secretary of Srme, from 

our having aiways kept separate lines, as well as from the circumstances attending the 

formation of the present Ministry. * At the same tirne, Shelbume was careful to reassert the 

traditional principle that ministers were individually responsible to the monarch for their 

departments - a position which underscored his independence of the ministry where access to 

the King was ~oncerned.~' 

The precise extent of Shelbume's acîuai influence over the King's patronage is 

impossible to measure precisely. What is clea. is the King's overwhelming preference for 

Shelbme as his point of contact with the ministry, and his determination to use Shelbume as 

a screen with which, as much as possible, to avoid direct contact with the Rockingham. The 

King's correspondence demonstrates that Rockingham aml Fox were hardly ever in the royal 

presence at al1 and that the vast bu& of the King's officia1 contact with the ministry passed 

through Shelbume. The incoming FUst Lord apparently was not even granted a private 

audience pnor to kissing bands." AU of this must have lent weight to the structures of 

authority put in place by the creation of the Home Office. Certainly Fox, who fought a 

fnistrating battle with Shelbme in the cabinet for control of the Paris negotiations, was 

under no illusions about the Home Secretary's position and ambition afkr the fht two weeks 

of the ministry: "Shelburne . .. is ridiculously jealous of my encroaching on his department, 

and wishes very much to encroach upon mine. He affects the minister more and more every 

- 

''Con. George III. nos.3699-700 (emphases added). Wraxall gives an account of this incident, but the 
King's correspondence suggests that Wraxall was mistaken in believing the outcome to be that "the Rockingham 
Party [were) triumphant . . . " (Histoncal Memoirs, 435-7; quote at 437). 



day. and is, 1 believe, perfectly confident the king intends to make him so."" 

Since the Rockinghm ministry lasted oniy three months, it is impossible to judge 

how effective the struchual arrangements of the ministry would have b e n  in the long tem.  

Whether or not access to the King could be ?ranslated from merely symbolic to real influence 

depended on other factors, the first of which were the inclination and energies of the King 

himself. The structural arrangement was of no practid m e d g  if the King was not willing 

to hvest his energy and attention into his relationship with the minister in question, or to 

defend it against the encroachments of a fïrst minister whose services he preferred and whose 

rninisterial colleagues were amenable. Rockingham's death only three month after the 

creation of the Home Department removed the pressing political imperative which had led to 

its creation by Shelbme and the King, who was again free to concentrate his energies and 

personal authority upon the First Lord of the Treasury. When G a g e  III at last offered 

Shelbme that office, he did so "with the fullest political confidence . . .." Indeed, added the 

King, "[Lord Shelburnel has &ad an ample sample of it by my conduct towards hirn since His 

retum to my Service. "@ 

* * * * *  

A study of the Secretariat during an earlier period asserts that the forces shaping its 

8Quoted in Mernorials and Correspondence of Charles James Fox, ed. Russeil (1 853-T), 1 :3 16. Fox's 
Under Secretaxy remarked to the Foreign Department's repnsentative in Paris an Shelburne's "cajoling manner 
to o u  secretary .. . 1 grow suspicious of him in every respect, the more I see of every transaction of his" (The 
Letters of Richard Bnnrley S A e d a n ,  ed. C. Rice [Oxford, 1 966). 1 : 148). The growing animosity betweea 
Shelbume and Fox was perbaps fuelled by that between their respective royai allies, the King and the Prince of 
Waies. "Fox holds the Language of a Premier," remarked me of William Eden's correspndents of the tirne. 
"Ld Shelbume has the same. The former is gaining ground with the Prince - the latter keeps his with the King" 
(Add M S  34418 ff.426-7). 

@'Corr. George 111, no.3827. The Lord Chancellor explaiaed to a f r i d  that "The King cut [negotiations 
with the W g s ]  short by naming Lord Shelbume, explaining that such was bis original idea in forming the new 
Administration ..." (H.M.C., Sutherland MSS, 210). 
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development " c m  he summed up in two words: personality and prerogative? In creating 

the Home and Foreign Departments in March 1782, George III and Shelbume demonstrated 

that this rernained me. The structural characteristics of the new Home Department clearly 

implied the superior influence of its Secretary within a ministry, provided that the King and 

the Secretary in question actively sought to make that influence a reality. Such an 

arrangement agrees with what we know of Shelburne's convictions, temperament and 

behaviour, both dunng the 1760s at the Board of Trade and the Southem Department, and 

during the brief life of the Rockingham ministry. For his part, the King possessed both the 

will and the capacity to set him above the Rockinghams in the ministry? Shelburne's 

predilections dictated that this superiority should be given a structural basis. It appears to 

have been he who suggested it, and he who then sought to ensure that its crucial patronage 

component was decisively reinforced by the King. 

Whether this structural arrangement could ever successfully have been conjoined with 

real political power in the long-term is debatable. Indeed we know that it was not. The 

muctural components whic h signifieci the Home Secretary ' s superiority remained in place, 

but they quickly ceased to have any real meaning beyond the merely symbolic. How the 

Home Department lost b t h  the power and the prestige which it had been intended to possess 

is the subject of the next part of this chapter. 

m ~ . ~ . ~ . E v a n s .  7?w RincipaI Secre~ary of W e :  A S u ~ e y  ofihe Q@icej?orn 1558 10 l6ûû (Manchester, 
1923), 1- 

"1 have forbome any discussion of whether or not the King was acting unconstitutiody by so openly 
interfering in the arrangements of the Rockinghm ministry. i suspect that ideas of limitations on the King's 
power to choose rninisters were as yet so illdefmed that it is safer to speak in terms o f  the politicai wisdom or 
practicaiity of a choice rarher than its constitutiooality. For an argument that, by this time. the one ought 
effectively to have been viewed as the other, see W.R-Fryer, "King George iII: His Political Characier and 
Conduct, 1 760- 1 784: A New Whig Interpretation, " Renaissance and Modern Studies 6 ( 1  962): 68- IO 1. 



II. The Supersession of the Home Secretaryship 

The f o d  precedence of the Home Secretary over the Foreign was asserted on a 

nurnber of occasions during the five decades after 1782. During the formation of Perceval's 

rninistry in October 1809, George III expressed doubts about replacing the Earl of Liverpool 

with Richard Ryder at the Home Department "as it is the first in rank & therefore desirable 

on that account to be held by [Lord Liverpool] . . . . "" A quarter century later, w hen 

Wüliam IV temporarily vested aU of the main offices of government in the han& of the 

Duke of Wellington, he did so with the specific observation that "it is necessary to place the 

seals of the Secretary of State for the Home Department in those han& in which 1 can best 

confide . . . . "" Clearly the Home Secretaryship continued to be more closely associated with 

the monarch's person and dignity, if not real political power, than any other rninisterial 

position. 

(1) The Formal Precedence of îhe Home Secretary 

In the most formal sense, the Home Secretary continued to be the principal means of 

communica~g the monarch's will." AU petitions to the King from His subjects had to be 

transmitted to the throne through the Home Secretary; at the same tirne, most marks of royal 

patronage and recognition were transmitted from the Home Secretary's office. The Home 

mLazer Corr. George III. no.4010. Five years earlier. the King had sought to moüify Liverpool's 
resentmmt at king removed from the Foreign to the Home Department, observing that the latter was "a 
situation of more importance, and that it brought him into his Majesty's presence, so that he should be more 
nearly connected with him" (C .D. Young, The Life und Administrarion of Robert BanRF. Second Earl of 
Liverpool [1868], 1 : 150). At an eariier stage of the 1809 negotiations, when he feared tbat Canning might 
prevail, Spencer Percevd describeci the Home Department as "the ody office 1 could possibly hold while 
[Canning) is First Lord of the Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer . . . " (S. Walpole, ï%e Life of the Righf 
Honourable Spencer Perceval [ 1 8741, 1 : 365~). 

69For a comprehensive listing of all the duties which this could entail, see Cooper, "Home Department," 
156-67. 



Secretary also ostensibly mediated the relations between the King and his ministers at the 

highest levels?' By the time of George III,  the King had ceased to attend those smaller- 

scale meetings of his principal ministers - the "efficientn cabinet - at which the essential 

business of govemment was conducted. However the King continued to attend two types of 

Iarger-scale, more formalized cabinets which were still held penodically. One provided an 

opportunity to review the King's Address to Parliament prior to its delivery; the other 

enabled him to hear and determine the cases of criminals convicted of capital offenses at the 

Old Bailey . Both of these meetings of the "nominaln cabinet were scheduled in consultation 

with the King via the Home ~ecretary.~' Indeed the evidence of the royal correspondence 

suggests that the Home Secretary was generally responsible for establishing the time and date 

of al1 Rivy Council meetings at which the King's attendance was r e q ~ i r e d . ~  That nearly al1 

instances of this practice follow George III's k s t  attack of porphyrïa in the fa11 of 1788 

implies that some such practice may have become a practical necessity given the increasing 

absence of the King h m  London. On one occasion in November 1785, when the Lord 

President was too il1 to attend a Pnvy Council, the King noted that the Home Secretary "of 

course presidesn in his place, although there are so few instances of this need arising that 1 

Wiliiam Grenville apparentiy played such a role in the fiml dispute beiween Pin and Lord Chancellor 
Thurlow, ending in the latter's resignation; see J.H.Jesse, Mernoirs of the Reign of King George 111: His Li$e 
and Reign (Boston, 1902), 4:357n. 

9'~.~spinal l ,  "The Grand Cabinet, 180-1837," Politica 3 (1938): 324-44: and see also btlow, pp.368-71. 
The letters of George iII and George IV contain many examples of the Home Secretary scheduling these 
cabinets. 

'%fer Con. George III, nos. 1 û6, 359,444. 495, 5 16, 525, 584, 760, 1 1 17, 1 1 19, 2328, 2459, 2487, 
2W3. 2663, 2726, 2732, 2757, 2768,2832,2925, 2973,2982, 3004, 3013, 3110, 3120, 3162, 3206, 3592, 
3805, 3855, 3908, 4006, 4052 & 4095; and Corr. Prince of Wales, nos.2857, 3071, 3160, 3230 & 3313. 
Before 1822, the only exceptions to this d e  appear to have been when the Home Secretary was indisposed. 
After 1822 the oniy examples (at least in the printed editions of the King's cofiespondence) are those set by the 
Prime Minister (Lerters George f V, nos. 1 143 & 15 13). 



am uncertain to what extent it was actually a Another clear indication of the Home 

Secretary's unique access to the monarch was the rule that the resignations of  ministen be 

cornmunicated by him to the K.ing.* On the same principle, when Lord Liverpool suffered 

an incapacitating stroke in March 1827, bis ministers "assembleci at the Home Office. and 

agreed wia voce that Mr. Peel sh[oul]d forthwith wait on the King at Brighton . . . . (t95 

The Home Secretary was also the guardian of the monarch's personal dignity and 

physical integrity. He was the official conduit of information on the delicate matter of the 

monarch's physicai well-king, bearing responsibilify for issuing officia1 bulletins during any 

serious ihesses, as well as for issuing the official notices when the monarch dieci.% He was 

also respomible for nimmooing the Privy Coucil that proclaimecl the successor - a 

particularly sinking indication of the Home Secretary's status, since the Lord President 

wouid otherwise seem the logical person to carry out this duty ? 

Finally, wheo the Home Secretary was a peer - and this was almost always the case - 

there initially exined an expectation that he should be govenunent leader in the House of 

Lords, presumably because the peerage was so closely associated with the mooarchy. The 

rule still seems to have had weight in 1801 when the Colonial Secretary Lord Hobart, who 

93Lazer C o r .  Gorge III, 110.259; see also no.812 ("The moment a Secretary of State is not w t  at a 
Rivy Council. in the absence of the Lord Presidmt, the first person of rank present is the proper person to state 
the business . . . ") . 

94For instance, see H.M.C., &dhursr MSS, 175; Buckingham & Chandos, Memoirs of rhe Court of Englmrd 
During rhe Regency. I8I 1-1820 ( 1  8%), 2:399: and Add MS 40301 ff.299-300. 

=nie Diary of Henry Hobhoue (1820-1827), ed. AAspinai1(1947), 126. 

96The daily medical notices of ûeorge IV's final ilLness are preserved at HO 44/20 ff-4-122. 

seems to have corne as a surprise to William IV, who was said to "be out o f  temper now & shews his 
dissatisfaction by finding out that it is the Sec' of Srae for tk H o m  De# who ought to go & mounce to him 
the death of the Kingw (The Journal of Mrs. A&ufhnot. Iûî@I&32, eds. F.Bamford & W e h g t o n  [19501, 
2:358). 



had been promiseci the lead in the Lords, conceded that "in point of strict official propriety 

and practice .. . it would seem to beloog to the Home Department. "'' Up to this time, the 

royal correspondence inchdes many letters in which the Home Secretary informecl the Kuig 

of the progress of important debates and measures in the upper house, a duty which perhps 

stemmed from the geneml likelihood that legislaiion under the Lords' consideration was in 

the final stages of consideration before the King's assent was requested." Viscount Sydney, 

Pin's Home Secretary from 1783 until 1789, appears to have been diligent in his 

organizational duties as leader in the Lords: there exist four leuers from him, s p d g  a 

relatively brief period, in which he enjoined the Earl of Hardwicke's attendance in the 

House. He once rescheduled a meeting of the "nominalw cabinet in order to ensure his own 

attendance in the Lorddm However Sydney himself was singulariy ineffective as a speaker 

in the Lords and, after a M e r  year under the equally ineffective lead of the Foreign 

Secretary, Pitt sought to solidQ his goverment's position by elevating another Home 

Secretary , his cousin Wiliiam Grenville, to the peerage in November 1790.1°' 

98~o~ntal  and Correspandenccr of WiZZiam. Lord AuckIand, ded. Bath & Wells (1861-2). 4: 139. A similar 
observation was made by Lord Liverpool to ùis son: "The Home Secietary of State has properiy the 
management of the House of Lords, if he is a Member of that Body" (quoted in J.C.Sainty, "The %gin of the 
Leadership of the House of Lords, " Buiierin of the Imzitute of Hisroncal Research 47 [1974]: 6 1). 

*For instances of this during Sydney's Home Secreâaryship, see Laer Corr. Gorge in, nos.29, 83, 102. 
170, 226, 291, 353, 359,416,434,436, 440, 459,492 & 516. There are no pubiished examples for 
Gmville's, aithough Aspinall notes that tbere are many minutes of proceedings in the Lords amongst the King's 
correspondence (no.737 n4). Grenvilie retained the leadership in the Lords during Portland's Home 
Secretaryship, but it retumed to the Home Secretary d e r  Pelharn (nos.2687, 2734, 2743 & 2746). Thereafter 
it was in Lord Hawkesbury7s hands until his death in 1 827. 

I m ~ d d  MS 35622 ff.20-1; Add MS 35623 ff.165-6, 219-1 & 267; and Laier Con. Gorge III, no.444. 

'''In 1787 the Government's leadership in the Lords was so weak that Lord N d  rematked tbat "when any 
question of state arises in the House of Lords, and Lord Cannarthen [the Foreign Serretary) and Lord Sydney 
are h k e d  to, or called upon, they wiU both arise, and liRc rhc WU mutes in zhe Mourning Bridc, point to Lord 
Hawkesburyw (Joumai und Correspondence of Auckland, 1 : 171 emphases in original). See also A.S.Tubedle, 
'Ihe House of lords in the Age of Refonn. 17 .1837  (1 9%). 57; and M. W . M c C U ,  Order and Equïpuise: 
ïhe Peerage and the Home of Lords. 1 78.3-1 806 (1 W8), 130- 1. 
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In practice however, the conjunction between the positions of Horne Secretary and 

leadership in the Lords was at least partfy dictated by the requirement for a senior rninister in 

each House and, after Sydney's retirement fkom the Home Department in June 1789, almost 

entirely so. Sydney himself had once k e n  Home Secretary as a commoner, presumably 

because the First Lord and royal favourite Shelbwne was a peer and therefore able to 

supervise government business in the Lords hirnself. The Earl Temple held the seals of both 

secretaryships during the crisis of the Fox-North Coalition's dismissal. He quit both after 

only three days out of fear of impeachment for his role in the King's infamous message to 

the Lords, but had been expected to continue as Home Secretary in Pitt's go~emment . '~  

The expectation that Lord North was to be elevated to the peerage as a component of his 

accepting the Home Secretaryship in 1783 is also suggestive, the failure to do so presumably 

k i n g  accounted for by the King's refusal to accept and act with the C~al i t ion. '~  

Afker his appointment as Home Secretary in June 1789, William Grenville remained a 

commoner for more than a year before taking over the leadership of the Lords frorn the 

lmTernple's intended office as Home Secretary is confirmed in a rnemorandum of the events of December 
1 783 written by Shelburne's Foreign Secretaq, Lord Grantham; see 1. R-Christie, ed., "Lord Grantham and 
William Pitt, 12 Demmber 1783: A Side-Light on the Fdl of the F o x - N d  Coalition," Hisroncal J o u d  
34 ( 1  991): 145. Temple's grandson, the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, strove to portray bis resignaticm as 
an act of sel f-abnegation intended to obviate attacks upon the monarch; see Memirs of the Co- and Cabineis 
of George 111 (1853-5). 1:285-305; and Mernia of the C m  of Engiand Dunru?ng the Regency (1856), 2:169. 
But both the King and Pitt's ministers saw it as an unforgivable act of cowardice at a critical juncture (Laer 
Con. George III, 1 :xxvii-xxxüi). Upon bis assuming the Home Secretaryship, Sydney opened his notification to 
local authorities with a reference to Temple's resignatioa " from motives of Personal Delicacy * (SP 4414 14 
p.2 15) - a phrase ripe with sardonic meaning. 

'm~raxall ,  Hisroncol Memoirs. 547; and Ine Correspondence of Edmund B d e ,  gen-ed. T. W .Copeland 
(Cambridge & Chicago. 1958-78), 5:78. See also Cannon. Fox-North Cdizion. 75. 82-3 & 230. Nor by this 
time did Lord North enjoy the King's confidence as once he had; see The Dianes ofsylvester DougZus (Lord 
Glenbervie), ai. F .  Bickiey (1 W8), 1 :259. 
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Duke of Leeds? Grenville retained the leadership until the end of Pin's ministq, even 

afier a more senior peer, the Duke of Portland, assumed the Home Secretaryship in Iuly 

1794. So. after 1789 certainly, the acîual leadership of the Lords was clearly determined by 

the strength and desires of the Prime Minister, in conjunction with the practical necessity that 

the Govemment lead in each House had to be in the han& of one of its leading rninisten - 

either the First Lord himself or one of the Secretaries of State.'OS After 1812 the nile was 

that the lead in the Lords belonged to the Prime Minister whenever he was a peer. Indeed 

Liverpool not only led the Lords throughout his fifleen-year ministry, but had done so 

continuously (save for the thirteen-month interlude of the 'Talents' ministry) shce Pelham's 

resignation from the Home Department in August 1803 while serving sequentially in a i l  three 

Secretaryships. '" 
By the early nineteenth centwy then, there no longer seems to have been a coherent, 

systematic array of politicai duties attached to the Home Secretaryship. Indeed so minimal 

were any such expectations of the office that the King's objections to Richard Ryder were 

overborne when it was suggested that Ryder's chronic illness made him unsuited to the only 

other available Secretaryship (War and the Colonies) because that position required "constant 

'O%renville's appointment was primarily inteaded as a counter to the incrcaringly unreliable influence of 
Thurlow as Speaker of the Lords. See b e r  Corr. George III, 110.635; and Earl Stanhope, tife of the Righi 
Honourable William Pitt, (New York, 1970; rep. of 1867 ed.) Z(Appendix):xii-iii. See also Turbervilie, Lords 
in the Age of Refom, 57-8 & 65-6; McCahiU, Order and Equipoise, 131-9; and P-Jupp, Lord Grenville. 1759- 
1834 (Oxford. 1985). 97-100 & 1 19-3 1. 

'% was for this reason that Earl Cornwallis declined the Home Department when Pitt offered it to him in 
1792; see Correspondence of Charles. Firsr Marquis Cornwallis, ed. C.Ross ( 1  859)- 2: 144. For government 
leadership in the Lords. see Sainty, "Leadership in the Lords," 53-73. Sainty notes that ihere was a d e  that no 
senior minister (that is, no Secretary of State) shouid serve in the Cornmous if the First Lord was a commoner. 
Under George IN, it was established that the lead in the Lords belonged to the senior Secretary by service - a 
p c t i c e  which perhaps anticipated the d e  regarding the Home Secretary. 

'OdE.~.Smith. The Home of Lords in British Polifia and Sociery. 1815-1911 (lm), 105; and McCahiU, 
Order and Equipoise, 140-4. 



attendance in the House of Commons . . . ." Less than a year Iater, wben there was a 

possibility that Ryder might have to be replaced, George Canning pomyed Ryder's office as 

one of ease and advantage: 

The Home Sec[retary] is the fim of the three in rank - he writes to the King about his 
comings to town, he reads his m e r s  to addresses &c., has much patrouage of 
Ireland, and he muy live ar Ramsgate or Dorking nine month in rhe year. Lm 

There may have been a degree of tmth in Canning's characteristically cynical view. When 

Lord Grenville moved fiom the Home to the Foreign Department in 179 1, both Pitt and the 

King were confident that the office that Grenville was leaving would be more attractive to 

others than that which he was taking on - perhaps because, with Pitt in the Commons and 

Grenville in the Lords, there would be no systematic political duties attached to it.lo" So 

perhaps the lingering advantages of status which the office conferred could be seen as 

outweighing any obligations which it entailed. 

(2) The Declining Role of the Monarch 

The main advantage of the Home Secretaryship - serving as the principal point of 

contact between the monarch and his servants and subjects - could not be transiated into any 

sort of functional political advantage for its incumbent without a regular. determined effort 

on the part of the monarch himself. But with the general decline in the vigour, presence and 

engagement of the monarchy in the decades following George III's t%st ihess in 1788-9, no 

such effort was forthcoming. 

Indeed relations between George IV and Sir Robert Peel, particularly during the 

King's tinal years, marked a nadir in relations berneen King and Home Secreîary to tbat 

'07Larer Con. Gearge III, no.40 15 (see also no.4014); and George Canning and His Fnends, ed. J.Bagot 
(lm), 1:363 (emphases added). 

'%anhope. Life of Pin, 2(Appendix):xiv; and Laer Con. George 117, 110.672. 



point. George IV's self-indulgent lifestyle. his chronic unwillingness to arrange his travel 

schedule to suit the administrative pressures under which his ministers operated. and (on 

occasion) his whirnsical interventions in muiisterial decision-making, must al1 have told upon 

the patience of a man whose attention to procedure and detail was as scmpulous as 

Peel's. '09 The attention to form which his Home Secretary occasionally asserted provoked 

the King, although in his owo eyes Peel was merely seekuig to preserve the prerogatives of 

his office. The Prime Minister, Wellington, had forcefully to assert the "constitutioaaln rights 

of his Home Secreîary when the Duke of Newcastle attempted to present a petition tiom the 

Livery of the City of London during a levee in March 1829. 

No noble Lord who presents a petition to your Majesty can venture to communicate 
your Majesty 's answer or your Majesty's sentiments upon nich a petition. If he does 
so. he put.  himself in the place of your Majesty's Secretary of State [for the Home 
Department 1. 

Such a practice, the Duke observed, was a degradation of the Home Secretary's authority 

and. by extension, that of the King him~elf.''~ On another occasion, during the onset of his 

final illness. the King appears to have been profoundly offended by Peel's concern for 

issuing regular b u l l e ~ s  on the state of his health. "Mr. Peel is cross, some want of etiquette 

about the bulletins,' noted Wellington's confidante Harriet Arbuthnot, 

& then he is dissatisfied because tbere are not bulletins enough. On the other hand, 
the Duke [of Wellington] says the King does not like to have bulletins & cannot be 
persuaded to have them. Naturally enough he does not Wre the newspapers speculating 

lDPFor the devance of this to decision-making as to pardons for capital offenders, sec Chapter Six below. 

"O~ellington Despurches, 5:559-60. For an account of the cabinet meeting at which the matter was 
discussed. see A Polirical Diary. 1828- 1830. by Edward Law. Lord Eflenborough, ed. Colchester ( 188 1)- 2:4l3- 
14. For a view which sees this as an invasion of the King's prerogative, çee R-Huish, Mernoirs of George the 
F o ~ h  (1830). 286-8. Wellington does oot clearly state that it is the Kome SeCreiary of which he speaks. 
dthough there can be no dcubt of this from the larger sense of the letter. It is possible that the Home Secretary 
alone, amongst the three that existed by 1794. was the only Secretary who could be referred to by the neutral 
phrase "the Secretary of State" (Troup. Home Wce, i9), but 1 wouid hesitate to make the case solely upon the 
basis of those Ietters I have seen which imply it- 



about his having water on his chest, and it was with the utmost difficulty the Duke 
prevailed on him to have any published. ' ' 

The instrumental role of the Duke of Wellington in these rnatters is a telling indication of 

how far the role of the Home Secretary as the formal iink between monarch and subject had 

degenerated in practice duriog the 1820s. 

They were only amongst the last of many such interventions between the King and 

Peel in what ought otherwise to have been formai exercises of administrative routine between 

them. Peel's correspondence contains several examples of "nomioal" cabinets and Rivy 

Councils king scheduled by other ministers during their visits to the KingaH2 in many 

instances this was simply a function of the King's unwillingness to settte ma- of 

govenunent business - in so far as his participation was required in them - until the last 

moment. It was also partiy a function of the his preference for having others intercede 

between him and the rninisters with whom he was obliged to deal. The extent to which 

George IV appeared to be susceptible to the advice of the members of his court in dealings 

with his governent was a frequent source of concern to his mini~ters.~'~ But it is also 

clear that the King occasionally entertained an inteme personal disWre for the rninister who, 

in theory, ought to have been closest to him - although it can fairly be said that, with very 

few exceptions, he was as inconstant in his batreds as he was in most other aspects of his 

" 'Journal of Mrs. Arbwhnot. 2:3S 1. Nor was Wellington e n k l y  successful, tinally inviting one of the 
members of the cabinet who was more aggressive about the issue. Lard Bathurst, to go to Windsor in his 
capacity as Lord Resident and to reason witb the King himself; Bathurst declined (235 1-2). 

"'~dd MS 40305 ff.56-7 & 58-9; Add MS 443307 ff.32 & 42-3; Add MS 40315 ff.181-2; Add MS 40316 
ff.234; and HO 6/14 (? Dungias to R-Peel, 13 M y  1829; & E.Dnxxnmmd to R-Peel, 8 Aug 1829). 

1 1 3 ~ . ~ s p i n a l l .  "George N and Sir William Knighton," E n g M  Historicd RNiav 55 (1940): 62-82. 



Thus, hy the 1820s' the mere status of Home Secretary was being effectively 

compromised on many occasions by the unconsidered actions and frequent inactivity of a 

King who had no substantial engagement with the obligations weighing upon his ministers. 

Beyond the decreasing influence of the monarch after 1789 however, there were other factors 

which led to the reduction of both the power and the prestige of the Home Department as it 

had onginally been conceived by Shelburne and George III. Several other developrnents, both 

in the balance of power amongst ministers and in the distribution of administrative 

responsibilities between deparunents, were also relevant. 

(3) The Emergence of the 'Rime Minister" 

The most obvious factor in the reduction of any real power which a Home Secretary 

might exercise outside the administrative parameters of his department was the alrnost 

immediate re-assertion of the pre-eminence of the First Lord of the Treasury amongst cabinet 

colleagues - or, as he was increasingly (and increasingly more accurately) known, the "Prime 

Minister. " This pre-erninence acquired a particularly stark clarity during William Pitt's great 

ministry. One element was the monarch's long-standing dependence on the First Lord as the 

organizing force of government. m e r  ministers continued to communicate the business of 

their departments individually with George III, but there is no doubt that only Pitt's services 

were indispensable in the King's eyes. In a letter to Lord Liverpool in Iuly 1820, George 

Canning observed that, "next only to yourself and the Lord Chancellor," the Home Secretary 

I"T'he King's distaste rnay have arisen from Peel's opposition to the appointment of Sir William Knighton, 
the King's physician and confidante, to the Privy Council in 1 823 (Aspinali, "George IV and Sir William 
Knighton," 69; sec also Joumai of Mrs. Arburhnor, 1:262; and Greville Memoirs, 1: 188-9 & 375). After Peel's 
return to the Home Department in January 1828, the King told Knighton rhat he %ad givm a very strong 
lecture" [O Peel "respecthg his conduct both as to the pst, as well as to the future ..." (Cou. George N, 
no. 1480). 
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was the muiister "with whom . . . the King has a right to expect that he may communicate 

u~eservedly on every point""5 - a striking statement which at once indicated both the 

original conception of the Home Secretaq's position and political realities as they had now 

been confirmed. 

The second element in the increasing dominance of the First Lord was the centrality 

of the Treaniry in establishg the direction of - or at least the effective limits upoo - 

govemment policy. This process was uiitiated by Shelbume himself after he assumed the 

Fkst Lordship in July 1782, and reached hition by middecade under William Pia. abeaed 

by his indusmous Treaniry Secretary George ~ 0 s e . I ' ~  hdeed, Pitt and Rose not only 

deployed the patronage of the Treasury, but appear to have exerted much that was under the 

control of the Home Secretary and even some of the Lord Chan~ellor's."~ 

Yet Pitt's leadership in cabinet was not confineci merely to his monopoly of the 

King's favour and of the power of the purse, nor could it have succeeded solely upon their 

b a i s  alone. A third component was his domination of the government's position in its most 

crucial defensive arena: the House of Commom. Indeed until 1789 Pitt was the ody member 

lls~uoced in A-G-Stapletoo, Gorge Canning ond His fimes (1 8W), 295. 

"'Noms. S h C I b m  and Refonn, chs. 10- 12: and Baker, "Changing AFtitudcs Towards Government. " 2 17-9. 
The role of George Rose awaits detaileû modern d y s i s ;  for a study emphasiPng the role of patronage in 
securing pafiamentq support, see i.R.McQuiston, "George Rose and Wiam Eden: A Study in the Reiation 
of Party Management to National Econ0micsn (W.D. thesis, Columbia U., 19!%), chs.2-3. 

"'Having conceded the Department's Lndian patronage from the outset. Sydney aished to maintain convol 
over the rest but specifically stated that Pitt could have access to the remainder "as I shall always look upon the 
patronage of my office as yoursn (Stanhope, Lie of Pin, 1 :229). By 1827 Robert Peel had conceded h t ,  
dtfiough "by his countersignature of the K[ingJYs warrants [the Home Secretaxy] is p e r s d y  responsible for 
the appointment of dl tbe great officers in Church and State, .., îheir selection is in fact made (and ... ought to 
be made) by the Prime Mioister" (Diary of Hobliouse, 128). Pitt's role in Chancery patronage is suggested by 
the indignation of one of Pitt's supporters, Michael Ange10 Taylor, at not being able to secure a patent of 
precedence for the Northem Circuit. Taylor had been sent back and f d  between Pitt and the Lord Chancellor, 
each invoking the other's authority in the matter, but to no avail; see ~ c Z I :  Thc E ~ g f i s h  E r p c r i m ~ ~ .  1785- 
1789, eds. 1.S.Lustig & F.A.Pottie (1986), 243. 
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of his cabinet with a seat in the Comrnons. But his preeminence in the presentation and 

defence of his govemment's policies was as much, if not more a function of his oratoricai 

power, and this continued unabated until his resignation in 180 1. I I 8  So great was his 

reptation by then tbat he remained the most compelhg figure in the Commons even outside 

of office. 

A fourth factor, and a necessary concomitant of Pitt's position as the primary 

defender of govemment policy in the Commons, was that he maintained free access to the 

functionaries of each department. Pin's ambitions for administrative omnivoroumess were 

often remarked on by contemporaries. His former tutor and first biographer, George 

Tomline, recalled "that Mr. Pitt was understood to be so much the active and directing 

member of administration, that he was considered responsible for every act of every person 

in every department . .. during the wnole of his administrati~n.""~ Pitt's control even had a 

geographic correlative. In 1800 the Governor of Cape Town was determined to have aU the 

offices of local administration close by his residence because "Mr Pitt had them all  near 

himrelf, & . . . he was a very Great Man! . . . [vhe idea of Mr Pitt having al1 publick offices 

withùi a step of Downing Street is not out of his head yet . . . . "'*O During the formation of 

his own ministry, Spencer Perceval, one of Pitt's last proteges, expressed the matter 

Mr. Pitt must have felt, and his colleagues must have felt also, that he had such 

"'Ehrman, ï7ze Younger Pin (1969-96). 1:6û9-15. Many of Pitt's contemporaïes have left us accounts of 
the force of his oratory. To cite only one example of many, see Life of John. Lord Campkll. Lord High 
Chancellor of Great BRrain, ed . M. S. Hardcastle (1 88 1 ), 1 : 106. 

19G .TomlineV Memirs of the tife of the Ri@ Hottourable William Pitr (4îh ed, 1822). 2:453n. 

laThe Letters of Luày Anne Buniard to Henry Dwtdas. Jiom the Cape and EZsewhpre. 1 D3-1803. Togerher 
with Her J o u ~  of a Tour itüo the Inierior ond Cenain Other Letters, ed. A.M.Lewin (Cape Town, 1973), 
2 14 (emphasis in original). 



comprehensive talents and powers, that he was himself essentially the Government in 
al1 its Departments - that he could form a Govemment almost of hîmself, and each of 
his colleagues must have felt that Mr. Pitt could do without hirn, though he could not 
do without Mr. ~i t t . '* '  

In the latter part of this passage. Perceval had placed his finger upon a fifth 

cornponent of Pin's administrative domination: above dl ,  it was made possible by the 

amenability of Pitt's colleagues. The crucial element of a modem Prime Minister's centrality 

to the governmental process is "collective responsibility," the principle that al1 ministers are 

jointly accountable to parliament for the policy of govemment. But this principle did not 

have reliable structural underpinnings - in the form of external party organization, discipline 

over members, and whip votes - until the 1830s at the earliest.lu Before then, 

parliamentary backing for govemment policy had to be won on the b a i s  of sheer rherorkal 

force and argurnentative skill as much as anything else? Pitt succeeded in dominating his 

govemment in large part because he succeeded in finding men of influence and ialent who 

were willing to support hirn in his efforts to do so, both on the floor in parliament and in the 

conduct of their departments. No other First Lord who followed Pitt before the 1830s was 

12'English Hisroncal Doccunents, vol. 1 1 : 1783-1832. eds. A. Aspinall& E. ASmith (1 959), 129. See also 
P d ' s  views as expressed forty years later to William Gladstone, in Thp Glmkrone Dianes, eds. M.R.D.Foot & 
H.C.G.Matthew (Oxford, 1968-94). 3559.  

'"N.Gash, Aris~ocracy and People: Bnroin. 1815-1865 (1979)- ch.6 (esp.163); G.W.Cox, "The Origin of 
Whip Votes in the House of Cornmons, " Parliamenrory History 1 1 ( 1  992): 278-85; and Cox, "The Development 
of Collective Responsibility in the United Kingdom," Porfiamentary History 13 (1994): 32-47. Ian Newbuld 
has recently e x p d  doubts about a chronology which emphasizes the decisive characier of the post-Refom 
pariiament, at least as it applies to the Whigs; see W g g e r y  and Reform, 1830-41: 77te Politics of Govemment 
(Houndmills, l99O), ch.2. 

'=In 1804 the King made reference to the practice of "Messrs. Rose and Long" - Pitt's Treasury Secretaries 
- "collecting and watching the door of the H- of C. better than new men .. ." (Laer Con.  George III, no.2884). 
This suggests a kind of whipping fimction, dthough we know linle of what it involved. It seerns to have 
consisted more of the practice, long associated with their forebear John Robinson, of listing and esiunating the 
reliability of individual voters rather than any overt form of discipline; see Ehrman, Yomger Pin. 2529 & 
529112; & 3:656, 666113 & 722; and Commom IiW1820,4:448 & 452; & 5:46. Shows of force required a 
Cal1 of the House, or roll-cali of members; see P.D.G.Thomas, ï7w Houre of Commom in the Eighreenih 
Cenrury (Oxford, 1971). 105-14. 
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able to dominate both the political ambitions and the administrative activities of his fellow 

ministers to the same degree.Iz4 

This domination of policy by the Pnme Minister covers the period analyzed in the 

body of this thesis. It mua be emphasized, however, that Pitt's control of penal policy - the 

subject matter of this thesis - was essentially negative in character. I t  was an imposition of 

limitations rather than the provision of an active and coherent lead in policy formulation, and 

it did not altogether exclude a role for individual energy and initiative on the part of his 

Home Secretaries. At the outset at least, Sydney pursued issues of police expenmentation and 

reform, an interest which he had apparenîiy inhented from his predecessor Shelbume. 

William Grenville and Henry Dundas both expended considerable time and energy on the 

issue of the physical disposition of convicts, Dundas in particular showing some interest in 

Bentham's Panopticon projet. But in al1 instances, Pitt's overall control of policy-making set 

practicai limits upon what could be achieved. ' 2 ~  

By contrast there is evidence of greater initiative and activity amongst Home 

Secretaries after 1801, much of it leading to substantial developments in the administration of 

pend policy by the central g~vernrnent.'~~ A possible exception to the rule of enhanced 

departmental initiative was Richard Ryder, the sickly Home Secretary of Spencer Perceval's 

ministry whom neither the King nor others believed to be up to the job.'= Like George 

'%ee also Ehrman, Younger Pitr, 1 :632-5; 2528-35; & 3:454-7. 

1 25 See below. Chapter 4, part 1; and Chapter 5. 

'%ec below. Chapter 7. pan I(2). 

I2'~yder was Perceval's second choice at least, the position already having b e n  declined by Charles Abbot. 
the influential and rnuch respected Speaker of the Cornmous; see nie Diary a d  Correspondence of Charles 
Abbor. Lord Colchesrer. Speaker of rhe Horcse of Commoris. 1802-181 7, ed. Colchester (1 86l), 2204-5. 
Perceval's biographer nota thar Ryder was to have been Under Secretary had Perceval gone to the Home 
Department in 1 807, and that Perceval was frequently obliged to rein force his nerve in crises; see D-Gray , 
Spencer Percevol: The Evangelical Prime Minister, 1 762- 1812 (Manchester, l963), 2934 & 452-3. 
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Canning, his chief rival for the First Lordship on Portland's retirement in 1809, Perceval 

revered the example of Pitt in almost al1 principles of governance. In particular, Canning and 

Perceval agreed that the govemment had to be led by a first minister in the House of 

Commons who would have the prevailing voice of govemment in that body.'a Under the 

circumstances of the moment - a war in which Bntain's position was dire - the Prime 

Minister should also have the prevailing voice in al1 departments of govement. Perceval 

conceded that the political strength and ambitions of many ministers had precluded this until 

now . 

[ghe present Govemment [Portland's] is so constituted, with so many of equal or 
nearly equal pretensions ... that the Govemment, under whatever head, must to a 
great degree be and remain a Government of Departments. It is not because the Duke 
of Portland is at out head, that the Governent is a Government of Depiwtments: but 
it is because Govement is and must be essentially a Govement of Departments 
that the Duke of Portland is at our head, and is the best head possibly that we could 
have. 

Perceval. like his rival Canning, preferred "a Government under an acknowledged head who 

upon the best view and judgment would select the best system and Mst upon its king 

followed . .. . In the event, the exclusion from Perceval's governent of his two main 

rivais for the lead in the Commons, Canning and Castlereagh, the appointment of peers to 

the Foreign and Colonial Secretaryships, and the choice of the fkail and frequently absent 

Ryder for the Home Department, left the field wide open for Perceval in the Commons, 

although ultimately he never succeeded in dominating the governuig process to the same 

'aWalpole, L f i  of Percemi, 1:362-3; Buckingham, Regency Memoim, 1 :4ûû-1; H-Twiss, nit M l i c  and 
Private hre of Lord Chancellor Eldon (1844), 2:89; and Add M S  38737 ff.333-4. 

I2'English Historicd Documen;~, 1 1  : 129 & 130. It is testimony to the Home Secreîarys conrinuing tituiar 
seniority that Perceval deemed it to be "the ody office 1 codd possibly hold [if Canning] is First Lord of the 
Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer ..." (Walpole, Lqe of Percevd, 1:365n). Much detail of the 
formation of Perceval's ministry can be found in the Mernoirs of R o k n  Piunzer Ward, 1 :205-45. 



extent that Pitt had,13' 

(4) The Rise of the Foreign Office 

The emergence of a "Prime Minister" in general, and Pitt's activity in that position in 

particular, was the second factor in the eclipse of the Home Secretary's status and influence. 

The third was the increase in the status of the Foreign Secretary and of his Department 

relative to that of the Home Secretary. Once the functiooal comection of the Home Secretary 

to the prestige of the monarch had been largely severed, the difference between the two 

departments increasingly came to be measu~ed by the prestige and importance of the business 

which they conducted. In this, the Home Department had become the clear loser by the 

second decade of the aineteenth century. A generation of war with France, culminating in the 

emergence of a Britain which was the world's pre-eminent power and the arbiter of Europe, 

gave foreign affairs an overwhelming centraMy and prestige in political Life which they had 

never so constantly had before. Nor was the conduct of foreign affairs so closely and 

frequently smtinized by - indeed, fùndamentally reliant upon - parliament as was the 

conduct of domestic issues. Substantial alterations in domestic practices necessitatecl 

iegislation. Indeed, in some cases, legislation for new domestic practices could be pushed 

fonvard by parliament against a govenunent's wiL1" So the Home Department and its 

functions were far more vuherable to politicai and administrative vicissitudes than was the 

conduct of foreign affaùs, which was neither subject to regular m t i n y  by parliament, nor 

'% 1803 Pitt also demanded such control as a condition of bis return to office- See in G.PeIiew, Tire Life 
and Correspondence of the R i g h  Honourabie Henry Addington. First Viscoum Sidmorcth ( 1  847), 2 : 1 16. 

13'See below. Chapter 5. part IV(1). 



so immediately dependent on its authority. L32 

(5)  The Home Depariment's Changing Jurisdictioa 

Moreover those administrative funcrions that did lend influence and prestige to the 

Home Department were removed from it, beginning in 1794 and cuirninating in 1801. The 

events of Iuly 1794, when the Duke of Portland succeeded Pitt's intimate fnend Henry 

Dundas as Home Secretary, require some e~planation.'~~ By virtue of the patronage he 

controlled, both as political master of Scotland and as President of the Board of Control of 

the East hdia Company, as well as his close personal alliance with Pitt, Dunâas had made 

much more of his position as Home Secretary than the duties and prerogatives of the office 

necessarily implied.IY By 1794 Dundas had effectively hmed the office into a War more 

than a Home Department. In part this reflected the Home Department's responsibility for the 

colonies, whose defence and furtherance Dundas believed should be the principal focus of 

Britain's war effort. '35 The war-role of the Home Secretary may have been m e r  

enhanced by the fact that the substantial new duties which he had assumed around the time of 

the wu's  outbreak - the supervision of aliens and the surveillance of potential subversives 

'32S~ott, British Foreign Policy, 19-22; and Black, Bnrish Foreign Poiicy, 491-5. Paul Langfurd suggesîs 
that Parliament was influentid, but that foreign observers exaggerated its poteutid obstnrctiveness (Eigheenth 
Cenfury. 7- i O). 

' 3 3 ~  also the accounts in C. Mathesou, lk Li/e of Henry Dundar. Firsi Viscowu Melville, 1 742- 181 1 
(1933), 201-5; and Ehrman, Younger Mt. 23tIl-4. 

lUFor Dundas's role in Scottish politics, see J. A-Lovat Fraser, Henry Dwldas,  vis^^^ Melviile 
(Cambridge, 1916), ch.% i-I.Fwber, Henry Dwrdas. Firsz Viscorn Mehilie. 1742-1811 (1931), pt.11; and 
M. Fry, The Dundar Despotism (Edinburgh, 1992). For his role in East india Company a f h ,  see Furber, 
Henry Dwrdas, chs.2 & 5 ;  and C.H.Philips, The East India Company, 1784-1834 (Bombay, 1%1), chs.34. 

135Ehrman, Yowiger Pitr. 3:3568 & 450- 1 ; P-Mackesy , Staresmen ar War= 'Ine Sfraegy of Ovenhrow. 
1 798-1 799 (1 974). 4-9. 3 7 4  & 3 15-9; Mackesy, War Witiwut Victory: The Downfall of Pitt. 1799-1 802 
(Oxford, 1984)- passim; lupp, Lord Grenville, 187-9, 240-2 & 2%-61; Mackesy, "Strategic Roblems of the 
British War Effort, * in Bniain and the French Revolution. 1 789-1815, ed. H.T.Dickinson (Houndmiiis, l989), 
150-1 & 160-2; and Fry, Dwtdas Despotism. 208-28. 



amongst the British citizenry - were central components of Britain's overail war effort against 

revolutionary France, an enemy whose ideological threat was as imposing as its military 

strength? Less than six rnonths after the outbreak of hostilities, Dundas asserted the 

circumstantial pre-eminence of his Department when he told the Foreign Secretary that "an 

alert and ready CO-operation from other Offices is essential to the comfort of the Hume 

Secretary, who is hourly a c ~ g  in connexion with them. 

By July 1794 the major body of the Whig opposition was prepared to enter into a 

coalition with Pitt's govemment in support of the war against Revolutionary France. As 

leader of the Whigs and a former First Lord, the Duke of Portland was entitied to a senior 

position in such a govemment.n8 Pitt was determined that Dundas shodd continue to 

oversee the direction of the war effort, for rasons which reflected Pitt's own pre-emioence 

in policy-making in his govemment. 

. . . I feel it quite impossible to venture the experiment of leaving the War Department 
in the Duke's hands. You know the difficulty with orher Departments, even with the 
advantage of Duadas's tuni for facilitating business, and of every act of his being as 
much mine as his; and tûerefore, if ail the details of the war . .. were to be settled by 
communication with a person new both to me and ro others, 1 am sure the business 
could not go on for a week. This is the leading consideration with me, and seems 
decisive. I own, besides, that though I have p e r l a  confidence in the Duke of 
Portland's intention to act cordially, and have no doubt of our being on the b a t  
terms, 1 could neither expect to establish the same sort of communication with him 
which 1 am used to with Dundas, nor could 1: be content, on the other hand, to leave 

'%e literature on this subject has gram immense in nceiit years. A good survey is H.T.Dickinson. 
"introduction: The impact of the Fmch Revolution and the French Wars, 1789-1815," in Britain and the 
French Revolwion, 1 - 1 9. 

'"H. M. C . , Dropmore MSS, 2: 396 (emphases in original). 

"'The ody biography of Portland yet published is A.S. T u M e ,  A Hisfory of Welkdr  Ab@ Md Ils 
Owners (1 938-9), 2:33-23 1. See aIso F.07Gorman, Ihe W g  Parry and the French Revolution ( 1  967), passim; 
L. G . Mitchell, Charles James Fox and the Disimegrution of the Whig P a q ,  1 782- 1 794 (Oxford, 197 1 ), passim; 
and E.A. Smith, Whig PrimpIes and P w  Pdifics: Earl Fitzwiilim and fhe Whig Party, 1 748-1 833 
(Manchester, 2975). 36 & 86-7. 



that Department to his sepatate management. 13' 

Pitt had found in Dundas a colleague who at once accepted his pre-emioence in policy 

direction while continuing to provide him with a large measure of the practical support which 

was necessary to maintain his ministry. The solution that Pitt proposed was to create a third 

Secretaryship for Dundas which would enable him to c o n ~ u e  to oversee both the war effort 

and the business of the colonies. However Portland was not prepared to accept a Home 

Department which was so obviously diminished in both influence and prestige, so the 

compromise was adjusted, with the colonies continuing in the Home Department under 

Portland. la 

This was a workable solution, but stül posed problems that reveai the mixed political 

and administrative considerations involved. Dundas opposed the division because decisions 

about the broad aims of war policy were cabinet matters, in which the fht minister's voice 

inevitably prevailed. This left only the actministrative obligation of executing the detail of 

those policies - tasks which were aiready carried out by an array of military offices including 

the Secretary at War. the Admiraity and the Ordnance. Detached from the real administrative 

duties and the political status of the Home Department, the position of a Secretary of State 

for War çartied no substantial public status. It would become an administrative redundancy 

1 3 9 H . ~ . ~ .  . Dropmre MSS, 2595  (emphases in origrnal). 

"A summary of these difficuities appears in Laer Con. George III. no. 1090 02. An alternative which was 
offered Podand was to take the Foreign Department as is, with Grenville moving to a reduced Home 
Department (J.H.Rose, Pitt and Napoleon, 25 1). Grenville's complete willinguess to do so M e r  mphasizes 
Pitt's position in the ministry: 

. . . 1 and my situation are, as you weil h o w ,  entuely aud dways at your disposal . . . . Under these 
circumstances I do not ask myseIf whether what is pro@ is or is not a sacrifice on my part, but am 
ready at once to say that no consideration could reconciie to my miad the standing for a moment in the 
way of your wishes, or of so gnat a public object as is in question (H.M.C., Dropmure MSS, 2:596). 

The new arrangement appears to have inciuded "the West indies being added to the Home Department," 
althougb I am u~artain what department they could have been under bcfore that time (Stanhope. LiJe of Pin, 
2:254). 



which would soon draw the fire of an opposition constantly on the lookout for enhanced 

patronage in the executive - as indeed it did, although to no real effect.14' 

The Iogic of these arguments re-emphasizes the ambiguities chat could arise where 

political and administrative priorities becarne so closely interdependent as they had during 

Dundas's tenure of the Home Office. hindas believed that the War Secretaryship, which he 

had contrived on the back of the Home Department's administrative duties, was both 

politically vuherable and administratively redundant once separated fiom them. But Portland 

seems to have thought the office less attractive without the status which its colonial duties 

gave it. Yet it is not at ail clear that the mere possession of those duties gave Portland the 

full prestige of the office as Dundas had held it, as one anonymous observer remarked: 

You [ie.Portland] mua assent, for you camot controul: and it seems as if the officiai 
situation which you fiu, were specially created to degrade and to mortify you. You 
have been made Secretary of State for the Home Department, without king permitteci 
to transact the business. - Whatever it becornes the Home Secretary to do, respecting 
the war, you are forbidden to meddle with. ... [Wou are Secreîary and no Secretary 
.-.. 142 

What is perhaps most rernarkable in ali of this is the absence of any reference to the 

domestic duties of the Home ~epartment '~~ - a strikïng indication of how liale prestige 

may have been attributed to them by this time. 

L4'~nglish Hiszo~cal Donunena, 11: 1234  The bill text of this letter c=an be found at PRO 30181157 ff. 172- 
9, which includes the M e r  point ihat any attempt to separate correspondence with the colonies between the 
Home and War Departments according to whether or not the subject dealt with was an issue of war or -ce 
"would [wreakl inexplicabie confusion" (f. 179). in fact, during the invasion scare s e v d  years later, Dundas 
cornplaineci that exady such a situation had arisen (H.M.C., Dropmore MSS, 4: 79). The question of whether a 
"Third Secretary of State" s e a d  in the Gommons was forbidden by Burke's Act of 1782 was brought up on at 
Ieast three occasions in parliament - in December 1794, November 1797 and March 1801 - but was sidestepped 
by the govanment on aii three occasions. 

1 4 2 ~ t ~ e r s  tu the Duke of Poniand (1 794). 1 1 & 13. 

1431n fact, the Home Deparmient's policing duties had an obvious relevauce to the prosecution of the w u ,  
but h t  comection seems to have been ignored or set aside by everyone concemeci, perhaps in the interest of 
settling matters. Portland's associate, Thomas Grenville, desaibed the remodelled Home Department as king 
"upon the same footing as in time of peace ..." (H.M.C., Dropmore MSS, 2597). 
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This situation became more explicit in 1801 when, at the beg i~ ing  of Addington's 

ministry. the colonies were removed fiom the Home to the War Department. at last making 

the Home Department an office of purely domestic administration. It is unclear precisely why 

the colonies were removed to the War Department at this time. The new Home Secretary 

himself. Lord Pelham, was only notified of the change after he had accepted the se& from 

the King in late July. Addington assured the understmdably mrprised Pelham that "This 

arrangement was long since recommended and approved of, and has ody waited (as you 

know) for the new arrangement to be camed uito effect." But Pehm had not known of any 

such arrangement, and he requested that the King himself confüm the unexpected transfer. 

Perhaps, as the King suggested, it was purely a question of administrative efficiency : "The 

additional business which ought hourly to inmase in the Home Department from the Union 

with Ireland, added to that of this island, is full employment for any man . . . . "lu Perhaps 

the belief that the efficient conduct of the war was inherently inseparable fiom the 

administration of the colonies, which Dundas had expressed both in 1794 and subsequently, 

was finally accepted. '45 

Presumably it was not intended as a deliberate insult to the new Home Secretary. 

Nevertheless the situation appears to have disgruntled P e h  and ma y have enhanced his 

sense of king an outsider in a fiail ministry which needed as many fiends as it could 

get.'" Like Portland before him, Peiham had wanted a cabinet seat with responsibility for 

' « ~ d d  MS 33107 ff.212-3; and Laer Cor.  George III. 110-2500 & 2794. 

' "~ee 11141 above. But for an idea of how different ideas of efficiency can be. Lord Malmesbury cecallai 
Pitt suggesting that the three Secretaryships should be "one for the Colonies (Lord Hobart), one for the Foreign 
affairs (Lord Hawkesbury), and one for the Home and War department (Pelham)" (Diaries and Correspruknce 
of James Harris, F i m  Earl of Malmesbury. ed. Malmesbury [1844], 4:39). 

"%Z.J.Faiorak, "The Addington Ministry and the Interaction of Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics, 1800- 
1804" (Ph.D. thesis. U. of London. 1990), 37-59. 



d i r e c ~ g  the war effort. It quickly emerged that Lord Hobart had aiready b e n  promised the 

War Secretaryship. However, because it was believed that Pelham's voice was necessary in 

the House of Lords (for which specific purpose he had been elevated to the peerage), and 

because Addington felt himself unable to withdraw a promise to him of a cabinet seat,Id7 

his subsequent choice of the Home Department was agreed to. So it must have added insult 

to injury when, having fim been made to wait in the wings while Portland held on to that 

office three months beyond the end of Pitt's ministry,la Pelham found that it had b e n  

stripped of the colonies - a major component of its prestige and influence. The general 

opinion of Pelham's political and administrative talents was not high, but he was thought to 

be both hard-working and, perhaps more importantly, demoastrated a willingness to 

accommodate himself to the political requirements of a ministry which served the Kiog's 

inter est^.'^^ Ln August 1803 he exchanged the Home Office for the Duchy of Lancaster, 

apparently on the understanding that the Secretaryship would have to be vacated in order to 

strengthen the ministry by brhging Pitt in. In the event, Pin rernained out of office for 

la~ortland delayed his departure from the Home Department because he had faiien in debt to the public 
purse to the tune of £30,000 and had not the means to repay it (Aspinaii, Luter Con. George III, 3 xxi; and 
Dianes of Glenbervie, 1 :Z4 1 ). 

'49h a long, justificatory letter to the King on his departure kom the Home Department, P e h m  observeci 
that "obedience to your Majesty was my sole motive for wishing for officen in the fïrst place ( b e r  C o n  
George III, no.2794). See also Life and Lenérs of Gilberr Ellior. Firsr E d  of Minro. Jiom 1751 IO 1806, ed. 
Minto (1874). 3:203. A less fnendiy observer, Lord Holland, noled that Pelham, "though somewhat 
timestming, was a goodnatured and prudent man " (Memirs of the Whig Parîy, 1 : 1 12). For Peiham's character, 
see Diaries of Malmesbury, 45-57 passim. An opinion prevailed amongst the Englisb governors in Ireland that 
he had grossly neglected its affairs; see: ï7te Viceruy 's Posthg, ed. M.McDonagh (lm), 305-6; and 
E.B.Mitford, Life of Lurd Redksdale, ed. F.J. Weaver (1 939), 73-8, 84-7 & 104-6. The appointment of the Lord 
Lieutenant's brother Charles Yorke as Pelham's successor may have been calcuIated to smooth over iii feelings 
in that regard, whether or not the charges were actually tnie. 

' q t  js unclear whether Pelham voluntarily withdrew or was effectively dismissed (Dianes of Malmesbury, 
4:284-5; and Peliew , Life of Sidmowh, 2:220-1 n). In any evmt, his lwgthy fareweil to the King indicates that 
he felt he had been unfairly treateû, suggesting that it was unclear "Whethw Mr. Addington has considered me 
more as one of your Majesty's servants than his colleague ..." (Laer Con. George III, no.2794). The idea that 
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another year and, for the remainder of Addington's ministry, the Home Depamnent was 

presided over by the reiatively obscure Charles Y orke. 

Thus, by Iuly 1801, the Home Department had been administratively reduced to a 

mmp of domesàc duties - duties which, to judge from the controversies of 1794 and 1801. 

were not regarded as inherently important in the eyes of ambitious politicians governing a 

nation and empire in the mi& of a war of unprecedented scale. Indeed they were perhaps 

uniquely undesirable. The most pressing tasks attached to the Home Department - the 

suppression of riots, the regulation of aliens, and the use of police and informen to ferret out 

sedition and treason amongst British citizens - did not merely Iack prestige: they were 

dowmight disreputable. The Home Department, according to the biographer of its most 

notonous Principal Secretary, was "a most embarrassing Office; for, like the visitor of a 

college, the Secretary for the Home Department has to correct whatever stands in need of 

correction. " 151 

For al1 its potential unsavouriness however, the ruiing classes of Bntain viewed the 

maintenance of public order as the absolutely essential task of the Home Department. and 

substantiai failures in this measure prompted vehement statements as to the inadequacy of the 

current Home Secretary to bis job. The greatest anxieîy about the maintenance of public 

order was felt Ui the period between the first onset of Luddism in 181 1 and the social- 

economic disniption which followed the end of the Napoleonic Wars, climaxing in the 

'Peterloo Massacre' and the Six Acis of 1819. The two Home Secretaries of this p e r d  

Pitt might become Home Secretary in Addington's ministry was suggested to Lord Glenbervie by Lord 
Liverpool as early as four months after Pitt had Ieft office (Diaries of Gfenbcrvie, t :24û). In the event two 
years later, Pitt stated his unqualified conviction that the " First Minister . . . ought . . . to be the person at the 
head of the finances" (Pellew , Lge of Sidmourh, 2: 1 16). 

's l~el lew, Lge of Sidmouth, 1:"; see also Cooper, "Home Department," 4067. 
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suffered particular disfavour amongst the political classes. The first, Richard Ryder, whom 

Robert Southey thought "a nervous man and very unfit for his office in such times," had the 

singular misfortune of king Home Secretary at the one and only time that a British Prime 

Minister was assassinated. '" The second, Viscount Sidrnouth, was Home Secretary during 

the ten years that spanned one of the most turbulent decades in modem British history. His 

legendary reptation for severity did not spare him the hee-jerk contempt of Harriet 

Arbuthnot when she t h t  leamed of the Cato Street Conspiracy: "the Home Department .. . . 

is certainly in moa inefficient hands, & it is very unfortunate at this moment." The rernark 

was unfair - after d l ,  the Plot had been thwarted. But, U e  those directed at Ryder, it 

suggests how tittle credit or reward was aetached to the domestic duties of the Home 

Secretary when niccessfully executed, and how quickly apparent lapses drew profound 

condemnation. Substantial efforts at administrative improvement in other areas (of which 

there were many) went unseen; dramatic (and often singular) Mures inspired contempt. In 

1812 the Home Department's pnor history was contemptuously dismisseci by ï7ze 77nze.s as 

proving that it provided "the sink of a i l  irnbeciiity attachai to every Mini- for the last 

thLrty ~ears."'~~ 

So when Robert Peel became Home Secretary in Ianuary 1822, he inherited a position 

. . which had loa much of its original political cachet and whose most obvious anministrative 

duties were viewed as essentiaily disreputable. Much of Peel's success as Home Secretary 

stemm& from the extent to which, largely through strategic concessions to public concems, 

1s2~eiecrionrfrom the ienen of Roben Sourky, ed. J .  W. Warter (New York, 1977; rep. of 1856 ed.), 
2:273. See d s o  A Senes of Letrets of rk Fimi Earl of Malmesbury, His Fanùiy and Fn'ends fiom 1765 to 1820, 
ed. Malmesbury (1870), 2:277 & 283. Contempt for Ryder's abilities was not soiely motivated by Perceval's 
assassination; a letter from Thomas Grenville, writteci only a week befm that eveat, condemned him for his 
mismanagement of the Luddite distuhanas the previous year (H.M.C., Dropmre MSS, 10:241-2). 

's3~ournai of Mrs. Arburhnor, 1 : 14; and second quote in Gash, Aristocracy and Peopie, 54. 
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he succeeded in inverthg the reputation which had become attached to his Department's 

functions. Shortiy after the passage of his celebrated criminai law consolidation m w e s  in 

1826, one of Peel's many congratulaton remarked that "You have certainly made the office 

of Secretary for the Home Department of hhitely more consequence than it has ever been 

in the hands of any of y[our] prdecessorsnLM - an indication of how low the Department's 

reputation had sunk. 

The processes by which both the political and administrative distinctiveness of the Home 

Department had deched illustrate how closely the two were bound up with one another. 

This interdependence - and its implications for the Home Department's development as an 

administrative agency - are the subject of the finai section of this chapter. 

III, Political and Administrative Practice: The Under Secretaries 

1 have emphasized the political elements inherent in the Secretariat both before and 

after the division of 1782, as weli as in the division itself. But clearly politics was not ail that 

was involved. One observer of the formation of the ministry in March 1782 was John 

Robinson who, as Lord North's Treanrry Secretary and faaonun, had extensive experience 

of administrative practices during the previous decade. "1 do not hear word [of the Amencan 

Secretary ship] , " he wrote to a close colleague . " [It isl Probably sunk, and the arrangement 

made of the two old Secretaries as often tho[ugh]t of." Less than three weeks eariier, a 

correspondent of Robinson's had given a projected reconstniction of the North ministry 

' % ~ d d  MS 40386 ff. 120- 1. "[A jlthough the weii mmging of our foreign affairs & interests may be more 
striking & brilliant, " he continued, "it is by no means more substaatiai or important . . . . " 
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containing Secretaries for " Foreign Affairs" and " Domestic Affairs. " 's5 

These letters lend some substance to the broad impression of historians that a division 

between domestic and foreign duties had been at lest contemplated before March 1782. Such 

an impression is perhaps enhanced by the much-cited suggestions of the Kùig in 1771 and 

178 1 which I have noted above. H.M. Scott has even suggested that it had hecome an 

operational fact as of 1779, although there are some important qualifications to be added to 

such a view? I have also noted the particular taste for clear deiineations of administrative 

authority that Shelbunie had demonstrated during the 1760s. 

Nevertheless, it is surely hopeless to try to find an expianation which is purely 

administrative in character. Pitt invoked such reasons for the creation of a third Secretaryship 

for war in 1794, having tirst reiterated that the division of duties was smctly at the King's 

discretion: "The arrangements might be and were made as best suited the convenience of 

affairs, and as thq were best calculatecl to produce facility and expedition into the conduct of 

the public business. "lS7 Yet the circumstances under which this particular division came 

about indicate that considerations of convenience, facility and expedition were inseparable 

from poli tical imperatives . 

That said, it would be a mistake to overlook administrative considerations altogether. 

After aU, the fundamental division between the domestic and foreign duties was maintahed 

after July 1782 and, by the time that significant new duties were added to the Home 

Department in the early 1790s, it is difficult to imagine how any division of the domestic 

business could ever have been reintroduced given the sheer weight and detaii of the duties 

'"MS Loan 72/29 f. 86; and H.M.C., Abergavenny MSS, 50-1. 

'"See above at n38. 

'nSe~for, 1 1 5 8 .  
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coming to bear upon the Department's functionaries. Both a generai concem for 

administrative efficiency and its interweaving with political considerations are apparent when 

we consider the rapidly evolving positions and duties of the most senior of these 

functionaries , the Under Secretaries of S tate. 

(1) The 'Permanent' Under Secretary 

By 1782 it was common practice for there to be two Under Secretaries in each 

department. one of whom was usuaIly inferior to the other in status. These positions. 

although they could involve heavy administrative responsibilities, were essentially political in 

character in so far as Under Secretanes received and maintaineci tbeir appointment at their 

Rincipd Secretary 's discretion. However, it was also me that the value of having an 

experienced senior administmtor in the office was more and more fiequently recognized in 

the continuing service of individuai CToder Secretaries under successive politicai mastem, and 

perhaps increasingiy so after 1760.'~~ in 1786 the Commission on Fees recognized the 

practical reality - indeed, the indispensability - of a "Permanent" Under Sectetary: 

The duty of the Under Secretaries is to attend to the execution of [the Principal 
Secretary 's] orders, to prepare drafts of such special l e m  and instructions, as  
occasion may require; to transact themselves whatever is of the most confidentid 
nature; and generally to superintend the business of the Onice in all its branches. . . . 
m e  are of opinion that for the obvious reason of preventing the confusion and 
senous consequences that may arise in business of such high importance, from 
frequent changes, such Officers ought to be made stationaiy.'" 

It was becoming apparent that the Permanent Under Secretaq carried out a great deal of the 

'5%omson, Secretaries of Sime, f 30-4; L. Scott. "Under Secretaries of State. 1755-1 775. * (M. A. thesis, U. 
of Manchester, 1950), 310-8 & 34U-8; J.C.Sainty, Q@cials of the Secret- of Stare. 2660-1782 (1973), 8-9; 
and Kynaston, Secreraty of Sme, 163-5. hdeed, after 1 760 Under Semetaries who either siayed on under new 
Principal Secretmies or who later returned to Under Secretaryship - presumabiy at least @y on the grounds o f  
their experience - çeem to have been becoming the d e  ratha thaa the exception (Sainty, Q@cials, 30-2). 

'''" 1st Report of the C u ~ s s i o n e r s  on Fees, Gratuities, Pquisites, and Emoiuments . . . in the several 
Public Offices ... : !kcretaries of State" (II Apnl 1786); in PP(HC) 1806.vü.4 & 10. 



day-to-day business of the Home Department. 

This development may have been given a heightened impetus when Shelbume took 

office in March 1782. At that tirne, the position of "the fix'd and Residentn Under Secretary 

in the Southem Department was held by John Bell, a former barrister who had surrendered 

his daim to a lucrative pension in anticipation of the salary and privileges of the Under 

Secretaryship. BeU quit Shelburne's employ within two weeks once he had learned just how 

much of a "Multiplicity of Business" Shelburne expected him to assume, "the Effects of 

[whichl constant Exemon and Attendance ... would certainly soon end in Disappointment to 

Your Lordship and Unhappiness to rny~elf."'~ Bell's alarm may have b e n  justified. 

Admittedly his previous superior, Lord Hillsborough, was probably not a heavy taslanaster - 

George III thought him, "though an amiable man, the lem man of business 1 ever 

h e w  . " 16' But given Shelbume's long-standing interest in and attention to administrative 

detail, his expectations of his Under Secretaria in 1782 were probably heavy, as indeed they 

had ben during his tenure of the Southem Secretaryship in the 1 7 6 0 ~ . ' ~ ~  

The Under Secretaries f ier  1782 were expected to carry much more of the 

'~~W.L.C.L., Sheiburne Papes 168 ff.387-90: and HO 4212 ff.95-6. 

1 6 ' ~ o v .  Grorge III, no-3588. Wsborough later sought to intemene on Bell's behalf in getting his pension 
restored (PRO 30/8/ 130 ff. 140- 1 & 142-3). 

lait may also have helped to drive William Knox. the industrious Under Secretaq of the nowdefunct 
Amdcan Department, h m  Shefbume's service. See Spector. 7ne Amen'cn Depmmem, 123-5 & 136-54; and 
L. J-Bellot, Wiffium lyirox: 7 k  Life and î b u g h t  of an Eighteenrh-Cemury Imperialisr (Austin, TX, 1973, 182- 
4. Knox's recoikction of the tenor wtiich Sheiburne's reappoinûnent to the Southern Secretaryship mused in 
his former Under Semetaries and clerks is particulariy suggestive: 

[William] Pollock's terror, and Sir Stanier Porten's exclamation of 'Gd be h u k d  1 am not to be 
under you again' made me k t  happy in the reflection that 1 was at liberty to withdraw h m  &ad 
Sheibunie's servicel. ... Sir Richard Sutton had long ago totd me that of a i l  ministers. me1 was the 
most diffidt to please. He was never satisfied with what anyone did, or eveu with wûat he did 
hirnself, but altered and changeci without end. ... [Before one1 letter was sent off, it had been nine 
times transcribed, and the Friday night 's mails were detained for it till two in the morning . My own 
experience soon proved to me that it was not osithout reason that those who had served him in office 
abhor'd him as a principal 

(H.M.C., Knox MSS, 2834). 
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administrative burden of the office than had been the case before. However, the resultant 

pattern of work confinns not only the administrative character of the division of 1782, but 

also its political one. The Permanent Under Secretary's fimction appears to have been to 

organize both the incoming correspondence and the Uiformation within the department 

relating to it, and then to transmit them to the Principal Secretary in order to enable him to 

make decisions upon each case. Such transactions presumably were face-to-face and u d y  

took place on the office premi~es.'~~ But tbey could also be carried on through the mail 

with the relevant documents king dispatched to the Home Secretary for his p e n d  and 

decisions, a practice which should caution us against any simple assumption that the 

Permanent Under Secretary exercised wide discretionary powers of his own as a matter of 

course. 'H This system miaimized the volume of routine tasks to which the Principal 

Secretary would be subjected, enabling him to attend to his broader political duties Mthout 

compromising his oversïght of decision-making within his Department.lM 

Evan Nepean seems to have established his usefulness in this capacity from the outset. 

Lord North's correspondence with the King during his brief tenue of the Home Depariment 

regularly aoted his activity in the business at hand. In turn, the King made his own 

unsavoury use of NF. Having detennined to tum out the coalition, he despatched him in 

"%elson, Home OfFce. 67-8 & 71. 

'%xtensive examples of such correspondence can be found in the lztters of William Grenville to Scrope 
Bernard (Bucks R.O., DISBIOE), John Beckett to the Earl Spencer (Altborp PP, G65 & G241), and Henry 
Hobhouse to Robert Peel (Add MSS 40344-94 passim). For statements of how the Under Secretaries in the 
various departmats kept rhings going while their principals were out of town, see J o d  and Correspondence 
of Auckland, 3 : 1 2 1 ; Sefectiom fiom the Leiters and Correspondence of Sir lames Bland Burges. M. . 
Somime Uruier-Secretury of Scaie for Foreign Affairs, ed . 1. Hutton (1 885)- 287; and Greviile Memoirs, 3: 102. 
However. leaving too much to an Under Secmtary could invite the contemp( of feiiow ministem: see 
Wellington's estimation of  his Colonial Secretary , Sir George Murray ( J o d  of Mrs. Arbufhnof, 2229). 

H .~arris, Comtitutiorral Bureaucracy: Ihe Development of British Cerilral Admin&ra!ion since the 
Eigltreemh Cenrury (1%9), 36-39. However Parris oversirnplifies the division between the political and 
administrative components of the offices. 
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the middle of the night to retrieve North's seals of office "as Audiences on such occasions 

must be unpleasant. "'66 Lord Sydney probably did much to enhance Nepean's centrality to 

the Department's operations. Upon fim assuming the duties of the office under Shelbume in 

Augua 1782. Sydney had already b e n  alarmed by the breadth of its duties and concerns: "1 

Find myself plunged into a Sea of Business - and of the most important Kind. .. . But 1 wiil 

apply my best endeavours . . . . His return to the Home Department under Pitt, in the 

sudden emergency of Temple's resignation, was a reluctant one, as he had found both the 

business and the expenses of the office excessive: "1 c e M y  never wished, and have done 

ai1 1 could to avoid retuming to it. But I am looked upon as one who is ready to go aloft in a 

Storm."'" Faced with a load of business for which he had no enthusiasrn, Sydney probably 

did much to encourage the indispensability of the Permanent Under Secretary to office 

routine. Within a year of Sydney's resumption of the Department, a parliamentary 

commission noted of Evan Nepean that "he has the entire superintendance of the Office. His 

attendance is constant and unremitting. "'* 
Nevertûeless, as vital as  the Permanent Under Secretary came to be in orgaoizing the 

~ O U M ~  business of the Department, he would not serve for long if he did not enjoy the 

Principal Secretary's favour. He was not tnily a civil servant in that he stiu held the office 

ody during the Secretary's pleasure, not during good behaviour. The Secretary's right to 

remove any particula. "Permanent" Under Secreîary was asserted in 1795: 

lM~orr .  George III, nos.4406.4479, 4462. 4463, 4498, 4500 & 4546; see also Leners of Bland Burges, 64- 
5 .  

.L.c.L., Sydney Papers 1 1 (Sydney to Shelbume. 24 Dec 178131); and see also Lïfè of Skibume, 
2:281. 



On the Change of a Principal Secretary of State, it has fiequently, but not 
always, happened, that the Sucessor has brought with him into Office Che new Under 
Secretary, and has allowed One of the former Under Secretaries to remain: But it 
must be obvious, that however advantageous it may someîhes be to continue Ui 
Office a Penoo in Habits of Confidence, and acquainted with the Routine of the 
Public Business, Circumstances rnay occur which render it adviseable to make a 
further Change . . . . ''O 

Only five men served as Permanent Under Secretary to the Home Department before 1830, 

and four of them had occasion to w o q  about the security of their tenure under a new 

Principal. When Lord North replaced Thomas Towashend in March 1782, George Rose felt 

compelled to put in a good word for Evan Nepean, "a very honest, assiduous and attentive 

Officer, extremely pleasant in his temper and miuuier. ""' In appoinhg John Beckett in 

Febniary 1806, the Earl Spencer carefully noted that Beckett should not expect to receive it 

upon a "Permanent" b a s  because "the Nomination of the Under Secretary of State rests 

entirely with the Principal Secretary for the time being." Beckett was certainiy relieved tbat 

he kept his position wben Lord Hawkesbury resumed the office in April 1807, hilsomely 

attribu~g this to Hawkesbury 's regard for Spencer rather tha. his own assiduity in his 

position. '* 

Sidmouth's appointe, Henry Hobhouse, undemood ody  too weU that Robert Peel 

would be within his rights if he declined to offer him a continuance in the position in 

1822. Hobhouse himself resigned a few months after Peel's first departure from the 

''0Comrnittee of the Privy Council (27 Feb 1795), quoted in Commorm Pupers, 109:lûû. 

17'~dd MS 61 867 ff. 81 -2. Rose's concern may have been weil-founded; on the same day that he wrote on 
Nepean's behalf, Lord North's brother was soliciting one of the Under Secretaryships for a &end (Add MS 
6 1874 ff. 78-9). 

'"~lthorp PP. G64 (Spencer t o  R-Graham, 16 Feb 1806); & G66 (J-Beckett to Spencer, 1 Apnl 1807). 

173Devon R.O., 152M/C1821/OZ (H-Hobhouse to Sidmouth, 1 & 8 Dex 1821). "1 weil know your opinion 
of Hobhouse, " wrote Peel to Sidmouth, "and 1 could not for a moment besitate in expressing an earnest desire 
that he should continue in his present Officew (Devon R.O., t 52MiC1821IOZ [14 Dec 1821 1). 
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Home Department in April 1827, citing the failure of Peel's successors to accord him the 

familiarity and confidence which he believed to be cornmensuate with his position and 

abilitie~."~ Upon his r e m  in January 1828, Peel informed Samuel March Phillipps that he 

intended to reappoint Hobhouse. Phillipps protested that he had b e n  told that his position 

was a permanent one and Peel subsequently dropped the issue, although "Peel aeated him 

with great coldness and distance thereafter, always keeping him standing in his presence . . . ." 

Phillipps kept the position, but probably only because Hobhouse had in fact tumed down a 

request from Peel to r e m  to it.175 Peel presumably preferred an Under Secretary with 

sorne experience of the business of the office to one with none at dl, but we are still some 

distance from the full acceptance of tenure d u ~ g  good behaviour as an established 

characteristic of the p~sitioo."~ Nepean and Hobhouse both suffered serious bouts of 

iilness near the end of their respective tenures, an indication perhaps of the strains of the 

job? Clearly they and the other "permanent" Under Secretaria strove hard to win the 

174Hobhouse, who had been seriously di, was particulariy annoyed by the fact that Robert Wilmot Horton, 
Under Secretary in the Colonial Department and a man "far my Junior," had become the first Under Secretiuy 
to be made a Privy Councillor. He bad felt that Peel's imrnediate succesor William Sturges Borne, Home 
Secretary in Goderich's short-tived ministry , had not accorded him the confidence whicti bot& Sicimouth or Peel 
had, and that Canning's incoming Home Secretary Lord Lansdowne "wouid probably . . . redirce me to a state 
M e  better than an article of office furninire" (Add MS 40394 ff. 144-7; and nie Formation of Canning S 
Ministry: Febmry to Augw 1827, ed. A. AspinaiI, Camden Society, 3rd ser., 59 [1937, 247). He resigned 
before Lansdowne had assumed office, annoyed that imsdowne had not indicated to him whether or not he 
intended to retain his service; Hobhouse's cousin subsequently heard that Lansdowne W wanted to retain him, 
but that he had forgotten to deliver the letter inviting him to do so! (Recoileaions of a Long Life. by Lord 
Broughton (John Cam Hobhouse) wïth Addirional Errrms fiom His Privafe Diaries, ed. Dorchester f 1910- 1 1, 
3:210-11). 

'75 "Extracts fmm Lord Hatherton's Diary, " ed. A. Aspinall, Parliumenfary Main 17 (1 9634): 377; and 
Diary of Hobhouse, 146. 

17%s suggests that &ken "should be reckoned the k t  of [the Home Office's] permanent heads," but 1 
can see no criteria for dishguishing his position from that of his predecessors Evan Nepean or John King 
( C o n s z i z ~ i o d  Bweaucracy , 43). 

'77Nepean's condition appears to have been cùronic. He rested in the West Indies between December 1791 
and May 1792, but was again seriously iU withio a few months (Commolis I79çFI8ZO. 4:6534; and H.M.C., 
Dropmre MSS, 2:306). Later, as Under Secretary for War, he was again incapacitated for more than a month 
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favour of departmental masters who might subsequently help to advance their political 

ambitions and who, at any rate, retained power of dismissal over them. 

(2)  The Secoad Under Secretary 

The expectations entertained of the second Under Secretary do not appear to have 

been so heavy or systematic. If the Permanent Under Secretary served as the Department's 

principal administrative hnctionary, the character of the second Under Secretaryship seems 

to have been altogether more political. The term "Parliamentaryn Under Secretary would be 

anachronistic. No such position was officially recognized until 1831 and, although most of 

the twenty-two men who sewed in this position before 1830 were members of parliament 

during their tenure, there is littie evidence that any of them substantively advanced or 

defended the interests of the Home Department against the o k n  aggressive questionhg and 

initiatives of the Commons, particularly in the areas of criminal law and convict 

administration with which this thesis is ~oncerned.'~' This was a particular problem 

because, more often than not, the Home Secretary himself was a peer. Before 1822, only six 

of them sat in the Cornmons, of whom four - Willüim Grenville, Henry Dundas, Charles 

Yorke and Richard Ryder - deferred to the lead of a Rime Minister 

~ornrnons,'~~ The other two - Thomas Townshend and Lord North - 

who also sat in the 

served for Iess than a 

(Add MS 38734 ff.93-4 & 95-8). Hobhouse's decision to quit the office was influenced by a 1ong-m 
deterioration in his heaith, and his subsequent refusai to resume it with Peel decided by it (Fonnorion of 
Canning's Minisrry, 247; Add MS 40394 ff.144-7; and Hobhoure D i q ,  146). 

" g ~ . ~ . ~ a i n t y ,  Home mce Ojficials. 1782-1870 (1975). 12; C o m m  17545i0, 2:87; and 3:212, 232-4, 
487-9 & 553-4: and Gommons 17SW1820, 3:19&8, 449-50, 455 & 578-9; 4A4-6, 96-7, 845-7, 30u, 749-50, 
764 & 845-7; and S:2 19, 549-53 & 587-95. A possible exception to this d e  was Hiley Addington, who seems 
to have rnanaged some important criminal law bills (Cornmorts 1790-1820, 3:47-50). 

l"Grenville's Foreign Office Under !kcretary, James Bland k g e s ,  obxrved of Pitt and Grenville tbat 
"these two friends are so inseperably connected that there is but one sentiment betwem them" and that, in 
Dundas, "they have coroplete possesçion of the Home Department. as he is guidai by them in everything . . . " 
(Letrers of Biad Burges, 174). Charles Yorke cut a singulariy iinimpiessive figure in the Commoas during his 
short tenure of the Home ûepartment, "Mr. Addington has . . . the whole game in his harsds, " Lord AucLiand 



year and seldom seem to have spoken to any specific concems of their Department.'w 

This state of affain became particularly problematic in the early nineteenth cenniry, 

as parliamentary procedure and activity grew more detailed and intensive. At the outset of 

his fim m u r e  of the Home Office, Robert Peel outiined the tasks of his ideal Parliamentary 

Under Secretary : 

. . . the mere official duties were light; . . . the parliamentary duties would be by far the 
heaviest, and also of the greatest importance to me. . . . [Vhe Parliamentary Under 
Secretary would be like my right hand to me. 1 said these parfiamentary duties 
consisteci in the attendance on cornmittees . . . . The Secretary of State could flot attend 
al1 of these, and m u a  devolve on his Under Secretary the charge of attending wch as 
he could not, and watching the progress of the business from there. If at any time the 
Secretary of State were unavoidably absent from the House, the Under Secretary 
would have to conduct such business there as befonged to the office, for it would be a 
mortification for him to see that business in the han& of another. 

But Peel's expectations were to be disappointed. Three years later he had concluded that no 

Under Secretary could tmly serve as his proxy: "1 fmd it very difficult to transfer to anyone 

any portion of the business of my office which is to be transacted in the House of 

Conimons. ""' The point to be emphasized is that, by and large, the Home Department and 

its criminal hinctions do not seem to have b e n  forcefully and effectively spoken for in the 

cruciai arena of the Commons until Peel himself was carrying out this task vimially single- 

observeci in December 1803. "It was thought by many that Mr. Yorke showed himself too sensitive for a 
Secrew of State, and too Liable to be flung off his guard, and to be provoksd into indiscretionsa ( J o d  and 
Correspondence of AucRland, 4: 188; see also Cornmorts 1790-1820, 5:668). Ryder, the ody other commoner in 
Perceval's govenunent besides the Prime Minister himself, was generaily seen as ineffective, not least of al1 
because his health was so poor; his resignation on those grounds had been anticipated for some months before 
Perceval's assassination (Memirs of Robert Pfumet Ward, 1:420; and Holland (Perceval) Papers x. 1 1). The 
Chief Clerk of the Commons ~oi iected  that "Poor Perceval used very unfairiy to be forced to speak for aii  the 
departments of the Govemmentw (O.Williams, Lamb S Fnend ~ h e  Cemus-Tater: Life and Lmers of John 
R i d m  [1912], 161). 

'm~ommorrs 1754-90, 3:204-12 & 554-6. North was largely a sleeping partner in the Coalition. Townshend, 
as the only senior minister in Shelburne's cabinet who was a commoner, had to defend his governent on ail 
policy issues in the House. 

"'Sir Roben Peel Jiom His Private Papers, ed. C.S.Parker (1891-9)- 1:304 & 388-9. 



Rather there appears to have been a broad understanding that the "Parliamentary " 

Under Secretaryship should serve primarily as a sinecure with which the Principal Secretary 

could reward his personal foiiowers or those of others.'" Too little is known of the careers 

and characters of four of the Under Secretaries to speak with confidence about how exactly 

they obtained the office. Another, Thomas Spring Rice, appointai in the midst of the crisis 

over Catholic Emancipation, appears to have got the office at least partially on the basis of 

his views about Ireland. But of the remaining seventeen, we know that two were the Home 

Secretary's son, three his brother, and six others closely connecteci to him by family or 

political connection. The remaining six appear to have k e n  appointed as a favour to some 

other prominent minister in the govemment - in al1 but one Uistance, the Prime MUuster 

himself (see Appendix 2.2). Almost invariably , " Parliamentary " Under Semetaries lefr the 

Home Department when their Principal did. A few remained in the office a month or two 

beyond his departue, but 1 suspect that the delay was occasioned ody by the search for a 

new position for them. 1 know of no Uistance in which the incouhg Secretary outrightly 

sacked an incumbent second Under Secretary, presudly  because nich an action would be 

an insult to his predecessor.'" It is therefore not surpnsing that a Cornons commission of 

'"~his was aiready apparent in 1795, when George Caoning unsuccessWly sought the Under Secretaryship 
in the Home Office lefi vacant by the death of Thomas Brderick: 

1 knew indeed that these offices had not of late years been considered as Pariiamentary ones, having 
been filleci chiefly by private men, but 1 considered that as no objection, or at least one of no great 
weight . . . 

(The Letter Journal of George Canning. 1 793-1 795, ed. P .  Jupp, Camden Society, 4th ser, . 41 [l99 1 1, 274-75; 
see also 278, 282-83 & 292). 

la~eorge North remauid 3 months beyond his Principal's departure, Edward Fiach Hatton 1 month, 
Reginaid Pole Carew 2 months, Charies Williams Wynn 8 months, C d  Jenkinson 3 m o n h ,  and Henry 
Gouibum 2 months. Goulburn's patron, Perceval, had beea killed and his principal Ryder was incapacitated by 
grief. Sidmouth himself, who professecl " perfect satisfkction . . . in al1 my intercourse with him, 1 should p u t  
with hini with regret," appears to have had a band in securing hïs new position as Under Secreiary to Bathmt 
in the War Office in order to give Hiley Addington his position (Cornmm 1 7SWl8îU, 5: 8 1-2; and Devon 
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1786, seeking ways of economizing in govemment bureaucracy, thought the position of the 

second Under Secretary to be entirely dispensable.'" 

This circumstance changed with the largz and rapid expansion of the Home 

Department's administrative burden after 1792. kfore this tirne the Home Department's 

duties were limited and the relevant correspondence, so far as we can tell, easily managed by 

its small staff. But after 1792, the Department acquired two entirely new ranges of 

administrative duties: the oveaight of seven offices of stipendiary magistrates in the 

metroplis, and wide-ranging powers to supervise aliens within the nation? These 

activities were driven, in part in the first case and almost entirely in the second, by the 

anxiety amongst the mling elites about the violent tum of events in France and their 

determination that radical dernomtic ideas should not gain a foothold in Bntain. It is easy to 

overstate both the scaie and certainly the effectiveness of the Home Departrnent's activity in 

these areas. Supervision of both the character and activities of the London magistrates 

appean to have been erratic at bat ,  and an initial enthusiasm for prosecuthg sedition and 

R . 0  ., 1 S2M/C 18 12/02 [Sidmouth to J-H- Addington, 8 & 9 Aug 18121). On Sidmouth's departure, Peel was 
carefui to inform him that "he unders td  it was Mr [Henry] Clive's wish to retire from the Home Department 
at the time you did" and that "the report in the Courier that my brother in Law was about to succeed him was 
very p m t u r e  at least" (Devon R.O., 152M/C1821/OZ p.Peel to Sidmouth, 14 Dec 18211). There was one 
departure from rhis pattern. Henry Dundas retained Grenville's appointee, S m p e  Bernard, for more than a 
year; perhaps Bernard's performance during Nepean's iilness had shown him to be a valuable functîonary. On 
his uitirnate departue he was granted a pension and his duties trançferred to John King, the Law Clerk (HO 
42/21 f.550~; Nelson, Home mce, 3 3 4  and Commoris 1750-1820, 3:196-8). 

["PP(Hc) 1 8O6.vü. 10. nie Commissioners noted that the second Under Secretary in the Home Department 
was presently abroad on government business and that noue had been appointeci in the Foreign Department since 
the new Secretary had corne in, conciuding from t h i s  "that for the necessary officiai business of each 
Department, one Under Secretary is sufficient . . . . " The Commissioners conceded that "it may be expedient" to 
appoint an "Assistant Under Secreîaryn when the pressure of business so warranted, but cleariy expected that his 
status and salary would not be the same as that of an Under Secretary. 

'"For surveys of the Home Department's administrative fictions, see Cooper, "Home Department." chs.5- 
7; and Neison, Home W c e ,  chs.5-10. For the stipendiaries, see Radzinowicz, Hisrory, 3: 123-34; and R-Paley, 
"The Middlesex Justices Act of 1792: Its Origins and Effects, * (Ph.D. thesis, U. of Reading, l983), c h .  7-8. 
For the Aliens Act and i ts administration, see E. Sparrow, "The Alien Office, 1 792-1 806, " Historicai I o ~ l f t ~ f  33 
(1990): 361-84. 
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treason cooled rapidly after the failure to convict the leadhg radicals in the trials of 

1794. AS to the new Alien Offce, although it was formally attached to the Home 

Department. it maintained a separate establishment and much of what was apparently its 

principal activity - the organization of espionage both at home and on the continent - was 

carried on by functionaries in other departments.'" 

Nevertheless, the sheer volume of information and correspondence handled by the 

Home Department increased tremendously . Nor should it be forgotten that, until 180 1, the 

Department stifl bore the main responsibility for colonial administration, as well as a 

continuhg responsibility for the affairs of Scotland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, 

ail in addition to the usuai - and now vastly increased - correspondence from local 

authorities, either requesting assistaoce in suppressing local disorders or, after 1792, 

zealously spottuig both active and incipient disloyalty wherever they looked. 

This thesis is concerneci only with the principal, ongoing task of the Home Office 

from its inception in 1782: the disposition of senous criminal offenders in England and 

Wales, first in confirming or mitigating sentences, but increasingly in the a c W  physical 

disposition of convicts under sentence of transportation. This correspondence seems largely 

to have been organized by the Permanent Under Secretary before 1792. Indeed, his centrality 

in this business soon became so apparent that many petitioners for pardon, as well as local 

authorities seeking the relief of their gaols, dispensed dtogether with the formality of 

addressing themselves to the Home Secretary, choosing instead to write to Evan Nepean by 

- - 

'% below. pp.345-9. 

1 n Sparrow, " Alien Office, " 363-7. 
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name."' Oficials petitioning for the relief of Ely Gao1 in November 1787 chose to err on 

the side of safety by addressing copies of the same request for relief to both the Home 

Secretary and Nepean.'" 

Afier 1792 however, the amount of matenal pressing on other fronts necessitated a re- 

configuration of the Home Department's interna1 clerical organization in order to manage the 

expanded load. In the first instance, the sheer volume and increased varies, of 

correspondence made the need for a second, hctional Under Secretary increasingiy 

pressing. What the " Parliamentary " Under Secretary lacked in political duties, he quickly 

acquired in the administrative realm. During Nepean's illness, the second Under Secretary 

Spencer Bernard carried out his functions, but some of the slack was taken up by the 

appointment of John h g  as Law Clerk, an oid position under the Secretariat which had 

been lefi vacant afier 1774. Afier Bernard's resignation in August 1792, King received an 

Under Secretary's salary, although he was not officially accorded Under Secretary statu 

until Nepean quit the Home Department in July 1794.1W About the same time, there 

developed a new degree of specialization in the tasks undertaken by each Under Secretary, 

the second Under Secretary bearing principal responsibility for such new tasks as the 

administration of the Alien Office and, after 1801, the distribution of statutes to local 

magistrates. 19' But each Under Secretary was empowered to act for the full range of 

'%ee the request of Reading Gao1 for relief in September 1784 (HO 4215 f.SM), as well as Nepean's 
explicitly personal promise to "endeavour to release the County [of Nottingham]" of its convicts in Septemk 
t 786 (HO 43/2 p. 167). 

'Welson. H u m  Omce, 33-5 & 59. See also above at nI83. 

19'William Wickharn's exclusive attention to the business of the Alien Office is dexribed in Sparrow, "Alien 
Office." 361-84. Charles Abbot, the active force behind the promulgation of the statutes, addressed the second 
Under Secretary by narne in detailing "Your Duty" in that task (HO 42/61 ff.359-60). Reginald Pole Carew was 
rcsponsible for Irish and home defence correspondence, the Permanent Under Secretary taking police and aliens 



Departmental business, and the evidence of the entq-books is that bey did so freely as the 

occasion required.'" Thus a 1795 Privy Council Cornmittee, appointed to review the 

recornmendations of the Fees Commissioners of 1786, rejected the latter's assertion that only 

one Under Secretary was necessary: "no less than Two efficient Under Secremes . . . are 

absolutely necessary for the Management of the Public Business . . . . " '" 
* * * * *  

Responsibility for organinng the correspondence that forms the abject matter of this 

thesis - convict administration - seems to have passed into the hands of a compact, initially 

undefmed intemal sub-bureaucracy after 1792.'" The Permanent Under Secretary's role in 

fielding pardon petitions and requests for gaol relief seems initiaMy to have passed to the 

Chief Clerk, William P o l l o ~ k ; ' ~  the actual cirafting of references. replies and warrants was 

undertaken by the Law ~lerk;'" and, by 1794, a lawyer named William Baldwin was 

employed to supply the Home Secretary with preliminary readiags of material relaMg to 

(Cornmm l7W-f82O, 4:846). Hiley Addington appears to have had the exchsive tesponsibility for the 
Department's rnilitary business: see Devon R.O., 152M/C1818/F (J.H.Addingtoa to Sidmouth, 19 Aprii 1818). 

19'FIenry Hobhouse and George Dawson appear to have spelled one another in exercising general oversight 
of the Department during the 1820s (Add MS 40352 f.65; Add MS 40368 ff. 174-5; and Add MS 40390 fi. 143- 
44). 

lWIndeed it is a peculiarity of Home Office bistory that the staff of the Cri- Depertment - responsible 
for carrying on the business wtiich had the Iongest lineage of any in the Office - remained outside the officially 
"established" Home Office bureaucracy even in the mid-nineteenth century: see A.P.Do~jgmdAi, "New Roles 
for Old: The Noficote-Trevelyan Report and the Cl& of the Home Office, 1822-48," in Studies in rk 
Gruwth of ffineteemh-Cemury Govenuneril, ed. G .  Sutheriand ( t 972). 86 & 90-1. 

Igs1n November 1792, when James Boswetl fmt sougbt a pardon for some convicts who had escaped from 
New South Wales, he dealt with Nepean: a yeaf later, he was dealing with PoLlrick. See Bosweil: nie Great 
Biographer. 1 789-1 7'95. eds. M.K. Danziger & F. Brady (New York, 1989), 198 & 247. A letter requesting gaol 
relief was addressed by name to Poiiock as eariy as Septernber 1792 (HO 42/21 f.488). 

'%Nelson, Home m c e ,  59. 
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pardon petitions.'" I wiLl reserve for later a fdl discussion of the clerical body that 

eventually becarne the "Criminal Department," as also of the innovations in administrative 

practice which accompanied its development. 

For now, the principal point to be noted is that the increashg pressure of business 

. * 

rapidiy clouded any simple distinctions between the political and the administrative character 

of the Under Secretaries. On the one hand, the first Under Secretary was clearly an 

administrative functiooary from the outset, but his position was not yet a "permanent" one in 

so fat as it was always potentiaiiy vuinerable to political imperatives. On the other hand, the 

second Under Secretaryship was primarily a political appointment, but one which nonetheles 

increasingly becarne an administrative necessity, first to the intemal workings of the 

Department and later to the defence and advancement of the Department's interests in the 

House of Commoas. In the Under Secretaryships, as in the founding and subsequent 

development of the Horne Department, political and administrative imperatives were 

intertwined . 

IV. Conclnsion: The Home Department and Criminal Justice 

The new division of the Secretariat in March 1782 has Pdditionally been viewed as a 

self-evidentiy desirable mesure of administrative improvement. On closer consideration 

. . 
however, that division was not even admmstratively coherent. Although the Foreign 

Secretaryship was explicitly corifined to diplornacy , the Home Secretary ship embraced not 

' 9 7 ~ d w i n ' s  activity in this respect was noted in 1797 by a pariiameniary critic of the expansion of the 
Secretariat; see ParIiumentary History 33 (1 797-98): 968. 

1 9 8 ~  below, Chapter 6, part m. The emergence of this sub-bureaucracy presumably explains the 
disappearance of letters from l d  officiais questing the relief of th& gaols h m  the main &es of Home 
Office Papers (HO 42) after 1792. 
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oniy domestic but also colonial affair~.'~~ Even more strangely, until 1803 the Home 

Secretary also conducted diplomatic relations with the Barbary s ta te~ . '~  Indeed, so 

muddled was the administrative character of the Home Department in 1782 that, in 

explainhg the hinctional division of secretarial responsibilities to Queen Victoria sixty yean 

later, Lord Melbourne initially misdated it to 1794.''' Moreover, the division of 1782 did 

not signal the beginning of any significant departures in goverment policy in foreign, 

colonial or domestic flairs during the ensuing decade. 

In fact, the new division in the Secretariat was shot through with political 

consideratiom. Before 1782 Secretaries of State were not ody (or even primarily) 

administrators but also senior ministers in governments whose balance of power could be 

delicate and contentious, a situation which was not definitively resolved until the pre-eminent 

authonty of the Mme Minister was established by the mid-nineteenth century. The principal 

purpose behind the new division of secretarial responsibilities in 1782 was to provide King 

George III with a structured means by which to minimize his contact with and depeudence 

upon a group of ministers who were personaliy and politicaily distasteful to him. There is 

evidence of both the King's determination not to become the prisoner of such ministers and 

of the readiaess of his fim Home Secretary to abet him in that goal. Lord Shelburne had 

'*cooper, "Home Department," ch.7. Cooper also points out that the Home Secretary had an important role 
in communicating the royal prerogative in military matters (see cb.6). The full extent of Home Department 
duties is easily mis& by the subsequent re-classification of many of its records as Colonial and War Office 
material. 

%elson speculates that the Home department retained this responsibility because of the strategic relevance 
of the Barbary states to Gibraltar (Home m c e ,  6 & 138-9). To confuse matters hirther, the affairs of Gibraltar 
were only transferred to the Colonial Department in 1 803, two years after the rest of the colonies ( b e r  Con. 
George III, no.2785). 

The Letrem of Queen Victoria: A Seledon fiom Her Majesty 's Correspondence Berween the Yeors 183 7 
and 1861, eds. A.C.Benson & Esher (1 907). 1 :447-8 & 450-1. The mor  is the more intereshg for having 
k n  made by a man who had himself been a Home Secretary. 
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always been interested, not only in improving administrative eficiency in the departments in 

which he had served, but also in enhancing their direct access to the monarch. The Home 

Secretaryship was dehed in such a way as to rnaximize the latter, not only at the expense of 

the new Foreign Secretary, but potentially at that of the First Lord of the Treasiiry as well. 

It is not at ail  clear that such a structured advantage could have Iasted. Shelburne 

sought to give the exercise of power a rigidly dehed character in an age when power was a 

dynamic phenornenon, to be defined and exercised day-by-day in the relationships amongst 

political acton rather than through any static structure of authority. In the event, the death of 

the Marquis of Rockingham oniy three months later meant that the new system was not put 

to the test. With the return to the Treaniry of men in whom the King placed his trust, the 

immediate necessity for the Home Secretary's pre-ernineace lost its main impenis. The 

formal pre-eminence of the Home Secretaryship, resting upon its pnmary access to the 

person of the monarch, continueci. But this distinction further served to limit the capacity of 

individual Home Secretaries either to introduce administrative innovations or to defend their 

department against the ultimate authority of the Commons. Alrnost all Home Secretaries were 

peers, partiy because the position's pre-erninence might logically dictate this, and partly 

because the defence of government policy - on aii fronts, not merely tbat of domestic 

policy - ofien dictated that the Home Secretary must act in the Lords on behalf of a leading 

minister in the Commons. Thus, even though the Home Department had acquired a purely 

domestic administrative orientation by the early nineteenth century, its hterests and concems 

were seldom directiy and effectively represented in the political arena in which they were 

moa wlnerable. lo the absence of any ~ u l y  effective "Parliamentary" Under Secretaria, 

domestic policy was usually explained and defended to the Commons by the Treasury, a 

body more often characterized by fiscal caution and control tban by innovative domestic 



administration. 

It was not 
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until the Home Department gained a forcehl head with a strong voice in 

the Commons - Robert Peel - that nibstantial administrative deveiopment first became 

apparent, both to contemporaries and to historiam. in the rernaining chapters, I hope to 

illustrate, not so much the basic accuracy of this perception, but the many ways in which it 

needs to be qualified. On the one hand, Peel camed to f i t i on  atrempts to improve the 

central administration of criminal justice which had b e n  initiated by his predecessors. On the 

other, his own views on the basic issues of crime and punishment were not so forward- 

looking as we rnight be inclinecl to think, not only by the standards of his own tirne but also 

by those of his predecessors in the Home Department. 

Throughout the period under examination in this thesis, the Home Deparmient - like 

the ministry of which it was a part - played a fundamentally reactive rather than an 

interventionary role? Even the adoption of expanded policing activities after 1792, which 

marks the omet of a more active and interventionkt role on the part of the centrai 

govemment in domestic affairs, was seen at the time as reactive and defensive in nature 

rather than a self-conscious expansion of the power of the state. In the narrower realm of 

crimùial justice administration, Home Semetaries and their Rime Ministers recognized the 

indispensable necessity for a full range of p e d  practices, but they resisted any attempt to be 

drawn into a permanently fixed role in the physical disposition of senous convict offenders 

until 1801. As far as possible, transportation was to be paid for by the localities it served. 

Similarly, although the role of imprisonment as a desgable and apprqxiate pend practice 

view has been advanced most explicitiy in the work of David Mackay on the coloniai eiement of the 
Home Department's work; see "Direction and Purpose, " 492; and A Pface of Exile: The European Set~lement of 
Nav Sotuh Wdes (Melbourne, l985), 6-8. 
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grew apace during these years, the govemment continuesi to believe that the respoasibility for 

building and operating the institutions in which it was to be canied on belonged to local 

authorities. The hulks, in which many convicts awaiting execution of sentences of 

transportation were housed under the (extremely loose) supervision of the central 

government, continued to be viewed as a temporary expedient, to be eiiminated once the next 

ship or f l e t  cleared Britain's gaols and prisons of theù excess convicts. 

In one sense, this Limited, reactive oversight was simply a continuation of the 

ambitions and intentions of the centml government as they had developed over the course of 

the eighteenth century. In the shorter-term however. it was also a departure from those that 

had been articulated during the late 1770s. For a brief period. Wesmiinster had been a 

proponent of a more active and centralized administration of criminal justice throughout 

England and Wales. This brief period of intense expenmentation left behind a legacy of 

institutional devices and raised expectations with which the govenunent was obiiged to 

wrestie. Both its limitecl realization and its self-conscious scaiing back were largeiy the wonk 

of one man: WilIiam Eden- 



The Senior S W of the Home Department, 1782- 1830 

Rockingham-Shelbunie Ministry 

27 March 1782 Shelbwne 
April 1782 

Shelburne Ministry 

July 1782 T, Townshend 

FOX-North Mhktry 

April 1783 Lord North 

Pitt Miaistry 

Dec 1783 Temple 
Dec 1783 Sydney 

June 1789 W. Grenville 

June 1791 H . Dundas 

c.Aug 1792 

July 1794 

Jan 1796 

March 1798 

Feb 1801 

Addington Ministry 

July 1801 Pelham 

Aug 1803 C.P.Yorke 

Portland 

J. Bell E . Nepean 
E. Nepean T . Orde 

E. Nepean 

E . Nepean 
E. Nepean 

E . Nepean 

E . Nepean 

J . King 

G.A.North 
J-T-Townshend (Feb '84) 

S. Bernard 

S.  Bernard 

T. Brodrick 

C . Greviile 

W. Wickham 

E . Finch Hatton 

J . King G.Shee (Aug) 

J. King R. Pole Carew 

King replaced Bernard but did not gain Under Secretary status until Nepean's 
departure. 
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May 1804 Hawkesbiuy J.King 

' Ministry of the Talents' 

Feb 1806 Spencer J. Beckett 

Portland Miaistry 

March 1807 Haw kesburyfLiverpoo1 J. Beckett 

Nov 1809 R. Ryder 

I. H . Smyth (July ) 

C.W.Williams Wym 

C . C . C. Jenkinson (Nov) 

1. Beckett H.Goulbum (Feb 'IO) 

Liverpool Ministry 

lune 1812 Sidmouth 

June 1817 

April 18 18 

Jan 1823 R, Peel H. Hobhouse 

J .Beckett J . H . Addington (Aug) 

H. Hobhouse I . H. Addington 

H . Clive 

G.R.Dawson 

July 1827 Lansdowne 

Wellington Minisby 

Jan 1828 R.Peel 
Aug 1830 

Grey M inistry 

Nov 1830 Melbourne 

S.M.Phillipps W .Y .Peel 
G. Clerk 

S.M.Phillipps G.  Lamb 



The Second Under Secretary , 1782- 1 830 

1) Unknown Coanectioas: 

( 1 ) Thomas Broderick (July 1794- 1795(d]). 
(2) Edward Finch Haîion (Feb-Aug 1801). 
(3) Henry Clive (April 1818-Jan 1822). 
(4) Spencer Perceval (April-Juiy 1827). 

2 )  Policy Appointee: 

Thomas Spring Rice (July 1827-Jan 1828). A committed Whig, he had radical views on Irish 
government and his appointment was viewed as a declaration of the ultimately short- 
lived Goderich minishy's intentions on the matter (D.N.B. 18:835-7; and Jouml  of 
Mrs. Arbuthnot, 2 : 129-30). 

3) Sons of the Home Secretary: 

( 1 ) George Augustus North (April 1783-Feb 1784). 
(2) John Thomas Townshend (Feb 1784-June 1789). 

4) Brothers of the Home Secretary : 

( 1 ) Charles Cecil Cope Jenkinson (Nov 1807-Feb 18 10; actuaily Liverpool's half-brother, 
subsequently the third Earl) . 

(2) John Hiley Addington (Aug 1 8 12-April 18 1 8). Addington's health was generally poor, 
but he seems to have been occasionally active in introducing Departmental legislation 
in the Commons (Houe of Commons. 1 7SW8îO, 3:49; and P-Ziegler, Addington: A 
rife of Henry Addingtun. Fim Viscowr Sihowh [1965], 3 16-7). 

(3) William Yates Peel (Jan 1828-Aug 1830). 

5 )  Personai Comection to the Home Secretary: 

( 1) Thomas Orde (April-July 1782), who began his career as a protege of Henry Dundas and 
was taken on by Shelbume, possibly in a bid to cernent access to Dundas's patronage 
power during the Rockingham ministry (Commons 1754W, 3:232-4; and Burke 
Correspondence, 4:  448-9). 

( 2 )  Scrope Bernard (June 1789-c.Aug 1792), a client of the Grenville connedon; William 
Grenville's Oxford cornpanion and fellow MP for Buckinghamshire (Commons 1 754 
90, 2937; Commons 17W1820, 3:196-8; and Jupp, Lord Grenville, 11-2 & 101-2). 

(3) Charles Francis Greville (March 1796March 1798), Portland's son-in-law , who only 
held the position und a diplornatic posting came available (Commons l7WI820, 
4%-7). 

(4) Sir George Shee (Aug 1801-Aug l803), a fnend of Lord Pelham and held in the lowest 
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esteern by the few others who noticed or recoilected him (see Glenberaie Jouumls. 
1:392 ["a person of nothingn]; and A.D.Knegel, ed., The Hoilund House 
Dianes. 1831-1 840: The Diary of Henry Richard VmsaII Fox, third Lord Holland 
[l9771, 40 ["let his principle(s) into inaumerable awkward scrapesnl). 

(5) George R. Dawson (Jan 1822-April 1823, a follower of Peel and, after 18 16, his 
brother-in-law (Commons 1 7901820, 3 578-9). 

(6) Sir George Clerk (Aug-Nov 1830), an Oxford friend and political follower of Peel 
(D. N.B. , 4:494-5; and Commonr 1 79O182O7 3 : M J - S O ) .  

6 )  Political Comection to the Miaistry : 

( 1 )  Henry Strachey (July 1782-Aug 1783), an administrator with remarkable nirvival 
instincts, serving every ministry fkom North's to the Coalition, but apparentiy holding 
the Under Secretaryship as a client of Shelburne, whom he serveci as a negotiator in 
the Paris peace t a k  (Cornom 1754W, 3:487-9). 

(2) William Wickham (March 1798-Feb 180 l), a lifeloog intimate of Grenville's who had 
sought the pst  for at least ttiree years before aaaining it, only to abandon it a year 
later for an extended continental spy mission (D. N. B., 1 1 : 177-78; Commons 1 7 s  
1820, 5549-53 ; H. M.C., Dropmore MSS, 3170- 1 ; and H.Mitcheli, The Underground 
War Againn Revoluhary France: The Missions of WlIiam Wz'ckham. 17941800 
[Oxford, 19651, ch.12). 

(3) Reginald Pole Carew (Aug 1803-July 1804), a friend of Henry Addington (Cornom 
17W1820, 4:845-7). 

(4) John Hemy Smyth (July 1804-Feb 1806). whose father was closely C O M K ~ ~ ~  with Pitt 
(Commom 17W1820, 5:219). 

(5) Charles Watkins Wiliiams Wynn (Feb 1806-Nov 1807), nephew of Lord Grenville 
(Communs 1 7W-1820. 5:588). 

(6) Henry Godburn (Feb 18 10-Aug 18 12), one of the s d  number of personal foUowers of 
Spencer Perceval (Cornont 17WZ820, 4:45; and B.Jenkins, Henry Goulbum, 1784- 
1856: A Politicol Biography [Montreal & Kingston, 19961, 1 1 -2, 19-20 & 56-8). 
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= = even split 
X = - o r -  =X = uneven split favouring one Department 

'"London" = grouppardon letter indicated as "Old Bailey" 

Sources: Cal. HO Papen, vols. 1-4; and SP 44/92-96. 
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The Secretarial Division of Individual Pardons, 1761-March 1782 
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Sources: Cul. HO Papen, vols. 1-4; and SP 44/92-96. 



CHAPTER 3 

PENAL DEVELOPMENTS BEFORE THE HOME DEPARTMENT, 1760- 1782 

The debates over and alterations in the infrastructure of punishment between 1760 and 

1782 form the context within which the presuppositions and activity of ministers thereafter 

must be considered. The centrai government uiherited not only a legacy of penal practices - 

transportation, the hulks, and the penitentiary idea - but perhaps also an expectation amongn 

local authorities that it was committed to helping them to reaiize new arrangements of pend 

practices within local jurisdictions. This situation was M e r  complicated by the fact that 

local authorities might have needs which, though perhaps not of a different kind from one 

another, were often of a very much different scale. This difference was nowhere more 

apparent than in the metropolis itself, where a reliance on the large-scale transportation of 

convicts would continue to play a central role in the minds of both local and central officiais 

long after 1782. 

Until relatively recently the debates and masures of the 1760s and 1770s have been 

viewed as a single, imrnediately ineffective line of development. In fact, there were two 

distinctive threads of development proceeding at the nation's political centre. The fim 

followed what we might think of as a traditional pattern of pend reform, with local 

authorities making the necessary alterations to local perd arrangements at their own expense 

and initiative. The second, tnggered by the abrupt eliminiition of an established destination 

for transportable convicts in 1775, was a far more ambitious plan for a national set of p e d  

institutions uoder the direction of the central government. These plans were largely the work 

of the North ministry itself which, guided by the activity and ambitions of William Eden, 

bnefly adopted an unprecedentedly interventionist and cenbralizing posture in the process of 

penal change. However it is clear that, even before the Penitentiary Act of 1779 was passed, 
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profound reservations about the nature and extent of these ambitions had arisen in many 

circles. Recognizing this distinction between locally- and nationdiy-based lines of 

development is crucial because, as we will see, it gives to the subsequent activity of the 

government a coherence of thought and practice which traditional, reform-minded accounts 

of pend change either have not perceived or have misunderstood. 

1, Pend Debates and Sîructural Problems, 17604775 

The end of transportation to America in 1775 mggered the most substantial 

intervention by the central government into pend arrangements since the 1718 legislation 

which had first fixed and routinized that practice. However the punishment of serious 

criminai offenders had k e n  debated, considered and, to some extent, acted on for dmost 

two decades beforehand. These developments by no means coLlStitute a unilinear narrative of 

pend "reform" headed towards a particular, centraily directed system. The presuppositions 

underlying England's massive capital code had b e n  challenged but not ovemirnecl, and its 

expansion was far from over. The effectiveness of transportation as a pend practice was 

seriously questioned in some circles, yet it was also reinforced and nationalïzed in a striking 

new way. Finaliy, although many gaols were rebuilt in various counties and towns, the extent 

to which such reconstruction was explicitly or even primarily motivated by ideals of 

reforming offenders probably varïed from one place to another. 

(1) Capital Punishment 

If the number of articles and letters appearing in The Gentlemun's Magaùne, nie 

Annual Regirrer and The London Magmine is a reasonable yardstick, concem about the ends 

and effect of capital punishment was widespread during the 1760s. A question posed by one 

reader of The Genrleman 3 Magazine indicates a crucial discornfort about execution: 



1 was in company, some time ago. at Wye, with several gentlemen, when . . . a 
gentleman present made the foiIowing remark, Mz. that he had heard the absent 
gentleman say, 'It was his real opinion, that if a person had been guilty of any crime. 
such as would be deemed capital by our laws, and subject the criminal to the loss of 
his life; if he should voluntarily surrender himself up to justice for that crime. it 
would be a sufficient atonement to the Almighty; and he actually beiieved he would 
have nothing more to answer for, on that account, at the grand mbunal of justice;' 
which opinion was unanimously agreed, by the whole company, to be very absurd. ' 

The tension between the unidentifid gentleman and this writer exposes doubts about the 

ability of human justice even to idluence, much less to realize its underpinning retigious 

ideal. Human beings could not coosign the tiaal disposition of an offender's soul to its maker 

in the confident expectation of n~ustice" king done. It was this same conviction which 

underscored a growing discornfort during the following decades about punishments which, 

for the sake of public example, suborninated the offender's bodily well-being to their 

spiritual regeneration - a discodort which has been analyzed in the work of Randal1 

McGowen. The necessary work of punishment on the individual offender's soul, the centrai 

assumption underlying reformative prison regimes, was inmeasingly seen in some circles as 

something to be achieved in this world rather than the next-l 

The most fuodamentai and wideiy-read challenge to the capital code was Cesare 

Beccaria's Of Crimes and Ptrnishmenfs, fim published in 1764 and in English translation 

three years later. Beccaria did not dispute the primariiy detement plrrpose of punishment, but 

he believed that deterrence would be more regularly achieved by punishments that were both 

scaled to the severity of the offense and therefore more certain of king applied than were 

'GM 31 (1761): 203. 

*R.McGowen, "The Body and Punishrnent in EighteenthiCentury England, " Journal of Modem Hisrory 59 
(1 987): 65 1-79; and McGowen. "The Changing Face of Gd's Justice: The Debates over Divine and Human 
Punishment in Eighteenth-Century England, " Criminal Jzwice Hisrory 9 (1988): 63-98. 



capital p~nishments.~ Few people in England endorsed Beccaria's principles so far as to 

suggest doing away with capital punishrnent for all crimes. hdeed many probably shared 

James Harris's conviction that, although there were 

[mlany great and humane sentiments in peccaria, olne might almoa say of the 
number of objections he fin& to ail the practised modes of punishing , &c.. that were 
they to be adopted there would be no way left of administering justice.' 

But Beccaria's arguments nevertheless struck a deeply resonant chord with the long-standing 

conviction amongst some English observers that many crimes, perfiaps pamcularly those 

against property, were less lïkely to be prosecuted if there was any serious possibility of the 

convicted offender a c W y  being hanged for the offense? 

Beccarian assumptions and arguments seem particularly to have motivated the 

parliamentary activity of Sir William Meredith, a Whig MP and advocate of legai and 

religious r e f o n d  In November 1770 Meredith rnoved for a Cornmittee on Crùninal Laws, 

n o ~ g  that "in a well-regulated state, nothing is more requisite than to proportion the 

punishment to the crime, and to satisQ the min& of the people that e q d  justice is 

administered to every delinquent. "' His intention was "to except, by way of expriment, a 

few crimes from the heavy List; say five or six." If the expextment confitmeci his belief that 

criminiility wouid actuaily be reduced by less severe but more certain punishments, then 

3 C-Phillipson. ï7zree C n m i d  Luw Reformers: Beccaria. Be~hant, RomiIiy (Montclair, NJ, 1975; orig-ed. 
1923), 56-74; Radzinowicz, Histmy, 1277-86; and J-Heath, Eighteenrh Certzury P e d  &ory (Oxford, 1963)- 
5 9-65. 

"Diaries and Correspondence of James Harris. First Eurf of Malmesbiuy , ed. Maimes bury ( l8U) ,  1 : 1 . 

'Ekattie, Crime and rhe Courrs, 554-9. See &O the letters of "Philanthtopos" to Tlte Lo&n Magazine 
b e r n a  1766 and 1770: LM 35 (1766): 222-3; LM 36 ( 1  767): 306-8, 575-7; LM 37 (1768): 235-6, 63941; LM 
38 (1769): 237-9; and LM 39 (1770): 446-9. 
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"Parliament cm hereafter . . . confine the punishrnent of death to the crime of murder. "' The 

Cornmittee subsequentiy recommended that four minor capital statutes be repealed, but the 

Commons delayed funher consideration on the matter for a week - presumably in the 

knowledge that they were to be prorogued only two days later? Meredith and his Whig 

colleagues fared only slightiy better the following session, when the same proposal, extended 

to two more capital offenses, passed the Commons, only to be deliberately put off beyond 

the end of the session by the Larddo 

Meredith's most significani achievement was the unanimous passage in the Commons, 

in January 1772, of a resolution "That no Bill, or Clause in any Bill, do pass this House, by 

which Capital Punishment is to be infiicted, unless the same shall have been referred to a 

Cornmittee of the whole House. "" This resolution certainly did not act as a block to the 

M e r  creation of capital offenses, but it at least suggests the existence of a general unease 

amonga many MPs about the possibility of injustices king committed under an extensive 

capital code. Nevertheless the work of Meredith and his ailies did oot a c W y  lead to any 

reduction in the capital code.'* Almost certahly the main reason for this was a general 

concurrence with the powerfidiy -statd counter-argument, recently presented in the final 

'SN Henry Cavendish's Debues of rhe  Houcc of Comnwns. Dwing the niirteenrh Parliomenf of Grea 
Britain. Commotùy Caiied ~ I t e  Unreported Pariiamem, ed. J. Wright (1 841-3), 2: 12. 

'O.!.H. C. 33 (1770-72): 695. Mer its second reading on May 26, the Lords committed the bill "for this &y 
Two Months; " parliament was prorogued on June 9 (J.H. L. 33 E1770-731: 434). See also Radzinowicz, Hi~ory, 
f :42746. It is woftb noting that the offenses in question were so infrequently prosecuted that their de- 
capitalization could not have had any significant measurable effect on execution levels. 

"J.H. C. 33 (1770-72): 417. 

12Meredith did succeed, however, in defeating a 1777 motion for a biil to render dockyard thefts a capital 
offense. His s p h  on h t  accasion was an extensive restatement of his Beccarian ideals; see Parliamenras, 
Hisrory 19 (1 777-78): 234-41 ; and Radpnowicz, History, 1 :473-6. 
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volume of William Blackstone's Commentmfes on the Luws of England ( 1765-9), that the 

routine. discretionary application of secondary punishments to capital offenders served at 

least as well to ensure the certain and proportionate punishment of the guilty as would a 

fixed scale of punishments . l3  

The practice of transporthg convicts to America, regularized by an Act of 17 18, was 

also coming into question after 1750. By providing a punishment secondary to death which 

could at once be seen as both severe and ultimately refonnative, and which had at least the 

preeminent virtue of altogether ridding cornmunities of many classes of offenders (including 

many non-capital property offenders), transportation had rapidly become the central 

supporting element of eighteenth-century English p a l  practices." Less than fi@ years 

later however, doubts about its efficacy as a punishment had arisen, in part because of the 

apparent improvements in the conditions of life in the American colonies and in the speed of 

transatiantic passage. Many cntics now believed that hardened and determined convicts rnight 

quickly return home to renew their depredations, while those who did serve out their time in 

America did not face as onerous a punishment as they should." Some of these doubts 

reached as high as officiais who were prominent in the administration of criminal justice. 

One circuit judge, in refusing to mitigate sentence of death for a housebreaker in 1766, 

13!ke below, pp.372-3. 

I4Beattie, Crime and the Courts, ch.9: A.R.Ekirch, Bound for America: & Tramportarion of Bfirish 
Convicts to the Colonies. 1 71 8-1 775 (Oxford, 1987). ch. 1 ; and J.Innes, "The Role of Transportation in 
Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century English Peaal Practice," in New Pempec~iws in Austrdian Hisrory, ed. 
C-Bridge (1990). 1-16. 

15E3eattie, Crime and the Couns, 540-1 ; and Ekirch, Bound for America, 225-7. In fact most transports 
ended up as agricultural labourers in the Chesapeake. working under circurnstaaces which can hardly have 
improved much by 1775; see Ekirch, Bowrd for America, 140-66 & 194-209; and K. Morgan, "Convict 
Runaways in Maryland, 1745-1 775," Jounol of American Studies 23 (1989): 253-68. 



lamented that "Transportation now in the Case of Common Offenders has alrnost ceased 

be a ~unishrnent. " l6 Similar sentiments were expressed in 1773 by the government's 

principal legal officer in Scotland, who also thought that "It is much tu be regretted that 
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the 

law, as it stands at present, does not admit of a greater diversity of punishments according to 

the different nature of crimes and circumstances of the offenders. "17 He subsequently 

observed that many labouren found the prospect of emigration positively attractive, thereby 

expressing a conceni - sfiared by many other critics of tra~~portation - for the loss to the 

nation of useful Iabour. la  

Yet for ail of these reservations, the evidence of both contiming practices and of 

legislative intentions mongly suggests that transportation continued to play an indispensable 

role in punishment. I t  was only as late as 1766 that the provisions of the Act of 1718 had 

been extended to Scotland, a measure which was presided over by the fùil contingent of 

Scottish legal officials and MPs, presumably in alarm at the rising levels of highway robbery 

and housebreaking which were later remarked on by the Lord Justice ~ l e r k . ' ~  In 1768 

parliament sougbt to reinforce the now nation-wide system of transportation by "An act for 

the more speedy and efiectual transportation of offenders," a measure specificaily directeci 

against those capital convicts whose sentences of transportation had been a condition of 

16SP 37/5 f.88. Nonetheiess the convict in question was pardoneci on condition of transportation for life, the 
government apparently feeling that it was obliged to do so a s  he had reveaied a conspiracy amongst the 
prisoners in Suffolk gaol to murder the keeper: see Cd. HO Papen, 2:36 & 117. 

"Cal. HO Popers, 4:204-6 & 229-30. See also Beattie, Crime and the Coms, 541 -3. 

''6 -.III, c-32. See also J.H. C. 30 (1765-66): 739. For the practice of Scottish transportation befm 
1766, see A.R.Ekirch, "The Transportation of Scottish Criminals to America during the Eighteentû Century," 
Journal of Bnfish Studies 24 (1 985): 366-74. The post-1767 arrangement did not include the f5 botmty pmvided 
by the government for transporting the convicts of the metropotis and Home Circuit, In 1771 the Lord Advocate 
reported that ody about seventeen convicts were being transporteci h m  Scotland each year (T 11487 ff.276-7). 
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pardon - that is to say, the most serious class of offenders subject to transportation. Such 

convicts were now to be immediately m e d  over to contracton for transportation rather than 

be allowed to linger in gaols, thereby dissipating the intended impression of their punishment 

on the public and compting those prisoners who were susceptible of reformati~n.~ It also 

re-confmed death without benefit of clergy as the punishrnent for retuming before the 

expiry of sentence. Finally, although the central govemment ceased in 1772 to pay merchants 

the bounty of £5 for each London and Home Circuit convict shipped to Amenca, that 

decision perhaps reflected not reservations about the pend efficacy of transportation, but 

rather the continuing profitability of the trade in indentureci convict labour.*' 

Indeed the absolute numbers of convicts ûansported yearly from metropolitan London 

rose to impressive new levels during the last few years before the abrupt cessation of 

transportation to Amerka. So the ultimate significance of the reservations about 

fransportation expressed by some observers after 1750 perhaps concerned, not so much the 

practice itself, but rather the need to fmd a new, suitably intirnidating destination with which 

to be more confident of realizing its aims. Roger Ekirch has detected severai hhts that 

ministers were seeking such a new locale between 1769 and 1773, including AFnca or the 

East Indies. The former was in fact seriously proposed in parliament in Aprii 1770, but 

dismissed as king too cruel, too expensive, and a dangerous provocation to Afican 

"A. ~ S m i t h .  Culonists in Bondage: White SeMt& and C d c t  U o r  in Amenca. 1607-I 776 (Gloucester. 
MS, 1 965; orig.ed. 1 947), 1 1 5 & 1 22-3; and k h ,  Bound for Ameneu, 228. The last govemment contractor, 
Duncan Campbell, reported in 1 779 that he had received from £10-25 per convict depending on their gender and 
skilis (J.H. C. 37 [1778-8O]: 310-1). in 1785 he reportecf an average of £13 per convict (HO 711 f.79). For the 
continuing profitability of the convict trade, see K,Morgan, "The Organization of the Convict Trade to 
Maryland: Stevenson, Randolph and Cheston, 1768-1775," William und Mary QuarrerZy 3rd ser., 42 (1985): 
201-27. 



natives? However serious attention would not be given to the problem of fmding an 

effective new destination until the dramatically different - and to many min& far more 

alanning - alternative of keeping serious offenders at home became a real possibility after 

1775. 

TABLE 3.1 
Metropohtan Convicts Transported to America, 1750- 1775 

SOURCE: P.W.Coldham, ed., English Convias in Colonial Amenca: Middlesex. 
161 7-1 775 and London. 1656-IV5 (New Orleans, LA: Polyanthos, 
1974-76). 

(3) Imprisonment 

This apparent ambiguity regarding transportation can partly be explaioed through 

consideration of the third component of pend debate and change after 1760: the 

reconstruction of gaols and, in some instances, the reform of their internai regimes. From at 

least the mid-eighteenth century, imprisonment was of far greater significance as a pend 

option than was once believed. John Beattie's close study of sentencing practices in Surrey 

reveals a decided nurnerical swing away from transportabon ami toward imprisonment as the 

secondary punishment of choice for offenses against property after 1772.~ This departure in 

aEkirch, Bound for America, 228-9; and Parliamerüary History 16 (1 765-71): 941-3. These arguments 
would reappear in the 1780s; see bdow, Chapter 5, part iI(1). 

UBeattie, C h e  and rhe Courrs, 538-40 & 546-8. 
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pend practices was made possible in part because, without any apparent prompting from the 

centre, many local officiais were rebuilding their gaols. 

One strüllng indication of this activity was the numkr of statutes passed in order to 

facilitate such projects. No fewer than ten such Acts were passed between 1768 and 178 1 ,  

providing for the county gaols of Essex, Pembroke, Warwick, Hertford, Wesbnorland and 

Gloucester, the t o m  gaol of Coventry, and a House of Correction in ~outhwark.~~ Such 

legislation could provoke quarrels amongst local interests, who sometimes piayed out their 

conflicts during the legisiative process it~elf.~' The last and most combatively achieved of 

these rneasures, that for the county of Gloucester in 1780-8 1, initiated a rebuilding project 

which would prove ?O be of major significance for future patterns of devel~pment.~~ 

Nor does this constitute the Full Lia of prisons that were rebuilt or whose i n t e d  

regimes were in some way reformed during these years. in 1767 the Rivy Council ordered 

the Bishop of Ely to make repairs to both the physical structure as weU as the interna1 

regimen of Ely gaol, including dietary Limitations and the use of irons. A visitor to York 

Castle in September 1775 noted "The ernployment of the prisoners in waveing [sic] laces & 

netting garters and purses." At the same time, the magistrates of Sussex set about building a 

a8 Ge0.m. c.40; IO G~O-III, c.28 & 13 Ge0.m. c.35; 12 ~ e 0 . m ~  c.65; 15 Geo.m, c.25; 17 ~er>.m, 
c.54: 17 Geo.m, c.58; 18 Geo-III, c.17; 19 Geai& c.46;  and 21 Geo.m, c.74. 

=This was m e  of rhe bills relating to Coventry in 1767-8 (J.H. C. 31 [1766-68]: 463 & 470), Essex in 
1769-70 (1. H. C. 32 [1768-701: 323, 364, 371. 378, 386, 694, 722, 814-5 & 819), and Gloucester in 1780-81 
(J.H.L. 36 117794331: 131. 138-9, 156, 157, 162 & 279-80; and 38 [1780-821: 39-40, 61, 304, 325, 
5394). Another venue at which local interests might thwart the attempts of othm at prison reform was the 
Quarter Sessions. An Act of 1739 required that any money to be speat on the repair of prisons, gaols or Houses 
of Correction be k t  presented to îhe Quarter Sessions; see N.Chester, The Engfish Administrative System, 
178@1870 (Oxford, 1981), 23-4. 

%Sec below, Chapter 4, part IV. 



new gaol at Horsham on prînciples of useful labour and ~eparation?~ And, in addition to 

that legislated for Surrey, new Houses of Correction were also built in Kent, Essex and 

Hertfordshire, and that of Middlesex was largely rebuilt. Houses of Correction, or 

"Bridewells, " differed from gaols and prisons in that, whereas the latter generally served 

only an explicitly custodial hinction, the former were smaller-sale affairs in which minor 

offenders were set to usefui labour. Of long-standing importance to the punishment and 

reclamation of petty offenders, they were soon to acquire a wider role in the disposition of 

more serious offenders as well? 

So impressively large a number of r e c o ~ c t e d  prisons and prison regimes within a 

relatively short space of time rnight easily - and ofien has b e n  - taken to imply at least a 

common source of inspiration, and even a degree of centrai direction. In fact neither of these 

was unambiguously the case. The common source of inspiration was long thought to have 

k e n  John Howard's tours of the English gaols and his absequent publicization of the often 

appaliing conditions which prevaiied within them. A devout Baptist, Howard fim came into 

contact with gaol conditions following his appointment as Sheriff of Bedfordshire in 1772. 

He advocated a programme of prison reform which included cleanliness of accommodation, a 

basic scheme of classification according to gender and severity of offense, useful labour 

during the day, and separation at night for purposes of spiritual reflecti~n.~ But the 

"PC 2/ 1 1 1 pp. 161-2. 164-5, 172. 208. 476 & 499; PC 2/112 pp. 173. 200-01 & 2 17; Mary H a r e  's Diary. 
ed. B.Cozeas-Hardy (n.p., 1968). 17; and S.McConde, A History of English Prison Administralion (1 981 -95)- 
1 : 89-98, 

a J . ~ ~ .  "Prisons for the Poor: English Bridewells, 1555- 1800, " in Labour, Lav. and Cn'me: An 
Histo~cal Perspective, eds. FSnyder & D.Hay (1 987). 42-122 (esp.97). 

2g~ccoun~ emphasizing Howard's role include S.& B. Webb, English Prisons Under Local Governntent 
(1963; ong.ed. 1922), ch.3; R.S.E.H.de, fi Bn'tish Pend Sysrem. 1773-1950 (1951). ch.2; Heath, 
Eighteenth Century P e d  Ttteory, 2 0 3 4 ;  €.Stockdale, A Study of Bedford Prison. 1660-1 877 (1 977). 66-74; 
U. R.Q. Henriques, &fore the Welfare Szate: Social Administration in Earb lndurtriai Britain (1979). 161 -3; 



decisions of some local authorities to rebuild their gaols pre-dated Howard's important 

testimony to the Commons cornmittee which produced the Health of Prisoners Act in 1774, 

not to mention publication of his Sme of the Pnsom in England and Wales ( 1 7 7 7 ) ~ ~  

Indeed it is arguable that Howard's reptation did not achieve its greatest prominence until 

the 1780s. by which tirne (as we will see) a rnovement hod spmg up arnongst several local, 

reform-minded magistrates to achieve a cenaally-directed reform of prisons rooted in 

explicitly Howardian principies." Before that time however, as Margaret DeLacy has 

demonstrated in her study of Lancashire, many prisons had to be rebuilt simply because they 

were no longer large or secure enough to hold the numben required to be put in them - the 

one factor cited in every local gaol bill without exception.'' 

We should not entirely minimize the impact of Howardian notions on early local gaol 

building and reform programmes. M o a  local gaol bills considered after Popham's Act of 

1774 do cite a concern for the h d t h  of the prisoners, perhaps reflecting the stated intentions 

of that m a u r e  to ensure basic levels of care for prisoners Ui al1 public gaols." The 

and C. Harding et ai.. Imprisonmeni in England and Wufes: A Concise Hiszory ( 1985). 1 12-7. McConville 
recognizes that matters were more compiiuted than this, but his emphases remain similar because he discusses 
only the Popham legislation and the Sussex and Gloucester masures which followed it (History of Prison 
cidminisfrdon. 1 :84-104 [esp. 86n3 11). Oniy Robert Alan Cooper has e m p h a d  the essenbal ruie of l d  
magistrates in impiementing Howard's ideas - if at ail ("Ideas and Their Execution: English Prison Refom." 
Eighreenfh-Cenrury Studies 10 119761: 73-93). For the reiigious and ideulogical components of the ideas of 
Howard and his fellow evangeiicals, see M-lgnatieff, A Jusr Memure of Pain: The Penireririary in the Indusrrial 
Revolwion. 1750-1850 (New York, 197%)- 47-79. 

"1 4 GeaiII. c.59. The gist of Howard's testimony to the Cornmons can be found in LM 43 (1 774): 236-7: 
~ e r :  &O GM 54 (1774): 138 & 345-7. 

3'~lthough The Stare of lhe Prisons did receive extensive coverage in 7 k  Gentfenzun S Magazine: see GM 
47 (177n: 444-7 & 596-7; and GM 50 (1780): 481-3. Sec also below, pp.265-72. 

32M.DeLacy. Prison Reform in Lancashire. 1 700-1850.- A Sr* in Local Administraion (Stanford, CA. 
1986). 24-6 & 58-69. 

333.H.C. 35 (1774-76): 138. 176 & 545-6 (Hertford & Pembroke); J.H.C. 36 (1776-78): 130-1 & 637 
(Warwick & Cornwall); and J.H. C. 37 (1778-80): 107 (Pmbroke). The a ~ o u n c e d  intention to rebuild the 
county gaol of  Gloucester notd the need to separate maIe from femaie prisoners, aithough it does not clearly 



October 1775 decision of Sussex JPs to buiid Honham Gaol was taken specificdy "in 

pursuance of the powers and direction given and proscribed in and by the several statutes 

made out and now in force relating to the building and repainng gaols publick . . . . " It is also 

striking that, when the new county gaol for Essex was completed in 1777, it was reported as 

having adopted "Mr. Howard's plan," although no such intentions were explicit in the 

legislative process ieading up to it.34 Oa the other haad, in the case of the Surrey House of 

Correction, a stated concem for both the health and the reformative separation of prisoners 

acrually predated both Popham's Act and Howard's Srare of the hesom. And a concem for 

the generai levels of heaith in particular county gaols (Worcester and Hampshire) had been 

expressed in nie Genrieman S Magazine on at least two occasions d u ~ g  the 1760~.~~ in 

fact, as Joanna h e s  has demonstrated, Howardian ideas were a spur to what was, in one 

sense, oniy the latest wave of interest in settïng minor offenders to productive and 

regenerative work in the now nurnerous Houses of Correction throughout the country - and 

one whose effective consequences were far from unif~rm.'~ So local concem for both the 

health and (to some extent) the separation of prisoners were not netessarily contingent on 

new or immediate extemai influences, either Uitellectual or legislative. Above dl, a concem 

for the basic security of increasing numbers of prisoners - including, it should be noted, not 

only the felons in whom govemment might be expected to take an interest, but also 

increasing numbers of both petty offenders and debtors - was self-evident during a thne of 

-- 

rrntxxiy the full extent of the Howardian conception (J.H. C. 38 [1780-823: 241). 

MWest Sussex R.O., QAP14/WEl; and GM 47 (1777): 550. 

35J.H.C. 33 (1770-72): 493; GM 32 (1762): 249: and GM 37 (1767): 340. 

%mes, "Prisons for the Pwr, " 97- 100. 
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sharply rising ~ornrninals.~~ The ultimate impact of Howard's ideas stemmed, in large part. 

From the confluence of long-established ideas about the punishment of prisonen by hard 

labour with a growing inability to house as many as were now being cornmined to custody. 

The potential insecurity of many gaols throughout Great Britain must have been 

increasingly apparent at the nation's centre after 1760. London magazines reported large- 

scale escapes by convicted felons out of gaols in Whitecbapel, Bath, Winchester and 

Salisbury between 1763 and 1767 alone." The dangerously dilapidated or otherwise 

insecure nate of many other local gaols was coming more direcîly to the attention of 

ministers during the 1760s and 1770s. Behueen 1765 and 177 1, the government was 

informed of an escape from the Edinburgh Tollbooth, a mas-attempt at York Cade. and of 

large-sale breaks from the county gaols for Lancaster and Kent, the latter entailing the 

murder of the kee~er.'~ Even the keepers of such smaller-sale prisons as the Tower of 

London and the Isle of Man wrote to the government to express their concem about the 

physical deterioration of their buildings and the potential coosequences for both the security 

and health of the inmates?' The Quarter Sessions of Cornwall petitioned the Treasury. 

largely in vain, for relief in regard to the minous state of the county gaol seven years before 

that county's MPs finaiiy passed enabling legislation for its reconstruction in 1778? Nor 

"~eattie. C M  and rhe Couns, 492-500 & 54-53:  DeLacy, Prison Refonn in Loncasire, 57-69; and 
D .Eas twd ,  Goveming Rural England= Tradition and Transforniarion in Local Govenunem. 1780-1840 
(Oxford, 1 994), 243-6. 

38LM 32 (1763): 559; GM 35 (1765): 394; GM 36 (1766): 148; and GM 37 (1767): 92. 

"Cd. HO Papers, 1:624 & 2:28; T 11449 ff.116-7; SP 37/4 f.88; and HO 4912 pp.233-5. 

9 1/ 516 ff. 175-63 T 11546 ff.381-2; and SP 4812 pp.3 14-7. 

41T 11486 ff.266-7; and T 11487 ff.37-8, 39-40? 74-7, 230-1 & 328-31. The Treasury Lords recommended a 
royal bounty to aid rebuilding, but asserted the general principle that "his Majesty is not obliged to repair" the 
county gaol (T 1/487 f f . 3 9 4 ) .  
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were these gaols the only ones subject to the threat of escapes. In March 1781 Parson 

Woodforde noted a near-successful attempt by four convicted highwaymen to escape from 

Thetford C a ~ t l e . ~ ~  

The one notable exception to govemment's general mie of refushg to intervene in 

what was taken to be the responsibility of local officials was the military guard provided for 

the dilapidated gaol at Coventry in order to prevent the escape of the felons confined there. 

This guard was supplied in the fim imance, in 1763, because many of its inmates were 

thought to be returned transports and goverment was determined to make an example of 

But in 1765, when the local magistrate John Hewitt reported the need wholly to 

rebuild the gaol, the guard was restored, partiy out of a professed regard for HewittTs 

"vigilance and activity in having secured so many dangerous felons who have for so long 

infested your country, " and perhaps also because the permanent stationing of a army 

detachment nearby meant that nich service provided to the county was not viewed as an 

undue burden on govemment. This was just as weli because, despite the passage of enabhg 

legislation in 1768, progress on the gaol's rebuilding was sufficiently slow that troops were 

still required there as late as 1776." 

Muiisters were weil aware of the difficuities pressing on many gaols during the 1760s 

and 1770s, as weil as the reformative aspirations of many local authorities, but there is Liale 

evidence that they sought to encourage - much les to direct - local gaol rebuilding toward a 

common and reformed end. The willingness to ailow the local gaol bills for Pembroke and 

'2The Diary of a Counrry Parson: lize Reverend J m s  Woodforde. 1 75s 1802, ed. J. Beresforci ( 1  9%-3 1), 
1 :3M. 

4 3 ~ ~  44/ 139 pp.250-9; and HO 49/ 1 pp. 70-3. 

&Quote at SP 44/138 p.331. See also SP 44/141 p.342; and SP 441% p.327. 
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Gloucester to stagger unresolved across sessions suggests that neither ministers nor many 

other MPs regarded them as being a pressing responsibility for anyone other than their local 

sponsors. This would particularly seem to have b e n  the case in the latter instance, where the 

bill was approved by both Commons and Lords but still lost by the prorogation of 

partiament." So little oversight of local measures was exercised that, as Lord Eldon later 

noted, a glaring inconsistency existed beîween the two Acts passed for the reconstruction of 

the county gaol of Essex: "by one Enactment the New Gaol was to be built by the Matends 

of the Old Gaol: by another the Risonen were to be kept in the Old Gao1 a11 the New Gaol 

was t in i~hed."~~ Finally, we should note that the fim ptison Acts which had explicit 

ambitions of imposing uniform prison conditions throughout the nation, passed in 1773 and 

1774 - which clearly did retlect Howard's ideas, and do appear to have had some influence 

on local authorities - were not governent measwes." So the rule of ministen, in both the 

advocacy of local gaol reconsûuction and the implementation of reformative ideals in local 

gaol regimes. was at best intermittent and hapbazard before 1775. 

(4) Transportatioa vs lmprisoament 

Nevertheless, the absence of coherent and defined heaith and pend regimens for d l  

gaols and bridewells throughout the nation did not preclude local officiais and circuit judges 

from expanding the application of imprisonment to those convicts whose offenses were no 

' m e  m a u r e  for Pernbroke failed to progress beyond introduction in the sessions of 1774 and 1775. only 
passing in 1779 (J.H. C. 34 [1772-741: 474, 508 & 554; and J.H. C. 35 [1774-761: 545-6). For the conflicts over 
Gloucester Gao1 in 178û-1, see the references above at n25. Moreover, although the Act for rebuilding the 
county gaol of Cornwall enjoyed a trouble-free passage in 1778, the measure had first been broached without 
sequel ten years earlier (J.H. C. 32 11768-701: 81). Clearly no one in parliament was going to advance the 
masure if not the responsible Iocd authorities- 

*Lmd Eldon S Anecdote Book, &. A. L.J. Lincoln & R.L. McEwen (1 %O), 76-7. 

57 !ke the discussion of Popham's measures below, pp. 157-8. 
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longer deemed to be so senous as to warrant aansportation (rnuch less execution). or who 

showed promise of potential reclamahon. This briogs us back to the shifaog proportion 

between transportation and imprisonment as the secondary punishment of choice as 

demonstrated in Beattie's work on Surrey. It now seems clear that we should not think of 

aansportation as having been ressicted as a punishment four c m ,  but rather ody in its 

application to less serious offenders. As we wiil see in the following chapter. local officiais 

during the 1780s very much desired a regular and effective system of transportation: not as a 

means of avoiding the development of their imprûonment regimes, but rather as a means of 

reinforcing them. To some extent, this pattern of practice cm be detected even before the 

cessation of transportation to America in 1775. In an undesigned fashion, using whatever 

range of custodial resources was available to them, both judges and local officials were 

shrinking the scope of transportation back toward ody the most senous classes of offenders - 

that is to say, toward that pattern of application which would prevail once it was actively 

revived as a pend option after 1782. 

This growing sense of both restriction and continuation is further mggested by the 

fact that the Transportation Act of 1768 applied only to convicts who had been pardoned 

from capital offenses. There were never any serious doubts about the coatinuhg need to 

aanspon particularly serious offenders, but ody about whether or not a destination codd be 

found for them from which they might not r e m  so easily as from America. As to the lesser 

offenden who once had been subject to aansportation, some ministers may actively have 

believed that local gaol regimes should be reformed so as to facilitate the changing 

distribution of pend practices. Perhaps they endorsed Popham's meames as a mode1 on 

wluch to proceed. But the respomibility for fullilling this aim rested, M y  and completely, 

with the leaders of the local communities on which punishments were intended to have their 
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effect and into which. eventually, any putatively reformed convict would be released. 

This complicated pattern of changing attitudes and practices was particularly apparent 

in the metropolis, the seat of national government itself. The number of London and 

Middlesex convicts transported to America continued to rise during the decade following the 

end of the Seven Years War (see Table 3.1 ) . This increase disguises an actual dedine in the 

prophon  of transportahon sentencing from about three-quarten to two-thirds of al1 

convicted felons at the Old ~ailey? However the sheer volume of capital convictions in the 

metropolis, coupled with the ongoing threat of robbery on the many busy roads both within 

and leading to it, created a situation in which a desire to ensure the most severe punishment 

of the most senous properq crimes - highway robbery and burglary - tended to dominate the 

terms of pend debate and practices at the nation's centre in a way which would not be the 

case for other regions for several decades. 

Indeed a parliamentary committee was m c k  in the spring of 1770 to investigate the 

causes of the great increase in burglaries and robberies in the capital. It made several 

recommendations regarding the watch, the gaol of Westminster, and the licensing of 

wineshops, but it aiso made two specific recommendations about ensuring the severe 

punishment of serious offenders. First, it recommended that the receiving of jewels or of 

gold or silver plate that had b e n  stolen in the course of a burglary or highway robbery 

"should be made more p e d , "  a meanire which drew criticism from Meredith and othen on 

the general grounds that Beccarian principles ought to be implemented rather than the capital 

system extended. (The recommendations of this commitîee in fact mark the starting point of 

/dIgnatieff. I u t  Measure of Pain. 81 ; and Ekirch, &und for America, 227-8. The persistent enthuçiasm for 
transportation in the metropolis is perhaps suggested by the fact that, durhg the early 1760s. Ihe London 
Magazine occasionaily reporied the number of convicts dispatched that month (LM 31 117621: 623; and LM 32 
(1 763 1: 445 & 672). Was this symptotnatic of relief? 



Meredith's legislative activity.) Their opposition was overcome in a division, but since the 

resulting Act only made the offence punishable by aansportation to Amenca for fourteen 

years, it is possible that they had scored a point." It was also this cornmittee which 

recommended, unsuccessfbily, the implementation of fraqmrtation to Africa or the East 

Indies - an indication perhaps that nansportation to Amenca was not perceived as sufficiently 

severe to meet the intention that receiving "should be made more pend." 

However the extent to which metropditan authorities favoured an extension of the 

prison option to such offenses is at best unclear. For both the City and Middlesex, Newgate 

prison was the main repository for serious criminal offenders awaiting either aial at the Old 

Bailey or subsequent execution of sentence to death or transportati~n.~~ Living conditions in 

the old gaol had long been notoriously bad. They had indeed been the direct cause of the 

death of four judges and several other oficers of the court during the "Black Assizesn of 

May 1750, when the "gaol fevern (a form of typhus) was communicated into the adjacent 

court house during sessions-the. But no serious moves were made to commence work on a 

refurbished stnicture untii a fire in September 1762 actually jeopardized the security of the 

building? Initial attempts to obtain b c i n g  by Act of parliament in both 1764 and 1765 

foundered over disagreements between City and Middlesex authorities as to a reasonable 

4910 Geo.m, c.48. See also J.H.C. 32 !1768-70): 883; and Pariiumeriiary Hisrory 16 (1765-71): 941-2. One 
pamphteteef of the time had suggested that receiving ought to be a capital offense in those cases where the tfieft 
preceding it had km as weii; see [F. Hargrave, J A Review of the Luws against the knowingS, receiving of Stolen 
Goodr: a d  a proposal for d n g  a r r ~ w  lm on rhar subjecî ( 1 770). 39-4 1. 

 o or the conditions of the old Newgate prison and its rebuilding. see H.D.Kalman, "Newgate Rison. " 
Arcfzireazuai History 12 (1 969) : 50-6 1 ; W -3. Sheehan, "The London Prison S ystern. 1666- 1 795, " (Ph. D. thesis, 
U. of Maryland, 1 979, ch. 1 0; S h e e h ,  "Finding Solace in Eighteenth-Century Newgate, " Crime in England. 
1550-1 800, ed. J. S.Cockburn ( 1 977), 229-45; R. Evans, 17te Fabricdon of Virtue: English Prison Architeclure, 
1 750- 1840 (Cambridge, 1982), 103-1 1 ; and C. W. Cbalklin, "The Reconstruction of London's Prisons, 1 770- 
1799: An Aspect of the Growth of Georgian London, " tandon Journal 9 (1 983): 22-4. 

''Attempted escapes were reported on at least three occasions in 1762-3; see GM 32 (1762): 89; GM 33 
(1763): 255; and LM 32 (1763): 333. 



division of the costs of recon~tniction.~~ The matter was finally settled in 1767 by 

legislation which authorized the City to raise the £50,000 deemed necessary by a new coal 

tax, and which circumvented further disagreements by designa~g Newgate as "not ody the 

County Gao1 of Middlesex, as well as London, but the general prison for smugglers and 

debton to the crown from al1 parts of the Kingdom . . . . Yet the aew prison, begun in 

1769, was divided into only three wards, each of whicb would contain debtors, male feloas, 

and female felom respectively, and embraced no more elaborate scheme of separation than 

that. It  might better be desaibed simply as a larger, albeit cleaner, custodial institution than 

as a reformed prison in any meaningfùl sense. No work was attempted on the City's small 

and generally decrepit cornpten and Houses of Correction before the 1780s, by which the  

Middlesex's refurbished House of Correction in Clerkenwell was overburdened and the new 

House of Correction of Southwark had been destroyed during the Gordon ~iots." In 

general then, the metropolis did not enter the gaols crisis of the 1780s in a strong position 

from the point of view of institutions for the punitive custody of criminal offenders. 

Such structural limitations perhaps influenced the debate between the relative ments 

of impnsonment at hard labour and those of transportation which seems to have arisen on the 

Middlesex bench in 1772. The chairman of the bench, Sir John Hawkins, announced the 

unanimous intention of the magistrates "to rebuiid their prisons and . .. to exert their utmost 

endeavours to substitute acnial hard labour as a punishment, iostead of transportation . . . . "" 

s 2 ~ . ~ . C .  29 (1761-64): 764-5, 9267, 9434 & 962; and 3,H.C. 30 (1765-66): 139, 165-6, 191. 198, 202 & 
230. 

%heehan, "London Prison System, " ch. 1 0; and Chalkiin. "Reconstruction of London's Prisons. " 24-9. 



However the most famous Middlesex magistrate, Sir John Fielding, with whom Hawkins 

subsequently clashed over the question of the location and extent of the new prison, 

continued to view transportation as 

the wisest, because most humane and effettual punishment we have, [one] which 
immediately removes the evil, separates the individual from his abandoned 
co~exions, and gives him a fresh opportunity of being a useful member of society, 
thereby answering the great ends of punishment, viz., example, humanity, and 
reformation. 

Fielding thought the application of the death penalty to returned capital transports to be too 

"harsh and severe," and argued that it should be reserved only to those who had returned a 

second time, given that he had "heard several criminals declare that they had rather be 

hanged than transported a second time; and from the accounts they have given of their 

sufferings, has believed them. "'6 In general, Fielding seems to have preferred preventive 

measures, in the form of various patrol schemes and the more certain and the severe 

punishment of guilty offenders, to new forms of institutionalized punishment. It is interesting 

to note that the vast proportion of the annual funds which Fielding's office in Bow Street 

received from the Treasury were expended on the pursuit, detection and prosecution of 

offenders rather than on any obviously modem preventive functions such as patrols on horse 

or foot .'' In the Earl of Suffolk, who became a Secretary of State in June 177 1, Fielding 

felt that he had found his most sympathetic ear in the ministry since the Earl of Bute. 

Suffolk, of whom we shall say more shortly, was subsequently the target of a number of 

"Cd. HO Papers, 4: 1 1 . For the clash between Fielding and Hawkins, see Cal. HO Papers, k65-6; SP 
3719 ff.2 1 7-8 & 224-5; and R. Paley , "An Imperfect, Inadequate and Wretched System?: Policing London 
Before Peel, " Crimiml Justice Hisrory 10 (1 989): 108-9. 

s7T 11413 ff.270-99; T 11414 ff. 125-35; T 11437 ff.66-77; T 1 / 4 9  ff.2947; and T 11454 ff.7694. In 
September 1774 two major London journals both lamented the absence of more active preventative measures. 
"[Wlhile the police employ their time in detecting, without regard to preventing chieves and robbm. ' lamented 
one. ^we may hang and transport. but we shall never walk or travel with security, or sleep in peace" (quote in 
LM 43 (17741: 457; see also GM 44 11 774): 443). 
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suggestions fmm Fielding that both a General Preventative Plan, Fielding's last scheme to 

promote the pursuit and capture of crimuials, as well as various preventive patrols should be 

taken upS8 

It was here that matters stood when the outbreak of war in Amenca abruptly brought 

to an end û-ansportation as a means of punishing serious offenses short of death. The use of 

execution to punish most offenses a g a k t  property was, as it had long been, in serious doubt. 

So too was the use of transportation to America, although it seems that transportation to 

some place conhued to be regarded as the minimaily appropriate punishment for certain 

offenses, particularly those against property which involveci the threat or actual use of 

violence. Such offenses as burglary and highway robbery were thought to have reached near 

epidemic levels in the metropolis after 1760, witû the result that very large numbers of 

offenders continued to be transporteci fiom London and Middlesex up to the eve of the 

Amencan War. "It is said that voluptuousness, evil, and debauchery have never been so 

rampant in London as they are at present," wrote one foreign observer to a friend in January 

1775. 

Not an evening passes when not only one, but three, four, or five robbenes are 
cornmitid by footpads, not to mention burglaries and other the%. Dozens are hanged 
and batches of fi@ sent off to America, but al l  this makes no impression on them. 

Nor did the war seem to cause much of a dent in this. "Robbery indeed contulues at high- 

water mark," noted Horace Walpole in 1780, "though the arzny and navy have drawn off 

5 8 ~ a l .  HO Papen, 3562-3; & 4:2, 20 & 80-1 ; and SP 3719 f.266. For the G e n d  Preveniative Plan, see 
Radzinowicz, Hisrory, 3:41-54 & 479-85; and J.StyIes, "Sir John Fielding and the Problem of Crimiuai 
Investigation in Eighteeoth-Century England, " Transactions of the Royal Hisroncal Society 5th ser., 33 (1 983): 
127-49. 



such hosts of outlaws and vagrants. "59 The number of such convicted offenders from other 

parts of the country was considerably smaller, and the use of imprisonment to punish lesser 

offenders against property in such places was growing, even in a county such as Surrey 

which might be expected to have been somewhat influenced by metropditan pattern of 

crime and prosecution. The increasing number of prisoners of al1 classes placed heavy 

TABLE 3.2 
Sentencing Patterns: The Metropdis vs Surrey, 1765- 1775 

Death Transp ' n Impr't WhippingKIergy 

The MetropoIis (Old Bailey) 

SOURCES: Ignatieff, Jusr Meusure of Puin, 81; and Beame, Crime Md rhe Couns, 
532 & 546.* 

pressures on an aging infrasûucture of local gaols and Houses of Correction, with the result 

that many local authorities set about rebuilduig their gaol facilities. Some of them even did 

so with expiicit ideas in mind of creating both a physically healthier and psychologicdly 

%ichenberg *s Wsits fo EngIand. rzs described in his M e r s  und Dianes. traas- M. L. Mare & W .H.QuarreU 
(Oxford. 19381, 78; and The Yale Edizion of Horace Wdpole 's Conesportdence, ed. W.S. Lewis (New Haven. 
CT, 1937-87), 2599.  For generd observations on the extraordinarily and consistently high levels of violent 
property crime in the metropolis, see AR 4 (Chron 1761): 189; AR 15 (Chron 1772): 81 : GM 3 1 ( 1  761): 599; 
GM 32 (1  762): 41 ; CM 40 (1 770): 234-5 & 342; GA4 42 (1 772): 145; and tM 32 (1 763): 278 & !W. For 
cornparisons emphasizing the relative lack of criminality outsi& the metroplis, see GM 32 (1 762): 386; and 
GM 33 (1763): 515. 

@My figures from Beattie ai.e somewhat distorted. Those for death sentences a c W y  run between the years 
1764-70 and 1771 -75, and 1 have interpolated the numbers for other sentenes before reconvdng for 
percentages. 
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more p a l  regime. Some of them did so as a consequence of the work and ideas of John 

Howard. although clearly the basic notion of refomtive labour in a penal reg-ime long pre- 

dated thern, particularly in the case of Houses of Correction. What was new was the 

application of this notion to classes of offenders who would previously have been 

transported. 

Most importantly, none of these developments invoived any direct action on the part 

of ministers. Memben of govemment were naturally concerned about the levels of serious 

crime in the metropolis in which they spent a considerable (and growing) part of their year, 

and so might be roused to specific actions on behaif of the menopolitan system of punishg 

offenders. But there is no evidence that ministers ever sought to direct gaol reform on a 

national sale, or even that they thought such centraliziag ambitions appropriate. Such few 

and minimal measures of direction as were legislateci stemm&, not from the government, but 

from a small number of pariiament.ans who, although able to secure their passage into law , 

were nonetheles unable to ensure that this legïslation was followed in the locaiities. It was in 

the midst of this situation that the centrai government, after 1775 and prïmarily under the 

influence of William Eden, came to propose an extraordinanly ambitious and centrafly- 

imposed scheme of punishment by hard labour. 

II. William Eden and the Origins of the Penitentiary Act 

The story of the alternative pend regimes devised by the North ministry after 1775 - 

the hulks, the Hard Labour bill, and finaiiy the Penitentiary Act - has been told several 

times, so another re-telling of it requires some justification. Both in reaospect and at the 

time, these proposais seemed a dramatic departue from established pend practices in 

England. These departures have been interpreted in two ways. The first, associated with 



historians of gaol reform and the development of the penitentiay, views it as a fonvard- 

looking penal movement which was subsequentiy abandoned through short-sighted adherence 

to transportation, govemrnental parsimony, managerial incornpetence, or some combination 

of these factors. Historians of transportation have of'ten read it as a momentarily necessary 

diversion from an established practice which was resumed as soon as it could be after the end 

of the Revolutionary ~ a r . ~ '  Both perspectives have some masure of truth to hem, but 

such emphases tend to promote a picture of English pend practices in which transportation 

and imprisonment have been artificially separaited from one another. That this picture has 

now given way to a more complicated conception of the interdependence amonga capital 

punishment, transportation and imprisonment is alrnost entirely due to the work of John 

~eattie 

In recounting the story of this five-year pend of experimentation, t h s t  upon the 

English by the abrupt cessation of transportation, I want to emphasize continuities as much as 

departures. We have already noted the extent to which prison regimes had already gained 

favour as the preferred mode of punishrnent for less serious offenses against property . It is 

equdly true that most authorities never surrendered their desire to continue to transport the 

most serious classes of offenders. The desire to maintain this system is apparent in both the 

difficulties encountered in implernenting alternatives to it after the outbreak of the 

61Webbs, Englïsh Prisons, 43-5; E.07Brien, Tlie Foundation of Awtralia (17861800): A SI@ in English 
Crimi1101 Practice and Penal Colonization in the Eighreenth Century (2nd ed., Sydney. 1950), ch.4; 
A.G.L.Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies: A Stuày cf Penal Trcu~~porrarionfiorn Great Britain and Irefand to 
Australia and ûther Pans of th British Empire (1966), ch.2; G.C.Bolton, "William Eden and the Convicts. 
1771-1787," Australian Joumai of Politics and Hisfory 26 (1980): 30-44; McConville, Hisfory of Englkh M o n  
Administration. 1 : 105-9; Harding et al., Itnprisonmem in E n g f d  and Wdes, 11 1; DMackay. A Place of Enle: 
The European Sertlenieni of New South Waies (Melbourne, 1985), ch.2; and W.Oldham. Brirain's Convicts to 
the Colonies, ed. W-H-Olàham (Sydney. IWO), 33-53. 

"ûeattie, Crime and rhe Corurs, ch. IO; and Imes, "Role of Transportation. " 1-24. 
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Revolutionary War, and in the speed with which authorities at both the centre and in the 

localities sought to resume the pre-war system of practices after its end. 

(1) William Eden: His Rise to Influence 

One reason that the pend experiments of 1775-9 have sometimes been viewed in a 

forward-looking light is the identity of their principal architect. Neither contemporaries nor 

later historiaas have been kind to William Eden. Although his extensively preserved 

correspondence has proven to be a gold-mine of informative gossip about the late eighteenth- 

century political world, they seem also to confirm his contemporary reputation as a graceless 

time-ser~er.~~ He is perhaps best-remembered now, fmt, as the principal architect of 

William Pitt's Commercial Treaty with France in 1786 and, secondly, as the father of the 

one wornan upon whom, for a time, Pitt's tortuous and ambiguous affections were fixeci. Yet 

there was littie hint of Eden's future reputation in the early 1770s. At that time he seems 

even to have enjoyed a measure of public esteem as the author of the provocative and 

widely-rad Principles of P e ~ l  Law (1771). With its emphasis on the more certain and 

proportionate punishment of offenders, and rejection of capital punishment for al1 but the 

worst offenses and most incomgible offenders, the Pn'nciples reflected the influence of 

Beccaria. Its unique achievement was to set Beccarian ideals within the English constellation 

of pend practices. Like Beccaria, Eden did not dispute the fundamentaily deterrent purpose 

of criminal punishments, but he cast serious doubt on the belief that either transportation or 

unregimented incarceration achieved such an effect." 

for instance. Seleciions from ihe Leiiers and Conespondence of Sir J a s  B l d  Burges. M.. 
Somerirne Unùer-Secretary of Stcue for Foreign Afairs, ed. J-Hunon ( 1  88S), 77; Walpole Cornespondence, 
33:214 & 39:496; and N-Wraxall, Hisroncal Memoirs of My ûwn ïïme, (1904; orig.ed. 1815). 1:440. 

*~hillipson, n r e e  Criminal Law Reformers, 90-1 ; Radzinowicz, ffistory, I :3OI - 13; O'Brien, Foundation of 
Amirafia, 70-1 ; Heath, Eighteemh Century Pend Itreory, 195-200; and Bolton, "Eden and the Convicts," 32-5. 



Yet if the general tendency of Eden's proposais was clear, his specific solutions were 

somewhat less so, and it would be a rnistake to rad the hinciples as a straightforward 

blueprint for the pend measures which Eden subsequently sought to put in place. In 

particular, Eden's position on the sorts of senous property offenses that continuai to be 

punished by transportation was more ambiguous than any simple description of his work as a 

"reform" tract would imply. Eden was even in favour of retaining the death penalty for 

burglary , albeit according to a more restricted reading of the relevant statutes. F M y ,  

although he thought employment on public works and disciplinary incarceration to be the best 

modes of punishing criminals, since the fonner would serve an admirable deterrent purpose 

and both might ultimately reclaim the offender for society, he nonetheless conceded no 

aitemative to transportation to some suitably unpleasant destination as the only solution for 

recidivists." The ambiguity of Eden's proposed reforms for serious offenses - indeed, their 

rather close match to what appears to have been prevailing practice at the time that he 

published his book - perhaps accounts in part for its success. A second edition appeared 

within a year. and received an approving review in ï2e London Magazine. The young 

George, Lord Herbert was obliged to read it, dong with Blackstone and Beccaria, during his 

time on the Grand Tour between 1775 and 1777 - an indication of how widely-read works on 

the criminal law and its reform may have been amongst the goveming classes.66 

'%ïdzinowicz, Hisiory, 11308; Heath, Eighteemh Cenrury Pend 7heory, 198-9; and Bolton, "Eden and the 
Convicts, " 34. 

66 LM 40 ( 1 771 ): 27 1 -2; and Henry. Elizabeth and George (1 7 . 4 1  780): Le (lem and D i ~ e s  of Henry. Tenth 
Earl of Pembroke and His Circle, ed. Herbert (1939), 1 5 4  & 96. "His Lordship seems to approve much of this 
kind of reading," Herbert's tutor noted, "and makes occasionally some excelient rernarks" (p.%). Another 
reader of Blackstone at this same time remarked of the fourth volume of Blackstone's Commentunes that "its . . precision in ascertauirng Crime, and annexing Punishment is consider'd the most perfect; tho' perhaps the 
Capital Punishment may be ihought too frequent' and annex'd in many cases to crimes which hardly deserve it;" 
see A Laer Pepys: The Correspondence of Sir William We fier Pepys. Bart. . Masîer in Chancery . 1 758-1 825, 
ed. A.C.Gaussen (1904), 1:229. 



It was perhaps on the strength of the Principles that, in June 1772, Eden was taken on 

as Under Secretary of State in the Northem Department by the Earl of Suffolk!' Suffolk is 

a largely mysterious figure in the politics of the p e n d  He represented himself as the 

inhentor of George Grenville's parliamentary following after the latter's death in 1770, 

although both Grenville's biographer and Horace Walpole thought this more an assertion than 

a reality." Whatever the case, Suffoik's claims seemed substantial enough that Lord North 

made him Secretary of State in June 177 1 ." 

Eden's appointment by Suffolk in 1772 corresponds with the beginning of a number 

of improvernents in the general rnanner in which the Secretariat oversaw criminal justice, 

panicularly in the metropdis. Suffolk himself seems to have taken some satisfaction in 

granting pardon to convicts whenever the occasion permitted. "Mercy is always pleasùig, " he 

wrote soon after Eden had joined his office, "and doubly captivahg when such Bloodhounds 

as attend an Execution are disappointai - may Perdition seize the wretch that rejoices in bis 

Brother's Blood!" A year later, when the Keeper of the New Gao1 in Surrey received a 

67Horace Waipole recailed that Eden "had wntten a sensible book on the law." and William Knox that he 
" had become known as a man of talents by a treatise upon the criminal law . . . " (The Lasf J o u d s  of Horace 
Walpole Dunng fhe Reign of George Illfiom 1771-1783, txi. A.F.Stewart [I910), 1:423; and H.M.C., Knar 
MSS, 265). 

aP. Law son, George Grenville: A Polirical Life (Oxford, 1 984). 2 89-90. Horace Walpole dismissed Suffolk 
as "a young man of thirty-two, totaiiy unpractised in business, pompous, ignorant, and of no parts, but affecting 
to be the head of GrenviIle's Iate party " (H. Waipoie, Memirs of the Reign of King &orge III, al. G. F.Russell 
Barker [1894], 4:173). 

%uffolk's inability to read and speak French made him an objet  of ridicule in the popular press. "Our 
fathers were taught by Swift to say. I kmw no more rhan my Lord Mayor," said John Wilkes at the time. "This 
reproach on the city is now done away, for the common expression is, I know no more t h  my Lord Si&oIRm 
(The Speeches of l o h  Wilkes . . . 1774, ru . . . 1 777 [i 7 77-81, 3: 1 1 la [emphases in original 1). Nor did he seem 
to cut a particuiarly effective figure in debate. "If he k well informed in bis office, or in the great line of 
politics in whkh he is engaged, " o h e d  7ïze London Magaine at about the same time, " he is certainly one of 
the b a t  secret-keepers we know in ParIiamentW (LM 45 117761: 638). Burke's epitaph after Suffolk's premature 
death in 1779 was the unkindest cut: "dead to the state, long befm he was dead to nature ..." (Par i i~nte~ury  
History 2 1 [ 1 780- 1 1: 55). 
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respite while in a state of intoxication, Eden issued a stem letter to the county sheriffs. 

drawing their "strictest mirnadversion" to this issue, "As such misconduct may, on other 

occasions, in matters of Life, be attended with most senous consequences . . . . " Eden and 

Suffolk seem also to have sought to regularize the practice of the Recorder of London's 

makuig his Report of al1 capital offenders before the King and the Cabinet Co~ncil.'~ At the 

same time, they also made efforts to secure better information as to the past character of 

convicted offenders, so as to ensure that, as far as possible, convicts receiving conditional 

pardons were punished in a marner which fitted the crime of which they had been convicted 

and their past character." 

In a bureaucratie world in which the execution of govemment policy was a largely 

personai affair - dependent on face-to-face relations, personal initiative, and individual 

mastery of document? - Eden's personal industry and political connections helped him to 

achieve centrality in the administration of criminal justice matters. Such a position was 

clearly implied by the King's own direct instruction to Lord North, in April 1775, that he 

should "direct MT Eden to have [the convict] respited and the punishment transmuted to 

transportation . . .. "7) This was a striking metamorphosis for a man who, only three years 

earlier, bad quit the legal profession with much trepidation about "the daily confinement and 

regular attendance at the office, [as welf as] the affected reserve which a man mua  adopt on 

aii  subjects, whether ignorant or otherwise . . . . " On the other hand, Eden ooted revealingly 

'O~ee below, Chapter 5. parts 1-II. After February 1773 it baclme a regular oblîgation on the Recorder to 
supply the Secretary of State. ahead of time, "with a List of the convicts who are to be teparteci ... in the order 
in which their cases are to be considered by the Cabinet Council " (SP 44/91 p. 187). 

" ~ d d  M S  34412 f. 181; SP 44141 pp.353-4; and Cd- HO Papen, 4: 10-1. 

*F. B. ~ i c h i r e ,  British Subminis~ers and Colonial Amenca, 1763-1 783 (Piinceton, NJ, 1 %6), ch.2. 

73~orr .  deorge III. no. 1647. 
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that " I love politics betîer than law . . . . 1 also love business, and am conscious that 1 possess 

the spirit of perseverance." But finally, he "could not bear nich a situation unless honoured 

at the same time by [Lord Suffolk's] unlimited confidence, because 1 am sure that I should 

endeavour to deserve it."" Nevertheless Suffolk's tirst notes to his aew Uoder Secretary 

contain a mixture of encouragement and cajoling, enjoiaing the latter to a close attention to 

the duties of bis office.75 

Eden may have developed his work ethic under Suffolk's tutelage. He certainly 

benefitîed From his Principal's patronage. Withui days of Eden's assuming office, Suffolk 

had exerted influence with Lord North to prevent his "most confidential counsellor" from 

losing the auditorship of Greenwich Hospital and its income. Two years later, he sought to 

secure for Eden the newly vacant position of Law Clerk in the Secretaria1 offices, a largely 

ceremonid position which would have netted Eden £500 per amum. But despite Suffolk's 

plea to the King about Eden's "merits" and that he "certainly deserves particularly weU, " the 

position was allowed to lapse." By this time Eden had aiready drifted from Suffolk's orbit. 

When he entered parliament in 1774, he did so aot under Suffolk's patronage (though this 

had been offered) but rather that of the Duke of Marlborough. Som after he was gravitahg 

toward the hart  of ai l  influence and power within the ministry: Lord North and John 

Robinson, 

"Journal and Correspondence of William. Lord AucRfCUlCI, ed. Bath & Wells (1 861 -2). 1 :xiii. Eden's close 
friend and fellow lawyer, the MP Thomas Lockhart, was more sceptical, alluding to "A Certain degree of 
impatience & Vicissitude naîurai to your dispositionw which he doubted that Eden wodd master in bis new 
career (Add MS 34412 f. 171). 

" ~ d d  MS 34412 ff. 172-3 & 174. 

' 6 ~ .  ~ugbes,  4.. 'Lord North's Correspondence, 17-83, " English Histon'col R N i m  62 (1 947): 222; 
M.A.Thomson. ï%e Scre~aips of m e .  1681-1782 (Oxford, i932), 136 & 140-1; I.C.Sainty, C@cials of the 
Secrera'y ofSfufe. 1660-2782 (1973)' 46; and Corr. Gorge III, no. 1533. Another aspirant to the vacated Law 
Clerkship was Sir John Fielding (Cd. HO Papets, 4:261). 



Robinson was nominally North's junior Secretary at the Treasury but more generally 

his factotum, famous in particular for his often extraordinarily accurate projections of the 

govemment's strength in the Commons at a given time." In early 1775 Robinson fell 

gravely il1 and Eden (who had already moved to a house close by North's) quickly stepped 

into the breach, tùlfilling Robinson's Treasury and parliamentary duties and acting in effect 

as North's persona1 ~ecretary.'~ For a time it even seemed that Robinson might die and 

Eden succeed to his position but, hy May, Robinson had sufficiently recovered to resume his 

duties . 79 

Nevertheless Eden had now acquired wide expenence of both the highest levels of 

administration and of the supremely important issue of Commons management. More 

importantly he was now on intimate terms with the fmt minister and leader of the House. By 

mid-1775 then, Eden had achieved a degree of confidence and influence that was 

unprecedented for an Under ~ecretary.~ It was perhaps as well that Eden had betome so 

closely tied to North by this time because most recollections of his early career indicate that 

he was an unimpressive orator, and this was a talent which would soon becorne vital given 

77Commons 1754-W, 3: 364-6; and I.R.Chnstie, "John Robinson. MF. 1727- 1802, " in his Myth and Realiry 
in he-Eighreenth-Century British Politics ond Other Papen (1970), 150-6. 

78He was, Walpole noted, "the new confidentid agent of Lord North in the House of Commons .. . " (Losr 
J o u d s  of Walpole. 1:435). Both William Knox, the influential Under Secretary in the American Department, 
and the King himself later recalled that Eden's convergence with North began as a project of Suffolk's to 
acquire -ter influence within the ministry (H.M.C., b o x  MSS, 266; and ï?te D i d e s  and Correspondence of 
rhe Righi Hm. George Rose, ed. L. V.Harcourt [ t  8401, 2: 193). If this is so, it is unclear what benefit Suffolk 
ever actuaily denved from it. 

79P.Brown, 7he Chathamites: A Sm& in ihe Relarionrhip Between Personuiities and Ideas in tfte Second 
Half of ~ h e  Eighreenth Cenrury (1967). 357; and Add MS 34460 f. 166. 

%.Scott, "Under Secretaries of State, 1 755-1 775" (M. A. thesis, Manchester U., 1950). 84-6. ln October 
1775 one of the Under Secretaries in the Colonial Department complained to his colleague that "Eden knows a 
great ded more and does a great d d  more of the American business than your fiaithfull servant. ... Whether 
this procds from any p o d  dislike [of Lord North] in me or h m  some fascination in Lord Suffolk and his 
secretary I cant tell . . . " (H.M.C., Knox MSS, 122; see dso 266-7). 
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the degree of controversy which his proposed penal measures would arouse." 

Eden was therefore in an excellent position to anempt to impiement changes when the 

aansportatioa crisis came upon the ministry in 1775. The process by which this occurred 

afier the fust shots were fbed at Lexington and Concord in April may only have ben a 

gradua1 one, though the paucity of surviving in-letters for the 1770s makes this difficult to 

determine. By June, Suffolk's counterpart in the Southern Department, the Earl of Rochford, 

observai to the King that "pardoning anybody in these times is a cruelq imitead of an act of 

Justice," an allusion perhaps to the experiences liable to befall anyone who might still be 

transported to ~rnenca.'~ 

By November the ministry had decided that some intervention hto the intemipted 

process of transponing convicts was necessq. Circular lecters were dispatched to the High 

Sheriffs of al1 counties (and also to the Lord Justice Clerk of Scotiand), requesîhg that they 

transmit to the Secretaries of State the name, age and gender of all  convicts under sentence 

of transportation currently in their custody, as well as the dates on which they were first 

cornmitteci, the offenses for which they were coovicîed and the term of years (seven, 

fourteen, or iife) for which they were sentenced to be nansported. "It is also material," each 

letter added, "that you should mention (so far as it can be leamt) the severai Trades and 

Occupations followed by the said convicts previous to their imprisonment. Clearly this 

circular was designeci to provide the Setretariat with the minimal degree of information 

necessary to settie conditional pardons on those convicts s t i l l  a w a i ~ g  execution of their 

the references above at n63. 

ECorr- George III, no. 1659. 

%P 441141 p.406; SP 44/143 pp.37-0; and HO 1041 p.154. 1 have not been able to locate a reply to the 
letter regatding Scottisb convicts. 
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transportation sentences. The resultant figures were probably srnall enough - only sixty men 

and six women in the case of the Southem Department's circula - that the rninistry may well 

have believed that only the metropolis and the Home Counties, which had regularly 

accounted for about half of d l  convicts actually aansported to America, presented an 

immediately pressing problem .w 

Indeed, in response to the anxieties of the Lord Mayor that the number of traosports 

still confined in Newgate posed a tbreat to the health of the other inmates, the govement 

ordered them removed on board a ship in the Thames "as if in due course for 

transportation. "" By itself, this group of approximately 140 convicts was probably larger 

than the total number who were presently ianguishuig in al l  other British gaols. Sucty of these 

men were pardoned beîween January and March 1776 on various conditions of miiitary 

service, as weil as ten women on no condition whatsoever. The remaining foq-three men 

and fouteen women received free pardons between May and December, having been deemed 

to have been confined long enough under extremely unpleasant conditions to have atoned for 

their crimes." That most of this acîivity was largely directed by Eden is suggested by a 

rnemorandum he wrote at the time. Eden explained to Secretary of State Weymouth (Suffolk 

was out of t om)  that the numbers on board the ship had to be reduced immediately because, 

aven the combination of the cold weather of the season and the illnesses that some of the 

%kirch, Bound for America, 47-9; and SP 44/92 pp.520-6. in fact oniy ten counties of twenty-tbree 
reported transports SU in custody. 1 have not found a List of the replies to Suffolk's letter. 

'%P 44/91 p.437. Many of the convicis were from the Home Counties: it had been siandard practice to use 
Newgate as a siaging gaol for the combined ~ansportation of London and Home County coavicts. 

%P 44/93 passim. See also T 1/521 ff.161-79, which bis a total of 110 men and 19 wornen placed oa 
board. and which gives slightly different totals for their f d  disposition. It dso indicates that 32 men had 
escapeci on October 6th! 
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convicts had contracted while in Newgate, several had already died." 

The memorandum also makes clear Eden's recognition that some more long-term 

solution was necessary with respect to that class of oftenders who were normdy mbject to 

transportation - that there was a need for some "new Law in the Place of that which is now 

becorne hconvenient." He himself had already drafted "the Heads of the Act of Parlt" which 

would be required, secured the approval of both Lord North and Lord Chief Justice 

Mansfield to them, and been told to "send it to M Justice Blackstone to be put into 

form. 

(2) The Hulks Act, 1776 

This new mode of punishment was to consist of hard labour in the form of dredging 

sand from aboard prison hulks moored in the Thames. Eden anticipated that the measure 

would arouse opposition and therefore took steps to ensure that the bill might bave as easy a 

passage as possible. Not ody did he have Blackstone review it before its introduction, but 

also Sir William Ashhurst and several of the other judges, presumably in order to reinforce 

the arguments that would ultimately have to be made for the simple necessity of the measure 

in the absence of the transportation option." 

He also sent a draft to at least one of its anticipated enemies in the Commons. Eden's 

exchanges with Edmund Burke indicate, first, the lasting appeal of transportation that Eden 

had to take into account. Burke conféssed himself to be somewhat dubious about "penal 

Labourn as a mode of pwshment: 

n ~ d d  MS 344 13 ff. 1 1 -2. The King had h d  y sanctioned the use of his pardon prerogative in order to 
achieve this (Add MS 34460 f.503). 

" ~ d d  MS 344 1 3 ff. 1 1 -2. 

* ï h  Correspondence of Edmund Burùe, gen-ed. T. W .Copeland (Cambridge & Chicago, 1958-78), 31251. 



Transportation always seemed to me to be a good expedient for p reven~g  the cruelty 
of capital Punishments, the danger of letting wicked people loose upon the publick, or 
the infinite charge and difficulty of making those useful, whose disposition it is to be 
mischievous. If Nova Scotia, the FIon'dar, or NewfoWlCiland are not to be adapted to 
the reception of these unhappy wretches, to be sure, some contrivance of this kind 
wiU become necessary at whatever cost or trouble? 

Noting Burke's reluctmce to concede the loss of transportation altogether, Eden hastened to 

assure him that the measure was only a temporary expedient, made indispensable by the 

pressure of circumstances: 

me shall not introduce an eternal establishment to palliate the inconvenience of the 
&y. The fact is, that our prisons are full, and we have no way at present to dispose 
of the convicts, but what would be execrably bad; for all the proposais of Afnca, 
desert islands, mines, &c., mean nothing more than a more Lingering method of 
inflicting capital puni~hment.~' 

The same reassurance was mbsequently deployed in the House of Gommons, where the first 

reaction of one MP was facetiously to wonder if the real reason that the muiistfy would not 

designate a new destination for transports. such as the West Indies or the Falldands, was that 

it had aiready given away such islands to the ~panish." in response to more serious 

concems that some other destination should be found for transports, not to mention the cost 

to which Houses of Correction (in which female transports at least would have to be 

confineci) would put many local authorities, the Solicitor General repeated the argument that 

Eden had made to Burke: 

[qt was intended as a bill of experiment, more particularly to answer the spur of the 
occasion. When tranquiility was restored to America, the usud mode of transportation 
rnight be again adopted. The nation would at the end of a year or two be enabled to 

~onesporidence of the Righi Homurable Edmund Burke, eds. Fiîzwilliam & R. Bourke (1 844)' 2:95. 
Burke's sympathies were sufficiently enlisted that hc was named as one of the bill's spo~lsors, but he later 
opposed it. both "in general" and in particular for the for the powers which it granteci the Middlesex justices 
(J.H.C. 35 [1774-761: 694; and Pariiamentmy Register 177680, 3:401-2). 



judge of its proprieq. 

Eden also held out the prospect of continuing transportation by other means, in so far as 

some offenden "might be sent to garrison places situated in unwholesome climates," and 

later reiterated the purely temporary nature of the hulks meanire, which would be reviewed 

Eden further sought to ensure the success of the bill by having North himself Iead it 

in the Commons, thereby throwing ail the force which govemment could muster behuid it. 

This strategy was reinforced by introducing the bill late enough in the session that members 

would be forced to accept it, pady under the pressure of time and lack of practical 

alternatives to transportation, and partly because the attendance of MPs was invariably low 

near the end of the session, leaving the Commons vulnerable to determined action on the part 

of govemment." One MP who actually supported the Hulks bill nevertheless objected to its 

having b e n  introduced so late in the session and recommended puthg it off until the next, 

as a notion prevailed without doors, that everything transacted in that House was 
hurried through without consideration or enquiry; and that the whole tenor of our 
recent acts of legislation have a tendency to abridge the liberties of the people." 

With theû overtones of the sorts of prison galleys employed in absolutist states on the 

continent, the h u k  were Liable to offend the libertarian sensibilities of both the opposition 

and the public out of doors. Horace Walpole beiieved the failure of such arguments to make 

more headway than they did was solely attributable to a general weakening of opposition at 

9 3 ~ a r f i ~ n ~ a r y  Register 1 774-80, 3:388-90 & 401 (quotes at 390 & 389). A quarter-tury later Eden told 
Jeremy Bentham that the hulks had been introduced "only as an expedient to lessen a temporary pressure .. ." 
(nie Cdieaed Workî of Jeremy &ruluun. ;Ine CorrespondPnce of Jeremy k ~ h .  gen. eds. J.H. Burns, 
J. Dinwiddy & F. H.Rosen [London & Oxford, 1 968- 1, 7: 1 74). 

w~.~.~.~hornas, lh Houe of Conmons in the Eighteenth Centwy (Oxford, 1971), 112-13 & 1234. 
Thomas notes that attendance invariably feli a h  March; the Hulks bili was introduced on I April. 

~arliamentary Register 1 77480. 3 : 390. 



the outbreak of the Revolutionary War." It is far more likefy that the perceived need to do 

sornerhing with convicts subject to transportation - a need on which Eden must have been 

relying - coupled with the low attendance so late in the session carrÏed the day. A division on 

a motion to put the bill off until the next session was defeated 18 to 97, as was a subsequent 

motion simply to kill it by putting off m e r  consideration for two months." 

One other potential difficulty presented itself, but from another direction. Eden hinted 

at this consideration when, in enlisting Burke's support, he claimed to "have as Little 

predilection for introducing a system of pend labour into this country as you can have," but 

added that 

Such a system would, however, have many advocates in the House of Commons, and 
would, 1 believe, have k e n  proposed by some gentlemen in the course of the session, 
if they had not k e n  informed that a plan of a limited and temporary kuid, in the 
nature merely of an experiment, would be brought f o r~a rd .~*  

This can only be an allusion to those MPs who, between 1773 and 1774, passed three short 

but significant Acts meant to establish basic rules of conduct in local gaols. An Act of 1773 

obliged magistrates to provide clergymen to officiate in county gaols. Two othen (which 

began Life as a single bill) were passed the following year and are generally associated with 

the activity of Alexander Popham, the MP for ~aunton? The fÏrst relieved prisoners who 

% h t  Journais of Walpole, L 544-5. For the muting of opposition at the war's outbreak, see P.Langforci, 
"OId Whigs. Old Tories, and the American Revolution, " J o d  of lnipcriaf and Commonwealth Hiszory 8 
( 1  980): 106-30- 

9 7 J . f f . ~ .  35 (1774-76): 776-7 & 791-2. For the general correspondence between division lists and actual 
attendance, see Thomas, Houe of Commoni~, 120-2. "[TJhe plan was rather a popular one," Henry Dundas 
Later raiaileci, "and any objections to it were not listened tom (H.M.C., Dropmore MSS, 1 S6). 

"Burke Correspondence, eds. Fiizwilliam & Bourke, 2: 94-5. 

* 1 3 Geo. III, c -58. They might as faidy be associaied with Sir Thomas Clavering. who presided over the 
cornmittee stages of the Popham legislation and was also the ody MP h o w n  to be diratly involved in 
introducing di three of these Acts. Popham handled only the f d  committee of the Act which traditionally 
bears his name, and subsequently d e d  it to the Lords ( J.H.C. 34 [1772-741: 229, 469, 535, 545-6, 581, 
585-6. 605-6, 607, 732 & 740). 
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had been acquitted or discharged without triai from having to pay gaolers' fees before their 

release. The second required local officiais regularly to clean and ventilate theu gaols, as 

well as to make basic provisions for the personal cleanliness of their charges. The 

significance of the latter is often amibuteci to the fact that Howard himself had testified 

before the Commons during its considerati~n.~~~ 

These Acts seem to have aroused no controversy, perhaps because their provisions 

were in fact pretty minimal. It is also possible that they had not attracted very much 

attention; when an attempt was made to prevent the Popham legislation going to a cornmittee 

of the whole, the resultant division revealed ody forty-four MPs present and v~ting.'~' The 

most important theme which these Acts shared was the mategy which they adopted, which 

can be characterized as decentralized uniformify. They defined uniform standards of prison 

regimen, but their provisions were minimal and lefi entirely to local authonties to 

enforce.lq Without applying a heavy hand from the centre, they perhaps also aspirecl to 

provide some sense of direction to the pattern of gaol rebuilding and regimen reform that 

was going on in some places at the local level. 

By 1776 one MP was beginning to stand out above ail others for his consistency in 

advocating pend reform in general, and prison reform in particular: Sir Charles Bunbury. A 

county MP for Suffoik since 176 1, he entered parliament as a follower of the Earl of Bute 

but seems to have foiiowed no consistent political h e  before committing himself to Fox in 

'w14 Ge0.iT.I. c.20; and 14 Geo-iKI, c.59. The text of the prelimuiary bill, encompassing both measutes, as  
welI as a measure which had failed the year before, is in Communs Papers, 23:23 1-4 & 24: 133-6. See also 
J.H.C. 34 (1772-74): 138, 142, 288 & 535. 

%I fact the one proposed amendment which wodd aciually have created a fom of mandatory labour for 
the prisoners - one hour each day operating the ventilators - was negatived without division (J.H. C. 34 11 772- 
741: 740). 
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the early 1 7 8 0 ~ ~  a move that cost him his seat in the general election of 1784. He is perhaps 

hest-remembered for his role in high society, fm as  the estranged husband of Lady Sarah 

Lemox and, secondly, as the owner of the fust Derby-winner. In the early 1770s Bunbury 

had been involved in Meredith's attempts to resmct the capital code. He had no recorded 

involvement in the gaols legislation of 1773-4 but, from 1776 until 1784, and again after 

1790, he was repeatedly in the front lines of pend reform motions.'" 

This pior existence of an alternative stream of thought on centrally directed prison 

reform helps to explain an oddity of Eden and North's legislative activity in 1776. With the 

session ten days from its end and the H u k  measure through cornmittee, the govemment 

suddenly introduced a bill directing local authorities to estabtish Houses of Correction which 

would receive transportable offenders and punish them by hard labour regimes? Since the 

Hulks bill already contained a provision for imprisoning such offenders at hard labour w i t .  

existhg institutions, the addition of this measure - and so late in the session - seems odd. So 

too does the fact that it was allowed to die at the end of the session, despite having ken 

introduced by a ministry that h e d  the date of prorogation. At least one MP knew of some 

such bill's existence and of the ministry's intention to cuculate it amongst local authotities. 

Why, he wondered, had it not been presented at the same time as the H u k  bill?'@ 

The aaswer is that Eden and North knew enough to wait until the timing was more 

propitious for a trdy comprehensive substitution of p e d  labour for transportacion. The 

Hulks bill already contained an article which provided that any prisoner, either fernales in 

lm ~ornmonr 1 754-90, 2 : 1 3 6-40; Comnwns 1 7PO-l82O, 3 : 300- 1 ; and 7 7 ~  Life und LQften of l-ndy Sarah 
LRnnox. 1745-1826, eds. llchester & Stavordale (1901), 1 :x-xi. Bunbury left no papers of his own and does not 
figure significantly in any monograph that 1 have found. For his later activity, see below pp.294 & 339-43. 

I ~ H .  C. 35 (1 774-76): 796 & 809; and Commons Papen, 27:3 1 1-42. 

'mParliomentary Register f 774-80, 3:389; and Thomas, House of Commo~ts, 89-90. 
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general or men who were unable to undergo the rigour of h u k  labour, could be imprisoned 

at hard labour in any place of confmernent in the countxy, as well as a instructions to local 

officiais to prepare theû Houses of Correction for the reception of such convict~. '~ Most 

other male convicts who would otherwise be subject to transportation could be taken on 

board the hulks or pardoned on condition of military service. And the number of fernale 

convicts liable to so serious a degree of punishment had always ken sufficiently small that 

such a provision could not be expecîed to pose a pressing need to adopt more eiaborate 

systems of pend labour in the existent Houses of Corre~tion. '~ 

The Houses of Correction bill therefore embodied both a more substantid 

cornmitment to hard labour as a full-fledged substitute for tmn~p~rtahoo and a more 

substantial imposition on local authorities than either Eden or North believed could yet 

nicceed. Indeed, the text of the bill - prefaced by the observation that Houses of Correction 

"are at present n[otj of suficient Extent to contain so many Offenders as may hereafter be 

convicted of the Crimes at present liable to the Punisiment of Transportation," and 

containhg no reference to the huiks - reaùs as a direct a substitute for rather than a 

complement to the Hulks ~ c t ?  Eden's comespondence with Burke indicates that, as the 

MP noted above had suspected, there already existed in draft fonn "a Sketch for a more 

permanent Establishment at some future Penod, if it is found that we can employ o u -  

lo616 Ge0.m. c.43. praunble & ss.10 & 12-3. Two earlier vmious of the Hulks biii appear in Corrmfom 
Papen, 27:257-68 & 269-80. Its actual title was the "Hard Labour biiY Act. " I refer to it as "the Huiks 
billlActW in order to distinguish it from the more substantial "Hard Labour billm of 1778. 

l o 7 ~ t  most fernales made up oniy 20 96 of those who had actually been transportai to Arnexica since 171 8 
(Ekirch, Bound for America, 48-50). 

'Q~ommonr Papcrs, 27: 3 1 1 -42 (quote at 3 12). 
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Criminals at Home with Humanity towards thern, and with security to the Public."'" Eden 

had also clearly indicated to Burke his doubts that such a measure would be accepted while 

the sentiment for transportation s?ill ran so high. Burke in turn wamed him that, in an era in 

which justice remained essentially local in orientation and in which parochial authonty in 

general was fiercely defended, local officials would not accept the imposition of so heavy a 

fiscal burden from the centre. Pend labour, noted Burke, fundamentaily involved "the 

execution of muaifipal justice and provincial economy . "11° On two important counts then, a 

measure like the Houses of Comection bill was not to be proceeded in Lightly. As such it 

seerns likely that, as Eden later ciaimed, it had never been intended for anythiag other than 

circulation to local officiais in order to sound out their reactions to such a project.'" 

The Houses of Correction bill reflected the sort of decentralized uniformity which the 

Bunbury group sought to achieve and small measures of which had been enshrined in the 

Popham legislation. Bunbury is listed as one of the MPs charged with b ~ g i n g  in the Hulks 

rneasure, but his absence from the list of those bringing in the Houses of Comection bill six 

weeks later suggests that tensions had opened up between him and the ministry. This 

supposition is reinforcd by the evident controversy which had prevailed ody the day before 

the Houses of Correction bill was introduced, when the Hulks bill was in cornmittee. The 

outcome was an amendment (S. 18) which required that those convicts who were sent to 

Houses of Correction should be separately coahed from those h a t e s  confined there only 

for petty ofienses. The effect of this amendment was to reconfirrn the broad distinction which 

'OgBurke Correspondence, ed. Copeland, 3:252. 

"'Burke Correspondence, txi. Copeland, 3:252; and Eastwood, Governing R d  Engiund, chs. 1 & 8-9. 

"'"Observations on the Bill to Punish by imprisonment and Hard Labour certain Offenders; and to provide 
proper Places for their Reception; " in Commom Pupers, 28:334-5. 
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continueci to exist in the min& of many officiais berneen convicts who ought to be 

transported and those lesser offenders who were deemed to be more susceptible of 

reclamation. It also forced Eden's hand by implying, if not acaially establishing , a de facto 

obligation on many local authorities acnially to rebuild their Houses of Correction in order to 

meet the physicai specifications of the Act, despite the fact Eden probably h e w  there to be 

linle immediate necessity for nich an obligation. So it is possible that the introduction of the 

bill was necessary, not sirnply for purposes of circulation and discussion during the recess, 

but also to ensure that Bunbury and others of me-mind wouid not oppose the Huks bill in a 

Commons whose numbers, in the dying days of the session, must rapidly have ben 

shrinking. Eden and North went dong with the immediate presentation of the Houses of 

Correction büi, &ove it forward by providing its first and second readings on the same day 

and bringing it to cornmittee (and printing), only to end the session the same day that the 

Huiks bill received the Royal Assent. l L 2  

It is unclear whether Eden ever believed the Houses of Correction bill to be the mode1 

on which to proceed. But it seems Iikeiy that he was aware that, in legislaMg alternatives to 

aansportation, he had to steer a course between those who opposeci bard labour for 

tramportable convicts at aii, and those who supported it as a complete substitute for 

transportation - so much so that thek support might acnially jeopardize the attainment of any 

measure of hard labour at all.'13 1 have &eady noted Eden's ambiguity in his Pnnciples of 

Penal Lmu about the appiication of hard labour to dl offenses and offenders. We should also 

bear in mind his sensitivity, whatever his personal enthusiasm for pend labour, to the 

"3Some sense of the divisiveness the Act aroused cm be gieand h m  articIes which appeared in ï7ze 
London Magazine that year (LM 45 [1776]: 369.424-7 & 477-9). 
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political necessity of acknowledging that body of opinion which was detennined that 

transportation would ultimately be resumed. The H u b  Act was not merely a saiking 

innovation in itself. It was also a deliberate attempt to pre-empt an even more extensive 

innovation that Eden, the politically ambitious protege and intimate of Lord North, was too 

shrewd to think could yet succeed. Eden was biduig his time and establishg his credentials 

with those pend reformers whose support might become more necessary than ever when the 

time came for the tmly ambitious measure of pend labour which, perhaps, he was already 

contemplating . 

(3) The Hard Labour bill, 1778 

Eden hoped that this moment had arrived two years later when the H u k  Act came up 

for renewal. At the opening of the previous year's session, Bunbury had immediately secured 

an order for "a Bill for better regulating the Gaols and Houses of Correction" in Engiand but 

subsequently failed even to introduce it.'I4 Since Bunbury does not seem to have even 

attempted to carry this bill forward, it is Wely that Eden must have taken him hto his 

confidence as to his own pians. By 1778 Eden was clearly working in close alliance with 

Bunbury and his allies. The groundwork for the Hard Labour bill of that year was laid by a 

parliamentary cornmittee of 1778 which reviewed the success to &te of the hulks 

establishment. Its report, delivered by Bunbury himself, noted that there had been heavy 

mortality on board them initially, owing to crowded and umanitary conditions as well as  a 

poor dietary regirnen, but tbat circumstances had substantially improved since then. The 

cornmittee therefore endorsed a one-year extension of the Hulks Act which was p& hto 

l "J. H. C. 36 (1 776-78): 36. Presumably this would have been some version of the Gaols and Houses of 
Correction biii from the previous session. 



law under Bunbury's supervision and with no apparent controversy."5 

It was soon afier the cornmittee stage of this bill was completed that its sponsors 

introduced their remarkable new meanire. The Hard Labour bill proposed the division of 

England and Wales into nine districts, in each of which would be erected two or more 

"Houses" to be designated "'The Houses of Hard Labour, ' and [which would] be wholly 

distinct and separate from the Common or Gaols, and From al1 Work Houses, or Houses of 

Correction . . . . "Il6 The bill was calculated to steer a rnidde course on two issues which 

might prove objectionable. The fust of these was the attempt to replace nansportation with 

hard labour altogether. For the very worst of those 'atrocious and daring Offenders" who 

were still routinely transported as of 1775 - that is, those convicted either of grand larceny or 

"Robbery or other Feloayn - the bill explicitly preserved the option of the hulks, some of 

which might even be established on any "River navigable for Ships of Burthen, or any Port, 

Harbour, or Havenn in England rather than just the Tharnes (pp.3 12-13). However it was 

clearly intended that any such case would be the exception rather than the rule because, 

although the bill did not require that al1 transportable convicts be sentenced to the new 

Houses of Labour, it did require that each district provide suficient space in its House (or 

Houses) to accommodate three times as many offenders as it had on average annually 

transported (pp.301 & 3 10- 1). There could be no minaking the long-term intention of the 

legislation . 

The second potential area of coatroversy addressed by the Hard Labour bill was the 

expense that so decisive a change from transportation to penai labour would impose on local 

"51 8 Geo-m. c.62. See also J.H. C. 36 (1 776-78): 926-32, 949. %3 & 967. 

"%e text of the bill is in Commons Papers, 28:291-330 (quote at 293); bracketed referençes in this and the 
foilowing three paragraphs foilow this pagination. S e  ais0 the commentary provideci in the "Observations on 
the Bill to Punish by hprisonment and Hard Labour ...* (28: 33142, esp.336-8). 
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officials. in terms of both their fiscal and social authority. Both the Houses of Correction bill 

and S. 18 of the Hulks Act. by requiring the separahon of ~ s p o ~ b l e  From petty offenders, 

had potentially imposed substantial costs on local officials by obliging them either 

substantially to revise or entirely to rebuild their Houses of Correction. The Hard Labour bill 

sought to rninimîze this imposition by creating an aggregative system which treated each 

English circuit as a separate district, London and Middlesex as one each, and the two Welsh 

circuits as a ninth (pp.340-1). The costs of the construction and administration of each 

district House were to be borne by the constituent counties according to their relative 

proportion of the offenders confined there (pp.293-6). At the same time, the principle of 

local authority was to be upheld by placing each district under the supervision of county 

magistrates, representation being apportioned according to a set mle (p.297). The conduct of 

each House was to be supervised and enforced by a system of Visitors who would be 

empowered to discipline the officers of the Houses for any rnisconduct, as well as to 

recommend for reduced sentence or pardon those prisoners whose behaviour rnight seem "so 

rneritorious as to deserve to be rewarded . . . " @p. 3 19-20 & 329-33). 

However, although the architects of the Hard Labour bill sought to maintain a 

structure of local authority, there was no disguising the extent to which it was a centralizing 

measure in effect. No matter how reasonably it sought to apportion the costs and 

responsibilities involved in building and administering these new Houses, it nevertheless 

irnposed on local authorities both the initial cost of building and the subsequent costs of 

ruming them. In the fht instance, the internai regimen which it prescnbed for these locdly 

administered Houses vastly exceeded the absolutely minimal standards of conduct required by 

the three Acts of 1773 and 1774. From the point of view of physical structure, the bill 

required that the Houses be built in a healthy location, provided with airing yards in which 
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the prisoners might take exercise, and that they include a sufficient number of cells to enable 

both the separation of prisoners at night and the minimum levei of associated labour during 

the day (pp.299-300, 315 & 319). The prisoners were to be kept 'to Labour of the hardest 

and most servile Kind, " fed on "inferior food, and Water, or Small Beer, " and clothed in a 

manner "as weli to humiliate the Wearers as to facilitate Discovery in case of Escapes . . . ' 

(pp.314-6). They were also to be classified according to a three-fold system in which they 

would be subjected to declining gradations of barsimess of both the labour they engaged in 

and the conditions under which they did so. Particularly well-adjusted members of the Third 

Class might be given duties as overseers or assistants (pp.3 17-8). Offenders against the 

intemal regime of the House of Labour were "to be moderately whipped, in Proportion to 

the Nature of the offence," or confined to the dungeon on a diet of bread and water for a 

maximum of ten days. Harsher penalties could be prescribed ody by Visitors and District 

supervisors (pp.32 1-2). Fust attempts at escape were punished by an addition of three years 

to the prisoner's sentence; second attempts were deemed felony without benefit of clergy 

(pp. 326-7). 

Such extensive and precise specifications wodd have imposed substantial and regular 

costs on the localities which they served. The day-to-day ninning of each House was to be in 

the care of a number of salariai officials, the costs of whose employment would arise, the 

bill noted hopefidiy, "totally, if possible, or at least in great Measure, .. . from the Profits of 

the Work" done by the prisoners (pp.306-7). Finally, having imposed such potentially large 

costs on the localities, the bill reserved the final apportionment of each county, tom or 

division's share of them to the circuit judges (p.308), a means of proceeding whkh might 

well have been highly objectionable to local officials smving to control the levels of their 

own rates. Many localities had transported relatively few offenders to begin with. Perhaps 
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some others, were already able either to send such offenders to the hulks or 

in their own local pend institutions without substantial difficulty. Local 

a position must have viewed the extensive obligations imposed by the Hard 

they , as well as 

to confine them 

officiais in such 

Labour bill with particular scepticism, if not outright hostility. 

They might also have suspected that it was king thnist on them in an indirect. even 

conniving fashion. In retrospect the Cornmom report that sanctioned the renewal of the 

Huks Act seems also to have been intended to pave the way for the Hard Labour bu, even 

though no mention of it is made in the Cornmittee's recommendations. In his testirnony John 

Howard had wted that, in a full tour of the kingdom during the 1st two years, he had not 

found a single place where Houses of Correction were k ing  prepared to receive 

transportable offenden as the Hulks Act had required. If m e ,  this was a clear indication of 

local reluctance to engage in expensive institutionai ventures. 

The Cornmittee also noted, on the bais of those retunis of such offenders that had 

been coiiected the year before, that the h u k  oniy took on about half of the healthy male 

offenders they might have b e n  expected to house given the number of offenders traqmrted 

h m  Engiand between 1769 and 1776."' Significantly, it did not suggest one obvious 

solution: simply extendhg the hulks establishment from two to three or four ships in order to 

make up the ciifference. Nor did it invoke, or even seek to obtain, the more pertinent 

information as to how many healthy transportable men there were now in the kingdom who 

had not ben  taken on board the h W .  (They might weli have expected there to be less, 

given both the widespread admission of pardoned felons into the military services and the 
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widely known connection between war and declinuig crime le~els."~) Nonetheless, having 

been read twice and committed within three days of its introduction, the Hard Labour bill - 

like its forebear, the Houses of Correction bill - died with the se~sion."~ 

This time however there were signifiant differences from the legislative pattern of 

1776. Whereas Eden clearly had never intended that the Houses of Correction bill should 

pass into law, he initially intended that the Hard Labour bill shouid. Eden himself was not 

there to oversee its passage. He had left for Amenca in April as a member of the abortive 

Carlisle peace commission, pursuing wider political ambitions than might be served by a 

career confined to pend legislation. But he had not neglected the Hard Labour bill. Once 

again he had drafted the maure  in close consultation with Blackstone and Ashhura. I2O He 

had also produced a long lia of the MPs whom he thought should sponsor the biil - including 

not only Bunbury and his associates but also Burke, Sir William Meredith, and the Recorder 

of London - as weii as an implicit plea to North himself once again personally to lead the 

measure in the Commcrns: 

1 beg that you will bestow a senous perusal on my Reface to the draught of 
the Convict Bill, for 1 am proud of it, and am at least sure that the subject on which 

"'In fact John Howard's surveys revealed a total of only 994 felons in all English and Welsh prisons in 
1776 - not al1 of whom would ultimately have been subject to transportation - and, in 1779, no more than t a  
prisoners of all classes in each of 130 prisons (quoted in O'Brien, FoUIZdQtion of Auîrralia, 89). On the 
admission of convicts into the services see S.R.Conway, "The Recruitment of Criminals into the British Anny, 
1775-81," Buflefin of the Irrsrit~e of Hkforical Research 58 (1985): 48-50. For contemporary perceptions of the 
relationship between war and crime-levels, see Seattie, CRme and rhe C o m s ,  225-34; and D-Hay, "War, 
Dearth and Theft in the Eighteenth Century: The Record of the English Courts," Past and Presen~ ao.95 
(1982): 156-8. 

F. ~tevens 's Facsimiles of Manuscripts in Ewopewt Archives Relaring ro Amenca. 1 773- 1 783 (1 889-98), 
4:369 & 398. He also corresponded with Jeremy Bentham, who confirms that "the 12 Judges had a hand in the 
bill." and who later claimed that "about the half of my suggestions" were incorporated into it, "but 1 would give 
you a good while to guess which they were" (Bentham Correspondence, 3:211; see dso 2: 1234). For 
Bentham's role in the Eden legisiation, see J-Sernple, Bentham's Prison: A Study of t k  Panopficon Penilemiary 
(Oxford, 1993)- ch.3. 



treats deserves & indeed m u s  engage your L* best and most serious attention. . . . 
There should wely  be a private meeting upon the Bills with the 

Attorney and Solicitor General on Sunday evening, that we might settle what to admit 
and what to refuse.''' 

Eden had clearly put at least as much effort and thought into both the fom of this bill and 

the means of securing its passage as he had the Hulks Act two years before. 

In the event however, North stood aloof h'om any direct involvement other than the 

renewal of the Huiks Act, and even here the acnial lead was left to Bunbury. In piut this may 

have been a consequence of the King's discovery of "a scheme of wanting to tnck me into a 

pension for life for Mr Eden," as well as Eden's rather undignified pursuit of Rivy 

Councillor status as a member of the Carlisle Commission, the granting of which the King 

felt "would give offence to many and be of no utility, [as] parade is not the object of the 

[peacel mission but business. "'* North may weli have been reluctant to be too closely 

associateci with any potentially controversial project of Eden's. On the ministry side, only Sir 

Richard Sutton and Eden's brother-in-law Gilbert Elliot were explicitly involveci in the Hard 

Labour bill, and both were inconstant ministry-supporters at best? 

More importantly, North was probably dissuaded by the temper of the initial debates 

over the renewal of the Hulks Act. These indicated that hard labour remained deeply . 

objectionable in p ~ c i p l e  to some MPs and that the expectation of an ultimate renewal of 

transportation, far from dissipating after two yean' experience of the hulks, had c o n ~ u e d  

unabated. And many of those objecting to the huiks, including Burke and Meredith, were 

' * ' ~ d d  M S  34416 f. 1%; and Add MS 61 863 f.59 (emphasis in original). The fonner. Eden's list of 
proposed sponsors for the Hard Labour bill, indicates tbat he wanted the motion for the biii to be made by 
North and seconded by the Solicitor General. Its placement in the Auckland Papers incomtly  implies that it 
dates from December 1778. 

'"~dd MS 38564 f. 1 ; and Con. George III. no.2201. See ais0 H.M.C., Knox MSS, 266-7. 
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arnongst those whose sponsonhip Eden had hoped to have for his more ambitious Hard 

Labour bill.'" On the eve of his departure for Amenca, Eden appears to have known that 

North was now pulling the plug on the bili. In a letter to Jeremy Bentham written only four 

days after the preliminary debate in the Commons, Eden stated that it was no longer 

proposai to cars, it . .. in the present Session unless it should be found absolutely 
necessary; but the public Observation will be drawn to it by some essential Enquiries 
that will be made in the House of Comons; and the Result of the whole with the Bill 
will be printed and circulated for consideration d u ~ g  the ~ecess. 

No such absolute necessity ernerged and, in the end, the bill made it no further than a 

cornmittee stage chaired, not by North, but by Popham. Like the Houses of Correction bill, 

the Hard Labour bill was introduced only in order to be p ~ t e d  for purposes of circulation 

and discussion. '26 

(4) The Penitentiary Act, 1779 

If Eden and his ailies had hoped that the ultirnate result would be the disgrace of the 

hulks and a nation-wide acceptance of pend labour as the only aitemative to transportation, 

they were to be disappointed in the following session. They sought to bring the same tactics 

to bear as had b e n  used in 1776 and attempted in 1778. The Cornmittee report which was to 

set the new legislation in motion was not made until 1 A p d ,  by which time it could be 

hoped that a declining Commons population, or at least the need to replace a Hulks Act 

scheduled to expire on 1 June, might ease the passage of potentially controversial legislation. 

'**Parliamnrary Hisrory 19 (1 777-78): 970- 1 ; and Add MS 34416 f. 194. 

l X 3 . ~ .  C. 36 (1 776-78): 977. A letter written by Blackstone to Alexander Popham, now an ally of Bunbury, 
explicitly notes North's failure to move the Hard Labour bill foiIowing the Cornmittee's report on 15 April. 
"D]ndd," he added, "1 have seen so much Tergiversation in the professed Patron of this M a u r e  [ie.Lord 
North], that 1 am quite sick of it; and should not k surprised if it be made a Excuse for .-. at length ... intirely 
dropping it . . . " (British Library, RP 2070). 
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A letter to Eden from Gilbert Elliot indicates that, at this time, their plan was to introduce an 

only slightiy amended version of the Hard Labour bill. It also indicates Elliot's concems 

about the objections to cons tbat the masure would arouse amongn Local authorities. Elliot 

recommended that they should perhaps resmct themselves to only one House of Labour for 

each district, which would be enough to meet the immediate pressure of numbers on local 

Houses of Correction without arousing undue opposition to a full-blown establishment: "One 

is certainly enough for an Experiment, and an experiment should certainly be made before 

any general plan of nich expense and importance ou@ to be adopted. "ln Letten to Eden 

from Sir William Blackstone M e r  indicate that the latter had been at work on a revision of 

the Hard Labour bill during Eden's absence in America. 

They also indicate that Lord North continued to withhold his active participation from 

the measure. "1 know your own promptitude on [this] subject," said Blackstone; "1 also h o w  

the Vis Inenia of Him who is the primwn Mobile, or rather Immobile, in these matters. "lu 

Matters were M e r  cornplicated by the omet of North's longest crisis of confidence durhg 

his twelve-year ministry . This crisis was triggered by the Earl of Suffoik's death in March 

1779, which was followed by an eight-month period during which North failed to summon 

up the nerve to pick his successor and thereby risk ai iena~g large blocks of opinion within 

the Commons at a time when the psychological downhnn following Saratoga and the entry of 

France into the war had revived the full hostility of opposition. To rnake matfers worse, 

' " ~ d d  MS 34416 ff.301-3 (empùasis in original). This letter is extnmely informative on many counts. 
indicates that Elliot and Eden intended to emphasize the large number of convicts in order to secure ody a 
concession for purposes of experiment- It is also intereshg for m o t ' s  exteoded cornments on - and 
reservations about - the nature and purposes of hard labour as the bill intended to apply it. 

I2'~dd MS 34416 f.256 (emphases in orimnaf); see also ff.147 & 27, the latter of which indicated that 

It 
s d  

"The 
comted Draught of the Hard Labour Bill" was now available "for the Inspection of such Members as might 
chuse to interest themselves in the Fate of it ...." 



Eden himself figured targely in these difficulties. The distaste which he had already aroused 

in the King was now cornpounded, fm, by his open association with opposition in the 

particularly offensive fom of the Shelbunie circle and, second and even more dmgerously, 

by his various manoeuvres to secure the vacant Northem Secretïqship for either himself or 

his long-time d y  in the ministry, Attorney General Alexander ~edderburn.'" The 

political circumstances of the 1779 session therefore formeci a highly inauspicious 

environment in which to introduce any potentially controversial pend measures. 

In fact, even before it could be introduced, the Hard Labour bill was de& a decisive 

blow by a Commons cornmittee report of 1 April 1779. The Cornmittee's condemnation of 

the system of hard labour prevaiiing under the Acts of 1776 and 1778 might have been 

expected, and even hoped for, by supporters of the Hard Labour bill. But the Committee 

went on to advocate a resumption of the transportation "of certain Convicts .. . to any other 

Part of the Globe [than Amenca] that may be found expedient." This Committee had been 

struck in order to consider the retums of convicted felons impnsoned in the gaois and 

Houses of Correction of the metroplis and the Home Circuit which had been ordered by the 

Commons in both the 1778 and 1779 sessions. in February 1779 its terms of reference were 

expanded to consider the 1778 Cornmoos report on the h u k  aod imprisonment, the renewed 

Hulks Act of that same year, and the laws relating to transportation in general.'M The 

debates which accompanied this expansion mongly suggest that its conclusions were prew 

'Vor r -  George III. no.2555; H-Buttefield, George III. Lord North. and the People. 177980 (New York, 
1968; orig-ed. 1949), 26-41 ; A.S.Brown, "William Eden and the Amencan Revohtion." (Ph-D. thesis, U. of 
Michigan, 1953)- ch.6; Communs 1754PO, 2:377 & 3:620; A.Vaientine, Lord North (Norman, OK, 1967). 
2: 74- 155 passim; and P.D.G.Thomas, Lord Norrh (1 976)- 1 15-7 & 120-1. 

'Nf.H.CI 36 (1776-78): 986; and 1.fi.C. 37 (1778-80): 53, 71, 97, 125 & 306-14 (quote at 314). 
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much foregone in the mind of its chairman, Sir Charles Bunburyi3' The long-standing 

ideas of the West Indies or Africa as destinations were reiterated in the Cornmittee's 

investigations, supplemented now by both Gibraltar and by Sir Joseph Banks's suggestion of 

an obscure antipodean destination caiied Botany Bay.i32 

Few historians of the subsequent Penitentiary Act have emphasized, or even noted, 

that it actually had three purposes, the fbst of which was to re-assert the place of 

transporiaaon in the English a m y  of penai practices. This fundamental shift in attitude - 

from an exclusive orientation toward hard labour to the reintegration of transportation - can 

be followed in the changing preambles to the three successive versions of the bill. in the 

first, as in the Hard Labour bill of 1778, aaosportation was describeci as having 

become inconvenient, and frequently impracticable; and . . . [having] at ail Times been 
found insuffifient, both for the Reformation of Criminals, and also for the deterring 
others by Their Example: 

In the second bill it was "now become impracticable" and, finally, in the third it was merely 

"attended with many Dificulties."'" Each alteration can be read as a enhanced stage of 

optimism about and determination on the ultimate resumption of traosportation, proceeding 

from outright condemnation of it as a pend practice back to implicit acknowledgment of its 

inherent desirabüity. The very first provision of the Penitentiary Act was that, henceforth, 

those offenders formerly sentenced to be transported to Amerka could be sentenced to "be 

'3'~arliumenxaty Regisfer 177480, 10:233-4. Alter reading the tatest version of the Hard Labour bill, Sir 
John Fielding also told Eden that he thought "it wodd be better to have a farther trial of 2 Years of the last 
Lighter Bill with .. . before it be taken up in the Extent your Bill proposes," and rhat "1 hope you wu still keep 
Transportalion in your [Eyesl for some of the most atrociaus Offmders" (Add MS 34413 ff.20-1; this letter is 
placed with letters for 1776 in the Auckland Fapers, but its content dates it to 1779). 

133The text of the three versions of the bill is in Commons Papen, 29: 171-204, 2 0 5 4  & 241-82 (quotes at 
171, 205 & 241). 
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msported to any parts beyond the seas, whether the same shall be siniateci in America. or 

elsewheren in the same marner and for the same term. 

The essential substance of the Penitentiary Act was largely the work of Sir William 

Blackstone who, after hearing of the Cornmittee's resolutions, set about transforming the 

Hard Labour into the "Penitentiaries" bill over the course of the two weeks between 19 April 

1779 and Bunbury's presentation of it to the Commons on May 5th. In a letter written on the 

former date, Blackstone sketched out for Eden the three principles of revision which he 

would follow. The fint was the resumption of transportation. The second was the 

establishment of two Hard Labour Houses to be erected somewhere in Middlesex, Surrey, 

Kent or Essex, one to hold 600 men and the other 300 women. Blackstone emphasized that 

these were to be national institutions, the spaces in them to be allotted to convicts of the 

English circuits according to a h e d  proportion. And the third was the retention of the hulks 

option for the worst classes of offenden, as the Hard Labou~ bill had originally contemplated 

and as rnight be necessitated by both the delay in finding a new destination to which to 

transport convicts and the perhaps more Limited sale on which it might have to be cmied 

on. Most importantly for future developments, Blackstone aiso noted that, in the absence of 

the full-scale Houses of Hard Labour establishment which he and Eden had originally 

contemplated, many lesser offenders "mut  be sent to the Houses of Correction in each 

County, which Houses the Justices m u a  be compeiled to enlarge and render 

' " ~ d d  M S  34416 ff.322-3. The timing of Blackstone's r e M  and the criticai role of "an ingenious Report 
. . . made by a select Cornmittee," is c o h e d  in his last lettex to Eden on the subject (Add MS 34416 ff.341- 
2). It was in another letter to Eden that Blackstone coined the tenn "Pwitentiary," describing the Houses he 
conrempiated as 

[experilmental Houses of Confinement & Labour; which 1 would [*hl to ciil Peni~emiury Houses, as 



Most of the new Act was given over to describing the interna1 regime of the two 

" Penitentiary Housesn that would be built. These provisions were largely lifted intact from 

the Hard Labour bill. Yet we should not allow the extensive detail of the Penitentiary Act to 

obscure the fact that it specifically contemplated the use of the two houses for only a small 

proportion of English convicts. Moreover the scrupulousness with which it docated a set 

number of places to di English and Welsh circuits ensurecl that it would indeed have been an 

experiment only, rather than a substantiai application of an elaborate phiosophy of hard 

labour to that number of capital convicts who were already wbject to sentences of 

imptisonment, much less the vastly increased number that wouid be &r the end of the 

war. 

Finally . even before the Act's passage, Blackstone hirnself affirmed that the two 

institutions it contemplated would never be reaiïzed unless the centrai government shouldered 

their costs entirely: "this Expriment, being national, mua be carried into Execution (if at 

dl) under the immediate Direction of Goveniment." The Act therefore required that 

governent foot the initial expense of e r e c ~ g  the buildings, and that any costs which could 

not be recouped by the labour conducted within the Penitentiary Houses must be covered by 

parliament (ss. 14 & 64). Blackstone took it for granted that it would be some Mie  befme so 

detailed a regime codd be expected to be apptied in a l l  English prisons. But he also believed 

well to intimate the [hop j of Reformation wùich may be indulged from thei. Esbblish[ment J as to 
distinguish them more effectually in cornnion Speech [Crom the] provincial Houses of Correction 

(Add MS 34416 f.328 [emphases in original; the margin of this letter is obscuredl). 

'%e Act specified a yeafly maximum of 32 convicts from London. 72 h m  Middlesex, 32 h m  the Home 
Circuits, 24 a c h  from the Oxford and Western Circuits, 20 each h m  the Midand and Norfok Circuits, 16 
from the Northem Circuits, and 4 from the cornbined Welsh and Chester sessions (s.25). These were the figures 
oripinally contemplated by Blackstone, except that he had not included any hm the Welsh and Chester 
sessions; these were added to the bill at the cornmittee stage (Add MS 34416 ff.322-3; and C o m m o ~ ~  Papen, 
29:2 1 8-9 & 258). 
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that the same parsimony which made local officials unwilling to build Houses of Labour in 

accordance with cenaally determined standards might ultimately motivate them to find some 

useful fashioo in which to employ those convicts who must inevitably be imprisoned in their 

Houses of Correction. "As for the Emplayment of the convicts [in Houses of Correction], it 

must be left to the Direction of the County Magistrates. If they do no Work, their expenses 

will fall the heavier on such Counties as neglect to employ them. "ln So perhaps Blackstone 

anticipated that the Penitentiary Act rnight indirectiy motivate local officials to adopt the 

essentials of the Hard Labour bill without the central govemment overtly, and offensively, 

requiring them to do so. For this reason, too, govemment must ensure the success of this 

experimental venture. 

The conviction that this was an insufficient measure seems to have animateci the man 

who had, in effect, risen fiom the role of Eden's ally to that of a principal instigator in the 

events of 1779. This was Sir Charles Bunbury , who had chaired the Commons comrnittee 

which enunciated the return to aansportation for the moa serious offenders. Eden had 

appreciated the mength of sentiment behind a resumption of transportation from the 

beginning, and had always proceeded cautiously in his ultimate ambition of substituting hard 

labour for it in the case of the worst classes of convicts. Like the experienced circuit judge 

Blackstone. caution was his watchword. "The Matter," he had told Jeremy Bentham, once 

opposition to the Hard Labour biii of 1778 had becorne apparent, "is too complex to be 

brought to any degree of Perfection except by contiaued Attention and repeated 

Alterations "13' Confionted with objections to the pincipie of a pend philosophy 

' " ~ d d  MS 3441 6 ff.322-3 (emphases in origioal). 

i 3 8 & n ~ ~  Cmresponuènce. 2 :9 1 . 
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exclusively focused on hard labour, as well as to the cos& which its institutionalkation posed 

to local authorities, Eden and Blackstone had chosen to preserve in a prisMe form the ideal 

of their Hard Labour regime at the cost of the national scale which they had intended for it. 

In direct contrast, Bunbury and his followers sought to maximize the scde on which a 

reformed, hard labour regime could be imposed. In March 1779, even before their 

Cornmittee reaffirmed traqortation and prompted Blackstone's redrafi of the Hard Labour 

bill, they had introduced and brought to cornmittee stage their own separate bill to achieve 

general measures of reform and hard labour in all  places of criminal confinement throughout 

England and Wale~."~ This intention was made clear in its preamble, which declared that 

"the Health, Cleanliness, and proper Separation and Regulation of Risoners confined in the 

public Gaols and Houses of Comection are great Objects of National Humanity, as well as of 

sound general Policy . . . . "la It sought to acliieve these aims by requiring local magistrates 

to ensure that the standards of health and cleanliness required by the Acts of 1773-4, as well 

as the physical requirements of separating classes of offenders which had been irnplicit in the 

H u k  Acts, were now actively enforced by a system of quarterly inspections by local 

magistrates and upheld by the imposition of fines for delinquencies. Its tactics were 

reminiscent of those which Men and Blackstone had attempted in the Hard Labour bill; 

uniform pend standards in locaiiy-based institutions were to be maintained through a local 

structure of authority . 

Yet it also persistai in the critical fading of the Hard Labour bill: the inability to do 

this without simultaneously imposing burdens of both duty and c o s  on those local officials. 

' m e  three draft versions of this biU are in Commons Papen, 29:75-82, 83-94 & 95- 1 O8 (preambles at 75, 
83 & 95). 



Unlike Eden and Blackstone however, Bunbury and his allies were not deterred by this 

problem. Indeed they sought even fwther to intrude a measure of direct central supervision 

in ail English prisons by requiring the submission to the House of Commons of annual 

returns of the prisoners kept there and the cost of thei. upkeep. Moreover, once the vast 

sa le  of Blackstone's reduction of the Hard Labour scheme into the Penitentiary bill became 

apparent to them at the end of April, the Bunbury group acmally sought to enhance the 

standards to which local gaol regimes would be held by m e r  requiring that these annual 

reports specif) the sort of labour to which prisoners were being Finally, and moa 

ambitiously and cunningly, they eliminated in the third and Final draft of the Penitentiary bill 

itself the phrase which explicitly stated that the new Penitentiary Houses " s h a l l  be wholly 

distinct and separate from the Common Gao1 or Gaols, and from ail Workhouses, or Houses 

of Correction. . . . and from al1 Houes of Indu-, Hospitais, Workhouses, and Almshouses 

. . . . " ['* The effect of this, if their Frisons Regulation bill had become law, would have been 

to imply that the regime detailed in the Penitentiary Act was the amdard by which all such 

local prison regimes would be judged. Bunbury's cornmittee also inserted into the 

Penitentiary bill a clause requiring the regular inspection of the Penitentiary Houses by 

counq magistrates, further enhancing the congruence between the two measures. '43 

The Bunbury group's aiterations to the Penitentiary bill and their Prisons Regulation 

bill tnight together have antagonized local interests, thereby jeoparnizing the realization of 

any measure of hard labour at ail. They so offended and alarmeci Blackstme - expressing 

Conznwrzs Papen. 29: 88-90 & 100-2. 

1 4 L ~ ~ ~ n s  Papen, 29:245. The poteritid implications which this designation had for poor policy are too 

extensive to be gone into here. 
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ambitions which. he said, were so "totally repugnant to a l l  the Ideas which I have so long 

been forming on the Subjectn - that he declared to Eden that he was now "totally abandoning 

[the Penitentiary bill] at present, and perhaps forever. "Iu The indirect tactics employed by 

Bunbury and his allies in seeking to move beyond the carefblly circumscribed intentions of 

Hard Labour's principal architects probably also account for the reservations demonmated in 

the House of Lords, first by calling for all its members so late in the session, and then by 

debating and putting off the Penitentiary bill until the Commons had quelled the Bunbury 

group's national measure. The Lords let the Penitentiary bill go forward only after it became 

apparent that the latter was now only to be printed for circulation during the recess.'45 

The Lords' hands would, in fact, have been tied. The Penitentiary Act had to take 

over from the Hulks Act on 1 July. Indeed both the final one-month extension of the Hulks 

Act, and the Penitentiary Act which replaced it, received the Royal Assent only on the 

respective days before they took effect. Blackstone's carefully re-drafted measures had so 

nearly come to grief at the hands of Bunbury's impetuousness that Blackstone attributed the 

near disaster in part to the danger of leaving the passage of complex and combative 

legislation to the last minute. He vowed "never again [to] concern myself in a Measure of 

this Kind, unless it be taken up before Christmas; when Gentleman's Heads are cool & 

nothing else interferes with the Business. " '" For now, Blackstone might have consoled 

himself with the knowledge that his carefully circumscribed measure of productive penal 

labour was safely passed into law. He could look forward to a time - surely not far off - 

'45J.H.C. 37 (1778-80): 413, 4234, 432,437, 443 & 445-6; and I.H.L. 35 (1776-79): 750-1, 766, 769, 
773, 779, 783, 787, 790, 791-2, 794 & 795. 

9 9  Geo.lII, c.54. See also I.  H. C. 37 (1 778-80): 428 & 458; and Add MS 34416 ff.341-2. 
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when his Penitentiary Houses would be built and their example might serve as a mode1 to 

encourage the spread of their system ihroughout the country. 

* * * * Y  

William Eden largely fades from the narrative of bot. English politics and penal 

refonn after 1779. The King continued to oppose his elevation to the K v y  Council "as a 

wanton increase of the English Privy Council and l o w e ~ g  its dignity . . . . "'" Eden 

reconciled with Nonh in tirne for the latter's Coalition with Fox in 1783, only to abandon 

him for Pitt soon after. His role in negotiating the Commercial Treaty of 1786 bnefly gave 

him a new status in the political world, but that status was short-lived. D u h g  his last 

twenty-five years, Eden's political life acquired an odd, phantasmic quality. On at least four 

occasions he was rumoured for the Home or Foreign Secretaryships, only again to lapse into 

the political background."' In the end, Lord Auckland (as Eden became in 1793) rose no 

higher than President of the Board of Trade in the short-lived "Talentsn ministry, and his 

declining years were to be saddened by the sensational suicide of his eldest son in 18 1 0 . ' ~ ~  

Eden's work of the 1770s was his most enduring legacy. Jeremy Bentham, who 

prided himself on a belief that he had oever cornpromisecl a principle in order to satisQ 

political niceties, condemned him for distorting the p ~ c i p l e s  of Hard Labour legislation in 

1 write from system: and it is the fashion to hate systems. 
insmict: [Eden] writes secure of plûasing. He swims with 

1 labour to leam and to 
the current: my sauggle is 

'*'~dd MS 38564 f.25. Stx also Con. George III, 1105.3 138-9. 

lu The Polirical Memoranda of Francis. F$h Duke of leeds, ed. O .Browning, Cmakn Society, 2nd set.. 35 
( 1884): 148; Later Cow. George III, no.528 ni 1 ; Auckland Correspondence, 2:388 & 5 10; The Diary and 
Conespondence of Charles Abbor. Lord Colchesrer. Speaker of rhe House of Gommons I&Z-Z8Z 7, ed. 
Colchester (1 861). 1 5 5 ;  and Malmesbury Diaries, 4:34, 

'49Commons 1 754-P0, 2 :3 75-9; and Commoni~ 1 751i0l8ZO, 3: 662-664. 



to tuni it. . . . He is one of the ornaments of the court. I have long sequestered myseif 
fiom the face of men, in the fond hope that 1 might one &y do them service.'50 

But Bentham clearly rornanticized their respective positions in a way that was ody possible 

for someone who had not experienced the limitations and complexities involved in i n s h t u ~ g  

controversial administrative reform during the late eighteenth-century. Wiuiam Eden was not 

only an innovative p e d  thinker; he was also a shrewd and ambitious politiciao. He was 

committed to realizing the principle of hard labour as a pend practice in some 

institutionalized form, and perhaps even looked forward to a day when it might altogether 

suppiant transportation as the sole secoodary punishment for violent property offenders. 

But Eden also recognized the limitations that circumstances imposed on him. A broad 

commitment to transportation as the secondary punishment of choice for even the worst 

classes of capital offenden persisted throughout the years in which Eden sought to impiement 

Hard Labour. Nor couid so large and expensive a scheme as a national network of Hard 

Labour institutions be simply imposed on either the time of local officials or the pocket- 

books of the rate-payers whom they served. We do the creators of the huiks system and the 

Penitentias, Act the most justice when we view those measures, not simply as imperfat 

realUations of an abstract commitment to hard labour as a secondary perd  option, but also 

as the best that could be achieved given both the pend desires and the institutional pressures 

that militated against its full reaiization. In fact, it was to be a long time before another 

explicitly reform-rninded politician or group of politicians would enjoy as much niccess as 

had William Eden during the late 1770s. 

'quoted in Semple, Bentham 3 Prison, 59. Bentham, too, wouid Ieam these same lessons, but far more 
painfully and incornpletely (see BenfAam's Prison, passim; and the discussion below, Chapter 5, part m[3]). 
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III. ConcIusion: The Situation in 1782 

Long before 1760, English ministen, legislators and local authonties had recognized 

the necessity for some practical alternative to the death penalty with which to punish the vast 

array of crimes to which that punishment might be applied. However, secondary punishments 

by no means constituted a coherent or unified category. Some convicted offenden, such as 

those convicted of property crimes accompanied by violence or the threat of violence, were 

thought best traosported if not executed. But by the 1760s, rather than being dispatched to 

Arnenca, those convicted of less serious offenses againn property were often punished by 

terms of imprisonment. The deciine in the overail proportion of convicts king transported 

should not be read as a declining preference for the practice as a whole, but only with 

respect to punishing offenders of this latter category. The desire to c o n ~ u e  to transport the 

most serious classes of capital offenden explains both the difficulty which Eden and 

Blackstone encountered in attempting to implement their Hard Labour alternative, and the 

speed with which transportation was re-embraced (if not carried out) afkr king reinstated by 

the Commons Cornmittee of 1779. 

Rie Iyach-pin of these two pend practices after 1775 was the hulks. The absence of 

the transportation option explained the adherence of many authonties to the huiks; the 

renewed promise of it after 1779 helps to explain the turning away from them mon after. 

The attraction of the hulks stemmed less kom their status as an experiment in perd labour 

and more from their reûibutive severity and expected deterrent character."' Unfortunately, 

the huiks did not seem to hold the dangerous offenders confined to them with any reliable 

'"AS early as 1770 one MP had suggested that parliament "institute public works. and have the criminals 
confmed to thern, as permanent examples" (Cavendish Debares, 2: 13). He may aiso have been recalling the 
Dockyards Labour bill of I7X, for wùich see Beattie, Crime and the Courts, 522-3. 



degree of security. The Genrfemrui f M a g e n e  reported no fewer than four uprisings during 

the first two yean of the system and a total of about sixty escaped c o ~ v i c t s . ~ ~ ~  The 

situation on board the h u b  subsequently improved, but it seems likely that the failure of the 

Cornmous Committees of 1778 and 1779 to condemn them stemmed Iess from any inherent 

value placed on the system as a pend practice and more fiom an understanding that, in the 

eyes of many. they provided the only acceptable face of hard labour as a punishment in place 

of transportation - at least until genuine Hard Labour institutions could be established which 

might then c o h  or disprove the credibiiity of that pend philosophy in even the worst 

cases. 

With the passage of the Penitentiary Act, many observers must have felt that the 

usefulness of the h u k  was almost at an end. The average population on board Duncan 

Campbell's two-ship establishment at Wmlwich dropped h m  about 500 in 1779 and 1780, 

to 410 in 1781, and then 270 in 1782. By 1783 there were only about 200 convicîs d l 1  on 

TABLE 3.3 
The Huks, 1778- 1783 

Y ear Avg-Sick Dead Escaped Pardone& Avg . Pop. 
Discharged 

1778 17.6 133 27 37 
1779 19.3 96 10 89 
1780 15.1 27 3 I l l  
1781 17.2 29 3 235 
1782 18 89 4 185 
1783 - 2 - 7 1 

SOURCES: T 11539 ff.255-3 10; T 11548 ff.246-311; T 11558 fi. 184-207 & 2 0 9 4 ;  
T 11564 ff.304-5 1 ; T 11578 ff.282-3 15; T 11594 ff. 15-20; & T 1/594 
ff.203-6, 347-50 & 353-56. 

"'GM 46 (1 776): 480 & 528; and GM 48 (1 778): 2û4 & 494. 
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board the hulks. The vast proportion of those convicts who left the huiks during these Yeats 

did so by pardon or some other fom of discharge, and the rate at which they were being 

replaced by further removals from local gaols was clearly slo~ing."~ Both judges and local 

authorities rnust have feit that the usefulness of the hulks as a p a l  venture was coming to 

an end. Perhaps they were looking forward to a resumption of aansportation and to the 

construction of the male Penitentiary House. 

Many observers now took it fol granted that, by failing to distinguish sufficiently 

between the irredeemable and the reclaimable, the hulks senmi only to ensure that the 

former compted the latter beyond hope of redemption. Horace Walpole probably spoke for 

many when he characterized the hulks as "colleges" in which 

undergraduates in villainy commence masters of arts, and at the expidon of their 
shidies issue as mischievous as if they had taken their degrees in law, physic, or 
divinity, at one of our regular universities - but having no profession, nor testimonial 
to their characters, they can get no employment - and therefore live upon the 
public. '" 

Metroplitan authorities, concemed about so large a concentration of dangerous offenden 

king held so close by, might also have felt that the hulks served to concentrate the nation's 

villainy on their doorstep. Sir John Fielding once rernarked to Eden that "1 begin to fear that 

collecting the Rogues of different Counties into one Ship may instead of begetting 

Reformation occasion Friendships and Connexions which should be cemented by their fellow- 

suffering, and make them unite when discharged," presumably to prey on the rich pickings of 

'%I April 1782 Campbell acknowledged that "The Numbers in the Hdks have been lately d e r e d  much 
beIow the usuai Compliment owing chiefly to a great many discharges of Prisoners wtiose time expired within a 
few months pst, " but anticipated that "the present Assizes will no doubt increase them very considerably " (T 
1/578 ff. 15-6). However Treasury minutes of tbe ensuing summer indicate lhat the govenunent was undecideci 
fw some time as to  whether or  not to renew his contract; see W.L.C.L., Shelburne P a p a  162 (17, 24,26 & 
31 luly, & 2 Aug 1782); T 11577 ff.302-3; and HO 3 3 3  (G.Rose to E.Nepan, 3 Aug 1782). 

lM Walpole Correspondence, 25 : 3 1 6. 
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the metropolis rather than to r e m  to their home countie~.'~~ As a pend option in their 

own nght, the huiks therefore appear to have become largely discredited and even to have 

been falling into disuse by the early 1780s. The last mch punishment for Old Bailey convicts 

was ordered in Febniary 1782. The subsequent continuance (and expansion) of the hulks 

stemmed from new and very di fferent circumstances. ls6 

One fuial observation needs to be made about the role of the h u k  during this period. 

They have often been said to have "relieved" the pressure on local gaols of untransporteci 

fe10ns.I~~ Such an assertion does not entirely agree with the facts so far as they c m  be 

ascertained. Certainly. Men made this argument to Burke in advocating the creation of the 

hulks in the fint instance. But the entry-books for the late 1770s do not indicate that any 

letters were received from local officiais who found the numbers of prisoners they were 

forced to incarcerate to be causing undue strain - with the exception of Newgate, where the 

problem of the sheer number of metropolitan fdons mua have been compounded by the 

ongoing reconstniction of Newgate between 1769 and 1783."' As we have seen, the survey 

conducted by the Secretanat in 1776 implied that the immediate number of transportable 

convicts still held in the gaols of the local circuits was rather s d .  Moreover, the attempt of 

one MP to delay passage of the Hulks Act for a year does not suggest that feeling of pressure 

upon institutions which most historians of the tirst huks establishment have invoked. And, 

when they sought to measure the effectiveness of the hulks in "relieving" the gaols, MPs 

'"O'Brien. Foundation of A ~ r a l i a ,  88-98; Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies, 42-4; W .Branch Johnson, Tire 
English Prison Hulks (rev.ed. l97Q), 2-3; Ignatieff, JW Memure of Pain, 80-2; Mackay, Place of file, 13-4; 
and Oldham, Britain 3 Cunvicrs to the Colonies, 33-6 & 48. 

' J 8 S ~  371 12 ff. 197-9; and SP 44/93 pp.300- 1. 
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who sympathized with Hard Labour schemes were careful to buttress their arguments using 

figures for transportees only from before the Revolutionary War. They also conspicuously 

avoided the rather obvious strategy of simply making up the ciifference by extending the hulk 

establishment. No doubt the pardon of nearly one thousand convicts on various conditions of 

military service helped to relieve any pressure that might have corne to b a r  on local gaols. 

But it scarcely seems likely that, if the hulks had existed solely to hiifil so pressing a 

function, they would have been as systematically trimmed back as they were after 1779. The 

principal significance of the h u k  during the Revolutionary War was not theu roie in 

relieving gaols of their individually rather small burdens of untransported convicts, but rather 

as a particularly harsh and degrading - and therefore acceptable - mode of punishing such 

offenders by hard labour. They only became more explicitly a measure of "gaol relief" 

during the very much altered circumstances of the 1780s. 

Imprisonment had clearly become the secondary punishment of choice for less serious 

offenders against property even before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War ended the 

transportation of offenders to America. Many local officials had akeady set about reforming 

the intemal regimes of their gaols, and even altogether rebuilding them. Some of them even 

did so out of explicitly Howardian concems for the physical and spintual health of the 

inmates, as well as for the basic separation of broad classes of offenders for purposes of 

effecting their reformation. Certainly ali  of them must have acted from the recognition that 

the number of convicts whom they could now expect to bave to incarcerate, rather than be 

rid of through either the gaiiows or transportation, was now going to be, and would remain, 

larger than ever before. Despite the activity of William Eden in seelcing to convince minisers 

and MPs of the value of a fuily-realized regime of Hard Labour throughout the nation, the 

latter were unwilling to sanction an institutional bais for such ideals in anythiag other than 
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the limited-scale of two Penitentiary Houses to be built in the vicinity of the capital. 

Most explmations of the ultimate failure to build the Penitentiary Houses emphasize 

indifierence on the part of govenunent and the fractious inactivity of the committee appointed 

to supervise their construction. In fact, although the latter appears to have had some rneasure 

of truth to it, there are strong indications that governent tÜUy intended to proceed with the 

Penitentiary project for at least three years after the Act was passed. The fonnal appointment 

of a new supervising committee in March 1781 was specifically justified on the grounds that 

"no progress has been made by the [former] Supervisors toward carrying into Execution the 

proposition of the said Act." And between Augua 1779 and May 1782, at least seven 

convicts were granted conditional pardons which explicitiy anticipated the construction of the 

Penitentiary Houses. '" 
The authors of the Penitentiary Act were hopeful that its example might at least 

reduce the opposition in many min& to hard labour as the principal, even sole secondary 

pend option. But there were as yet few statutory provisions defining and requiring any 

systern of care for the prisoners held in the rest of the nation's gaols and Houses of 

Correction - which is to Say, the vast proportion of a l l  convicts who would be incarcerated. 

Independent action by MPs in 1773 and 1774 had esîablished minimal requirements for the 

presence of clergymen and of basic standards of cleanhess in county gaols. Sir Charles 

Bunbury and his parliarnentary allies attempted to secure broader masures, first in 1777 and 

then, more boldly , in 1779. Bunbury 's attempts to realize uniform standards of practice 

throughout the nation's prisons, not only in terms of the physical and spirituai condition of 

Is9PC 21126 p. 179; SP 44/94 p.320; SP 44/95 pp.284-5; and SP 44/96 pp. 10, 33 & 208. For the 
supervising cornmittee's work, see O'Brien, FoWtdDtion of Aus~ralia, 105-6; R.H.Condon, "The Refonn of 
English Pnsons, 1773-1 8 16" (Ph.D. thesis, Brown U., 1962). 56-9; and Evans, Fabrication of Yiriue, 121 -3 1. 
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their inmates. but also the intenial labour regimes to which they rnight be set, were blocked 

by the determination of more influentid and pragmatic reformers such as Eden and 

Blackstone, who were prepared to aim the =ale of tùeir ambitions in order to preserve the 

integrity of the Hard Labour principles which they were attempting to institute. 

Ironically, despite the setbacks which Bunbury and his allies faced, the story of the 

fra two decades of pend administration under the Home Department niggest tbat the 

immediate future belonged, not to the Penitentiary project, but to somethiog like the sorts of 

decentralized schemes of uniform practice which they were sniving toward. We should also 

remind ourselves that it was Bunbury who, perhaps to the surprise of his ministerial allies in 

1779, championed the resumption of transportation. Bunbury may already have had in mind, 

and was attempting to realize, that dyaamic interdependence between a reformed prison 

regime and the reliable transportation of the worst classes of convicts (short of death) which 

became the ideal of many reforming magistrates of the 1780s and 17%. 

It was also Bunbury who, in sharp conaast to Blackstone's attempts to make the Hard 

Labour legislation a universally applied and carefuily-scaled fiscal burden for England as a 

whole. reconfirmed the unique status and ne& of the metroplis with respect to punishment. 

Metropolitan observers contuiued to believe that the level of serious crimes against property 

which prevailed there far exceeded any other place in the nation. Ceaainly no other place 

prosecuted nich crimes in the same numbers. in 1779 William Mainwaring, the chaimian of 

the Middlesex magistrates, complained that the Hard Labour legislation put his county to 

great expense in finding places in which to confine those convicts who could not be put on 

board the hulks and also that, until the new Houses which it contemplated were a c W y  



built. the Penitentiary Act would have a similar effect.IM The result, as Mainwaring had 

requested, was the addition of a clause which made available to Middlesex an annual sum of 

up to £300 for those purposes.'61 It may also have prompted the inclusion in the Prisons 

Regulation bill of a physician-inspecter for al1 the gaols of the rnetropolis, to be provided at 

govemment expense. la 

However Bunbury had still to overcome the central weakness in his mode of 

proceeding: fmding some means of ensuring that local officials actually administered their 

prisons in accordance with statutory obligations. But, by holding forth some credible ideal of 

encouraging local officials to reform their gaols for themselves, Bunbury and his allies would 

provide a key rationale by which the centrai govemment felt justifieci in abandonhg the 

ambitions of Eden and Blackstone and, for two decades, resumed that general pattern of 

reaction to imrnediate problems which had broadly characterized the role of the centrai 

government in domestic administration for decades beforehand. What the govemment did not 

anticipate was how difficult the resumption of transportation would prove to be, and how 

broad would be the scale of problems that would result throughout the country. 

'60~reater London R.O.. MJ/SPT/4/4 (my thanlrs to Greg T. Smith for this document). Mainwaring's 
cornplaints suggest that, whether or not the Middlesex bench had altogether abandoned its 1772 determination to 
replace transportation with imprisonmmt, it had made little headway in expanding its overail prison capacity. 

16'19 Geo.iIi, c.74, s.69. This clause first appears in the "Bunbury" tevision of the Penitentiary bili which 
Blackstone found so offensive (see Commonr Papers, 29:278). 

"Cornmum Popcrs, 2990-1 & 102-3. It is also worth noting that the b a l  version of the bili specifidy 
exempted the City of London's gaols, workhouse and hospital from its provisions, save for the physician- 
inspecter (p. 104). This latter clause was almost certainly iastigated by one of Bunbury's allies, Sir Charles 
Whitworth who, in 1 776, had encouraged a physician and gaol-reform advocate named William Smith to make 
regular visits to the gaols of the metroplis to care for the sick, and who now sought to provide Smith with 
some remuneration for his activities. The rnatter had been brought to the attention of government earlier that 
year (T 11 550 ff.434). Subsequent atternpts to legislate compensation for Smith in 1779 and 1781 failed, in the 
fmt instance because the Surrey magistrates claimed that Smith had already been compensated for bis trouble, 
and in the second because the Lords deemd such remuneration to be a local charge and wholly inappropriate, 
both in principle and during a time of fiscal restraint (J.H. C. 37 [1778-801: 868-9; and Pariiunrenfary Regisrer 
1 7&%, 4: 355-8). 



CHAPTER 4 

CENTRE AND PERIPHERY: THE CRISIS OF THE 1780s 

The broad outlines of English pend developments during the 1780s are weli-known to 

historians of criminal justice. The Penitentiary initiative of 1779 was abandoned. After some 

fmitless attempts to resurne transportation to the Americas and a protracted search to find a 

new destination, transportatioo to New South Wales commenced h 1787. Ln the meantirne 

convicts from throughout the nation were codined on board prison hulks unul ships were 

commissioned to transport them. In the metropoiis large-sale exetutions were carried out, 

while a measure to establish a centraliy-hrnded police force was thwarted by the opposition 

of the City of London. Meanwhile the governent continued to believe that its role in these 

matters ought, at best, to be a loosely directive rather than a regdatory one, acMg only 

when circumstances seemed to force it to do so. 

However, this is not to say that the governent made no attempts at innovation, much 

less that there were no coherent perspectives animating such activity as it took on. The first 

part of this chapter argues that, far from being a sudden and reckless initiative, the 

Metroplitan Police bill of 1785 was the logicai outcome of a set of initiatives that had been 

contemplated by ministers since 1782. (Indeed, the assumptions about the nature of 

criminality that underpinneci them cm be found much further back.) More importantly, the 

policing initiatives of the early 1780s were meant to be a credible alternative to the 

peniteatiaries contemplated under the 1779 Act. A major contention of this chapter (and 

much of the next) is that, aithough historians of criminal justice invariably treat pend and 

policing reform as separate Stream, no such clear-cut distinction existed in the min& of 

contemporaries . 

Moreover, although government's role in the physical disposition of the nation's 
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convicts remained an essentially reactive one - as is clear from the haphazard pattern by 

which the h u k  establishment, far from being discontinued, was expanded - that position did 

not stem fiom either a simple unwillingness to act or oumght inhumanity. It also stemmed 

from the need to ensure the preservation of a range of pend options wide enough to meet the 

needs of local officiais who might have widely differing views on how best to punish 

different classes of offenders. The sharpest con- in this respect was that between the 

seventy of aiminal justice in the metropolis on the one hand and the he&-ranging use of 

imprisonment by reform-minded county benches on the other. Pend practices in many other 

areas of the country probably lay somewhere dong the spectnirn dehed by these two 

extremes. In such a situation, reinforced by the amiety that inevitably mounded high ievels 

of criminai convictions, an aggressive lead from the centre was neither possible nor 

politically advisab b . ' 
Nonetheless, outside the realm of legislative change, the scope of government's role 

in the disposition of convicts was being expanded by pressures whose full scale had not been 

anticipated and which couid not be ignored. The problem of the metropolis came first, as 

had long ben  the case. Ministers (as well as many MPs) were convhced that, by 

cornparison with the rest of the country, the problems of crime and punishment in London 

continued to be unique in wms bottz of their scope and the immediacy of the threat posed by 

them. By the mid- 1780s however, the crisis of convict aumbers in gaois throughout the 

country had become the first chronic problem of domestic administration whose breadth and 

implications acquied a tnily national characîer. The sheer number of convicts for 

'Fora more detailed staternent of this argument. see my article "in Place of Deah: Transportation. Pend 
Ractices, and the Engiish %te, 1 770- 1 SM, " in Qualifies of Mercy: Jwtict ,  Punishmeni and Discre~ion, ed. 
C. Strange (Vancouver, BC, 1996; forthcoming). 
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transportation, most saikuigly from the metropolis but also from the provinces as a whole. 

militâted against the govemment's desire to avoid a structured organizational, supervisory. 

and - uftimately (as we will see in the last chapter) - custodial role in the disposition of the 

nation's convicts. 

1. From Penitentiary to Police: 
The Home Department under Shelbume, North and Sydney, 1782- 1789 

The fim seven years of the Home Department's administration of miminal justice 

were dorninated by the ideas and activity of the fint two Home Secretaries, the Earl of 

Shelbume and Thomas Townshend (fkom March 1783, Baron Sydney). in fact, the only 

substantialiy proactive role that they sought to adopt involved policing measures for the 

nation's capital, and these initiatives largely collapsed with the failure of a culrninating 

measure, the Metroplitan Police bil l  of 1785. The other activities in which the Home 

Department concemed itself - the renewd and direction of transportation, and the extension 

of the hulks establishments - reveal an essentiaiiy traditionai, reactive conception of central 

administration. in both instances, govemment took on no larger a role in administering the 

national convict problem than it could avoid. This traditional outlook on the role of the 

central govemment reflected and was reiaforced by a combination of Treasury control and 

limited initiative from Home Secretaries. It was only after Sydney's departure in June 1789 

that Home Semetaries firn gave serious consideration to the national pend arrangements in 

which their Department now found itself deeply implicated. 

Our first and most substantial area of concern is with the Home Department's London 

policing initiatives between 1782 and 1785. This is by far the most i n t e r h g  of the 

Department's activities during the 1 7 8 0 ~ ~  not only because it is the only one in which an 

attempt at some admùlistrative activity above the Ievel of mere reaction is visible, but also 



because it provides an explanation for what is often taken to be one of the rnost short-sighted 

decisions of the govemment - the abandonment of the Penitentiary project. This explanation 

was explicitly stated by Shelbunie himself in 1785 and has long lain, unnoticed for what it is, 

in the published papers of one of his later protegees: 

Mr. Blackbume's plan was stopped during my time at the Treaswy. 1 was 
assured that if the number of ale-houses could be lessened, the Vagrant Act inforced, 
and the general administration of justice as it stood invigorated, a great deal rnight be 
done without having recourse to any new institution. As Parliament was not sitthg 
nothing could be done about the public-houses; but a proclamation was issued, and 
every method tried to bring about the two lut, and the effect answered the most 
sanguine expectation. . . . Under these circumstances, it was impossible to consent to 
so great an expenditure upon a plan which 1 plainiy saw had been partially taken up, 
and the whole of the abject not properly considered.* 

Shelbume's letter clearly indicates that the context of his government's decision to cancel 

construction of the penitentiaries was the profound fiscal crisis in which government found 

itself after the Revolutionary War. 

In the 1780s, ministerial control of parliament stiil dependeci on the aiiegiance an 

instinctively h g a l  class of independent backbench MPs. These backbenchers tended to 

support the king's ministers so long as government policy did not conflict with their 

inter est^.^ This dudity was nicely captured by Lord Sheffield in 1784: "It is the interest of a 

country gentleman that [Govemment] should not be embarassed and made expensive. n4 

'~arquis  of Landowne (as Sbdburw had b a n  since Decernber 1784) to S-Romilly, 25 Dec 1785; in 
Mernoirs of the Life of Sir Samuel Romiliy, Written by Hime* with a Seleetion fjom His Correspondence, eds. 
W . R o d y  et al. (1840), 1:328-9. WiUiam Blackbume was the architect whose plans had been commissioned 
for the penitentiary houses, and who subsequently went on to design aiany of the local "reformedm prisons of 
the 1 780s; see R. Evans, The Fabrication of Vînue: English Prison Architecture. 1 750-1 840 (Cambridge, 1982), 
126-30, 135-9, 237 & 284. 

3J.Ehnnan, lk Yumger Pitr (1 969-%), 1 :3l-5; F.O'Gorman, "Pin and the 'Tory' Reaction to the French 
Rcvolution, 1789- 18 15, " in Bntain and the French Revolution. 1789-18I5, ed. H.T.Dickinson (Houndmills, 
1989)- 2 2 4 ;  and I.R.Christie, "The Changing Nature of Pariiammtary Politics, 1742-1789," in B&sh Politics 
and Society fiom Walpole to Pitt. 1742-1 789, ed- J-Black (HoundmiUs, IWO), 12 1-2. 

'Jounurl and Correspondence of William. Lord AucRland, ed. Bishop of Bath & Welis (1  86 1-2)- 1 : 71. 



Concem for the level of the national debt was a regular feature of English political life 

dunng the eighteenth century. By the end of the Revolutionary War, the debt seemed to have 

reached crisis proportions. Worse sti i i ,  this particuiar war - which had massively inflated the 

debt in only a few short years - seemed to reflect failure and ignominy on both the 

government and the nation. So intense was this conviction that the 1780s marked the 

beginning of a half-century during which ministerial success depended, perhaps more 

explicitly than ever before, on maintainhg the appearance of fiscal probity in the conduct of 

government. The parliamentary scmtiny of administrative finance which characterized these 

years began in 1780 with the sanctionhg of a Committee to Examine Public Accounts. 

However, the Cornmittee's reports were not completed until 1786. Before this time, 

Shelbume and his twenty-four-year-old Chancellor of the Exchequer, William Pitt the 

Younger, had extensively overhauled the internai procedures of the Treasury. After 1784, 

Pitt would oversee further reforrns in other fiscal departments, both as to modes of tax 

imposition and collection, and the intemal practices of the revenue depamnents.' It is 

therefore Pitt who has corne to be associated most closely with the first major wave of 

economic revitalization and fiscal retrenchment in government. Indeed, it is genemlly 

accepted that these were definhg elements of his political success during the first, pre- 

Revolutionary phase of his seventeen-year mini~try.~ 

It would be little surprise if Pitt had played a role in the Shelbume ministry 's decision 

'~.Norris. S h e l b m  and Refonn (1%3), chs.7 & 10-12; Ehman, Younger fin, 1:87-93; N-Chester. 7hc 
English Adminisrrative Systern, 1 780-1870 (Oxford, f W l ) ,  67-8, f 78-9, 197-9, 210, 224-5 & 232-3; J.Brewer, 
nie Sinews of Powec War. Money and the English Srare. 1689-1 783 ( 1  989). 85-7; and P-Harling, nip Waning 
of 'Old Comrprion ï%e Politics of Econonùcal Refonn in BtircucUn, 1 f7P.1846 (Oxford, 1 9%), 32-42. 

6 ~ . ~ . ~ o s e ,  William Pitt and National R&vd (191 l), chs.8 & 14; Ehrman, Yuunger Pitt, 1:157-61 & pts.3- 
4 passim; R. Reilly , Pirt the Yowger. 1 759-1806 ( 1  978). 108-16; I.R.Christic, Wars and Revolu~ionr: Britain, 
1 760-1 815 (1982). 184-n; Harling, Waning of 'Old Carmpfion. ' 42-55; and E.J.Evans, 7he Forging of the 
Modem Stae: Eariy Indurtrial Brirain, 1 783-1870 (2nd ed., l m ) ,  2639. 
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to discontinue the Penitentiary project in September 1782.' It is smking that, when Richard 

Price appealed to his old patron Shelbume to preserve the project. bis l e m  wound up 

amongst the papas, not of Shelbume, but of pin? However, in recounting the matter to 

Bentham severai yean later, Shelbume claimed that the decision had been taken by himself 

and Townshend: 

. .. with regard to the cause that szispended the execution of the original plan: it was 
precisely the temfic aspect of the expense: . . . 'We talked the matter over fuily one 
day, id Sydney and 1 at this table, . . . and we agreed the country couid not bear it. 

But whether or not he played a major role in the original decision, Pitt determinedly adhered 

to it during his own ministry. His influence was confumed in January 1786, when the 

Manchester magistrate and prison-reformer Thomas Bayley appealed to William Eden, k h  

from the triumph of the mde treaty he had negotiated with France (a major plank in Pis's 

schemes of economic revival), to advance the project that Eden had abandoued seven years 

earlier. Eden's reply was almost entirely discouraging. He recalled his concerns in 1779 

"that the Country would (from the fear of Expence) be very unwilling to carry the Plan into 

execution upon the great s a l e  which was proposedn and protesteci - perhaps somewhat 

disingenuously, given his fnendship with Pitt at the time - that "1 do not yet even know 

'A parliamrntary cornmite appointeci in March 1784 to investigate progres on the Penitentiary Act 
reported "that in the latter End of September 1782, the Secretary of the Treasury returned for Answer, that new 
Measures were about to be taken witb respect to felons, which made the Hastening the Penitwtiary Houses Iess 
necessary " (J.H. C. 39 [1782-841: 104 1 [emphasis in original]). These measures were the decisions, k t ,  to 
suspend pardons for dl violent offenders against pperty (see klow , pp.238-9) and. second, to enjoin the 
London magistrates to be more determineci in prosecuting petty offenders (see below, pp.201-3). 

' ~ n c  Comspondence of Richord Ptice. July 1748 - Fcbnuary 1791. eb. W.B.Peach & D.O.Thomas 
(Durham. NC & Cardiff, 1983-94), 2: 133-4. Price was a ciose fnend of John Howard, and later edited his 
collected works; see D.O.Thornas. ed., "Richani Price's Journal for the Pend  25 March 1787 to 6 February 
1791." Cylchgramn & - g e l  Genedlaethol Q d N a i o n a i  Library of Wales Journal 21 (1979-80): 372-3 & 
378-81. 

' l3e Collected W o h  of Jeremy B e m k  Correspondence of leremy Bentham, gen.eds. J.H. Burus, 
J.R.Dinwiddy & F.Rosen (London & Onforci, 1968- ), 4:45 1 (emphasis in on&). 



whether Mr Pitt agrees with me respecting its general Expediency. "'O In fact it seerns that 

the issue had again been brought to Pitt's attention soon der ,  perhaps by two of the 

project 's cornmittee-rnernbers, who protested 

that no consideration of oeconomy cm be with justice opposed to the great purposes 
which Parliament had in view, of National reformation, Public Secwity, and so far as 
is compatible with these, of Humanity towards the unhappy Class of men themselves 
who are the irnmediate objects of the p lad '  

But there is no evidence that the matter was extensively or seriously discussed at this the ,  

either in the Home Department or in parliament, and Pitt's final words on it to William 

Wilberforce in June 1788 seem a placatory brush-off: "Of the Penitentiary Houses what c m  1 

say more? But in due time they shall not be forgotten. "12 

The govemment's aversion to the anticipated expense of the Penitentiary project was 

probably enhanced by a perception that the two new institutions would largely house 

prisonen from the metropolis alone. We have already seen that such a notion c l ~ l y  violated 

Blackstone's specific intention that occupancy in the Penitentiaries should be carefully 

apportioned to the various circuits. We have also noted the countervailing expectation of the 

'O~dd MS 34420 ff.413-4 & Add MS 34460 ff.238-9; and Add MS 34420 ff.421 v-22. Eden dissembled. or 
was perhaps simply ignorant, on two other counts. He alluded to the large scaie of the 1779 project, when he 
might equally have pointed out how reduced it was from his on@ intentions (see above Chapter 3, part II). 
He dso suggested that "the different [permutations] which for a considerable Per id  îhen took place in the 
Government of the Country. were done sufficient to check and disappoint" it. Clive Emsley has given pride-of- 
place to this factor; see his Crime and Society in England, 1750-1960 (2nd ed-. 1996), 264-5. In fact, a specific 
and reasoned decision was made before the Shelbume ministry feu to the Fox-North Coalition. and the latter 
made no efforts one way or the other in the matter. 

"W.L.C.L., Sydney Papers 13 (G.Eüîot & T.Bowd1e-r to W-Pitt, 7 July 1786). Qliot and Bowdler 
estimated the minimum cost to be £150,000. For some sense of how significant tbis sum was, the total civil 
expendihire in 1 780 was only f 1 .2 million (Chester, English Admhktruiive System, 71). 

 rivate te Papers of William Wîlbeflorce, ed. A.M. Wilberforce (1 897). 21. Both an earlier letter from Pitt 
which implied that construction might be about to begin, and the appointment in 1784 of a Commons Cornmittee 
to investigate proceedings therein suggest that the goveniment's 1782 decision either was not widely hown or 
that it was not accepted by some (see ibid., 16; and J.H. C. 39 [1782-841: 844, 982-3 & 1040-6). Citing the 
Cornmittee of 1784, Jeremy Bentham later observed that "though suspendeci the plan was never given up . . .." 
William Blackburne told Bentham that he had been summooed to meetings with Pitt and the Lord ChanceUor on 
the subject in 1789-90 (Bentham Correspondence, 4:451 & 462). 



Middlesex bench that they would inevitably be dominated by the convicts of their county." 

To this latter could be added a growing notion that the two projected penitentiary houses 

oughr to be specifically metropditan institutions. Such sentiments had been expressed by 

Henry Zouch, in terms which many cost-conscious local oflïcials would have appreciated, 

when the Penitentiary Act was before parliament in 1779: 

it is a Matter of common Prudence, fm to try such an important Expriment in 
London or Middlesex: lest, after every County in the Kingdom hath submitted to the 
inordinate Expence of erecting such Houses, it should be found either that public 
Health is endangered by them, or that some unforeseen Cause requires h e m  to be 
discontinued: it is surely better, that the consequent Evils should be confined in one 
County, rather than spread throughout a whole Kingdom. 

A similar idea appeared in the writings of Jonas Hanway, one of Howard's allies in 

advocating prison refonn: 

Middlesex is the grand rendezvous of our dangerous intestine enemy [ie. crime]. This 
county ought to be the p r i m a .  object, though it is by no means the only p u s  we 
have to guard. . . . That the evil has spread, and drawn a dark cloud over the land, is 
apparent beyond ail dispute! 

Finally one of the memben of the three-man comrnitîee entrusted with overseeing the 

project, Sir Charles Bunbury himself, informed Shelburne that the penitentiaries "would be 

very beneficial to the Public, as a commodious and well-regulated Prison is much wanted in 

a County so abounding in Robbers."14 However, this theme of prison reform would not 

fully coalesce for another decade or so." 

13Se above, pp. 1 88-9. Blackstone may have avoided any regional identification for the Peniteatiary Houses 
precisely because he feared that it might become a rationale for cancelling them. 

14[H. Zouch, Obsemations Upon a Bill now depending in PnrIiumem [ 1 7791, x (emphases in original); 
J.Hanway, Distriburive Justice and Mercy (1781), 16-7 (emphases in original); and Bowood Muniments 37 
ff.22-3. 

"The return of initiative in prison-refom from central to local autborities during the 1780s. coupled with 
the obvious inadequacy of metropditan prisons. would promote in the min& of many prison-reform advocates a 
conviction that national prison refonn demanded a lead from the nation's capital. See klow,  pp.256-9,353-9 & 
363 -4. 
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Finally it should also be remembered that, by 1783, govemment had aiready spent 

f30.000 rebuilding Newgate prison after its destruction in the Gordon Riots. 'These expenses, 

which were oniy sanctioned by parbarnent " After some debate, " followed on expenses in the 

region of £70,000 for rebuilding that same prison between 1769 and 1780.16 Thus 

government had already spent the immense sum of f 100,000 in only tifteen years. rnerely to 

enable the metropoiis to maintain a pattern of criminal justice administration based primarily 

on capital punishment and transportation. 

Thus, in the eyes of fiscallysonscious mlliisters, a preventive stntegy was clearly 

preferable to an institutional one in the suppression of aime. Ooe obvious and long-standing 

means by which to achieve th is  was to attempt to entance the criminal law's deterrent 

capacity by maximizing the number of senous offenders who were subjected to its most 

severe sanctions, death and transportation - the latter, hopefdiy, in a manner as profitable to 

merchants and inexpensive to government as the pre-1775 system had b e n .  indeed it is clear 

that, in the face of the greatest wave of violent crimhality in living rnemory, metropohtan 

oficials pareicularly desired that a policy of maximum severity be pursued (see Part III). 

However the preventive strategy in which both Shelbme and Sydney took the moa active 

and sustained interest was the policing of the metropoiis. 

The historical fiteranite surrounding the emergence of the first cenaally directecl, 

"modem" English police force in London is now extensive. Many assumptions that once 

'bniree grants off 10,000 each were made between 1781 and L783 (21 Geo.III, c.57; 22 Geo-III. c.67; and 
23 Geo-iII, c.78; debate over the first of hem is noticed in Pariiumentary Register 1780-96, 3:348-9). For the 
o v d  costs of rebuilding Newgate since 1769, see C. W-Chalklin. "The Reconstruction of London's Prisons, 
1 770- 1 799: An Aspect of the Growth of the Metropolis. " b n d o n  Journal 9 (1 983): 23-4. Thomas Holcro ft, 
who witnessed Newgate's destruction by the Gordon Rioters, invoked its expense in describing its destxuction: 
"Thus was the strongest and most durable prison in England, and in the building of wbich the nation &ad 
expended immense sums, demolished, the bare wails excepted. . .. in the space of a few hours" (quoted in 
f.P.De Castro. & Gordon Riots 119261, 90). 



were taken for granted must be seriously re-considered. The work of Ruth Paley and Elaine 

Reynolds casts doubt on any simple acceptance of the proposition that a centraily-directed 

force was necessariiy any more effective in detecting and preventing crime than the parochial 

forces that preceded it." At the same tirne, revisionist hinorians have questioned the notion 

that English police refom can be viewed in the unambiguously positive light that traditional 

accounts have placed it." The latter's cornfortable assumption - that the new police forces 

of the nineteenth-century constituted a happy compromise between public order and 

individual liberty - has been severely quaiified by the recognition that those forces spent a 

large proportion of the$ time either arresting or intimidating groups (such as vagrants and 

prostitutes) whose overtly "crimiaaln character is at least debatable. lg Another ïnfiuential 

a m  of the revisionist school argues that a crucial role was played by the desire of mling 

elites to exercise control over crowd activity in England's growing number of densely 

populated urban centres.20 Such an argument has seemed particularly persuasive in the case 

17 R. Paiey, "An imperfect, inadequate and Wretched System? Poiicing London Before Peel, " Cnminal 
Jmice History 10 (1 989): 102-5; E. A. Reynolds, "St Marylebone: Local Police Reform in London, 1 755- 1 829. " 
Hisrorinn 5 1 (1 989): 446-66; and Reynolds, "The Night Watch and Poiice Reform in Metroplitan London, 
1720-1 830" (Ph.D. thesis, CorneIl U., 1991). For a contemporary account which suggests that the aight watch 
was thoroughiy effective. see W .H.QuarreU, ed., "A Frenchman in London, 1789, " Nores and Queries 189 
(1 945): 29-30. 

' 8~dz inowin ,  History, vols.24; and T.A.Critchley, A Hisiory of Police Ni Englond und Wolcs (2nd ed.. 
Montclair, NJ, 1972). 

19~.~torcb.  'The Piague of Blue Locusts: Police Reform and Popular Resistance in Northem England, 
1840-57," Intentarional Review of Social History 20 (1975): 61-90; Storch, "The Poiiceman as Domestic 
Missionary : Urban Discipline and Popula. Culture in Northern England, 1 850- 1 880, " Jouniol of Social History 
9 (1976): 481-509; Storch, "Police Control of Street Prostitution in Victorian London: A Study in the Contexts 
of Police Action," in Police and Society, ed. D.H.EayIey (Beverley Hills, CA, 1977). 49-72; DJones, Crime. 
Proresr. Community and Police in Nineteenth-Ceruury Brirain (1 982). 1 17-43 passim, 161-7 & 178-209; and 
C . Steedman, Policing the Victorian Community: Tite Formation of English Provincial Police Forces, 185680 
(1984). 53-9 & 148-56. 

t ilver ver, "The Demand for Order in Civil Society: A review of Some Thmes in the History of U r h n  
Crime, Police, and Riot, " in The Police: Sir Sociologicd S~udies, ed. D.J.Bordua (New York, 1967). 1-24; and 
S. H .Palmer, Police and Prorest in England and Ireland. I 780- 1 #O (New York, 1 988). 



of London in so far as the Gordon Riots prompted a number of critics, Uicluding the future 

Home Secretary Lord Sheiburne, to question the means by which public order was 

maintained in the metropdis .2' 

This latter emphasis on the maintenance of public order has perhaps tended to 

reinforce the conviction that prevention was the principal element of ail modernizing efforts 

in p ~ l i c i n g . ~  Such an assumption underestirnates the greater emphasis which late- 

eighteenth-century observers placed on the detection of wrongdoers. Indeed detection and 

prevention were (and are) not necessarily separate consideratiom. The more certain detection 

and punishment of offenders can be assumed to have a deterrent effect, and this idea may 

have been gaùung ground by the 1780s. Elaine Reynolds identifies it as an underlying 

element of the 1785 MetropLitan Police bill, the Pitt goveniment's attempt to provide a 

centrally directed, government-paid network of magistrates and patrols for the greater 

metropditan ara? Yet even Reynolds, who has written the most detailed account of 

rnetropolitan policing during the eighteenth century, misses the more specific intentions 

behind this comprehensive cennalizing rnea~ure.*~ 

"In fact the Metroplitan Police did not develop a deteztive force untii thirteen years after it was founded; 
see P.T. Smith, Policing Yictorion London: Political Policing, M l i c  Order. and the Metropoliran Police 
(Westport, CT, l985), 23-5 & ch.3 (which otherwise argues that the prevention of crime was the main reason 
for creating the force and that its role in riot control came later). 

n~eynolds. "Night Watch and Police Reform, " 270-99. 

the ottier hand, David Philips's path-breakhg analysis of metropolitan policing reform emphasizes the 
concern of traditional elites that a police force under the k t i o n  of the centrai governent would violate 
traditional rights and liberties. Phiiips is l e s  clear about whar exactly these new forces were expected to do. k 
D-Philips, "'A New Engine of Power and Authority': The Institutionaiïzation of Law-Enforcement in England, 
I 780- 1 830, " in Crime and the Law: 77ze Social Hisïory of Crime in Westem Europe since 1500, eds . V .Gatrell, 
B. Lenman & G. Parker (1 98O), f 55-89. Although he recognizes the strenghs of the revisionist position, Philips 
has tended to favour a more complicated view of matta;  see both "'A Just Measure of Crime, Authority, 
Hunters and Blue hcustî': The 'Revisionist' Social astory of Crime and the t a w  in Britain, 1780-1850," in 
Social Comrol and the Stde: Historicai and Comparaive Ersays, eds. S-Cohen & A. Scull (Oxford, 1983). 50- 
74; and "Crime, Law and Punishment in the industrial Revolution," in The Industrial Rwolution and British 
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What 1 want to argue here is that the 1785 bill was not as sudden an innovation as 

both traditional and revisionist police historians have tended to see it. Rather it was the 

culminating measure in a coherent, essentially conservative policing strategy that was taken 

up in 1782 by Shelbume and his Home Secretary, Thomas Townshend, as a substitute for the 

extensive, publicly-funded p e d  institutions which the Penitentiary Act both proposed and 

sought to legitimate. At the risk of invoking a cliche, Shelburne and Townshend had decided 

that prevention was a far better mtegy for reducing crime than cure. This notion was not to 

be applied to the worst classes of offenders: such convicts ought properly to be left to their 

fate. Rather their ernphasis was on those petty offenders who, if checked now. could be 

prevented from developing into more serious ones. 

This was a time-honoured idea writ large. In Chapter 1 1 describeci the politico- 

cultural imperatives which helped sustain the appeal of this conception of criminality during 

the eighteenth century. The crisis of the Revolutionary War once more brought concems for 

the nation's moral well-being to the forefront. At the end of 1775, the Rivy Council ordered 

the chef magistrates of England and Wales to put "into strict Executionn the laws regarding 

rogues, vagabonds, and other idle and disorderly persons, noting that theû number "daily 

increases to the great Scandal, Loss, and Annoyance of the Kingdom . . . . Such measures 

reflected not only an instrumentai concem for the immediate problem of disorder and 

criminality, but also a more generai conviction that such behaviour in iuni reflected Goci's 

judgment on a sinful nation. This conviction derived strength in some min& fiom the 

nation's poor performance and ultimate defeat. "The ScriptUres teach us to consider rt4nWonai 

Society, 4 s .  P.O'Brien & R.Quinault (Cambridge, 
Political and Social History (Hemel Hempstead & 

1993), 159-65. See also C.ErnsIey, ï k  English Pokc A 
New York, 1991), ch. 1-4. 
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judgments. as punirhments for ndonai sinr," Sarah Trimmer noted in September 1783: "our 

nation at present, is notonous for so many vices, that we rnay expect caiamities at every 

t ~ . " ' ~  A concern for plebeian immorality probably informed the North govemment's 

sabbatarian legislation of 1781, by which keepers of public houses in London (including 

debating clubs) could be fined £50 for opening on Sunday. However the debates surroundhg 

its passage do not indicate that the general concem for public morality reflected in it was tied 

to a more specific concem for potential ~riminality.~~ 

Nevertheless, in 1782 Shelbume and Townshend were clearly falling back on a long 

tradition, with both distant and more immediate precedents, of seeking to prevent serious 

crime by the more certain punishment of petty offenders. Such a structurally consemative 

notion of govenunentai activity was not merely time-honoured: it was now also fiscally 

imperative. Shelbume and Townshend believed that government could a d  so as to 

reinvigorate the rnagistracy of the metropolis without k i n g  put to any new meanire of 

expense or institutional innovation. In late October 1782, Townshend wrote letters to the 

senior magistrates of the City and Westminster, as well as to the chairmen of sessions for the 

Tower Hadets and the counties of Middlesex and Surrey. These letters began by invoking 

"the frequent Robberïes and Disorden of laten in the metropolis, and atîributing them in 

large masure "to the Corruption of the M o r a  of those of an infkrior Rank" in "night 

houses and ceilars . . . , Gaming Houses, [and] the Places where strong Liquors are drank to 

Account of the Lfi and Wnrings of Mrs. Tnnuner (1814), 2224 (emphases in originai). See also 
I. lnnes, "Poli tics and Morais: The Refonnation of Manners Movement in Later Eighteenth-Century England, " 
in ;17re Transfomion of Political Culnue: England and Germany in the Late Eighreenth Ce-, ed. 
E.  HeHmuth (Oxford, 1990), 60-7 1. 

"2 1 Geo.iII, c.49. See aiso J.H. C. 38 (1780-82): 435-6; and Pdiamentary History 22 ( 1  781-2): 262-90. 
Thme are documents preserved in the State Papers which could be taken to imply that the North govetammt 
was actively considering such iinkages, but none of them are dated and at least one of hem is cieariy from the 
1750s (SP 37/15 ff.367-74, 375-80 & 381-90). 
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Excess . . . . " The magistrates were enjoined to increase their attention to the licensing of 

gambling and public houses, and to step up the enforcement of the laws r e l a ~ g  to "Rogues, 

Vagabonds, ide and disorderly Persons, " both by arresting them and by increasing the 

number of petty sessions at which such offenders were prosecuted. The one innovative 

element in this strategy was that the magistrates would now be required to draw up written 

accounts of their proceedings in these matters and subrnit them "fkorn time to timen to the 

Home Department." To the extent that magisterial activity in the metropolis was now 

subject to some closer (if vaguely defineci) degree of centrai oversight, the instructions of 

1782 may be said to have been a step towards the cenaalkation of London policing. 

Nevertheless the traditional decentralized structures of authority were being ngorously 

adhered to and respected. A siightly new wine was behg placed in old boales. 

Shelbume and Townshend reinforced this policy by promoting legislative meastires 

that were designed to expand both the obligation and the capacity of the magistrates to act 

against potentially villainous classes of petq offenders. During Shelbunie's brief Iime at the 

Home Department, an Act was passed malOng the receiving of stolen goods a misdemeanour 

punishable by fine, irnprisonment or whipping. it also gave magistrates the authority by 

wanant to search any places where they suspected stolen goods might be conceaieci, and 

constables and watchmen the authority to arrest anyone carrying or suspected of carrying 

them during the night-time heurs? Less than a year later, in Febniary 1783, Townshend 

introduced a second Receivers bill, this tirne seeking to impose sentence of death on 

"HO 4311 pp.43-4, 45 & 46-8. See also GM 52 (1782): 545. 

'922 Ge0.m. c.58. The particular role of the Home Department is suggested by the fact that one of its 
movers was Shelbunie's Under Secretary, Thomas Ord. However it was subsequently introduced and managed 
by Thomas Sianiey , MP for Lancashire (J.H. C. 38 [ 1780-82 1: 9û4, 988, 1035, 1047 & 1056; and Howe of 
C O W ~  1 754-PO, 3 ~472-3). 
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receivers of goods stolen in the course of a burglary or highway robbery. He presented it in 

conjunction with a bill that would impose six months' imprisonment on any "Idle and 

Disorderly Persons, upon whom Implements for Housebreaking , or Offensive Weapons, shall 

be found in the Night Time." This latter, Townshend explained, was specificaily meant to 

intercept any retumed soldier who "might have in his possession every irnplement necessary 

for plundering his fellow !abjectsn before he couid achially put them to use.3o Although the 

latter of these two masures aroused some debate, the failure of the f m  was probably as 

much a consequence of the political dimption surrounding the collapse of the Shelburne 

rninistry and the accession of the Fox-North Coalition as of any perception that it coastituted 

any undue extension of magisterial powers at the expense of persona1 libemes." 

Indeed, however violent the political passions of 1782-4 were, there appears to have 

k e n  a general consensus amongst parliamentarians concernhg both the need for these 

particular rneasures and the appropriateness of the general strategy which they embodied. 

Although no attempt was made under the Fox-North Coalition to revive Townshend (now 

Sydney)'~ second Receiven bill, the Commons continued to debate the bill for imprisoning 

those caught carrying housebreakhg implements, finally substituthg and passhg a new 

measure which made such offenders subject to the provisions of an Act of 1744 that aliowed 

the impnsonment of "rogues, vagabonds, and other idle and disorderly persons. "" It is 

striking to note that Sydney himself oversaw this revised bu's passage through cornmittee in 

MJ. H. C. 39 (1 782-84): 181 ; and Pariiameniary History 23 (1 782-83): 364-5. The text of the two biUs is at 
Commas Papers, 35: 87-90 & 9 1-4 respectively . Townshend's close engagement in and concern for these 
rneasures is suggested by his referrai of the ciraft bills to the law officers (HO 49/ 1 p.237). 

"J.H.C. 39 (1782-84): 321-2, 349, 360 & 399: and Parliamemary Regikzer 178CF%, 9:674-8 & 10:65. 

3217 Geo.lI. c.5. This Act ailowed the irnprisonment at hard labour of the "ide  and disorddy" for a period 
of up to one month, and that of rogues, vagabonds and incomgible rogues for 6 months to two years. Any of 
the latter who attempted to escape were subject to seven years transportation (ss. 1 Bt 9). 
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the Lords, despite the fact that he was out of office at the time and that normal procedure 

required that the Lords' Chairman of Commitîees perform that task.13 Consensus on 

policing measures was further demonsbaied when the Treasury. under kst Portland and then 

Pitt, sought to eliminate the expense of the very small-scale preventive horse and foot patrols 

for London supervised from Bow Street. North and Sydney alike defended them on the 

grounds of their presumed effectiveness in preventing crime, the same philosophy underlying 

the attempts to revi tah the magistrates.u Finally, although it did not onginate with 

government, an Act of 1784 is worth mentioning. This measure, which built upon an Act of  

1757, extended the power of JPs to regulate pawnbrokers, through whose shops a sigoificaat 

volume of stolen goods was believed to p a s  Introduced by two Aldemen and MPs of the 

City of London, it appears to have enjoyed general support in the Commons both before and 

after the election of spring 1784 which had intempted its fint aîtempted passage.35 

The relative conventionality of Shelbunie and Townshend's legislative programme 

was illustrated by their determination that these measures be cmied into execution by 

established parochial officiais. It was funher suggested by its close correspondence to a 

series of measures which had b e n  proposed thirty years earlier 

3323 Geo.iII, c.88. See dso J.H. C. 39 (1 782-84): 401, 41 7, 420, 43 1-2, 
466, 468, 472,377. 479 & 481; J.H.L. 36 (1779-83): 698; and $.C.Sainty, lk Origin of the Wce of 
Chainnan of the Cornmittees of rk House of Lords (1974), 1-3 (but see also p.6 for the fiequent absences in 
1 782-3 of  Lord Cathcart, the Chairman Gom 1775-90). 

%HO 3514 (R-Burke to E.Nepean, 26 May 1783; R.B.Sheridan to Nepean, 31 May 1783; Nepean? to 
Burke. 23 Iune 1783; & Sheridan to Nepean. 8 Aug 1783). Pia showed even greater determination. his ongmal 
inquiry being supplemented by a personai lem hom ihe Under Clerk of the Trea~ury; see HO 3515 (T-Steele to 

Nepean, 3 1 July 1784; & I.M.Leake to Nepean. a d . ) .  Sydney conceded "the propriety of pursuing some mode 
for the regulating the Expense" of the patrol by confining to a fïxed aiiowance (HO 36/4 pp. 149-50). For the 
patrols. see Radrinowia. Hktory, 354-62- The Treasury wems ultimately to have prevded. although the 
patrol was revived in 1789 (see below pp.343-4). 

3%!4 Geo.ïii, s.2, c.42 (re 3 1 Geo.ZI, c.24). See also J.H. C. 39 (1 782-84): 908-9. 945. 956 & 991 ; 3. H. C. 
40 (1784-85): 33-4. 87, 11 1, 294 & 307; and Comm~m 175490, 3:200-1 & 611-2. 
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cnsis of crime in the metroplis. The 1751 House of Commons Committee on Criminal Law 

produced a large number of proposals for dealing with the problem of crime in London, 

including an Act to render capital punishment more punitive for murderers and a failed bill 

to impose hard labour in the dockyards as a secondary punishment in place of transportation, 

a sanction which many observers felt lacked a sufficientiy exemplary chamter? Only more 

recently has it been emphasized that the Committee also made many recommendations for the 

prevention of serious crime by a more scrupulous attention to the punishment of rnorals 

offenses and the regulation of disorderly houses, as well as to proposais in the following year 

for the closer regulation of pawnbrokers (leading to the Act of 1757)? Henry Fielding, the 

reform-minded Westminster magistrate, was involved in drawing up these proposals, and it is 

highly suggestive that his brother's successor at Bow Street, Sarnpsm Wright, had reiterated 

them at length in a letter to the government as recently as August 1782.j' 

However it was one thing for Home Secretaries fim to enjoin and then to seek to 

oblige magistrats to prosecute petty offenders and regulate their haunts. Actually getting 

them to do so proved to be entirely another. It was in this gap between aspiration and 

fulfilment that the Metroplitan Police bill of 1785 had its origins. 

Evidence as to the success of the cûculars of ûctober 1782 and legislation of 1782-4 

9 5  Geo.iI, c.37. See Radnnowia, Hismy, 1:2069: anci Beanie. Crime and the Cuurts. 520-30. 

37N. ~ o ~ e r s .  "Confronting the Crime Wave: The Debate over Social Reform and Regdation, 1749-1 753, * in 
Sfilling rhe Gnunbling Hive: The Respome ru Social and Ecorwmic Problems in England, 1689-1 750, eds. 
L.Davison et al. (Stroud & New York, 1992). 88-91: and R,Connors, "'The Grand tnquest of the Nation': 
ParIiamentary Cornmittees and Social Policy in Mid-Eighieenth-Century England," Porliamenfary Hisrory 14 
(1995): 302-8 & 31 1-2. This Committee may have beea the original source of the widated documents cited 
above at 1127. 

'9 Amory, "Henry Fielding and the Criminal Legislation of 175 1-2, " Philological Quunedy H) (1  971): 
175-92; and HO 42/1 ff.95-7. Ail of this suggests that the 'morals regulation' whicb historias have viewed as a 
characteristically Victorian element of policing activity has a much longer lineage than has u s d y  been 
acknow ledged . 
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is extremely hard to corne by. Only one extant copy seems to remain of the reports of 

prosecutions which metropditan magistrates were expected to submit to the Home 

Department "from time to time," so it is difficult to say how dedicated in making them the 

JPs proved to b d 9  Shelburne himself believed that the whole effort had fallen into 

desuetude after his ministry lost office in Febniary 1783, although soon after supporters of 

the Fox-North Coalition such as Burke and Sheridan, expressed a conviction that magisterial 

inactivity in Westminster was chronic.' That difficulties in making the measures work were 

apparent by March 1785 is niggested by a Home Deparmient circular to the most active 

magistrates in Middlesex, requiring them to submit lists of 

such Rogues and Vagabonds as you suspect are now at large within and near this 
Metroplis, classing them according to their different occupations - whether 
Highwaymen, housebreaken, &c. - partidarly distinguishing those who have b e n  
confineci in the H u k ,  and, if possible, the places of their permanent residence, or 
where they are most likely to be met with. 

That this circular was addressed by name on& to those magistrates who were hown  to be 

active in their attention to duty implies tbat Sydney's hopes of s e c u ~ g  wider CO-operation 

were perhaps already flagging.'' But it also suggests that he was srill pursuing the Lines of 

thought he had first developed with Shelburne two-and-a-half years earlier. 

Whatever their extent, these problems clearly fed into a larger, long-standing 

suspicion about the quality of magisterial character and activiîy in the metropolis, more 

" " ~ p n  the change of ministry these meas- were dm@: and a oumber of pans confined under the 
Vagrant Act were immdately set at liberty; who have made. if I am rightly informeci, a materiai pait of hose 
who have infested London since" (Lansdowne to S.Romilly , 25 Dec 1785; in Memoirs of Rom'l?), 1 :329). For 
Burke and Sheridan, see Pariiamenrary Regiszer 1780-%, 91676 & 677. 

''HO 1313 p.23. The Rotation Offices were a number of offices (including Bow Street) in which magistrates 
could reliably be found on duty during set hours of the &y; se!e Radzinowicz, Hiszory, 3:36-41; and R-Paley, 
"The Middlesex Justices Act of 1792: Its Urigins md Effects" (Ph.D. thesis, Reading, l983), 187-99. 
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particularly the Middlesex bench. The conviction that propertied gentlemen possessed both an 

inherent public-spiritedness and a duty to act in the interests of those less fortunate remained 

a cherished belief amongst the propertied elites of eighteenth-century ~ngland." Despite the 

self-evident (and widening) distinction in the problems of urban and rural society, this 

conception remained sufficiently powemil that expressions of concem often took the fonn of 

charges that the Middlesex bench had come to be dominated by men from the lower, more 

self-interested classes of urban tradesmen - men who were, in Burke's famous phrase of 

1780, "the scum of the eaRh."43 

But not d l  observers of the changing social character of the magistracy saw the 

magistrates themselves as being solely to blame for the failings of the institution. By the 

1780s, the range of regulatoiy duties that had been assigned IPs by statutory authority over 

the course of the centwy, and particularly in the boroughs, had become very large indeed." 

Given the further expectations which Shelburne and Sydney had brought to bear in the 

circumstances of increased criminality in London, the burden of magisterial office there must 

have come to seem particularly onerous. On at Ieast two occasions, the justices of the 

Kensington Division sought remuneration for the costs they were put to in following the 

"N.  anda au, nie Juslices af the Peace. 1679-1 760 (Berkeley, CA. 19&1), passim; P. Langford. Public Lifc 
und rhe Properiied Englishman, 1689-1 798 (Oxford, f 991 ), ch.6; and D. Eastwd. Governing R d  England 
Tradition and Trmformah-on in Local Govenuneru. 1 780- 1840 (Oxford, 1994). ch. 1. 

%.& B-Webb, ik Parish and the Counry (1963; ong-ed. 1906), 32637 & 558-80; Radzinowicz, Histmy. 
3 :3 1 -6 & 91 -2; Phiiips, "New Engine of Power and Authority, " 161 -3; Paley , "Middlesex Justices Act, " chs.3- 
4; Paley, "hperfect, Inadquate and Wretctied System." 98-100 & 105; Langford, M l i c  Life, 43648; and 
T.Skyxme, History of the Jusrices of the Peace (Chichester, 1991), 2:135-9. 

uLangford, Public Life, 410-1 & 440; Skyrme, Hisrory of JPs, 2: 75-134; and E a s t w d .  Governittg Rural 
England, 78-9. 



directive of October 1782." Professionalisrn, in the form of a govemment-paid salary . must 

have seemed the inevitable and unavoidable solution, This wûuld have been the case, not 

only in the larger sense of having to serve as a substitute for that naturaï social authority 

which most metropditan P s  no longer seemed to possess, but also more simply as fair 

recompense for an iacreasingly heavy burden of expectation which was coming increasingly 

to faii on men of less leisure than their country co~nter~arts." 

The notion that the inmeasingly active metroplitan magisîracy desired by Shelbume 

and Sydney would have to be paid may have been anticipated from the outset. Less than two 

weeks after Shelburne assumed power as fim minister in mid-My 1782, Sampson Wright. 

the chef magisbrate at Bow Street, requested that government should "give a Degree of 

Weight and Dignity to the Office 1 have the Honour to preside in," adding (lest personal gain 

seem his sole motivation) that he was "convinceci that it would be atîended with great pubiic 

Utility, by conveying a Consequence to the Office itself and giving a personai Influence over 

the Min& of the lower Order of People."" A less prominent Middlesex JP, David Wilmot. 

submitted to the Home Secretary what rnay be r a d  as a prelimimry sketch for the 

«HO 4212 ff. 112-3; and HO 4214 ff. 109-1 1. If these were "yeariyw submissions, they imply low energy on 
the Ps's part: the cos& submitted were ody f i  l and £10/8s. respectively. A perceived need to recornpense the 
Middlesex JPs may account for the Secret Semce fund payments to Wiam Mainwaring, the Chaiman of the 
Middlesex bench, which began in 1 783 and which aroused the Webbs's suspicions of deepset corruption 
(Parish and Cocuiry, 562-6). 

"6~aiey, "Middlesex Justices Act." 200 & 207-19; and PaIey, "unperfect, lnadequate and Wretcheâ 
System." 107-8. Paley points out that there was difficulry in finding suitable men to fill even those stipendiary 
positions that already existed, In fact, neglect of magisterial office by the "responsiblew classes had been a 
noticeable problem in the country at large h m  the begiming of the century. ln the provinces, this was most 
obviously manifest in a growing trend toward the appointment of dergymen as magistrates in the place of an 
increasingiy negIectful gentry. Despite the obloquy attached to "squanons" in some circles, many of them 
proved to be peculiariy dedicated in their attention to their duties (Webbs. Purish and Co-, 3504; Landau. 
Juszices of the Peace, 319-32; Langford, Public Life, 410-36; Skyrme, Hirrory of JPs, 2:29-36; and Eastwood, 
Governing R d  England, 77-82). For the growing conviction in some places that the problems of the urban 
experience were not c o h e d  to London, see below Chapter 7, part 11. 

4 7 W . ~ . ~ . ~ . ,  LacaitaShelburne Papers (S. Wright to Shelbume, 1 Aug 1782). 
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Metropditan Police bill, possibly as early as 1782 and dmost certainly by mid-1783.M 

There also exists a less detailed but similar proposai, submitted to Richard Sheridan in 178 1 

in anticipation of the creation of "3 or 4 public Offices with an Allowance of good Salaries 

to the presiding & acting Magisfrates . . . . "" So both the notion of a paid magistracy, and 

perhaps even a perceived need for it, had been known to Home Secretanes almost From the 

outset in 1782. But presumably it was decided not to have resort to so sailong (and 

expensive) an innovation before first trying to invigorate that which already existecl. 

Having at some point decided on its necessity, however, its aaempted execution was 

clumsy in the extreme and withdrawn in quiet embarrassrnent three weeks after its 

introduction in late June 1785.~~ I f  the possibility of attempting nich a measure had been so 

long anticipated by the Home Secretary, why did it prove such a d i s d  and immediate 

failure? At Ieast two, and perhaps tbree answers were involved. in the firn instance were the 

cornplaints of those Like Thomas Bishop, who maintained that the introduction of stipendiary 

magistrates (the bill proposeci thirty, three in each of nine divisions plus three supemising 

commissioners) would only further reduce the quality and effecfiveness of the Middlesex 

magistracy because "the few remaiaing respectable Justices who continue to act properiy will 

""A PLAN for estabiisbing a certain number of offices in Wesûninster and Middlesex under the auspices of 
Government for the administration of justice by a certain number of Magistrates to be appointed thtreto with 
salaries or stipends annexed." Copies of Wilmot's "Planw may be found at HO 3515; HO 4211 ff.431-2; HO 
4215 ff.33û-2; and W .L.C.L., Shelburne Papers 152145. Oaly the third copy bears a cover letter and precise 
&te. However Shelbume's faii h m  both office and tavour afkr  Febniary 1783 was so rapid and complete that 
it is unlikely that anyone would have submitted a project to him for consideration thereafter, so Wilmot's "Plan" 
probably predates the Metroplitan Police bill by more than two years at least. Note that W i o t  sought to 
confine the stipendiary magistrates to Middlesex alone. 

'%P 37115 ff.391-2. This is probably the same plan that was again hought to the Home Department's 
attention in 1782, and again in 1785 (HO 4S/ 1 ff.416-20; and HO 42/6 ff.3834). The latter precisely captures 
the essential philosophy underiying the Home Department's policing efforts: "a ccmhnued attention to the 
detection of smaiier Crimes, and to the providing for those Youth, whose evil habits and bad connections lave 
them no alternative h m  Thieving, wiU prove in time effectua1 preventives" (f.383). 



immediately withdraw themselves from an office which they think cannot be executed with 

effect by hireling~."~~ Second, and far more immediately compelling, was the preference of 

rnany metropolitan authonties, faced with what seemed unprecedented levels of violent 

crime. for a decisive emphasis on deterrent punishrnent as a preventive mategy rather than 

more determined petty prosecutions." 

The principal explanation for the failure of the Metropolitan Police bill, however, is 

to be found in the inmerence and incornpetence of the govenunent which so completely 

mismanaged it. The masure might have passed in the first place had it not been so ineptly 

drafied, and for this Sydney himself mua bear the principal blame. It should be recalled that 

Sydney had oniy re-entered the Home Department under Pitt with extreme reluctance after 

the Earl Temple's panicked resignation during the minisierial crisis of December 1783, when 

Sydney was "looked upon as one who is ready to go up in Storm." His primary political 

loyalties appear to have been to the King and to Shelbume. Having originally entered 

parliament under the Duke of Newcastle in 1754, Thomas Townshend had dnfted toward the 

Chathamites over the course of the Amencan crisis." So far as any proclivity for p e d  

reform was ccncemed, it perhaps boded il1 that he had been prominent amongst the sceptics 

regardhg Eden's Hard Labour legislation of the late 1 7 7 0 ~ ~  Many observers ranked 

Sydney's abilities lowly, and attnbuted his relative longevity in office under Pitt solely to the 

SIBishop felt that, instead, Pitt should "use his inflwnce to prevail on Men of Rank and Character to devote 
a little time to an Object of so much importance . . . " (HO 4216 f. 147v). Some MPs also expressed concerns for 
what might prove to be the further degradation of the Middlesex bench; see Pariimnfary His~ory 25 (1785- 
86): 896-7 & 908. 

below. Part m. It is also possible that the City was simply content with its own poiicing 
arrangements. for which see D.Rumbelow. I Spy Blue: 7be Police und C h w  in z k  Ciry of london fiom 
Elizabeth I to Vicroria (1 97 1 ), esp. ch.5. 

"Pariimnzary Regiszer I 77&80, 3:388-9 & 402; and Padiamemay nisrory 19 ( 1  777-78): 970. 
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fact that one of his daughters had married Pitt's elder brother, the second Earl of Chatham. 

James Bland-Burges thought Sydney 

a good-nanired, heavy man, whom family connections, perseverance, and strength of 
lungs had brought into a sort of notonety, quite disproportionate to his talents and 
acquirement, either literary or political. He bad a sort of technical knowledge which 
in some measure qualified hùn to discharge the fuoctions of Home Secretary of State, 
which, for the most part, demand a smaller share of splendid abilities than is 
necessary in the other principal departments of the Executive Governt~ent.~~ 

Not much kinder, but more accurate, was the estimation of Nichoh WraxaU: "[AIS 

secretary of state, under Lord Shelburne's government, Tonvny Towhend displayed very 

considerable talents. Lord Sydney, when removed to the upper h o w  of parliament, seerned 

to have shnink hto an ordinary man. "56 

In following the course of the policing measuies which Sydney had originally 

conceived with Shelbume, we can see a measure of truth in Wraxall's perception of his 

declining engagement with policy from one ministry to the next. With the exception of the 

limitai circula. to the Rotation Offices noted above, there is no evidence that Sydney was 

pursuing the policing strategy of 1782-3 with the same energy that he had done in association 

with Shelburne. He seems to have left the drafting of the Metropohtan Police bill largely in 

the bands of John Reeves, a young barrister and author who sought to make a career for 

himself as a seIf-appointed "expert" adviser to government on a variety of subjects. In this he 

would succeed more than most. He had first contacted Townshend in May 1784, seelàng 

55Bland-Burges did not scruple to iirnit his distaste to Sydney's offiaal coduct: "He had, moreover. a kind 
of absurd pomposity - p x k t i y  naniral. and weil asswting with his large. clumsy figure and bmd, uamclnning 
face. in which not a ray of intelligence was discernible - that sometimes was inestimably comicai;" see 
Selecrions fiom the Lenen; and Correspondence of Sir lames B f d  Burges. m.. Sumime Urtder-Secreory of 
Srare for Foreign Again, ed. J.Hunon (1 885), 667. 
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"some permanent situation." after failing in similar effofts with the Lord Chan~ellor .~ '  He 

later would serve as Chief Justice of Newfoundland (1791-2). founder of the Loyalist 

Association (1792), Receiver for the Westminster Police Offices (1 792-9), and finally in the 

office of the King's Pnnter (1799 on).s8 In 1785 however, Reeves's youth and inexperience 

perhaps went a long way toward explaining the centrai blunder of including the fiercely 

independent City in the Metropl i tan Police bill's provisions - sornething which, it should be 

noted, its earliest proposers had already explicitiy avoided .s9 

However we do City officials an injustice if we neglect to note - as they thernselves 

did in their Petition - that many of the bill's provisions in fact gave startlingly wide search 

and arrest powers to the officials it created. Reeves's bill contemplated much larger 

extensions of magisterial power than Shelbume and Sydney ever had? The charge that the 

bill would introduce anti-libertarian, French-style polichg in the metropdis did not seem 

57 Brotherton Collection (Leeds U.), Sydney/Townshend Papers H39. Reeves was pressing the completed 
dmft of the bill on Sydney's attention. for distribution to the Lord Chancellor and the Law Officers, more than 
two months before it was actually introduccd in the Commons (HO 4216 f. 183). Payment to Reeves of E300 for 
dra fting the bill is recorded at HO 3615 p. 1 . 

58D. N. B. 16: 858-9; and Annual Biograptry and Obixuary 14 (1 830): 278-99. See also E.C. Black. nie 
Association: Bdish Errraparliamentary Poliricd Organiza! ion. 1 769-1 793 (Cambridge, Mass., l963), ch. 7; and 
R. R. Dozier, For King. Comtiturion. and Counrry: The EngIish Loyalists and ~he French Rmof~ion (Lexington. 
KY, 1983), esp. ch.3. 

59See the references above at nn48-9. Reeves at least anticipated City defensiveness over its local authority. 
He was carehl to specib that no warrant issued by the new police commissioners would be valid within the 
City of London without a sirnilar warrant from either the Lord Mayor or one of the Aldwmen (see the text of 
the bill in Gommons Papen, 46515-6). 

60Palcy, "Middlesex Justices Act." 221-6. The City's petition may variously be found at J . H  C. 40 (1784- 
85): 11 12: Parliamenzary History 25 (1 785-86): 900-1; and CM 55 (1785): 486 & 589. The Ml pro"si0n.s of 
the bill are too extensive to be summarized here; see the secondary sources noted in n6 1 below , and the bill 
imlf in Commom Papen. 46303-34. One exampie will serve to illustrate how far beyond Shelburne and 
Sydney's original measures Reeves sought to go. Whercas Sydney camed an Act of 1783 for the arrest and 
imprisonment of people caught carrying implements of robbery and burglary during the aight, the Police bill 
sanctioned similar treatrnent for "al1 Persons in the Day Time loitering about, without having any visible Meam 
of maintaining themselves, al1 Persons notoriously suspected of king 'lhieves. and all Pmons gaming in the 
public Streets, Bye Places, or Fields ... "(p.521). 
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incredible to its critics, and not merely those in the City? The bill was aU the more easily 

portrayed as subversive in so far as - like so many other potentially controversial measures of 

legal reform - it had been presented late in the session, when many of its most likely 

opponents, the country backbencbers, had already departecl for the summer." Be that as it 

may, it was above dl in arousing the City's ire that the bill became politicaliy controversial. 

This inevitably made its success criticaüy dependent on Pitt himself. As the leading 

govemment spokesman (and only cabinet member) in the Commons, the ultimate 

responsibility for defenduig it fell to Pitt. But outside the fiscal reaim, Pitt demonstrated Little 

interest in substantial measures of domestic policy during the 1780s. He appears to have 

taken only the most minimal and distant part in the debates on the Police bill. Indeed he 

seems to have offered no comment on it at aU until afkr it had already been withdrawn, 

something which occurred almost immediately once the opposition to it of the City of 

London - the principal site of the mercantile interests on whom so much of Pitt's policy and 

security depended - became vociferous and in~ansigent.~~ The ever-cautious Pitt, conscious 

of his political dependence on mercantile interests and presiding over a session îhat had 

already run deep into the summer, took the shortest way with the measure at hand. 

By the time the reintroduction of a revised version was king considered the following 

'' For the Fui1 provisions of the bill and the opposition to it, see Radzinowicz, History, 3: 108-2 1 ; Philips, 
"New Engine of Power and Authority, " 165-7 1 : Paiey, "MiddIesex Justices Act, " 22 1-6; Palmer. Police ond 
Protest, 89-91; and Reynolds, "Night Watch and Pofice Reform," 290-6. 

62This was pinted out in debate by both William Eden (who had made such wide use of the same tactic 
himself a decade earlier) and Lord Beauchamp; see Parliamentary History 25 (1785-86): 894-6. !3ee also 
Philips, "New Engine of Power and Authoity," 1724. 
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year, Pitt had decisively rejected it, probably because of the expense it would entail.@ The 

paucity of extant personai correspondence for both Pitt and Sydney makes it impossible to 

know exactly what reasoning went into Pitt's final rejection of the bill in 1786. That same 

year, as we have already noted, he appears to have been re-evaluating the Penitentiary 

scheme (although not, I suspect, with any great senousness). It seems more likely that Pitt, 

like his dies  in the City, expected the imminent resumption of transportation on a regular 

bais to preclude the need for any extensive - and expensive - measures of regulatory activity 

on the part of govemment. 

An active and engaged Home Secretary, and particularly one who was personally 

close to Pitt, might have made some inroads against Pitt's temperamental inactivity. But Lord 

Sydney had never been engaged and, after 1785 - indeed, perhaps 1783 - he was no longer 

active either. His Iast, minimal contribution to the policing philosophy he had formed under 

Shelbume was to endorse and distribute the 1787 "Proclamation for the Encouragement of 

Piety and Virtue, and for the Preventing and Punishment of Vice, Profaneness and 

1 mmorality , " marking the larges revivai in reformation of mannes activity since the 1690s. 

Sydney circulated it to the Cusrodis Rotolonim and High Sheriffs of the counties, lamenting 

"the Depredations which have been committed in every Part of the Kingdom" and dedaring 

that "the exertions of al1 Persons in Authority are now become absolutely and indispensably 

necessary even for the preservation of the Lives and properties of His Majesty's Subjects." 

f i s  circular thereby indicated the govemrnent's specific concem that "the smct execution of 

Rose [Pitt's Treasury secretaty ] says he ruiows nothing of the [new] Bill, " wrote I.T.Townshend to his 
father, "although he bas had it two or three months in his hands; and he objects to the money which it WU cost" 
(Brotherton Collection [ieeds U. 1, Sydney/Townshend Papas Kg). The debates of 1785 set ihe estirnated cost 
at £20,000 per annwn. A handwnttw copy of the bill is pce~erved amongst Pitt's papers at PRO 30/8/234 
ff. 117-65. Reeves regarded the bill, not as having been defeated, but as bving been "not passeda and dated b t  
failure from 1786 (S.R.O., GD 51 1/264/4). 



the Laws . . . against the profanation of the Lords &y, Drunkemess, Swearing and Cursing 

and other disorderly Practices" should serve to prevent the worst sorts of crimuial offenders 

ever developing - a far more narrow view of the matter than many members the 

Proclamation Society took - and he subsequently expressed his expeaation of its having "the 

best effect. "a However the Proclamation's appearance also marked the r e m  of initiative in 

such activity from govemment to the public-minded citizen. There is littie or no evidence of 

substantial or wstained government involvement in any of the subsequent activities of the 

Proclamation Society? Sydney himself seems to have been biding his tirne thereafter, and 

his retirement in June 1789 was attended with few tributes or regrets, officiai or 

For his part, John Reeves had been unable to conceal his dismay at the abandonmeni 

of the Metroplitan Police bill. "This happens to be a subject that has been more agitated, & 

is better understood, than most subjects of exetutive govemment, particularly since 1780. ... 

[Tlhe Plan was nothing new, for it was in agitation in Ld Shelburne's Administration .. . . " 
Reeves erred in his belief that his bill embodied the same propositions - in either geographic 

extent or overtly authontanan reach - that Shelbme and Sydney f i n i  conceived. But in the 

latter assertion, as we have seen, Reeves was largely correct. The basic idea had at least 

6JThe text of the Proclamation can be found at GM 57 (1787): 534-5. Copies of Sydney's circular can be 
found in Add MS 35682 ff.3834; and W .M.G&hall, A Generd Plan of Purochial anà Provimid Police 
(1 7W), 101-3 (see also HO 42/7 ff.63-6). For Sydney's hopes for "the best effect" from the Proclamation, see 
HO 1315 pp.3334. For a graphic iiiustration of the m s t e n t  Linkage between r n d  backsliding and the wont 
sorts of criminality, see GM 59 (1789): 399. 

66For ihe activities of the Proclamation Society and its allies, see M.J.Quin1a.n. Victon'an PreIudc: A History 
of English Mamers. 1700-1 830 (New York. 1941), chs.2-3; Radanowia, Hktory, 3: 141 -207; and Lnnes. 
"Politics and Mods," 57- 1 1 8. 

671n 1791 John Robinson reported a rumour that "Ld Sydney is again Secretary of State . . . Better any one 
than him" (Add MS 38226 ff. 161-2 [emphases in original]). 



been contemplated by Shelbume and Sydney. and to an extent that has been insufficientiy 

appreciated by historians who often view the Metropolitan Po lice bili as a precipitously 

conceived masure of centrabation. That it was, moreover, the outcorne of a deliberate 

decision to discontinue the Penitentiary project suggests that there was an interaction between 

ideas of policing and pend reforrn that has yet to be articulated in its full deptb and extent. 

II. Tbe Crisis of the 1780s (1): Treasury and Home Department 

By cornparison, the remaining activity of govemment in criminai justice 

adminisiration during the 1780s was largeiy unsophisticated and undirected, and can be 

summarized briefly. As with the canceiiation of the Penitentiaries and the fdure to carry the 

Metropolitan Police bill, the shadow of Treasury coustra.int hangs heavily over both the 

resumption of transportaiion and the extension of the hulks establishment. But whereas the 

Home Secretary actually sponsored some degree of innovation in the form of metroplitan 

policing initiatives, there is little evidence of any initiatives or even a clear sense of purpose 

regarding an established governmentai role in the physical disposition of the nation's 

convicts. If the Home Department seemed merely reactive in these matters, this appears to 

have owed as much to a lack of initiative on the part of Home Secretanes as to the 

Treaniry 's ultimate cootrol over money . AU contracts to transport and nipply convicts, as 

well as al1 quarterly payments to the managers of the hulks, were vetted and determined by 

the Lords of the Treasury after coIlSUitation with the Home Department. 

Lndeed it is no great exaggeration to characterize the Home Department as serving an 

advisory function to a financial department which might properly be viewed as the true 

determiner and director of domestic policy. And again, it must be emphasked îhat the degree 

to which this was true was as much a function of personality as structure. Pitt achieved 
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command over the details of his governrnent as much by force of personality as by any 

cornprehensive attention to the details of administration. We should speak more properly of 

"government," as a collective noun embracing both Treasiuy and Home Department, than of 

the latter as the clear determinant of criminal justice administration during Pitt's ministry - at 

least in so far as the disposition of convicts was concerned. 

With this in rnind, we may offer a brkf overview of government involvement Ui the 

three non-capital modes of convia disposition - imprïsonment, transportation and the hulks - 

during the 1780s. 

It must be emphasized in the fmt place that the govemment's cancellation of the 

Penitentiary project did not constitute a rejection fout coun of imprisonment as a mode of 

punishment. The belief that certain classes even of serious offenden could be fdly 

rehabilitated had made large inroads on English pend practice even before 1775. Although 

Sir Charles Bunbury's bill to impose cornprehensive standards in ail English prisons had 

failed in 1779, similar but more limited rneasures came before parliament during the next 

five years. The f'irst nich Act, passed in 1782, was the second of three extensive, ambitious 

and co-ordinated measures for addressing the associated problems of poverty, vagabondage 

and criminality. The othen, one regarding poor relief and another (which failed) regardhg 

the detection, pumiit and impnsonment of rogues and vagabonds, had first been introduced 

by Thomas Gilbert late in the 1781 session for the consideration of MPs during the surnmer 

recess.* Gilbert's Houses of Correction Act set basic conditions for such buildings in 

69/. H. C. 38 (1 780-82): 482, 5û2 & 5 12; and Parfiamenrary Register 178@%, 3:372-5. See also T.Gilbert. 
Plan for &JE Betrer Relief and Ernployme~ of rhe Pmr: ezc. (1 781), esp. 15-9 & 24-5. The unsuccessful bills 
repding rogues and vagabonds are in Convnom fapers, 33:307-24 (1 781); and 34: 167-88, 189-218 & 219-34 
(1782). The "Act for the kt& relief and employment of the poor" is 22 Geo-III, c.83. Only this latter is weli- 
known to historiaus, but the larger sense it reveals of the problem and its connections to idleness and crime is a 
reminder of how centrai such a mental framework was to eighteenthcentury legisiators and commentators. Zhe 
Gemlemtur 's Moguzine iikened Gilbert's efforts CO those of J o b  Howard; see GM 51 (1781): 529. 
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England and Wales - but o d y  if, on inspection by one of their own number. the magistrates 

of Quarter Sessions deemed them not to have been already fulfilled. These conditions 

included the requirement that "felons and thieves" be housed separately kom mere vagabonds 

and other prisoners, as also male and female prisoners from each other; that a defineci 

regimen of hard labour be impused on ail those imprisoned for felony and theft; that the 

governor be saiaried (as also rnight be a clergyman); and that the county Quarter Sessions 

nominate iospecton to ensure that these provisions were carried out.'' However, to rebuild 

Houses of Correction - as woufd have been necessary in many instances to meet the 

standards of Gilbert's Act - would take both time and money. Moreover, many local 

authonties were slow to cany out even the initiai inspection. In the summer of 1784, Gilbert 

introduced and carried an amended version of the Act which obliged them specificdy to do 

so at the next Quarter Sessions, allowing also for the borrowing of money and sale of old 

Houses of Correction should that prove nece~sary.~' 

Meanwhile, by the late spring of 1783, it was becoming apparent to many MPs that 

their county gaols were now so crowded, and in many cases so dilapidated, that they could 

no longer be expected to hold prisoners with any reliable degree of health or security. This 

provided the impetus for a bill of that year whose primary purpose was to suspend the 

requirement that county magistrates await a presentment before sanctioniug the reconstruction 

of their gaol. It &O made provision tu relieve them of the penalties to which they would be 

subject shouid any prisoners escape in the course of king held elsewhere during 

' 9 2  Geo-lII. c.64. Initial, largely similar versions of the Act can be found in Commons Papen. 33: 191-202 
(1781); and 34:l-12. 13-26 & 27-38 (1782). 

"24 Geo-iii, s.2, c.55. After surviving a motion to blodr it, the bill passed through a sparsely popdateci 
Commons in l e s  then a month, receiving the royal assent the day before parliament was prorogued on August 
20th (J.H.C. 40 11784-851: 367 & 450; and Pariimntary Debues 1784-92, 3:2124). 
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reconstruction. In tems of regimen, the bill's provisions were quite minimal. requinng only 

a tripartite classification of pnsoners (male and female felons, and debton - the Newgate 

model) and pennitting (but not requirïng) magistrates to purchase any extra land that might 

be required to achieve t h k n  The bill encountered opposition in the Lords where, although 

was specifically intended to ensure that ail interested parties in the locality be heard before 

the Quarter Sessions proceed in any major building projects. (It was perhaps for this reason 

that local gaol rebuiiding proceeded by individual act rather than by any comprehensive 

masure.) The Lords returned the bill with amendments, but the session lapsed before the 

Commons could consider it furthe? 

By the time parliament met again late in the fall of 1783, petitions were flowing in 

from al l  over the country pleading the urgent need to relieve the gaols of their burden of 

unhansported convic t~ .~~  The County Gaols bill was re-introduced only two weeks into the 

new session, but was almost immediately stailed by the political crisis which followed the 

dismissal of the Fox-North Coalition less than a month later, Men the matter was resumed 

in March 1784, permission was secured to add "a Clause or Clauses for the intemal 

Regulation of Gaols." The new bill featured slightly more elaborate, essentially Howardiirn 

principles of separation and classification - "namely, Debtors, Accused Felons, Convicted 

Felons, [and] iderior Criminals. " It m e r  empowered local authorities to divert petty 

nParliamentary Regisrer 1 7ûû-96. 9:678. No text of the bill exists, but it se- safe to assume that the 
masure introduced almost immedîateiy in the following session, and whicti was subsequently much alterd and 
expanded, follows it closely (Comntom Papem, 35:377-84). 

*J.H.L. 36 (1779-83): 701, 707 & 7134; and Pariiamentary History 23 (1782-83): 1046-9. For the des of 
presentments, which &ted from 1 739, see Chester, Englkh Adminiszrafive Syszem, 2 3 4  



offenden from the county gaols to the Houses of Correction. thereby minimizing the 

population of the former and enabling some degree of specialized fùnction in each. It dso 

gave local authorities the option of introducing salaried keepers and a specified dietary 

regime to ensure the health of inmates. In tandem with Gilbert's Houses of Correction Act, 

such a measure leaned in the direction of that extensive national systern of reformed prisons 

attempted by Sir Charles Bunbury in 1779, and it was surely Bunbury's prominent 

involvement in this second County Gaols bill that ensured that this was the case. But 

parliament was dissolved less than two weeks after the revised version was introduced, and 

Bunbury was to lose his seat in the ensuing election, not reniming to parliament until 

1790." It was therefore aot until the summer of 17% that a revised version of the bill was 

finally passed, this time under the sponsorship of the goverment. The County Gaols Act of 

1784 was essentially a tidied-up version of Bunbury's bill, incorporating the health provisions 

of Popham's Act of 1774 and also making more detailed allowances for focal authorities to 

raise the necessary funding to rebuiid their gaols." 

By cornparison with the Penitentiary Act, both the Houses of Co~ection and the 

County Gaols Acts set out extremely limited prison reg-imes. Indeed, other than rquiring a 

very basic system of classification, the latter specified no regimens of hard labour or 

discipline. And both were voluntary in character, depending on magisterial initiative for their 

fuifilment rather than central supernision. Local magistrates were at Liberty to decide for 

' 9 H . C .  39 (1782-84): 740, 9û4 & 993; Gommons Popen, 35385-96; and Gommons 1754-90, 2:140. For 
Bunbury 's bill of 1 779, see pp. 1 769; for his prison re form activi ty after his r em,  see pp. 339-43. 

'624 Geo-m, s.2, c.54. The text of the bill is at Commom Papers, 46:29-40 & 41-64. The principal movers 
behind the b P  were William Selwyn (a cousin of Home Secretary Sydney). the law offices, and Lord 
Mulgrave, a Pittite. The Chaimian of the Middlesex beach, William Mainwaring, w u  also active ai the 
cornmittee stage, as was Thomas Gilbert (J.H.C. 40 11784851: 222, 254, 304 & 415; Parfiamenfary Debates 
1784-92, 3:213; and Commons 1754-W, 3:277-8 & 421). 
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themselves whether their Houses of Correction were wanting in the terms that Gilbert's Act 

stipulated. Nor were they actually required to rebuild theu county gaols along the newly 

specified lines unless they felt compelled to do so. 

If al1 of this seerns short-sighted from the point of view of pend reform, such a 

perspective may not be that which best applies in this rnattervn Both the Houses of 

Correction and the County Gaols Acts were largely the work of MPs who were carefül not to 

impose on al1 counties a heavy financial and admiaimative burden that rnight not seem 

equally necessary to d l .  Some local officiais were intensely interested and active in pend 

reform (see Part IV), but many - perhaps most - were merely interested in securing an 

arrangement by which they could at least muddle through in the way they always had. We 

must not artificialiy impose a narrative of reform on what was, for many, merely a story of 

survival . 

That said, although they did not seek to establish more than the minimal standards of 

health, secunty and classification, the Acts nevertheless reflected a broad recognition of the 

growing role of imprisonment in p e d  practice throughout the country. To some extent, they 

also reflected Blackstone's recognition th& in those jurisdictions unwilhg to undertake the 

expense of purpose-built penitentiary houses, Houses of Correction - rather than the county 

gaols. in which senous offenders awaited trial and execution of sentence - wodd inevitably 

be the buildings in which sentences of imprisonment were carrieci out." Finally, and above 

n ~ . ~ ' ~ r i e n .  The Foundation of Arcsrraiiu ( I  786-I&Xl): A Study in Cn'minal Practice a d  P d  Colonizarr'on 
in rhe Eigheenrh Cenfury (2nd ed., Sydney, 1950), 106-7; and S.McConville, A Histury of English Prison 
Administration ( 1 98 1 -95). 1 : 93-4 & 931155. 

a b e  at p. 174. S e  ais0 the observations of Henry Zouch at the same time: "If the Houses of 
Correction are insuffient for the purpose. why not edarge and reguiate hem? Why mise Çeparate and distinct 
buildings. and subject hem to a new, unceriah. and expensive pdity?" Like Gilbert, Zouch also felt h i  such a 
project should p r d  in association witb larger ambitions about poor relief and workhouses (Observarions 
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al1 for present purposes, it should be emphasized that, with the exception of the County 

Gaols Act of 1784 - for which most of the groundwork had already been laid - the impetus 

behind these measures came ti-om individual MPs rather than government. 

This does not mean that governent entirely rejected the principie of reformative 

incarceration. Pitt's Home Secretaries frequently offered words of encouragement to those 

magistrates who sought to implement prison regimes dong the Lines of the Penitentiary Act, 

most notably those of Gloucestenhire, Lancaster, Oxfordshire and Dorset, the former of 

which became a mode1 for prison-reforming magistrates throughout the nation after the mid- 

1780s (see Part IV}. Rather govemment clung adamantly to the ûaditionai belief that the cost 

of erecting and administering such institutions was properly to be borne by the officiais of 

those localities in which the offence had k e n  committed and into wbich the "reformedu 

offender would be released. 

In other words, govemment clung to the belief that the administration of aiminai 

justice remained fundamentally the task of local officials. Indeed, although there is no 

evidence on the matter, it may be that the placing the direction of the Penitentiary projet of 

1779 under the supervision of a three-man cornmittee with no direct comection to 

government - a principle which would again be foliowed, albeit on a larger scale, with the 

construction of Millbank in the 1810s - may have reflected the continuhg conviction tbat 

ceriain administrative tasks were properly the province of voluntary authorities. It reflected a 

desire to place the London penitentiary under the supervision of an independent board, a sort 

of faux magistracy . 

Turniag from the question of imprisonment, we m u t  in the second case remiod 

Upon a Bill .... 134).  
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ourselves that, from 1779, few ministen or MPs had seriously doubted that there mua be a 

resumption of transportation. However the determination of a permanent destination proved 

elusive and, in the meantirne, the need to relieve the nation's gaols became ever more 

pressing. Between 1782 and 1785, govemment felt compelled, in piece-meal fashion, to 

sanction four individual voyages as temporary stop-gap mesures: one to various forts on the 

Afncan Coast, two to America, and one to  ond duras? These vicissitudes could only be met 

by adopting the inelegant tactic, in an Act of 1784, of leaving the hture of individual 

convicts's destinations to the Rivy Council. By 1785 Pitt's govemment had determined on an 

African site, only to face a revolt in the Commons against the choice. This led to M e r  

delays and, by the time that New South Wales was teatatively chosen the foliowuig year as 

the new site for transports, a tleet of six convict ships was necessary to perform the - as it 

proved, very much incomplete - task of clearing the h u k  and gaols in 1 7 8 8 . ~  

In seeking to renew transportation, the govemment again clung to traditional, reactive 

principles of organization and response. On the most basic level, as we will see, it was faster 

to perceive the needs of the metropdis than those of the rest of a country. It had always 

provided and paid for the transportation of the convicts of the capital and the Home Circuit. 

It also continued to entnist the task of actually transporting convicts to private contractors. 

This had been an unproblematic proposition in the latter years of aansportation to America, 

when a merchant's profit on the venture was assured. But in the absence of a fixeci 

'PFor accounts of these four voyages. see M.Gillen, "The Botany Bay Decision. 1786: Cmvicts, Not 
Empire," English Hisroricd Rdew 97 (1 982): 745-50 & 754; A. R. Ekirch, "Great Britain's Secret Convict 
Trade to America. 1783-1784," Amencan Hisiuncd Review 89 (1984): 1285-91; D.Mackay, A Place of Exile: 
ï?ze European SerrIement of New South Wdes (Melbourne, 1 985). 40-2; and W .Oldham, Brifain 's Convias IO 
the Colonies, eû. W.H.Oldham (Sydney, 1990), 80-94. 

%e govertunent was unwilling to commit to Botany Bay from the outset because of the uIlcertainty that 
any setdement there would succeed; see klow,  Chapter 5, part II. 



destination with a large, established market for indentured labour - and consequently of the 

ahility to dispatch convicts in large numbers - contractors' costs were steep." Moreover. so 

far as the necessaiy involvement of govemment was concemed, the geographic scaie of the 

problem had vastly increased. Whereas transportailon to America had largely proceeded From 

two centres, London and Bristol, the need to establish a fixed destination of extensive 

capacity had the de facto effect of concentrating the entire task in government's hands." 

The piece-meal rnanner in w hic h government approac hed these pro blems reveals an inability , 

or outright unwillingness, to recognize and corne to grips with the fundamentally transfonned 

context and scale in which transportation had now to proceed. 

The crisis in gaols space, generated by the forestalled renewal of transportation, 

brought into play a third and final feature of reactive goverment activity in the sphere of 

convict administration. We have already seen that the hulks had become completely 

discredited as a penal measure in their own right by 1779, and that their acrual use was 

declining sharply by 1782. The fust re-extension of the hulks on the Thames, authorized by 

the Treasury at the end of 1782, explicitly identified it as a stopgap measure ("a temporary 

*"In 1772, when government ended its contract with Duncan Campbell for transporthg convicts to Amerka, 
the cost was £5 each (see above p. 128). In 1783 Mason, BIundeU& Masterson received E7 10s. for each 
convict they carried ta Africa (SP 441330 p. 1 7 1). In 1 783 George Moore charged approximatef y £3 1 Os. for 
each convict transporteci to America; the following year he asked five Guineas - neariy £2 more (SP 441330 
p.3 13; and HO 3614 pp.48-9). Anthony Calvert proposed to carry convicts to Africa in 1785 for £12 12s. each 
(HO 3614 pp.238-9; and HO 4216 f.30). in 1785, when Botany %y was rapidly becoming one of the few 
options remaining to government, Campbell estimated that it wodd be impossible to taire convicts them "for 
less than £30 a Man" assuming 300, or £40 if ody 200 (HO 711 f . 8 1 ~ ) .  

OThis point was asxted by a Commons Cornmittee on Transportation of 1785, which observai of 
transportation to America 

That the CIimate [of Arnerical k i n g  temperate, and the Means of gaining a Livelihood easy, it was 
safe to entrust County Magistrates with the d i sae t ionq  Power of inflicting it - b d ]  niat the 
Operation of it  was thus univedfy diffused over the whole Island, as weil as This Metroplis - 
(J.H.C. 4û [1784-851: 1161) 

This was to prove compellingly tnre in 1789 whea government was confronted with the enonnous added 
problem of Irish convicts for transportation; see below, pp.316-9. 



place of confinement") to provide for an overcrowded Newgate gaol until such time as the 

aanspom confmed there could be dispatched oversea~.*~ 

The passive and reactive approach of government to the administration of the h u k  

was also apparent both in the p a m  of their extension and in the character of their 

management and oversight. There seems never to have been any question that Duncan 

Campbell might lose the management of the huUcs on the Thames after his original contract 

had expired in July 1782, probably because the arrangement was only countenanced "till 

hnire regulations are known. "" But when a single huik was established at Plymouth in 

March 1784, it was placed under the management, not of Campbell, but of William Cowdry. 

The Dunkirk only ever held a maximum of 85 convicts, and Plymouth appears to have been 

selected primarily because it was the nearest appropriate site at which to house most of the 

sixty-seven convicts who had escaped from the convict ship Mercury during the f k t  attempt 

to transport convicts to America afier 1775.~ It seems to have corne as a surprise that the 

services of the Dunkirk continued to be necessary beyoad 1784, and Cowdry was specifically 

directed to ensure that the unanticipateci purchase of clothing for the coming winter be 

conducted "in the rnoa oeconomical means ... that may be proper for that purpose. "M 

u W . ~ . C .  L., Shelbume Papers 163 (Treasury minute, 28 Dec 1782); copy at Add MS 42775 ff. 178-9. See 
also HO 3514 (G.Rose to E-Nepean. 3 Jan 1783), which repeats the text of this minute in which the Treaswy 
gave its sanction for the extension. 

" ~ d d  MS 42775 ff. 18, 22-3, 24-5, 64 & 86, In the event, no action seems to have been taken in the matter 
until another year had passed, by which time the natiocal scope of the probiw had become apparent (see HO 
1 31 1 pp.233-4; and Part N below). Campbell's tirst contract, as re~uired under the Removal of Off- Act 
( 1 784). emphasized "the unusuaily p t  number of offendm now under sentence of death and order of 
trar;sptation in the Gaols within EngIand and Waies . . . . * So tw did its renewal under the Transportation Act 
( 1 784); see HO l3/S pp. 1 18-9, 298-302 & 3ûî-4. 

USP 441232 pp. 176-7; HO 1312 p. 129: HO 3614 pp. 165-6; and HO 42/4 ff. 139. 186 & 269-70. Wüliam 
Cowdry had previously bad the care of prisoners of war at Plymouth, and had more recently been ro~omwnded 
by governent to the authoritia of Kent as an expert in the hdthy administration of gaols (HO 13/1 pp.350-1). 

"HO 1312 pp.292-3. 



Another factor, purely extemal to considerations of central direction if not to some 

degree of administrative efficiency, was the potential usefulness of the convicts as cheap 

labour on the massive fortifications projects at Plymouth and Portsmouth. This was clearly 

the main reason for the subsequent removal to Portsmouth, late in 1785, of the huk at 

~lymouth." A frugal government hoped in this way to secure some "rehinin on the expense 

of its temporary expedient, and perhaps particularly afier Febniary 1786 when the 

governrnent's proposai for full-sale funding of the fortifications project was defeated in 

parliament." Only a few weeks before this, Pitt had defended the use of the huUcs on the 

grounds that 

it necessarily became incumbent on Government to dispose of the convicts in nich a 
manner, as should at once serve to free the jails of their Company, and to keep the 
felons employed in a way most likely to be felt by them as a punishment, and to 
conduce, in some degree, to the public service? 

'These works were carried on by the Ordoance Board and it is surely relevant that its Master 

General from 1783 to 1795, the Duke of Richmond, was both an advocate of Howardian 

prison reform and a patron of the new gaol at Horsham in Sussex. For Richmond, the 

application of hulks labour to his massive fortifications projects must have seemed a happy 

confluence between his conviction that even serious offenders could be reformed by hard 

labour and his grandiose military schemes. His largely successfui requests that the most able 

artificers amongst the hulks convicts be kept back from transportation must also consfitute a 

nHO 1313 pp.2624; and HO 1314 pp. 116-8. The Thames convicts had been put to work a year eariier (HO 
1312 pp.302-4; and HO 1313 p.249). In June 1789 they were redirected from Woolwich Warren to the Dock 
Yards (HO 1317 pp.71-2). 

u ~ o r  this defeat, see G-Tomiine, Menwirs of the Life of the Righf Honourable William Pitr (4th ed., 1822). 
2 : 1 1 7-35; Wraxall, Histoncai Memoirs, 2 :W56;  A.G.Olson, ï k  Radical Duke: Career and Correspondence of 
Charles Lennox, Third DuRe of Richmond (Oxford, 1 %il), 74-5, 81 -6 & 2068; and Ehrman, Yomger Pin, 
1517-9. 

89 Parliamentary Register 1 780-96, 1 9: 54-5. 
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serious qualification to the proposition that the foundation of Botany Bay was. f m  and 

foremost , a determined imperial venture. 

It is unclear however how far Pin's government shared Richmond's enthusiasm for 

the redemptive pend value of large-scale public works projects. More importantly for present 

purposes, the immediate oversight of the hulks continued to lack clear and consistent central 

direction . Duncan Campbell's advice was sought in forming the establishment at Portsmouth, 

and he was assigned the oversight of a new hulk, the Fumnée, in Portsmouth Harbour late 

in 1785.~' But when the Dunkirk was transferred from Plymouth to Langston Harimur near 

Portsmouth at the same time, it was placed under the direction, tint, of James HU and then, 

soon after, of Henry  radl le^." In June 1787 one of Campbell's hulks, the Ceres, was 

moved from the Thames to Langston Harbour to meet the increased demand for labour on 

the f~rtifications.~~ The third of Campbell's Thames hulks (the others were the Jusriria and 

the Censor), the Ceres had k e n  commissioned in mid-1785 as an immediate response both to 

overcrowding in the gaols of the nation and the realization that parliament's objections to the 

government's plans for an African destination rneant that there was no immediate prospect 

"% the fall of 1786 Richmond secwed the removal of twenty hulks convicts from the Thames to Langston 
Harbour (HO 1314 p.214; HO 42/9 f.3; and HO 43/2 pp. 166-7). In 1787 he sought specific information as to 
numbers of hulks convicts that had been dispatched in the First Flet to Botany Bay, the number left, and the 
cost of their upkeep (HO 13/6 p. 1 O). In the faü of 1789, aIi but 42 of 280 artifiœrs that he requested be kept 
back from the S e c d  FIeet were retained (HO 42/15 ff.264 [& 257601,333 & 350; and HO 4313 p.92). For 
the debate over the origins of Botany Bay, see the te fmces  below, pp.303-4 nS9. 

"PC 21130 pp.392 & 400; HO 1313 pp.2814 & 321-5; HO 36/5 pp. 15-7; and HO 4217 ff. 1034. 1724 & 
177. 

"HO 1313 pp.258-9. 265. 280, 326 & 351-5; HO 3517 (G-Rose to Ne-. 22 Feb 1786); HO 4217 ff. 170- 
1 & 172-4; and HO 42/8 ff. 100-1. William Cowdry appears to have lost the contract for the DiurRirA against his 
will. and subsequently pleaded the financial loss this had caused him (HO 13/3 p.356; HO 42/7 f.146; HO 4218 
ff. 80 & 1 1 9; and PRO 30/8/222 ff. 26 1 -2). 
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for the resumption of tran~portation.~~ When the departure of the First Fleet in May 1787 

proved iosuficient to clear the gaols and huiks, Campbell's Thames complement was 

restored to three by the addition of the Stanislarcs. The followhg spring, yet another hulk, 

the Lion, was placed under his direction in Portsmouth Harbour. In both instances, the Home 

Department's letten to the Treasury emphasized both the force of necessity given "repeated 

accounts of the crowded States of the gaols" and the merely "temporary relier that the hulks 

were to ~rovide.~' The result was that, by 1788, govemment was paying for the upkeep of 

seven h u h ,  three on the Thames and four at Portsmouth. Save for one at Portsmouth, aii  

were under the management of Duncan Campbell. 

The lack of any systematic, inspecting authority positioned between the contractors 

and the Home Department confinns the absence of a coherent, cenaally directive vision at 

work. Nor is the reason for this lack of direction hard to find. Pitt and his Home Secretaries 

clung to the belief that the hulks would be a temporary rneasure, that there would corne a 

&y when the nation's gaols had been both wfficiently relieved in numbers and reformed in 

practice that the h u k  expedient would be altogether eliminated and the self-activatirtg pre- 

1775 mode of procedure restored. In planning the Second Fleet in September 1789, Home 

Secretary Grenville expressed the hope that the one thousand convicts that govemment 

planned to dispatch wouid "be sufficient to enable us to clear al1 the Gaols," adding that "it 

will be expected in future that the Counties should defray the expence of oansportllig their 

%HO 1313 p. 195; and HO 3614 pp.267-8 & 31 1. For parhament and the govemment's African plans, see 
below Chapter 5, part iI(1). 

 or the Sranislatu, see HO 3 9 8  (T-SteeIe to E.Nepeaa, 29 Oct 1787); HO 36/5 p.319; and HO 1316 
p.32. For the Lion, see HO 35/9 (T.Sble to Nepan, 15 April 1788); HO 36/6 pp.41-2 & 141; and HO 43/2 
pp.295-6 (quotes at HO 36/5 p.319 and HO 36/6 pp.41-2). See also Oldham, Convicrs ro fhe Colonies, ch.3, 
which however cnicialIy errs in assuming h t  the Lion and StCUUIFluus were added before the departure of the 
First Flet  (p.62), thereby understahg the scale of the problem with which the govemment was still faced as  
late as 1788. 
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Convicts. except those on the Home Circuit - This having been the usual practice at the time 

that the Convicts used to be transport& to America."% 

Such hopes and expectations informed the two Acts passed by the Pitt government in 

the s p ~ g  and summer of 1784. The fkt ,  passed before the dissolution and election. seems 

primarily to have been intended to aüow government the freest possible hand in meeting the 

cnsis of overcrowded gaols. It gave legal sanction to the recourse of removing to the hulks 

prisonen sentenced to transportation mitil m h  time as their sentence could be canied into 

execution. (In fact, the Act simply sanctioned removd without speceing to what place [ss. 1 

& 31. but the choice of the hulks was already well-undemood.) This was by no means 

acceptable to maoy MPs, including Bunbury , Charles James Fox, Lord North and Lord 

Beauchamp, who feared that the effect might be to alter a prisoner's sentence to a 

punishment potentially worse than that prescribed by the letter of the law. They were 

presumably pacifieci by the clause which stipulateci that such convicts could not be set to 

labour against theû wîli (s.5). Expenses incmed in this manner were to be laid before 

parliament a ~ d y  for its approval, a provision which af!fïrmed the necessarily close tie 

between the Treasury and the Home Department in monitoring the system (S. 12). Provision 

was also made to m e r  relieve local gaols by the removal of petty offenders to a House of 

Correction (s.9). The ongoing inability to find a fixai destination for transports was obviated 

by a clause enabluig the sentencing court "to order that such offender shall be tramported to 

any other part beyond the seas, which shail appear to such court proper for that purpose" and 

for the same number of years (S. I l ) .  Finally, supervision of conditions on board the hulks 

was to be exercised through the medium of quarterly r e t m  to the Court of King's Bench 

%HO 42/ 15 ff. 1 82-3 (draft). 



(s.8) - in the event, an utterly minimal and ineffective mode of regulation." 

This Act was replaced early in the new session by a more comprehensive measure 

which combined the relevant provisions of the old transportation laws, including the 

provisions granting contracton property in the service of the offender (ss. 1-4), and 

incorporating the temporary removal provisions of the Act it superseded (ss.6-12 & 14). 

There were some alterations and additions. The final detemination of the acnial place to 

which individual convicts wouid be transported was now left to the decision of the King, "by 

and with the advice of his privy council, "(S. 1) a requirement that would continue in effect 

until 1824.98 And once again, as in the Trans~ortation Act of 1768, the death sentence was 

specified for al1 those who rnight r e m  to Great Bt i tah  or ireland before the expiration of 

their sentence, as well as a f20 reward for those who prosecuted such offenders to conviction 

(s.5) .99 The foilowing year, govemment once again extended these provisions to 

Scotland. '00 

One h a 1  provision of the Transportation Act of 1784 warrants comment. It also 

conànued the non-transportation provisions of the Penitentiary Act (which was to expire after 

9724 Geo-iII. S. 1, c. 12. The bili is at Convnons fapers, 35:427-34. See also J.H. C. 39 (1 782-84): %3 & 
1032 (which indicates that Thomas Steeie. one of the Treasury Secretaria, mauaged the bill at the conmittee 
stage); Parfiamemary Hisroy 24 (1783-85): 755-7; and GM 54 (1784): 289, 292 & 295. For conditions on 
board the hulks before the nineteenth century, see W.B.Johnson, nie English Pnson Huiûs (rev.ed., 1970). chs. 
2 4 .  

'%e end of this practice coincided with the passage of the Transportation Act of 1824 (5 Gco.iV. c.84). 
However, since this rneasure preserved that power (s.3). why exactly it ceased to be exercised rernains a 
mystery to me. 

9 4  Ge0.m. s.2, c.56. !ke also J.H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 380; and Gommons Popers, 46:205-16. The biH 
appears to have been drawn up by Sydney's cousin William Seiwyn, who was specifically added to the cirafting 
cornmittee a few days after the bill was ordered and who then immediately presented it (J. K. C. 4û [1784-851: 
395). Seiwyn may aiso have been the author of a summary of previous Transportation mesures that is 
preserved amongst Sydney's Papers; see W.L.C.L., Sydney Papers 1 1 (untitled paper, n.d. [c. Aug L784D. See 
also HO 4215 1.46. Campbell's views were also solicited (HO 4214 f.258). 

'"'25 Ge0.m. c.46. See also J.H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 1026, 1032 & 1066. 
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June 1784) until June 1787. But we have already seen that government had decisively 

abandoned the Penitentiary project in September 1782. The continuation clause (S. la), which 

appears as an afterthought to the main body of the Transportation Act, was presumably 

included only to appease those MPs such as William Wilberforce (a close fiiend of Pitt's) 

who remained ardent supporten of the project. That many still supported it, and were either 

ignorant of or opposed to its decisive rejection by govemment, was clearly indicated by the 

Commons Cornmittee of 1784 that had been appointed to investigate what progress had been 

made in its implementati~n.~~' Historîans of penal reform, who sometimes point to this 

provision in identiQing or implying an unbroken line of development following on the 

Penitentiary Act of 1779, are correct only in so far as Pin continued to experience difficulties 

in containhg the ardency of its supporters.'" 

The legislation of 1784-5 clearly demonstrated the desire of government tu r e m ,  as 

soon as possible, to that pre-1775 system in which local authonties managed the disposition 

of their own convicts, either through hansportauon by private contract or incarceration in 

local prisons. The huks were a temporary stopgap, to be abandoned as soon as they were 

no longer necessary. It was only by the late 1790s, as the hope of retuming to any situation 

like that which prevailed before 1775 became more and more chimerical, and an ongoing 

custodial role for government a de facto reality, that attitudes amongst ministers towards 

convict administration would begin to change from a reluctant and reactive outlook to a 

"'J.H. C. 39 (1782-84): 844, 982-3 & 10406. Two of the Penitentiary project's forernost champions, Sir 
Charles Bunbury and Sir Gilbert EXot (both of whom were commissioners for canying the Act into effect), had 
lost their seats in the summer election, the former not to r e m  until 1790 and the latter 1786 (Commoris 1754- 
90, 2: 140 & 3%). For Wilberforce's activity on the matter, see above at n12. 

mat  rien, Foutdation of Auslralia, 106; and McConville, English Prison Administruiiott , 109. See also 
below, Chapter 5, part IV. 
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growing acceptance of an influentid and directive supervisory role on a nation-wide 

scale. 'O3 

Above ail, to understand convict administration during the 1780s, we must remember 

that Pitt's govemment was faced with not one but two compelling crises. The first, which 

only tmly became apparent after 1783-4, was a convict crisis of unprecedented proportions, 

with gaols in many corners of the nation reporting more prisoners than they could safely 

manage. But the second crisis, which had been perceived and engaged fim and which took 

precedence over dl, was that of national finance. A potitician as shrewd and an administrator 

so careful as Pitt was not liable to sanction any broadly conceived, financially open-ended 

modes of administration under such circumstances. Rather Pitt's govemment adhered to a 

traditional mode1 of national administration, one in which both justice and the basic 

responsibility for carrying it out remained a local affair . Mormver, like Eden and Blackstone 

before him, Pin was by no means certain that al1 local authonties desired (or even perceived 

a need for) uniformly far-reaching and expensive obligations in the realrn of penal refom. 

The most sensible policy was therefore to maintain the statu of govemment as a passive and 

reactive centre, acting only when circumstances seemed absolutely to force it to do so. 

Such a force of necessity was nowhere more strongly to be felt than in London. In 

order to deepen our understanding of how govemment viewed the problem of ~~t justice 

administration during the l78Os, we mua now turn our attention to the administration of 

justice in the nation's capital. 

II 1. The Crisis of the 1780s (2) : The Metroplis 

Nowhere was the punishment of serious criminal offenders more severe thao in the 

conurbation which was home to govemmeot itself. Perceiving themselves to be confrontai 
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with a problem of violent crime that had no parallel in the nation, metropolitan officials 

continued to be more severe than their provincial counterparts in terms of both the numbers 

and the overall proportion of offenders whom they sentenced to death or transportation. 

Indeed, during the 1780s. the distinction between metropolitan and provincial practices 

widened rather than narrowed. Moreover this was a distinction in which the Home 

Department was more actively complicit than with any other jurisdiction. 

The key players in determinhg the character and conduct of criminal justice for the 

metropolis as a whole were the officials of the City of London. It was within their 

jurisdiction that the accused felons, not merely of the City but also of the far more populous 

county of Middlesex, were confined util their trials were heard and their sentences could be 

camed into execution. The accused offenders of both jurisdictions were held in Newgate 

prison until the next sessions of Gao1 Delivery and of Oyer and Terminer were held at the 

Sessions House (or Justice Hall, more popularly known as the "Old Bailey" after the meet in 

which it lay), which was immediately adjacent to Newgate. These sessions were held eight 

times a year and followed the City's rnayoral calendar : the first sessions was held iu 

December and the last the foilowing October. The Lord Mayor of London and his feilow 

Aldermen were the senior judges at the Old Bailey in Law, although the actual conduct of 

trials was mainly left to the judges of the realm. More importaatly perhaps, it was the 

Recorder of London - an official appointed by the City Aldermen - who serveû as chef 

sentencing officer at the Old Bailey and who, in his presentation of the cases of a l l  capitally 

condemned felons before the King in Council, played the largest and most immediate role of 

any metropolitan official in determining the final punishrnent of i t .  most h o u s  offenders 

(see Chapter 6). Finally, the two Sheriffs of the City had charge of the final disposition of aii 

convicted offenden, either in overseeing the conduct of their public execution or carrying out 



their removal from Newgate either to be transported out of the realm or to be imprisoned at 

length elsewhere. 

City officials were therefore in a powerful position to influence penal policy, not just 

in the City itself, but for the rnetropolis as a wh01e.'~ Their anxieties about the levels of 

crime in pater London and how best to address them could not easity be ignored by a 

Home Department which had no desire to exert central direction. It is important that we bear 

this in mind in analyzing the responses of both groups of officials to the apparent upsurge in 

violent crime after 1780. 

Concem for levels of robbery and burglary - that is, theft with the threat or actual use 

of violence - had been endemic to the metropolis for m o a  of the eighteenth century. By the 

early 1780s however, contemporaries thought they had detected a number of alarming new 

developments. It now seems clear that the age of the highway robber was nearing its end. To 

some extent this may have been a fwiction of improved methods of detection, pareicularly in 

the use of newspapers to circulate widely information as to the appearance and identiîy of 

both men and horses!" It is more likely to have been a product simply of the ongoing 

physical and economic expansion of the metropolis. By the 1780s, urban development was 

lWFor the structure of officiaidom and the character of legal proce-dngs in the City of London, see S.& 
B. Webb, 'Ihe Manor and fk Borough (1963; orig-ed. 1908), ch-IO; J-H-Langbeio, "Shaping the Eighteenth- 
Century Criminal Trial: A View from the Ryder Sources," Universzry of Chicago Lmcl Review 50 (1983-4): 31- 
6; J.M.Beattie, "London iuries in the 16%, " in Twelve Gad Men and Tm: 7he Criminui Trial Jury in 
England, 12@18#, eds. J.S.Cockburn & T.A.Green (Princeton, NJ, 1988). 216-25; and Skyrme, Hisrory of 
JPs, 1 :288-302. 

'"The Home Office Papers are not especially revealing on this subject. I have detected no examples of 
outright clashes between the City, Middlesex, &or the Home Department on the disposition of offenders, but 
the precise nature of these interactions wanants closer study. 

'06For a discussion of bis theme in the provincial context (which, however, f?nds no notewortfiy use of the 
technique regarding highwaymen), see J-Styles, "Print and Policing: Crime Advertising in Eighteenth-Centwy 
Provincial England, " in Policing and Prosecution in Britain. 1 75@1850, eds. D. Hay & F.Snyder (Oxford, 
1989). 55-1 11. 
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extending into the open stretches of land lying between the metropolis and its nirrounding 

residential villages, reducing that isolation which had made the highwayman's task f a ib l e  

and closing off some off his richest pickings. That same essential isolation was also being 

severely circumscribed outside the enlarged boundaries of the metropolis by the increased 

volume of road trafic which accompmied the esonomic growth of the era.lm 

London's changing physical and economic environment increasingly favoured, not the 

mounted highway robber, but the footpad and the burglar. A German visitor of 1782 thought 

footpads "the Iowest and vilest class of criminal," more prone to murderous violence than 

any other class of thieves "because they are unable to Mke flight like the highwayman on his 

horse, and so, should anyone live to give information, they cm be pretty easily overtaken by 

a hue-and-cry. "'" Indeed, because immediate physical cover was a crucial element of the 

footpad's activity, the growth of the metropolis might actually have been seen as promoàng 

this type of theft. Footpads brought the threat of violent robbery right outside the houses of 

the most substantial residents of London - often quite Literaüy so. The letten of Lord 

Townshend to his wife record many robbenes in and about Portman Square during the late 

1770s. Fear of burglaries - often closely linked to a perenniai concern about the 

reliability of servants - also figured extensively in both penodicals and the l e m  of 

prominent Londoners. The break-in at Lord Grantham's home and his near-injury in 1783, 

one in a string of such incidents at tbat time, prompted him to have his porter sleep in the 

' 0 7 ~ .  Rudd. Hanoverian London. 1 71 4- 1808 ( 1 971 ), ch. 1 ; J .  Summerson, Georgian London (rev.ed., 
Harmondsworth, 1 W8), ch.20: and Beattie, Crime and the Courrs, 160- 1. 

IapJohn Rylands University Library of Manchester, Eog MS 940 (n-d. & 3 Dez 1778). 
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hall and two more servants beneath the staircase. ' I o  

Some observers, including even the King himself, had noticed a particularly ominous 

change in the character of violent property crime in the metropolis: its levels had apparentiy 

remained high throughout the war, rather than falling away as previous experience had 

suggested they should. "Robbery continues at a hi@-water mark, though the m y  and navy 

have drawn off such hosts of outlaws and vagrants," noted Horace Walpole in 1780, although 

he also added that "That they have successon, proves the increase of want.""' By 1782 

these newly sustained levels of violent crime were believed to be fhrther swollen by two 

other factors. The frst of these, inevitably, was the influx of men recently disckrged from 

the forces and either unable or unwilling to find honest employ . " [qhe  increase of Highway 

Robberies has been very great even d u ~ g  the War, " the King observed to his Home 

Secretary in the spring of 1783, "and now will uaturally increase from the Number of idle 

persons that this Peace will occasion . . . . " At Twickenham, Walpole braced himeIf for worse 

still: "1 now expect that one shall be robbed and murdered two or three times a day, aye, and 

a night, more than ever, on disbanding the army . . . . " His letters record M e r  outrages 

during the summen of 1784 and 1785, includuig an armed robbery by t h e  footpads right 

outside his gate. '12 

The conviction that the metropolis was under a criminal siege of unprecedented 

proportions was, for some observers, better explained by ment  pend developments. Many 

" l TÏre Yale Edilion of Horace Walpole 's Correspondence, ed. W. S-Lewis (New Haven, CT & London), 
25:99 (see alsa 33:352-3 & 39:391) Not everyone agreed. Richard King beiieved that d t a r y  impfessment had 
reduced the numbers of bot-pads in the metropolis by nine-tenths; see Z7t.e N m  Cheats of London Erposed; or. 
The Frauds und Trich of the Town Laid Open to Both Sexes (11 7801). 22-3. 

' [ * ~ o r r .  George III, no.4354; and Walpole Correspondence, 33:382 (see also 31:234-5; 33:445 & 476; & 
39:420). 
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commentaton were convinced that the huks had served only to school potentially redeemable 

offenders in greater and more intractable ways of vice and criminality . Once such men were 

released, whether they came from London or the most distant provinces, the dubious bits of 

their leaming were sure to be practised on the hapless citizens of the metropdis. This beiief, 

expressed by Sir John Fielding as early as 1779. had acquired common currency by 

1782. I l 3  Most shikingly , it was expressed by one of the High Court judges. "[Slending to 

hard Labour on the Thames proved to be very inexpedient," Sir Francis Buiier infonned 

Lord Shelburne, only a few days afier the latter had becorne the first Home Secretary, "as 

Offenders corne From thence more hardened than they went, form themselves into Gangs, are 

ripe for d l  Kind of Iniquity, & engage in it immediately on their discharge." Buller 

concurred with the Recorder of London in recommending the resurnption of aansportation as 

soon as possible for dl "offences of a Certain magnitude. "Il4 The last actual sentences to 

pend servitude on the huks were handed down at the Old Bailey in February 1782. The 

following year, when it was becoming apparent that resort to the hulk-s would still be 

necessary for purely temporary purposes of incarcedon rather than purposive pend ones, 

the Recorder nonetheless took care to remind another Home Secretary, Lord Norîh, that the 

King himself had "declared personaily to me, his royal approbation of the determination of 

myseif, and 1 believe al1 the Judges who sit at the Old Bailey not to pronounce that sentence 

upon any convicts in fuwe, from a penuasion of its mischievous effects . . . . n 115 

Thus. for many members of the ruling elite at the nation's centre, the seemingly vast 

I l 3  W. L.C. L, . Shelburne P a p  152/46; Wdpoie Correspondence, 25: 3 16-7; HO 421 1 ff. 138-9; and Add 
MS 3561 9 f. 309. For Fidding, see above pp. 184-5. For its persistence, set: W .L.C .L.. Sydney Papers 12 
(H.Sloane to E-Nepean?, 22 April 1785). 

'laW. L.C.L.. Shelburne Papers 152139 & 42; for a copy of the latter, see Add MS 53804 ff. 75-6. 
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and intractable problem of violent crime in the metroplis promoted an equally intractable 

conviction of how best to deal with it. In the minds of City officials and Home Department 

alike, one irnmediate tactic was simply to refuse to grant pardons for ail robbenes "attended 

with acts of great cruelty" and to ensure their speedy execution for the purposes of deterrent 

effect. Such a strategy had been advocated by City officiais as early as 178 1 and was 

officially sanctioned by Home Secretary Townshend in September 1782, a y û u  which the 

officials of two Westminster parishes later recalled as having b e n  particularly characterizai 

by "severai very daring Robberies and Burglaries . . . . "M At the same time, the Court of 

Aldermen resolved that no sentence should be passed on any Old Bailey convicts "but by the 

Consent and Approbation of the Majority of the Judges and Aldermen present d u ~ g  the 

trial, after previous deliberation" - an attempt, presumably, to ensure that the City's 

preferences in sentencing practices would prevail. [17 

This determination to refuse pardons for burglars and robbers wely played a 

fundamental role in the decision of the City sheriffs to abolish the procession of the 

condemned from Newgate to Tyburn in favour of a more smctïy regimented execution 

spectacle held immediately outside the prison. [ 1 8  Until December 1783, the condemned 

were drawn in a cart, past often boisterous crowds dong Newgate Street, Oxford Street and 

the T y b m  Road, to the execution site at Tybum, located roughly at the present-&y site of 

lL6M 24 (Chron 1781): 191 ; AR 25 (Chron 1782): 220; GM 52 (1782): 452; J.H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 593; and 
J.H. C. 41 (1786): 292. Strangely, 1 have not beeo able to flnd a copy of  Sydney's letter in any of the Home 
Department's out-letter books. 

'"c.L.R.o.. Rep 186 p.251. However one cannot d e  out the possibility that this was the opinion only of a 
majority . 

"'c. L. R.o.. City Lands 75 f. 153 (my th& to Greg T. Smith fur this reference); and Journal of the 
Cornmittee for Rebuilding Newgate 1767-85, p.525. See also GM 53 (1783): 990, 1008 & 1060; LM N.S. 1 
(1 783): 559; LM N.S. 2 (1 784): 160; and HO 4213 f.273. 
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Marble Arch. Execution proceeded simply by tying the condemned to one of the three arms 

of "the Triple Tree" and rolling the cart out fiom under them. By conwt ,  executions at 

Newgate were intended to be more removed and impressive. The condemned were executed 

on a gallows which was erected ouaide the debtors' door to Newgate Prison. The solernnity 

of the occasion and the rnajesty of the law were undetscored by elevating the gallows weil 

above the heads of the crowd, by draping it in black, by tolling the hour of execution (nine 

a. m. ), and by subsequentty leaving the bodies on display until seven p. m. The adoption of 

"the dropw ensured chat large numbers of condemned could be executed at once. with all the 

psychic force that this sight was expected to have upon its audience. The use of a gallows 

which could then be removed altogether until aext required - Old Bailey , after all. was a 

heavily travelled Street - was expected to lend even greater force to the immediate impression 

of the spectacle. 

Many considerations were at play in this ciramatic deparme. Historical accounts have 

ernphasized the desire of authorities to reassert control over a rowdy, even festive execution 

crowd. It was perhaps bad enough that execution days had become "holidays" that kept 

labourers from the work which they should be about.'19 More hindarnentaily, the crowd's 

ofien raucous behaviour seemed to defeat the purpose of the public execution rihial for both 

audience and condemned alike. The former were ckarly insufficiently awed by state power in 

its moa brutal and awfid manifestation. A year eariier, one observer had urged Home 

Secretary Townshend to authorize a new execution ritual in London in which 

the Place of Execution should be much nearer the Gaol, for the length of the 

"%e notion that this consideration played a role is not supportai by any immediateiy contemporary sources 
that 1 have found, although both a visiting Frenchman of 1789 and an A1demna.n of the 1840s beiieved it to have 
been the principal motive. S e  Quamil. ed., "A Frenchman in London, L789," 269; and ïRe Croker fapers= 
ik Correspondence and Diaries of the Late Honourable John Wison Croker. U . D . .  F.R.S.. Secretury to rhe 
Admirdfyfiorn 1809 ro 1830, ed. L.J.Jmnings (2nd ed., 1885), 3:16. 



Procession diminishes very much the horror of the Ceremony in the Eyes of those 
Wretches who are the constant attendants upon this occasion . . . . 

At the same time, the procession sometimes encouraged defiance rather than the necessary 

and appropriate contrition on the part of the condemned. The urgency of these issues may 

also have b e n  increased by a recent, perceived growth in the size of the execution audience. 

I t  was observed of one of the 1st Tyburn processions that "The concourse of spectators on 

this occasion was hardiy ever exceeded. "['O The new execution ceremony outside Newgate 

was thus meant to ensure that a briefer, but more solernn and fearful impression was made 

on the minds of both condemned and audience alike.'2' 

That executions outside Newgate clearly did not achieve these aims has perhaps 

promoted idiosyncrasy in more recent accounts of the procession's end. Thomas Laqueur has 

argued that execution scenes invariably revealed the inadequacy of state authority in the face 

of the crowd, a perspective which - whether or not it is m e  - essentially misses the self- 

conscious distinctiveness of the changes of 1783.1P In contrast, Steven Wilf h a  produced a 

detailed study of the many aesthetic considerations which clearly were at play in the decision 

to create a impressive new execution rihial. But Wilf surely goes too fa .  when he suggests 

'"HO 421 1 f. l38v; and GM 53 (1 783): 714. See also the letter of "Amanda" cited in n130 below. Sirnilady 
John Howard once obsented that "an executionday was too much ... a day of riot and idleness, and it was 
found by experience that the minds of the populace were rather hardened by the spectacle rather than affected in 
any dutary rnanner; " quoted in J. B. Brown, Memoirs of Howard, CumpiIedfiom His Diary. His Confidentid 
Letters. and Other Authenrie Documems (New York, 1973; orig.ed.. Boston, 183 l), 221. One need only follow 
the brief accounts of executions provided in 'Ihe Annual Register and nie &rilieman's Magazine to acquire a 
sense of the perpetual scrutiny of - and unceriainty about - the reactions of the condmed and (sornetimes) of 
the crowd to the execution ntual. 

121 Radzinowicz. Histoty, 1 : 165-205 (esp. 20 1-5); and P. Linebaugh. "The T y b m  Riot Against the 
Surgeons," in Hay et ai.. Albion's Faral Tree: Crime and Society in Eighreenrh-Cenfury England (1975). 65-1 17 
(esp. 65-9). 

'=T. W. Laqueur, "Crowds, Carnival and the State in English Executions, 1604-1 868, " in 7he Firsr M&m 
Sociev: Essays in English Hisrory in Honour of hwrence Stone, eds. A.L.Beier et al. (Cambridge, 1989), 305- 
55 (e~p.315-17). 



that 1783 be understciod as a major step in the privatizaîion of punishment? Finally. the 

rnost recent account of capital punishment during these years amibes the change solely to 

the anxieties of rniddle-class residents about property-values in the increasingly genteel 

vicinities of T y b ~ r n . ~ * ~  There may be some element of truth to this. Two decades later, the 

Home Secretary twice authorized the removal of gibbeted corpses to more appropriate spots 

in order that respectable raidents nearby not have their sensibilities offended (or developers 

their property values reduced)." But the ouly other evidence of such coasiderations stems 

from the 1760s, at which time Horace Walpole knew one socially exninent resident of the 

area who regarded the proximity of the execution site more with amusement than 

offense.126 We should dso note that some provincial jwisdictions were both impiemenMg 

the drop and removing the* exenitions to new sites - the latter sometimes m the face of the 

objections of respectable residents nearby . ln So in fact, although the decision to end the 

'=S. w ilf, " Imagining Justice: Aesthetics and Public Executions in Late Eighteenth-Century England. " Yale 
J o d  of Lmv and the Hunuurizies 5 ( 1  993-4): 5 1-78 (esp. 5 3 4  & 74-8). Sec also Linebaugh, "Tybum Riot, " 
67. 

: " 4 V . ~ - ~ . ~ a t r e U .  Tk Hmgzng Tree: Exewion and the English People. 1 77û- 1868 (Oxford, 1994), 53-4, 
96 & 6024; see also Laqueur, "Crowds, Carnival and the State," 312-3. 

'=HO l3 /  13 pp.397-8; and HO 13116 pp. 157-8. 

'"6~dpoie Correspondpnce, 22: 165. The Tyburn rituai was a source of amusement to more than one peer. 
In 1774 the Earl of Cariisle promised George Selwyu "a good place at the execution" for Gloucester assizes, 
adding that "though our Tybum may not have a i l  the charxns which that has where you was brought up and 
educated, yet it may be kt= than no Tybuxn;" quoted in J.H.Jesse, George 5élwyn and His Confempormes: 
wirh Memoirs and Nores (18434), 3:85- 

InThe drop had been impiementeci a few months earlier in Dublin, "whereby a very d i s a m b l e  procession 
is avoided;" see GA4 53 (1 783): 260: and quote at GM 54 (1 784): 329. It subsequently appeared in Glasgow in 
1784. Essex in 1785 and Oxford in 1787; see D.Spron, ed., f 7û4 (1984). 272; Essex: People, 1750-1900: Frorn 
rheir Diaries. Memoirs and Lmers. ai. AIF.J.Brown (Cheimsford, t W2), 3 1 ; and Wif, " Imagining Justice, " 
76. The idea that a portable gailows created a more striking impression than a permanent one was aiso catchhg 
on. In 1792 J o b  Byng wondered why the authorities of York still preferred the latter; see The Tomngton 
Dianes: Conraining the Tours rhrough England and Wdes  o f r h  Hoa John Byng m e r  Fi@h Vïïcow~ 
Tomingron/ Beiween rhe Years 1 781 and 1 794, eds. C.B. Andrews & J. Beresforci ( 1 934-8), 3 : 34-5. Thomas 
Laqueur notes the objections of nearby residents of Aylesbury to the removai of executicms to the County Hall, 
on the grounds that the resultant crowd disorder wouId actuaiiy be greater than it id been in the pst. He dso 
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Tyhum procession was perhaps informeci by concerns for the respectability of 

neighbourhoods, and certainiy by changing aesthetic values in public spectacle, neither of 

these factors is sufficient to account for the timing of it. 

The essential explanation for this lies in the overwhelming anxiety of metropolitan 

oficials after 1780 to assert order and authority by the stemest possible appiication of the 

capital code. This ambition brought two potential difficulties into conjunction with one 

another, the first a specific problem of numerical limitations and the second a more general 

one of the exact image of 'public justice' - a phrase rnuch-used by contemporary officiais - 

which authorities hoped to convey . 

In the first instance. the desire after September 1782 to maximize the nurnber of 

violent offenders put to death must have exposed the physical limitations of the Tybum 

ritual. It may simply no longer have been possible, on one execution &y, to hang the 

numbers who were now king  condemned at the end of some sessions. At the penultimate 

Tybum hanging in October 1783, eleven people had to be executed on the same &y, and The 

Gentleman 's Magazine noted with foreboding that "Notwithstanding these numerous 

sacrifices to the justice of their countq, no less than 160 criminals were to be med at the 

sessions at the Old Bailey, that were to begin the next &y. "la Looking at Table 4.1, it is 

striking that, whereas the 50 hanged in 1780 constituted siightly more than half of al1 capital 

convicts, by 1783 a oeariy identical number comtituted les  than one-third. More 

maintains (without reveaiing his source) that residents living near Newgate made s idar  cornplaints in 1783 
("Crowds, Carnival and the State," 312-3). 

I Z 8 ~ b t  53 (1783): 973. On the same page may be f o u -  a lament concerning the "pitch of audacious villainy 
[to which] the robbers about London [have] arrived, " and notice that the subsequent sessions at the Old Baiiey 
had prduced twelve capital convicts for Middlesex alone. For impressionistic comrnents on the increase of 
capital offenders during the mooths immediately preceding the end of the T y b m  procession, see AR 26 (Chrm 
1783): 218; and GM 53 (1783): 710, 802, 891 & 974. 



TABLE 4-1 
Metroplitan Executions, 1775- 1806 

Y ear No, % of Condemned Y ear No. % of Condemned 

SOURCE: PP(HC) 18 18.xvi. 185-7. 

revealingly, the proportion of those executed which was cornposed of robben and burglars 

leapt from 53 % in 1783 to 79% in 1784, falling only slightly to 76% in 1785. These figures 

clearly suggest an connection between the desire to hang the maximum number of violent 

property offenders and the decision to remove executions to N e ~ g a t e . ' ~ ~  That the decision 

of September 1782 was much on the min& of observen is confirmed by the comment of The 

Gentleman 3 Magazine, on the final Tybum execution, that "Carrying those cnminals to 

execution, as smn as convicted, who commit cnielties with theu robberies, it is hoped will 

Imlndeed Douglas Hay eslimates that 85% of ail executions throughout England for the years 1780-85 were 
for property crimes; see "The Laws of God and the Laws of Man: Lord George Gordon and the Death 
Penalty, " in Prorest and Sunival: The Hisroricd Experience: Essuys for E. P. ïlwmpson, eds. J. Rule & 
R. Maicolmson (1 993), 62. 
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have a good effect. * l m  If no means were settled whereby the large numbers of condemned 

which this policy involved could be executed at once, then two or more executioa days after 

each sessions would have become the nom - with their attendant processions through an 

increasingly respectable neighbourhood and their resultant "holidaysn for labourers who 

ought better to be at work. Both of these, in turn, would have sharpened the pressure of 

concems for respectability. City officials no doubt felt that it was more desirable sùnply to 

hang al1 the condemned offenders of a single session at once?' 

It must certainly have been expected to restore the intimidating effect that executions 

were supposai to have if they were to achieve their purposes. The second factor which 

explains the timing of the switch in execution practice to Newgate was the substantive 

completion of repairs to the gaol foliowing its gutting in the Gordon Riots of june 1780.13' 

Both govemment and metroplitan authorities, as weli as many contemporary observers, had 

viewed the destruction of the newly rebuilt Newgate and Sessions House, as weli as the 

attacks on the other gaols of the metropolis, as a resounding blow to the authority and 

credibility of the criminal law in the eyes of the public. Samuel Johnson was homfied by the 

site of the gutted Newgate ("with the f ie yet glowingn) and Sessions House, as also by the 

collapse of lawful authority which they so vividly symboüzed: 

As I went by, the protestants were plundering the Sessions house at the Old Bailey. 
There were not 1 beiîeve a hundred, but they did their work at leisure, in full 
security, without Sentinels, without trepidation, as Men lawfully employed, in hùl 

13'GM 53 (1783): 974. Similady, an anonymous writer a year earlier had lauded the King's determination 
"to put a restraint on the mercifulness of his disposition" with respect "to any who shall be convicted of those 
atrocious crimes [ie-robbery and burgiaryj," but &O urged the need "to add some cùcumstamxs of terror to the 
public Executions . . . " (HO 421 1 f. 148). 

13' 1 know of only two occasions on which there were two execution days held closely together. but there 
may have been more; see GM 32 (1762): 395; and GA4 49 (1779): 99 & 100. 

'32H.Kalman, "Newgate Prison, " Archirec~wd History 12 (1 969): 5 1-2. 



Walpole too felt that, beyond indiscriminate plunder. the rioters had no specifically 

Protestant aims: "To demolish law and prisons was [the crowd's] next great object; and to 

release prisonen, the only gospel work they performed. "'" Next to the restoration of 

public order, the government's priori5 - both during the nots and immediately after them - 

was to restore the regular operation of criminal justice in the metroplis. The destruction of 

Newgate on June 6 appears to have ken  the direct motive behuid the more active and 

determineci intervention of govenunent the following &y. Indeed, the decision to intervene 

was taken by the Pnvy Council ody after eight of the twelve high court judges had been 

summoned before them and instnicted that 

if the Rebellious Insurrection . .. shall at any time appear so great as totally to obstrua 
the Administration of Justice, . . . such Measures shall be taken for adjourning the 
Courts, as may be least inconvenient to public Justice. 

So appaliing did the breakdown in order and justice seem that the govemmeot subsequently 

took steps to prosecute the Lord Mayor of London for failing, in his capacity as chief 

rnagistrate of the City, to act with sufficient speed and firmness to quash the nots before they 

had spread so far as the destruction of Newgate and f a ,  beyond.'" The rio6 - and 

presumably their symbolic implications for the administration of justice - remained vivid in 

the min& of many for a long time thereafter. A Gerxnan visitor noted hem "to be still a 

'33The Letfers of Somuel Johnson, ed. B.Redford (Princeton, NJ, 19924), 3:268; and Walpole 
Correspondence. 25:6l. Debate continues as to both the motives of the Gordon Riom and their level of 
"disciplinen in choosing targets. But there is general agreement that the destruction of Newgate and other piaces 
associated with established authority marked a turning away from the strictly anti-pqmy focus of the crowd, 
and that it t r i g g d  the determioed reaction of the f m e r .  See G-Rudé. "The Gordon Riots: A Study of the 
Rioters and Their Victirns." in his Paris und London in rhe Eighreenth Cenituy: Sfudies in Popuiar Protesr 
( 1 970)- 93- I 14; N . Rogers, "The Gordon Riots Revisited, " Hisrorical Papr~/Communica~u~~~ hisforiques 1988, 
24-32 & 34; and P-Linebaugh, ï k  London Hmged: Crime and Civil Socieq in the Eigheenih Cenrury 
(Harmondsworth, 1991). ch. 10. 

'%PC 21125 pp. 1334. 13742, 150-1, 155, 157. 166-73. 426 & 437-9; and PC 415 (minute of 7 lune 1780). 



current topic of conversation" two years later .lJ5 

The removai of executions from Tyburn to Newgate, and the attempt to remove ail 

elements of crowd disorder from their conduct, were therefore part of a self-conscious effort 

hy City officiais to ensure the moa effective display of a severe and certain pu~shment for 

the worst classes of offenders. The Old Bailey became a closety circumscribed space in 

which ail elements in the spectacle of crimuid justice - from the confinement of the accused, 

to their trial, to the execution of the condemed - were to be enacted within the imposing 

confines of a restored Newgate prison and Sessions H ~ u s e . ' ~ ~  Nor was physical staging the 

only new element in the self-consciously public drama of capital punishment. Greater play 

was now given in the public press to speeches which the Recorder of London made in 

sentencing the condernned to death, speeches which emphasized both the irredeemable 

character of the condemned and the inflexible requirement of the law that they shouid die as 

a waniing to others.'" Findy, capital justice was not only to be certain and severe, but 

also swift. The Home Secretary and City officials hoped to muiimize the amount of time tbat 

would elapse between the conviction of capital offenders and the final determination of their 

cases by the King in Council, so that there should be no breakdown in that association 

between the condemned and their crimes which was vitally necessary for deterrent effe~t."~ 

'%s impression would have been reinforceci by the newly imposing facades of both Newgate and the 
Sessions House after their reconstniction during the 1 7709. For the former, see Kaiman, "Newgate Prison, " 58; 
and J-Bender, Imagining rfte Penitenriary: Fiction and the Architecrue of M M  in Eighteenth-Cemwy England 
(Chicago, 1983, 238-47. For the latter, see S.Devereaux, "The City and the Sessions Paper: 'Public Justice' in 
London, l77O-l8ûû," Joumai of Bntislr Studies 35 (1996): 487-8. 

1 37 See for instance, AR 24 (Chron 1781): 191; GM 51 (1781): 440; GM 53 (1783): 802; GM 55 (1785): 72; 
GM 59 (1 789): 1 141; OBSP (Sept 1783): 939-41: OBSP (May 1785): 786; and OBSP (Aug 1786): 1 155. 

I3'See ihe Home Secretary's Ietter of September 1782 in AR 25 (Chron 1782): 220. For the imrnediate 
limitations to which this policy became subjed given enonnous case loads, see below pp.387-90. The notion had 
d s o  been advocated by John Howard himself (Brown, Memoirs of Howard, 221-2). 
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In short, the removal of executions from T y b m  to Newgate, with ail its attendant 

aesthetic and ritualistic changes, was less about restric~g than about refining the public 

character of capital punishment in the metropolis. It was not an attempt by City officiais to 

render executions more private. Indeed, in 1787 the City twk m e r  measures to ensure that 

the full volume of traffic would continue to flow unitnpeded through Newgate Street and the 

Old  aile^.'^^ Presumably they were detennined, not only that the now closely-defineci 

physical locale of capital punishment would be preserved intact, but also that it should 

continue to have the highest possible visibility. The abolition of the Tybum procession was 

an attempt at once both to expand the scaie of public execution in the metropolis, while also 

focusing and refining its deterrent impact. Both thiogs seemed necessary during the 1780s, 

the former because of the long-term problem of crowd discipline at executioos, and the latter 

because of the immediate one of rising levels of violent crime. 

In o r d e ~ g  the restriction on pardons in September 1782, the Home Department was 

actively involved in these attempts to ensure maximum severity for robbers and burglars in 

the metropolis. Nor did this way of thinking necessarily contradict, at least in the short nui, 

that preventive poiicing strategy which the Home Department had adopted as the justification 

for cancelling the Penitentiary project. The Home Department's policing measures were 

predicated on the belief that levels of serious crime would be reduced by nipping future 

serious offenders in the bud. But for the aii too many convictî who had already reached their 

fullest measure of moral decrepitude, Little else seemed possible or desirable other than the 

most effective public display of the wages of their sins. Both the long-term strategy and the 

'39~traw was to be laid in the Old Bailey during sessions-time (and picked up again imxnediately afterwards) 
so that the sound of trafffic would not distract pmcedhgs in the Sessions House. Shody thereafter. a more 
efficient and portable gaiiows were devised for executions outside Newgate- See C.L.R.O., Jor 70 f.277; and 
City Lands 79  ff. 197, 206, 208. 226, 229 & 243 (my thnks to Greg T. Smith for these references). 
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immediate, short-term expedient had significant roles to play in reducing levels of crime. 

However, those policing mûasures which Home Secretary Sydney pursued ultimately had 

little discemible impact; the ongoing role of deterrent severity rernained far more apparent to 

observers than did any preventive strategies that might have been at work. As the Duke of 

Richmond only half-jokingly remarked to Sydney the year after the Metroplitan Police bill 

had failed, "nothing can be more unjust than any outcry against you for not hanging people 

enough! " '40 

It cornes as linle surprise then that, in retrospect, the 1780s fomed the apex in the 

later history of English capital punishment. It was in 1785 - in absolute terms, the bloodiest 

year of the centwy for executions in the capital (see Table 4.1) - that the two most famous 

defences of the capital code as  deterrence were published. In his Thoughts on fieeuive 

Jusn'ce, Martin Madan argued that, since the possibility of pardon was an inducement to 

crime, the oniy means of ensuring the law's intentions was to execute al1 capital wrong-doers 

without exception. In short, it reads like a treatise on the position of metroplitan officials 

regarding violent p r o p q  offenses. More innuential - and certainly more sophisticated - than 

the unexceptioned bnitality of Madan were the arguments presented in William Pdey's 

Principles of Mo& and Political Philosophy. Whereas Madan approached the issue very 

much from an imrnediate coacem for ensuring the effectiveness of capital punishment. Pdey 

provided a more widelysonceived justification for the system as whole. He argued that 

capital punishment was not intended to be enforced in ail cases where the law sancboned it, 

but rather only in those where it was difficult to detect the offender or where the danger 

posed to the comrnunity at large was great. Paley's arguments were sufficiently persuasive 

'"'Brotherton Collection (M U.), Sydney/Townshend Papers K22. 
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and well-known that. by the time the sustained parliamentary battle over the issue was joined 

after 1808, they were the acknowledged orthodoxy for many defenders of the capital 

code. 14' 

It should also be noted that the ambition to hang violent property offenders in large 

numbers was not confined to the metropolis, although - to the extent that the Home 

Department had a Say in matters through the pardon system - the experience of the capital 

may have been indirectly felt in the provinces. Detailed rejections of pardon petitions were 

uncornmon, so it is striking that Sydney sent out no Iess than eight of them to various parts 

of the country in the space of a single month following the failure of the Metropolitan Police 

bill. More striking stili was the fact that these rejectioos were by no means confiaed to 

violent robberies. In two cases they extended also to horse theft. And they were justitied by 

a general conviction that many places were "now in such an alarrning situation that no man's 

life or property is safe. " la Perhaps Sydney now felt himself to be entirely at the mercy of 

circurnstances. The ministry's ongoing inability to find a destination to which large numbers 

of transports could reliably be sent meant that there was still no end in sight to a gaols crisis 

which now had a nation-wide scope. At the same time, the moa ambitious preventative 

measure yet devised had been thwarted by the intransigence of the local officials whose job it 

must be to implement them. Sydney's letters perhaps signalled a decisive falling back on the 

deterrent option so far as the Home Department was concemed, a perspective which, in tum, 

may largely have been influenced by a sense of urgency which could more justly be applied 

to the metropolis than the provinces. 

"'Radzinowin, History, 1:239-59; and Beattie, Crime and rk Courts, 585-6. 

'42H0 1313 pp.164. 167-8, 172-3, 176-7, 1ûî & 181 (quote at p. 176); and Add M S  59354 ff.6-7 ("The 
crime of horsestealing is now so common, is carried on to so great an extent and in so reguiar a system by a 
great number of men, that it will not in general be looked upon as a slight offence ") . 
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London ce-y was not unique in putthg large numbers of offenders to death during 

the 1780s. In fact, as Douglas Hay has shown, the a d  proporeion of convicîs executed on 

the circuits exceeded that of London until the early nineteenth century .'" But London 

remained far ahead of the provinces in t e m  of the absolute ournbers executed. And, because 

the essence of capital punishment was the singular event of a public execution, it was surely 

the absolute nurnbers hanged at any one time that impressed contemporarks more than the 

remote (and still largely uncoasidered) realrn of statistical proportions over time. Thus it was 

also in the metropolis - where far greater n u m h  were put to death on individual occasions 

during the 1780s tban anywhere elselu - that the fim serious rents in the intellectual fabric 

of the capital system began to appear. Indeed, the selfevident limitations of it as an effective 

strategy may have helped to generate a need for the justifications of Paley and Madan, as 

much for defensive as for assemve purposes. 

At any rate, by the mid- 1780s there were signs that the determineci application of 

capital justice in the metropolis was not having its intended e f f a .  London officds may 

initially have been gratified by the sense of shock and horror which contemporary periodicals 

sometirnes expressed at the sight of anywhere between ten and as mnny as twenty people 

hanged at once outside Newgate. '" However, it soon became apparent that this shock and 

horror could as easily sienify resistance rather than submission to the public authonty which 

'"D. ~ a y  . "Capital Rmishment in England, 1750-1 832" (unpublished paper, 1986). 9-1 1 ; see also Table 4.2 
beIow. Much of my thinking on the subject of the administration of capital punishment, reflected in this and the 
following two paragraphs, closely foUows îhe arguments of this paper. 

'"Beattie has detennined that 64 people were executed in Surrey ktween 1783 and 1787, and another 79 in 
the ensuing fifteen years (Crime and rhe Courts, 532-3). The paralle1 figures for the metropolis were 348 and 
314 (see Table 4.1 above). Douglas Hay has tabulated the figures for the Old Bailey and the Home. Oxford, 
Western and Norfolk Circuits ("Capital Punishment, " 30-3 & 36-7). 

'"GM 55 (1785): 484; GM 56 (1786): 102-3 & 990; and LM N.S. 4 (1785): 144 & 386. 



the execution display was meant to r e - a b .  By maximizing the numbers put to death at 

once, metroplitan officiais did not necessarily reinforce the authority implicit in the 

execution ritual. Rather, by exceeding a kind of intellethial and sensory saturation level, they 

actudly ran the nsk of drawing that authority into question. By the late I780s, it was 

impossible to say whether or not anythuig had been gaiwd at ail in terms of the impression 

cornmunicated by execution. Even a spectator as sympathetic to the ends of capital 

punishrnent as James Bosweii, who thought one initial Newgate execution "shoclcing" and 

who was "unnerveû" by another, found by 1790 that the latest "did not shock. "'" This 

danger of familiarit- breeding contempt - or at least indifference - was specifically 

acknowledged by Home Secretary Sydney himself early in 1789 when, foilowing the King's 

recovery fkom his first serious attack of porphyria, he strongly urged that fewer capital 

offenders be hanged than might othewise have been in normal cucumnances.'" After the 

1780s, this issue seems to have lost its urgency, partly because the number of people 

sentenced to death in the metropdis was now declining sharply. This was accompanied by a 

substantial decline in the number of cases coming to trial at the Oid E5adey.l" 

'46Boswell's Life of /ohmon, eds. G.B.Hill& L.F.Powel1 (Oxfoni, 1934-50), 4:328; &mueII: Ih AppI01cse 
of fhe Jury, 1 782-5, eds. I.S. Lustig & F. A.Potîie (New York, l98l), 338; and BcAnueIl: 7he Grectf Biographer, 
1 789-95, eds. MX. Danziger & F-Brady (New York, 1989). 47. BosweU was an inveterate execution-goer; for 
an analysis of the nature of his reactions, see Gatreli, Hanging Tree, 285-92. 

'"Se the discussion of this incident below at pp.4254. 

'%s can be illustrated by a count of trials at the Old Bailey during each September sessions - the busiest 
of the year - between 1 775 and 1 799. The five year averages are as foiiows: 

1775-79 89.8 
1780-84 122.2 
1785-89 142.2 
1790.94 100.8 
1 795-99 98.8 

The figure for 1790-94 is understated because, for the years 1790 and 1791, the publisher of the O1d Badey 
Sessions Paper was forbidden to publish accounts of triais ending in acquittai; see S.Devereaux, 'The Faii of 
the Sessions Paper: CNninai Trial and the Popuiar Press in Late i5ghteenthXentu.y London, " Criminal Jrrsrice 
Hisrory 1 6 (1 995; fotthcoming). 
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However the most important factor in the decline in the number of metropditan 

executioas (as Table 4.1 strongiy suggests) mua surely have b e n  the long-awaited 

resumption of aansportation in 1787. Afier this year, the numbers feu to their lowest ievels 

since the 1760s. For metropditan officials, determined on a poiicy of maximum severig and 

adamantly opposed to the hulks, any reservations about the effectiveness of capital 

punishment would o d y  have reiterated the need once more to achieve a regular and reliable 

system of transporthg convicts. It was in the many vicissitudes involved in achieving this, 

and the questions of custodial responsibility which they raiseci, that the Home Department 

became more closely and expiicitly involved with metroplitan oficials than with those of the 

provinces. 

We have already seen that the rebuilt Newgate was not a reformed Newgate, at least 

in so far as no attempt was made to implement a disciplinary regime for specificdy pend 

purposes. Newgate remaiaed what it had been throughout most of the eighteenth century : a 

prison devoted primarily to the incarceration, fim, of debtors and, second, of convicted 

feions a w a i ~ g  either trial or execution of sentence. It was the need to remove transports 

which most often brought the Home Department and the City into contact with one another 

over the issue of custodial practices. S h a ~ g  with metropolitan officiais a conviction that the 

problem of crime was more urgent in the metroplis than anywhere else, and foilowing a 

traditiodly reactive rather than regdatory policy, the Home Department was faster both to 

perceive and respond to the needs of the metroplis. 

Newgate convicts seem to have figured prominently in di four of the single shiploads 

of convicts for transportation which preceded the openhg of Botany Bay in 1787 - one vessel 



to Afnca in 1783. two to Amenca in 1783-4, and one to the Honduras in 1785.149 It is 

surely significant that the Treasury decision of December 1782, which %t sanctioned the 

use of the h u k  as temporary holding piaces until a ship could be comrnissioned for 

America. was prornpted by the knowledge "that the Gao1 of Newgate is crowded with 

Prisoners to a very inconvenient Degree" and sanctioned the removal thence of Newgate 

convicts only . '50 Even so, these piecemeal expeditions were not sufficient to relieve 

Newgate of its increasing burden. Each passing year saw the number of prisoners rising to 

newly unprecedented levels: 500 in 1784; 680 in 1785; and about 750 by the end of 1788. 

More tellingly . neariy half of these pnsoners were untransported convicts: 297 of 680 in 

November 1785 (more than 360 if we include respites, maoy of whose finai sentences would 

ultimately have been tnnsportation) and 350 of neariy 750 in October 1788.15' ûn several 

occasions between 1785 and 1789, the City urgentiy requested that the Home Secretary 

remove unaansported convicts before either the health of the prisonen in general or the 

149 Approximakly 26 of the convicts on the vessel for Afnca were from the circuits. although the vesse1 
ultirnately carried 4). some or d l  of whom were h m  Newgate; see SP 44/95 pp.411.413-5, 41 8 & 43 1-2: HO 
13/1 p.2; HO 36/4 p.151; and W.L.C.L., Shelburne fapers 164 (Tteasury minute of 29 Jan 1783). Of the first 
vesse1 to America, we can be sure only h t  it took on 56 convicts from the huiks. But the Treasury Minute 
implies that many (or most) of these wouid have been Newgate convicts. The vesse1 uitirnately carried 70, and 
at kast some of  the supplementary 14 appear to have corne directly from Newgate (Oldham, Brifaih S Convicts 
to the Colonies, 84-51. The second vessel to America curied 185 convicts, of whom 105 were from Newgate 
(and more, if we assume that the 50 t r a n s f d  fmm the Cenror huik included many others; see HO 3614 
pp.48-9). Of the Honduras vessel, we know only that it carrieci 29 convicts (HO 4Z9 f.565). For accounts of 
these four voyages. see the secondary ceferences cited above at n79. Other convicts arrived in Africa via 
pardons on condition of rnifitary service, but the number of such pardons granted in peace-the slowed to a 
trickle at best. 

'5"W.L.C.L.. Shelburne Papers 163 (Treasury minute of 28 Dec 1782); copy at Add MS 42775 ff. 178-9. 
See also HO 3514 (G-Rose to E-Nepean. 3 Jan 1783). 

15'GM 54 (1784): 225; HO 36/6 pp.162-4; HO 42/12 ff.155-6; HO 4717 (Ashhurst. J. to Sydney?. 20 Dec 
1788); and HO 48/1A (R.P.Arden to Sydney?. 29 Nov 1785). Transports clogged the administration of criminal 
justice in a manner out of proportion to their actual nurnbers. Although they constituted half of Newgate's 
population at any one tirne, they made up only onequarter of the annuai number of prisoners who passed 
through in 1 786 and 1787; see A-Babington, The English BaiFrille: A Hisrory of Navgate Gad and Prison 
Condirions in Brirain. 1188-1902 (1971). 137. 



secunty in which they were held was c~rnprornised.'~~ Nor does the large-scale removal of 

transports to the huks, beginning in 1783. appear to have substantially reduced the 

immediate burden on Newgate.ls3 By that same year, the Old Bailey sessions had become 

so long that legislation was passed (25 Geo. III, c. 18) to end the traditional requirement that 

the sessions must end when proceedings began at King's Bench. 

These difficulties did oot simply refiect the accidents of structurai limitations. During 

the 1780s at least, metroplitan officiais pre$iened the aansportation option more often than 

their provincial counterparts did, and the Horne Department simply foilowed their lead and 

responded to their needs. London's convicts constituted at least one-third of the annual 

number of convicts actuaiiy dispatched from England and Wales in the four decades between 

1785 and 1823 (London's population at this time was just over 10% of the national 

total).'" This is surely indicative of that desire. expressed in the City's 1786 petition to the 

King, "for providing a speedy and due execution of the law, both as to capital punishment 

and tmnsportation, without which ali  other regulations must prove nugatory and abortive, and 

[crime] must daily and rapidly increase. " '55 

This preference of metroplitan oficials for the most overtly severe modes of 

''*HO 42112 ff.155-6 & 1%; HO 42/15 ff.327-8; HO 4312 pp.202-3; HO 4713 (Recorder to Sydney?, 8 Feb 
1785); C.L.R.O.. Rep 191 pp.116-7, Rep 193 p.431. & Rep 194 pp.13-4; GM 55 (1785): 831; GM 58 (1788): 
1 1 16; and GM 59 (1 789): 951 & 1045. 

'"The annual figures for 1 784-89 were Zûû, 100, 175, 308, 190 and 421 respectively (HO 13/2-7; and HO 
4215 f.200). HO 13 does not record transfers before 1784, but one of Campbell's returns indicates that he b d  
received 72 convicts from Newgate on 4 October 1783 aione - more than half of a l l  he had received since 
August of h t  year (T 11594 ff.3424). 

''*Basai on a count of the lists recorded in PC 2/130-205. The Rivy Councii's cietennination a s  to the finai 
destination of individual transports was required by the Transportation Act of 1784 (see above, pp.231-2). For 
the populations of the metropolis and the nation. see B.R.MitcheU & P.Dame, Abstrucr of British Kisforical 
Sfa!istics (Cambridge, I962), 6 & 20; and P.Deme & W .A.Cole, British Economic Growrh. 1688-1959: Trends 
and Structure (2nd ed., Camhdge, 1969, 6 & 103. 
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punishrnent can also been seen in their attitude towards both prison and police refonns. On 

these matten, we can detect some divergences between City officials on the one hand and 

those of Middlesex on the other. Nevertheless a broad commonality of purpose seems to have 

continued between the two. 

Prison reform proceeded more sluggishly in London than would be expected if we 

accepted the broad assumption that the crisis in transportation was the fundamental impulse. 

Newgate's capacity to hold prisoners for purposive irnprisonment remaioed extremely limited 

and, in 1786, one contemporary lamented the failure of "the opulent City" to rebuild and 

organize its prisons dong Howardian iines.IS6 But neither City nor Middlesex officials 

substantidly extended their capacity to imprison serious capital offenders until the 1790s - 

that is, until after the crisis of the 1780s was past. City prisoners actually sentenced to 

imprisonment were geoerally transferred to one of two compters but, although these 

institutions had been failing into decrepitude for many years and were condemned by the City 

surveyor in 1783, City officiais were in no great hurry to rebuild them. Nor were the new 

structures, when they were W y  rebuüt by 1787 and 1791, large enough (at a cornbined 

capacity of 150) that the City could have been intendhg to implement impnsoment on the 

same sort of sale that Beattie has determineci that Surrey officials had from the 1780s 

on? By contrast, the new Middlesex House of Correction, opened at Cold Bath Fields in 

1794, was an explicit effort to impiement Howardian principles of incarceration for that 

county's convicted offenders. However, with Wace for only 384 inmates, its capacity to hold 

's6J.Domford, Nine letiers to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of t h  City of London on the sroie of the phuns 
and prisoners wirhin their jurisdiciion [ 1 7863, 32- 

'57W.J.Sheehan. "The London Prison System, 1666-1795" (Ph.D. thesis, U. of Maryland. 1975)' ch.10; 
Chaiklin, "Reconstruction of London's Risons," 24-5; and Beattie, Crime and the Courts, 601-13. The enabling 
legislation (25 Geo.ilI, c.97) haci b e n  passed in 1785. 



large numbers of Old Bailey convicts for any length o f  time must also have been relativeiy 

limited."' Nevertheless, there was a marked increase in the extent to which sentences of 

impnsonment were handed d o m  at the Old Bailey after 1790 (see Table 4.2). The belated 

completion of the new prisons, coupled with a decline at last in the number of cases at 

TABLE 4.2 
Sentencing Patterns: The Metroplis vs Surrey, 1783- 1802 

Death Transportation Imprisonment 

London & Middlesex (Old Bailey) 

Surrey (Assizes) 

SOURCES: M-Ignatieff, A JUS Mensure of Pain: The Penitentiav in the Irzdustrnol 
Revolution. l75W8SO (New York, 1978). 8 1 ; and Beattie, Crime and 
the Couns. 532-3 & 597 .'59 

the Old Bailey, probably explains the rough convergence after 1790 between metroplitan 

sentences to imprisonment and those of the Surrey assks.'* 

This did not mean, however, that metropditan officials ceased to view transportation 

as any less inherently desirable a punishment. The opinions and activity of William 

Mainwaring, chairman of the Middlesex bench and MP for the county, are suggestive in this 

''%halklin. "Reconstruction of London's Prisons," 25-7. 

"me figures dsrived from &nie do not include sentences for noo-captal offenses agaiost propnfy. but 1 
suspect that these would not substantiall y alter the proporrions. 

'%e pressure may hirther have been lessened by the outbreal of war in Febniary 1793. which once more 
made possible the pardon of some offendm ou condition of enlistment; see HO 1319 p.513; HO 13/10 pp. 184 
& 205-6; HO 42/35 ff.351-2; and HO 47/19 (Recorder to Portland, 8 & 23 April. & 5 & 8 Aug 1795). 
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regard. As one of the prime movers in the constniction of Coid Bath Fields, one might have 

expected Mainwaring to have been a champion of the irnprisonment option. in fact. dong 

with those City Aldeman who also sat in parliament, he had spoken loudly for the need to 

resume transportation when reservations were being expressed about the African 

destination. 16' More strkhgly, in 1 79 1 , when parliarnentary advocates of reformed prisons 

sought more completely to discredit transportation as a punishment per se, Mainwaring was 

invariably in favour of its maintenance in the most serious cases. He defended the system 

which had been established in practice and by legislation in 1784. For although the 

Middlesex magistrates were building a House of Correction in which the reform of offenders 

would be sought, they believed that the achievement of that reformation was critically 

dependent on keeping out those irredeemable convicts for whom, short of death, 

oansportation was the only possibility. And M a i n w a ~ g  was adamant that "The sentence of 

aansportation never was pronounced where the least prospect of reformation remained. 

Thus, whereas the most active prison-reformers of the provinces tended to perceive a 

complementary role between transportation and reformative impnsonrnent - one in which the 

role of the former was inherently conceived of as being abordinate to and supportive of the 

latter (see Part iV) - Mainwaring and the Middlesex bench continued to view the two as 

being hermeticaiiy sealed from one another. This difference is also apparent in Table 4.2. 

Provincial officiais viewed transportation as an adjunct of irnprisonment in a sentencing 

system that was stiU heaviiy characterized by capital punishment. Those of the meîropolis 

' 6 1 ~ ~  56 (1786): 168; and Parfiatt~~ntary Debates I784-92, 7:366. That same year, Mainwaring and his 
feiiow county MP shepherded the facilitating legklation for the new House of Correction through the Comrnons 
(26 Geo-III, c.55; and see J.H.C. 41 117861: 296, 765-6, 798, 806, 866 & 879-80). 

'aParliamenfary Regis fer 1 780-96, 28: 326-7; ParIiamenfary Debates 1 784-92, 20: f 95; and quote at The 
Seriaror, 1 3:201. 
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viewed it primarily as an adjunct of capital punishrnent, the only credibly severe alternative 

to what was already, for thern. an overburdened capital code. Between 1795 and 1801, 

transports a w a i ~ g  execution of sentence still constituted half of a l l  non-debton confined in 

Newgate.16) By the early nineteenth century, the fadure of the City to reform the intemal 

regimen of its gaols - pdcularly Newgate - had made the latier a synonym for al1 which 

gaol reformes abhorred. '* 

The preference for severe punishments as a means of reducing crime also helps to 

account for the hostility of metropolitan officiais to the Metropditan Police bill of 1785. We 

have already seen that this mûasure was the culmination of a policing strategy which the 

Home Department had sought to implement since 1782. By the time the bill was placed 

before parliament in June 1785, it seems further to have been animated by a perception 

amongst ministers that the new execution ritual outside Newgate was not succeeding in 

deterring crimuials. in introducing it, the Solicitor General "drew the attention of the House 

to the crowds that every two or tbree monîhs feu sacrifice to the justice of their countq, 

with whose weight, as he said, the gaiiows groaned: and yet the example was found 

ineffectual, for the evil was increasing." Indeed, he went on, "extreme sevenq, instead of 

operathg as a prevention to crimes, rather tended to inflame and promote hem, by adding 

desperation to viliany. "''' This perspective received support from ï7ie London Magazine, 

whose issue of the month before endorseci the government's now more decidedly preventive 

emphasis : 

' 6 3 ~ .  L. R.O.. Misc MS 235.5. The figures vary between 39 96 and 64 96. with most falling in the 50 % range. 
Again. if respites of undesignated çentence are included, the figures might actually have been larger. 

lMR.H.Coadon, "The Reform of English Prisons, 1773-1816" (Ph-D. thesis, Brown U.. 1962). 117-24 & 
1 89-98. 



The frequency of executions, unexampled in the annais of other countries, and the 
number of persons who are executed, show that our laws are calculated solely to 
punish, and not to prevent the commission of crimes. In other counmes there are 
fewer executions, because a well regulated police d w s  not afTord the evil-rninded an 
opportunity of violating the laws. 

The pickpockets that worked the execution crowd indicated the failure of Newgate executions 

to achieve their intended effect?" The reaction of the Middlesex bench to the bill and the 

strategies it embodied is unclear. Mainwaring seems to have confined his comments in the 

Commons to personal reservatiom, W, about the bill's having been introduced so late in 

the session and, in the second instance, before he and his fellow JPs could determine th& 

reaction to it.'" He was certainly perceived as an unambiguous opponent by the bill's 

drafter , John Reeves . '" 
Whatever the views the Middlesex bench had of the biii, the City, as we have already 

seen, objected strenuously to its provisions. But in emphasinng the City's concem for the 

invasion of its privileges, historians have rnissed another important reason that City officials 

deemed that invasion to be umecessary. City authonties objected to the Menopolitan Police 

bill, not ody out of purely parochial considerations for their authority, but out of their 

persistent conviction that hanguig and traosportùlg convicîs were the best means of 

preventing crime. This was made clear by the Lord Mayor in a letter written to the Home 

Secretary after the bill's withdrawal, in which the former asserted that the ongoing crisis of 

'66LM N. S. 4 (1 785): 386. See also the concurrent observation of 7he G e d e m  's Magaine that "It would 
be happy for this country, were we as ready to adopt g d  rr=gulations fiom abroad, as bad fashions" (GM 55 
[1785]: 319). For a n d m  perspxtive, see the naval commander who suggested tbat ali those executed be 
publicly dissected, a practice whose systematic enforcement was confined to murderen, and whicfi was known 
to arouse widespread horror (HO 4216 ff.335-6; see also Linebaugh, "Tyburn Riot," 79-88 & 102-16). 

'67Parliamenrary Hisrory 25 (1 785-86): 901 & 905: and Pariiamertlary Debates 178692, 3 5  1 I . It is 
amusing to note that another hdP who objected to the bill's introduction so late in the session was William Eden, 
whose own legislative activity of the late 1770s had so ddiberately reiied on just this tactic; see Puriiamcntary 
Hisrory 25 (1 785-86): 894-5: and above, Chapter 3, part 1 passim. 
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crime in the metroplis was better explained by the govemment's continuhg failure to re- 

irnplement transportation. He attributed "the Number of Thieves in this Town, and those of 

the worst sort" primarily to the ten-year hiatus in transportation and to the continued use of 

the hulks, fiom which "a Torrent of those wretches, more harden'd than ever. is constantly 

pouring in upon the public and [whichl obviously accounts for the present alarming 

increase. "'* Similar arguments had been made agaha the bill in the Commons by 

Alderman Townsend, who "complained of the want of a place to transport felon[s] ton and 

"stated in strong terms the necessity of clearing the gaols by putting the sentence of the law 

into exec~tion.""~ In the min& of City officials, levels of serious crime in the metropdis 

could not be reduced until the govemment once again regularized the transportation of 

serious offenders. 

Al1 of these developments perhaps c o n h e d  the belief of many provincial oficials 

that the central govemment was ofien intolerably partial to the ne& of metropditan 

officials. They too laboured under the problem of unprecedentedly crowded gaols. At once 

deeply concerned for fiscal economy in govermnent, but also reluctant to shoulder the 

massive costs of rebuilding the& own gaols on the scale which increased levels of 

incarceration demanded, local officials also desïred a greater responsiveness from the centre. 

The MP Peniston Powney must have spoken for many others in 1784 when he lamented 

(with pardonable exaggeraîion) 

[that] in London ten thousand pounds was granted, as often as it was wanted, for 
building and repaiting gaols and houses of correction, without the [Cityl's having the 

'70~oriiamentary Hisrory 25 ( 1 785-86): 9ûî-5 & 907-8; quotes at 903 & 908. Townsend also complained of 
the delays in reporting the cases of capital convicts which M e r  prornoted overcrowding in Newgate (see 
pp.388-92 & 395-8 below). John Reeves rightly impiied that this stemmeci at least as much from the Recorder's 
own slowness as from anything for which gavernment could be blamed (HO 42/7 f.258r). 



trouble of asking for it. But the case was not the same with him and other county 
members . "' 

Had he been aware of it, Powney might also have drawn attention to the fact that the capital 

was the only jurisdiction for which government paid the costs of transferring convicts under 

sentence of transportation to the hulks and to transport vessels.'" The synems of 

punishment which local authorities sought either to maintain or to establish, and the means 

by which they set about making the centrai government respomive to these aims, are the 

subjects of the next and final part of this chapter. 

IV. The Crisis of the 1780s (3): The Provinces 

It is only a minor exaggeration to characterize the metropolis as the engine of 

enhanced govemment activity in the disposition of convicts after 1782. Nor is this entirely 

surprising aven that London was home to ministers and MPs for as much as two-thirds of 

the year. Even su the extent to which, in absolute numencal terms, London dominated the 

system of hulks and nansportation was astonishing. We have already seen that, down to 1824 

at least, London's convicts regularly constituted about a third of all  convicts who were 

actudy nansported to New South Wales. The capital's transports dominated even more 

decisively in the early 1780s. Of 137 convicts taken on board the Cenror at Woolwich 

between August and October 1783, 72 came From Newgate. Similarly, 200 of 328 between 

August 1784 and February 1785 were fiom ~ewgate? When the F m &  was 

'"HO 3614 p.307: and HO 36/5 pp.47. 87, 92, 191, 197, 246,276 & 303. 

l n ~  11594 ff.342-4; and HO 42/6 ff.445-8 (derived fkom comp&soo with removal oniers recorded in HO 
13/2). Ln December 1784 the gaols at Hull and Oxford were denied dief because the prisons "in and aear this 
Metropoiis" remained crowded (HO 1312 pp.319-20; and HO 43/1 p.351). At this point, the only otùer hulk 
was the one at Plymouth which, during the same the  period, had taken on only 11 convicts other than those 
escapees from the Mercwy for whose deteution it had originally been cOmmiSSioned (HO 13/2 pp. 169 Br 200). 
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established at Portsmouth in December 1785, the "fust object" government had in mind for it 

was the irnmediate ternoval of 200 more convicts from Newgate. Even in October 1788, 

when the seven huiks were at full capacity, 750 transports remained in N e ~ g a t e . ' ~ ~  

As 1 have already suggested, this vast number of convicts for transportation appears 

to have stemmed, not only from the immensity of London's population, but also fiom a pend 

order and mentality that was markedly different from that in other parts of the country. 

Many commentators continuai to believe that the problem of crime in the metropolis was and 

remained not just quantitatively but qualitatively different. Provincial authorhies might 

implement reforrnative prison regimes (as some were doing at this time), but many senior 

authonties at the centre were convinced that London offenders were less susceptible to 

ameliorative attention. In 1785 the Solicitor General suggested that a young Welsh burglar 

rnight safely be pardoned because he was '18 which, at a great distance from the capital, is 

seldom an age of confirmeci depravity . . . . "'" 
From the outset however the quantitative problems of the meûopolis took precedence 

over any such qualitative raîionales. In mid-1782 the govemment had it on good authority 

that the provinces would not pose as large or immediate a problem in terms of convicts for 

transportation as did London. Judge Francis Builer informed Shelbme that ail the transports 

of the circuits were to be taken on as soldiers in the Afiïcan corps, a measure "that would be 

the means of getting rid of the present difficulty" and which would allow "more time to 

consider of the Plan of ûaosporting to Afnca in large Nurnber~."'~~ His views were shared 

by the Recorder of London, who felt that transportation was the only credible means short of 

"'HO 1313 pp.258-9 & 265; and HO 36/6 pp. 162-4. 

'?'HO 47/2 (Solicitor General to Sydney. 23 Aug 1785). 

1 7 6 ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . .  Shelbunie Papers 152140. 



death by which to dispose of serious offenders? 

A year later however, with the resumption of transportation "in large numbersn not 

yet in sight, Buller's view of the scale of the problem in the provinces was rapidly being 

overtaken by events. in December 1782 the f m  extension of the h u k  was sanctioned in 

response to the problems of Newgate. But it was finally carried into execution eight months 

later in response to "the crowded state of the Gaols in the [several] Counties as well as in 

London .. . . "'" Shortly after. Buller's colleague Baron Hotham warned the Home Secretary 

that dangerous crowding in gaols was becoming a nom throughout the nation: 

Unless something be done, . . . we must prepare for very fatal effects from the 
Gad Distemper. 1 am afraid, al1 over the Kingdom. 

. . . It is not for me to presume to niggest an Expedient in this very [illegiblej 
Situation; but nothing c m  be so acceptable to the Whole Kingdom, as that Something 
should be done; and nothing can be worse than to l a v e  the Gaols in the state they 
now are. 

The nurnber of transportable convicts in any one t o m  or county gaol was often small, but 

their cumulative number was irnposing, and the problem had clearly to be addressed. The 

crisis of the nation's gaols during the 1780s generated an interaction between centre and 

periphery that was unprecedented in both volume and regularity. The purpose of this final 

section is to describe, first, how the problem of provincial transports was perceived both at 

the centre and in the provinces and, secondy, those factors that enhanced the former's 

responsiveness to the latter. 

"'HO 13/1 pp.233-4 (see also pp.316-7). 

17'H0 4711 (Hotham, J. to Sydney?, 9 Feb 1784). 

'q hope at some later time to examine in detail the character and nuans of this interaction. Did 
governmerit relieve Iocal gaols of Lheir transports according to any identifiable criteria, such as the sale of the 
individual gaol's problem or its geographical proxirnity to the metroplis? To what extent was relief contingemt 
on the character and influence of the person - judges, local magnates, MPs - wnting the appeal? Appeals for 
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The reconstruction of local gaols, begun in the late 1760s, accelerated during the 

1780s. Between 1782 and 1800 thirteen Acts were passed facilitating the rebuilding of ten 

county gaols, and attempts to p a s  legislatioa for Kent, Warwick and Southampton had 

failed-18' Since the County Gaols Act of 1784 had been intended to remove some of the 

legal impediments to such reconstruction, ten probably represents only the smallest number 

of actual reconstructions, and there is evidence that other county gaols were king rebuilt at 

the same tirne? 

Many new Houses of Correction were also built, a phenornenon which particularly 

suggests the expanded use of reformative incarceration. In 1779 Blackstone had anticipated 

that Houses of Correction would have to be employed for such purposes until such time as 

the penitentiary regime might gain favour. The new bridewell at Wymondham in Norfolk, 

erected under the supervision of a local magistrate named Sir Thomas Beevor, seems to have 

excited particular interest and approval. Judge William Ashhurst commended it to the Home 

Secretary's attention as a credible alternative to aansportation in a particular case, deeming it 

relief were o h  written in explicitiy deferential terms. Does this irnply someilring about the character of 
relations between levels of govenunent duRag the tate cighteenth century? 1 have aiso left out consideration of 
Scottish convicts, although their removal to Engiish hulks has interesting implications for the characier of the 
late-eightemth+xmtury British state when defined in tefms of the administration of criminal justice. But the 
small number of Scottish convicts so removed, coupled with the different legal definition of their sentences. 
requires more detailed analysis than may be provided here. 

'"23 Geo-ïII, c.55; 23 Geo-KIX, c.20 & 26 Geo.ïiï, c.24; 25 Geo. Di, c. 10; 25 Geo-m, c.93, & 39 & 40 
Geo.m (P&L), c.53; 27 Geo.iii, c.58 & 31 Geo.iiI, c.22; 27 Geo-m, c.59; 27 GeaiII, c.60; 28 Geo-iü, 
c.82; 32 Geo-DI, c.82; and 32 Geo.lIX, c.104. For the failed attempts for Warwick and Southampton, see 
J.H.C. 45 (1790): 69, 74, IOQ, 113, 237, 408, 416, 499, 505, 513-4 & 547; J .H.L  38 (1787-90): 605, 620, 
63 8, 64 1, 643, 65 1, 663 & 667-8; and J.H. C. 46 (1 7- 1): 144-5. For the failed atternpts for Kent, see J.H. C. 
54 (1798-9): 204-5; J.H.C. 55 (1799-1800): 190-1, 262-3. 315, 336, 370, 397, 417, 418 & 448; and Sènator, 
25: 780, 829, 899-900, i22-3, 1 û4 1 -2 & 1 145. New county gaols were also sanctioned in Inverness and 
Edinburgh (28 Ge0.m. c.69; d 31 Geo.ilI, c.57); an attempt for Glasgow in 1790 failed (J.H.C. 45 [1790J: 
71, 291, 307-8, 316, 331-2, 331-2, 393, 410,432, 442 & 456). 

'"Working frorn the Victoria County History volumes, Richard Condon caunled a total of eighteen county 
gaols (of a possible total of forty for England and Wales) rebuilt between 1782 and 1800 ('Reform of Engiish 
Prisons, " 105- 17). 



better regulated than any [House of Correction] in the Kingdom: by sending the 
Prisoner there, it will not be passing the offence over without punishment, and at the 
same time it will tend to promote the Habits of Industry and to produce Reformation 
in the party . . . . 

Wymondham's intemal regdations were published in The A n n d  Regisrer and bhn Howard 

himself approved of it? Indeed, some thought the new solitary regime to be too effective. 

In 1793 the funve Home Secretary Thomas Pelham was deeply impressed by its effects as 

applied in the new House of Comction at Lewes, Sussex: "[The effect] of soIitaq 

confinement was very apparent tho' the prisoners have been there only a few weeks; and 1 

am convinced that it should not be too rigidly enforced . . .. n184 

However, many local officiais made no efforts to rebuild or otherwise to reform their 

county gaols. John Howard had deemed the failure to separate felons in the county gaol of 

Cumberland "inexcusable" given its vast number of rooms, and a visitor of 1800 still thought 

it to be "a disgrace . . . . The Felons are di crowded together & the whole prison is so minous 

and weak as to require a constant guard of soldien." The -est request in 1787 that the 

county gaol of Nottingham be relieved in order that the transports "may not teach their 

practices to those who are in confinement for their % offences . . . " niggests a lack of 

separation which, in turn, implies that this gaol too continuecl unreformed.'" 

One also suspects that many of the new gaols were not meant to facilitate any new 

pend regime, but oniy to house an increased number of convicts in greater health and 

security. Certainly this is often the only explicit purpose îhat cm be denved from the 

4716 no. 8 (Asfihurst, J. to Sydney?. 7 Feb 1787). See also AR 28 (1 786), 87-93; GA4 56 (1 786): 4û4; 
and Brown. Mernoirs of Howard, 297. 

' m ~ . ~ o w a r d ,  The Stare of the M o m  in England and Wdes (Montclair, NJ, 1973; rep. of 1792 ed.), 321-3 
& 428-9: A Lanc~~~hzre Gentleman-- ï2e Letrers and Journrrls of Richard Hodgkimon. 176.3-1847, eds. F.& 
K . W d  (Stroud, 1992)- 121; and HO 42/12 f.234. 
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legisiative record. Many local officiais must have shared the sentiments of John Swinton, an 

Edinburgh magistrate who opposed the erection of a bridewell, partiy on the grounds that he 

thought the principles of the regime inherently dubious aad partly on the gromds that "The 

expence is boundless and must be constantly encreasing.. . . 

Unless therefore or ratber wrtill the expence of some places in England, where 1 
understand tials are making, shail jus* the measure, 1 should be sorry to see our 
respectable cornrnunity . . . hatard their reptation for prudence and discretion by 
rashly engaging in a scheme so problematical and so e~pensive. '~ 

At any rate, as we have aiready seen, the circumstances surrounding the passage of the 

County Gaols and Houses of Correction Acts of 1784 strongly imply a belief on the part of 

goverment (and of many MPs) that the desire to deploy incarceration on a wide scale was 

not yet sufficiently advanced throughout the realm that it was politically feasible to make 

such pend regimes mandatory for the nation at large. 

Thus the first substantial moves toward implementing disciplinary refonnation regimes 

aloog the lines of the Penitentiary Act came, not from the centre, but the periphery.ln The 

most celebrated efforts to do so were those of the Gloucester magistracy under the leadership 

of George O. Paul. The magistrates had aiready embarked on a major plan to rebuild their 

county gaol wben, soon after being appointai to the county bench in 1783, Paul convinced 

them to adopt a far more ambitious scheme. In addition to rebuilding the county gaol dong 

Howardian lines, four new Houses of Correction would be built throughout the county and 

part of the new gaol itself would be designated a "Penitentiary House," embracing most of 

the scheme outlined in the 1779 Act. Long before the new buildings were completed, the 

 or or general discussions of local prison reform during the last two decades of the eighteenth century, see 
S.& B.Webb, Engiish Pnsorrs Under Local Government (1963; orig.ed. 19î2), 50-62; Condon, "Reform of 
English Prisons, " ch. 5; Evans, Fabricaion of Virtue, ch .4; and Eastwood, Governing Rural England, 242-5 1. 



efforts of the Gloucester magistrates had become established in the public mind as the 

epitome of enlightened pend practice.'" As early as 1785 a critic of metropditan policing 

practices invoked "the Gloucestershire reguiations" as a mode1 to be emulated.'" 

Plans to institute large-scale reformative regimes were soon taken up in Lancashire 

and Oxfordshire under the respective guidance of Thomas Bayley and Chnstopher 

Willoughby. Bayley was a keen advocate of the uftimate replacement of transportation by 

imprisonment, a hope that had animated the framers of  the Penitentiary Act of 1779 and to 

which he often alluded in his correspondence with the Home Department, as du, the hope 

that govemment would again assume the lead in this m~vement. '~ If such universalist 

ambitions were ever entertained by Willoughby and the Oxfordshire bench. they certauily 

were never explicitly stated by them. By cootrast with the comprehensiveness of the 

Gloucester mode1 and of Bayley's views, Willoughby's las rigorous implementation of pend 

labour seems to have b e n  an almost genteel venture (some convicts were employed in the 

restoration of an Oxford college). Willoughby's efforts had been brought to the particular 

attention of the King and earned him a baronetcy in 1794, a year after he assurai the Home 

Department that "the employment of Prisoners by hard labour has in every respect answered 

the sanguine wishes of the Magisbates and . . . Many Prisoners have ken restored to Society 

lUWebbs, Engiish Prisons, 56-60; E.A.L.Moir, "Sir George Onesiphorus Paui," in Gloucestershire Stdies, 
d- H. P.R. Finberg (Leicester, 1957), 195-224; Condon, "Reform of Engiish Piisons, " 98- 104; J.R. S. Whiting, 
Prison Refonn in Gloucestershire, I7X-i82O: A Study of tk Work of Sir Gorge Onesiphoncs Paul. Bart. 
(1975); R.A.Cooper, "Ideas and Their becution: English Prison Refonn." Eighteenrh-Ce- Studies 10 
( 1  976): 87-93; McConviUe, English Prison Administr~on, 1 :98-104; and C. Harding et al., Imprisonrnetü in 
England and Waies: A Concise Hisrory ( 1  983, 1224. 

'%O 4216 ff. 147-8. 

'%O 4214 ff.44-5; HO 4216 ff. 1 4 & 39-40; Add MS 38446 f. 186; and HO 4Z/ 15 ff.336-7. For Bayley 's 
work. see M.DeLacy, Prison Refonn in Lancashire, I700-18SO: A Study in Local AdmitÙstrcrticrtion (Stanford, CA, 
1 986), 70-98 passim. 
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who have conducted themselves in such a manner as to get an honest livelihood. " 19' %y the 

early 1790s the Dorsetshire magistrates were making similar changes under the 

encouragement of William Morton Pitt.'" 

The widely accepted proposition that this extended use of imprisonment was a direct 

consequence of the difficulties encountered in re-establishing transportation has recently k e n  

questioned. Most tellingly, Margareî DeLacy has pointed out that the rapid growth in 

cornminais to Lancashire prisons largely invoived offenders who were not under sentence of 

transportation. This assertion is confirmed in the two instances that 1 have been able to find 

in which other local officiais provided the Home Department with cornpiete listings of the 

prisoners under various sentences in thev prisons. More tban anythmg else, the "gaols crisis" 

of the late eighteenth century reflected whatever broad societal changes underpinned an 

enhaoced willingness to prosaute offenders and to put new prison buildings to use.Lg3 But 

we should not altogether dispense with the original proposition. Thomas Bayley himself told 

a 1785 parliamentary cornmittee that the magistrates of Lancashire had been obliged to 

impose sentences of imprisonment on many lesser offenders who once would have been 

sentenced to trampnation for seven years. This serves to remind us that traasportation to 

Amenca had embraced a wide range, not ody of felony charges, but also petty offenders. 

The collapse of ûansportation therefore serveâ at least to exaggerate the pace of a movement 

'g'Loret Con. Gorge III, no.324; Cam. George III. 110.679 (misplaced among papers of 1768); J.Nicholç, 
Lirerary Anecdotes of the Eighteemh Cemury (1 812-9, 3: 700: AU 34 (Chron 1792): 8; and HO 471 17. See also 
Eastwood, Governing R d  England, 246-5 1. 

 der Con. Gorge III. 110.637; and HO 4211 8 ff. 130-2. 

lg3DeLacy, W s o n  Refonn in Lancashire, ch.2. In 17% convicted tiansports canstituted ody 15 of 104 
prisoners in the Portsmouth Gaol, and 5 of 47 in the county gaoi of Dorsetshire (HO 4U4 f.235; and HO 4215 
f.384). 



towards the wider use of imprisonment that had been under-way since the 1760s at least? 

In those places where local officiais were willing to bear the expense, the govemment 

in fact encouraged the use of imprisonment for less serious offenders. Paul himself spefled 

out one of the practical appeals that these developments would have had for the govemment: 

"It must be presumed that the very extensive & expensive Design . .. will (when completed) 

relieve his Majesty's Ministers from our Share of the hconvenience arising from the uicrease 

of Crimes & the Decrease of the Means of punishing Crimimis; .. . . "'% Pardons on 

condition of imprisonment at hard labour under the regimes established by the magistrates of 

Oxford and Dorset frequently appear in the Home Deparmient3 Criminal Entry books after 

1789. '% In 1795 the Duke of Ponland praised the efforts of Thomas Bayley and the 

Lancashire bench: 

1 am fully sensible of the important Advantages which arise to the County of 
Lancaster from the excellent Regulatiom under which the penitentiary House is 
conducted, a benefit which is in so great a degree to be amibuted to the Care and 
Attention bestowed upon it by you, and the other Gentlemen in the Commission of the 
Pace. lg7 

The Home Department seems also to have encouraged the adoption of such regimes in places 

where (so far as  cm be determineci from the Home Office Papers) they had not been so 

determinedly taken up. in considering the request for removal of transports from the county 

' w ~ .  H. C. 40 (1 784-5): 954. See also Beattie, Crime and the Couns, 506-1 3; A.R. Ekircfi, B o d  for 
Amencc The Transportaiion of Erifish Comiczs to the Colonies. 1 71 8- 1 775 (Oxford, 1987). 2 1-4; and above, 
Chapter 3, part 1(34). 

'%ee for instance the individual pardons of 1789-96 Listed at HO 1317 pp.30- 1, 352-3 & 466; HO 13/8 
pp.91-2. 111-2. 1634, 337, 459-60. 474-5 & 523; HO 1319 pp.248-9 & 252-3; HO 13/10 p.389: and HO 
1311 1 pp. 167-8. The Oxford pardons amse under a special arrangement betw- govemment and the Oxford 
Quarter Sessions (HO 42/33 ff.278-9: and HO 491 t p.265). 

'%O 6511 p.35 (see aiso HO 13/7 p.435). For similar praise of Willoughby's efforts in Oxfordshue, see 
HO 1317 p.343; and HO 13/10 p.78. 
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gaol of Staffordshire in 1793, it agreed that "Many of the convicts seem to be hardened 

offenders and fit objects only for transportation." AU those transports whom the county 

wished to be rid of would be removed but, the Horne Deparmient added, "Others, who have 

been less in habits of vice, you may possibly wish to keep in Gao1 to tq the effect of the 

discipline of the penitentiary scheme . " Ig8 

Yet even in such pioneering counties as Gloucestershire, Lancashire, Oxfordsûire and 

Dorsetshire, there still could be no question of doing away with transportation altogether. 

Although they did not employ it on the same scale as their metropolitan counterparts, many 

provincial authorities nevertheless saw transportation as coatinuhg to play a vital role in 

their changing scheme of pend practices. In London the transportation of convicts was 

carried out on a massive sale largely because it was no longer feasible to execute convicts in 

sufficiently large numbers fully to realize that policy of severity and deterrence that 

metropolitan officials thought best served their needs. By conaast, the absolute number of 

capital convicts executed in many of the provinces remained quite high and the proportion of 

executions even more impressively so. But the proportion of sentences to transportation was 

markedly lower (see Table 4.2). 

Whereas metropolitan convicts were ofien transportecl in lieu of execution, many 

provincial convicts may have been transported in lieu of imprisonment. Letters fiom 

magistrates in the pioneering counties al1 indicate that sansportation was often viewed most 

importantly in ternis of its capacity to reinforce the intemal regime of the new prisons. In the 

first instance the new disciplines of separation and solitary confinement would be jeopardized 



if the gaol was sùll crowded with convicts under sentence of transportati~n.'~ More subtly 

and powerfblly , it was believed that both the opportune presentatïon of pardons to well- 

behaved transports and the timely removal of others would encourage the potentially 

reformable to redouble their efforts at moral regeneration. The most detailed statement of 

this sense of the co-dependence of transportation and imprisonment, and of centre and 

localities in making it work, was made by Sir George Paul to the Earl Spencer in 1806: 

In the case of transports for term of years, we keep them in the Penitentiary 
Hause for a trial of their disposition. If they give us reasoa to think there are 
probable hopes of red reformation, we teach them a trade, and keep them two or 
three years according to circumstances. 1 then usually certify to the Secretary of State 
that we believe them reformed, and that they are deserving objects of His Majesty's 
Mercy. In such cases, we shall hope for recomrnendation that pardons may be 
granted. 

Those whose sentence is fiom Life or reprieve from a sentence of death, we 
seidom or never undertake; and we desire therefore that their removal may be as 
speedy and, indeed (for the sake of effect), as d e n  as possible. We also beg to be 
allowed to remove such as misbehave in Rison and who we fiad would not only not 
be reformed themselves, but would probably prevent the reformation of others. 

Similar ideas had been expressed in letters from Oxfordshire and Dorsetshire.2m And as 

early as 1789 the Lancashire bench had devised a three-fold system of classification amongst 

the transports in their county gaol for the Home Department's instruction: those whom they 

deemed to be beyond redemption; those who conducted themselves well; and those whose 

behaviour was exemplary . 'O1 

The basic ideological necessity of transportation to the authority of criminal justice 

therefore remained unchanged throughout the nation at large. For this reason alone, sooner 

- - - - - 

'99H0 42/18 f.66; and HO 42/20 f. 160. 

m~thorp PP G259 (G.0 .Paul to Spencer, 3 1 Aug 1806; emphases in original). See also HO 421 1 1 ff. 71-2 
& 288-9; and Add M S  33 107 ff.476-7. A more detailed account of this practice appears in Deveteaux, "In 
PIace of Death" ( forthcoming). 
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or later, govemment would probably have felt compelled to intervene so as to help local 

gaols remove their transports. But it is also possible to identiv a number of reinforcing 

elements that were unique to the rapidly changing late-eighteenth-century social and cultural 

context, 

One of these was the perceived increase in the mobility of the nation's populace given 

the vast upsurge in mobility that was implied by the increased volume and speed of road 

trafic after 1750 and perhaps especiaily a f k  1 7 8 0 . ~  Virnially every official who wrote to 

the Home Department requesting relief of their gaol cited a poteafial incapacity to hold such 

numbers securely. The occurrence of at least five gaol-breaks in the latter half of 1784 alone 

must have leant credence to such a belief? There are aiso indications that the actuai 

removal of convicts Frorn provincial gaols to the h u k  sometimes aroused anxiety on the part 

of statesmen. In October 1783 officiais in Exeter were asked to ellsure that their "convicts 

may not be passed thro' London in their way to the hulks" on the Thames. Four years later 

the Home Department requested that officials of Lancashire and Chester remove their 

convicts to Plymouth by sea rather than land. In November 1789 Scrope Bernard 

recommended the establishg of 'huks at Newcastle. Huii or some one of the northem 

parts, as in bringing convicts from that part of the loagdom to Portsmouth or Plymouth, the 

expence, trouble and risks must be very great, unless they could ali rendezvous at some port 

m3See the newspaper reports collected in 1784, 158. 170, 197-8, 3 10-1 & 291 -3. Although 1 am not in a 
position to prove this, 1 find the univerçality of protests about the insecutity of gaols a Little suspicious. Was 
mery gaol that so protested realiy in such imminent danger? Or did local officiais discover that this was a 
diable means of provoking the government to action? 
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and be brought in one ship by s e d m  

Notions of increased mobility presumably underpimeci the appeds of local oficiais to 

the Home Department for the relief of their gaol on the grounds of the building's physical 

insecurity . The cost of coach travel renders incredible the idea that escaped convicts might 

actually be iravelling as far as rnight be feared. Nevertheless, a report in nie 7ïmes of 

December 1786 about the impending deparime of the First Fleet strongly suggests the 

existence of just such an anxiety: 

Private letters from Portsmouth describe that town and neighbourhood to be infesteci 
with numerous groups of thieves and robbers, that scarce a night passes, in which 
some persons are aot robbed, or some houses broken open. The villains are supposed 
to have belonged formerly to the h u k  at Woolwich, and to have corne down to see 
their former fnends and cornpani~ns.~ 

On a smaller scale, but one nonetheless alarmhg to them, the magistrates of Flintshire in 

northern Wales implored government to reelive their gaol of four transports whom they 

believed to be "part of a Gang of twelve or more, who about three months ago came from 

the neighbourhood of Manchester and Liverpool . . . . Thus, to the extent that enhanced 

mobility had profoundly impressed itself on the min& of statesmen at the nation's centre, the 

senous offenders of the provinces had becorne a problem - not only for neighbouring 

counties and beyond, but for the nation at Iarge - in a way that they had never seemed to be 

before 1775 when, by and large, the transportation of such offenden had proceeded 

unproblematicall y. 

-HO 1311 pp.250-1: HO 13/6 p.33; and Bucks R.O., D/SB/OE 1/ 18. In the laiter eveat, considerations of 
cost to governent sean to have prevailed against so elaborate an extension of the h m  establishment. Perhaps 
it was expected that such costs as sectuity in the removal of convicts to the h W  would entail ought properiy to 
be borne by the local officiah whom the service existed to benefit; see below, pp.320-1. 

Dai@ Unive~sui RegrStPr (lne fimes a h  1788; 29 Dec 1786); quoted in J.H.Thonms. "Portsmouth 
and the First Fieet, 1786-1787," nie Ponsmuth Papers no.50 (1987): 21. 
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Almost as bad would have been the possibility that some iocd oficials might simply 

take matters into their own hands and ship their convicts away on their own initiative. This is 

unlikely to have been a serious option except for those who, in the fust place, were either in 

or near to pon towns and, in the second, had a smaU enough number of convicts that theû 

dumping in some Amencan colony was unlikely to attract attention. In April 1785 the 

magistrates of Poole îransported five convicts to Newfoundland, a venture that - bizarrely 

enough - may actually have been sanctioned by the Home ~epartment."" Only two rnonths 

earlier one of the MPs for neighbouring Devon had threatened that, if the govemment did 

not soon relieve the gaol of Plymouth, "We must take redress elsewhere. As we will 

see in the following chapter, the ham-handed attempts of Irish officials to do this on a much 

larger scde proved to be a reinforcing factor in the decision of the govemment to develop a 

large-scale convict colony in New South W a l e ~ . ~  

A rapidly-growing periodical press, distributed with ever-greater s p d  and efficiency 

throughout the country, further complicated matten for the go~emment.*'~ The reduced 

capacity of ministen to control the flow of information to provincial officials brought a 

powerful new pressure to bear within the traditionally more-distant relationship between 

centre and periphery. In Febniaiy 1785 the county gaoler of Lancaster, "Seeing in the Public 

m~ernorial U. MSS. Diary of Benjamin Lester (entries for 25 & 28 April 1785). The entry for April25th 
records the reception of "an Express from W Napene [ie.Nepean?] to MC Cartwright that he couid not set of the 
Convicts tiii Mude Wednesday Evening." My thanks to Jerry Bannister for providing me with this source. 

mHO 42/6 f.62. Since Bastard imrnediately added that he "was also to informa Sydney that he would make 
motions on the matter in the House of Commons "either today or tomonow" (for which see pp.302-3 below), 
his subsequent activity in parliament was presumably not the "redressa of which he spoke. 

"%. ~ e a d ,  î l e  English Provinces. c. 1 74& 1 ~6& A Study in Influence ( 1  W), 19-20; J. Bnwer, Pony 
Ideology and Popuiar Politics at the Accession of George III (Cambridge, 1976), 142-8 & 15760; J-Black. ïh 
English Press in tk Eigkeenrli Cenrury (1987), 80-1 & 99-108; and BIack, "Continuity and Change in the 
British Press, 1 750- 1833, " Publisliing Hisiory 110.36 (1 994): 65. 
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Papers that the Honbk House of Commons had ordered a list of the cnrninals confined on 

board the Hulks in the River Thames," immediately took "the liberty to transmit to [a county 

MPI the number of Crhinals now in the Gao1 ... ." The MP of course immediately passed 

this request to the Home Department.211 m e r  examples might be cited of local officiais 

leaming through the popular press that the gaols of other counties were king favoured with 

govemment's relief and demanding the same attentions in theû tum.2f2 At the very least 

then, the rise of a more widely and effectiveiy distributed periodi~al press enbanced the 

speed with which the penphery could make its daims on the attentions of the centre. 

For al1 these changing contacts however, the character of the process by which 

govenunent relieved local gaols of transports remained fundamentally reactive. The 

occasional surveys of "convicts under sentence of transportation who are confineci in the 

different Gaols in this Kingdom" anticipated the statisticai instniments of an active 

supervisory authority at the centre. But these surveys invariably followed discrete decisions 

to organize flets or individual vessels for the transportation of convicb to New South Wales. 

The first was sent to the Clerks of Assize of the various circuits in Jaauary 1785 when 

govemment anticipated resuming large-sale tramportation to a West  Afncan sitdI3 A 

second was issued the following December, this time to the High Sheriffs of the individual 

counties, whiie the determioation of the final site was king awaited and preparations under- 

'"HO 4216 f.68. For the MP, Thomas Staoley, see Commons 175490, 3:472-3; and Commons t 7W-1820, 
5254-6. Higgin also noted that the paper had contained "a List of those under sentence in ihe Gaols of tondon 
and Middlesex," a factor which implies local awareaess and resentment of the greater care in these matters 
shown by goverrunent to the metroplis than to any other part of the nation. For Higgin's activity in Iaacasàire. 
see DeLacy , Pnson Reform in Lancashire, chs.4-5 passim. 

2'2H0 421 10 f.391; HO 4211 1 ff.244-5; and HO 4S/ 15 f.417. 

213H0 1312 p.328 (what appears 10 be the resultant List is at HO 42/6 f.443). A similar order was sent to the 
keeper of the DwrRirk bulk in Plymouth, but not to Campbell on the Thames - presumably because the 
govement expected soon to do away with the former aitogether (see HO 1312 p.342; and above at p.226). 



way for what would becorne the First Fleet.*14 Similar exercises, requesting slightly more 

detailed information, were carried out in 1789 prior to the formation of the Second and Third 

~ l e e t s . ~ ' ~  Thereafter the practice altogether ceased except in order to ascertain the numbers 

of female tmnsports (who could not be removed from provincial gaols until actuaIly 

transported) . ' 
The basic information required by these circulars - Names, Offenses, Where and 

When Tned, by which Judge, and Sentence - could conceivably have been used by the Home 

Department to determine which local offenders would actually be transported. However the 

larger pattern of gaol relief took the form of tempotary removals to the hulks, over which 

the govemment did not seek to exercise any greater control than merely to speci@ the 

nurnbers to be removed at any one time. There is evidence tbat government sometimes 

sanctioned choices as to which convicts already aboard the hulks were acnially transported to 

New South Wales. As we have seen, the Duke of Richmond retained many h u k '  inmates 

for the purposes of labouring on his fortifications projects. But the acnial decisions appear to 

have been made on the spot, presumably by the hulks contractors in consultation with the 

Ordnance, rather than in t on don.*'^ It was not until 1806 that the Home Department began 

'"SP 441414 p.222 (a copy of that sent to the High Sheriff of Warwickshire is at Add MS 41254 f.22). For 
the proposed African site and the ensuing di fficulties over it, see below Chapter 5, part iI(1). 

2'sSP 441415 (Sydney to the Sheriffs, 27 Feb 1789). A follow-up was issued seven months later after the 
deiay in organizing the Second Fleet (see HO 1317 pp.246-7; and se below, pp.319-20). A separate follow-up 
was sent regarding female transports, al1 of whom remained in I d  gaols (HO I3/7 p.283). For the mrd 
Fleet, see SP 44/415 (Grenvilie to the Sheriffs of the counties of England & Wales, 22 March 1791; & 
S-Bernard to same, 23 Nov 1791; HO 42/19 f.49 appears to be an undated draft of the former). 

2 ' 6 ~ ~  44f415 (S.Beniard to Deputy Ski f f s  of ttK counties of England & Wales, n.d.[c.FebMarch 17921; 
& J.King to vanous Sheriffs, 26 Aug, 22 Sept & 7 Oct 1795); HO 13/10 pp.273 & 326; HO 13/11 p.391; HO 
13/12 pp.142-3; HO 13/13 p.269; HO 13/14 p.347; and HO 13/15 p.401. 

2'7The quarteriy hdks returns received in the Home Department specified oaly Name, When & Where 
Convicted, Sentence, and Behaviour - and so could not Corm the basis of any reasonably informed decision as to 
disposition other than in the long-term. As to transports stili held in tocal gaols, the government's request to 
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regularly and systematically to collect information on provincial offenden that was 

sufficiently detailed that it rnight actually form the basis of rulings From the centre as to their 

final di~position.~'~ To the extent that local oficials were primarily concerned that their 

worst offenders short of death should at least be removed from their gaols and cornmunities, 

the larger part of the initiative in determining which offenders were punished by 

transportation was still largely in their hands during the 1780s and 1790s. 

Nor is there any evidence that the information collected in this manner was used for 

any long-term purposes of policy-formulation. For the time being, any ambition to exert a 

more active direction over the physical disposition of serious criminal offenders throughout 

the nation remained in the fume. Nevertheless the gathering of information on convicts 

throughout the nation - a practice that rnight ultimately make such regulatory ambitions 

feasible - was already being deployed, albeit in order to uphold a traditional mode of 

administrative practice. In this a m ,  as in others, the rnethods of a more active central 

govemance were being tentatively and irregularly deployed in treating the ills of a state that, 

for most administrative practices, govemment continued to view as fuadamentaily 

decentralized. 2'9 

V , Conclusion 

If the behaviour of ministers during the 1780s appean to lack what we might think of 

as either humanity or leadership in pend reform, it does not follow that such behaviour was 

know which judge each convict had ben tned before indicates its on-going reluctance to alter sentences without 
first r e f h g  the case to the judge (for this practice and its drarnatic decline in the d y  nineteentti+xntury, see 
below Chapter 6 passim). But there is no evidence of any such attempts to interfixe in the original sentences. 

*''~ee below, Chapter 6,  parts III-IV passim- 

219For similar instances of information collection in the service of an established administrative order, see 
the discussion of the administration of pardon below, Chapter 6. 
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incoherent and unconsidered. Intensive fiscal concems precluded the construction by 

govemment of a vastly expensive penitentiary scbeme. But, for a time at least, ministen 

sought to compensate for this abandonment with a sensible preventive alternative. Nor indeed 

was a strong lead in prison reform politicdly advisable in a state structure in which local 

officiais varied widely, not simply in their cornmitment to reaiizing, but indeed in their 

fundamental sympathy with such refoms. A ministry that oôliged ratûer tban encouraged 

local oficials to adopt administrative standards - standards which would impose considerable 

expense on local ratepayers - ultirnately ran the very serious risk of alienating that nippon 

without which no ministry codd long survive. 

By the early 1790s the immediate problem of convict numbers was largeiy fading, but 

the arraagements put in place to meet it continued in place. In fact transportation and the 

h u k  became the subject of renewed controversy. The emergence wiîhin parliament of 

intense and persistent opposition to the government's peaal arrangements prompted the latter 

to revive the policing strategies that it had abandoned a few years before. The tension 

between rninistry and parliament forms the wider context in which both this debate, as weil 

as the prior decisions about transportation that fùndamentally informed it, must be placed if 

the development of policing and pend measures during the 1780s and 1790s is more fbUy to 

be understood. 



CHAPTER 5 

MINTSTERS AND PARLIAMENT: THE DEBATE OVER PENAL POLICY, 1785-1 801 

Histonans of changing pend practices d u ~ g  the late eighteenth and eady nineteenth 

centuries have often written as though govemment and parliament were a single entity. On 

the other hand, whenever they have observed that actions by parliament altered a course of 

action set upon by govemment, they have not pursued the implications of parliamentary 

opposition to government policy. This chapter seeks to provide an account of pend policy in 

the latter decades of the eighteenth century. Change was a product, not only of Home 

Department initiatives or of the interaction between Treaniry and Home Department, but also 

of the frequent tension between govemrnent and the legisiative body that had to sanction any 

substantial rneasures. In short, this chapter seeks at once botû to illuminate and to 

problematize the nanative of pend policy-making and reform through a concentration on the 

intermitîently - but often intensely - combative relationship between ministers and 

parliament. ' 
We begin with a consideration of William Pitt's overall influence in afiairs which, 

although not to be underestimated, is nonetheless easily overstated when it takes the guise of 

that "masteryn over the House of Comrnons that is often amibuted to him. Parliament's 

derailment of his govemment's plans to make Afnca the estabiished destination for convicts 

under sentence of transportaiion reveal the limits of that rnastery on a particularly important 

occasion. The consequences of this, largely unforeseen on both sides, are pursueci through a 

discussion of subsequent developments in the administration of criminai justice under the 

'The most substantial attention to parliamentary opposition to p d  policy during the late eighteenth century 
is to be found in an earl y study, E . 0  'Brien, Ine Fo&ion of Australia (1 786-1 8001: A Study in EngIish 
Criminal Practice artd Pend Colonization in the Eighteenth Ceniruy (2nd ed., Sydney, 1950), 1 19-23 & ch. 8. 
However it proceeds from a relatively unsetfconscious "Whig" perspective of pend reform, and is of a more 
narrative than iuaaiyticai cbaracter. 
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Home Secretaryships of Pin's closest coileagues, William Grenville and Henry Dundas. By 

conaast, Pitt's h a 1  Home Secretary, the Duke of Portland, took some suqxising initiatives - 

initiatives that had important implications for the closeiy circumscribed govemental role in 

the administration of criminal justice favoured by Pitt. Finaily, we consider the revival of 

intensive parliamentary opposition to the government's p a l  policy during the eariy 1790s. 

The govemment attempted to contain that opposition, first, by a renewal of the preventive 

policing strategy of the mid-1780s and, second and perbaps more surprisingly, by the 

decision to sanction Jeremy Bentharn ' s Panopticon prison project. 

Parliamentary criticism denved in part fkom humanitmian concerm about pend 

practices. An equaiiy powerhil strand was that same concem for corniderations of economy 

that we saw at work in the previws chapter. Some MPs objected to the practice of 

trarisportation as a whole, p re fedg  some variation on the hard labour option proposeci 

during the late 1770s. Others objected to the distant and wholly undeveloped New South 

Wales as the destination of transports. And most people, in govemment and parliament alike, 

objected to the h u l .  which, although conceived by ministers as a purely temporary measure 

after 1782, tended to be regarded by their most vocal critics as a pend measure in 

themselves . 

interestingly, although the most active critics of govemment policy were often Whigs, 

this was not always the case. The leading proponents of the particularly controversial Gaols 

Regulation bills of 1790 and 1791 were Whigs such as Sir Charles Bunbury, Sir Gilbert 

Eliiot, and Thomas Powys, but other active supporters included such comrnitted Pittites as 



Edward Phelips, Matthew Montagu, Henry Hobart and S u  Joseph ~ekyil .  Thus. by 

cornparison with the debate over capital punishment during the earfy nineteenth century, 

criticism of government pend poiicy by no means fell on one side of the division between 

govemment and oppositiod That this was so must have made Pitt feel ail the more strongly 

his goverment's poten tial vulnerability in these matters. 

1. The Governing Temperament of William Pitt the Younger 

It is impossible to undersiand the course of the central goverment's pend policy 

between 1785 and 1801 without reference to the penonaiity of William Pitt and to the 

circumnances under which he rnaintained his position and authority. The means by which he 

did this amongst his ministerial colleagues has already been discussed at Iength4 Our 

principal concern in this chapter is with how Pitt sought to maintain his authority within 

parliament at large. Most of his biographers see an erstwhile (but not precipitous) fiscd and 

parliamentary reformer of the 1780s who gave way to a reluctant but determin4 warrior 

against French tyranny during the following decade? At the rame the ,  the fiscal skill that 

Pitt dernonstrated during the 1780s presaged the political supremacy that came with the 

routing of the Whigs in the Regency Crisis of 1788-9, Whig fragmentation after 1792, and 

'J.H. C. 45 (1790): 461, 489 & 508; 3. H. C. 46 (2790-91): 37, 38 & 162-3; Cornnwns 1754-W, 2: 136-40, 
394-6, 627-8 & 673-4, & 3:157, 2734 & 320-2; and Cumnwns 1790-1820, 3:300-1 & 693-6, & 4:207, 296-9, 
61 7-8. 790 & 878-9. 

3R.McGowen. "The image of Justice and Refom of the Criminal Law in Early Nineteenth-Century 
England," BuHal0 Luw Rmiew 32 (1983): S 1 1 7 .  

'Sec above, Cbapter 2. part II(3). 

'G. Tomline, Memirs of ~ h e  Life of the Righi Homurable William Pin (4th ed, 3 vols, L û22); Eari 
Stanhope, Lge of rhe Right Homurable W i l i i m  Fin (New York, 1970: rep. of 1 867 ed.); J.H.Rose, Wîliim 
Pirr and Nhod Revival ( 19 1 1 ) ; and Rose, William Pin and ~ h e  Greaî War ( 19 1 1). Tomline made it no M e r  
than the outbreak of war in 1793, "a matked e p h  in Mr. Pitt's administration" (Memirs of A'rr, 3527). and 
concluded with a twenty-tive-page encomium on Pitt's domestic administration. John Ehrman characterizes the 
years between 1 789 and 1 797 as "The Reluctant Transi tionn (.J.Ehm, Pin rhe Younger [ 1969-961, vol .2). 
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kally the withdrawal from parliament of the Foxite mmp after 1797. A general impression 

has therefore arisen of Pitt's having enjoyed a long-term piacidity similar to that which is 

often aîiributed to the eras of Walpole. the Pelhams and Lord North - puctuated perhaps by 

a few early setbacks that, in retrospect. may be read as the youthful statesmen leamhg his 

craft. However the undoubted novelty of a stable ministry after the crises of 1782-4 was 

hardly the same thing as the uniimited "influence over the legislative body" that one 

contemporary amibuted to it.6 Things were fa.  more difficult and complicated for Pitt than 

that . 

The decimation of the opposition in the election of 1784 put an end to any grouping 

that might seriously expect to nipplant Pitt's govemment.' However this proved not to be 

the same thing as the eiimination dtogether of effective opposition on individual issues. 

hdeed the sheer number of rninistenal defeats on major policy issues between 1784 and 1786 

- the Westminster scrutiny, parliamentary reform, the choice of a destination for convicts 

sentenced to transportation, metroplitan policing, Irish trade regdation, various tax 

proposais, and naval fortifications - has no parailel amongst the other long-term ministries of 

the eighteenth century . The defeat on the last of these in February 1786 prompted William 

Eden to remark that Pitt faced "a very ioose Parliament, and that Govenunent has not a 

decisive hold of it upon any matenal question. "' So long as Pitt enjoyed the soie support of 

the King, and parliament could offer no alternative to him, his position as first minister was 

'J-cannon, The Fox-North Coalition: Crisis of the Constincrion, 2 782-4 (Cambridge, 1969), ch.9- 1 1 ; 
Ehrman, Younger Pin, 1 : 138-53; P-Keiiy, "British Politics, 17834: The Emergence and Triumph of the 
Younger Pitt's Administration, " Bulletin of the Instirute of Hktoricd Research 54 (198 1): 62-78; and B.m, 
British Pariiamenrary Pa~ies.  1742-1832 (t985), 151-5. 

Quotecl in Stanhope, Life of Pilf, 1 :288-9. See also F.09Gorman, The Whig Pany and the French 
R d w i o n  ( 1 967). 3 4 .  
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safe. But in a parliament which still possessed a large body of independent gentlemen, this 

was not necessarily a guarantee of an easy time of things? 

Pitt's personai domination over his muiisters was well undemood among many local 

officiais who sought the relief of their gaols. So too, however, was the extent to which the 

authonty of parliament might be eniisted when govemment seemed insufficiently responsive. 

Thus John Rolle, MP for Devon, often took his county 's concem for the relief of its gaol 

directiy to Pitt rather than the Home Department. But John Pollexfen Bastard, Rolle's feilow 

county MP and u d y  a supporter of Pitt's government, did not hesitate to criticize 

govemment acîivity regarding transportation after the Home Department proved too slow in 

responding to his concems about prisoners in the gaol at Plym~uth. '~ Bastard's involvement 

in this latter issue indicates our principal concem in this chapter - the extent to which the 

government that Piîi dominated was obliged, in the face of activity in parliament, either to 

. . modify or altogether to abandon its intentions with respect to criminal justice administration. 

Pin's hold over both his colleagues and the Commons was largely a function of 

personality, so it is a source of no small hstration that a fidi understanding of that 

personal@ is largely beyond our abilities. That it will remain so is e w e d  both by the 

relative paucity of Pitt's own correspondence and the psthumous destruction of most 

personal communicati011~ from him by his closest fiiends." The son of one first minister 

and the nephew of aoother, Pitt was never allowed to entertain any doubts that his heritage 

destinai him for the same office. Chatham took care to have his son educated at home, in 

' P . K ~ I I ~ .  "British Parliamentary Politics, 1 784- 1 786, " Hismricuf J o d  1 7 ( 1 974): 733-53. 

"HO 4215 f.92; HO 4216 f.62; HO 4218 ff.208 & 214; and Gommons 17-54-90, 264-5 & 3:3734. See also 
J.H. C. 41 ( 1  786): 307, 323, 444 & 446; and Parliameruary Regisrer 1780-96, 1953-5 & 329-30. 

"So iniraciable is this problem thai's Pin's most dedicated and detailed biographçr largely sidesteps the 
issue altogether by confiaiing the man with his govemmental labours (Ehrman, Younger Pirr. 1:xi.i). 
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splendid isolation tiom the men who would grow up to be his followers, opponents and 

deifiers, and imbibing at least the idealism (if not the substance) of the Great Comrnoner's 

reptation for public spintedness. Like many successful political leaders, Pitt combined a 

deep-set sense of duty with a tremendous will to power. But the peculiarities of his 

upbringing aiso ensuted that. unlike most leaders, in him that mental@ would assume a 

soiitary caste. Throughout his political career, Pitt preferred verbiage and postures to overt 

partisan organization. What in others might seem at best temporizing and evasive, and at 

worst hypoaiticd and rnanipulative could, in the intellectualizing forge of his perceptions, 

seem aimon a principle. It was a mark of how persuasive Pitt must have been that both 

Henry Dundas. who might have expected greater deference to his age, expenence and 

influence, and Henry Addington, who might have expected more loyaky and support after 

inheriting an almost impossible task of govemance, destroyed any correspondence that might 

lead us to think the less of him. 

Pitt had made ostentatious displays of his blend of public spiritedness and his will to 

power even before his twenty-thkd birthday. Having overreached himself by attempting to 

enter parliament for Cambridge in the election of 178 1, he did so in the interest of James 

Lowther, but ody after renouncing any willingness to support that interest on other than 

principled grounds. At the same t h e ,  he refusai minor office under both the North and 

Rockingham administrations. He seems to have been senously considered for the prestigious 

new Home Secretaryship under Shelburne, and received the Chancellorship of the Exchequer 

and a seat in cabinet. If nothuig else, such ambition and self-confidence must have confirmed 

George III in his belief that he had found the man who would ultimately be willing to brazen 
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it out in a Cornmons in which the main support would be the King himself.I2 

Yet Pitt's public-minded inclinations were also genuine enough. By the time of the 

cnsis over Fox's East India biil, he had already been associated with one masure of 

parliamentary reform and had personally sponsored a second.13 He was disturbed enough 

about the means by which the King intended to bring him to power that he avoided any direct 

role in concocting the m t e g y  of o~enhrow.'~ An uncoxnfortable sense of how littie the 

events of December 1783 accorded with his usual stance may M e r  have determineci him in 

his attempts to carry a reform bill, this time from a position of authority. It must have ken a 

bitter blow to Pitt that neither his King nor, in the event, the Commons wanted this thud and 

much-attenuated reform measure." After its failwe, there was littie more to be seen of the 

high-minded reformed6 Pitt's wiil to power now clearly achieved that primacy over his 

public spiritedness which, perhaps, it had always enjoyed. 

At any rate, the minister we see after 1785 was mainly a nirvivor rather than an 

* - 
innovator. To the extent that he was faced with problems of anmrnistration and governance 

that were of a scaie that Walpole, Pelham and North never had to face, Pitt might be said to 

'2~ommons 1754-90, 3:299-300; Ehrman, Younger Pin, 1:24-6, 79-81, 83, 102-4, 112-15 & 12742; 
Cannon, Fox-North Coalition, 65-7 & chs.9-10; and R.Reilly, Pin rhe Younger. 1759-1- (1978). 56-7, 66, 
77-8 & ch.9. 

'31.~.~hristie, Wiks, i4+)nall and R e f o m  7he Pariiwttenray Refonn Moventent in Brirish Politics, 1760- 
1 785 (1 %2), 145-8, 1 74-84 & 227-8; Ehrman, Younger Pirr, 1 : 58-76; J.Cannon, Parliamentary Reform. /Mû- 
1832 (Cambridge, 1973), 88-90: and R d y ,  Fin the Younger, 66-8, 72, 80,  85 & 13û-1. 

'4Canaon, Fox-North Cd i t ion ,  128-32. 

lSChristie. Wikes,  WjwiZI a d  Refonn, 2O4- t 9; Ehnnan, Younger Pin, 1 :223-8; Cannon, Parliamelirary 
Refonn, 91 -7; and Reilly, Pirt the Younger, 130- 1. 

'%s f a h g  away a h  1785 has been detected even in those measuns of fiscal reform with which Pitt is 
so closely associated; see 1. R-Breihao, " Wiiliam Pin and the Commission on Fees, 1785- 1802. " Histon'cuf 
J o u d  27 (1 984): 59-8 1 (esp. 76-8 1 ) ; and P. Harling, The Waning of 'Old Corruption ': nie Politics of 
Economrmrcaî Refom in Britain. 1 779-1 846 (Oxford, 1 9%), 58-63 - 
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have Ied the fim ministry that was in some sense "modem." But after 1785, his primary 

ends and means do not seem to have been so different from those of his forebears. His 

principal goal was to stay in office; his principal strategy in so doing was the careful 

management of national finances. On mattem that threatened inordinately to lengthen the 

domestic administrative reach of government, he managed rather than led. And if 

management required the abandonment of an unduly expensive mesure, or of one that either 

was or might become alanning to a parliament still dominai& by Fnigal backbenchers, so be 

it. 

This was a strategy that had fïrst been ernployed during his Chancellorship under 

Shelbme, when the Penitentiary scheme was abandoned in favour of a preventive policing 

strategy for London which (in its original conception) was to be carried on by local officials 

at local expense. For lack of close oversight by the Home Secretary and prior consultation 

with Pitt, this stnicturally limited plan had bailooned three years later into the more 

encompassing, arnbitious - and expensive - Metropditan Police bili. The decisive role of Pia 

in its rejection was only too painfully apparent to the bu's frimer, John Reeves: 

[Glreat part of this storm has collected thro' the coldness of the Treasury. - Lord 
B[eauchamp] mentioned it in his Speech, that Mr Pitt, I hope, will feel nettled at this 
remark of Lord B's, and give that tone to the business, which he is so weli able to 
give to any masure - That seems the only thing wanting. . . . [Qf this Plan is lost, it is 
lost for want of the common exertious of govemment in the House of ~ommons. '~ 

At this tirne Pitt was the only member of his ministry with a seat in the Commons. And he 

"professed himself not to be perfectiy master of the subject, ami therefore incapable of 

forrning a comptent judgmentw on it. It is unclear whether we should take this to mean that 

"HO 4217 ff.257-9. Reeves made his last plea for the bill to Pitt, and the ody  letter that 1 have found 
relating to its possible re-introduction the following year makeç clear the Treasury's riejeclion of it on tbe 
grounds of cost; see PRO 3O/8/ 1 70 ff.245-6; and Brotherton CoUection (Leeds U.). Sydney/Townshend Papers 
Kg. 



he was merely k i n g  disingenuous in order to mask yet another major political 

miscalculation, or that he had not yet achieved that domination of his cabinet and its 

meanires that would soon corne to chaiacterize his ministry . '' The latter is quite possible 

with regard to criminal justice measures. Pitt had taken no self-evidently active role in the 

passage of the Transportation Act of 1784, despite the fact that its author specifically 

suggested he lead in order "that it may come into the House with more Authority and prevent 

the great Interference by some Gentlemen who may spi1 the Bill by amendmerus. "19 

By Iuly 1785 however, only a month after the withdrawal of the Metropolitan Police 

bill, Sydney had lost any iuusions he might stiff have had as to the First Lord's deteminative 

role in defending or advancing any substantial extension of govemment activity in criminal 

justice matters. In requesting tbat the Treaniry sanction a third vesse1 for the h u k  

establishment on the Thames, Sydney aoted that '[tlhese tems .. . were communicated 

privately to Mr Pitt and his acquiescence was obtained previous to the agreement. "20 There 

could be no more room for misunderstanding between the Home Secretaq and the rninister 

as to who ultimately controiied policy . Nor was Pitt's influence over criminal justice 

administration confined solely to issues which imruded on national finance. In February 1789 

he infonned Sydney that a cabinet meeting - one that Sydney seems not even to have 

atteaded - had detefmined that only the s d e s t  possible number of capital coavicts in 

London awaiting final sentence should be put to death2' 

L6Pariimnfary Hisrory 25 (1 785-6): 407. See a h  Ehrmaa, Younger Pin, 2~123-5. who ad& that "this was 
not the oniy sign of miscalculation in a ratfier disappointing y=" (2: 125). 

%O 4215 f.46 (emphasis in origllial). See also I.H.C. 40 (1784-5): 380, 395, 431-2. 434 & 440. 

" ~ e e  below. p.383. 
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Pitt may well have felt a particular interest in maintaining the good will of the City of 

London. The City's substantial role in national financial arrangements made good relations 

between it and the govemment indispensable. Its opposition to Fox's East India bill had been 

a particularly reassu~g, perhaps even influential force in the crisis of 1783-4, and Pitt 

remained on close terms with many City officiais for most of the rest of his life and 

career? Theu clear preference, expressed in 1785, for a criminal justice systern which 

stress4 severe punishrnents over policing measures mua therefore have been no Iight 

consideration witb him. The renewed pressure wbich such a policy, in turn, brought to b a r  

on the search for a new destination for convicts sentenced to tramportabon forms our tim 

topic for substantial consideration. 

11. Transportatiou: From Afna to Botany Bay 

.. . 1 reaily cannot form any judgment when the evü will be at an end for, from the 
mistaken humanity of some and the affected tendemess of others, every plan which 
the King's Servants have proposed for transporthg the convicts out of the Kingdom 
has met with such opposition that it bas b e n  almost impossible to carry any of them 
into execution? 

- Lord Sydney, 6 November 1785 

(1) Parliament's Mandate, 1779- 1785 

Parliament's imposition of the choice of Botany Bay, or at least of some choice other 

than the goverment's proposed Afncan site for the traaprtation of convicts, is seldom 

counted as one of Pitt's failures of the mid-1780s. Yet this was a defeat which had great 

implications for both governent -ce and imperhi history. Parliamentarians intervened in 

the govemment's choice of destination because they rnaintained a wider conception of the 

nEhrrnan, Yowiger Pitt, 1 : 140-  1, 149 & 603nl; and Cannon. Fox-Nonh Coalition. 1 18-9, 135 & 1 85. 

"HO 1313 p.239. 



needs that had to be addressed by that choice. Both s h e d  a concem that the new 

transportation venture be as economical as possible, but parliament intervened when it 

seemed that govemment's selecîed destination both neglected a proper balance of penal 

considerations and threatened important trade concerns. The ironic outcome was that, by 

indirectiy oûliging govemment to take on the last-ditch option of New South Wales, 

parliament ended up with a far more costiy set of pend arrangements than it had ever sought 

or anticipated. This would lave the door open for continued debate about the relative merits 

of transportation, the huiks and the penitentiary after 1790. 

We should remember the traditional advantages of transportation as a pend practice. 

Fira, it provided a middle ground. Many offenders whose crimes and character were not 

thought to justify their being executed were nevertheless thought to be beyond such help as 

England's slowing expanding reformative prison regimes might offer. But to place them on 

board the hulh,  where they would be indiscriminately mixed with all classes of offenders, 

might efirninate al1 hope of their ultimate reformation. The solution was to transport them to 

a place where conditions were sufficiently arduous that theû characters might ultimately be 

redeemed. Transportation also possessed the self-evident attraction of removing dangerous 

offenders from society. As the Bow Street magistrate Sampson Wright bluntly observed in 

1782, "the Public will be happy to get rid of them at any rate. 

In the second place, an ideal location would ais0 saci* economic imperatives. The 

advanced social and economic development of the Amencan colonies had created a market 

for labour that could absorb large numbers of indentured offendm. No other British colony 

had reached so advanced a state by the 1780s, and &bis raîsed the likelihood that govemment 
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would have to contribute in much larger measure to the upkeep of England's exported 

convicts. The extreme option would have been a remote and economically unpromising 

location where the convicts would have to be guarded by a permanent ganison - a place like 

Botany Bay. A better location would provide the happiest compromise between this and the 

American ideal. 

By 1779 it seemed to have been agreed by both rninisters and parliamentarians that an 

African site wodd fulfil these requirements. This possibility was considered by a Commons 

Cornmittee of that year which had found the hulks wanting from the perspective of both 

pend severity and potential reform? The govemment subsequently transportai several 

convicts to various forts on the Afncan Coast, initially through individual pardoas on 

conditions of miliiary service, but ais0 forty others under fonnal sentence of transportation in 

a voyage of 1782? Shelburne's correspondence at this time with Judge Francis Buller 

strongly suggests that the govemment also regarded Africa as the best alternative to Amerîca 

for the full-sale resumption of transportation. Buller emphasized that "Transportation has 

been so long out of use that it will be extremely difficult, if not quite impracticable, for the 

Justices of the Peace to revive it without the Assistance of Govemment," but he was also 

convinced that "once revived, . . . it may be continued with as little Expence to the Public as 

Transportation to Arnerica was f~rmer ly . "~~ Buller was in contact with "several Gentlemen 

respecting the Practicability of sending Convicts to Afnca," including huiks contractor 

UJ.H. C. 37 (1 778-80): 306-14 (esp. 3 11-3). See also pp. 172-3 above. 

26The intermittent character of the pactice before the voyage of 1782 was confirmed in a letter from the 
Under Secreiary in the Southem Department, who advised one appIicant " t h  opportunities of sencihg Convicts 
to Africa [are] offering but seldom ..." (SP 37/15 ff.302-3). See also W-Oldham, Brirain's Convicts ro rite 
Colonies, ed. W .H.Oldham (Sydney, 1990), ch.4. 

"W.L.C.L., Shelburne Papers 152139. 



Duncan Campbell, al1 of whom were "satisfied that the Plan is feazible .. .." Campbell and 

his colleague William Huxford proposed an island off the Coast of Sierra ~eone." 

The fiscal concems of the moment, clearly stated in Builer's letters to Shelbume, 

cl= up the mystery that might otherwise m o u n d  George Moore's two subsequent, small- 

scale voyages to the Amerkas. These might seem not ody desperate and foolhardy, but aiso 

distractions from the main purpose, until we remember the importance of perceived 

economic advantage as a factor in the govemment's calculations. The American demmd for 

indenturd servitude had rernained strong up until the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, 

and the expectation that it might resume after the wu's end would have been of a piece with 

larger hopes and expectations that the pre-war pattern of trade relations between the old 

country and the new might soon be resumedW The observation of the Commons Cornmittee 

of 1779 - "That it is not in the Power of the executive Govemment af presenr to dispose of 

convicted Felons in N m h  America" - clearly implied that the latier rernained the favoured 

site, to be departed Frorn only if necessity continued to dictate?' And in fact Moore 

succeeded in selling off moa of those convicts whom he brought to Baltimore on his tim 

=w.L-c.L., Shelburne Papers 152140 & 41. Huxford may soon a f k  have lost credibiiity, if not alI favour. 
by suggesting an alternative plan of turning over dl male convicts to the Dey of Aîgiers (W.L.C.L., Shelbume 
Papers 152/44). The disgust which this proposal aroused, piesumably in Shelburne himself, is recorded by a 
Iater cataloguer of his papers: 

What an abominable proposai! - and from an Englishman too! - This Man must be no less 
ignorant than unfeeling - ignora  in not knowing tbat the Semence of the Law is Banishment, not 
Slavery - unfeeling, in every Sense of the Word, but, more especially, in supposing every Culpn't to be 
of the same Clms (Add MS 24134 f.70; emphases in origmal). 

? g ~ .  Esmith, Colonists in Bondage: White Servitude and Convict Lubour in Arnenca. 1607-1 776 
(Gloucester, MS, 1965; orig-ed. 1947). 132-3; V.T.Wow,  nip F o d i n g  of the Second British Empire, 1763- 
1793 (1952-W), 1 :200-22 & ch.9; G-Martin, "The Foundation of Botaay Bay, 1778-90: A Reappraisal," in 
Reappraisals in Brirish Impenàl History, eds. R. Hyam & G.Martin (1 975), 46-7; K. Morgan, "The Organization 
of the Convict Trade to Maryland: Stevenson, Randolph & Cheston, 1768- 1775, " William and Mary m e r f y  
2nd ser., 42 (1985): 201 -27; and H.M.Scott, British Foreign Policy in the Age of Walpole (Oxford, 1990). 327- 
29. 

m ~ . ~ .  C. 37 (1 778-80): 314 (first emphasis added). 



voyage in 1783-4, so it is not surprising that both he and the government were willing to try 

again the following year. By this time however it was beconhg apparent that the Arnericans 

might actually have p ~ c i p l e d  objections to the reception of convicts that would ovemde the 

By late 1784 then it was clear that the prefemed option of the former Amencan 

colonies was permanently lost. It had also emerged that the next bat options, the islands of 

the West Indies and the Honduras, were also unwilhg to accept convicts." At the same 

time the scale of the convict crisis, most pressing in London but now a h  cumulatively 

aiarming in the nation as a whole, was only too apparent. After a l a d  ditch effort to 

determine if any of the Portuguese sealements in Afiica might receive convicts, the 

government negotiated a contract for the removal of about twenty convias to its fortress at 

Cape Coast Castle. j3 By early 1785 however it had becorne clear that the establishing a 

permanent site for the large-xale reception of transports could no longer be avoided. The 

govemmeot settled on plans, fm proposed as early as 1779, to turu an istand in the River 

" ~ h i s  must always have seemed a sunig pwsibility, given not ody p s t  experience witb the colonies but 
also that, on his f i t  voyage, Moore apparently claimed to be bound for Nova Scotia - his alternate destination 
if the convicts wefe tunied away at Baltimore ( C o n  George Li??. nos. 44 13 & 441 9-20; A.R.ELKch, Buund for 
Amcrica: Tfu Tranpnmion of Bri~ish Conviczs to the Colonies. 1 71û-1775 [Oxford, 1987, 1 34-9: and 
K. Morgan, "Engiish and American Attitudes Towards Convict Transportation, 171 & 1775, " Hisrory 72 [1987): 
427-9). in the event, an American resident in London immediately sent word of the voyage (and the cke@on) 
to American peace negotiators in Paris (Job Iqy= ïh Winruirg of the Pence= UnprrbZished Papen. 1780-1 784, 
ed. R.B.Morris [New York, 19801, 572-3). For Moore's voyages, see A.R.Ekirch, "Great Britain's Secret 
Convict Trade to Ametica. 1783-1784," Amencan Historicai Review 89 ( 1  984): 1285-91; and Oldham, Bnzain S 
Convias to rhe Colonies. chS. 

32Moore's second voyage bad ended in the Honduras. 'The acceptance of the coavicts there had only been 
with such hostiiity that a third voyage, directly there in late 1785, curieci only twenty-nine convicts. Moore was 
turned away and resorted to distributing the coavicts dong the Mosquito Caast. See HO 4219 ff.5646: Martin, 
'Foundation of Botany Bay, " 50- 1 ; M.Gillen, "The Botany Bay Decision, 1786: Convicts. Not Empire, " 
English Hisroticd Revrevrew 97 (1982): 747-8; and Oldham, Bnzain 's ComIIMct.s to t k  Colonies, 88-W. 

13/2 p.320; HO 36/4 pp.238-9 & 25960; HO 4215 i.323: HO 4216 ff.30, 70 & 172; and HO 4311 
pp.353-4 & 355. 



Garnbia into a permanent site for the reception of British convicts? By February 1785 

circumstances were deemed to be so pressing that a second contract was sanctioned for the 

transportation of 150 convicts to that place. After an appeal from the Recorder of London, 

this was almost immediately raised to îûû.3s 

It was at this point that parliament intervened in a marner that proved to have far 

larger consequences than were anticipated by either parliament or government. The creation 

in March 1784 of a Commons Committee "to enquire what Proceedings had been had in the 

Execution of" the Penitentiary Act of 1779 - moved by Sir Charles Bunbury and Sir Gilbert 

Elliot, two of the Penitentiary commissioners - perhaps indicated objection to the principle of 

transportation in general. But parliament had been dissolved only two &ys after the 

Committee reported, and both Bunbury and Elliot lost their seats in the ensuing eltxtion. The 

absence of Bunbury from the Commons seerns to have left those MPs who preferred detailed 

hard-labour regimes to transportabon without active leadership almost until bis r e m  in 

1790.~~ 

By contrast the members of Pitt's fm parliament seem to have accepted the ongoing 

role of transportation in English pend arrangements. Faced with the alanning prospect of 

rapidly-füiing English gaols, and the problem of variation in pend emphases from one place 

%P 37/13 ff.9-12. Roberts had subsequentiy been interviewed at length by the Commons Committee of that 
year; see J.H. C. 37 (1 778-80): 3 1 1-2. Another witness before that committee, Robert Stubbs, reiterakd the idea 
of using an island in ihe Gambia in April 1783 (HO 42/2 ff. 186-7). 

%O 3 9 1  (Sydney to Tteasury Lords, 9 Feb 1 ïBS[dmft]); HO 3516 (G.Rose to E.Nepean, 28 March 
1785); and HO 36/4 pp.2334. In fact all seventy-six of the convicts whose transportation to Afnca was actually 
approved by the Privy Couacil in 1785 came from the metroplis - yet another indicatiou of the continuing force 
exerted on goverurnent by the capital's requirements (PC 21 130 pp.75-80 & 21 9-21). 

%J.H. C. 39 (1782-84): 844, 982-3 & 1û40-6; and Commom 1754-SU, 2:1# & 3%. Sir Phillip Jennings 
Clarke also CO-sponsored the Committee resolution, but his activity regarding the Penitentiary is obscure. Elliot 
returaed to the House in 1786 but, with Bunbuxy and Wilberforce, seems only to have exerted pressure for the 
Penitentiary directly on Pitt via private coaununication tather than from the floor of the Commons (see above, 
pp. 195-6. 



to another. they concentrated their attention on the question of how it was to be 

accornpli~hed.~~ It is surely no coïncidence that Sydney's request for permission to transport 

150 convicts to Lemaine was issued only six days after the Cornmons passed a resolution 

demanding to know what seps had yet been taken by government in pursuit of the powers 

vested in it by the Transportation Act of 1784." This resolution was accompanied by two 

others requesting retums of prisoners on board the huiks and of those under sentence of 

imprisonment. That the geographic scope of the retunis called for in these resolutions was 

confineci to London and the Home Counties suggests that many MPs must have shared the 

ministers' sense of which region of the nation had most urgently to be dealt ~ i t h . ' ~  

The cail for these returns marked the onset of intensive concem amonga MPs 

regarding government's pians for renewing transportation. The two leading figures in this 

scmtiny appear to have been Viscount Beauchamp and Edmund Burke, both prominent 

members of the recentiy depleted Whig opposition." Their opposition to the govemment's 

choice of Lemaine as the site to which convicts should be transported provided yet another 

occasion on which Pin was (in his own words at the time) "taken unawares . . . . " This was to 

happen again only two months later with the Metropditan Police bili. The subsequent 

ovemuning of government's plans to transport convicts to Lemaine proved to be one in a 

series of defeats endured by an austere and independent leader who had not yet become 

acclimatized to the combative arena through which bis measures might have to be passed. 

Pin's performance on transportation was evasive and unimpressive. Beauchamp and 

"k above. Chapter 4. part II. 

'%H. C. JO (1 784-85): 479 (3 Feb 1 785); and HO 3 9  1 (Sydney to Treasury Lords. 9 Feb 1785, draçt). 

"'J.H.c. JO (178485): 479-80, 487, 519-20, 537, 564 & 568. 

"For Beauchamp, see Commons 2754-W, 3:424; and Gommons 17SW1820, 5: 124-5. 
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Burke retiised to make a det-mitive motion until the returns that the Commons had requested 

from govemment a month earlier were produced. Pitt tried to bluster past this by asserting 

that "other business of importance was waiting to be brought on" and arguing that "no 

gentleman should be suffered to waste the time of the House with a long speech, when there 

was no motion before them . . . . " A month earlier he had effectively lied when asked directly 

whether govemment had already entered into contracts for transporthg convicts to Lemaine. 

(It had not - but such contracts had been authorized, which was very nearly the same thing.) 

But Pitt soon retreated, producing the called-for retums the foilowing day and thereby 

opening the path to the Commons cornmittee, under Beauchamp's chairmanship, that would 

defuiitively hs t ra te  govemment ' s plans for Lemaine. *' 
The Beauchamp Committee held hearings between late April and late May 1785, 

producing an intenm report on 9 June and a final one on 28 ~u ly .~ '  Its investigations raised 

NO broad objections to the scheme of nansporting convicts to Lemaine, one of which tended 

to give way to the other in tems of relative emphasis during the course of the Cornmittee's 

hearings . 

The Committee first affirmai what appears to have been Burke and Beauchamp's 

principal concern in moving its formation: that nansportation to Lemaine would be a 

sentence of death by other means. Burke 

could not recoociie it with justice, that pemns whom the rigour of the law b d  spared 
from death, should, after a mock dispiay of mercy, be sent to a country where they 

4'Parfiame~ary Debates 1784-92, 2:219. 3&7 & 310-1: and I.H.C. 40 (1784-85): 838. In tact Pitt must 
have known ody too weiI what the nature of Beauchamp's motion would be. His government had for some time 
hem aware of potentiai bumanitarian objections to the Afncan site (see beIow pp.298-9). and an unsigrmi and 
undated letter to his Home Secretary advised that "Ld Beauchamp intendeci to have objected in the H of C to the 
sending Convicts out of the King's Dominions, but was absent when the Bill [ie. Transportation Act of 1784) 
came on .. ." (HO 42/6 f.442). 

42J. H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 954-60 & 1 161 -4. The rough minutes of the hearings are preserved at HO 71 1. 



could not live, and where the manner of their death might be singularly homd; so 
that the apparent rnercy of transporthg those wretched people to Afnca, might with 
justice be cafled cnielty; the mercihl gailows of England would rid them of their 
lives in far less dreadful manner than the climate or savages of Africa would take 
them? 

He also refused to be put off by Pitt's pleas of pressing business in the Commons, observing 

"that whenever the attention of the House was caiied to a ~ b j e c t  that was so deeply 

interesting to its humanity, the matter was arâuily connived to be got rid of, by its being 

stated, that there was other business to corne on." Predictably, an immediate voice of 

opposition to the motion was that of London Alderman and MP Nathaniel Newnham, who 

reiterated the inadquacies of the hulks, the consequent danger of crime posed to Londoners, 

and the typical metroplitan conviction that nich offenders "were much better removed to the 

utmost distance, where there wouid be least chance of their renirning." Nevertheless 

Beauchamp's motion for a Cornmittee to investigate what progress had been made in carrying 

the Tra~sportation Act into execution passed a week later and its h e a ~ g s  were under-way 

The fust hearings and report concentrated on the substance of the convict crisis within 

England, reviewed government's fmstrated attempts to renew transportation to Amenca, and 

explored the probable dangers posed by both the climate and the anticipateci native 

ho~tility.~~ The preeminent concem for London and conviction as to the unique scale of its 

difficulties was reiterated in so far as only the Recorder of London, the Keeper of Newgate, 

"~urfi~~nentary Hirtory 25 (1785-86): 431. Compare the iexl givm in Parliamemary Debaies 1784-92, 
2308. in which the emphases are siightly different. See also Pariimmary Debates 178492, 2217-9; and GM 
55 (1785): 448. which give varied accounts of the debates of 16 Marcfi 1785. 

44Parliamentary Debates I 784-92, 2: 308, 2 19 & 3 10- 1 1 ; and J.H. C. 4û (1 784-89: 870 & 875. 

"The printed report dters the order in which it received the testimony of individuals in order to achieve this 
effect; compare J.H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 954-60 and HO 711 ff. 1-63. 
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and Thomas Bayley of Lancashire were invited to give testimony as to the condition of 

convicts in ~ngland." Evan Nepean recounted George Moore's voyages and made severai 

disingenuous claims (if aot outright iies): that Moore's second voyage had never been 

authorized by govemment; and that Lemaine was only "under the Contemplation of 

Govemment, and preferred to every other Plan [which was me],  though not finaily resolved 

on [which was notl. "47 But the bulk of the Cornmittee's effort was focused on determining 

the conditions of the proposed site on the Gambia, and a l  the testimony that it procured 

confirmeci the general conviction that no convict sent there would survive for long? 

There is some evidence that Pitt and his government had b e n  only too aware that 

aanrportation to an island on the Garnbia might be a de facro death sentence. In 1784 the 

man whom government had hired to investigate Lemaine's suitability as a site for the 

reception of convicts expressed his willingness to do so, but wamed that he had 

very great doubts of [the convicts'] being able to procure a subsistence in that 
Country afier the Provisions proposed to be delivered to them by Government are 
expended; The wretched State they would in that Case be reduced to, I am very 
certain would much hurt the humanity of Lord Sydney, and it is to be apprehended 
would excite great cornplaints amonga the dissatisfied people here . . . . 

He believed however that a more reguiarly supplied and supervised settiement might succeed. 

More damniog is a ciraft letter from Sydney to the Mayor of Plymouth in December 1784, 

promising the latter that his gaol would be relieved once the D U &  huik was emptied by 

the removal of its convicts to Africa. Sydney noted that there were "obstacles [to this plan] 

that may hereafter appear," and requested that the Mayor regard his letter "as a private one, 

%f London's transports, the Keeper of Newgate observed that no "Gao1 ever can reform them" nor could 
any prison regime "that 1 lmow of," adding that "A great many have been Execuîed from my Rison for such 
Offences" as they had been convicted of (HO 71 1 f.63). 

a~. H. C. 40 (1 784-85): 957-9 passim. 
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for it would be likely to create trouble were the intentions of Governrnent known with 

respect to the destination of the Convicts. fi49 If Pitt and his government did not actually 

expect to be sending transports to their death, they were ody too wefl aware that many 

people would certainly see it that way. 

That said, simple humanitarianism was far from all that figured in the Beauchamp 

Cornmittee's decision to reject Lemaine. The second empbasis of the Conimittee. which came 

to the forefront in its final report, was largely economic. The Coumittee was concerneci 

about the extent to which a convict colony on the Gambia might disupt trade by arousing 

hostility amongst the native population on whom its success dependeci. "In my Opinion, " said 

Edward Thompson, a naval Commodore who had been on the Aftican Coast the previous 

year, "people of the best Character instead of the worst shouid be sent . . . Personal Character 

is of particula. Importance to the African Trade." It is probably no coincidence that 

Thornpson's evidence was the last to appea. in the printed account of testimony before the 

Cornmittee. although five other witnesses had followed him during the actuai hearings? 

A desire not to antagooize powemil trading interests was probably an important 

consideration for Pin, whose ody recentiy-established hold on power had received a major 

boost from the favour of the City of London. And its appeal for MPs at large rnay not have 

been merely crass self-interest. Few of them are iikely to have had immediate concem in the 

Gambian trade, but many may have been concemeci for the iarger principle of miiintaining 

and extending national trade as a means of underpinning the pst-war economic recovery. 

(Pitt hirnself rnay aot have been indifferent to mch a consideration.) But whatever the 

%O 4214 f.79; and HO 42f5 ff.3867. 

9. H. C. 4û (1784-85): 957 & 959-60; and HO 7/1 f.43 (which is more forcefully stated than its printed 
equivalent) . 
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reasons. Pitt found himself faced with an opposition to Lemaine that could not be ignored 

and to which he soon submitted. 

The Cornmittee ended with a detailed statement of the pend and economic matters to 

be taken account of in determinhg any new site for transports. It fzrst asserted the 

indispensable need for transportation, in so fa .  as "the extraordinary Fullness of the Gaols 

makes a Separation of Offenders impracticable, and that by constant Intercourse they compt 

and confum each other in every Practice of Villainy" - an opinion that was quite probably 

based largely on immediate knowledge of Newgate alone. Like metropolitan officiais, they 

beiieved that the hulks "as a tempotary Expedient" had 

singularly contributed to these mischievous Effects. . . . [Tlhey form distinct societies 
for the more complete instruction of dl new Corners; who, after the Expiration of 
their Sentences, return into the Mass of the Community, not reformed in their 
Mciples, but confirmeci in every vicious Habit. 

Another dramatic, perhaps unselfconscious response to the immediate London context was to 

recognize the m e r  pressure for transportation generated by the self-evident failure of "the 

late Increase in the Number of public Executionsn to have any "other Effect than the 

Removal of the Offenders in Question; . . . Crimes still multipiy, in Defiance of the severest 

Exertions of Justice. 

However, a larger concem for the nation's economic recovery informeci the 

Cornmittee's insistence that any site that might be chosen should hold out the promise of 

king economically productive. Not sucprisingly Burke, long a champion of 'ecooomical 

refom,' had alluded to this concern in his remarks to the House before the Cornmittee was 

Besides these considerations, some regard should, in these times of difficulty and 

-- - - -- - - - 

''J.H. C. 40 (1784-85): 1161. 



distress, be paid to hgality and oeconomy. The business of transporting convicts, 
among other inconveniences, was attended with very considerable expeoce. Instances 
of prohise expenditure were sometimes justifiable, when they had humanity and 
clemency for theû object; but could never derive any sanction from cruelty and 
inhumanity . 

That he subordinated economical considerations to a humanitarian impulse did not 

substantially reduce the importance of the The Committee noted that, since the 

scale on which transportation had to be revived must inevitably be large, 

the Expence must be great, though perhaps less in its Consequences than the 
Establishment of the Hulks, which . . . are, in al1 Respects, a dead Charge to the 
Public, except for the smali Return made by the Work at Wodwich Warren; and the 
Committee hope it will not be impossible to fix on such Spots for the Transportation 
of Criminals as may, by the Commercial and Politicai Advantages to be denved fiom 
them, indemniw the Public for their original Charge. 

Indeed the Cornmittee's concluding remarks captured their sense of the priorities to be 

balanced. Since no site would 

answer the Purpose of annual Transportation, unless it becornes a numerous and 
flourishing Colony, which will require for many Years the fostering Hand of the 
Mother Country, the Committee recommend the Adoption of it, so far only as the 
Commercial and Political Benefits of a Setdement . . . may be deemed of sufficient 
Consequence to warrant the Expence inseparable from any such Undertaking, at the 
same Time that it restores Energy to the Execution of the Law, and contibutes to the 
intenor Police of this ~ingdorn." 

In short, parliament insisted on the best possible compromise between the dictates of humane 

conscience and severe "Public Justice" on the one hand, and the imperatives of Afncan trade 

and national finance on the other. 

'2Parfiamen~ary D e h e s  1784-90, 2:218. See also Beauchamp's remarks during the debate on the 
MetropoIitan Police bill rhree months later: "If the convicts had been sent [to Africa], the consequence would 
have been, they would be aU dead in a very few weeks after ihey were landed; or they would tuni pirates, and 
it wauld be impossible for any commerce to be carried on near that place" (ParIiantenfury ffhtory 25 [1785-861: 
906) - 
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(2) The Botany Bay Decision, 1785- 1789 

The government's unenviable task was to fulfil this complicated mandate. Botany 

Bay, first suggested to parliament in 1779 by Joseph Banks, was also considered by the 

Beauchamp Cornmittee, but only in testimony secureci afker its f k t  report to parliament and 

which, uniike the first set of hearings, was never subsequently presented to it in printed 

f ~ r m . ~  This testimony had made clear the extraordinq expense that the far-distant and 

uocolonized Botany Bay would entail. Duncan Campbell testified that convicts could not be 

sent there at a cost of less than E30 each, more than twice the contracted cost of Africa. A 

merchant named James Matra subsequently testified that trade opporhuiities in the region 

rneant that it could be done for les, but the Committee seems to have thought his 

speculations dubious enough that it did not bother to include them in its final report, which 

proposed only an alternative Afncan site, Das Voltas on the south-west c o a ~ t . ~ ~  A vesse1 

was dispatched to investigate its suitability. 

In the meantirne, appeals for the relief of local gaols continued to corne into the 

Home Department, and the h u b  establishment had to be extended to Portsmouth to meet the 

need. In February 1786 MPs for Devon, inevitably joiued by those for the metropolis, 

brought their impatience for the removal of their transports to the floor of the Commons. 

Pitt, still awaiting word of the Das Voltas expedition, couid only reply 

that the matter . . . had long been, and was at that tirne, under the consideration of 
Goverment; that a great variety of proposais had been presented to them upon the 
subject, and that every reason existed for believing that when they had been able 
mahirely to weigh the tendency of each, and to compare their practicability, 
propriety, and policy, the result would be an application to Parliament, accompanied 

'OH0 7/ 1 ff.65-86 (9-25 May 1785). This section commences wiib an interview with James Matra in which 
he is indicated as appearing for a second tirne. As there is no mord of any previous appearance by him, it may 
be that some of the miautes have h lost. 

"HO 711 ff.65-70 (Matra), 78v-82 (Campbell) & 83-5 (Matra); and J.H. C. 40 (1784-85): 11624. 



by a description of the least unexceptionable plan, which would of course be 
submitted to the investigation and fud decision of the House. 

The phrase "least unexceptionable plann niggests that Pin's governent was already facing 

up to the probability that no destination cornbining the pend and economic advantages 

desired by pariiament was likely to be found. Pitt prepared the ground for this distastehl 

alternative by pointing out that "every [new mode of disposing of the convicts] was attended 

with such mculty and expence, that Goveniment was not a little embamsed what method 

to take consistently with the public safety." So pressing was the need to resume 

tramportahon by this time however, that one MP sirnply stated "that it was better to bear the 

expence than submit to the danger. "*' And in iate Iuly 1786 word at last came back that 

parliament's choice of destination, Das Voltas, was a barren, sandy waste." 

The govemment's tInal choice of Botany Bay in August 1786 therefore stemmed from 

a combination of bad luck, rnounthg pressure of circumstances, and exhausted options.s8 

From the fiscal point of view, both its distance and the total absence of prior European 

settlement also made it the worst possible one. But those who seek to assert that this is one 

of the best arguments for the decision to settle Botany Bay having ben an imperid venture 

do not take sufficient account of the circumstances, considerations and interactions that led to 

its choice. 1 have no wish to add to an already vast and combative literanûe on "the 

Founding of Au~tral ia ,"~~ but two points seem to have k e n  decisive and are also of 

%Parfiamentas, Regisrer 1780%. 1953-5 & 329-30 (quotes at 53 & 330); and Communs 1754-RI, 2545. 

57D.Mackay, A Place of Exile: 3he European Settlemenr of New S o ~ h  Waies (Melbourne, 1985), 53-6; and 
Oldham, Britain *s Convicfs 10 the Colonies, 106-8 & 1 17. 

"~art ïn .  "Foundation of Botaoy Bay." reviews aU possible candidates and the objections to them. 

"~cpresentative pieces in the debate may be found in G. Martin, ed., î7w Founding of Arcstralia: î'he 
Argument abou Awral ia  3 Ongins (Sydney, 1978). The most recent full-length staternent of the imperid 
perspective is A. Frost, Convicrs and Empire: A Naval Question, 1776-1 811 (Melbourne, 1980). An important 



immediate relevance to the present work. 

In the fust insîance, the question of cost might appear to have a cornpeuhg logic. 

Why woukt a fiscaily consexvative government and legislatue prescribe to themselves the 

most costiy possible destination for transports'? Would not the cheapest possible destination 

conform to the same pattern of thinking that prompted the govemment to abandon the 

Penitentiary project in favour of preventive police mategies? Part of the answer to this 

apparent dilemma has already been provided. Pitt's governent was in fact all t w  ready to 

send large numbers of transports to a possible death on Lemaine in order to resolve its 

administrative difficulties at the lowest cost. It was parliament itself, the body that Pitt was 

being so carehl not to offend, that stepped in to assert the preeminent values of pend 

CO herence and trade interests. 

There is a point of historical explication to be clarified here. Many actions of 

ministers and MPs were clearly motivated by a desire to minimize costs. In and of itself 

however, this is no guarantee that such a desire may not have been altered or even altogether 

ovemdden by conflicting aims or priorities, rnuch less that the minimal £inanfial burden 

would indeed obtain in the final project. The policing strategy of 1782 began as a cheaper 

alternative to an institutional project, grew in prospective expense, and seems finally to have 

exchange subsequently Cook place; see Gillen, "Botany Bay Decision; " and Frost & Gillen, "Botany Bay: An 
lmperia.1 Venture of ihe 1780s and Comment," English Historicuf Review 100 (1985): 309-30. The most 
extended and forceful repiy to Frost, witb which 1 am in broad congnrence (although it contains a number of 
factual errors on the domestic context), is Mackay, A Pface of f i le.  Attempts to conjoia both accounts are 
C.H.WiLon, "Convicts, Commerce and Sovereignty: The Forces Behind the Early Settlement of Australia," in 
Business Lve and Public Policy: Essays in Homur of D. C. Coleman, eds. N.McKendrick & R.B. Outhwaite 
(Cambridge, 1986). 79-97; and G.Martin, "The Founding of New South Wales," in ï7ze Ongins of Aus~ralia's 
Capiral Cifies, ed. P.Statham (Sydney, 1989), 37-51. For the most recent round in ihe debate, see Frost. 
"Historians, Handling Documents, Transgressions and Transportable Offences;" Mackay, "Banished to Botany 
Bay: The Fate of the Releatless Historian;" and A.Atkinson, "Beating the Bounds with Lord Sydney, Evan 
Nepean and Others, " al1 in Australion Histoncal Szudies 25 (1 992): 192-2 1 9. An important perspective, wi th 
which 1 am in broad agreement on many points. is Atkinson, "State and Empire and Convict Transportation, 
171 8- 1812, " in New Perspectives in Australian History, ed. C .Bridge (1990), 25-38. 



been rejected on these latter grounds. So the interplay of individual and institutional actors, 

as well as shifting cûcumstances, might cloud or even sever the connection between motive 

and outcorne. Parliament condemned the hulks as "a dead Charge to the Public" in May 

1785. But the immediate result of their having delayed transportation to Afnca was the need 

to extend the huiks establishment to Portsmouth, a move which more than doubled its o v e d  

cost? So the desire for the cheapest possible destination for transports cannot be taken as 

prima facie evidence that an expensive destination is soleïy - or even pnmarily - indicative of 

an alternative objective, specificaiiy defined and coherently pursued. 

In fact most contemporary assertions about the respective costs of alternative 

strategies were highly speculative at best. No contemporary ever seems to have produced an 

actuai cost-cornparison of the policing or penitentiary alternatives during the early 1780s. A 

similar debate between equall y unspecific optimism and pessi mism informeci the debates over 

the relative fiscal advantages of transportation and penitentiaries after 1790.~' One suspects 

that a contemporary odooker, knowùig a l l  too weil the distance between a projected 

institutional practice and its final realization, might easily have doubted the accuracy of one 

projection or the other. In the final aoalysis conviction was at least as important a motive as 

calculation - probably more so. 

Such ambiguities were peculiarfy relevant given how little was known of Botany Bay 

in 1785-6. Many of the commercial adventurers who bombarded government with optimistk 

60Between 1779 and 1785 the average annual cost of the hulks was £14,000; between 1786 and 1791 it was 
£39,450 (figures derived from SuppIy votes in J.H. C. 3746 [1778-911). 

6' For a sense of the difficulties that any er posi facm cost-benefit consideration of New South Wales can 
present, and of how remote from the d t y  of bistoricai activity such analyses can seern, see F.Lewis, "The 
Cost of Convict Transportalion from Britain to Austraha, 17%-1810," Econornic History Rmiew 2nd ser., 41 
(1988): 507-24; S-Nicholas & Lewis, "Australia: An Economical Prison? and A RepIy,* Economic Hisrory 
Review 2nd sa., 43 (1990): 470-82; and J-McDonald & R.Shlomowitz, "The Cost of Shipping Convicts to 
A u s ~ i a , "  Iruernarional Journal of Maritime Histoty 2 ( 1  990): 1-32. 
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projections of South Seas trade and visions of a great naval manufactory were undoubtedly 

sincere in their beiiefs, but there is no compeiling evidence that their beliefs became the 

government's policy. As Mollie GUen has notai, there is a reason why, of the fifteen items 

given in the "Heaàs of a Plan" which announced to the Treasury Lords the choice of Botany 

Bay, the new colony's anticipateci productivity appear as items thirteen, fourteen and fifieen, 

while convict aansportation dominates both the preamble and the accompanying letter." 

The "Heads" clearly reveals that the goveniment was aii  too uncomfortably aware of 

parliament's injunction that its chosen site must "be deemed of suffïcient Consequence to 

warrant the Expence inseparable from any such Undertaking . . . . "" Thus it was carefid to 

anticipate, not only the "effectually disposing of convicts," but also the "rendering their 

transportaiion reciprocally beneficial both to themselves and the State . .. . " But with seven 

huks Filled with convicts and continued pressure from local gaols, there was an immediate 

and indispensable need at least to clear the former, as the opening paragraph of the letter 

accompanying the "Heads" indicated: 

The several gaols and places for the confinement of felons in this kingdom 
being in so crowded a state that the greatest danger is to be apprehended, not oniy 
from theu escape, but from inféctious distempers, which may hourly be expected to 
break out amongst thern, his Majesty . .. has been pl& to sigruS, to me his royal 
cornmands that measures should immediately be pursued for sending out of this 
kingdom nich of the convicîs as are under sentence or order of transportation. 

That the desperation of the present situation in Engiand must ovemile any consideration of 

expense was stated explicitly in the twelfth head: 

Upon the whole, it may be observed with great force and tmth that the 
difference of expence . . . that this mode of disposing of them and that of the usual 

%fien. "Botany Bay Decision," 755-6 & 758-9. The fûli text of the letter to the Treasury and the *Ha& 
of a P h "  is r e p ~ t e d  in Founding of Aicsrralia, 22-9 (the ensuing quotes are at 26, 22 & 28). 



ineffectual one [ie. America] is too trivial to be a consideration with Govemment, at 
Ieast in cornparison with the great object to be obtained by it, especiafly now the evil 
is increased to such an aiarming degree, From the inadequacy of ail other expedients 
that have hitherto been tned or suggested. 

This declaratioo immediately preceded the hopeful assertions that the new coiony might 

prove to be a usehl source of flax, 'tropical products" (whatever those might be) and 

timber . 

New South Wales was at last chosen as the destination for the First Fleet because no 

other place yet considered met the mixed conditions dictaied by parliament: of seventy and 

the potential for reform on the one hand, and of economy and prospective trade potential on 

the other. Moreover, no other place was likely to be able to receive convicts in the 

numbers - hundreds rather than dozens - that, by mid-1786, had immediately to be 

dispatched. It was the 1st of al1 places that had been both coasidered by parliament and 

pressed on the muiistry by mercantile visionaries. But the evidence strongly implies that 

neither the legislature nor the executive regardai the proposais of the latter as either practical 

or desirable so long as an African alternative still seemed to exist. Govemment only paid as 

much attention to mercantile ideas about flax and timber as  it may have felt was necessary to 

paciQ concems MPs might have about the expense of the venture. New South Wales was the 

only possible location still thought to possess even the potentd, however remote, of proving 

to be economical in the long nin? The irony, of course, is that this more expensive option 

had essentially ken forced on govemment in the first place by a parliament which it had to 

sought to avoid alienating on exactly these grounds. 

So far as economic expectations were concemed, littie was known of New South 

&Mackay, A Place of E d e ,  ch.3; and Martin, "Founding of New South Waies,* 3 7 4 .  



Wales with any degree of confidence, much less certainty? AS a consequence - and this is 

the second and perhaps more telling objection to the imperid argument - government 

refraiaed from making any permanent cornmitment to Botany Bay until it had received word 

of the success or failure of the new settlement. In October 1786 the Home Department had 

infonned officiais in ireland, who were anxious to find a reiiable location to whkh to 

transport one hundred convicts of their own, that they could not yet expect to send them to 

Botany Bay because "until some Accounts are received from thence, no other emigrations are 

intendeci to be permitted. " Two yean later, when the need was urgently king felt to clear 

the English gaols of female transports (for whom removal to the hulks was not an option) 

Sydney expresseci the same reluctance to the Treasury: 

Not having received any accounts of Govemor Phillips arriva1 in New South 
Wales, 1 am unwilling to recommend the sending any more convicts thither 
immediately, but if the advices which 1 imagine 1 shall shortly receive from him 
answer my expectations, 1 shall certainiy propose that the female convicts in question 
should be sent to the same place. 

"If, however, it should so happen that the plan should not, upon the receipt of those advices, 

be found an eligible one, " Sydney continued, " It is most likely that some part of North 

Amenca will be fixed upon for their destination." Five weeks after this, in December 1788, 

Sydney indicated to the Recorder of London (London again!) that the ministry was 

considering Quebec or Nova Scotia as possible alternatives should Botany Bay Ekfore 

" ~ e o c e  the effloresceace of publications about it soon afta the £ k t  word was received m 1 789. Major 
periodicals devoted much space to "Intelligence of Botany Bay" during the 1790s; see AR 31 (1789): 55-9 & 
(Chron 1789): 256-8: AR 33 (Chron 1791): 89-102; AR 40 (Chron 1798): 458-68; CM 59 (1789): 2734; and 
GM 61 (1791): 79-80 & 270-4. For a List of 41 publications between 1789 and 1800, see J.H.'Thomas. 
"Portsmouth and the F i t  Fleet, 1786 1787, " Ponsmouth P a p e n  no. 50 (1 987): 29-33. J. Alexander, 
Bibliography of Awtrdia (Sydney, 1941 -69), 1:3-122, lis& over 300 titles pubLished between 1786 and 1 800, 
dthough many are ody tangeotially related. See also V-Crittendon, A Bibliography of the First Fleet (Canberra, 
1 982). 

66H0 3616 pp- 162-4; HO 1ûû/ 18 ff.369-72 & 417-8; AR 30 (Chrm 1788): 223; and GM 58 (1788): 1 1 16, 
which added that "The project of sendiog them to Botany Bay does not seem to have answered the expectations 



the return of word from the infant settlement in March 1789 then, ministers did not entertain 

a confident expectation of it even surviving, much less of its becoming a thriving impenal 

outpost. 67 

The definitive commitment to Botany Bay came in the years following 1789. by which 

time the need to transport convicts had expandeû well beyond the levels that had been 

anticipated in the mid-1780s. The news of success - or at least not disaster - in March 1789 

must have corne as a relief, foi it had soon become apparent that the First F l e t  had not fuliy 

relieved the nation's gaols, and the hulks establishment had been extended from five vessels 

to seven." Moreover, the numbers required to be transported fiom Irish gaok had now to 

be added to those of Great Britain. The definitive cornmitment to New South Wales came 

only in the early 1790s, and (as we will see) its symptoms are far more clearly to be read 

from changes in the adminimation of convict transportation than in any explicit imperid 

designs or activity . 

The fuil cos& of both aansportation to the far end of the earth and of a concomitant 

hulks establishment became a lasting concem for bot& rninisters and MPs. In June 1789 the 

long-delayed preparatiom were under-way to dispatch a ship fidl of femaie transports to New 

South Wales, the first convict vesse1 to lave  Britain since the Fim Fleet two years before. 

of those who proposed and strongiy xxommended it." A later note to the Treasury indicates that Nova Scotia 
was the settied destination if the Botany Bay setdement had failed (HO 3616 pp. 171 -2). 

671n opposition to rhis might be cited Pitt's assurance to Wilberforce that. despite what the Latîer may have 
been reading in the papes, "the scheme of Botany Bay ... is apprœcbing k t  to its execution" ( 7 k  
Correspondence of William Wilbedorce, eds. R.1- & S.  Wiiberforce [l84O], 1 :65 1% Dec 17881). This is the 
same &y as the reports in periodicais noted above. But the issue at haad was a curacy at the settlement that 
Wilberforce was anxious to secure for a client of his, and 1 think it more liLely that Pitt might tell an evasive 
"white liew to his friend, conceruhg a matter of patronage, than tbat Sydney would teii a very serious 
administrative one to the Recorder of London. Letters exist that indicate that, even in late February 1789, 
goveniment still had not detennined the final destination for the f d e  convict ship (HO 3616 pp. 1 98-9; and 
HO 421 14 ff.132-3). 
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Govenunent now found itself, against its will, deeply enmeshed in a nation-wide set of pend 

arrangements entailing the rcmoval of convicts from local gaols to aansport vessels and 

h u k ,  as wefl as their ultimate nansportation. There had been several reasons why it found 

itself at this pas :  an ongoing sense of obligation and self-interest in responding to the 

criminal justice needs of the metroplis; an uncornfortable and growing reiili;riition that a 

failure to do the same with provincial convicts might have senous implications for authorities 

at the centre as well as those at the periphery; and the administrative consequences of 

parliamentary interference in the govemment's attempts to f5nd the most expedient solutions. 

It was at this point that Lord Sydney, for some t h e  now a spent force both politically 

and administratively, resigned from the office that he had held for jua over six of its f m t  

seven years. His retirement brouet to the Home Secretaryship a succession of two major 

political figures. Their engagement with the issues of the Home Department and their 

sensitivity to the priorities of Pitt's Treasury conmbuted to significant changes in the maMer 

in which govement approached the administrative burdens that it had so unwillingly and 

haphazardiy acquired after 1782. 

III. Treasmy and Home Department 

As early as May 1788, Pitt had wanted to secure the Home Secretatyship for his 

cousin William Grenville, king restrained only by the need to find Lord Sydney a 

mfficiently cornfortable sinecure on which to retire. After the removal of Lord Chanceilor 

Thurlow in June 1792, most govemment decision-making was in the han& either of Piît or 

of a triumvirate composed of himself, Grenville and Henry Dundas, who succeeded the latter 

as Home Seaetary in June 179 1. 

The amenability of Grenville and especiaily of Dundas to EWs authority generally 
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placed them in. if anything, a weaker position than the more independent Sydney had b e n  to 

press for significant changes in the character of the Home Department's administration of 

criminal justice. The combinai five yean which they served as Home Secretary were rnarked 

by some significant developrnents on this front but, with the exception of the Middlesex 

Justices Act of 1792, these advances concemed matters that were either confine- to the 

internai conduct of Depanmental business or that reflected a close interaction between 

Treaniry and Home Department. They did not require legislative sanction and therefore Pitî's 

activity in the Commons? And even the Middiesex Justices Act, as we will see, probably 

reflected the Treasury's long-established sense of which strategies were best. 

(1 ) The Home Department under Grenville, 1789- 1792 

The priorities of Pitt's Treaniry were explicit in the actions taken regardhg 

nansportation and the h u h  during Grenviile' s Home Secretary ship . Grenville inherited from 

Sydney an embarrassingly expensive set of arrangements regarding the disposition of convicts 

for transportabon, consisting of an unexpectedly large number of hulks on which to confine 

them temporarily, and an uitimate destination of great distance and cost. His private papers 

contain a collection of estimates as to the expense of both transportation to New South Wales 

and the hulh at home, suggesting that these were recurrent concerns throughout his three 

years at the Home ~epartxnent." 

Most objectionable of all, on the grounds of both principle and cost, were the hulks. 

As early as 1782 govenunent had intendeci to do away with them altogether. By 1789 

however, through a combination of necessity and bad luck, the establishment had sweiied 



from two to seven - three on the Thames and four at Portsmouth. When Henry Bradley, the 

supervisor of the Dunkirk at Portsmouth, died in that year, the Treasury indicated its desire 

to discharge the vesse1 once its inmates were embarked on the Second Fleet. Grenville 

replied that "the several gaols in the Country are in so crowded a state" that the services of 

the Dunkirk would again be necessary once it had been emptied, but he optimistically 

suggested that another large-scale removai to New South Wales the following spring might 

make its discharge possible." After the Thûd Fleet set sail in March 1791, the Treaniry 

immediately made good on Grenville's suggestion. It also announced its intention to 

discharge two of Duncan Campbell's hulks, the Jusn'tia on the Thames and the Ceres at 

Portsmouth, and of placing Campbell's two rernaining vessels at Portsmouth under the 

direction of James Bradley (who had inherited his deceased brother's contract for the 

Dunkirk) . These new arrangements were in place by June 179 1 ." 

Certain important themes are illusûated in these changes. When asked by the 

Treasury for his opinion as to whether or not the entire hulks regirne should be placed under 

a different contractor and scheme of management, Grenville stated that he had no reason to 

think that either Campbell or Bradley had been 

deficient in that attention to the convicts that is indispensable in a hust of this nature, 
but [ a h  added] that he [was] entirely unable to decide how far the terms now offered 

"HO 13/7 pp.3568; HO 35/10 (T.Steele to E.Nepeaa, 27 Oct 1789); and HO 3616 p.313. If obliged to 
retain the DunRirk. the Tteasury wanted to grant the contract to the same man with whom transportation was 
king contracted, William Richards, Jr. Richards had been pestering Fin for more than a year beforehand with 
bis proposais to take over the mitire hulks establishment (to a total of 2,000 inmates) at a more econornical rate. 
He continueci to do so, to no noticeable effect, as late as 1798 (PRO 3O/8/ 171 ff-30, 26-9, 20, 22-3, 24 & 40-1 ; 
and PRO 30/8/311 ff.60-9 & 133-8). The proposai seems b t  to have bem put to the Home Department in 
1788, although I have found no record of its response at that time (HO 3519 [Steele to Nepeau, 27 Oct 17881). 
The contract for the Dunkitk passed to Bradley's brotfier James and, after again raising the possibiIity of 
Richards taking over the hulks as a whole in 1791 ( s e  below, n72), the Treasury seems to have dropped the 
matter. 

*HO L3/ 8 pp. 185. 1934, 197, 247, 264-7 & 268; HO 3511 1 (T-Steele to E.Nepean, 1 & 4 Jan 1791 ; & 
C-Long to same, 6 June 1791); HO 3617 pp. 110-1; and HO 42/18 ff.229, 232-3, 281 & 359. 



hy them are reasonahle and proper to be adopted in point of expence, of which he 
conceives their Lordships to be the properest judges. 

This not only displayed an inherent deference to the Treasury's tiscal priorities, but also 

implied a relative unconcern on the part of the Home Secretary for the character of the 

regime prevailing on board the hulks. Indeed Grenville's decision does not seem to have been 

informed by any close consideration of the latter at ali. Moreover the disinterest of the Home 

Department in a centrally directed h u h  establishment, which had been apparent from the 

outset in the 178&, was now reconfmd by placing the two remaining h u b  at each 

location under the supervision of different contracton, those on the Thames contiouing under 

Duncan Campbell and those at Portsmouth being now solely under James Bradley. This 

relative unconcem about the conduct of the hulks establishment may have stemmed, less 

from any lack of compassion on Grenville's part (although there is some evidence of this in 

another context), than from his express belief that it might soon be wholly eliminated." 

Grenville shared the Treasury's desire to be rid of the hulks, but not simply on the 

grouads of thek cost. He also did so from a conviction that imprisonment on board them 

served no good purpose. He made this clear in an iniriguing exchange with Dundas not long 

after becoming Home Secretary. Grenville did not doubt that there were certain classes of 

offenses in which 

the most advantagrnus mode [of punishment] that can be resorted to, as well for 
thernselves as for the Country, is that of transporthg them either to Botany Bay, or to 
some other remote place fiom whence it is not likeiy tbat they will retum. But there 
are many smaller offenses for which there is now no other punishment than the 
H u k ,  and which it would seem too severe to punish by a sentence of banishment in 
fact for life. 

7 3 ~ ~  3617 pp. 1 10-1. Grenville went on to observe, however, that William Richards's proposal to move the 
entire establishment to Milford Haven might entail more expense than a change of contractor was worth. The 
Treasury appears to have agreed with him; it never raised ihe issue again (see n71 above). 
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Grenville's proposed solution for this lesser class of offenders was to set them to work on a 

massive canal project in the Highimds, a measure "which unites a work of great public 

benefit, with a measure of advantage to our police" and which wouid "at the same time ... 

produce if possible a saving to the public upon the present expence. "" Dundas was 

unenthusiastic, citing both strategic difficulties and the probable unwillingness of Scottish 

landhoiders " to have great numbers of convicts quartered in their neighbourhood. " But 

Dundas sympathized with Grenville's sense of the hadequacies of the hulks - "a very 

mischievous institution, [which] produces many more crimes than it punishes" - and 

suggested they be replaced by the extensive use of pardon on condition of military service 

abroad for smailer offenses committed by potentialiy reformable characters. "Death, 

transportation, and Brideweil are, in my judgment, the oniy variety of punishment that the 

manners of our country wüi admit of. "'I 

The departure of the Third Fleet in March 1791 raised the prospect of reducing 

Bntain's convict problem to a nifficiently s d  scale that this exact set of arrangements 

might be possible. In February 1791 Grenville advised the Treaniry that M e r  contracts for 

h u b  should be made only on a short-term basis, "as it most Wrely will happa that some 

other plan wiU ultimately be substituted which will make the employment of any hulks 

unnecessary. "76 TWO weeb later, he elaborated on what he had in mind when he held an 

audience with City of London officials, who now desired a system whereby Newgate might 

74W.L.C.L.. Melville Papen 131 (W.W.Grrrriville to H.Dundas, 11 De 1789). Many aspects of the huiks 
remain unclear. Tbis letter, and some otbers, suggest that they were viewed as a pend regime in their own 
right. Certainly critics of them during the 17% o h  viewed them as such. But the hrger burden of evidence 
suggests that they were used as clearing houses for convicts under sentence of transportation in Id gaols. 
hope to explore changes in the c h c t e r  of the hulks regime in later work. 
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be relieved of its transports immediately after each session. Grenville expressed to them the 

"perfect convictionw of both himseif and of "those with whom he had the honour to act" as to 

the "hutility" of the hulks. He then amounced that 

that it was in the contemplation of the executive Govemment to make an Alteration in 
the mode of executing the Law respecting Transportation by e m p o w e ~ g  the Justices 
of Oyer and Terminer and Gao1 Delivery to commit such Offenden whose cases 
furnished a reasonable hope to expect a Reformation to Penitentiq Houses which he 
expected would be soon erected in every City and County in England or that they 
would provide proper places for the reception of that Class of Offenden. 

It was at exactly this tirne, fnst, that govemment was resisting a broad-based proposal to 

impose Penitentiary Act standards of incarceration on al! the nation's gaols and, second, that 

Jeremy Bentham made his first approach to Pitt's govemment about his proposed Panopticon 

mode of impnsonment." 

Whatever intentions Grenville may have had in these last few months of his Home 

Secretaryship however, it is doubtfùl that Pitt's govemment intended to offer an active lead 

in the construction of a nation-wide network of penitentiaries, much Iess on the mode1 of 

Bentham's Panopticon. As we saw in the previous chapter, aithough govemment fully 

acknowledged a role for refonnative imprisonment in the punishment of lesser classes of 

offenders, its strategy for achieving this was to encourage local authorïties to implement such 

regimes at their own expense. 1 have found no evidence to suggest that Grenville's rernarks 

of 1791 were ever confirmed by any stated intention of govemment to give legislative force 

to such a plan. Rather 1 suspect that they reflected, first, the extent to which belief in 

refonnative incarceration was gaining ground in many paris of the country. Second and more 

n C . L . R . ~ . ,  Court of Aldermen: Cornmittees Minute Book, 1791 -94, p.36 (my thanks to Greg T. Smith for 
dnwing my attention to this source); and Ihe Collecied Works of Jeremy B e n t k  Ihe Conespondence of 
Jeremy Benzhum, gen-eds. J.H. Burns, J. R. Dinwiddy & F.Rosen (London & Oxford, 1968- ), 4:223-9 & 230- 
1. See also below, part m(3). 
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urgently, they reflected a growing sense amongst Pitt and his rninisters of the need to take 

some sort of action in the face of persistent and ofien successful agitation in parliament at 

this time for nation-wide standards of impnsonment. The nature of goveniment's action on 

this issue forms the subject of the next part of this chapter. In the event, Bentham's 

Panopticon was never built and the h u k  establishment never eliminated. 

The need to maintain transportation for certain serious classes of offenders, however, 

was never in doubt. After the departure of the Third Fleet in the spring of 179 1, Grenville 

expressed an expectation that Britain's iransportation needs might soon be met by a single 

vesse1 to be dispatched after each assizes, a goal that seems actually to have b e n  achieved 

between 1794 and 1 798.78 If governent did not think it possible to eliminate transportation 

to New South Wales altogether, it had at least reached a point at which the numbers 

necessary to be sent from Britain were manageable. 

By this time, however, the numencal pressure to maintah a destination for transports 

had been reinforced from an unexpected direction. While preparations were under-way for 

the First Fleet in late 1786, Irish officials had written to the Home Department requesting 

that their convicts be included in the venture as well. They were put off on the grounds that 

it was by no means certain that Botany Bay would be a permanent destination. As the Lord 

Lieutenant had reported only one hundred convicts requiring transportation, the Horne 

Department can perhaps be forgiven for having thought the needs of the Irish to be far less 

pressing than ~rïtain's. * 

Unfortunately lesser Irish officials had already taken matters into their own haads. 

7 8 C . ~ . ~ . ~ . ,  Court of Aldermen: Cornmittees Minute Book, 1791-94, pp.367; and C-Bateson, rite Convict 
Ships, 1787-1868 (2nd ed., Sydney, 1974). 145-71. 
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Without informing their English mlers, they sanctioned no less than nine convict voyages to 

the Americas between November 1784 and November 1789. The last three of these ended 

with dozens of Irish convicts being abandoned on Cape Breton in 1788, Newfoundland in 

1789, and Anguilla and Barbuda in 1790. The Newfoundland incident becarne a particular 

problem because, mindful of the British government's prohibition against formal settlernent 

on that island and conFronted with an enraged mercantile elite, the govemor brought these 

convicts to England, where the* disposition became the subject of prumcted legal wranghg 

between British and irish officiais during the fkil and winter of 1789-90.M The Irish 

convicts set ashore on Cape Breton had originally been intended for Quebec, and it is Iikely 

that these scandals definitively ended any hopes that may still have been held out for Nova 

Scotia or Quebec as a destination for transports. 

At the very least, if funher oumges were to be avoided in the Americas, it was clear 

that Britain would have to provide a destination for Lnsh convicts as weil. After several pleas 

from the Irish Chief Secretary during 1790, GrenviUe at last wrote to infom him that space 

would be made for two hundred Irish convicts in the Third  lee et.*' Thereafter the 

transportation of Irish convicts to New South Wdes was provided for - at cost - by Britain. 

"We have not any Means of employing our Convicts at Home so as to expect a Reformation 

in their Conduct, " the Irish Chief Secretary wrote in 1792: 

To turn them loose upon Society would be the most objectionable of al i  Measures: 
they cannot now be sent to any of the British Colonies, we must therefore depend on 
the Assistance of Great Britain in transporthg them to New South   al es.^ 

m ~ . ~ a r t i n ,  "Convict Transpwtation to NewfoundIand in 1789," Aclrdiensis 5 (1975): 84-99; and B-Henry, 
Dublin Hanged: Crime. Law Enforcemetu and P u n i s k m  in Lore Eiglueeiuh-Cewury Dublin (Dublin, 1 994), 
1 54-67. 

"HO 100/29 fi56 & 202-4; HO 1 W 3 0  ff.128-9, 151-2, 159-60, lûû-L & 1û4-5; and HO 12U2 ff.81-2. 



As Table 5.1 indicates, once the massive relief projects of the fïrst three fleets had k e n  

performed, Irish convicts constituted an impressive proportion - no l e s  than 56% - of al1 

convicts transponed to New South Wales between 1792 and 1800. As with the British 

provinces during the 1780s' the govemment must have been impressed with a conviction that 

the need of Irish officials to transport senous offenders could ail too easily become a 

problem for them - and certainiy if any more outraged colonies were to send transports to 

Bntain as Newfoundland had d ~ n e . ' ~  The need for a permanent, large-scaie destination for 

transporteci offenders was therefore reinforced from a direction which, technically at lem, 

TABLE 5.1 
Numbers of Convicts Transportai to New South Wales 

h m  Britain and Ireland, 1787- 1800 

Y ear Bri tain Ireland 
--------------------- ------ 

1787 778 - 
1789 1268 - 
1791 1303 155 
1792 391 14 
1793 1 305 
1794 83 - 
1795 134 233 
1796 203 188 
1797 364 - 
1798 396 - 
1799 53 490 
1800 588 - 

TOTALS 5568 1385 

SOURCE: O'Brien, Foundan'on of Ausrtafia, 286. 

"AS with their own provinces, c o n c e m  for the extent to which improved transport and rnobility made Lrish 
convicts a problem for British officials must have played a d e .  The Criminal Entry Books indicate a sharp rise 
in the nurnber of cases of k s h  criminals king found at large withui Britain during the 1780s and after (see HO 
13). See also the discussion below at pp.464-5. 1 hope to explore the peculiar effects of the ksh convict systetû 
on state consciousness amongst the British in later work. 
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was extemai to the British nation itself. This was the periphery impressing its needs upon the 

centre with a vengeance. 

If transportation to an expensive destination could no longer be avoided, its execution 

might at least be rendered more economicai. The contractor for the First Fleet, William 

Richards, Jr, had recommended to Pitt that vessels could recoup some of the costs of the 

voyage by carrying tea from China for the East India Company on their return trip, and three 

ships had subsequently done so." After the expense of the First Fleet, Sydney had 

suggested that a naval lieutenant should go with the Lady J u i i m  in 1789 and be employed 

"in watching over the proceedings of the Contractor and his agents, and that from the 

dispatch his presence would occasion, a swing would arise . . . . "" More substantial 

measures were proposed thereafte~ by the Treasury and by Grenville. With New South Wales 

ml1 required as a destination, the China trade - a masure that in 1787-8 seerns to have been 

viewed simply as an opportune conve~eace in a potentiaily one-off venture - now took on a 

force of necessity. Grenville recommended to the Treasury a similar arrangement regarding 

the tea trade in preparing the Second Fleet. Bis express desire that preparations for the Third 

Fleet should be made "in such a manner as may be Wrely to be attended with the least 

expense" rnay have emboldened the Treaniry to request, successfully, that the departure of 

the Third Fleet be delayed for six months in order to ensure that the vessels should have the 

best opportunity of performing their Chuia trade service. Since this had the effect of 

increasing the projected number of transports from one to two thousand, its ultimate 

&PRO 3O/8/ 17 1 ff.32-3, 18-9 & 34-5; and Bateson, l%e Convict Ships, 1 18. 

u~~ 3616 pp.253-6. 



effectiveness of a masure of economy rnay be doubted? 

A more effective economizing masure was the decision to make the provinces pay 

the costs of their own transports. Only two weeks after coming to office, and before 

arrangements were begun for the Second Fleet, Grenville informed local officials that 

govemment intended to brhg transportation as close as possible to its pre-war mode of 

proceeding : 

It has been usuai for Government to defray the expences attendîng traosportation of 
the Convicts upon the Home Circuit only. The other counties must therefore be 
subjected to the charges which theû convicts may occasion and, after the embarkation 
shall have taken place, they will be cailed upon to reimburse the Govermnent theû 
proportion of the expense according to the number of convicts they have to transport. 

The Attorney Gemral was connilted and, of course, Ireland was requùed to pay for its 

convicts as well." 1 have not yet been able to investigate the financial arrangements which 

ensued and which presumably must have fallen under the Treasury 's purview . However, as 1 

have discovered no objections to Grenville's proposal amongst local officials, 1 presume tbat 

it must have been acceptable to them." The individual costs to regions outside London and 

the Home Circuit, most of which did not individually transport large numbers of offenders 

after any one assizes, were probably not insupp~rtable.~ If this practice did indeed prevail, 

%O 35/10 (T-Steele to E.Nepean, 16 Maxch 1790: & O.Rose to N p ,  21 Oct 1790): HO 3616 pp.285-6 
& 343-4 (source of quote); and HO 36/7 pp.8-9 & 43-6. 

OHO 1317 pp.78-260 passim; HO 3617 pp.43-6; HO 42/15 ff.182-3; and HO 4911 pp.319-20. Sydney had 
broached this l ikel ihd wiih a iocal official eariier in tûe year (HO l3/6 p.360). It was also to have been the 
operating principle in transportation to Afnca in 1785 (HO 4215 ff.386-7). 

*A letler written while the fernale convict ship Indispemible was king organized in 1795 indicates that the 
counties were expected to provide the requisite clorbing for the femaie convicts ernbarked (HO 43/7 pp-202-5). 
For such orders to the counties to the end of 1 805, see HO 1 3/ 1 1 pp. 1 10-1 ; HO 131 13 pp. 1 1 4 & 422; HO 
13/14 pp.458-9; HO 131 16 p.444; and HO 13/17 p. 11 7. As early as 1783, the Mayor of Bristol had anticipated 
such a policy (Add MS 61870 ff.70-1). 

q t  need hardly be added Lhat the metropdis continued to dominate figures for tmnsportation. Its convicts 
composed approximately 43% of those of the Fit Fieet, 66% of the women of the Lady Juliana, 38% of the 
Second Fleet, and 34 56 of the Third. Counts based on J.Cobley, ïhe Crimes of the First Fleef Convicts 



it constitutes yet another qualification of any argument that New South Wales need 

necessady have been an exorbitantly expensive venture for government. 

(2) The Home Department under Henry Dundas, 1792- 1794 

Similar attention was shown to economy d u ~ g  Henry Dundas's Home Secretaryship. 

In March 1792 he accepted the Treasury's proposal to tum over the transportation of 

offenden to ships of the East India Company on the grounds that it would be "more 

advantageous for Govemment, and more beneficial for the settlementn to do so." That the 

saving costs to govemment was bis principal concem is suggested by the fact that letters to 

Irish officiais stressed only that factor.91 However the system was only applied to one vesse1 

before the East India Company deched the service and the private contractor system was 

resumed? 

Dundas also pursued humanitarian consideratiom. Only two weeks after becoming 

Home Secretaiy, he recornmended that the Treasury implement a system whereby contractors 

should be paid on the basis of the number of convicts they delivered safely to New South 

Wales rather than the nurnber they took on board. He had been actuated by an anonymous 

leaer warnllig him that a convict ship presently preparing to sail was overcrowded and that 

disease was iikely to break out during the voyage. (Inspection of the Pin disclosed that srnall 

pox had already broken out amongst some of the convicts, who were immediately removed to 

(Sydney, I 970); Cobley , ï k  Crimes of the L d y  Juliana Conviczs. I 7!W (Sydney, 1989); M. Fiynn, The Second 
Fleet: Britoin's Grim Convict Armada of I7PO (Sydney, f993), 729; and R.J.Ryan, 77ze niird Fleet Convicts 
(Cammeray , 1 983)- 

35/12 (C-Long to S.Bernard, 28 March 1792): and HO 3617 pp.272-3 (source of quote). 

9 ' ~ ~  100/38 ff.28-9, 34-5 & 51-2. In the second of these letters Nepean estimated that "the Savings may be 
about one fourth of the gros Charge." 

wOldham, Britain 's Convicrs to the Colonies, 154-6. 
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a hospital ship at ~ortsmouth.~~)  The Treasury felt that it was unlikely to fïnd any 

contracton willing to act under such terms, but compromised by allowing a reward of £5 for 

each convict landed alive on top of a flat fee per head for the voyage? Such attention to 

the health of convicts was minimal, but it at least formed a sharp contrast with Dundas's 

predecessor. When informed of the "exceedingly bad" accommodations on board one of the 

ships of the Second Fleet prior to its departure, Grenvilie had merely replied that "There 

never was an embarkation in which the transportees did not cornplain of the transports - there 

is no time for remedying any defects. 

Dundas's innately humane impulse regarding the convicts on board the Pin received a 

compelling spur when, only a week after he had first made this suggestion to the Treasury, 

word reached him of the appalling mortality that had taken place on board the very ships that 

Grenvilie had despatched with such cavalier disregard a year and a half earlier? 

Investigations ensued in the spring of 1792 and the incident became a subject of agitation in 

parliament in February 1792." Coming in the midst of recurrent parliamentary crïticism of 

its transportation arrangements, the mortality in the Second Fleet was a sharp blow to the Pitt 

goverment. On at least two subsequent occasions, Dundas sought to ensure that paid 

medical attendance was provided for convicts on the voyage to New South Wales. In the 

"HO 1318 p.280; HO 35/11 (G.Rose to E.Nepean, 25 & 27 June, & 3 July 1791); and HO 3617 pp.164-6. 

9401dham, Bnrain 3 Convicts ro t h  Colonies, 156-7. 

9 7 ~ . H .  C. 47 (1 792): 386, 406, 470-71 & 498-9; Parliarnentaty Regisrer 1 7 S % ,  3 1 : 191 4; HO 351 1 1 
(C.Long to E.Nepean, 28 luly & 26 Oct 1791); HO 35Il2 ( h g  to S-Bernard, 8 & 16 Feb, & 23 Apnl 1792): 
HO 3617 pp.260-1, 263, 285 & 288-9; HO 43/3 p.349; and HO 4911 @undas to Attorney general, 20 Feb 
1792). See also the copies of documents in Pitt's papers, PRO 30181246 ff.53-6, 13141, 144-5 & 148-55; 
Bateson. Convict Ships, 127-3 I ; and Oldham, Britain 's Convicts to the Colonies, 162-6. 
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second instance. his recommendations led to the adoption of a system whereby ship's 

surgeons received a reward of one guima for each convict landed in New South wales.'' 

Basic standards of care for transports had become an issue of concem for govemment. This 

may have retlected. not only concern for partiamentary scepticism about transportatioo as a 

practice, but also a growing sense of investment in New South Wdes as an important 

colonial concem. A healthier colony might become a more productive and economical one. 

(3) The Home Department under Portland, 1794- 1 80 1 

The Duke of Ponland was an outsider taken into a coalition; he was not and probably 

could never have been as close a colleague of Pitt as Grenville and Dundas. However, so 

long as he took no measures that involved substantiai new expense, such a position rnay also 

have afforded hirn a larger degree of freedom in the management of the criminal business 

than had been enjoyed by either of his predecessors. Moreover, uniike another outsider who 

had held the office, Lord Sydney, Portland's genuine interest in making improvements in this 

area seems to have grown rather than diminished. 

In 1797-8 parliament made a sweeping attempt to review v W y  the whole range of 

governmeat activity and expenditure? Presented in June 1798, the 28th of the thuty-six 

Reports of the House of Commons Select Cornmittee on Finance reviewed and condemned 

prevailing goverment practice with respect to "Police and Convicts. " Drafted by two 

Cornish MPs, Charles Abbot and Reginald Pole Carew, in close consultation with Patrick 

Colquhoun and Ieremy Bentham, the Report essentially foilowed lines laid down in the early 

"HO 35/14 (G-Rose to King, 22 Jan 1794); HO 36/7 pp.289-90; and HO 36/8 p. 171 & 181-2. 

*N .chester, 7he English Administrative Systém 1 7801 870 (Oxford, 198 11, 1024 & 20 1-3; and Harling, 
Waning of 'Old Corrrcp~ion, ' 72-8. 



1790s by Bunbury and other parliamentas, critics of transportation and the hulks.lm It 

condemned both the cost and the moral effect of New South Wales as a destination for 

transports, suggesting that these objections could only be overcome when the settlernent had 

reached a sufficient degree of developrnent that removal to it could no longer be thought to 

be a form of punishment (pp.29-30). Worse still were the hulks, which the Report deemed to 

be of no remedid value whatsoever. Indeed, by failing to provide for the separation of one 

class of offenders from another, the Report melodraniatically anticipated their imminent 

rampage (pp. 19-20 & 22-3). Of the eleven recommendations made in the Report, ten 

concerned policing activities. The eleventh was "That no Tirne should be lost" in 

implementing Bentham's proposed penitentiary @p .2@2 & 32). 

Abbot subsequently wamed Bentham that Pitt's hold over Westminster was such that 

littie could be expected to corne of any project that he did not wholeheartedly endone. 

Indeed, the Speaker of the House had indicated to Abbot fiom the outset that the whole 

scheme of the Select Comrnittee itself would not have got off the ground without Pitt's 

concurrence in the first instance. As to the 28th Report specifically, Abbot quickly swerved 

from optimism to pessimism. A month after it had been submitted to parliament he told Pole 

Carew that "more practical good rnay be derived from this part of our labours than from aay 

other subject on which we have Reported . . . ." The foilowing day however, he deemed the 

drudgery of the Finance Comrnittee work to be a "greater servitude" than any transported 

convict had ever been set to, and one "which we are now striving to get rid of one month 

more after every body else has got rid of it and forgotien it." Pitt's govemment ignored moa 

'mn~wenty-~ighth Report from the Select Cornminet on Fice, &c.: Police, hcluding Convict 
Establishments" (26 h n e  1 798), in Communs Papm, 1 l2:3-2 16 (the easuing page references are to this 
source). The correspondence amongst Abbot, Pole Carew, Bentham and Colquhoun mn be foiloweci in Benfham 
Correspondence, 6: 32- IO8 passim. 



of the recommendations contained in the 

influence over pend policy other than to 

Penitentiary Acts the following year. 'O2 
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thirty-six R e p o d o l  Abbot himself had no funher 

oversee the renewal of the Transportation and 

However, the 28th Report was indicative of continuing concerm in parliament as to 

both the costs and benefits of the govemment's pend order. Moreover it appears to have had 

sorne impact on Portlaad's conduct of the Home Department. Cenauily Portland paid the 

same sort of attention to considerations of economy in trampormion that Grenville and 

Dundas had. In November 1797 he imtmcted the Treasury to take up the BrirMniu, "a South 

Sea Whaler," out of a conviction that this "WU be a more oeconomical mode of performing 

this service than by taking up a vessel for the purpose, as the seMement is in the way of the 

trade of the Brïtannia." The contractor, Samuel Enderby, had previously approached the 

govemment with such a proposal, and would did so again. However this seems to have k e n  

the only occasion on which his services were accepted, so clearly Portland made no long 

term contribution to the economizing of transportation in this respect.'" Perhaps his 

principal conaibution to reducing the cost of tmmportation was that, between 1796 and 

1798, he at 1st succeeded in geaing Irish officials to pay the costs of those Irish convicts 

that had been trmsported by Bntain beginning in 179 1. '" 

'O1& Diary and Conespondence of Charles Abbor. Lord Cokhesrer. Speaker of the Hame of Commons. 
1802-281 7. ed- Colchester (1861). 1 :68-9; Antony House Munimeuts ( d o  ComwalI R.O.), CC/K/29; and 
Harling, Woning of 'Old Corruption, ' 78-80. 

Im39 Gw. m. cc.5 1 -2 (the full text of the latter is in Lords Papers 1798-99[1]: 2 19-22). See ais0 J.H. C. 54 
(1798-99): 254, 300-10,428-9, 481. 484, 499, 508, 515, 516, 521, 533, 548 & 623; and Parlicanentary 
Register 1 7%- 1802. 8: 129-3 1 . 

'"HO 361 10 pp. 329-30; and Bateson, Convict Ships, 147 & 157. See also PRO 301 8/ 133 ff.33-8,444, 39- 
40 & 41-33 and Add MS 38234 ff.124-5. 

' m ~ ~  351 16 ( "Number of convicts îhat have been sent kom kland to New South Wdes,  " [16 March 
17961); fiO 351 17 (Commissioners of Vicnialling to J-King, 25 Aug 1796); HO 35/19 (C-Lang to King, 25 Jan 
1798); HO 36/9 pp.358-9; HO 36/10 pp.318, 332-3, 345 & 396-7; HO 4317 pp.527-8; HO 43/10 pp.357 & 
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Portland also took steps &O ensure the heaith of the convicts being ernbarked for 

transportation. These actions probably reflected, not ody a humanitarian impulse toward 

individual convicts, but also a larger sense of the needs of a still struggling setdement that 

was often subjected to hostile scrutiny by MPs. In the f h  instance, Portland occasiody 

took steps to ensure that a quaiifid surgeon was on board a convict vessel. However he 

seldom did so without also ensuring that it could be done at the lowest possible cost to 

govemment. Thus, as the Gonges was being readied in August 1796, Portland first requested 

that a surgeon be provided "upon as oeconomicai scale as the nature of the service will admit 

. . . . " When he subsequently leamed that one of tbe Assistant Surgeons for the settlement was 

to sail in the same vessel, Portland sent an amended request that this surgeon in particular 

should have the care of the convicts during the voyage for a flat payment of f50.lM In 

short Portland's attention appears to have b e n  haphazard at best. Basic humanitarian 

considerations played a role, but not yet to the extent that a systematic expense should be 

taken on by govemment. And I have found only one instance of Portland asking the Treasury 

to give a ship's surgeon the one Guinea reward proposed by Dundas for each convict "safeiy 

landeci" at New South Waies. '" 
Portland's principal measure on behalf of the convicts's health was more immediateiy 

preventive. Such an approach was advocated in July 1794 by the Assistant Surgeon at New 

South Wales who, in reporthg 

to 

no fatali ties aboard the Sup&e, attribut4 previous disasters 

'%O 13/10 p.519; and HO 36/9 pp.471-2. See also the request that the ship's surgeon of the Lndy Shorc 
perform the same duty and receive "such a reasonable allowance as wiil be proper compensation for the same" 
(HO 13/11 p. 125). 



the diseased state the convicts were sent on board in: and 1 can attribute our singular 
good fortune to nothing so much as sailing without any person on the sick list - It will 
therefore be evident to your honours of what important consequence sending these 
unfortunate people in a healthy state is - ... 107 

Portland took this advice to heart. Under circumstances that rernain obscure, he required Sir 

Jeremiah Fitzpamck, the Inspector Generai of Irish Prisons and Madhouses during the 1780s 

and Inspector of Health for the British army fiom 1793, to inspect every vesse1 and every 

convict put on board it before departure. '" From the mid-1780s, letkrs issued h m  the 

Home Department to local gaolers had specified that, before convicts were either removed 

from local gaols to the hulks or dïrealy on board vessels for aansportation, they were 

required to be "examined by an experienced Surgeonn and that they should "appear to be free 

from any putnd or infectious distemper.. . . " Evidence of exactly how this requirement was 

actuaily enforced is hard to fmd. Resumably the h a 1  judgment was lefi largely to the 

individual hulks or tmnsportation contractors, and whatever medical expertise (if any) they 

brought to bear on the matter. 

Fitzpaaick seerns to have been allowed full power of making judgments against the 

transportation of individual convicts whom he thought unfit for the voyage? But his pleas 

for an established convict inspectorship seem to have f aen  on deaf ears, even though there 

could be no sensible alternative if govemment wanted to overcome the problem of self- 

interest posed either by local authorities desiring to be nd of their convicts, or by contracton 

eager for the rewards of taking them on: 

""HO 351 15 (J-Thomson to Navy Board. 26 July 1 794; enclosed in C.Long to J,King, 16 Feb 1795). 

'"~ateson. Convia Ships, 634 ,  160, 164 & 168; 0.MacDonagh. l?te Inspecior General: Sir Jeremid 
Firtpatrick and rhe Politics of Social Refonn 1783-1802 (1981). 267-79; and MacDonagh, "Humanity, 
Economy, Policy: On Common Sense and Expertise in the Life of Sir Jeremiah Fitzpatrick," in Govemmenf and 
Experiise: Specialisrs, Adminisrration und Pro/essionals 1860- 1919, ed. RMacLeod (Cambridge, 1 %8), 242-54. 

"%O 13/11 pp.412 & 413; HO 13/13 p.113; and HO 4318 pp.134. 



. . . Govemment's not having created such an Officer,. . . by no means speaks its 
wisdom, or does it prove that the Office is not necessary; for to receive reports from 
the interested as to permit them to funiish articles whether of accomodation, diet, 
medecine, cloathuig, &c &c without proper inspection is next akùl to the expectation 
of receiving true and punctual payments of revenue or duties from those who should 
actuaüy pay them, without the tnreeerence of inspecring or collening (?@cers & 
oulines of drcry for the mer alludeci to, vitt To Report the state of healtti of the 
convicts after conviction. "O 

Like his fellow ministers, Portland presumably had no interest in extending the range of 

goverment activity and obligation beyond the minimum level required. Indeed, the task was 

surely given specificaliy to Fitzpatrick because he was already employed by govemment for 

the health of the forces, thereby obviating any need for the sort of permanent, extensively 

empowered appointee that he himself thought necessary. 

Portland made far more significant progress with respect to both the hulks. Ln fxt ,  he 

became the firs Home Secretary to regard the hulks more in the iight of a lasting concern 

rather than a temporary expedient. He certainly displayed a more energetic interest in 

conditions on board them than had any of his predecessors. The Horne Office Papen for his 

Secretaryship indicate that Portland ordered investigations of conditions on board the hulks 

on severai occasions, usualiy after attempted escapes or uprisings. These efforts culminateci 

in an extensive investigation of the persistently troublesome Portsmouth establishment in 

1800-1 and a sweeping condenmation, not of the individual contractor involved, but rather of 

the system in general.'ll "1 have every reason to believe," concluded Portland's 

investigator, that "the Contractor is an honourable Man, but were he an Angel it would not 

be in his power to prevent those iniquitous practices which 1 have the mongest proof must 

"'~dd MS 33 105 ff.260- 1 (emphases in origrnal). See also Add MS 33 105 ff.242-3; and MacDonagh, 
Impector Generd, 270- 1. 



have existed for several Y ears past. " ' '' 
This might simply be taken to c o n f m  the distaste for the establishment that was 

shared by govemrnent and parliament alike. But what is more strilàng in retrospect are the 

indications of its growing regularity and implicit permanence. Beginning in 1799, the annual 

accounts that the Home Secretary was required to submit to the Treaniry began to include 

deductions against the contractor for failures to keep convicts secure, as weii as the costs of 

recapturing them."' And in 1800 Portland not only r e c o n h e d  the f 100 s a l q  paid to the 

ailing chaplain for the Thames hulks, but also secured a further £50 to pay for an assistant to 

him."4 These actions suggest a fundamentally Merent outlook on the hulks to that 

anticipation of imminent dissolution w hich characterized both Treaniry and Home 

Department between 1782 and 1794. 

The most striking indication of a long-term, institutional conception for the huks was 

Portland's expansion in 1800 of the seale of convict labour commitments at both Wooiwich 

and Portsmouth on works for the ûrdnance and Admiralty Boards. h 1801 Portland 

even sanctiooed the removal of convicts from local gaois to the huiks solely to meet the 

needs of these new projectd16 Concern for productive labour by hulks convicts had k e n  

displayed before, but had largely been the initiative of the Duke of Richmond while Master 

General of the Ordoance. Moreover Richmond's concem had been indulged at a time when 

the full removal of a l i  hulks convicts, however much desired, was stiU a relatively remote 

" 2 H ~  42/61 ff.137-8. 

'"HO 36/ 1 1 pp.5 1-2. 2 1 1-2 & 408-9. 

l14H0 35/21 (C-Long to J.King, 14 March & 9 Apnl l8OO); and HO 361 1 1 pp.220-1 & 232-3. 

'lsHO 13/12 pp.472 & 473; and HO 43/12 pp.301 & 303-4. 

" 6 H ~  13/13 pp.273-4, 274 & 295. 
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prospect. A conspicuous silence had settleci over the matfer following the establishment of 

regularized transportation by the early 1790s. Conceived in the midst of an already long war, 

the new proposals had no nich implicitly limiteci time-hame. 

This was rernarkable for a government that had once been cornmitteci to the complete 

elimination of the hulks. Portland's activity and proposals with respect to the huks  also flew 

in the face of parliament's condemnations of the early 1790s (a detailed discussion of which 

is given in the next section) and of the 28th Report of the Select Cornmittee on Finance in 

1798. They imptied a determination to tum an initidy expedient arrangement into a 

workable and useful institution. Sensitivity to pariiamentary criticism in 1798 may have b e n  

reinforcd by a significant change in the practice by which government secured fùnding for 

the hulks establishment. Whereas the yearly expenditure had previously been secured by post 

fam grants from the Cornmittee of Supply, by 1800 parliament was moving toward a more 

controlliog pattern of requiring estimates of the coming year's costs in advance, a practice 

that would be established by the end of 1802.''' Portland's activity rnay also have b e n  a 

specific response to the attempts of Bentham and his sympathizers to dixredit the hulks in 

favow of the Panopticon. Portland had once been reckoned sympathetic to Bentham's 

scheme, but rnay have had a change of hart after Bentham's display to him of a now much- 

dilapidated mode1 in January 1797."' The detded statement of Bentham's project that 

appeared in The Annual Regisrer for 1800 suggests that the debate between the two measufes 

had become public knowledge, a factor which may have prompted Portland to redouble his 

' "J.H. C. 54 (1 798-99): 394-7, 425 & 437-8; J.H. C. 55 ( 1  799-18OO): 180-2, 216-7, 221 -2 & 878-9; J.H. C. 
56 (1801): 82, 311, 319 & 731; J.H.C. 57 (1801-2): 34, 36, 39. 263, 293, 298, 700 Br 821; and J.H.C. 58 
(1802-3): 80, 87, 31 & 732. 

118Benlhm Correspondence, 5:352-3, 354 & 355; & 6:4634. For a detailed discussion of the govetnment 
and the fanopticon project, see below, part III(3). 
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efforts with regard to the huIk~."~ 

Portland's Home Secretaryship therefore marked the end of the flrst era of the hulks. 

By Septernber 1797 the aging Duncan Campbell had entered into joint partnership with his 

son John in the management of the two h u k  on the Thames, and James Bradley had 

altogether turned over that of the two Portsmouth vessels to Andrew Hawes Bradley.'2o On 

1 May 1801 the Campbeils tumed over the management of their hulks to Stewart Erskine, 

thereby ending the last involvement of the contractor whose narne had been virtually 

synonymous with the h u k  during their first quarter ~entu.ry.'*~ 

Finally, shortly before Portland left office - three months after the rest of Pitt ministry 

- he sent the Treasury a proposal for fundamentai alterations in both the management and 

character of the h u k  establishment. Viewed in perspective, this document marks a 

significant moment in the history of Engiish pend management. In the first instance, 

Portland recommended central oversight of the hulks system as a whole: 

By the appointment of an Oveneer havhg been left in the han& of the 
contractor, there is a total want of that check and control which are indispensably 
necessary to keep such an Establishment as this in order, and abuses have accordingly 
crept into the management of it which, as may weli be supposed, the wisest 
regulations are unable to prevent or correct unless they are supported and enforced by 
the unrernitthg vigilance and attention of a ~ p e ~ t e n d i n g  power.lP 

Thus Portiand took up, for the hulks, that principle of central inspection that Fitzpamck had 

'mCompare HO 36/10 p.239 with HO 13/11 p.296; and HO 13/11 p.8 with p.121. Andrew Hawes Bradley 
was initiaily addressed as Andrew Hawes "Dyne. " C have discovered no record of him outside the Home Office 
Papers but, as he was consistently r e f d  to as "Bradley" by 1801, I have preferred that form. 



recommended in vain for transports. lP 

Ponland's further proposal, that the h u k  should constiaite a more regimented system 

of punishment in and of themselves, was an equaily dramatic departure from the 

govemment's past attitudes. Contemporary critics of the huiks had ofien assumed that certain 

classes of offenders (usually those sentenced to seven years transportation) were seldom 

transported, but rather served out their time on board the hulks. 1 am uncertain how far this 

may actually have b e n  the case, but Portland's proposal of 1801 is the fïrst official 

document 1 have found that explicitly contemplates the huiks establishment as a pend regirne 

in its own right. "[Tlhe health of the convicts and every hope of amendment and reformation 

depend upon the introduction of new regulations and a new systetem of management in almost 

every part of the institution . . . . " L24 Portland's notion that the h u k  should be a vehicle for 

"amendment and reformationw moves us some distance away from the temporary holding 

masures of the 1780s and back toward the original 1776 conception of the h u b  as quasi- 

penitentiary institutions. 1 have not yet been able to determine what the " weLl-calculated" 

regulations Portland recommended to the Treaniry were. However, in extending the works 

camied on by hulks convicts at Portsmouth during the previous year, Portland had akeady 

instnicted the Overseer that 

it will be necessary that the more aîrocious and hardened description of convias, who 
fiord litîle hopes of refomtion, should be kept separate and a p m  from those who, 
king guiity of crimes of less enormity, and l e s  practiced in vice and profiigacy, 
appear to be capable of amendments. . . . 1 must pamcularly require tbat . . . a i l  
intercourse and communication between the two classes 1 have describeci may be 

above. pp.3268. Fitzpatrick had cornplained to the Home Department of conditions on board the 
Portsmouth huîks and argued "that n~atters . .. have for some thne pst required your s p d  interference ... in 
respect to the mode of coducting the business of the unfortunate, doomed victims ... ." However he aiso 
admitted tbat he was oot authorized "in any officid sense to inform you of what occurs in respect to your 
convicts" (Add MS 33 106 ff. 162-3; see also ff.3624). 



resaicted as much as possible, and that measures may be taken that they rnay 
regularly mess and sleep apart, either on board different vessels or in different 
quarters on the same vesse!. '= 

This requirement for a separation and classification of of fenders, w hile admittedly primitive 

and minimal by cornparison with the degree of categorization advocated by proponents of 

prison reform, nevertheless reinforces the proposition that Portland was seeking to convert 

the hulks into the best (or certainly least objectionable) substitute for the hard labour regimen 

that Bentham's prison was expected to provide. More generally, it laid the groundwork for 

the fundamental departwes in outlook amongst statesmen at the centre that wili be describeci 

in the last chapter of this thesis. 

How could Portland have made such fundamental changes in an establishment that 

Pitt's govenunent had always wished to see ended? Pitt may simply have had more pressing 

issues on his mind. By the Iate 1790s, he and his senior ministers had becorne absorbai in 

the prosecution of an unwinnable war. He may not have reaiized how far Portland's interests 

in pend projects extended. Moreover, in reducing the structural pressure on convict 

arrangements, the war had perhaps reduced the potential controversy that might attach to new 

proposais over how to dispose of hulks convicts. Perhaps too there was an urgent necessity 

for the military works they were to carry on, and Portland seized hold of the opportunity for 

systemic change thereby afforded. Finally, Portiand probably had not made the full 

implications of his activity entirely apparent before Pitt left office in March 1801. His critical 

proposal regarding the hulks was not sent to the Treasury until Iune 1801 - three months 

afrer Pin's resignation, even though Portland had received the results of the Portsmouth 

'=HO 131 13 pp.3 1-4. A simiiar intention may have underscoreci Portland's later proùibitian against "the 
mixing of the convicts beIonging to the Hulks off Cumberland Fort with those of ihe [Weevil?]" (HO 13/13 
p.273). 



investigation in Febmary . '26 

* * * * *  

For most of the its seventeen years in power, the role of Pitt's government in the 

disposition of senous offenders was a reluctant one at b a t .  The ideal arrangement was that 

which had prevailed before 1775, in which the provinces - and now Ireland as well - paid 

their own way and in which an active role on the part of govemment was required only for 

those convicts in the closest physical proximity to it. 

Developments in the central oversight of criminal justice administration durhg the 

Secretaryships of Grenville and Dundas confinned the ongoing discornfort of Pitt's 

governrnent witb the costs of the system of transportation and h u b  that had emerged during 

the 1780s. By the early 1790s it had seemed that the former might be rninirnized and the 

latter altogether eliminated. ûniy two vessels would be required to remove ail  convicts under 

sentence of transportation each year, and local officials might soon develop sufficient 

resources of their own for those sentencd to imprisonment, thereby freeing govemment 

from any further role in the custody of convicts. By this time however, parliamentary 

pressure for nationally detennined standards of imprisonment had re-emerged with new 

intensity. We must now consider how Pitt's government met this powerfui challenge to ia 

arrangements and priorities . 

IV. Parliament, Police and Panopticon 

In determinhg and supervising peoal arrangements for the nation as a whole, Pitt's 

government always had a double-edged problem: first, how to balance the persistent demands 

I2'H0 361 1 1 pp.430-4.1 cannot speak detinitively on the matter but, in light of subsequent developments 
under the new ministry (see below, pp.447-9), Podand's industry during his four months under Addington - 
ratha than Pitt - is suggestive. 
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for severity and detemence with the growing sentiments, in some minds and places. for 

reformative carceral institutions; and second, how to do so in the manner least likely to 

impose objectionable costs on either govemment or on local authorities of varying 

cornmitment to imprisonrnent as a punishment for serious offenders. 

By 1789 it seemed to have hit upon the right balance. It would provide transportation 

to local officials at cost and in the most econornically efficient rnanner. At the same time, it 

encouraged the efforts of local authorities interested in developing reformative hard labour 

regimes for lesser offenders dong the mode1 of the Gloucester system. By no mûans 

however, was Pitt's govemment willing to impose any such regime on local officials who 

might simply be lukewarm about, much less those who might be actively opposed to them. 

Nor was it willing to take on the cost of the national penitentiary scheme proposai by Eden 

and Blackstone in 1779. Both proposais seemed liable to provoke trouble in a parliament 

dominated by inherently frugal backbenchers concerned to minimize the costs of both 

government and local administration alike. It was probably with this in mind that Pitt rejected 

a cd1 for a sweeping, closely defined reform of the criminal law in April 1787: 

[Ilt would be extremely dangerous to take any step which rnight have the srnailest 
tendency to discredit the present existiag system, before proper data and principles 
should be established whereon to found another. Such principles ought to be again and 
again considered before they should be adopted, and ought to be fully weighed and 
settled by those learned and able men who filled the highest stations in the Law 
department. ln 

Determined to minimize its obligations to act for the nation as a whole in matters of domestic 

regulatioa, the Pitt govemment sought to assuage difficulties rather than to impose a uniform 

set of standards that might seern l e s  relevant in one local context thao another. 

Not al1 parliamentarians viewed matters this way. Through a combination of  
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determination and skill, and invoking the same concerns for economy that animated the 

ministry, several MPs - Sir Charles Bunbury the most prominent and active arnongst them - 

launched a sustained effort to impose nation-wide standards of imprisonment between 1789 

and 1794. 

(1) Renewed Parliamentary Activity on Prisons, 1789- 1794 

Few members of Pitt's first parliament advocated the full replacement of 

transportation by imprisonment at hard labour. Most focused their questionhg of the 

rninistry's penal policies on the ever-more pressing need to relieve the gaols of convicts 

under sentence of transportation. In March 1786 the two county MPs for Devon dernanded to 

know what progress the ministry had made on this froot. The Commons subsequently 

secured rehirns of aiI felony convictiom in England and Wales during the previous years, as 

well as the costs to government of the hulks since their establishment in 1775.'~ In 1787 

Pitt presented the House with copies of the Orders in Council for the traasportation of the 

FUst Fleet convicts. The Commons also demanded to see returns of al1 convicted offenders 

for the county of Middlesex for the last year and a half.'" Such activity was suggestive of 

a Commons keen to see the renewal of transportation, perhaps partïcularly with regard to that 

region of the country that was its home. The govemment's 1788 renewal of the 

Transportation Act passed without incident and with more than a month to spare before the 

end of the se~s ion . '~  The only sign of opposition was a long-standing distaste for both the 

principle and the cost of the hulks as an intenm masure. 

lUJ. H. C. 4 1 (1 786): 307, 323,444, 446, 465, 562, 634, 749, 884 & 95 1 ; Pariiamentary Register 1 780-96, 
1953-5 & 328-30; and Cummons 1754-W, 2:64-5 & 3:3774. 

' 9 8  Geo-LII, c.24. See also J.H.C. 43 (1787-88): 470, 485, 492-3, 497, 513 & 544 (14 May - 11 June 
1788); and J.H.L. 38 (1787-90): 192, 194, 197 & 199-200 (23-28 May 1788). 
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The f i  sign of renewed interest in national standards of incarceration was the Gaols 

Act passed at the end of the 1789 session. This masure sought to extend the provisions of 

the County Gaols Act of 1784 to ail other gaols in the countier. The duty of enforcing its 

essential requirements - the separation of felons and dehors. the abolition of spirits, mual  

cleansing, ventilation, c lan cells, sickroorns, bathing facilities, salaried medical attendance, 

and the option of a clergyman - lay with the Quarter Sessions, who were to requie an mual 

certificate from each gaoler within their jurisdiction and who could impose %es of up to £50 

on negligent gaolen. Like the County Gaols Act, however, the legislation did not a c W y  

oblige the Quarter Sessions to enforce its provisions.'" No evidence exists of determineci 

government opposition to the Gaols Act, and presurnably it would not have passed if such 

opposition had existed. However, as it imposed no unavoidable burden on local officiais, it 

probably seemed uncontroversial. Still it is striking that the masure originated Mth two 

2Whig p e r s  and that, in imitation of typical govemment practice, they presented the bill late 

in the session. presumabiy in order to ensure the minimum opposition.'" 

A fa more ciramatic departure was the foliowing session's "Bill to provide for the 

Custody and Employmem of Offenders in certain Cases, and for the Replation of the Places 

in which such Offenders may be ~onfined."'~~ This bill invoked the origioal expectation of 

the Penitentiary Act of 1779 that, until the consouction of the two penitentiaries, Houses of 

Correction shouid be used to implement imprisonment at hard labour. Such Houses of 

"'29 Ge0.m. c.67. Sg Gommons Papen. 64:401-4 for the b u  as presented to the Commons. 

I3'The bill was intraiuced by Earl Radnor and cbairrd at Cornmittee stage by Lard Chalaiorth, both 
Foxites. Having introduced the bill on 28 May, they did oot hold its second reading imtil a month later, when 
the session was aearing its close. It received the royal assent on the last &y of the session. See J.H.L. 38 
(1783-90): 441, 476, 488, 489 & 524; D.N. B., 10:88-9; and Gommons 1754-PO, 3:3û2-3. 
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Correction as were presently under construction in the counties were now to be designated 

"Penitentiary Houses" and to implement regimes ~hat, at a minimum, followed the one 

outluied in the 1779 Act. Each was to be provided with a governor whose salary would be 

determined by the value of the convict labour and a gaoler with a salary of up to £50 per 

annum. Any fees and rates coilected by the gaoler were to foilow a fixed schedule. The 

county Quarter Sessions were to appoint three officiais to iaspeft each Penitentiary House at 

least three times in each quarter (ie. once a month) and was obliged to remedy any 

departues tiom the prescribed regime. 

Most controversialiy, the bill allowed the substitution of sentences to hard labour for 

transportation. Judges were to be empowered to alter sentences of traasportation to 

imprisonment at hard labour in the Penitentiary Houses until such time as the sentence of 

transportation could be carried out, or even to substitute hard labour dtogether for the same 

term as the original sentence of aansportation. At any rate, transports rnight still be 

imprisoned in the Penitentiary Houses (without king set to labour) until their sentence was 

carried into execution. And they were not to have their sentence camed into effect if more 

tbao hdf  the term of their original sentence bad expued. Failuig construction of such a 

Penitentiary House, every county was required at l e s t  to keep transpo- separately confined 

fiom ail other prisoners. 

The 1790 bill clearly sought to elimioate the hulks, something which was probably 

universaiiy desired. But it must also have aroused intense controversy in so far as it 

implicitly sought to b ~ g  transportation and bard labour into a direct, exclusionary 

opposition to one another - an opposition that, however reluctantly, Eden and Blackstone 

themselves b d  backed away from in the 1779 Act. The ministry's amtude toward the biii is 

difficult to detennine but, two days before parliament was dissolved, the Commons had 
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effectively thrown it out by ruling that amendments made to it in the Lords had turneci it Uito 

a money bill and that the "new" bill must be reioaoduced in the Commons. '" 

Ministerial opposition was more explicit the following year. The bill's leading 

proponent was now Sir Charles Bunbury, once more renûned for Suffolk six yean afw 

having lost his seat in the 1784 election. Bunbury prefaced the bill's reintroduction by an 

explicit attack on the nature and expense of New South Wdes as a destination for convicts 

and by an assertion of the need for properly regimented prison regimes at home for offenders 

susceptible of reformation. Pitt maintaineci that traasportation to New South Wales was not 

the fiscal, moral or physicai disaster that Bunbury portrayed it to be (word had not yet 

reached England of the Second Fleet's expenence). However his opposition to Bunbury's 

motion for accouots of the settlement, partly on the grounds that any such accounts would 

not reflect the extent to which government's expenses were offset by East india trade, 

failed. 

indeed attendance in the Commons that day was so low that a division failed to block 

the second reading of Bunbury's new bill immediately thereafter.lX The new bill carried 

the principles of its forbear even further, requiring that the regime outlined in the 1779 Act 

be applied to al1 county gaols and Houses of Correction, or at least to defined areas within 

them. At the very Ieast al1 gaols must now embrace the basic classification scbeme prescribed 

to County Gaols by the Act of 1784. Findy aü prisoners, without regard to the sentence 

l M ~ . H .  C. 45 (1 790): 541 ; Parfiamenra~ 
conceming money bills, see P. D .G.Thomas, 
65-71. 

Regiaer 17W-96, 28:327; and Sewor, 1 :297. For procedure 
IEe Houe of Cornmorts in the Eighreenth Ce~ury (Oxford, 1971 ), 

"'J.H. C. 46 (1 7-91): 162, 206, 255, 334 & 394; Commom Papen, 83:241-58; Parfiamenfary Register 
1780-96. 28:39941; and Senafor, 1:291-6 & 2:3-13. See also HO 35/11 (T-Steele to E-Nepu,  10 Feb 1791); 
and HO 42/18 ff.266-8 & 277. 
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under which they were imprisoned, were to be set to hard labour to help defray the costs of 

their incarceration."' Thus, under the guise of mlliimizing costs to the counties, Bunbury 

and his allies sought to make the pend application of hard labour more extensive than ever. 

The 1791 bill was his nearest approach to a national application of the penitentiary regime 

since his failed bill of 1779. 

This tirne, however, the opposition of both the county of Middlesex and the ministry 

prevailed. William Mainwarhg attacked the bill - as he had the onginal Penitentiary Act 

itself - as a peculiarly costiy imposition on his county, particularly as the construction of its 

own expensive new House of Correction at Cold Bath Fields was now well-advanced. This 

new institution was expected to bouse between three and four hundred convicts under 

sentence of imprisonment. But if judges were empowered to send the Middlesex transports 

housed in Newgate there as weil, it would be overwhelmed and all hopes of the necessary 

separation and classification of offenden niined. The Middlesex bench subsequently 

petitioned parliament against the bill on the grounds that their " C o u n ~  will be rnaterially 

injured, and a new and heavy Expense brought on the said County, and the Police thereof 

greatly affected. " Peniston Powaey , MP for New Windsor, feared a similar result if the care 

of transports was imposed upon Berkshire's fourteen-room House of C~rrection. '~~ 

Pitt dso spoke for those who continueci to believe that an imeducible distinction 

existed between an offender for whom transportation was the only option short of death and 

one whom a prison regime might redeem: 

' 3 8 J . ~ . ~ .  26 (1790-91): 194; Padiame~ary Debares f 784W2, 20: 197; Padiarmniary Regis~er 178Q.96, 
28:3269; Senaor, 3:îOl; Conunom 1 754-99, 3:3 19-20; and Commns 1 ïW-l82O, 4: 877-8. Their concerns 
about d e f a h g  the refonnative purposes of Houses of Correction were shared by William Wilôerforce, who 
ohmise  was an enthusiastic supporter of the penitentiary ideal (Senaor. 3 :201). 



That it was a necessary and essential point of police to send some of the most 
incomgible criminals out of the kingdom, no man could entertain a doubt, since it 
must be universally admitteci, that it was the worn policy of a State to keep offenders 
of that description at home to compt othen and contaminate the less guiity, by 
communicating their own dangerous depravity . With regard to penitentiary houses, . . . 
he hoped to see thern become general, and that every county would adopt the plan, 
since a proper discrimination between such offenders, as From their abandoned and 
hardened profligacy ought to be made examples of, and such as afforded hopes of 
reformation was absolutely necessary . 

However, he later went on to say , 

he did not approve of a general receptacle for such offenders, being weU convinced, 
that proper houses for that use in the different counties, would be much better adapted 
for the purpose, because they could be more easily looked after, and kept under better 
regulation, than it was possible for any general receptacle to be managed in?' 

The proposed biil would blur the crucial distinction between incomgible offenders, who must 

be transportai, and those susceptible of reform. It would defeat the purposes of such 

reformative prison regimes as already existed (and others hopefuiiy still to be built) in the 

localities, and would also impose large expenses on many unwilling local officials. In some 

places - John Beattie has demonstrated that Surrey was one1* - the role of traasportation in 

the -y of pend practices was aiready vastly reduced from what it once had ken.  On the 

other hand, as we saw in the previous chapter, it continued to play a very large role in the 

metroplis given the practical impossibility of imposing the capital code on a wide-scale affer 

the 1780s. Pitt was unwilling actually to impose a reduced use of transportation on any local 

authorities against their will, or even to risk appeanng to be doing so. His ministry continued 

to view the role of govertment vis a vis local officiais as a CO-operative rather than a 

directive one - much less a prescriptive one. It was in vain tbat the bill's advocates argued 

139Senaror, 1 :Z94; and Parlimntaiy Regisrer 1 780-96. 28: 350. In the same vein, William Mainwaring 
insisted bat. in Middlesex, "The sentence of transportation never w s  pronound where the least prospect of 
reformation remainedm (Senator. 3:201). 

'%ttie. Crime and rhe Courts, 560-5 & 601-10. 
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that the cons of the prisons might be recovered from the profit of the work canied on w i t b  

them.I4' For many local officiais, wch contentions probably seemed remote projections by 

cornparison with a familiar and, at last, once more reliable set of arrangements for 

transportation . 

Having failed to block the bill's second reading, the ministry nibsequently managed to 

impose seven delays in its m e r  consideration and Finally defeated it on a division." A 

l a s  objectionable version of the bill was subsequentiy passed into law within a month and 

received the royal assent on the last day of the session. The Gaols Regdation Act of 1791 

required Quarter Sessions to appoint governors in al1 Houses of Correction (or penitentiary 

houses) for the county, but left it to their discretion as to whether or not that govemor wouid 

be salaried (S. 1). Moreover, although the regime described in the Penitentiary Act was to be 

applied in these penitentiary houses, that regime could nibsequently be altered by the lustices 

of the Peace (s.2). AU prisoners housed therein could be set to work (S. 12). Transports 

awaiting execution of sentence in the county gaols rnight also be set to hard labour, and any 

time that they were confineci under those terms would be couted against the term of their 

sentence (s.7). Transports were also to be housed separately from ail other offenders in the 

gaols (S. 10). But judges no longer had the power to remove transports to the Houses of 

Correction. Thus the Act met the objections of the original bill's opponents, while preserving 

some of its propoaents's ambitions. It advanced the principles of hard labour on the mode1 of 

the Penitentiary Act, but did not make them absolutely mandatory or interfere with the 



execution of sentences of transportation. '43 

(2)  The Ministry 's Response: (a) Police, 1789- 1792 

In the event, the Gaols Regulation Act of 1791 was the last substantial attempt to 

regulate conditions in the nation's gaols before Peel's Act of 1823.1U At the time, 

however, it was not clear that transportation was secure from attack. The Gaols Reguiation 

bill of 1790, which had embodied a substantial attack on transportacion, had passed both 

Houses and only been defeated on a technicality at the end of the session. Pitt faced a 

problem that might re-emerge at any time. The question was how to contain a movement that 

could have poli tically damaging consequences . Two strategies were adopted. 

In the fmt instance, Pitî's govemment appears to have failen back on the preventive 

strategy that had first k e n  devised in 1782 as an alternative to the penitentiary scheme. This 

return was initiated in Aprii 1790, when Grenville revived the Bow Street-based Foot Patrol 

on the major roads in and out of London that the Treaniry had sought (apparently 

successfuiiy) to eliminate in 17834. Knowing the earlier objections only too well, Grenville 

emphasized that the patrol woufd be in place only "untii some other Plan shall be h e d  upon 

for checking the depredations complained of, without subjecting Govemment to this 

Expense. Underpaid and undermanneci from the outset, it seems to have enjoyed favour 

with Duncias who continuai to press for its extension even after he had left the Home 

Department. In the event, and with the express approval of Pitt, Dundas and Grenville, a 

more extensive cavalry patrol was established in 1800, by which tirne seven years of war had 

'"31 Geo.iII. c.46. See also J.H.C. 46 (1790-91): 560, 622, 629, 646, 656, 662, M5,  681, 705 & 707 (12 
May - 10 Juae 1 791); Commons Pupers, 79:221-36; Lords Papers, 1 790- l(1): 89- 1û4; aad Smator, 3:495-6. 

"%.& B.Webb. English Prisom under Local Govemnunr (1963; rep. of 1922 ed.), 40-2. 

"'HO 4313 pp. 190- 1. In 1 797 it consisteci of thirteen groups totalhg 68 men (Radzinowicz, Histoty, 3: 135- 
37)- 
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presumably rnuted traditional constitutional objections to the presence of uniformed men on 

the main roads. In 1805 it was partiaily replaced by a formal, large-scale Horse P a w l  under 

civiiian authority, the cost of which was minimized by the elimination of part of the Foot 

PatroI . '46 

The revival of the preventive strategy also explains the passage of the Middlesex 

Justices Act in 1792. This rneasure established seven police offices, six in Middlesex and one 

in Southwark. Each was staffed by three govemment-paid magistrates, to be available during 

fixed hours, and by six salarieci constables. Save for the more explicitly hierarchical 

arrangements of the 1785 bill, including the placing the individual offices under the authority 

of a govemment-appointed commission and a detailed classification of the constables aîiached 

to each office, this was in essence the scheme thaî John Reeves believed could have been 

passed once the City of London was excluded from its pwiew.14' The 1792 bill began as a 

pnvate measure of Francis Burton, a supporter of the ministry with a penchant for issues of 

legal improvement.'" Burton's sketchy proposal emerged from its fint cornmittee stage as 

a substantial imitation of the failed bill of 1785, and Home Secretary Dundas now became its 

most active proponent. ' 49 

"%O 3012 ff. 128-33, 384-5 & 3867;  HO 35/13 (J.Reeves to G.Rose, 2 Oct 1793; enclosed in C.Long to 
E-Nepean. 23 Oct 1793); HO 42/49 ff.259-62; and HO 42/80 ff.35-6 & 38. See aiso Radzinowicz, Hisrory, 
2: 192-3 & 425-7. 

14'32 Geo-III, c.53. See also Radzinowin, His~ory, 2: 188-94; & 3: 123-30; and R-Paiey, "Tùe Middlesex 
Justices Act of 1792: Its Origins and Effectsn (RD. ttiesis, U. of Reading, 1983), ch.7. 

"9~ornpare the fmt and second versions at Commotcs Popers, 79:4W-l6 & 4 1 7-28. I am puzzied by the 
bill's having teen pro@ by Burton and subsequently taken up by governmeat. Was the tint initiative 
genuinely his (as the substantial transformation of his biU might suggest), or was Burton a stalking horse? It is 
interesting that Fitî seems Iargely to have distaaced h k l f  from the rneasure. Ieaviag its advocation and 
defence to Dundas and Burton. Perhaps Pitt's interest was exercised in some meastue by his brother-in-law 
Edward James Biot, one of  the Lords of  the Treasiiry and chair of tbe bill's first cornmittee stage (J.H. C. 47 
[1792]: 743 & 754; and Commons 1 m l 8 2 0 ,  3:682). 
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The sudden revival of this measure may seem surprising, given that Pitt had rejected 

it on the grounds of its potential expense in 1786. It has often been assumed that the 

government's principal aim was to have a force of paid magishates for the purpose of 

detecting and prosecuthg seditious and treasonous activiîy. Circumstantial evidence suggests 

such a concem. Both Grenville and Dundas had corresponded with Edmund Burke after the 

latter published his Reflections on the RevoluRon in France in 1790.'" It is suggestive that 

some of the frst instructions from the Home Deparmient to the new police offices enjoioed 

the magistrates to be on the watch for seditious and treasonous behaviour. So was the 

appointment of John Reeves, leader of the nation's pre-eminent loyalist association, as 

Receiver for the Police Offices. "' 
But a definitive case continues to elude historians. Ruth Paley has demonstrated how 

ineffective any such activity on the part of the stipendiaries was, and how govemment failed 

to provide focused leadership in this respect.'52 This matches a larger picture, drawn by 

Clive Emsiey, of an ultimately cautious and inconsistent pursuit and prosecution of radicais 

by govemment during the 1790s. If anything, provincial magistrates - far from the 

metropolis and acting on the traditional, voluntaq basis - were more aggressive in perceiving 

LSoGrenville. who had received a copy prior to publication, wrote to Burke that 
A work in which the tnie principles of a free Government, and particularly those of that free 
Govemment which we enjoy, are laid down with so much accuracy and perspicuity, and enforced with 
so very uncomrnon a power of eloquence, cannot, I am persuaded, fail of producing the most beneficial 
effects in a moment like the present 

(Sheffield City Archives, Wentworth W d o u s e  MSS, Bk 1/2257). See aiso H.M.C., Dropmore Papers, 
2: 193; and 7%e Coresponàence of Edmund Burke, gen-ed. T. W .Copeland (Cambridge & Chicago, 1958-78), 
6~418-22 & 428-9. 

IS' HO 43/4 pp. 1 32 & 1 3 8; and Paley , "Middlesex Justices Act, " 294. 

15*Paley. "Middlesex Justices Act. " ch.9. 



and pursuing "sedition" than were the new stipendiaries of ~estminster.'~' 

This does not rnean that such intentions did not infonn the passage of the Middlesex 

Justices Act in the s p ~ g  of 1792. The latter stages of its passage corresponded with the 

Proclamation against seditious writings, triggered by the publication the second part of 

Thomas Paine's Rights of Mm in February 1792. And Dundas's express satisfaction with the 

conduct of the "new magistrates" in September of that year may have k e n  linked to "the 

proper steps" that had been taken regarding the sale of Paine's book.154 

Nevertheless it is striking that the debates surrounding the Act's passage contain no 

mention either of such ambitions on the part of govemment or, perhaps more strikingly, of 

any explicit fear of them amongst the opposition. Objections were focused mainly on the 

possibiiity that govenunent might use appointments to the stipendiaries as a means of 

extending executive influence - a long-estabfished fear of eigbteenth-cenniry opposition - or 

on the threat to individual liberty posed by the expansive powen granted under Clause 

D.'" This clause aiïowed for the arrest and imprisonment in Houses of Correction for up 

to six months of reputed thieves, as weii as those merely unable to give any good account of 

themselves. But this provision had ais0 appeared in the 1785 bill, so - although it undeniably 

constituted a dramatic extension of the summary powers normaîïy granted to magistrates - the 

potential application of it to the persecution of radicals need not have k e n  the operative 

'S3~.~mstey, T h e  London 'Insurrection' of December 1792: Fact, Fiction, or Fantasy?" Io& of British 
Sttrdies 17 (1978): 64-86; Emsley, "An Aspect of Pitt's 'Terror': Rmutions for Sedition During the 1790s," 
Social Hisrory 6 (1981): 155-84; and Emsley, "Repression, 'Tmor' and the Rule of Law in England d u ~ g  the 
Decades of the French Revolution, " English Historïcal Review 100 (1985): 801-25. 

'SsParlimntu~ Debates 1 784-92, 21 :454-68; Parliamentary Register 178@%, 33:43-5 & 109-24; and 
Senaror, 5582-7, 756-8. 833-5 & 1040-54. See also Tomline, Mernoirs of Pitr, 3:315-6; and Ehrman, Younger 
Pitf.  2: 195-6. 



consideration. '35 

Moreover. in pressing for the Middlesex Justices Act, govemment emphasized the 

persistence of high crime levels in the metroplis. That the sûategy of the Act was 

fundamentally that of the rnid- 1780s - the prevention of the most serious crimes by the 

determined prosecution and punishment of petty offenders - was seldom made explicit in the 

debates in the Commons. It was, however, made clear on one occasion by Dundas, who 

reminded the House that, rogues reached the gallows by degrees; that they Started as 
pickpockets about 13 or 14; that they became emboldened by habit and practise; that 
when by picking pockets they were able to buy a home, they commenced 
highwaymen; and by an accumulation of crimes, aii highly injurious to the public, 
they amiveci at the climax of their fate, and ended their career by the han& of the 
hangman. He appeaied to the feelings of the House, whether it would not be pracîical 
humanity to rescue mch wretches from their fate, and by an early prevention of their 
pursuits, check their evil courses, and afford them an opportunity of king restored to 
society. . . . [H]e felt himself guilty of no breach of duty in wishing to prevent the 
commission of crimes . . . .15' 

Such thinkiog was more apparent in the House of Lords. The former Home Secretary, 

Viscount Sydney, stated that "it was nirely better to pass a law to prevent offenses, and clear 

the streets of the desperate footpads and pickpockets that infested them, than to apply a 

remedy to them after they were committed." Similarly Lord Chancellor Loughborough 

asserted what he claimed to be the universal view of the judges, 

that every attempt to prevent crimes was so far preferable to punishing them afkr 
they were comrnitted, that they . . . were persuaded that it would produce the most 
beneficiai consequences. .. . The Clause [Dl in fact, his Lordship said, he considered 
as calculated to produce a more powerfd effect, as a preventative of crimes, than a l l  
the capital punishments that could be invented by human ingen~ity.'~~ 

lMCommo~ Popers, 79:426-7 & 438-9; see also the clause of the 1785 bill at Commons Papcrs, 463 19. 
For a discussion of the Act's place in the expansion of magistend powers of summary jurisdiction, see 
T. Sweeney , "The Extension and Practice of Summary Jurisdiction in England c. 1 790- I 860" (Ph.D. thesis, 
Cambridge U., 1985). 87-92. 
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Pitt himself contributed relatively little to the debates. Perhaps he wanted to avoid 

antagonizing MPs sympathetic to prison reform and who might suspect the strategy that was 

at work here. Perhaps he hoped that the ultirnate success of the preventive strategy would 

quel1 enthusiasm for institutional measures. The 1785 bili had not been presented as an 

explicit substitute for the imprisonment either, although clearly that was one of its underlying 

motives. Given the extent to which, either by accident or design, the bill appeared to arise 

from several different quariers rather than directiy from govemment, the caiculations that 

inforrned govemment's involvement were - and remain - difficult to determine with 

precision . IS9 

A concem for the prevention of serious crimiaality would have dovetailed neatly with 

a govemment interest in using paid magistrates to act against sedition. This c m  be iUustrated 

by reference to two "Insbuctions" issued by one of the new stipendiaries, the famous police 

reform advocate Pamck Colquhoun, to his constables at the Worship Street Office. One of 

August 1792, d i r e c ~ g  their particdar attention to the prosecution of morals offenses, 

vagrancy and so fonh, clearly reflects the preventive strategy of the 1780s. But in December 

of the same year Colquhoun issued another instruction 

for the purposes of giving additional energy to the executive power and to the Civil 
Magistrate in the present circumstances of Public Affairs. . . . not only in keeping the 
peace: but in supporthg and maintaining the constitution of this Country as by law 
established against every attempt to alter or subvert it as weU as against all Licentious 
attempts to create discontent, and to mise up clamour and distmst with regard to the 
present Government of the Country or for any other purpose tending to mischief and 

Is9~or instance, the muchdebated Clause D, as weU as several other crucial elememts from the 1785 bill, 
were only moved by Wiiliam Mainwaring when the second version of the 1792 bill was nearly ready for 
presentation (Senaim. 5: 758). But the scene betwew him and Dundas in the House may have been a stage- 
rnanaged theatric. Both of them had been members of the bill's original drafhng cornmittee, and so might easily 
have intrduced such critical modifications at the outset (J.H. C. 47 [179î]: 562). 



Sedition. '* 

But the prima facie concem of the Act was the problem of crime. 

This focus followed logicaily on the prevailing tension between govemment and 

pariiament over the most effective means of addressing that problem. The year before, 

Middlesex in particular had been intensely opposed both to the costs that Bunbury's Gaols 

Regdation bill would impose on their county, as well as the extent to which it would have 

thwarted that set of pend arrangements which they thought bat-suited to their county's 

needs. More recently, Bunbury had renewed his atîack on the ministry's huks and 

aaasportation arrangements. Only days before Burton tirst moved the police bill, the 

Commons had received the accounts that Bunbury had demanded of the disastrous voyage of 

the Second Fleet, and then M e r  required an account of "the Quantity and computed value 

of the Work" done by the inmates of the hulks. Dundas made a confident show on the 

mùùstry's behaif but, in its simmering conflict with parliament over pend practices and 

priorities, the govemment was probably as close to senous embanassment as it wouid be at 

any point before the sustaioed criminal law reform campaigns of the early nineteenth 

cenniry.'61 It may not be surprishg then that, in shifting back to the preventive policing 

strategy of the previous decade, Pitt's govemment should have chosen to act as indirectly as 

it seems to have done. At any rate, when government sought the renewai of the Middlesex 

Justices Act in 1796, it did so solely on the grounds that a substantial reduction in 

metropolitan crime had taken place since 1792 and that a greater reduction might yet be 

'*copies of these two "Instructions" to the constables of the Worship Street Office, dared August and 15 
December 1792, are in W.L.C.L., Melville Papers [5].  

16'J. H. C. 47 (1792): 386, 406, 470-7, 498-9, 533, 562, 591 -2, 593, 769 & 808-9; Commons Pupers, 
83:259-368: ParIiarwruary Regiszer 1780-96, 3 I : I 9 1 4  (compare Senator, 4:100-1) & 33:9; and HO 35/12 
(C-Long to S-Bernard, 16 Feb 1792). 
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expected . 16' 

However. the revivai of a preventive policing strategy may not have seemed sufticient 

to quel1 opposition to the prevailing systern of trmsportation and the hulks. Pin and his 

ministers may have hoped that such tactics would so reduce crime levels that the demand for 

more direct intervention in the administration of the nation's pisons would dissipate. But 

such mccess could only be realized in the long run. 

(3) The Ministry's Response: (b) Bentham and the Panopticon, 179 1- 1801 

In the meantirne, although Bunbury and his followers had secufed some movement 

toward the central regdation of gaols by the end of 179 1 session. they continued to be loud 

and active critics of the settlement at New South Wales and of the hulks regime. In May 

1793 Bunbury again questioned the physïcal and moral salubrity of transportation to New 

South Wales. Rinciples of proportion suggestd to him that only offenders sentenceci to 

fowteen years and life should aaually be subjected to so appalling a voyage and destination; 

seven-year offenders ought perhaps to be sent to British North America. In place of the 

hulks, universally acknowiedged to be inadquate and undesirable, he recommended to 

govemment's attention a ciramatic new penitentiary design ptoposed by Jeremy Bentham. 

The full details of the ensuing story - of the philosophy underlying Bentham's pend 

scheme, of its realization through architecture, of his subsequent fnistration in finding a site 

for the building, of his ultimate disappointment in 1801, and of his long and ernbitîering 

16'36 Geo.m. c. 75: and W d f a i i ' s  Debares, l796(3): 1 17-25 & l7%(4): 2067. See aiso W .L,C.L., 
Melville Papers 11 11 (N-Coaant, "A Sketch of the General Effects of the late Police Establishments," 25 Feb 
17%). Even so. resentatioas about both executive influence and the powers of amest remained strong enough 
that the ministry abandoaed its intention to make the Act perpetual, s e m g  sixnply fot another five year "trial." 
In fact. given both the relative inattention of most stipendiaries to their duties and their limited resources, it is 
doubtful that their activity accounted for the apparent fail in crime. The renewal of war was probably the most 
influential factor; see Paiey . "Middesex Justices Act, " 252-6 1. 
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stmggle thereafter for compensation - are now generally available to pend historians. Most 

recentîy. they have been comprehensively treated in the late Janet Semple's outstanding 

monograph? Yet none of these works have provided adequate answen to what are surely 

the central conundrums of this story: why did Pitt's govermnent sanction the project in the 

fxst place? and why, having done so, did it al1 but completely ignore Bentham's efforts to 

reaiize it'? 

Bentham was essentially correct in believing that his dream had been thwarted by the 

ovenvhelming power of the executive, and perhaps particuiarly by Pitt's pre-eminence 

amongst his mi ois ter^.'^ Bentham always reckoned Evan Nepean, the Uader Secretary in 

the Home Department, to be the "gentlemen who, from the commencement of the business in 

1792 . . . was perfectly acquainted with every particular belonging to it. Dunda~ had 

viewed Bentham's "Panopticon mode1 and rnachinery" at this t h e  but, in Bentham's own 

words, merely "admireci or pretended to admiren it. It was Nepean who informeci Bentham 

that he had permission to proceed. Dundas had also been in the room, but did not speak 

directly to Bentham himself: "Mr Dundas . . . was at your elbow," Bentham later wrote to 

Nepean, "hearing and, as it seemed to me, signiQing concurrence, though as yet not 

otherwise than by looks. He understood only too weU the significance of the fact that 

'@~.Himmelfa.rb, "The Haunted House of Jeremy Bentham, " in her Vicroriun Mi& (New York, 1968). 32- 
81 ; L-J-Hume, "Bentham's Panopticon: An Administrative History," Hisronkal Studies 15 (1973): 703-21 & 16 
(1 974): 3654; M.lgnatie ff, A Jwt Measure of Pain: nie Penitentiwy in the Indutriai Revolurion, Z7'GZ&ïO 
(New York, 1978). 109-13; R-A-Cooper, "Jeremy Bentham, Eiizabeth Fry, and English Prison Reform," 
J o u d  of fAe History of l&as 42 (1 98 1): 675-8 1 ; Hume, & n f h  and Bureaucracy (Cambridge, f 98 1), esp. 
chs. 5-6; and J .  Semple. Bentham 's Prison: A Stuh, of lhe Panopticon Penilentiary (Oxford, 1993). 

'6JHume, "Bentham's Panopticon," 252-4; and Semple, Bentham's Prison, 95-8. 

1 6 6 ~ ~  35/23 (J.Bentham to G.Hanison, 2 Feb 181 1; contained in Harrison to J-Beckett, 16 Feb 181 1; a 
very different version o f  this letter appears in Bentham Conespondence, 8:98-107). 

'67~eniham Correspondence, 4:395 & 5:22 (emphases in original). 
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no action had been taken by government until, after Bunbury broached the subject in 

parliament in 1793, Pitt himself came to view the model. Pitt's ultirnate control over the 

matter was reinforced in 1794, Fust by the departure of Nepean and Dundas fiom the Home 

Department and, second, by the necessity, under the terms of the enabhg legislation passed 

that year, for government to purchase land for the project." 

Thereafter Bentham's experience of Pitt's govemment was one of rapidly escalating 

fkustration and despair. In this he was often his own worst enemy. Even before the passage 

of the 1794 Act, he wrote an extraordinarily arrogant and high-handed letter to Dundas, 

claiming that govement's slow movement on the legislation indicated that it had aiready 

abandoned serious intent about it. Dundas, possibly the only minister in Pitt's govemment 

who ever actuaily wrote to Bentham, sent his one and only letter not long after this. His only 

advice was a pointeci insistence that, if Bentham's appeals to govemment were to achieve 

their end, they "must be treated of and digesteci into practice by temper and dispositions very 

different from those which have too often guided your pen . . . .' Bentham clung to the hope 

that he might s t i i i  reach Pitt through Dundas, but his final atternpt tùrough this channel - "a 

last gasp after a three year's sttuggle" - was made in August 1796.'* In that year, when 

Bentham approached the Bishop of Rochester for land on which to build his penitentiary, the 

Bishop apparentiy had to wrïte to Pitt twice before the latter even ôothered to reply on the 

 or the latter particularly, see Benfhcun Comespndpnce. 6:4434. 

'"~enrham Correspondence, 5:  334, 77-8, 1 1 8-9 & 245; and Semple, Bentham 's Prison. 1 89-90. Bentham's 
conviction Lhat the Treasury was his main recourse (and enemy) was so complete that he seems to have made no 
serious effort to cultivate Dundas's successor at the Home Departmat, the Duke of Portland, despite the 
apparent enthusiasm for the scheme of Portiond's crùninal business factotum William Baldwin. But Bentham's 
display of the Panopticon model to Portland and his entourage in lanuary 1797 appears to have b e a  a dismally 
misrnanaged affair, and he later regarded Baidwin as covert enemy to the scheme (Berilham Correspondence, 
5:34û, 343, 352-3 & 355; & 6:4634). 
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subject . l m  In general Pitt's Treasury Secretaries, especially Charles Long, ran interference 

between the Fint Lord and his hcreasingly frantic and assertive supplicant. Bentham vividly 

recounted to his brother 

Finding the absolute impossibility of getîing Long to stir a step - to take any notice of 
a letter or to give me any regular audience, - and he having in a sort of flying 
conversation partly with another man in the room, partly on the staircase told me I 
mua give in a Memonal - without saying about what - and refusing my request of 
being permiüed to concert it with him before it went ... . 171 

For almoa al1 intents and purposes, govemment was a closeâ door to Bentham after 1794. 

He therefore pinned his remaining hopes on a show of force by the Commons. 

However the accession of the Portland Whigs to the ministry in 1794 marked the end of 

effective parliamentary opposition to Pitt's goverment. in 1798 the 28th Report of the Select 

Cornmittee on Finance advocated pursuit of the Panopticon experiment. However one of its 

guiding lights, Bentham's stepbrother Charles Abbot, warned him that the project couid 

expect littie practical benefit from this endorsement: 

The measures proposai beiog such as the Execve Govt. is concerned to 
promote or prevent the adoption if they are proper - lies natwdly with the Ministers. 
. -. [Ylou may depend upon it - that nothing in which Govt. is directly or indirectly 
concemed will be carried through Parliament without their cordial support. 

Indeed, Abbot continued, one could go further to say tbat nothing could be passed 

which is not professedly under the cordial protection of the Treasury - either by its 
owa choice - or (if you please) by adopting the recommendation of its Colleagues in 
Power. 

... If it cornes from any one but the Chancellor of the Exchequer - it will by 
one cross wind or anoîûer be stranded in some stage of its progress. . .. And if he 

l 9 R 0  30/8/146 ff. 131 -2 & 1334. See also Benfiram Cornespondence, 5:289-93, 3 18 & 3 18-9; and 
Semple, B e n t h  3 Prison, 1 97-200 & 2 1 2. 

" 'Be~ham Correspondence. 6~292: and Semple, BenfIuun 's Frison, 192-3, 2 1 1-2 & 220-34. 



does not choose to adopt it, is it likely that he shod suffer it to be forced upon 
hirn'?" 

The contrast between Bentham's experience and the active support given the hulks 

contractors. by Home Department and Treasury alike, could scarcely be sharper. From 1794 

at least, govemment clearly never intended to provide initiative and support for Bentham's 

Panopticon to the degree to which they did the hulks establishment that it was ostensibly to 

replace. Why then had govemment bothered to sanction the project in the first place? 

Much of the confusion over this issue stems from the f ~ l u r e  of previous historians to 

place Bentham's project in the context of developing pend arrangements. The Achilles heel 

of the Panopticon proved to be its narrow definition in the min& of the government that had 

commissioned it. A senes of letters between the Treasury and the Home Department between 

1799 and 1801 sealed its fate. The Home Secretary. the Duke of Portland, reiterated the 

view that "such Penitentiary Houses should be used principally for such transportable 

convicts as the several gaols of the counties cannot contain, from the time of their receiving 

sentence 'till an opportunity may offer for their king transported." By June 1800 Portland 

was now confident that conditions in New South Wales "WU, in al l  probability, every yûar 

admit of increasing the number of convicts to be sent there in a very rapid proportion. " l n  

Thus, in Portiand's view, Bentham's prison was to exist pnmarily to serve the purposes 

presentiy hlfïiled by the hulks, and those hulks in turn might soon be made redundant by the 

'*Bentham Correspondence, 6: 106-7 (emphases in original); text also in Hume. "Renthaxn's Panopticon," 
2 : S .  Bentham had earlier remarked of the Cornmittee. Tan  there be any thing more perfeccly in the power of 
Mr Pitt? - Can there be anything more perfectly out of the power of every body else?" (Bentham 
Correspondence, 6: 15). For the 28th Report and some of its possible influences for change. see above pp.323-5. 

"'HO 361 1 1 pp. 152 & 272 (copies at HO 42/48 ff. 1 82-5). 



increased capacity of New South Wdes to receive transp~rts.''~ 

Given this circumstance, "as well as the various improvements which have taken 

place in the different gaols of this Kingdom," the Treaniry desired  portland*^ opinion as to 

whether or not government should pursue Bentham's project - now expanded from an initial 

projected occupancy of 1,000 to one of 2,000 prisoners - "by way of an experiment, . .. or 

whether under al1 the circumstances it may be most adviseable to relinquish the Plan 

altogether . . . . " Portland left the questions of abandonhg the Panopticon and compensating 

Bentham to the Treasury, but suggested that, if they pursued it M e r ,  "a building large 

enough to contain 500 convicts will be sufficient." The announcement to Bentham of this 

large-scde reduction was one of the very last acts of Pitt's Treasury before he left office in 

March 1801 ."' 
On the face of it. although undoubtedly a severe reduction in the size of the scheme, 

it seems strange that Bentham interpreted this as a definitive rejection of it. This became 

apparent in his three subsequent published attacks on goverment's pend arrangements, in 

which he asserted the superior virtues of the Panopticon, not merely to the hulks 

establishment, but aiso to transportation to New South W a l e ~ . ' ~ ~  But government had never 

viewed the role of the Panopticon in so wide-ranging a fashion. As we have aiready seen, the 

'7% s latter point was made more explicit in a subsequent letter, in which it was suggested that "at no very 
distant perilûd, the colony wiU be in such a state of improvement as to be capable of receiving, in eacfi year, îhe 
w hole nurnber of convicts which it may be necessary to send from the di fferent gaols in the Kingdom . . . " (HO 
36/ 1 1 p.391; reprinted in Commurts Papen, 1 14:368-9). 

'75ff0 35/22 (C-Long to J-King, 25 Aug 1800); and HO 3611 1 pp.390-2. These letters are reprinted in 
Comnotis Papers, 1 14:367-9. Long remained as Junior Treasury Secretary a month ùeyond Pitt's resignation, 
despatching the notification to Bmtbam ten days later (Bentham Correspondence, 6: 3 82-3; Commonr 1 790-1 820, 
4:449; and Ehnnan. Younger Pin, 3533). 

"bHurne, "Bentham's Panopticon, " 2:39-40; R. V-Jackson, "Bentham's Pend Policy in Action: The Case 
Against New South Wdes, " Uzilizas 1 (1 989): 2264 1 ; Jackson, "Theory and Evidence: Bentham. Collins, and 
the New South Wdes Pend Settlement," A~(~trai im Joumal of Polirics and History 39 (1993): 318-29; and 
Semple, Bertlham S Prisan, 234-6 & 239-53. 
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prior history of both miaisterial pend policy and of parliamentary adjustments to it reveal a 

pattern of development in which transportation was expected to continue playing a major 

role. Dundas had been careful to reiterate this when he first informec! the Commons of 

government's plan to commission Bentham's Panopticon projet in 1794: 

He did not mean to say that no offenders should in funire be transported to Botany 
Bay; on the contrary, there were many who ought to be transportai there .. . . Botany 
Bay would, in bis opinion, continue to be a very usefui colony to this country. for the 
reception of many offenders. ln 

At the same time, both ministers and MPs expected imprisonment to be camed on at the 

local level in locally-administered institutions. 

Nor was this perspective solely confinai to the ministry. although Bentham later 

convinced himself that such must nirely have been the case. In proposing Bentham's scheme 

to the Commons in May 1793, Bunbury was cntical of tfansportation to New South Wales, 

but not of transportation per se. It was specifically the huiks establishment that he hoped to 

see eiiminated through the cheaper and more effective alternative of Bentham's scheme. This 

was a reading that, perhaps ody reluctantly, Bentham had endorsed at the tirne.''' This 

impression must later have been reinforced. first by Bentham's offer to take over the hulks 

establishment ("the king the better enabled to put as Speedy a termination to it as possible"), 

and then by his using its anticipated acceptance as grounds on which to expand the capacity 

of the projected prison fiom one to two thou~and.'~~ More and more enraptured with the 

"'~ar l iamnia~ His~ory 30 (1 792-94): 958-60; and Bentham Correspondence, 4:366-7. See dso Benfham 
Correspondence, 7:  71-3, in which Bentham later tried to convert Bunbury. 

'"Benrhum Correspondence, 653. 188-9 & 279. In fact Bentham wanted the contract for the hulks as 
compensation for his "losses" thus far in pursuhg the coniract for the Panopticon, one of many indications of 
how deeply intertwined his reform enthusiasm was with his own commercial self-interest (se Sernple, 
Bentham 3 Prison, 202-3). 
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ingenuity and totality of his vision - not to mention the profits that he was convinced he 

would make as its contractor - Bentham only belatedly began to realize how narrowly defmed 

his project had always k e n  in the eyes of its commissioners, and therefore how dangerously 

vuherable it was to canceliation. At my rate, the absence from Bentham's correspondence of 

al1 the most vocal proponents of pend reform in the House of Commons during the early 

1790s - Bunbury, Eiiiot, JekyU, Powys, Phelips - after 1794 is striking.'" Nor can any 

activity by them on the project's behalf be detected thereafter . la' Perhaps they too, like 

goverment, rapidly tired of Bentham's increasingiy exaggerated sense of his project's 

significance, as well as the increasingly high-banded tone with which he pressai it upon their 

attention. 

Why then did Pitt ever bother with it in the fim place? 1 have found no sources that 

enable me to answer this question with certahty but, given a proper sense of context, I think 

that intelligent speculation is possible. It is seldom noted that, after Pitt and Dundas inspected 

and approved Bentham's mode1 at a "Raree-show" held at the latter's home in July 1793, 

they requested him to have his building ready withui six months.'" This suggests that the 

initial approval of the Panopticon was based on a specific and pressing purpose. At about this 

time, both government and the public at large were greatiy concemed about reports of 

unhealthy crowding in ~ e w g a t e . ' ~  Perhaps Pitt and Dundas bad it in mind that the 

'%uobury correspondcd with Bentham on at least three more occasions betaran 1794 and 1802, but never 
with reference to any activity that he rnight take with respect to the Panopticon ( B e n t h  Correspondence, 
5:142, 1434 & 198). 

'"ln 1 796 Bentham cultivated another MP, Philip Metcalfe, but soon d e s p d  of his inactivity in the House 
(Bentham Correspondence, 5 : 74-6 & 335; and Conunons 1 7SW1820, 4 5  80- 1 ), 

13/9 pp.358-9; HO 36/8 p.379; HO 42/26 ff.6634; and HO 4314 pp.339-40, 349 & 366. 



Panopticon might replace Newgate as a receptacle for the metropolis's convicts under 

sentence of transportation. It should be remembered that, in the not too distant part, 

govemment had been compeiled to expend very large nuas of money on the upkeep and 

repair of Newgate. Bentham's private contracting principle for the management of the 

Panopticon held out the promise of a prison that would cost government little or nothing, an 

attraction that Bentham had scmpulously emphasized at the outset, which his allies later 

pressed him to reiterate, and which Dundas had emphasized in presenting the enabling 

legislation to the Commons in 1794.'" Indeed Dundas and Pitt seem only to have taken the 

project up once they were convinced of the cheapness, simplicity and effectiveness of its 

proposed labour regime. Dundas subsequently enthused to the Commoas that 

the plan was not only practicable, but also very easy to be carrieci into effect, vu. by 
meam of a machine, which enabled every man to be a manufacturer, without the 
assistance of any skill whatever: ... merely moving the machine answered a l l  the 
purposes of completing the manufacture. . . . [Tlheir labour would be very usefid to 
the Public; and ... with a very liüie expense, the produce of thei. labour would qua1 
the charge of carrying on the work. 

Yet ciearly there was no functional purpose for the Panopticon that remained suffïciently 

compehg to warrant m e r  interest a h r  mid-1794. This suggests that Pitt's government 

must have ken influenced by other considerations as weil. 

Many advocates of nation-wide prison reform were convinced it could only be 

achieved if London led by example. Given the capital's attempts to maximize capital 

punishment during the 1780s and its heavy reliance on transportatioo as a secondary 

punishment, this was something that it was conspicuously failing to do. We have already 

'MBentham Correspondence, 4: 359-60; & S:2O 1 -2; and Woodfall's Debares, 1 794(3): 469. The legiskition 
(34 Geo.iII, c.84) was necessitated by the change from govemment supervision, as outlined in the 1 779 Act, to 
private contract in the management of fhe pro* penitentiary (Semple, Benrham's Prison, ch.8). The 
Transportaiion Act of 1784. renewed in 1788, was again renewed during this session (34 Geo.Ui, c.60). 

l'UWoodfalf's Debaies, 1 794(3): 468. 
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noted that Jonas Hanway and others had taken such a view of the Penitentiary Houses to be 

constnicted under the 1779 Act, This was afso the view of William Morton Pitt, one of 

Bentham's supporters and a champion of local prison reform in Dorsetshire, who believed 

that "al1 the pains taken hy Magistrates in the Country are of little avail, whilst the London 

Prisons continue in their present state." For rather different reasons, Bentham asserted the 

indispensability of a rnetropolitan site given the capital's status as "the great seat of 

inspection . . . . But there is no evidence that such a purely symbolic view of matters 

motivated Pitt's ministry, much less that the project would have k e n  taken up solely on 

those grounds. 

The most compeliing explanation would seem to involve the desirability either of 

being nd of the hulks or the functional necessity of relievhg Newgate, coupled with an even 

more compelling political motivation. Pitt and Dundas probably hoped that a long-term (and 

not especially burdensome) cornmitment on their part to a substantial experiment in pend 

discipline might decisively relieve the continuing pressure from parliamentary advocates of 

prison reform. Bunbury's continuing activity in the 1792 and 1793 sessions, the latter coming 

in the midst of profoundly embarrassing reports of the condition of prevailing transportation 

arrangements, suggested that opposition to New South Wales and pressure for government 

regulation of the nation's gaols rnight not vanish for the foreseeable future. In announcing the 

decisioo of the ministry to endorse Bentham's project, Dundas was careful to tread both sides 

of the path. He unequivocally asserted that aansportation would always have a role to play in 

English p a l  arrangements: "But although he thought that some were not sent who ought to 

go, yet he thought that many were sent whose labours might be made better use of in this 

lMPRO 30/8/167 ff.219-20; Bentham Correspondence, S:6O- 1 ; and Semple, Bentham 's Prison, 142-7 & 
295. 
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country. 'ln Both those determined to uphold transportation and those who anticipated its 

ultimate supplanting by disciplinary prison regimes could derive comfon from this. 

Moreover, as we have already seen, the Panopticon promised to pose little con to 

govemment. The worst that could have happened was that govemment would have a prison 

that would pay for itself and which might even serve a usefbl functional purpose in the 

rnetropolis. In the event. the admission of the Portland Whigs to govemment in July 1794 - 

only four days &er the enabling legislation was pas& - probably nullified much of the 

political capital to be gained by the leg i s la t i~n .~~~ And it was not long after this that Pitt 

and Dundas began determiaedly to distance themselves from Bentham and his project. 

Presumably they hoped that the whole matter might simply fade away. Construction 

of the new prison could be expected to take some time. It rnight have been hoped that, before 

then, the preventive effect of policing measures would be apparent. At the same time, prison 

refonn efforts in the provinces might M e r  reduce the pressure on the system of 

transportation and the hulks. In the rnetropolis, immediate problems of incarceration may 

have been expected to be substantially lessened by the openhg of the large new Middlesex 

House of Correction at Cold Bath Fields at the same time that the Penitentiary Act of 1794 

was passed. And surely Pitt and Dundas had no idea just how persistent Bentham, as he 

became more and more convinceci both of his project' s brilliance and profitability to himself, 

would prove to be. Would a less ego-maniacal person than Bentham ever have persisted in 

the face of such obstruction and inanition on the part of a rninistry? That there is no paralle1 

for it in al1 of eighteenth-cenhiry history probably says more about Bentham than it does 

la8The Act received the royal assent on Juiy 7th; the Portiand Whigs joined the cabinet on Iuly 1 lth 
( Ehrrnan, Younger Pitt, 2 : 4 1 3-4). 
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about Pin and his government. 

The govemment's sense of the Panopticon's purposes appears to have k e n  narrow 

and self-interested. But this did not stem from a benighted indifference or even opposition to 

principles of reformahon in penal practice. The Panopticon was finally rejected, on ail but 

the most experimental level. for two reasons. The first was the apparent adequacy and 

widespread acceptame of New South Wales as a destination for transports. And the second 

was a concem that local prison reform should continue as far as it needed to in order to meet 

the needs of those local authonties who desired it. In retrospect, the general slow-dom in 

prison rebuilding by 1800 suggests that this point may already have been reached.la9 But in 

1799 Portland raised an undesirable possibility with the Treasury : 

. . . 1 incline to think that it would be very inexpedient to remove [prisoners] from the 
county gaols, unless the crowded state of those gaols should render it absolutely 
necessary; for it would naturaiiy tend, not only to check that spirit of improvement 
which now so universaily prevails in the severai counties in respect to their gaols, but 
would be the means of the gaols themselves king aeglected, by which the greater 
part of the prisoners, who are now or m y  be hereafter confineci in them, would 
necessarily be sent to the Panopticon, where the expences attending their custody m m  
be borne by Government instead of king &hyed by the respective co~n t i e s . ' ~~  

By providing an altemative source of pend incarceration, the existence of a government- 

funded Panopticon might actualiy thwart the full-extension of the process of prison reform in 

the manner that government believed it ought properly to proceed. It would be one thuig to 

fimd a srnall-sale endeavour in the rnetropoüs for wbatever political capital might still be 

gained by the gesture. But this experiment might prove counter-productive in a larger sense 

if the institution that resulted became an excuse for local authorities to renounce al1 further 

'@R.H.Condon, "The Reform of English Risons, 1773-1816," (Ph-D. thesis, Bmwa U., I%2), ch.5: and 
R. Evans, The Fabncafion of V i n e :  English Prison Archirccrure. 175Ul84O (Cambridge, l982), 185. 

'w 361 1 1 p. 153; text also in B e n t h  Correspondence, 6:S6 1 n2. 
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responsibility in pend reform. Thus. however ingenious it may have been in the abstmct. 

Bentham's scheme of refonnative incarceration ultimateiy seemed to be supertluous. and 

perhaps even dangerous. to the needs of the moment. 

Moreover Bentham's ambitions for the scheme were far greater than either the 

govemment or pariiament's ever were. Bentham wanted aitogether to supplant aansportation 

and the hulks. The govemment would gladly have been rid of the latter. but neither &ad the 

desire nor saw any m e m  to dispose with the former. Bentham wanted to revolutionize pend 

practice. At best. government simply wanted a cost-effective prison. Bentham's 

correspondence is full of self-admiration for his "totaln scheme of punishment and reform, 

but there is no indication that he had ever senously considered, in its context, the developing 

pend order that he was so confident it could supplant. Sustained by an over-inflated sense of 

his importance, not to mention of the wealth that he might achieve, and insensible of the 

cumulative weight behind the developing order of transportation and prison arrangements. 

Bentham continu& to throw himself ooto the barricades of ministeriai indifference to less 

and less purpose. 

By 1801 then, and perhaps as early as 1794, the Pitt goveniment had successfdiy 

contained a persistent movement in pariiament to advance the centrai direction of pend 

administration beyond the bounds that the government thought desirable. It had done so 

through a combination of preventive ami pend measures that probably owed at least as much 

to oppominism and reaction to immediate circumstances as it did to any consistently pursued 

legislative strategies. But this should not be taken to imply that the larger story of pend 

reform is therefore one of failure or Limitation, rooted in the callous and benighted 

indifference of ministers. Viewed from the broader perspective, one can detect a coherent 



and - so it must have seemed by the end of the eighteenth century - largely mccessful 

govemment perspective on the institutional means by which pend reform should proceed. 

V. Conclusion 

In 1839 Lord Brougham observed of William Pitt that "his hancial administration 

being the main feature in his officiai history, dl his other plans are aiiowed to have been 

failures at the time . . . . ""' If we consider the development of penal arrangements for the 

nation, Brougham's comment overstates the case in two ways. In the fim instance it implies 

a lack of coherent perspective outside the realm of overtly fiscal issues. In fact Pitt's 

govemment constantly adhered to a broad 1i.e of thinking on the subject of penal 

administration. It refused to intrude in local pend arrangements beyond the minimum extent 

necessary. Most local officiais were determined that transportation should continue to play a 

role in the array of punishments. Imprisonment at bard labour was an increasingly attractive 

alternative to many. However the extent to which this was so varied fkom one place to 

another. and Pitt was unwilling to dictate precisely fixed scales of punishment and conditions 

of imprisonment so long as this was self-evidentiy the case. Thus, in the miads of Pitt and 

his ministers, criminal justice remained a fundamentally local concept in terrns of both its 

execution and its psychological impact. The progress of penal reform had therefore to be 

allowed to foiiow the course dicîated by its specific settings. 

Nor, in the second instance, was the resultant pend order a failure. Although 

supeficiaiiy more successful than the attempts of Bunbury and his followers to assext the 

preeminence of the hard labour principie, the early nineteenth-cenhiry aüack on pend 

arrangements tended to focus on the more iargely symbolic issue of the place of capital 

lg'~isforical Sketches of Staresmen Who Ffoununshed in the Erne of George 111 (1839). 1:197. 
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punishment in the pend code. By cornparison with many of the debates of the 1770s and 

early 179Os, the question of appropriate secondary punishments, including the nature of 

penitentiary discipline, seems to have b e n  almost an ancillary concern. The principal 

aim of the agitation of Romilly and his foiiowers was the reduction of the capital code; the 

inmeashg complexity and sophistication of secondary punishments was more its effixt than 

its aim. But the basic character of those punishments, as weli as the distribution between 

centre and periphery of the responsibility for carrying them out, was in place by 180 1 and 

would endure throughout the fh haif of the nineteenth century. 

That said, this set of arrangements was by no means a simple product of initiatives 

undertaken and coherentiy pumed by Pitt's govemment. Rather it was the product of that 

govemeat's intermittent but intensive dialogue with parliamentarians. Ln so far as much of 

the impetus for change came from parliament rather tban the rninistry, Brougham's comment 

is therefore accurate. Parliament's concems for economy constantly inforxned such measures 

as the Pitt governent adoptai, and the frequent (and often concomitant) pressure of MPs for 

the wider application of hard labour p~ciples almost certainly generated far more legislation 

on that subject than would otherwise have been undertaken by a miaistry that was essentially 

cautious and conservative with regard to nation-wide standards of pend care. During the 

crisis of the 1780s and early 1790s. the govemment rernained determined to return to that set 

of largely self-supporting pend arrangements that had prevailed before 1775. By 180 1 

however the Home Secretary - though perhaps not the ministry at large - was contemplating 

a permanent custodiai role for government nibject to some masure of inspection and 

192Radzinowicz, History , 1 : 497-607; 4: 303-53; & 5: 1 33-227 & 465-599; and McGowen. "Image of Justice 
and Reform. " 89- 125. 
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The erosion of the traditional local-community vision of criminai justice in favour of a 

more nationally conceived one was also becoming apparent elsewhere. Sheer pressure of 

numbers afier 1782 was the fundamental driving force behind ail government involvement in 

criminai justice administration, whether it was the need to intemene directly in the 

restoration of transportation, or to establish the hulks as an interim measure. But even if 

Pitt's govemment had succeeded in altogether removhg itself from direct involvement in the 

institutional components of punishment, it would still bave been subjected to the intensive 

pressures that came to bear upon the system of pardon after 1782. How government met this 

crisis of numben, and how the measures it adopted gradually promoted a more determinedly 

centralized conception of the administration of cri- justice, are the subjects of the next 

c hapter . 



CHAPTER 6 

THE HOME DEPARTMENT AND THE ADMINISTRATIONOF PARDON, 1760- 1840 

In this penultimate chapter, we r e m  to a relationship which concemeci us in the 

second, that between the King and his ministen. Our focus here is on a single element of the 

royal prerogative, but one which fonned the core of the centrai government's involvement in 

the administration of criminal justice. In 1770 pardon was the only elernent of criminal 

justice in which the central goverment was regularly involved. By the 1830s a whole array 

of penaî functions had arisen around it: the collection of data on criminal offenders 

throughout Great Bitai.; the maintenance of prison-hulk establishments at Woolwich, 

Portsmouth and Bermuda; oversight of the transportation of the most serious non-capital 

offenders to the other side of the world; and oversight (however limited and ineffective) of 

most gaols and prisons in England and Waies. This vast and relatively rapid extension of the 

- .  cenaal government's role in the admuiistration of criminSI justice was a direct consequence 

of uicreasing numbers of capitally convicted offenders, combined with changing ideas about 

pend practice. By the early nineteenth century, Home Secretaries were impelied to sanction 

both new fonns of information-gathering and new pattern of decision-making in order to 

withstand the numencal pressure coming to b a r  on what had once been - in theory if not in 

practice - an essentially personalized mode of d e t e m g  sentence. 

This chapter presents three themes that account for the transformations of these years. 

The fust was the declining personal role of the monarch and the increasing role of the Home 

Secretary in determinhg pardon decisions. This was largely due to the sheer pressure of 

numbers. Indeed so great was this pressure that, in the second instance, a sub-bufeaucracy 

was developed within the Home Department to oversee the gathering and arrangement of 

information to facilitate the Home Secretary's decision-making role. Initially such material 

366 
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was gathered oniy for the metropolis. By the early nineteenth century. when such efforts 

were being made for the rest of England and Wales, a third transformation was under-way at 

the centre. This was a change in outlook from a perspective in which pardon was viewed 

within a specific. local context to one in which it was seen within a larger, more nebulous 

conception of criminality that had common application throughout the nation. This outlook 

was implicit in the decision to begin collecting nation-wide statistics for felony committals 

beginning in 1805, and became increasingiy apparent with a dramatic decline in pardon 

references to triai judges after 1 8 13. 

In his recent study of capital punishment during these years, Victor Gatrell gives 

pride of place to an "overloading " of the pardon system in accounîing for what he sees as its 

"suciden" coliapse during the 1820s. His conclusion is based on the straightfomard 

observation that, by the 1830s, the proportion of pardons graoted had risen to 955% of aii 

capital convictions. ' In fact closer examination of both the statistical pattern on the one hand 

and the increasingiy diffused disoibution of actual decision-making power on the other, 

suggests that the increasing case-load imposed on the pardon system may not have been so 

ovenvhelming that it can reasonably be said to have constituted the principal expianation for 

its breakdown. The picture of developing bureaucratie practice in the Home Department 

presented here suggests that the growing number of pardon cases can only be understood as a 

factor promoting change when it is considered in its changing ideologicai context: an 

increasingiy general concem about a system in which certainty - both as to the standard of 

evidence on which individual offenders were convicted, and the proportion between their 

offence and its punishment - did not seem to be assured. The desire to meet such 

IV. A.C. Gatrell, l7w Hanging Tree: Execution a d  the English People, 1 770-2868 (Oxford, 1994), 18-2 1 & 
616-7. 



expectations underpinned many of the developmenis describeci hereafter. 

1. The Character and Function of the Royal Pardon to 1790 

On May 3rd 1783 four days of criminal trials at the Old Bailey came to an end and 

eighteen people stood convicted of capital offenses. Their ordeal had only begun. They were 

confined to the condemned cells in Newgate prison where, on this occasion, they would have 

to wait almost two months before learning their final disposition. On Juoe 27th the Recorder 

of London, the chief sentencing officer of the Old Bailey, was admitted into the royal Closet 

at St James's Palace so that the King, with the advice of bis Couocil, might determine who 

amongst the sixteen men and two women languishg in Newgate were to die so that suitable 

examples might be made to deter ~ t h e r s . ~  

The Recorder's Report before Council was the means by which was determined the 

punishrnent of al1 capital offenders convicted at the Old Bailey. It constituted one of only two 

occasions on which the Council - a3so known as the "Grand" or "Nominaln Cabinet - still 

met. By cornparison with the "Imern or "Efficientn Cabinet, which consisted of only the first 

rninister and the most senior and influentid ministers of state, and which often met under 

informal circumstances, the Council was a larger-sale and more formal affair. Besides the 

members of the Efficient Cabinet, it was also attendecl by the King himself, the senior 

ceremonid officers of both the cabinet and the royal household, the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, and usually both the Lord Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice of King's 

*HO 4212 ff.278-81 & 3-8. Most contemporaries used the phrases "the Recorder's Report" anà "the 
Report" to specify the meeting of Council at which the Report was given. For the d e  of clarity, 1 =fer to the 
meeting as "the Council" and riwerve the tenn "Report" for the actual material presented to it by the Recorder - 
very little of whîch has survived before 18 16. 
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This arrangement was peculiar to the metropolis. It appears to have dated from early 

in the reign of William and Mary, probably stemming from the King's prolonged absences 

on the c o n ~ e n t  and the Queen's disinclinâtion or inability to oversee detailed government 

business during his absence. More puzzling is the persistence of this mode of managing 

pardon in London so long after the circumstances which had f h t  given nse to it had 

subsided. John Beattie has suggested that it may initially have been sustained by the accession 

of another female mouarch and ~bsequentiy of a German prince who lacked familiarity with 

English law .' By 1760 the govemment may have felt a vested interest in m a i n m g  a direct 

hand in the disposition of felons as a means of exerting some measure of social discipline in 

the tuban jurisdichon which was its home. This interest was probably reinforced by the value 

which the City of London came to place upon the procedure as a symbol of the Corporation's 

unique status in the nation? 

Although a recent consideration of the Council meetings of the 1820s dismisses them 

with confident vimol, we in fact know very Liale about the structure and chatacter of their 

pr~ceeûings.~ No minutes were preserved, and the only records we have of the Reports 

between 1760 and the abolition of the procedwe in 1837 are the iists of those convicts whose 

cases were considered, tabuiating their "Names, " "Crimes, " the "Substance of the[U] 

3For the distinction between types of cabinet and council, see A. Aspinall, "The Grand Cabinet, 1800- 1837, " 
Politka 3 (1938): 32444; and As@, "The Cabinet Council, 1783-1835," Pruceedings of rhe British 
Academy 38 (1952): 145-252. Three attendance lists are extant h m  1782-3 (HO 4211 ff-54 & 203; and HO 
4212 f.35). 

9. M. Beattie, "The Cabinet and the Management of Death at Tybuni after the Revolution of 1688- 1689, " in 
The Rmolurion of I688-I889= Changing Perspectives, ed. L.G. Scfiwoerer (Cambridge, L W2), 223-4 & 227. 

'Ln 1830 a former Under Secretary of the Home Department cbaracîerizd it as "one of the eariy privileges 
of the City of London, of which the ongin is lost in obscure htiquity" (Add MS 401MO ff-200-1). 

6Gatrel1, Hanging Tree, ch. 20. 
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Petitions" (if any had been made) and "By whom [they had k e n ]  recommended." And of 

these lists, only four have survived before their systematic preservation from 1816 - one 

from 1780 and three from 1783.' A letter of 1774 informs us that this lin was placed in the 

care of one of the Secretaries of State. whose task it was during the Council meeting to mark 

d o m  either "respitedn or "law to take its course" alongside each convict's name.' After the 

functional division of the Secretariat in 1782, the expectation was that the Home Secretary 

must attend.9 The w i v i n g  lists suggest that, by cornparison with the procedure which 

prevailed earlier in the century, the h g  seems to have b e n  required only to decide whether 

or not the convict's life was to be spared.'* The determination of the specific condition of 

pardon appears to have b e n  left for the Secretary of State's later consultation with the 

Recorder, a fact which probably goes some way toward explainhg the long lists of respites 

occasional1 y sent by the former to the latter during the 1 780s. ' 
Of the suteen men and two women whose cases were heard by the Council on 27 

June 1783. it was decided that eight of the men should be hanged. Four of these - ttiree 

burglars and a fmtpad - were specifically exempted From pardon by the Home Secretary's 

resolution of 1782 (a fifth such offender included in this Report had escaped custody by the 

time the Council met). Three others had cornmitted forgery or coining offenses; a fourth man 

'SP 3712 1 ff. 146-7; and HO 4212 ff.967, 230-3 1 & 3 6 8 .  They are preserved complete from 1816 until 
the abolition of the Report before Council in 1837 (HO 6/ 1-22). 

'H.M.C.. Danmourh MSS, 1:366. 

91n the midst of one of his bouts with chronic iiiness, Nepean informed Beniafd tbat Grenville - who was 
still relatively new to his office - should do so "as it will be proper that he should attend the King upoa the 
-ionn (Bucks R.O., D/SB/OE 716). The scheduling of and issuing the summonses for the Recorder's Report 
appears to have been one of the Home Secretary's peculiar tasks, reflecting his symbolically unique access to 
the royal person; see above. Chapter 2, part II(1). 

'"E3eattie. "Cabinet and Management of Death," 229-31. 

"Sec the discussion below, pp.395-8. 
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convicted of a similar offense escaped execution by raising doubts in the judges' mhds as to 

the applicability of the statute under which he had been convicted. The eighth man lefi to die 

had been convicted of disfiguring a peson. The two women, convicted of offenses to which 

women were thought to be particularly prone (steaiing in a shop and stealuig in a dwelling 

housei2), had no petitions made on theû behalf, but were nonetheless spared on the 

recommendation of the trial jury - a factor which had not served in the case of one of the 

male burglars. However three of the seven men who were spared had also been convicted of 

stealing in a dwelling house, so it is by no means clear that mercy for this offense was 

closely related to gender. One man who had forged a bill of exchange and another who had 

stolen some bank notes were apparently spared on the basis of strong petitions on their 

behalf. The rernaining two, a horse-thief and an impersonator of a seaman, were pardoned 

without having had any petitions presented on their behalf." 

Historians of English criminal justice have expended much time and energy in 

attempting to determine the manner in which the King's prerogative power of pardon was 

exercised. Were decisions made according to clear, widely understood and relatively class- 

neutral critena'? Or were they made in an arbitrary fashion whose principal purpose was to 

reinforce those bonds of deference and patriarchy which were a defining dynamic of 

eighteenth-centq English society?14 

12J.M.Beattie. "London Crime and the Making of the 'Bloody Code,' 1689-1 71 8 ,  " in Stilling the Grumbling 
Hive: ile Response to Social a d  Ecorwmic Problems in England. 1689-1 750, eds. L.Davison et al. (Stroud & 
New York, 1 Wî), 63-70; and Beattie, "Crime and lnequality in Eighteenth-Century London, " in Crime and 
Imqdizy, ais. I. Hagan & R. D. Peterson (Stanford, CA, 1995), t 34-9. 

'QThis debate can be followed in D. Hay, "Property. Authority and the Criminai Law," in Hay et al., 
Albion 's F d d  Tree: Crime and Society in Eighteemh-Cedq  England (1975), 1 7-63; J-Brewer & J . Styles, 
"Introduction," in An Ungoveniable People: T k  Englbh and Tlteir Lmu in the Severneenth and Eighreeruh 
Cenrunes. eds. Brewer & Styles (1 980). 1 1-20; J .  Laugbein, "Albion 's Fatal Fiaws, " Pmr and Preserir no. 98 
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This issue is briefly discussed in the conclusion to this chapter. Our major concem 

here is not with the wider social implications which pardon undoubtedy had in many 

individual instances, but rather with the more straightfonuardly technicd issue of who 

actually made the decisions as to whether or not a particular convict should receive one. 

The practice of royal pardon had much to recommend it, both practically and 

ideologically. The moa famous jurist of the late eighteenth c e n t q ,  William Blackstone, 

recognized the practical necessity for pardon in a criminal justice system in which ai l  serious 

offenses were punishable by death. indeed he succeeded in reversing the logic of Beccaria's 

argument that punishments ought to be less severe but more certain. Blackstone preferred a 

capitally-based. deterrent crimuial law to a fixed scale of punishments because he was 

convinced that "there cannot be any regular or determinate method of rating the quantity of 

punishments for crimes, by any one uniform rule . . . . " Any such system must inevitably fail 

because it would 

necessarily introduce a very dangerous power in the judge or jury, that of coostnllng 
the miminal law by the spirit instead of the letter; or efse it must be holden, what no 
man wiil seriously avow, that the situation and circumstances of the offender . . . ought 
to make no distinction in the p~nishment.'~ 

Punishments fmed according to an abstract definition of a crime's serioumess - one which 

took no cognizance of the individual offender's character or the circumstances of his or her 

( 1 983). 96- 120; P .King, " Decision-Makers and Decision-Making in the English Criminai Law, 1 750- 1 800, " 
Historical Jountal27 (1 984): 25-58; P. Linebaugh, " (Marxist) Social History and (Conservative) Legal History : 
A Reply to Professor Langbein, " New York Universiry Lmv Rdew 60 (1985): 2 1243; Beattie, C k w  and the 
Courts, 430-49; and J . h e s  & J. Styles, "The Crime Wave: Recent Writing on Crime and Criminal Justice in 
Eighteenth-Cmtq England, " in Rethinking Social H i s t o ~ :  English Society. 15 70-1 920 and Its Inrerpretation, 
ed. A. Wilson (Manchester & New York, 1993), 222-9. 

'SW .Blackstone. Commemaries on the L a v s  of England (New York, 1966; rep. of 1765-9 ed.), 4: 12-5 & 
390 (quotes at 14-5 & 390). 



offence - were liable either to be too lenient or too harsh.16 In Blackstone's view, the 

discretion provided by pardon was the better means of achieving a more precise fit between 

the offender's crime and its punishment. 

It also made acceptable a capital code which, if enforced according to its letter. would 

arouse intense distaste. This latter view was emphasized by Edmund Burke. who believed 

that mercy ought to "have the fuliest Scope wherever there has b e n  the siightest motive to 

it." This was not tender-heartedness but simple cornmon sense. "[wot only motives of 

Compassion make it often advisable; But . . . the State of our Criminal Law renders a frequent 

Recourse to that Corrective of absolute necessity." The letter of the criminal law was too 

bloody for myone to tolerate it for long were it not mitigated in actual practice. "[Wlhen the 

Law is so very vicious - The MitigaMg Power of the Crown cannot be so well employed as 

in preventing its having its worst effects. 

The mitigating function of pardon therefore served both practicai and ideological 

purposes. In the latter instance, it also gave an immediate and persona1 face to the otherwise 

remote operations of sovereign authority . Pardon, Blackstone observed, 

is that act of [the king's] govermnent, which is the most personal and entirely his 
own. The king hirnself condemns no man; that rugged taik he leaves to his courts of 
justice: the great operation of his sceptre is mercy. .. . [The king] regulates the whole 
govermnent as the fint mover, yet he does not appear in any of the disagreeable or 
invidious parts of it. Whenever the nation see him personally engaged, it is only in 
works of legislature, magaificence, or compassion. To him therefore the people look 
up as the fountain of nothing but bounty and grace; and these repeated acts of 
goodness, coming immediately from his own hand, endear the sovereign to his 
subjects, and contribute more than any thhg to root in their hearts that filial affection, 

'6~imilarly Edmund Burke once observed that "that rigomus Justice, which considers nothing but the Crime, 
and totally forgets aii persons and Circumstances, is perhaps too neariy aiiied to cruelty;" sz ïhe 
Con-espondence of Edmund BwRe, g m . d  T. W .Copeland (Cambridge & Chicago, 1958-78). 10: 5-6, 

"Burke Correspondence, 3:2 12 & 8:330. 



and persona1 loyalty, which are the sure establishment of a prince." 

This is why Secretaries of State were so concemed to ensure that they each had an equal and 

balanced access to the sanctioning of the pardon prerogative.19 The highly formalized 

language of petitions reiterated, again and again, the personal engagement between monarch 

and subject which pardon syrnboli~ed.~~ The legitimating function this served was so 

important that, technically, it superseded the trial judge's determination as to the most 

appropriate punishment in particula. cases. In 1804 the Home Secretary reiterated this 

superior aspect of "that prerogative of the Crown, which of al1 others is the most consoling 

to His Majesty and the dearest to his People . . . the prerogative of showing Mercy. " The 

opinions of judges and magistrates were given "unifom attention" but those opinions, when 

they were sought. were "required for the Royal informaion and not for its Direction and 

Controu1 . "2' 

The traditional understanding of George III and his character as a monarch might lead 

one to assume that he took a large personal role in the exercise of his prerogative power of 

pardon. The legend of George III's zeal in exercising his prerogative powers was fïrst 

prornulgated amongst his contemporaries. Henry Brougham thought him to be a king 

"impressed with a lofty feeling of his prerogative, and a f h n  determination to maintain, 

perhaps extend it. . . . For the greater affairs of state it is well known how substantially he 

1 9 k  above, Chapter 2, part I(2). 

LOThe most provocative discussion of the significance of pardon in this respect is Douglas Hay, " Property, 
Authority and the Criminal Law, " in Albion 's F d  Tree, 44-9. 

*'HO 43/14 pp.400-I (emphasis in onginal). In practice however this seldom obtained. In a written note to 
his Principal just thtee years earlier, the Under Semtary noted of one case that "The pardon to Thos. wlerry, 
on the recommendation of such a Magistrate as Mr [Shelby], is a rnatter of course & w i l  be done forthwithn 
(Add MS 33 107 ff. 12 1-2). 
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insisted upon being the King de fano as well as de jure. For many years this view 

seemed the best explmation for the disastrous war with the Amencan colonies. But another 

contemporary believed that the King's love of prerogative power was not confiaed solely to 

the highest aspects of rule. In lookùig over volumes of The Annunl Regisrer between 1766 

and 1809, one reader concluded that George III mua be directiy responsible for 

the appalling numbers of convicts who were executed . . . . [Mo Sovereign was more 
jealous of his Kingiy prerogative than George the Third . . . yet, in the exercise of his 
best prerogative of mercy, the appalling numbers who were executed, as weii in the 
country as in London, manifest too rnuch indifference to h u m a .  life? 

George III was a butcher, not only of his erstwhile Amencan subjects, but aiso of those at 

home. But to what extent did he pemnally exercise the power of pardon? 

The procedures by which pardon decisions were made had been in place for at least 

half a century before George III nicceeded to the throne in 1760. We have already noted his 

personal involvement in decisions on the capital convicts of the metropdis. Convicted felons 

throughout the rest of England and Wales, however, could by no means be assured of 

receiving the direct attention of their King. Those convicted capitally were sentenced to death 

at the end of the assizes (as were those at the Old Bailey), but the presiding circuit judge 

immediately reprieved those whom he deemed to be deserving of mercy. Most of those 

capital convicts who ultimately received pardon did so in the fom of a "generai" or "circuit" 

pardon, submined by the presidiag judge to the Secretary of State. By 1728 it had becorne 

established practice that the judges' determinations as to circuit pardons went unquestioned 

by the govemment. The King, Justice Park observeci to James Bosweli in 1788, was "the 

Fountain of Mercy," but it was "his judges, to whom he delegates that prerogative when 

2~.Brougham, His~oricai Sketches of Staiesmen Who FIowished in rhe Erne of George 111 (1 839), 1 :9- 10. 

=~uoted in A.M. W. Stirling, Coke of Nofofk and His Friends (1908), 2:383. 
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upon their circuits. "" 

Only a second and nurnerically much smaller class of assizes cases stood any chance 

of receiving the King's personai attention. Capital convicts who had not been included in the 

circuit pardon might subrnit individual petitions to the Secretary of State for the Khg's 

consideration, a procedure which was justified on the grounds that it gave capital convicts on 

the circuit "the same chance as those of the capital," aii  of whose cases without exception 

were included in the Recorder's Report to CounciI? But this was a f o d  assurance only. 

A rnemorandum of 1751 deemed "the Extension of His Majesty's Mercy in the Pardon of 

Cnminals" to be one of the "Offices of His Majesty's Rincipai Secretary of State," invoking 

an assertion of 1662 that the King's "Memory is not to be imagined charged with ail [the] 

ParticuIaritiesn which petitions (and not just on criminal mattes) might invo~ve .~  James 

Rivers, Under Secretary of State between 1754 and 1765, observed that the Secretary of 

State "used to judge for Himself whether, from the Circumstances of the Cases, or fiom the 

Persons recommending hem, they were of sufficient Weight to be attended to . . . . "n And 

the extant conespondence of both the King and the Secretariat contains littie evidence to 

support the view that George III intervend personally in such cases to any great degree. I 

have found ody seventeen instances before 1788 of the King's opinion explicitly king either 

sought or given. In most of these, his intervention seems to have been warrant4 by highly 

%eattie, Cime and the Courts, 43 1 -3; and BosweII: ïhe EngIish Erpenmettl. 1 7û5- 1 789, eds. 1. S. Lustig & 
F.A.Pottie (New York, 1986). 236. 

ZsCal. HO Papers, 2: 188. Shelburne derived this view from a letter on pardon procedure he had soiicited 
from a former Under Secretary of State (W.L.C.L., Shelburne Papers 168 ff. 146-7)- 

=Eg MS 3440 ff.5-12. 1 am unable to identify the author of the 1662 original. 

n~ .L-CL., Shelburne Papers 168 ff. 132-3. The Earl of Suffolk once expressecl bis reluctance to refer a 
case to the King: "The evidence of the Trial appears so strong against the Convict and it is so wrong a thing in 
generd to attend to evidence and affidavits afta the Trial, that 1 cannot at once, without enquiry, apply to the 
King" (Add MS 34412 f.301). 



particular circurnstances: the extraordinary nature of the offense or the punishment; the social 

prominence of the petitioner's supponers; an immediateiy pressing need for a respite; or the 

simple error of a particular secretaryB Only three caxmot be accounted for in these 

way s . 29 

Moreover the King's intervention often served simply to confirm the recommendation 

already given by the judge before whom the convict had been tried, and whose opinion 

usuaily determineci their fate? Shelbume asserted this rule in 1767 during his first service 

as a Secretary of State. " [I]t has been His Majesty ' s invariable rule, " he informed a 

petitioner on a convict's behalf, "to pay the greatest regard to the opinion of the Judges, not 

havuig, to [myl knowledge, differed in any one case from it. "" Nor is it surprishg that the 

judge's opinion should have been thought so crucial, for the trial judge was in the best 

position to estimate a punishment's potential impression on the comrnunity in which it had 

occurred. Ministers sometimes displayed an explicit sensitivity to the relevance of the 

individual community context of crime and punishment. In 1765 the Secretary of State 

=For special cases as  IO offender or punishment. see Corr. Gco~ge III. nos.448. 1644, 1647, K H I .  4292 & 
4463; Laer Con. George I l l ,  no. 189; and HO 4712 (George IiI to Sydney, 28 W h  1785). For the invocation 
of sociaily prominent petitioners, see "George üI and the Southeni Department: Some Unpublishaî Royal 
Correspondence. " ed. 1. R.Chtistie, Camden Society, 4th sa.. 39 (1 990): 432; Con. George III, nos. 13û2 & 
4300-1; W.L.C.L.. Sydney Papers 12 (Sydney to E.Nepean?, 12 June 1785); and HO 47i2 (George iü to 
Sydney?. 1 Aug 1785). For the need for an immediate respite, s e e  Con. Gorge III, no.4163. For the error, 
see above p.37. 

MS 982 ff. 1-2; "Grorge iII a d  the Southern Department.' 434: and Corr. George [If, no.4MS. I have 
noc counted the occasiooal instances in which the Secretary of State assured the petihoner that the king had 
considered their case and couid not be induced to extend bis mercy to the petitioner (for instance, see HO 1314 
pp. 19-20). 

'% fact a case could be reviewed fast enough that the convict's name couid be included on the circuit 
pardon; for one instance, sec HO 4714 (Ashhurst, J. to Sydney?, 3 1 March 1786). 

3' Cd. HO Papers, 2: 188. It was charactenstic of Shelbume's thorougbness and attention to administrative 
practice Lhat he seems to have established this procedural point through separate inquiries of two fonner, long- 
senring Under Semetaries of State, James Rivers (1 754-65) and Edmund Weston (1 742-63); see W.L.C.L., 
Shelbume Papers 168 ff. 132-3 & 146-7. 
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promised to seek every means by which sorne gaol-breakers "can legalb be executed with 

that expedition so much desired by the County of Kent." Two years later another Secretary 

stated that it was policy to follow the opinion of the tnal judge, noting that "after trial, 

sentence. and reconsideration by the Judge, it is highly expedient that justice should take 

place, for the good of the commwzizy . . . . w32 

This is not to say that no conception existed at all of a single standard of criminal 

justice of national relevance. Edmund Burke invoked just such a selfconsciously distinct 

standard in appealing for a pardon on a convict's behalf: 

. . . the reputation of National Justice is concemed in tûis business, and . . . His 
Majesty's Govemment wiii not be strengthened or honoured by the example. 1 neither 
know this unhappy man, his family, his comections, or any friend that he has in the 
world: . . . I use this liberty with your Lordship upon a public principle, fiom my very 
great regard to the administration of Justice and mercy in this ~ingdorn? 

Nevertheless mlliisters were aware, although a standard was one i b g ,  the specific 

circumstances of individual cases in which it was to be applied were often quite another. 

When one judge failed to assign a specific condition of punishment to a recommendation in 

1781, the Secretary of State refused either to decide the rnatter for himself or to leme it to 

the King: "His Majesty, upon your recommendation, is perfectly disposed to shew Mercy to 

the woman. " Viscount Stormont told Justice Maysey . "1 am therefore to desire you will 

acquaint me for His Majesty's information the kind of punishment you think most fitiïng 

. . . . "Y Many reports of the 1760s do not make the punishment explicit but it seems safe to 

say that, in the case of offenses serious enough that the judge had wt recornmended pardon 

in the fint instance, the condition of mitigation was probably self-evident. This might not 

32Cal. HO Papen, 1598-9 & 2: 187-8 (emphases acided). 

33BurRe Correspondènce, 2: 324-5. 

s S ~  441% p. 133. 



have been the case hy 1781. when the lack of a fixed destination for convicts sentenced to 

transportation complicated matters. 

Clearly then there was no systematic intervention on the part of a King determined to 

uphold his prerogative authority of pardon. In fact, the other twenty cases on which he seems 

to have commented or given instructions before 1788 involved those that had already been 

heard at the Council - that is to say, those which were already understood to be within his 

peculiar purview, but for which new evidence had subsequently emerged pnor to execution 

of sentence." Moreover, in one of these cases, the tom of the King's repiy suggests that, 

far from flattering his sense of personal grandeur, Secretanal scnipulousness on these rnatters 

could exasperate him. "There is no rnanner of utility," he complained in June 1782, "in 

having the Recorder make the fidl Report of the Convicts at the end of each Old Bailey 

Session, and the Law Lords attend for their opinion if subsequent applications are, without 

some new matter, attended to . . . . Indeed, scarcely two years earlier, George III had been 

only too willing to set aside the burden of personal involvement in deciding the cases of 

those Gordon Rioten who had k e n  tried at a special sessions for Surrey. The practice of the 

Recorder's Report gave the King no option but to hear the Gordon Riot cases med at the Old 

Bailey. In determining the cases of the Surrey offenders, however, he feit that, provided the 

Lord Chancellor and Lord President of Council were 

satisfied with those [cases] recommended by the Judges for Mercy and that the others 
ought to be executed[,] no Cabinet need be held for that purpose . . . but Orders aven 

"corn. George III .  nos.42. 155, 1107-8. 1 1  14. 11 16. 1302. 1659. 3185. 3799-800, 3993,43534,4406. 
4498-500, 45334 & 4537; Add MS 34412 f.260; Add MS 45519 ff.47-8; SP 44/92 p.506; J.H.lesse. Menwirs 
of King George t k  Third: His Life and Reign (Boston, 1902). 3:234; and Latcr Corr. George III. aos.157, 159. 
276, 287 & 466. We might also take note of the King's k i n g  consulted with respect to a handm of capital 
convicts at the Old Bailey tejecting pardon on condition of transportation (see below at pp.425-6). 

%'orr. George III, no.3800. It is worth noting that Shelburne had already consulted the Recorder about 
these cases so " b t  his opinion might be submitted to Your Majesty dong witû the Petitions" (110,3799). 
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for the Law taking its course and the Respites agreeable to the Report . . . . 

In the event, the King was denied this particuiar relief by the Lord c han ce il or." But in 

general, unless there are a great many letters missing from the extant royal correspondence - 

something which seems unlikely8 - thirty-seven interventions in twenty-eight years for a l i  

of England and Wales does not suggest a regular and extensive royal concem for persodly 

exercising the prerogative power of pardon. 

Indeed, even in the capital cases of the metroplis heard at the Council, it seems 

likely that effective decision-making was in the hands of judges rather than the King. 

Anecdotal accounts of Councils afier 1 800 imply a collegial decision-making practice, in 

which each member of council expressed an opinion and the deciding voice was the King's. 

Lord Chancellor Eldon, who prided himself on his detailed attention to individuai cases, 

recalled defending his desire to spare one convict, who had committed a robbery in Bedford 

Square, against the unanirnous intention of the Council to bang him. "'Well, weli,' said the 

King, 'since the learned judge who Iives in Bedford Square, does not think there is any great 

h m  in robberies there, the poor fellow shall no? be hanged. ' "39 It is unclear whether or 

not a coliegial practice obtained before this time. Perhaps it became more fuedly the case 

3 7 ~ P  37/21 ff.263 & 268-9. Thurlow thought it highly improper that the judges had respited ai l  of the 
convicts and merely suggested their disposition without providing any detailed consideration of their cases. Such 
expedience seemed especially dubious given the particular importance of exemplary punishmeats on this 
occasion. To forego procedurai propriecies merely "to avoid the manifest inconvenience of Delay," Thwiow 
seemed to imply, rnight bring the exercise of the pardon prerogative h to  distepute. 

must be guded on this point given the paucity of the royal correspondence during the 61~t seven 
years of George Hi's reign. But on the whole, the authority of Shelburne and the Under Secretaria in 1767 
must speak louder thao aay correspondence which may or rnay not ever bave existed. 

' g ~ . ~ w i s s ,  ï ke  Public and Private Lqe of lord Chancellor Eldon (1844). 1:399 (emphases in original). See 
aiso The Diary of Joseph Fatingron, eds. K-Garlick, A.Macintyre & K-Cave (1978-84), 8:2956; A Political 
Diary, 1828-1830, by Ehvard L m ,  Lord Ellenborough, ed. Colchester (1 88 1)' 1 :2%; and lk GreviIIe 
Memoirs. 181.61860, eds. LStrachey & R-Fuiford (1938), 1:304-5 & 2:81-2. 
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after the King's illness of 1788-9.40 A more formally structured expectation of large-scale 

attendance, consistent with collegiai decision-making, may have underlined the removal of 

the meetings from the Closet to the Great Council Chamber in 1793." 

But whether or not the King actually heard each Council member's opinion, the 

special care which was taken to ensure the Lord Chancellor's attendance implies that his 

voice was critical in the King's determinations. George III's cornplaint to his Home Secretary 

in Iune 1782 specificaily notes the required presence of the Law Lords, presumably the Lord 

Chancellor and Lord Chief Justice, "for their opinion." The Limited evidence that can be 

found to indicate the nature of proceeduigs at the Recorder's Report strongly suggests that 

their views, and particularly that of the Lord Chancellor, were usually decisive. Lord Eldon, 

who was Lord Chancellor almost continuously from 1801 to 1827, claimed to bave had the 

decisive voice in detennining the fates of Old Bailey convicts. He remarked on several 

occasions about the extent of his preparations prior to each Report, and later deerned it "a 

comfort to reflect that 1 did do so, and that in consequence I saved the lives of several 

individuals . "42 

The number of occasions on which the scheduling of the Recorder's Report was either 

determined or adjusted in order to ensure the attendance of the Lord Chancellor - at least 

thirty between 1782 and 1828 - seems to support the view that his role in the decision- 

'('It is ceriainly difficdt to believe that the surprising practice, noted in 1786, of "the King standing all the 
tirne of the Report" would have been continueci after !bis time; see HO 4715 (Recorder to E-Nepean?, 26 Dec 
I 786). 

42T~iss.  L$e of Eldon, 1:398-9; and Hamard, 2nd ser., 10 (1824): 417; & 3rd M., 13 (1832): 987. 
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rnaking process was critical." Arthur Aspindl attributes primary significance to the roie of 

the Lord Chief Justice, but 1 have found only three occasions on which the timing of the 

Report was adjusteci to ensure his presence and two of them date From the period of the Fox- 

North Coalition, when the Chancellorship was in commission and Lord Chief Justice 

Mansfield the senior law lord for the time being? The attendance of both law lords was 

probably desired, and perhaps particularly during the 1820s when Eldon began to feel the 

pressure of Chancery business and the leadership of the House of Lords more and more 

h e a ~ i l y . ~ ~  Certainly Lord Chief Justice Ellenborough seems to have been as cooscientious of 

his role in the Report as was Eldon." But when the Recorder's Report was fiially abolished 

in 1837, it was the Lord Chancellor who was asked to determine "the proper pwiishment of 

eachn outstanding convict, so it seerns likely that his had always been the moa important 

"W.L.C.L.. Sydney Papen 10 (George III to T.Townshd, 17 Nov 1782); HO 1314 p- 108; HO 4715 
(Recorder to E-Nepean, 31 Aug 1786); Later Con. George III, nos.19, 444, 508, 530, 1103, 1564, 2643, 
2671, 2748 & 3782; Jesse, Memirs of George 111, 594-5; Add MS 38564 f. 72; Con. Prince Regent, no.2882; 
Devon R.O., 152WC 1 8 17/OZ (B. Bloomfield to Sidmouth, 30 Nov 18 17), 152M/C 181 8/OZ (Sidmouth to 
Bloomfield, 23 May 18 18), 1 S î M K  18 1 9/02 (Eidon to Sidmouth, 5 Jan 1 8 19), & 152M/C1821/OZ 
(H-Hobhouse to Sidmouth, 2 Sept 1821); Add MS 40299 ff.63-4, 122-3 & 3134: Add MS 40300 ff.89-90; Add 
MS 40315 ff.68-9, 70. 87 & 237-8; Add MS 40316 ff.23-4; and Add MS 40352 f.120. 

u Corr. George II ' ,  nos.4325, 4429-30, 4435-6, 4445-6 & 4451-2. On a third, much later occasion the Lord 
ChanceUor reminded the Home Secretary to be sure that the Lord Chief Justice could "disentangle himself h m  
his sittingsn for the day of the Report: see Devon R.O,, 1 S&l/C 18 l9/OZ (Eidon to Sidmouth, 5 Jan 18 19). Seie 

Aspinall, "Grand Cabinet, " 335. 

"The Chancellor's attendance stems to have been viewed as a necessity, but there were occasid coecenis 
to ensure the Lord Chief Justice's aetendance, particMy in the event that the Lord Chaaceilor could aot attend 
or had to leave early (Add MS 403 15 ff.276-7 & 302-2; Add MS 4035 1 ff.2367; and Add MS 40367 ff. 194-5). 
For the growing pressure of Clxuxxry business during the l82Os, see Twiss, hie of Eldon, cbs.4650 passim; 
and John, Lord Campbell, Lives of rhe Lord Chancelors and Keepers of rirc Great &ai of England (Ntw York, 
1973; v. of 1868 d.), 10:64-84, 87-8 & 225-34. 

*Ellenùorough once requested a copy of the Recorder's Report on a particular case before the c o d  met 
(HO 13/22 p.364). Oa another occasion he promid the Home Saxtiuy that he wodd "certaialy eodeavour to 
be with youn at tbe upcoming Report, although the phrasing of this promise impties that it wouid have 
proceeded wiihout b; see Devon R.O., 1 52MK 1 8 1 8/02 (Eiienboraugh to Sidmouth, 28 March t 8 1 8). 



~ o i c e . ~ ~  Nor would this be surprishg in an official who was often descnbed as the keeper 

of "the royal conscience. " 

George III's personai role in pardon decisions M e r  declined after his fint attack of 

porphyria in the winter of 1788-89. During this time, four sessions at the Old Bailey had 

gone unreported, with the result that very many people were in danger of being executed. 

After the King's recovery, Lord Sydney advised him that, considering "the number of them, 

and the interruption which such a spectacle gives to the general joy and happiness of the 

present time," lenity was the prefe~ed policy."' This advice originated, not with Sydney, 

but rather with William Pitt, presiding over a meeting of cabinet which the Home Secretary 

does not seem even to have attended. Pin was certainly concemed about "the Public 

Impression" which execution on a massive scale would have, but he also noted subsequently 

that "Harassing the King with the detail" of the pardon conditions would be "better 

avoided . "49 

This meanire of genuine concem for the royal well-king only thdy masks the 

likelihood that Pitt and his cabinet now believed the King's judgement in these mtters to be 

too unreliable to be left to his discretion in any significant degree. A year later, William 

Grenville expressed private concem about "overfatiguing the Kingn with a lengthy 

Recorder's ~eport? The King was subsequentiy consulted on only a very few cases, and 

"HO 13/72 p.55: and HO 6/22 (Cottenbam to Russell, 16 Sept 1823, from which the quote is derived. 

%uer Cor.  Gorge III, no.495; and HO 4719 (Recorder to E.Nepean?, n.d.[c.March 17891). 

4 % . ~ . ~ . ~ . ,  Pitt Papm 2 (W.Pin to Sydney. 10 & 16 March 1789). The possibility tbat the King's illness 
had suspendeci the operation of mercy had been r a i d  - but not pursued - two months earlier in the House of 
Lords (Pariiamenîary History 27 [1788-89): 1064-7). 

%ucks R.O., DISBIOE 619. Lord Glenbervie tells a blackly amusing story about the King's khaviour after 
a Recorder's Report held later in his reign. The list of the condemned was left with the King for a Cime, during 
which he had apparentiy added to it the names of bis doctors, "two tascals who deserve hanging more than all 
the others" (The Diaries of Sylvesrer Douglar m r d  Glenbemèj, ed. F-Bickley (1 9î8),  1 : 384). 



the disappearance altogether of such matters from the royal correspondence after 1791 

suggests a rapid and complete transition from a system in which the King's opinion rnight on 

occasion be sought to one in which he was not consulted at dl.'' A draft reply to a 

solicitation for pardon written in September 1789 suggests as much. The assurance that the 

response would be favourable and that "a proper instrument will accordingly be prepared to 

be sent to His Majesty for that purpose" was crossed out and replaced with the less revealing 

statement that "The matter wili accordingly be submitted to the King as soon as possible 

. . . . "'' The King's regular involvement in pardon ceased aitogether after 179 1, and it was 

shortly af3er this time that the Criminai Branch was behg forrned within the Home 

Department to oversee the huictioning of the pardon system. There is no evidence of any 

resistance to these developments by George III himseif. He may even have anticipated them 

as a part of his intention, expressed immediately afier his recovery in February 1789, "for 

the rest of my life [to] expect others to fulfil the duties of their employments, and only keep 

that superintendhg eye which oui be effected without labour or fatigue. "S3 

"1 have found only four more instances of refermas to the King conceming metropolitan convicts ( h e r  
Con. George 111, nos. 532, 564,612, 655 & 657, one of which emanated not from Grenville but from the 
Foreign Secretary). There are ais0 six instances of refereaces from the circuits, al1 stemming (apparently) from 
either the social prominence of the petitioner or a special circumstance (Loter Con. Gorge III, nnos.545, 549, 
584, 618. 660, & 699 & 708). The case referred by the Duke of Gordon (no.545) was initiaily rejected by 
Grenville, and seems only been brought to the King's attention after Pitt inteBrened; see HO 471 8 
(W.W.GrenviUe to Gordon, 26 July 1789; & W.Pitt to W.W.Grenville, a.d.). The King declined mercy in a 
case recommended by his k i r  apparent (no. 6 1 8), observing that " had as unfavotuable a case been pressed on 
Mr Grenville îhrough any other channel, he would bave declined laying it befom me-" Al1 but the last of these 
date from Grenvilie's Senetaryship, and the congnience between the Windsor archives and Grenville's 
extensively preserved corriespondence leads me to suspect that tbis is all that t h e  ever was. 

5 2 ~ ~  421 15 f. 184. Of another case, considered o d y  a week later, Grenville observed "1 thhk no reference 
necessary ..., king cleariy of the opinion tbat the King oughr not (even if he cm do it) to r d 1  his Pardon" 
(Bucks RB., DISBtOE 612; emphasis in on@). 

s3Quoted in Life of the Ri& ffonowabie Wiiim PW, eù. Stanhope (New York, 1970; rep. of 1867 ed.), 
2(App&): vii. As John Brooke notes, the King rernained as attentive as ever to the flow of govemment 
business (King George III 119721, 344). But his participation in its detail surely declined. Two months a k  bis 
recovery, the King r e f d  to an upcoming Recorder's Report as "that unpicasant business," an iodication 
perbaps that he was not unwilling to abandon direct participation in pardon decisions where that was possible 



Much has been made of George IV's intermittent desires, several decades later, to 

pardon convicts against the advice of his Home Secretaries, which sympathetic biographen 

have read as evidence of his kuidly and humane nature? But however anaoying his 

interventions ui individual cases rnay have been at that time, it is easy to make too much of 

them. For one thing, there are only fifteen known instances of them in his twenty years as 

Prince Regent and King, a third of which date from 181 1 alone." Moreover his attempts to 

re-assert his penonal role in the pardon prerogative were invariably haif-hearted at best. His 

ministers largely attributed them to the undue influence of royal fkiends and hangers-on, a 

factor which seemed particularly apparent in the dying King's last and most troubling 

intervention. involving not an English case but rather an Irish arsoni~t.'~ "It is very difficult 

to discover exactly in what manner any transaction occurs at Windsor,' Wellington observed 

to Peel, noting that the King's desire "to exercise . .. his Majesty's highest prerogative of 

mercy" was actuaUy written by the Master of the Royal Household, Frederick Watson. The 

King's only penonal contribution to the relevant correspondence was a submissive desire 

"bat the Law should take its course . . . by the Execution of the Capital Sentence. "" During 

(Loter Con. George III, no.508). Two later letters, from 1794 and 1797, suggest that the Home Secretary could 
both schedule the Report and anticipate its outcornes with confidence (Luter Cor. George III, nos.1103 & 
1564). 

54F.Bresler, Reprieve: A Study of a System (19651, 42-3; C.H.Rolph, The Queen's Pardon (1978), 268; and 
Gatrell. Hanging Tree, 5 5 M .  

5 S ~ o r r .  Phce  Regem, nos.29l8.2933. 29394,2944, 3005, 3008, 3154 & 3421 ; The Diary of Henry 
Hobhouse (1 820-1 8Z7), ed. A .Aspinall(1947), 17, 87 & 104; Sir Robert Peel fiom His Privme Popers, ed. 
C.S.Parker (1891-9). l:3 15-7; Add MS 40299 ff.241-3, 298-9, 315-6 & 354-5; Add M S  40300 ff.265-6 & 282- 
3; Letters George IV, no. 1550; and GreweMIfe Memoirs, 1 :304-5. 

% ~ e e l  /rom His Papen, 2: 146-51; Despatches. Correspondena. Md Memrwuia of Field Mamhal Arthur 
Duke of Wellington. K. C., 1819-1 832, ed. Wellington (1867-80), 6: 553-77; Add MS 40327 ff.121-6 & 132-9 
& 159-60; and Add MS 40338 ff. 1234, 127-8, 131, 133-4 & 151-2. See also Hobhouse D i q ,  104. 

"Wellington Despatches, 6554 & 570; and Add MS 40300 ff.358-9. 
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the Recorder's Report before Council, he sometimes abandoned al1 effort and left the matter 

to a rnajority vote of the Council - which is presumably to Say that the wishes of the Lord 

Chancellor and the Home Secretary p r e ~ a i l e d . ~ ~  

AI1 of this substantially qualifies any notion of a King eager to exercise personally his 

power of pardon. even during the first two decades of his reign, when George III regularly 

exercised his prerogative power of choosing ministers. This pattern of behaviour rnust later 

have been reinforced by the sheer pressure of numbers which came to bear on the pardon 

system beginning in the early 1780s. Nowhere was this pressure more sharply felt than in 

London, which became the site of the tint subsîantial efforts on the part of officiais, both 

withui and without the Home Department, to devise procedures for coping with an 

administrative burden which inaeasingly outstripped the ostensibly personal character of 

pardon. 

II- Structurai Pressures and Written Records: 
The Problem of the Metroplis, 1782- 1800 

The unprecedented rise in the number of capital convictions after the end of the 

Revolutionary War severely strained a pardon system which could not function quickly and 

effectively under such circumstances. The number of capital convictions rose throughout 

England after 178 1. but its growth was nowhere more pressing and alarming than in the 

metropdis. The extraordinary sweliing in the number of convicted offenders at the Old 

Bailey, coupled with the obligation that every capital case be heard before the Council, 

pushed the workings of pardon in London to its functiond limits. It was therefore in the 

58Hobhouse Diary. 17; and Grmille Memoirs, 1 :304-S. Eady biographers of George N portrayeci his 
contributions to Recorder's Reports as a long-lasting, detailed and principled search for my m o n  to grant 
m m y .  Sec H.E.Uoyd, George IV: Memois of His LifP and Reign (1 830). 465-7; and P-Fitzgerald, 27re LiJe of 
George the Fourth, lncludi~g Hii LRners and ûpiniom. With a Viav of rhe Men. Manners, and Politics of His 
Reign (New York, 1881). 913. 



capital that the k t  procedures were developed to lubricate the systern through the use of 

information resources which could be used either as nipplements or even outright alternatives 

to judicial references. These resources were developed under the auspices of the govemment 

of the City of London, to whom the Recorder - the chief sentencing officer at the Old 

Bailey - was answerable. By the 1790s, they were also being used by the Home Department 

and its newly formed Criminal Branch. 

The fim such resource was the Old Bailey Sessions Paper, a printed account of 

criminal trial at the Old Bailey h t  was derived from the notes of a City-appointed shorthand 

writer and produced for popular c~osurnption.~~ From the mid-1770s forward, City oficials 

regularly intervend in the Paper's publishing arrangements in order to ensw that it 

provided a more accurate and extensive account of the trials. Because this intervention 

coincided with an expansion in the number of daily newspapers in London - which could 

produce trial accounts fast enough to beat the Session Papa to a popular audience - the 

Paper's publisher soon became wholly dependent on the City's financial nrppon for 

continued publication. In tum, the City was willing to sponsor this increasingfy subsiautial 

account of trials at the Old Bailey because of its growing use in relieving the mounting 

administrative pressures on the meûopoiïtan system of pardod' 

The Recorder of London seems to have used the Sessions Paper as an aid in preparing 

5 9 ~ h e  hill title of Ihe Sssions Paper was ntc Whdc Proceedings on th King's Commission o f z k  Peace. 
Oyer and Temnuner. and Gd-Deiivery fur ik City of London: and &O the Gaol-Deiivery for t k  Corurty of 
Miadlesa; Hefd Justice-Hall in the Ofd &rifey, . . . . in subsequent notes 1 will use the coaventiond 
abbreviation, OBSP. lo the main text, 1 use the p h  most often employed by contemporaries, "the Sessions 
Paper. " 

60S.Devereaux. "The Faü of the Sessions Paper: Criminal Triai and the PopuIar Ress in b t e  Eighteenth- 
Century London, " Crimjd Jusrice History 16 (1995; f6rthcomiag)- 

6'For the changing contexts of and concenis for the Sessions Paper's accuracy, see S.Devereaux. "The City 
and the Sessions Paper: 'Public Justice' in London, 177&1800," laund of BniiSh Sfudies 35 (1996): 466-503. 
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his written Reports on capital convicts for the Council. Authonties in both the City and the 

central governent were concemed that the Council be held as soon as possible after the 

conclusion of each session. This anxiety stemmed less frorn any concem for the state of mind 

of the capital convict, who might be agonizing over his or her final disposition. tban from 

administrative and ideologicai imperatives. In the first instance, increased numbers of capital 

convicts awaiting final sentence might contribute to more crowded and potentially dangerous 

conditions in Newgate. Secondly, the determination - especially after September 1782 - that 

metropotitan justice shouid be carried out swiftiy and with maximum severity required that 

the elapsed time between trial, sentence and execution shouid be as  short as possible if 

capital punishment were to have its intended public effetd2 Both of these considerations 

were even more severely compromisecf when, as happened at least twice d u ~ g  the 1780s, 

delays in holding the Council lasted so long that another session occurred in the meantirne, 

requiring that two or more Reports be made at the same tirne.* Such a delay early in 1787 

prompted the Home Secretary to cornplain to City officials, immediately after one of their 

fiequent petitions for the relief of Newgate, of "the irregular and dilatory manner" in which 

the Recorder had lately been making his reports, both before the Council and (in non-capital 

cases) by letter? The City Aldermen stmck a cornmittee to investigate this matter, and its 

62h 
case of 

November 1783, for instance, the Recorder requested that a specid report be made to the King of the 

John Huster [whol bas this moment been convicted before me of a foot pad robbery attend& 
with such circumstances of cxuelty and aggravation, as appear to me to bring hixn clearly within that 
description of atmcious Offenders whom bis Majesty was, sometime since, pleased to declare his 
intentiun of bringing to speedy and exemplary punishment, for the sake of public example. aad the 
persoaai safety of his subjects (HO 4213 f.223). 

4715 (Recorder to E-Nepean?, 26 Dec 1786); HO 47/9 (same to same?, n.d.[c.March 17893); and GM 
59 (1789): 271. 

4312 pp.2M-3. Sydney had good reason to fear that delayed Councils migfit jeopardize the cfedibility 
of the criminai law. The long delay of one in the late summer of  1782 was noted by severai non-official 
observas (W.L.C.L.. Shelbme Papers 152/46; Add MS 35619 f.309; and Add M S  35620 f-6). 



records confm the central role which they expected the Sessions Paper to play in expediting 

pardon in the metropolis? Delays in making reports may have stemmed, in part, from the 

fact that the Recorder during the 1780s, James Adair, was also a prominent Whig lawyer and 

politician. whose activities frequently required him to be absent from the capital.66 

Most imporrantly. the Recorder was expected to report al1 capital cases from the Old 

Bailey. whether or not he had a c W y  presided over (or even attended) their The 

testimony of the Aldermanic cornmittee of 1787 niggests that the City subsidized the Sessions 

Paper in the expectation that the Recorder would use the shorthand wnter's notes to acquire 

sufficient familiarity with the facts of cases over which he did not preside in order to be able 

to Repon them to the ~ouncil." In fact, it is unclear to what extent the Recorder ever made 

regular use of the publisher's notes in preparing his Reports for the Council during the 1780s 

u~ .L.R.o.. Rep 191 p. 152; and Srnail MSS Box 4. 110.471398. Six years earlier. the Aldermen thexnselves 
had resolved that the Recorder should "take such Steps as may be necessary ... that the Report of the 
Condemned Prisoners may be made to H i s  Majesty as  soon as conveniently may be after each Sessions" (Rg, 
1 8 4  p.307). 

660n at least two occasions. Adair asked that Reports be scheduled around his obligations to be in the 
country; see HO 4715 (Recorder to E-Nepean, 31 Aug 1786); and HO 4716 (Recorder to Nepean, 15 Aug 
1787). Adair resigned the Recordership in June 1789, noting "the laborious attendance necessary in the Office 
. . . and the encrwse of my own professional engagements . . . " (C.L.R.O., Historical Papers voi.2. no.71). Some 
correspondence in the Home Office papers suggests that he may have been seeking to evade an impeading 
criminal charge for official rnisconduct; see HO 1317 pp.1234, 329-35 & 335-6; and HO 4719 (J.Adair to 
W .  W .Grenville?, 21 Juiy 1789; & Nepean to Attorney & Solicitor General, 27 July 1789). See aiso 
Biographieai Dictionary of Modeni British Rudicuis, & . J.O. Bay len and N . J. Gossman (Hassoc ks & Atlantic 
Highlands, NJ, 1979-88)- 1: 13-6. 

67There are allusions to this dificuity in HO 47/4 (Perryn, 3. to Sydney?, 14 April 1786); and HO 4715 
(Recorder to E-Nepean?, 26 Dec 1786), the latter of which dso notes "the necessity of refieving the Cells of 
Newgate as expeditiously as possible. " 

a ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . ,  Small MSS Box 4, no.47/398. The report indicates tbat Lhis practiœ had begun in January 
1 786. but that it was stiil oniy irreguiar. Judge Perryn once offered to forward his notes of an Old Bailey triai 
he had presided at that same year "thro' fear the short Hand Wrim sho'd omit to take noticew of some 
particularly important facts on the case; see HO 4714 (Perryn. J .  to Sydney?, 14 A@ 1786). The use of the 
Sessions Paper in this connection was sufficiently well-known to be commenteci on by a contemporary 
parnphleteer; see J .Dornforcî, Nine krters to t h  Lord Mayor und Aldennen of the City of London, on the srafe 
of the p~sons  and pnkoners within ~he i r  jurisdiction ([ 17861), 3 8-9n. 



(although. by the 1820s. they were apparently indispensable)." Only four lists of convicts 

whose cases were heard before the Council before 1816 nuvive, but they al1 have page 

references to the relevant accounts in the Sessions Paper written in beneath their na me^.'^ 

This may mean that the Sessions Paper was a c W y  used during the Council itself, where it 

must have proved particularly useful in helping to decide cases in which no petition had been 

submitted on a convict's behalf." However, although the Lord Chancellor had been 

receiving a free copy of each issue as early as 1778, the City did not gant the Home 

Secretq the same privilege until 182 1 ." So it is not clear that the page numbers indicate 

use of the Sessions Papa by any member of the Council other than the Lord Chancellor, 

who probably had the main voice in decision-making. 

However, there is evidence to wggest that the Home Department used the Sessions 

Papa for purposes of quick reference when considering cases of pardon from non-capital 

sentences during the 1780s. Judges to whom cases were referred sometimes invoked its 

account of a pxticuiar convict's trial in place of extensive discussions of the evidence on 

@The publisber of the Sessions Paper once compiained that Adair had been purchasing traamipts of Old 
Bailey trials from Gurney, the former pubtisher of the Sessions Paper, in pref-ce to his own - despite the 
fact that his payment from the City was partly predicated on his supplying these ttanscripts (C.L.R.O., City 
Lands Minute Book 15 [2 May 1787; and City Lands 84 ff. 194-95). That Adair was doing this seems to be 
confmed by a passage in his expense accounts book, which records a payment "to W Gurney the shorthand 
wri ter . . . for his transcript of the Trials of tbe Capital Convicts of June Sessions 1 789 . . . " (Add M S  538 15 
f. a). It also seems to be confïrmed by the k t  that City autfiorities, in a cost£utting measure, suspended the 
shorthand writer's obligation to provide his notes to the Recorder in 1794 (C.L.R.O., City Lands 85 f.317). But 
Adair m a y  have been an exception, The City again took up the cost of these notes in 1805 (C .L.R.O.. City 
Lands 97 f. 70). So vital to the Report did these notes become that, in 1829, the Recorder had to delay a Report 
because he did not yet have them in hand; s e  HO 6/14 (Recorder to R-Peel, 15 Dec 1829); and Add M S  40316 
f.61. 

m~~ 37/21 ff. 146-7; and HO 42/2 ff.96-7, 23&1 & 3068.  

"This is explicit in two of the three extant lists from 1783, in which the Sessions Paper was invoked to 
confirm that the jury or prosecutor had recommended to mercy a convict on whose behalf no petition had been 
submitted (HO 42/2 ff.96-7 & 306-8). 

Y.L.R.O., City Lands 70 ff. 141-2; and City Lands 112 ff.228-9. 



their cases, which would seem to indicate a presumption that the Home Department had 

access to copies? Moreover, although the Home Secretary did not yet receive a copy of 

the Sessions Paper as a matter of course, Sydney had requested in 1786 that the CiQ supply 

one "from time to timew for the purposes of avoiding references to judges which would have 

been unnecessas, "had the circurnstances of the Trial been known." Three years later he 

anticipated that one upcoming Report would not require much time because the cases did 

"not appear by the Sessions paper to be of the most atrocious kinds. " And in 1789, when 

eight Old Bailey convicts attempted to refuse pardons on condition of transportation, Nepean 

supplied Grenville with copies of the Sessions Papen that containeci accounts of the relevant 

convicts' trials .74 

So there is much indirect evidence that the Home Department was at least using the 

Sessions Paper on an intermittent and disaete bas& to facilitate a heavily burdened 

metroplitan pardon systern. It is unclear whether or not it was using the Sessions Paper 

regularly and systematically: no copies of it have survived among the Home Office papers. 

The only run of the Sessions Papa which is preserved in the Public Record Office begins 

only in 1 80 1 and appears to be a second- hand copy , presurnably obtained at some Iater 

date.'-' On the other hmd, the absence of the Sessions Paper from the exmt Home Office 

papers does not prove that it was not used. We noted in Chapter 2 that there are also 

73H0 42/ 1 1.28%; HO 47/6 (kshhurst, J. to E. Nepean?, 1 1 March 1787); HO 47/9 (Recorder? to Sydney, 
2 1 Aug 1 789); and HO 47/15 (Pheiips. J. CO H. Dundas?, 19 Jan 1792). In r e f h g  one case to the Recorder, 
the Under b t a r y  noted that the ose in question "does not appear on ihat part of the Sessions Paper which 
has yet been pxinted. " which suggests h t  the Home Department may in fact have been receiving it regularly; 
see HO 471 13 (S.Btxnaxd? to Recorder, 24 May 1791). 

74H0 1314 p. 1634; Laer Con. George III, no.508; and Add MS 59356 ff.61-2 & 63-4. For this incident 
and its significance, see below pp.425-6. 
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vimally no extant letters from gaol keepers after 1792, although the entry-books suggest that 

there must still have beeo many coming in. So it is possible that the copies of the Sessions 

Papers which were used in the Home Department have vanished dong with the vast bulk of 

the in-letters relating to criminal matters which would have b e n  the preserve of the Cnminal 

At any rate, there cm be no question of the Sessions Paper's centrality to capital 

pardon procedure in London after 182 1 ,  when the Home Secretary fkst began to receive 

copies regularly from the City. The dramatic nse in capital convictions which followed 1781 

TABLE 6.1 
Capital Punishment in the MetropoIis, 1777-92and 1 8 15-30 

1 2 3 4 
Y ear No. Condemned No. Executed % Executed 

The 1780s 
2 3 
63 32 
81 33 
60 23 
94 50 
90 40 
108 45 
173 53 
153 56 
151 97 
127 50 
113 92 
83 25 
97 26 
67 33 
83 34 
89 24 

The 1820s 
2 3 
139 1 1  
227 29 
208 16 
201 21 
180 23 
211 46 
151 29 
138 38 
124 1 1  
149 12 
168 16 
204 20 
214 17 
175 21 
131 25 
133 6 

SOURCES: PP(HC): 18 19.xvü.295-9; 1826-7.xix. 199-200; 1830- 1 .xü.508-9; 
I842.xxxii.545; and HO 614. 

had eased off by the 1790s, a development which presumably returned the administration of 



pardon in the rnetropolis to a more manageable state of affairs. But after the end of the 

Napoleonic Wars, capital offenden were again being convicted at the Old Bailey in greater 

numbers than ever. At this time, the Recorder, the Lord Chancellor and the Home Secretary 

resorted to the Sessions Paper in making the Recorder's Report to Council more manageable. 

In the fmt instance. it appears to have k e n  used to anticipate the length of time which 

consideration of each case mi@ require. (Sydney had mentioned it in this comection as 

early as 1789.) In 18 19 Lord Chancellor Eldon remarked that he had 'cast [his] eye over the 

printed Old Bailey Paper[s] that are to be considered at the next Report" and that a date 

could now be set for it.76 Second and integral to the question of scheduling Council 

meetings, the Sessions Paper became a common text that the Recorder, Lord Chancellor and 

Home Secretary could use to decide which cases obviously warranteci pardon, identifying 

oniy the more complex or otherwise potentidy difficuit ones for the Council's close 

attention. in 1823 the Recorder told Peel that he had "delayed giving Notice of my Report 

two days, not king able to refer Younelf and the Lord Chancellor to the Pages in the 

Sessions Paper which is not yet printed. m e r  letters amongst these three officials make 

clear their efforts to identify the most taxing cases io advance, three of which clearly state or 

imply the role of the Sessions Paper in helping to make these decisions.'* 

Most accounts of cases given in the Sessions Paper seem temQingly short when we 

'"von R.O., 152WC 18LgIOZ (Eldon to Sidmouth, 5 Jan 1819). 

"HO 618 (Recorder to R-Peel, 31 May 1823). 

" ~ d d  MS 40352 ff.96-7; Add MS 40380 f.294; HO 6/14 (Recorder to R.Pee1, 5 July 1829); and HO 6/17 
(Recorder to Melbourne, 1 1 Oct 1832). For other attempts to identify particularly cornplicated cases, see HO 
47150 (Eldon to R.Ryder?, 18 Feb 1811): Add MS 40367 f.184; HO 6/10 (Recorder to Peel, 2 Feb 1825); Add 
MS 40315 ff. 237-8 & 276-7. An exchange in 1822 between Peei and Eldon is pariicularfy interesting, in so far 
as it &es dear tbat the actual order of the cases distribuied over two sessions was altered so "that the Cases, 
which are not doubtfd, may be disposed of in the h t  Report, tho they belong to the second" (Add MS 403 15 
ff.68-9). Such anticipations are found in virtually every notification of feadiness G.om the Recorder from 1832 
until the end of the Report in 1837 (HO 6/f 7-22 passim). 
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consider that lives were in the balance, so there is certainly room to doubt how far it made a 

positive contribution to the quality of decision-making in the CounciI. It seems clear that the 

Sessions Papa was not the principal source of evidence used by the Council in its final, life- 

and-death deliberations. The Recorder still prepared extensive written Repom; Lord 

Chancellor Eldon claimed that he spent rnany hours rnalcing precise notes in order to 

determine who should Live and who die for the sake of example; and petitions from the 

convicts themselves flowed into the Home Office. AU of these documents had also to be 

considered at the C~unc i l .~~  hdeed no members of the Council other the Lord Chancellor, 

Chief Justice and Home Secretary even appear to have received copies of the Sessions Paper 

before January 1829. when Lord Ellenborough and several others expressed "a wish to have 

p ~ t e d  copies of the evidence of the trial of the person[s] whose cases were to be decided . . . 

sent to them some days before[band]." This wish was complied with on at least this one 

occasion: Eilenborough recalled subsequently reading them on his way to Windsor for a 

~eport ." 

The principal advantage provided by the Sessions Paper was that it formed a common 

factual resource amongst the three officiais who had to decide when the Council wouid be 

held and which cases would actually be heard in detail. This would appear to be the obvious 

rationale for the practice, begun in 182 1 - the same year tbat the City fht supplied the 

Home Secretary with free copies - of listing the page numbers of each case on the list of 

capital convicts which the Recorder sent to the Home Secretary in requesting that a date be 

' 9 ~  delay of a few days was expected in one Report because Eldon "of course arill wish For a day or taro 
days perhaps to consider the Recorders minutes . . . " (Add MS 40352 f. 120). 
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set for his Report." In so far as it seems to have been used to identify the most serious, 

life-ordeath cases - that is, those which warranted the closest consideration - the Home 

Department's use of the Sessions Paper may have had some positive impact on the quality of 

decision-making . 

But to explain the urgency which was attacheci to the Sessions Paper during the 

1780s, we must direct our attention away from the cases of capital convicts and toward 

appeals from non-capital sentences. 1 have already describecl the problem of chronic 

overcrowdùig in Newgate prison during the 1780s, which stemmeci partly from the sheer 

number of offenders being convicted in the meîropoiis and partly from the preference of 

metropolitan authorities for principles of maximum seventy in pend practices. Yearly 

removals to the h u k  of approximately one hundred convicts under sentence of transportation 

were insufficient to relieve Newgate of its full burden of untransported convicts, to say 

nothing of capital respites awaiting the Report in Councü. The removal of mauy of these 

convicts ultimately depended on conditional pardons (imprisoment, military service, or self- 

transportation) or remission of sentence, something which could not be achieved until a 

reference ûad been made and a written report received from the Recorder. This secondary 

class of pardon references assumed an unusually large Sgnificance in the metropolitan system 

of pardon during the 1780s. 

After the mid-1770s, the burden of deciding such cases seems to have fallen upon the 

Recorder alone. Just how large a burden this must have been is suggested by Table 6.2, 

which indicates the proportion of aî i  references to judges which these non-capital references 

made up between 1786 and 1795. Given the pressures of preparing the Reports of the capital 

"The fmt instance of this was the list of convicts convicted at the September session; see HO W6 (Recorder 
to Sidmouth, 12 Nov 1821). 



cases, not to mention his own extra-official activities, the Recorder of the 1780s soon feu 

badly k 5 n d  in reporting this less serious but no less pressing class of cases. As early as 

July 1783, he could ody promise to provide the individual reports in such cases "by 3 or 4 

at the timen given the "extreme hurry of business . . . . " In June 1788 he had as yet failed to 

provide responses in th%-seven cases, many of which had been referred to him more than a 

year beforehand. The foliowing year he again had thuty-three cases outstaoding, =y of 

TABLE 6.2 
Pardon References to Judges: The Metropolis vs the Nation, 17861795 

Y ear Old Bailey National 
(non-capital) (capital & 

non-capital) 

Percentage 
Old Bailey 

------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------- 
1786 2 4 50.0 
1787 20 46 43.5 
1788 14 16 87.5 
1789 36 70 51.4 
1790 23 44 52.3 
1791 19 59 32.2 
1792 9 min. 33 27.3 min. 
1793 26 49 53.1 
1794 17 41 41.5 
1795 9 36 25.0 

SOURCE: HO 13/4-10.82 

them referred as much as a year before." These delays must have stnick the Home 

Secretary as being the more annoying, not simply because of the "pemicious consequences 

which must result from this extraordinary delay," but also because the expected substance of 

n ~ a b l e  6.2 provides oniy a cnide sense of the proportion of noncapital metroplitan references to 
references overall. My count is derived from ihe microfilm copy of HO 13 produced for the Australian Joint 
Copy Roject, which is only seiective befm 181 1. 1 see no reason for there to be a disproportionate 
~presentation of one set of references over another, but this cannot be assumed with any great confidence. And 
it is possible that some rieferences were never recorded in HO 13 at dl. 

'=HO 1316 pp.214-6; HO 13/7 pp.73-5; and HO 42/3 ff.38-9. 



the Recorder's reports in such instances was usudy quite minimal by cornparison with that 

expected of circuit judges. On some occasions, to expedite the transportation of offenders, 

the Home Department referred lists of convicts to the Recorder with the simple request that 

he r e m  the list after "aff'jyllng the punishment which, in [yow] opinion, each of them ought 

to suffer, that conditional pardons may be prepared accordingly. "" Many of the "reports" 

of such cases which were retumed by the Recorder consisted of Little more than lists of 

names identifying the date of trial, nature of the offence and recommended condition of 

pardon. 85 

The Home Department might weli have been content with a similarly minimal level of 

detail in the report of individual cases, and it is in this respect that the potentid usefulness of 

the Sessions Paper becomes apparent. lo 1786 the Home Secretiiry requested tbat the City of 

London "hasten as much as possible the printing of the Sessions Paper," and tbat copies 

should be sent to him "from time to time" because "applications are frequently sent to him in 

favour of convicts immediately after their trial, and references oflen made to the Judge upon 

cases with which he would not be troubled had the circumstances of the Trial been lcnown 

. . . ." Since the Home Department continued to refer secondary cases in the metropdis to the 

Recorder and to no other judge, it is possible that this letter was largely meant to suggest to 

City authorities an obviously expedient means by which conditional pardons could be 

determined for secondary cases, particularly those which had b e n  tried a long time ago and 

1317 p. 7 1. Other examples, phrased differently but implying a similar procedure, include HO 1313 
pp.236-7; HO 1314 p.336; HO 1316 pp.410-1; HO 1318 pp.396 & 454-5 (the la- of which instructed the 
Recorder to assign conditions "without giving any detailed account of their cases in the present moment.. . . "); 
HO 1319 p.513; and HO 13/10 pp. 184 & 205-6. 

%O 42135 ff.351-2; HO 4713 (Recorder to E.Nepean?, n.d. [c.Marçh 17851; Recorder to Sydney?, 
n.d. [R. 3 March 1785); & Recorder to Sydney?, 28 Dec 1 785); HO 4715 (Recorder to Sydney?, 26 & 3 1 Dec 
1786, & a d . ) ;  HO 47/9 (Recorder to W. W-Grenville?, 24 June 1789); HO 471 15 (Recorder to H.Dundas?, 15 
Feb 1792); and HO 471 19 (Recorder to Portland, 8 & 23 April, & 5 & 8 Aug 1795). 



for which the judge's notes might be more difficult to retrieve. Adair's accounts indicate that 

he was receiving the Sessions Paper as early as 1784, aithough he did not acquire a cornplete 

set until 1790.'~ As with capital cases, the use of the Sessions Paper as a resource in 

deciding secondary pardons was explicit by the 1820s. although the number of references to 

the Recorder had dwindled by then (see Table 6.3 below)." in the larger scheme of things, 

the Home Department's letter of 1786 may have signailed the beginning of its ambitions to 

eliminate secondary references to the Recorder altogether - a possibility to which 1 wiU 

The Sessions Paper was not the only written record which could be used in helping to 

decide non-capital pardons in the metropdis. As early as 1773 the famous Middlesex 

magistrate Sir John Fielding had emphasized the necessity of keeping some record of each 

convicted offender's character and of the evidence produced at their trial. Fielding was 

particularly concemed about the administration of pardon with respect to non-capital convicts 

because he feared that many of them were actually serious offenders who had simply been 

lucky at trial or in the Council, and who might now renew their depredations on society: 

[Tlhe impositions which affect the fountain of Royal mercy most frequently and most 
fatally are those which procure fkee pardons for offenders under sentence of 
transportation; for it often happens that many notorious criminals, afkr havhg 
escaped justice, though often tried for the highest offence, are at last convicted for 
petty thefts, either owing to the leniency of the prosecutors or the nature of the case. 
Here the offence appearing trivial and strong application (deceitfblly obtained) for 
mercy seldom fail of success. And under these circumstances, to [my] certain 
knowledge, some very daring robbers have been let loose to the terror of society. 

MHO 1314 pp.163-4; and Add M S  53815 ff.57, 58 & 61. 

'%O 61 17 (Recorder to H. Hobhouse, 19 & 22 Aug 1822); HO 47/64 (Recorder to R.Peel, 20 Dec 1823); 
PC 1/71 (Recorder to H.Hobhouse, n.d.[c.lune 18241); and HO 47/65 (Recorder to R-Peel, 10 Juiy 1824). As 
in the capital cases, the Recorder was also careful to use his own notes of the trial wherever possible. 1 suspect 
that the most expeditious use of the Sessions Paper was made during the 1780s, when the pressure of numbers 
was at its greatest. 



Fielding befieved that such cases of ill-considerd mercy could be minimized or even 

altogether elirninated by regular reference to a "register of offenders" like that which he had 

kept in his Bow Street office for several years.' The Earl of Suffolk may have shown some 

interest in Fielding's proposai. although there is no evidence that either he or Wüliam Eden 

ever acted upon it. On the other hand, City of London records indicate occasional payments 

"for making Lists of Prisoners med at the Old Bailey," lists which perhaps were made with 

this idea in rnind and whose f i n t  appeaiaoce coincide with the fim alanning increase in the 

number of metroplitan prosecutions after 1767.w in September 1791 the Sheriffs of 

London began to keep an annually updated register of "the Several Persons Confineci in . . . 

Newgate for felonies and Misdemeanours" but, only two years later, the City ordered it 

At this point the Home Department took over the keeping of the Register, which was 

to be up-datecl by means of weekly retms to be submitted by the Sheriffs of London and 

Middlesex. That the Home Secretary, Henry Dundas, had in miad an idea very much like 

Fielding's is indicated by the particular instniction to the Sheriffs that they should specify 

"against each Name ... whether such person hath before been in custody and on what 

occasion, and any other information which may lead to a knowledge of the generd character 

of the offender which rnay have come to your knowledge. The Register was meant to 

U~ol .  HO Pupers, 4: 1 1. Fielding's concern may particularly have beeo aroused by the unusually large 
number of free pardons being granted to non-capitai convicts in London between 1771 and 1775, probably as a 
consequence of the rebuilding of Newgate durùig those years (see above, pp.139-40). 

*C.L.R.O.: Rep 171 pp.537-8; Rep 176 p.119; Rep 187 p.85; and Rep 201 pp.272-3. See also AR 13 
(Chfon 1770): 128; and GM 40 (1770): 234 & 342. 

 PO^.^.^.^.: Rep 197 p. 107; Rep 198 pp.61 & 1934: and Jor 73 f.359. 

''HO 1319 p.400 (repeated at HO 43/4 pp.451-2). In 1797 the Chief Clerk of the Home Department 
described the purposes of the Register as king 

To note each Cornmitment and Conviction, for the Pwpose of distinguishing between old and new 
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ensure that serious offenders should not derive any undue benefit from the pardon system. It 

seems to have been particularly intended to complement the evidence, supplied by the 

Sessions Paper, as to the offender's giillt or innocence on the phcular offense, with 

evidence as to their general character which may or may not have been produced at trial? 

Both sorts of evidence were vital in determining appropriate pardon decisions - although in 

what relative proportions is difficult to detern~ine.~~ And it is striking that the metropohtan 

registen were more detaiied than their regional counterparts, which the Home Deparmient 

began to keep in 1805.94 

The Home Department's general concem to secure evidentiary resources was an 

innovative response to the great problem which the number of convicts posed to the 

naditional systern of pardon in the menopolis after 1781. It made it at least possible not to 

have to refer non-capital cases to the Recorder at ail, but rather to confine informed decision- 

making on them to the Department itself. The dedine in the number and proportion of such 

references during the 1790s - despite the compla.int of the Department's Chief Clerk in 1797 

that the number of pardon solicitations had "of late Years been very considerably increased, 

by the increased and increasing Practice of sohciting Mercy in the Cases of CnimioalsWPs - 

Offenders; to shew the hcrease or Decrease of the several Descriptions of Felous; to make Entry of aii  
References to Judges upon Solicitations for Pardon, and likewise the Entry of aii Pardons 

("Sixteenth Report from the Select Cornmittee on Finance, &c, : Secretaries of State, " 19 July 1797: in 
Commons Papen. 109: 137). 

921 suspect h t  c o n ~ u e d  referwces to the Recorder stemmed in Iarge measure from the need of the Home 
Secretary to 6nd character Sormation to complement the Sessions Paper's account of the basic evidence of the 
individual offence. 

%hg, " Decision-Makers and Decision-Making, " 42-5 1 ; and Beaiiie, Crime ond the Couas, 43249. 

%e two ~ g i s t e r s  k q t  by the City from 1791-3 are aow at HO 26/1 & 56; the registers which follaw on 
them begin at HO 26/2. As indicated below, the purpose underiying the regionai registers (HO 27) was 
somew hat di fferent. 

9s" 1 6th Report of Cornmitiez on F'ulifnce; " in C o m m  Papen, 109: 137. 



suggesu that such decision-making may have ben  increasingly conducted within the Home 

Department alone. This possibility is perhaps reinforced by the failure of secondary 

references in the metroplis to increase in tandem with the immense upsurge in the number 

of capital convicts afier 1815 (see Table 6.1 above). Indeed by the latter penod, as Table 6.3 

indicates, the percentages seem less significant than the remarkably small absolute numbers 

of references - a strong indication that less and less of the actual decision-making in pardon 

cases was in the han& of trial judges by this time. 

TABLE 6.3 
Pardon References to Judges: The Metroplis vs the Nation, 1786- 1825 

Y ears Old Bailey National 
(non-capital) (capital & 

non-capital) 

Percentage 
Old Bailey 

180 min. 
218 
129 
187 
106 
233 
60 
122 

80.6 max. 
50.0 
20.2 
21.9 min. 
24.5 
17.6 
11.7 
8.2 

SOURCE: HO 13/4-43.% 

That said, the g a t h e ~ g  of information about metroplitan convicts does not seem to 

have proceeded with the regularity and attention to detail that its advocates had intended. 

D u ~ g  the 1790s, the magistrate and police-refom advocate Patrick Colquhoun echoed 

Fielding's cornplaint of twenty years earlier about the " want of a more correct and regular 

Systern, for the purpose of obtaining the fullest and moa authentic information, to avoid 

%Sec the mervations above at n82. 



deceptions in the obtaining of pardons." Like Fielding, Colquhoun believed that large 

numbers of irredeemable convicts "after a temporary confinement, would retum upon the 

Public, with little prospect of being better disposed to be usefd to Society, than before."" 

His belief that this was so may not have stemmed as much from direct knowledge of the 

Department's actual resources as fiom an extremely hostile exchange between himself and 

Edward Raven, the Keeper of the Register, in 1799. Colquhoun had requested that Raven 

provide him with a precis of "Trials, Acquittais and Punishments, discharges, pardons &c. " 

Raven refuseci, partly because of the pressure of departmentai work, and partly because he 

deemed such information to be fit ody "for the private Information of [the Home Secretary]" 

- but perhaps primarily because he hoped to publish that information for his own profit!' In 

the face of Raven's intraosigence, Colquhoun may simpiy have concluded that the 

information did not exist. 

Coiquhoun rnay have been correct. As early as 1795, Raven had complained pnvately 

to the former Home Secretary of the "witchcraftn by which both the new Police Offices and 

the Keeper of Newgate were "denying the information necessary for the Secretary of State in 

the exposition of notorious characters . . . . " As a result, Raven continuecl, echoing Fielding, 

pardons increase while the applicants smile at the concealment of their characters and 
thus is His Majesty and the Secretanes of State deceived. nie an of wrihng a pardon 
is rhe buriness of a school boy. bur ro disrngirish . . . fir objects is the resulr of 
Nfonnannnanon Ond inquiry mended wirh lubout and expence. . . . . 1 most eamestly intreat 
that . . . this Book may be continued with some degree of force or authority that 1 may 

"P.Colquhoun, A Treahe on the Police of the Me1rop0fi.s (Montclair. NJ, 1969; rep. of 1806 ed.), 27 & 
446-51 (quotes at 27 & 449). 

"HO 42/48 ff.58-61. The Home Secretary, Portland, thought both men to be presumptuous in the extreme 
concerning, respectiveiy, their monopoly over and rights of access to departmentai records: "Raveri &ad no 
business to say more to Colquhoun than that he couid not consider himself at liberty to comply with bis mpest 
without orciers from me to that purpose; & C[olquhoun] had still less reason to fly into such a passion" (HO 
42/48 f.61v [endorsementJ). 
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no longer be the subject of ridicule? 

So Raven's later bluster in dealing with Colquhoun may have k e n  intended in part to mask 

his own inability to secure the information as required. His ultimate dismissal from the Home 

Department in 1800 raises the possibility that he may have been eitûer inadequately informed 

about matters or even out-rightly negligent in the exercise of his duties.Im 

In general then, it is difficult to be certain as to the regularity and effectiveness with 

which the Home Department was coilecting and employing its new textual resources - the 

Sessions Paper and the Registers - before the early nineteenth centuiy. Nevertheless, the fact 

that the Home Department seems to have taken them seriously as a potential bais for 

deterrnining pardon decisions in the metropolis is remarkable enough in itself. In the first 

place, it suggests a major shift away From a system of pardon which was personal and 

immediate: personal, in so far as the decision usually rested with the judge who had presided 

over the case at triai; and immediate, in so far as rnost appeals and decisions foilowed fairly 

closely on the onguial conviction. In metropditan London, the desire of officiais to ennire 

that the maximum number of serious offenders was punished with the maximum seventy, 

coupled with a vast increase in the number of such offenders, produceci a situation in which 

both of these aspects of the traditional pardon system were breaking dom. Convicts might 

*S.R.O.. GD51 11258 (emphases in original). Later tbat same year, Raven opposed a g e n d  reference in 
which the Recorder of London was asked to assign terms of milimy service to a group of convicts in Newgate, 
arguing that many such pardons would be "impositions ... on the King's Humanity," aod stating tbat be had 
tumed d o m  bribes from some people to let similar cases go througb (HO 42/35 ff.235-6). But in fact, the 
Recorder's replies to the Home Secretary's requests in ibese matters show as much sensitivity to distinctions of 
punishrnent as was possible given the lixnited range of pend options available to capital respi tes and transports 
in the metropolis (HO 47/19 [Recorder to Portland, 8 & 23 April, & 5 & 8 Aug 17951; and HO 42/35 ff.351- 
2). None of the convicts in question eluded punislunent aitogethet and Raven never bothered to say just how 
exactly he expected them to be punished otherwise. At any rate, in the rnidst of a major war, military senrice 
must have seemed a s e v m  enough punishment to those receiving it- By raising a problem witfiout ais0 
suggesting a solution to it, Raven must have greatly antagonized his superiors. 

'%O 42/51 ff.430-3 & 502; and R.R.Nelson, ?h Home W c e .  I782-1801 (Durham, NC, 1%9), 61-2. 
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languish either in Newgate or on board the hulks for so long that pardon decisions in their 

cases might have to be made several years after their trial. By this time, both the trial judge 

and his notes of the case might be unavailable. This, coupled with the large number of such 

cases to be considered, would have made mort to written records not only the obvious but 

possibly the only strategy for ensuring that some measure of justice was done. 

Second and more strikingly, the Department's concem for securing reliable texts 

suggests, not onfy that attention to individual cases which we might associate with 

discretionary justice, but also a concern for ensuring that all convicted offenders were in 

some degree punished - something which later critics of the discretionary system accused it 

of fundamentally neglecting, and which has traditionally ken  characterized as a component 

only of England's "reformedm crirnioal justice system. This bars  out John E3eattie's broad 

contention that changing punishments during the eighteenth century are at hast as well 

undemood as refiecting a determination to ensure that more offenders were punished more 

severeiy than ever before - to bring, in his words, "the greatest ~.nha~pifKSs to the greatest 

number of convicts" - as of intentions to humanize perd practices. It aiso reinforces Randall 

McGowen's contention that the debate over the reform of the c r h h d  law is better 

understood as a transition from one "image" of criminal justice to another than from one set 

of practices to another. 'O1 

This is not to suggest that the discretionary systern of the early nineteenth-century was 

above reproach. Evidence for the use of Miten records by the Home Department is only 

extensive with respect to the metropoîis; most cases on the circuits continuecl to be 

'OIBeattie, Crime and the Courrs, 450-61 8 (quote at 6 17); and R. McGowen, "The image of Justice and 
Reform of the Criminal Law in Early Nineteeath-Century England," Bflalo Low Review 32 (1983): 89-117. 
But see also Beattie's caution against overemphnsiang the ambition amongst conternporaries "that the crime and 
the criminal were to fit the punishment" (Cr* and t h  Couns, 439). 1 agree, although 1 th* that this 
ambition rnay have km widening in %ope for the metroplis by 1800. 
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determined by the triai judges until long after 1800. Nor was it necessarily the case that the 

use of such matenais in the metropolis particuiarly enhanced the quality of decision-making 

by any self-evidently humanitarian standard - or, indeed, any standard at al1 other than the 

need for some measure of expedience and efficiency where large numbers were concemeci. 

We are studying a system in m i t i o n ,  and more apparently so with respect to the metropolis 

than any other part of England. 

Nevertheless, Home Semetaries were dive to the issues and difficulties involved in 

administering a pardon system that had to make good on the expectation of punishment for 

the guilty and mercy for those who deserved it. They sought to facilitate large-scale decision- 

making by creating a bureaucracy which would collect and order the rapidly ~ccUIU~M~ 

records so that the Home Secretary coutd be enabled to decide the rnerïts of each case for 

himself. It is to this bureaucracy, and the changing practices over which it presided, tbat we 

now turn our attention. 

III. The Criminal Branch and Pardon, 1790.1840 

One of the most striking aspects of both Sidmouth and Peel as Home Secretaries is 

the extent to which they appear to have been personally engaged in making decisions in 

pardon cases. The achievement of such a degree of engagement was not simply a fhction of 

moral scmple. It also reflected the development of a sub-department within the Home 

Secretary's office that was me- to enable the Home Secretary to keep Pace with the steadily 

increasing number of criminai cases and issues to be considered. The tasic of the Criminal 

Branch was to review and organize the co~espondence relating to convicts, be it pardon 

leiiers or l e m  relating to the gaols and the hulks, in such a faShion as to facilitate the 

Secretary 's personai decision-making on each question. 
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A number of things provided the impetus behind the deveiapment (we c m  hardly say 

"creation") of the Cnminai Branch. It may, in some nebulous sense. have refiected the 

withdrawai of the King tiom active participation in the pardon process afkr 1789. A more 

conaete impulse would have been the chronic illness of Evan Nepean, the Home 

Department's f3st permanent Under Secretary, coupled with the large and rapid expansion of 

the Home Department's domestic concems after 1792. By this year, the responsibility for 

organinng the criminal correspondence seems to have failen on the Chief Clerk. William 

Pollock - so much so that many letters were addressecl duectly to him rather than the 

Secretary of State. l m  

The outbreak of war between Britain and France on 1 February 1793 was probably a 

M e r  impulse behind the creation of a sub-bureaucracy to organize criminal matters. We 

have seen that the Home Secretary of the time. Henry Dundas, became deeply involved in 

the effort to prosecute the war. In this context, it is strikbg that Edward Raven, who was 

already employed by the City of London in conducting the Register of metropditan convicts, 

was appointed a Supplementary Clerk only two days after France declared war on Britain. 

His f o d  appointment as Keeper of the Register eight mont& later marks the first point at 

which an explicitly designated functiomy was appointai for the purpose of maaaging an 

aspect of the Department's cnminat business. Irn 

The second nich appointment, that of the attorney and MP William Baldwin as 

Counsel for Criminai Business in January 1796, served a more obviously determinative 

'%O 42/21 ff.488 & 501; and HO 42/22 f. 11. PolIock's involvement in criminal matters is apparent as 
m l y  as 1788; see also HO 47/7 (J-Shaw to Sydney, 25 June 1788); HO 42/22 f.23 1 ; HO 421 23 ff.278-9; and 
HO 42/24 f. 1 32. 

lWJ.C. ~ainty. Hame W c e  @J?nals. 1782-1 870 (1975), 23 & 25-26. Raven's appointment in the Home 
Department pffceded by tfrree months the City's candation of his saiary, sa the decision on their part did not 
n d l y  refiect a disregard for the pmblem of convict administmtion. 



function than Raven's. There is evidence of Baldwin's activity in an advisory capacity almost 

a year and a half beforehand, when his patron and political leader the Duke of Portland first 

assumed the Home ~ecretaryship.'~ Orden for Baldwin's payment indicate that he was 

expected to advise on " al1 questions r e i a ~ g  to the Criminal Business . . . . " His moa 

obvious tasks were to read and organize the petitions and reports flowing into the office, and 

to advise the Secretary of State on their disposition - "to give his opinion when a case is sent 

with the usual compliment (the fee) marked on the back of it," as one sceptical MP d e d b e d  

it.Io6 Some sense of Baldwin's potential influence is mggesteci by his detailed 

recommendation in the case of William Lay, a convict in Maidstone Gao1 about L 803: 

Not king apprized of the Circumstances of this Case nor having any opportwiity of 
looking into the Endence which was given upon y' Tryal I can only recornmend it to 
Lord Pelham to refer the Case to 4 Judge who üyed y' Convict upon whose report 
Lord P. will most probably be enabled to form a Judgment whether y' Pet[itionl & 
recom[en&tio]n ought or ought not to be complied with. UrB 

And Pelham's annotation beneath it is suggestive of Baldwin's Muence: "Let it be referred 

& a letter [sent to the petitioner] to that effect. "Io7 Indeed on several occasions Baldwin 

annotated Newgate petitions in a manner which implied, not only that the Home Department 

!w~allward tibrary (Nottingham U.), PwF 243; and Commom l7PI)-l8ZO, 3: 123-5. 

'oS~eparunental orders to pay Baldwin bis sdary betwem 1799 and 1813 are recorded at HO 36/11 pp.225- 
6. 360-1. 451 & 516-7; HO 36/12 pp.66, t 86 & 297; HO 36/14 pp.61, 193 & 357; HO 36/15 pp. 1 14. 224, 
330 & 467; and HO 36/17 pp. 108 & 268. 

' 0 7 ~ 0  47/33 (petition of W. Lay, c.  1 8034). Baldwin (and also, after 1800, Capper's) mganizatiod and 
advisory function is apparent in many other annotations on cases: "W Baldwin or M! Capper to report on this 
case. . . . P[eiharnln (HO 47/33 [J. Richardson to Peibam, 26 April (1 803) D; " . . . deliv'd to Mr Capper (for Mr 
Baldwin) to be referred to the recorder of Portsmouth" (Althorp PP, G246 [petition re Belton Lockyer. 12 
March 18061); "This case has been r e f d  & the Report is very unfavorable - Lord Splencer] deciding 
ag[aias]t relief - W ,Baldwinn (Althorp Pf , G264 [G. Smart to Spencer, 21 Jdy 1 8061); and *W Capper, If this 
Man's Character has been enquired into on board the Hulk - and is satisfactory - M Graùam to be informed 
that the Pardon is acceded to - the Judges R e p o ~  in his Case king a favourable one. [J-Beckett]" (HO 47/42 
[petition instruction. c.Aug 18091). It was ais0 apparent to thase writing on behalf of convicts. "M Baldwin or 
W Capper is the Gentlemen to appiy to at the Secretary of State's Office ..." (HO 47/42 f l . H u . g e  to 
M-Nigh, 19 July 18091; and see HO 47/44 [H.Gardner to B.P.Capper. 8 Aug 18101). 



did indeed decide some secondary metropolitan cases without reference to the Recorder, but 

also that Baldwin's advice could be particularly authontative in nich instances. In 1810 

Baldwin commented extensively on the petition of Mary Murphy, a convict in Newgate: 

1 have read [in the Sessions Paper?] the Tryal of Mary Murphy. It appears to be a 
slight Case. The Petr very youog. Perhaps yr Pet" would give secwity for her good 
Behavr & take care to provide a proper [position] for her - M Ryder [the Home 
Secretary] will perhaps think it right that some Answer shod be sent to the RH the 
Duke of Kent [the petitioner on her behalfl. WB'* 

Baldwin and Raven also appear to have exercised a supewisory function over the separately 

contracted hulk establishments at Woolwich and Portsmouth, as weU as the removal of 

convicts fiom h u k  and gaols for nansportation.'" Yet for a l i  his activity, Baldwin's 

position was by no means a permanent one. He seerns nearly to have lost it when Earl 

Spencer became Home Secretary in 1806."0 And on his death in 1813 it was aiiowed to 

lapse, partly as a sop to a economy-minded parliament constantiy on the look-out for 

ImHO 421 109 f. 123v. Another case, that of John Biles, which cleariy had been r e f d  to the Recorder, has 
atîached to it a note reading "Let him be pardooed agreeable to the Report- WB" (HO 47/21 [Recorder to 
Portland, 19 April 17977). Five years later, Lord Pelham endorsed Baldwin's detailed explanation of the case of 
Robert Stuart, convicted of uttering in M a y  1801 (HO 47/31 [20 Nov 18021). 

'Og~dd MS 33106 ff.138-8 & 162-3, the latter of which observes "that matters ... have for some time pst 
requited your special interference at Langston Harbour & in respect to the mode of conducting the businas of 
the unfortunate, doomed victims . . . . " 

"-1 Fitzwilliam feit obiiged to put in a g d  woni for "my old friend Mr Baldwin" who "bas no official 
appointment, but is professiody employed" in the Home Department- Spencer, who ultimately kept Baldwin 
on, was initially noncornniinal because "1 am as yet so very new in my Office ... that 1 must beg l ave  to defer 
saying any thing positive on the subject of Mr Baldwin's situation in it for the preseat;" see Aitborp PP, G252 
(Wentworth FitzwiILiam to Spencer, 7 Feb [180]6; & Spencer to Wentwortb Fitzwilliam. 8 Feb 1806). 
Baldwin's request for a personal interview with the First Lord two rnonrhs later raises the possibility that 
Spencer may have been inclineci to dismiss h i .  (Add MS 59381 ff-102-3)- BaIdwin had dso been given the 
position of Counsel for CoIonial Business, which he continued to hold in the War Departmat after 1801 and 
untii his death (Sainty, Home Wce Q&+c?ls, 394); this may indicate that Portland's considerations in 
appointing bis friend may not have ken driven pureiy by concerns for administrative efficiency with respect to 
pardon. 



Although he was clearly Baldwin' s subordinate, Raven occasiondly complained that 

the whole of the Criminal Business fell to him.'12 This seems doubtfkl but, after his 

dismissal in 1800, Etaven's position was replaced by two separateiy designated oficials: 

William Day , who continued as Keeper of the Criminal Register untif 184 I (and who was not 

officially provided with an assistant until 1828); and John Henry Capper, who was appoioted 

to the new position of Clerk for Criminal Business, a position which he held until 1847 

(again, officially unassisted until approximately 1822). in fact Capper, his later assistant, as 

well as Day's later assistant - iike Raven before them - had aU been appoimed as 

Supplementary Clerks several years before they received officially designated appointments, 

probably in an effort to evade parliarnentary s c r u ~ y  of new, established expenses. So it is 

possible that the number of functionaries devoted to the administration of the Criminai 

Business was larger than the simple number of official designations implies."' 

The initiai development of the Criminal Branch proceeded in a relatively ad hoc 

fashion, with only a minimum number of new positions king created or d e W .  When an 

Inspecter of H u k  was îïrst appoint4 in 1806, signahg the commencemat of a self- 

consciously permanent role for the Home Department in national convia administrati~n'~~, 

the position was filled by Aaron Graham who, as a Middlesex magistrate, had no officiai 

'"So too was the position of Law Clerk in 1818. having b e a  held by only two people since its revival in 
1791 (see above, p. 107). Sicimouth was quick to point out these cost-cutting measurea on his part when he was 
asked to make M e r  reductioas after 18 1 7 (HO 36/18 pp.353-4; and HO 36/19 pp. 81 -2 & 393). 

''*HO 4215 1 f.43 1 ; and HO 42/48 f.&, which cites "Mr Baldwin's iadispositioa" as the cause. 

l13~ainty, Home Wce WciaLP. 3 & 23-8. Day was aiso iaspector of the Horse Patrol: see Aithorp PP. 
G247 (W.Day to Spencer, 5 May 1806). 

"'See below , pp.447-9. Graham's service in this position actually began thtee years -Lier than it's official 
acknowledgment . 
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standing within the Home Department's intemal bureaucracy . But, between Baldwin's death 

in 18 13 md Graham's retirement in 18 18, the Criminal Branch seems to have crystallized as 

both a permanent and an intenial sub-bureaucracy under the direction of Capper, who united 

his mechanical tasks as Clerk for the Criminal Business with both Baldwin's evaluative 

function in pardon cases and Graham's former position as Inspecter of the H u k .  His cmcial 

organizational role in supplying the information by which the Home Secretary could make 

considered decisions on pardon cases is particularly apparent after 18 18; Robert Peel, who 

was even more scmpulous about nich matters than Sidmouth, relied heavily on Capper in 

this respect.'" Officially however, the Criminal Branch continued to lead a kind of 

shadowy semi-existence long into the nineteenth century. Its clerks were aot placed on the 

Home OFfice's establishment until the 184ûs, and prison supervision, as it emerged during 

the 1830s. was conducted by an extemal establishment of inspectors who were not duectly 

bound by the Home Office's a~thority."~ This pattern of institutional development perhaps 

reflected an unhappy union between, on the one hand, the obsession with fiscal restraint 

which dominateci political life during these decades and, on the other, the fundamental 

distaste with which, amongst a i l  the obligations of government, coavict administration was 

viewed. 

Despite the somewhat haphazard pattern of its development, the Criminal Branch 

seems to have served its purposes adequately enough. Home Secretaries tinkered with and 

added to the intenial structure of th& Department in order to erisure that their capacity to 

"'HO 47161 passim (1821); Add M S  40351 ff.103-4, 137-8 & 187-9; Add M S  40355 f.337; Add MS 40357 
ff.323-5; Add MS 40358 ff. 147-5û: and Add MS 40367 f.266. 

"6~.P.Dooajgrodzki, 'New Roles for Old: The Nortùcote-Trevelyan Report and the Clerks of the Home 
Office, 182248, " in Srudies in the Growth of Ninctee~h-Century Govenunent, ed. GSutherIand (1972), 86 & 
ml; Donajgrodzki. "The Home Office, 1822-1848" @.PM. thesis, Oxford U., 1974), 47681; and Sainty, 
Home mce Wei&, 3 & 5-6. 
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decide al1 important matters - in this instance. pardon - was h t a i n e d .  with as much detail 

(and occasionally innovation) either as they desired or as s c m ~ y  by a perennially cost- 

conscious parliament pennined. This latter problem became a particular source of fiutration 

to Sidmouth in the years following the Napoleonic Wars, when a parliamentary cornmittee 

concluded that the need for fiscal retrenchment after two decades of war dictated that the 

three Secretaria1 establishments should be retumed to their 1 797 levels . Sidmouth strongly 

objected. pinMg out that "the general correspondence carried on between the Office and 

almost al i  descriptions of persons in every quarter of the British Islandsn had greatty 

increased during the intervening years. He particuiarly emphasized "the business arising out 

of coavictions, particularly for capital and transportable offenses, which in 1797 was very 

inconsiderable comparai to the present time. "Il7 

Although the desire to maintain the centrai role of the Home Secretary in determining 

pardon decisions was the principal purpose in the development of the Criminal Branch, it did 

not always seem to achieve that end - particularly in the eyes of some critics of the 

discretiooary system. One such Iine of criticism proceeded from the conviction that, not only 

was the King himself no longer making the determinations that were justified in his name, 

neither indeed was his Secreîary of State. "A man needs not multocular powers to penetrate 

far enough into this soncm sanctorum," one critic observed in 1832, "to see that the 

principal secretary knows nothing at a i l  of nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of a 

thousand of the petitions presented, or of the decisions co~ected with them." Only "a few 

solitary cases possessing features of extraordinary Interest" presented to "Mr. Capper's 

Office" would make it past the Under Secretary, whose "peculiar duty " it was "to read the 

"'HO 36/19 p.391. For the fiscal-politid ciimate of the the, see P-Harling, nip Waning of 'Old 
Cornprion ': 7 h  Pofirics of Economical Refom in B d i n .  17'79-1846 (Oxford, 1996), 163-82. 



petitions. and report io the principal secretary thereon. "' The creation of the Criminal 

Branch to supervise and organize the tlow of information regarding pardons begs the 

question of how far it may bave been the case that the Under Secretary - or even Capper - 

rnay in fact have ken the actual decision-maken in individual cases. 

The limited extent to which pardon correspondence and records of consultation on it 

have been preserved makes it difficult to generalize on this question with complete 

confidence. The Under Secretary was usuaily the first person who read an uicoming petition 

or who greeted those petitioning in person to the office."9 After the establishment of the 

Criminal Branch, personal addresses were sometimes made to its officers.'" However the 

w i v i n g  evidence suggests that the final decision aiways belonged to the Home Secretary, as 

the pyramidal Row of information within the Home Department (in general) and the C r i a  

Branch (in particular) intended it to be. In troubling the Kuig witû pardon business Lord 

North sometimes invoked Nepean's assiduity , but this is as likely to have reflected North's 

anxiety to assuage an old master who now held him in contempt as it is any undue Muence 

on Nepean's part. 12' 

"TT. Wontner. ] Old Baiiey Erperience: Cnnu'nal Jrcrispnrdence and the Aauai Worfting of Our Pend Code 
of l a w s  (1832), 117-8; see dso 120-1 & 139-43. A former Keeper of Newgate. Wontner based his comments 
on his experience of metropditan pardons. His account of the Home Department is largely impressionistic, and 
he seems to have been whotiy unaware of the Home k p r t m e n t ' s  regdar use of the Sessions Paper to 
overcome the informational limitations of wkch he often cornplains. 

"9Evan Nepean was o h  the first person whom visitors to the Home Department during the 1780s 
encountered or addressed; see rite Letiers of Richard Bn'nsIey Sheridan, ed. C.Price (Oxford, 1966). 1 :160-1; 
GM 56 ( 1  786): 1139: Add MS 38570 ff.50-5 1 ; and HO 44/41 ff.24-7. The dure of young women rnay have 
been intended to lend extra impetus to a personal approach. On the back of the last, Nepean wrote "Keep this as 
a Reiict of One of the prettyest Women 1 ever beheld" ( f .27~) .  Edmund Burke once bad one of his pardon 
solicitations delivered by "a Young Woman" (HO 4313 p.239). 

'%ee the references above at nl02. 

121Com. George 111. nos. 4498-500. For another occasion on which North invaked "the great precaution of 
Mr. Nepean" as his excuse for troubling the King (no.4479). 
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That said Nepean, whose term as Under Secretary predated the Criminal Branch, does 

seem to have commented extensively on at least one case for his Principal's benefit. And it is 

not hard to believe that he may have exercised some degree of influence in these matters 

with a Home Secretary as minimally engaged with the business of his office as Sydney 

appears to have been after 1784.1n Portland, too, rnay have been inclined to l a v e  the 

criminal business largely in the hands of underlings, as might be expected given that 

Baldwin's office was his creation. There was at least one instance in which the decision to 

issue respites in a case appears, from the text of the letter, to have been at the Under 

Secretary's discretion.'" In contrast, Grenville ensured his personal responsibility for di 

the decisions of his office by having the Under Secretary dispatch a l i  departmental 

correspondence to him whenever he left tom. "1 return the Report on the case of Hands," he 

wrote Scrope Bemard in one instance 

1 have deterrnined not to comply with this recomrnendation for mercy, & have entered 
my opinion at the foot of the Report in order that it rnay remain in the office. & that 
there may not appear to have been any neglect on the s u b j e d 4  

This letter illustrates what appears to have been a generai nile: although Home Secretanes 

valued the advice, experience and expertise of judges, Under Secretanes and the Criminai 

Branch, the f i a l  decisions remained unquestionably their own. The conclusion of John 

Beckett's detailed advice to the Earl Spencer in a rape case of 1806, wherein circumstances 

IDHO 4717 (draft note re case of William Bales in Nepean's band, n.d.[c.June 1788?]). 

lZ3"There does not appear to Mr King ... to be sufficient grounds for sezlding respites for the convicts, but if 
Mr. Wilberforce, from his interview witb Mr. Justice Heath, shall have reason to suppose that the Judge's 
Report may be favourable, and wili signi fy the same to Mr King, respites WU be irnmediately forwarded . . . " 
(HO 13110 pp.215-6). 

'*'Bucks R.O., D/SB/OE 6/1 (ernphasis in original); see also 612. Hands was an Old Bailey convict, so it is 
likely that the Recorder's report on the case consisted of littie more than a statement of which punishmmt he 
ihought appropriate. Perhaps detailed, reasoned reports cmied more weight than this with the Home Secretary. 



made consulting the judge prior to execution impossible, reflects the balance between 

information, advice and deference this mus have entailed: 

It is nedess . .. for me to observe to Your Lmdship that the respite m u s  be 
granted by you if at dl, on your own authority, and without any communication with 
the Iudge - and that probably the respite, if granted, will be considered tantamount to 
a mitigation of sentence. 

1 ought at the same time to state to Your Lordship that in the opinion of the 
Bar Mr Justice Roche [the presidiog judge] is apt to be rather severe.lZS 

The Home Deparmient and its Criminal Branch existed, not to remove the responsibility for 

pardon decisions from the Home Senetary, but to ensure its continuance despite the pressure 

of numbers. 

The expanded sale  of this problem after 18 15 makes it the more striking that there is 

far more evidence for the primary decision-malsng role of the Home Secretary to be found 

under Sidrnouth, and especiaiiy Peel. In fact Sidmouth appears to have initiated a new era of 

Home Secretary activism regarding pardon after 1813. The extensive notes and instructions 

which both Sidrnouth and Peel made - often on the outer wrappings of cases - not only 

reflected their personal role in deciding such cases, but aiso their often detailed engagement 

with the evidentiary issues involveci. In writing to him when he was absent from London, 

Peel's Under Secretaries often anticipated the specific disposition of cases on the basis of past 

expenence and practice, but they certainly never presumed that anyone but he had the final 

word. Indeed they often dispatched blank respitw for his signature 

the matter. IZ6 Nor did this activity on the part of Under Secretaries 

çhould he desire to act in 

stem only from 

iaAlthorp PP. G241 (J. Beckett to Spencer, 25 Aug 1806). On another occasion, Beckett advised Spencer 
that "You wili decide 1 take it for grand to let tbe Law take its Course . . . ; " see Althorp PP. G66 ( 2 3 March 
1807). 

'26Many such letters were sent to Peel when he accompanied the King on his tour of Scotland in the fd of 
1822 (Add MSS 40350-3 passim). See also Add MS 40360 ff.72-3; Add MS 40368 f. 1S2; and Add MS 40380 
ff.293 & 300-1. in which Peel supplieci blank signatures for Hobhouse's use in a particular case. 
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deference to the authority of their superior. "The case of the two unforhinate men who were 

hanged at Cork in consequence of the reprieve arrïving too late." Hobhouse once observed to 

Peel, "is too fresh in my mind, to allow one hour to elapse if any thuig mitigating should 

amive at this Office.n127 If there was any chance that the Home Secretary might not be able 

to consider an appeal before an execution tmk place, the Under Secreîiq issued one hirnself 

in order to cover al1 possibilities.la Under Secretaries must have viewed it as a relief that 

the ultimate responsibility for life-or-death decisions rested with their superior, and did their 

best to ensure that no action on theû part ever compromiseci that responsibility. The case of 

Peel and his Under Secretaries seems particdarly n propos, as it would have formed the 

immediate backdrop to whatever experience our critic of 1832 wouid have had. 

Yet critics who asserted that the power of pardon was not entirely in the Horne 

Secretary 's bands were, in a larger sense, correct - though oot precisely in the way which 

they believed. By the second decade of the early nineteenth century, much of the effective 

power of pardon had become diffused. This difision was not within the Home Department 

itself, but amongst the whole panoply of authorities with which the Department was obliged 

to deal as a consequence of the growing complexity of the English penal order. Although the 

Home Secretary exercised oversight and retaioed the final Say, many other officials were 

effectively making decisions as to the disposition of convicted offenders. Victor Gatreil has 

argued b a t  the "overloadingn of the pardon process provides the fundamental explanation for 

the "suddenn collapse of the capital system during the 1820s.'~~ Yet this contention is not 

directly borne out when we consider the number of references actually king made to judges 

l n ~ d d  MS 4035 1 f.20 1. 

I a ~ d d  MS 40381 ff.40-1 & 42. 

lmGatrell, Hanging Tree, 1 8-2 1 & 616-7. 



(Table 6.4), which in fact was notably declining . We are faced with an apparent paradox. 

England's cnminal code was still overwhelmingly capital d u ~ g  these years and the number 

of convicted capital offenders grew rapidly after 18 15. How could it be that the number of 

cases referred to judges acnially declined duriag this period? The straightforward answer is 

that pardon decisions were being made by people other than the triai judges alone. 

To begh with, the decline must partly have been accounted for by practices which 

nevertheless involved work on the part of the judges. There is evidence that some pardons 

originated, not in references to the judges, but rather in reports which judges sent in to the 

Home Department on their own Uùtiative - reports which the Home Secretary might or might 

TABLE 6-4 
Pardon References to Judges: Old Bailey and Circuits, 18 1 1 - 1 824 

O.B. Home Norfolk Oxford West Midland North Wales 

Note: 1 have combined the two Welsh Circuits (including Chester). 

SOURCE: HO 13/21-43. 



not choose to end~rse."~ 1 do not know of any examples of this practice during the late 

eighteenth century or eariier. There were also, of course, the circuit pardons. Although I 

have not yet been able to compare these numerically over time, it is possible that they grew, 

not only in absolute tems, but also in terms of the proportion of capital offenders for which 

they accounted during the early nineteenth century. If such an increase did occur, the critical 

question becomes whether or not the judges themselves found this obligation so burdensome 

that the system was becoming unworkable. In fact, there is no evidence amonga the Home 

Office papers that the judges themselves found this task - which after ail, requîred no written 

justification - unduly onerous. Nor indeed does Gatrell's own vituperative account of the 

judges and of the pleasure which they took in exercising their authority sit very weil with a 

system which was "overloading " in any straightforward sense. 13' F W y  , in the case of the 

Recorder of London certainly, it is possible that the judge could be consulteci on cases 

without necessarily resorting to any written exchanges at all.In 

The increasingly regularized use of imprisonment as a punishment probably M e r  

reduced the need to refer cases to trial judges. References to the Inspecter of the Huks are 

common during the first decade of the nineteenth cenîwy, but seem to have disappeared 

altogether by the second. This disappearance probably reflected the routinization of the Hulks 

Establishment: either in so far as aansportation to New South Wales became sufficiently 

13'see for instance. HO 13/26 p.126; HO 13/28 pp.488-9; HO 13/31 p.1: HO 13/32 pp.301-2 & 354; HO 
13/33 pp.24-5. 207 & 21 t ; and HO 13/36 pp.115-6. In the latter case, involving three men convictd of an 
aggravaied robbery and under sentence of transportation, Sicimouth did not feel any pardoas to lx in order, but 
nevertheless promised to keep the men on board the hulb for s u  months while the judge sought to make a case 
for k i r  innocence (which Sidmoutb deemed to be the only reasonable ground for pardon). 

%atreil, Hanging Tree. ch. 18. 

1 3 2 ~  have found two instances of allusions to consultations with the Recorder which did not involve writtea 
references of the case (HO 13/29 pp. 137-8; and HO 13/41 pp.254-55). The Recorder during Peel's Home 
Secretaryship, Newman Knowlys, lived next door to Lord Chancellor Eldon on Bedford Square. 
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regular that pardons from the hulks were no longer a huictionai necessity; or perhaps that 

tems of confinement on board the hulks, from which no pardon was appropriate, were 

already acquirhg a de facto reality as an established mode of punishrnent. It is equally 

possible that the ease of personal contact between the H u k  Inspecter and the Criminai 

Branch after 1806 meant that remission from hulks' sentences could be managed in a fashion 

that lefi little or no paper trail. The need to refer pardons for incarcerated convicts to trial 

judges was M e r  obviated by the increasing development of local gaols and prisons as 

substantive pend options. Self-activated recommendatioos from Visiting Magistrates became 

common items in the Crimioal Branch's correspondence, although - as in the case of self- 

activated judicial references - the Home Secretary did not feel himseif to be obliged to take 

the Magistrates' advice in every case and, indeed, might even seek a judge's opinion.'33 

The fundamental explmation for the falling off in judicial references is that more of 

these decisions were simply bebg made by the Home Secretary himself in consultation with 

the Cnminal Branch. The pattern of decline in Table 6.4 suggests that Sidmouth self- 

consciously initiated a more explicitly cenaalized pattern of decision-malong in non-capital 

cases. The decline in references begins almost immediately after the death of William 

Baldwin in October 18 13, whose evaluation of cases appears to have been of such value to 

the Department. One fom which this centralization took was purely negative: simply not to 

refer cases at ail wiîhout compelhg reason. In 18 18 it was explained to one judge that 

Sidmouth 

always gives the Judges Credit for having exercised a sound Discretion as to the 
Degree of hinishment and he therefore never troubles them for their Reports unless a 

I3=For instance, HO 13/25 pp.2 17-8. in which aU five recommen&tions for remission were accepted; and 
HO 13/26 p.108. in which one of t h  was rejected "upon hiU consideration of a Report which I have received 
from Mr Justice Dampier." 



Petition alleges some Matter of which a Iudgment cannot be formed without an 
Authoritative Statement of what passed at the Trial? 

Peet may have k e n  even more scrupuious than Sidmouth about asserthg his overall 

authonty in decision-making. During the first two months of his Secretaryship, Peel issued 

detailed justifications for rejecting judicial recommendatioas no less than six times.13' 

Again, it should be emphasized that such refusais to review the decisioas of triai 

judges did not necessarily indicate an enhanced cruelty. They may simply have refiected the 

extent to which a wide range of established secondary pend options - tmnsportation. the 

hulks, and locally reformed prisons - reduced the felt need to review non-capital cases. This 

innovation at the centre probably accounts for the sirnultanmus appearance of self-activating 

judges - judges who may sometimes have felt a tension between their legal obligations as 

they understood them, and the degree of severity which individual cases seemed to warrant. 

An Act of 1823, which rernoved the obligation of circuit judges to pronounce sentence of 

death on those capital convicts whom they intended to include in their circuit pardons, must 

primarily have been intended to set them more at ease with their enhanced - since potentiaily 

more final - di~creti0n.l~~ It certainly had no impact whatsoever on the volume of those 

judges' work, and was surely indicative of the extent to which secondary punishments were 

now taken for granted, no matter the leaer of the law. 

'"HO 13/32 pp. 26 1-2. 

1 3 s ~ 0  13/38 pp. 138. 2234,  256-7, 257-8. 359-61 & 413. One of these kitas is reproduced in A.H. 
Manchester, ed., Sources of English k g a l  History: Law, Hifios, und Society in England and Wales. 1 750- 1950 
(1984). 179-6. 

'%4 Geo. IV. c.48. The bill had been intrûduced by Peel's Pariiamentary Under Secret . ,  George Dawson 
(J.H. C. 78 C18231: 347). The purely formalistic nature of this measure was confï.rmed during the debates 
surrounding a failed attempt in 1832 to extend it to the metropdis; see Harri~ard, 3rd sa., 11 (1832): 1274-5; & 
13 (1832): 543-4. Murder continuai to be an exception under the provisions of the 1752 Murder Act (25 Geo. 
II. c.37)- which required that sentence of death immdateLy be pronound and the convict executed within 
three days thereafter. 
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The Home Department's taking upon itself the power to decide cases independent of 

judicial references was a remarkable developrnent, and perhaps the more so for its 

ideological significance than its practical effects. As we have aiready seen, although 

eighteenth-century Secretaries of State were by no means obliged to refer al1 petitions to the 

trial judge, and often chose not to do so in panicular cases, the judge's peculiar capacity to 

gauge the relevant local circurnstances nevertheless made his view of the case particularly 

desirable. An adherence to this practice must surely have underlain the difficuities of 

administering pardon in the metropolis during the 1780s' when the Home Department 

continued to insist that the Recorder hirnself determine the punishment in dl cases refend to 

him. Grenville's letter of 1789, cited above, implies that rejections even of the Recorder's 

non-capital reports were undernood to be exceptional. 

By the second decade of the nineteenth century, the Home Secretary was seîîhg his 

own evaluation of the seriousness of individual offenders and offenses coxIumitîed in a 

particular community above the more irnmediate sense of them which a trial judge 

presumably possessed. By what means did aineteenth-century Home Secretaries do this? One 

was the use of reiiable written tex& which could be consulted in tandem with - and perhaps 

in place of - a judicial reference. 1 have already described at length how the use of the OId 

Bailey Sessions Papa and the creation of the Criminal Register seem to have k e n  intended 

to serve exactly this purpose for the metropolis afkr the crisis of the 1780s. It is possible 

that, in the early nineteenth century, newspapers acquired a similar relevance in considering 

provincial cases. They were at leasî occasionaily submitted dong with other documents 

regardhg the evidence in such appeals, although few explicit instances of this survive 



arnongst the Home Office papers for our period.'" A parliamentary cornmittee of 1904 was 

told that "the govemors of prisons have instructions to keep the best newspaper reports of al1 

important trials and forward them to the Home Office with the fint petition from the 

prisoner. "13* There is no indication of when exactly this became standard procedure, but 

Peel's anxiety about the accuracy of local newspaper accounts of the notorious Thurteil-Hunt 

murder case of 1824 - in which he was obliged to defend a controversial extension of pardon 

to one of the killers - must partly have reflected this sort of concem.'" 

So the pardon system did not "suddenly" coilapse under the weight of an ever- 

uicreasing case-load. Although the discretionary system remained in place, it is not at ail 

certain that the pressure of numbers made it unmanageably top-heavy. Home Secretaries 

contrived a system whereby they retaiaed final responsibility for ail pardon decisions. The 

resulting system was intended to ensure, not so much direct decision-making by the Home 

Secretary in every case, but rather his overall supervision of and responsibility for a 

decision-making structure that was king made increasingly complex and diffuse by the 

growing extent and sophistication of England's pend regime.'" A pardon system which 

had once been justified on the grounds that it afforded a symbolic personal contact between 

the monarch and his subjects had given way to one in which decisions were made by the 

I3'For two examples, see Add MS 40351 ff.2014; and Add MS 40367 ff.210-2. The newspapers themse1ves 
have not been preserved; their inclusion is only alluded to in the letters. It is possible that many o h m  were 
silently included in other letters, and have now been lost. 

"'Beck Coumittee (1904); quoted in Manchester, ed., Saurces of English @al HLFrory, 185. 

IJg~dd  MS 40359-60 passim; and Add MS 40368 passim. It must also have reflected growing anxieties 
about the role of popular periodicais in distorting the public's perception of how cnminaI justice was 
administered; see A. Borowitz. The ~ e l I - H w r t  Murder Care: Dark Mimr  to Regency England (Baton 
Rouge, LA, 1987)' ch.7. 

' a ~  major wealaiess of GatreiI's emphasis on "overiœding" is his irrnstence on regardhg England's pend 
order as being "capitain in some unproblematic sense. Ln funcional practice, it was far mure sophisticated than 
that by end of the second decade of the nineteenth century. 
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Home Secretary in the monarch 's name. Despite the immense pressure of numben, first in 

the 1780s and then again after 1815, the personal attention involved in pardon had been 

preserved, partly by the development of informational structures to support the Home 

Secretary in fulfilling this role, and partly by the emergence of established modes of 

secondary punishment which reduced the need to review non-capital cases. 

This is not to say that the pardon system did not corne to seem "overloadedn in sorne 

meaningfbl sense, but rather that the definition of that overloading involved qualitative 

considerations which aitically informed the quantitative one. There would have ken no 

reason why the dozens of pardon decisions required after each sessions at the Ofd Bailey or 

each assizes could not have been made expeditiously, had not profound questions arisen 

about the character of the decision-malring process itself. Contemporary aitics of the 

discretionary system, whose arguments ultimately prevailed, u d y  viewed this issue in its 

rnost dramatic but numerical1y deciining fom: that of capitally condemned convicts. 

IV. Competing Images of 'Public Justice, ' 1800- 1 830 

Another increasingly significant development in the administration of pardon during 

the early nineteenth century was a tendency to view standards of punishment in a wider, 

more abstract and uniforrn context rather than within the specific community contexts in 

which they arose. Home Secretanes did not ceme to endorse the basic tenets of a criminal 

code aimed primarily at selecting examples for purposes of general detemence. But certain 

structural developments - a growing reliance on more extensive written and printed records, 

as weii as a growing interest in the application of crimiaal statistics - promoted a tendency to 

see the context of thai deterrent example in more abstract tenns rather than the specifically 

localid ones that had underscored the practice of judicial references in pardon cases. 
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This second theme forms an inextricable strand in the emergence of an intellectually 

coherent, sustained and ultimately successfùl critique of the discretionary system during the 

early nineteenth century. Blackstone, it will be recalled, defended the discretionary system on 

both ideological and functional grounds: first, because it reiterated the symbolic tie between 

subject and monarch; and second, because it provided a necessary means of mitigating a 

capital code which could not effectively achieve its purposes if enforced accorduig to its 

strict letter. Less than a century later Henry Brougham would directly respond to both of 

these assertions: 

I t  is said that the power of pardoning gives a character of mercy to the sovereign or 
the govemment, which tends to strengthen their authority; and it is aiso saÏd that the 
provisions of the law are sometirnes too harsh, and therefore they should be relaxed. 
But just in so far as the prerogative of rnercy interferes wiîb the due administration of 
justice, it is an impure and illicit source from which to draw favour towards the 
Govemment. That favour will arise from the legitimate use of power, and this is 
sufficient. Next, if the law is too severe, it ought to be amended, and its amendment 
is only delayed by this bad substitute of particular action for a general t ~ l e . ' ~ ~  

In fact the nmower ideological function does not seem to have formed a particularly 

compelling strand in the debate on the discretionary systern during the early nineteenth 

century. This was presumably a fuactioa of the exteot to which, after 1790 and certainly by 

1810, it was self-evident that "the King's govemment" was his in aame only. Critics such as 

Thomas Wontner and Edward Gibbon Wakefield understood that the effeftive power of 

pardon ostensibly resided in the Home Secretary and not the monarch, and this fundamentally 

altered the abstiact moml equation to which Blackstone had alluded in defending the 

discietionary system. Miniders, who haâ long been understood to deai with the more prosaic 

realities of govemance, were never free from suspicion of partiality in the way that the 

' " 7 k  Bri~ish Constitution: Its Hisrory. Stnrcnue. and Working (1860); in Work of Henry Lord Brougham 
(Edinburgh, 1873). 1 1 : 330- 1. 
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monarch could be. Cntics of dimetion were therefore that much more likely to view pardons 

as a means of influence peddling rather than as a symbolic reiteratioo of the ties between 

sovereign and nibject. 

However, the debate over discretioaary justice was organized primady around how to 

interpret its functional purposes rather than its ideologicd ones. Critics focused p M y  on 

nvo issues: ceriauity and proportion of punishment. Punishment ody served its deterrent 

purpose if criminals î d y  believed that they were certain to be punished for their deeds. But 

nrch certainty was not to be had in a pend code which ostensibly punished every serious 

crime by death. Instead victims wodd be deterred from prosecuting an offence for fear that 

the full. disproportionately severe ietter of the law rnight be enforced. And criminais, 

knowing both the reluctance of prosecutors to run the ri& of condemning them to death, as 

weii as the "lottery" which aitics believed the system of pardon decision-making to be, were 

ody too willing to take their chances. These reservatiom were expressed in the late 

eighteenth cenniry by commentators nich as William Paley and Pamck Colquhoun (both 

sympathetic to the presewation of the capital code m many instances), were taken up by 

Romilly and others in the early nineteenth-century campaign against the capital code, and 

finally enshrined as conventional wisdom in the 1836 Criminal Law Commission which 

immediately preceded the Whigs' reducîion of the capital code to only eight offenses the 

following year. 14* 

In fact Home Secretanes had long b e n  conceraed about certainty and proportion 

!UW.pdiey. PrinOples of Mord and Political Philosophy (1 789, in 7nc WoYorks of William Polcy, D.D. , ed. 
D.S-Wayland ( M y ,  1825). 1:251-3; Coiquhoun. Treaise on Police, 5-8. 22-7, 32-3 & 615-6; 
E.G. Wakefield. Facts Refaing to nie Arnis?tment of Demh in the Metroplis (1 83 1). in The Collected Works of 
Edwurd Gibbon Wakefield* ed. M.F.Lioyd Richard (Glasgow. 1968). 189-267 passim; montuer.] Old Bailey 
Erpcrience. ch.4: and PP(HC) 1836.xrxvi.210-9 ("Sefond Report from His Majesty's Commissimers on 
Criminal Law," 9 June 1836). For the parliamentaIy debate. see Radzinowicz, History, 1:497-566; and 
McGoweo. "Image of Justice and Reform, " 99-100 & 1 10- 1. 
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within the context of the discretionary system. Such concems clearly underscored Grenville's 

response to one of the most dramatic events at the outset of transportation to New South 

Wales: the refusa1 of several Old Bailey convicts to accept it as a condition of pardon. One 

person had done this in 1787 and two others on separate occasions in 179 1, but dl of them 

were fairly easily cowed into ntbmission by the judge.'" In September 1789 however no 

less than eight did so, of whom three men remained obstinate long enough to provoke a 

minor crisis. The presiding judge felt that, as the King's intention of showing mercy had 

aiready been made explicit, the threat of immediate execution favoured by the Home 

Secretary as a mode of persuasion was legally invalid. But the acknowledged abihty of a 

convict to refuse a specific condition of pardon fundamentally jeopardized the daim that 

discretion might serve to ensure certainty and proportion in punishrnent. Worse still, if 

convicts could do so without the King king able to retract his stated intention to pardon 

them. they might thereby unilaterally "exempt themselves from ail punishment. " l u  As it 

bappened, the three convicts in question submiaed after four days, and it was not und 1797 

that the Law Oficers explicitly determined that acceptance of a pardon condition on the part 

of the convicts was not necessaq to its being enfor~ed.'~~ 

A mutually undemood concem for proportion similarfy aiso seems to have underlined 

Peel's assurance to one trial judge in 1824, after the latter had apparently sentenceci two 

convicts to transportafion when they ought to have been imprisoned, that 

'430BSP (Jan & Feb 1787): 328-9 & 462-3; AR 33 (Chron 1791): 23 & 4û; and GM 51 (1791): 484. 

IuH. M.C., Dropmore MSS, 1 :5 16-24 (quote at 5 1 7). The Lod Chanceilor believed that the pardons were 
not valid until p h y s i d y  in the prisoners' possession, and that it tfierefore remained to the court to exert its 
authority to carry out the origlnai sentence if they rwiaiaed obstinate (pp.522-3). See also Add MS 59356 ff.59- 
60, 61-2, 63-4 & 65-6; HO 1317 pp.237-9; and OBSP (Sept 1789): 888-92. 

IUHO l3/ 11 pp.204-5 & 225. The statutory authority invoked was the Transportation Act of 1784 (see 
above. pp.23 1-2). 



I will take care that they are not removed fiom the Gao1 of the County until the 
Judges can have considered the legal effect of the sentence passed upon them by Your 
Lordship - and at any rate they will not be placed in a worse situation than if a 
Sentence in precise conformity with the Law had been passed.'" 

Yet it must be conceded that proportion was liabie to be a crude achievement at best when, 

in the fvst instance, judges and Home Secretaies recognkd ody a very limited range of 

sentence-lengths and types of punishment and, secondly, aiterations on the grounds of 

individual circumstances were not a matter of systemic review, but rather had to be initiated 

by the convict or someone else on theu behalf. ûn the other band, it can also be fairly 

pointed out that a penal code of complete certaine and proportion remained an unanainable 

ideal even after the end of the capital system and, indeed, that discretion has remained 

essential to the operation of modemday aiminal codes.'47 

Textual resources were a crucial means &y which the aims, not only of functional 

expedience, but also of achieving certainty and proportion, were intended to be met. We 

have already noted the use of the Sessions Paper and Criminal Register in aüempts to ensure 

the punishment of al1 convicted offenders in the case of metropditan pardons. In the short 

run, reson to such materials shored up a pardon system which was increasingly burdened by 

the pressure of numbers. But in the longer run, to the extent that most such records could be 

and were read by the iarger public, they must also have eroded confidence in discretionary 

justice precisely by suggesting the extent to which the achievement of certain and 

proportionate punishment in individual cases might be a contingent rather than an assured 

outcome. 1 hope to make this latter possibility the subject of future research. For the present, 

'47Radzinowicz, History, 5:7234; and C.Emsley, Crime and Society in England, 1750-I9i00 (2nd ed., 
1996), 269-70. "That an absolute certainty of punisfiment is, however, quite unobtainable, is ctear, * c d e d  
Romilly as early as 1785; see Observations Upon 7bughrs on kecutive Justice (1785). reprinted in ï?w 
Opinions of Dtflerenr Aurhors Upon the punis tu ne^^ of Death, ed. B.Monbgu (1 ûû9- 13). 1 : 146. 



my concem is to demonstrate how the Home Depariment's use of texts constituted, not only 

a response to concems for certainty and proportion, but also how it simultaneously generated 

a more abstracted and centralized conception of criminal justice administration. 

The use of texts such as the Sessions Paper and provincial newspapers rekted - and 

surely aiso reinforceci - a growing attention to evidentiary concems. Recent s u e s  of the 

criminal triai during the late-eighteenth century have identified a growing concem about 

standards of evidence as a major dynamic in the development of the modem crimioal trial. 

This development was particularly noticeable with respect to medical issues, one e t e r  of 

1809 noMg that "the value of applying to medical gentlemen, to aid the judge and the jury in 

their opinion and verdict, in aiminal cases, is already felt . . . at the Old Bailey . . . . " L48 It 

was probably driven, in part, by the increasing presence and activity of lawyers in ûial, 

especially when employed by the defence.14' John Beattie has suggested that the admission 

of defence counsel in aiminal trials, which was not sanctioued by law until 1836, was 

tolerated and perhaps even encouraged by judges who were coocerned that many defendants 

were tao ignorant of legal matten and too dazed by their circumstances to mount Faù 

defences for them~elves.~~* One judge at an Old Bailey trial even went so far as to 

recommend that the Home Secretary should consult the convict's counsel, the notoriously 

aggressive advocate William Garrow, and went to sorne trouble to consult Garrow himself 

'"J-~arr,  Caledonian SRezches; or, A Tour Through Scoiiand in 1807 (1 8W), 101. For the increasing 
sophistication of insanity evidence in Old &dey triais during this period, see J.P.Eigen, Wimssing I m d ~ :  
Madness and Mad-Doc~ors in the English COUR (New Haven, m. 1995). 

'49S. LandSman, "The Rise of the Contentious Spirit: Adversary Rocedure in Eighteenth-Century England, " 
Contell Low Rmiew 75 ( t 990): 539-72 & 59 1-602; and J.M.Beattie, "Scales of Justice: Defence Counsel and 
the English Criminal Triai in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," L4W and Hiszory Revim 9 (1991): 221- 
67. 

'%eattie, "Scales of Justice. " 222-6. 



before submitting his fmal opinion on the case. 15' 

These matters are important because pardon procedure was often undemood as a 

judicial proceeding in itself, and not necessarily an easily influenced afkrthought to trial. 

One Under Secretary of the 1760s characterized the Recorder's Report as "a kind of double 

[ie.secondl Chance," suggestiog that its uniqueness was the reason that individual cases not 

included in the circuit reports were considerd at If pardon was viewed as a 

secoodary trial procedure, then it is not nirprising that judges and Home Secretaria seem to 

bave felt themeIves obliged to ensure some adequate degree of attention to issues of 

evidence. By the second decade of the nineteenth century , there are a number of instances 

where they were clearly giving this sort of atîention to individual cases. Home Secretaries 

often requested that judges send not ody a report of the case but also their own notes of the 

trial.'" Indeed several judges' reports from the early nineteenth century are virtually trial 

transcripts, niggesting an ever more encompassing attention to detail. IY The sort of 

attention which Peel sometimes paid to the individual details of some cases is particularly 

striking. In one Scottish case he asked Hobhouse whether or not it was "possible to recognize 

a body eight weeks after death from any appearance of the skin?" He contemplated a 

reference to the Law Officers for consideration of this issue, and had Hobhouse submit a 

"'HO 4712 (Erskine, J- to Sydney, n-d. & c. 16, 2 1 & 23 Aug i 7 85). For Garrow, see k t t i e ,  "Scales of 
Justice," 23647; and Beattie, "Gamow for the Defence," History T b h y  41 (2, 1991), 49-53. 

' 5 2 ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . .  Shelbume Papers 168 ff.167. Edward Gibbon Wakefield apptied the tenn "trial" to the 
Recorder's Report in a fashion which mocked its pretensions to evidentiary indusivenesi (Arnirhnf  of Deah. 
235-47). 

'"HO 13/21 p.258; HO 13/29 p. 101; HO 13/45 p. 129; and Add MS 40381 K 118-9. 

lsGatrell dso notices the increasing volume of case reports durkg the eady ninekenth century, and 
attributes it to the fact that "the Home Office was reacting more collscientiously or cautiously too" (Hanging 
Tree, 206-7). 



detailed forensic inquiry on the matter to a medical expedSs There are also a few case 

reports in which judges provided maps of the ara in order to establish the practical 

possibility of the events having transpirai as asserted? Such examples indicate a much 

closer atîention to details of evidence than is to be found in the late eighteenth-century case 

reports. 

They certainly imply a greater degree of such attention on the part of decision-maken 

than either the reformers' account of pardon-procedure or ihat of its ear1ier historians have 

suggested. Lord Melbourne, Home Secretary in the Grey ministry, claimed that "he used to 

go through the cases when there was no doubt about the propriety of the sentence being 

executed" and "recollected . . . having been four or five hours with Chief Justice Lord 

Tenterden examining precedentsn in one instance.'57 We cannot of course be certain that all 

cases received such attention from either judges or the Home Secretary - and this 

uncertainty was a major plank in the reformers' case. By the same token, it seems likely 

that, then as now, most cases did not self-evidently warrant as close a smtiny as others. 

Although 1 have not yet detennined how the nirviving sources rnight enable me to answer the 

question more definitively, my overwheixning impression is that - cenainly in those case 

where a convict faced execution (and these were the cases which critics of the discretionaq 

system emphasized) - serious attention was paid by both judges and Home Secretary to 

ensuring that ail evidence had been considered. But no matter the extent to which this was 

l S S ~ d d  MS 40357 ff.307-8; and HO 13/41 pp.86-8. See aiso Add MS 40358 f f . 3 4  & 9: and Add MS 40373 
ff.253-8. 

'%ee for instance, HO 47/56 (J-Rawiinson to $.Fleming, 5 Apnl 181 7). For other such cases between then 
and 1830. see HO 47/59, 63, 67 & 72 passim. 

'57Recollections of a Lang LIJé. by Lord Broughon (John Cam Hobiwuw) with Addirional Extracts fiom His 
Private Diaries, ai. Dorchester (1 910-1 1). 6: 106. 
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the case. it seems certain that the growing weight of expectation that was coming to bear in 

these matters was so great that cntics of the discretionary system - many of whom were 

clearly unaware of the Home Department's use of textual resour~es '~~ - simply did not tïnd 

it credible that it was being met. 

The desire of Home Secretaries to receive the maximum amount of information on a 

case also reiterates the extent to which, as appears to have been the case after 18 13, they 

were increasingly determined to decide the merits of individual cases for themselves. This 

draws our attention to a second aspect of a more extensive reliance on texts: the extent to 

which such a practice promoted a growing centralism in the approach of Home Secretaies to 

decision-making in pardon. I have already noted the sometimes explicit attention which 

Secretaries of State paid to the community context of a convict's case in the 1760s. The 

unique capacity of the circuit judges to gauge the local context of each case underscored the 

practice of requesting a report from hem, so much so that Viscount Stormont once refused 

to assign a condition of pardon that had not been determineci by the triai judge. A similar 

anentiveness to the knowledge of officials on the spot was displayed by Sydney during the 

1 780s. '59 

This contras& sharply with the apparent decline in the practice of referring cases to 

the circuit judges afier 18 13. This refusal did not stem solely from any straightfonuard 

conviction that textual resources were an adquate source of the local Monnation necessary 

for the Home Secretary to make a determination on the case. It also stemmed from a 

growing conviction that one crime was very much like another and ought therefore to be 

--- 

'58WakefieId, Punishmenr of Death, 23547 (ap.236); and [Wontuer.] Old Biziley Erperience, 136 & 140. 

l S 9 ~ 0  1314 pp.211-3; and HO 1315 pp.351-2. For Stormont in 1781, see above at p.378. 
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punished the same way. Sidrnouth enunciated this principle in 1820 when seeking to ovemde 

the King's impulse toward mercy during a Recorder's Report: 

He . . . stated that several convicts had k e n  executed during the present Assizes, to 
whorn upon the principle of an act of grace mercy shod. be extended, and that the 
accident of a crime king committed in one County or another ought not to make any 
difference in apportioning the punishment. 

Similady Peel once showed mercy in the case of two convicted burglars in Scotland because 

%ad the case been tried at the Old Bailey and reported to the King, the Council would not 1 

am sure have ieft the Men for e~ecution."'~~ 

Perhaps the most compelling indication of a growing belief in pend uniformity at the 

centre was an ambition to use statistics about the incidence of crime in order to apportion 

pardons more carefülly and preciseiy. The Home Department first attempted to secure 

r e m s  of criminal cornmittais to al1 county gaols from the sheriffs in 1789 and again two 

years later, although the intention underlying this seems to have b e n  limited simply to 

expediting the removal of transports to the h~uts.'~~ It was only with Lord Pelham's 

request for that information in 1802 that an underlying intention was fim expressed "of 

ascertaining at al1 times the general state of the Country with respect to the number and 

nature of offenses committed, and with respect to their increase or diminution."'" Pelbam 

appears to have been responding to the ideas and activity of Sir Jeremiah Fitzpatrick, who 

had urged on both Dundas and 

the nation which could then be 

Portland the desirability of cornpihg a "Criminal Chart" of 

used to determine which measwes would most effectively 

160~obhouse Diary, 17; and Add 

16'Sp .34/415 (Sydney to Sheriffs of England & Waies?, 27 Feb 1789; & S.8eniard to same, 23 Nov 1791). 
See above, pp.2768. 

IQSP 441416 (Pelharn to Visiting Magistrates of County Gaols in England & Wales, 25 Jan l a ) ;  and HO 
43/ f 2 pp.253-4. 
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address the problem of crime in its various aspects. 

The regular collection of nation-wide committals data was the achievement of Lord 

Hawkesbury (subsequentiy the second Earl of Liverpool) during his two tenns in the Home 

Department during the first decade of the nineteenth century. Hawkesbury seerns to have had 

a particular flair and inclination for administrative improvement and cenaalization. one 

which he may have inhented from his father's long expenence as a govenunent 

f~nctionary.'~ In a letter to the King, Hawkesbury stated that the explicit purpose behind 

C U ~ C M ~  information on criminal commiaals was the 

considerable advantage [whichJ rnay anse in the administration of justice from your 
Majesty's Iudges being reguiarly informed of the state of crimes throughout the 
country in each year, and of mch as may be either encreasing or decreasing. 16' 

It is interesthg to note that Hawkesbury sought to collect this data for Scotland and ireland 

as well - a miking indication of a growing perception of crime as a problem of û-uly national 

rather dian specifically local dimensions. '66 

There were some hindrances at the outset. There was an initial confusion amongst the 

county sheriffs about the extent of the data requited, many of them not realizing that 

'63N.L.S., MS 1041 ff.22-3; and Add MS 33105 ff.325-6. 

'&N . ~ash .  Lord Liverpool= The LiJé and Politicai Career of Robert BanRs lenkimon. Second Earl of 
Liverpool. 1 nû-1828 (1 984), 8-9. In December 1 792 the elder Haw kesbury reqiuested that Nepean provide him 
with "a short Abstract of the most material facts which have corne to the Knowledge of Govwnment" of the 
various "Riots and Insurrettioas" in the country at that time - a dear indication of the administrative 
temperament that his son was to display at the Home Department (HO 42/23 f.277). 

laLaer Con. George III. no.3018. The King professed himself "highiy p l d "  aith this effort ta irnprove 
"the Sources of intelligence on the State of the Police of the overgrown Metropdis as weli as  of the rcst of the 
Kingdom . . . " (MS Loan 72/ 1 f. 135). On later orcasions Hawkesbury submiaed to him the tabulated figures fa 
1 805 and 1 808 (Lufer Corr. George III, nos. 3 1 78 & 3849). 

'&SP $415 t 6 (Hawkesbury to Sheriffs of England & Wdes, & Chairmen of Quarter sessions, 1 7 July 
1804); HO 103/4 pp.63-5: and HO 122/7 ff. 123-4. In this comection it k interesting to note that the k t  
atrempt in 1814 to pass the legislation which made routine the collection of the data was considerd in tandem 
with legislation "for the more easy apprehending and trying of Offenders em@g from one Part of t6e Uni& 
Kingdom to the othern (54 Geo-iIi, c. 186). See below at nl 71 . 



committals data were required for Quarter Sessions as well as ~ssizes.'~' When the shenffs 

subsequently failed to provide the information in 1805, Hawkesbury then sought to procure it 

from the county CIerks of the Peace and the chief magistrates "of places having a distinct 

jurisdiction for the trial of crimes. "la However, unlike the sheriffs, these officiais had no 

fomal responsibility to central authorities, and many of them were unwilling to perform the 

task without compensation for the expense which it entailed. læ But Hawkesbury - as well 

as Spencer, on whom he impressed "very particularly" the importance of this subject - 

persisted, and further refined the nature of the data collected during his final months in the 

Home Department in 1 809.170 The collection of the national committals figures was f d l y  

made routine and paid for by legislation passed in 18 15 .17' 

I6'See the various individual and circiilar letters of Sepkmber 1804 (HO 43/15 pp.34. 36. 39, 40, 44, 52 
54). QW Sessions committals were requested from the Middlesex magistrates by a letkr of 30 November 
1804 (HO 13/16 p.273). 

'&HO 42/99 ff.207~-208v; SP 441416 (J.King to Clerks of the Peace for England & Wales, 16 March 1805; 
& Hawkesbury to Mayors & Chief Magistrates of England & Wales, November 1805). 

16%P 44416 (Beckett to various Clerks of Counties & Circuits, 13 March & 16 July [2 letters], l8lO & 25 
May 181 1); and HO 431 18 pp.75 & 100-1. The request of the Lancashire Clerk for more than the set 5 guinea 
fee in consideration of "the p t  extent of the County and the number of Criminais exceeding that of rnost otfier 
Countïes" was rejected (HO 4311 8 p.262). From 1 8 12 the Treasury supplied William ûay with £1 50 per annum 
to be disbursed amongst the local officiais who compiied the data for the aational registers (HO 36/15 pp.383-5; 
HO 3611 7 pp.49-50, 239, 340-1 & 478; HO 36/18 pp. 115,307 & 488; HO 36/19 pp.83,238, 3 3 9 4  & 461; 
and HO 36/21 pp. 11-2, 91, 176-7, 26û, 364 & 456). 

'mLater Con. George III, no.3178. It became standard practice to request the data in an annual letter from 
one of the Under Secretaries issued every December; see SP 44f416 (10 Dec 1806; 10 ûec 1807; 1 Dec 1 SOS; 
12 Dec 1810; 14 Dec 181 1; & 12 Dec 1814, the last such letter). For the refmememt of the data in 1809, the 
nature of which 1 am as yet unable to determine, see SP 441416 (Liverpool to Senior Judges on Circuits, 3 July; 
C.C.C.Jenkinson to Chief Justices of Welsh Circuits, s-d.; & Senirinson to Cl& of England & Wales, s.d. & 
Septern ber). 

I7 '~he passage of this Act (55 Geo.m, c.49) in tandem with UiFee others - to ensure the d e  of clergymen 
in gaols (55 Geo.iII, c.48), to abolish fees in gaoIs (55 Geo-m, c.SO), and "for the more easy apprehending and 
trying of Offenders escaping from one Part of the United Kingdom to the other " (54 Geo.iII, c. t 86) - rnay be 
indicative of a substantial effort on the part of the Home Department to centralize key aspects of cmvict custody 
in 1814-1 5. Ail four measures had been attmpted in 1814, but thtee had to await the next session before 
passing. It is interesthg to note that, as in Hawkesbury's original conception, the k t  draft of the Act to 
Procure R e t m  of Comrnittals was meant to cover al1 of Great Britain and not just England and Wales (J.H. C. 
69 [1813-143: 51 7). The corresponàence of this effort witb Baldwin's death in late t 813 and the new practice in 
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In fact Hawkesbury intended that the data collected should be used by the judges to 

render more precise those impressions of local levels of criminality which partially informed 

their decisions as to how rnany offenders should be hanged or othenuise punished for a 

particular offense at a given tirne? But 1 have been unable to discover a single judge's 

report in which statistical data were invoked, so it is likely that the judges coatinued to base 

their decisions on their general impressions of crime levels, as well as on other local 

information and pressures? I suspect however tbat Home Secretaries made extensive use 

of these data in îheir own decisions, particularly after 1813 when they ceased to refer cases 

to judges as routinely as they once had. 

It is difficult to say whether Home Secretaries evaluated individual cases in their 

county context or a larger national one. If the former, then the practice of coliecting data 

may have tended to reinforce the community-based orientation of pardon decision-making. 

But in the surviving tabulations of committal figures amongst the Horne Office papers, 

figures for executions - the most serious and most mongly conte- component of the 

criminal law - were invariably expressed in national te= rather than county-by-county.'" 

refemng fewer cases to judges is also striking. 

InThe desire to collect the data has traditionally been ascribed to the parliamentmy debate over capital 
punishment; see Radzinowin, Hisrory, 1:395 n51; and V.A.C.Gatreii & T.B.Hadden, "CNNnal Statistics and 
Their Interpretation," in Ninereenrh-centwy Sociey: Essqs in the Use of Quantitative Mefhods for the SI@ of 
Socid Daia, ed. E.A. Wrigley (Cambridge, 1972). 341. But letters explicitly requesting similar data for 
parliamentary purpases are clearly differentiated in the Circulars Entry Book (SP 441416 passim). At any rate 
the data were king collected from 1805 - three years before sustained parliamentary debate over capital 
punishment was initiated by Romilly. And Capper confirmed that the quation "was fint taken up by Lord 
Hawkesbury " in his testimony before the Select Comminee on Criminal Laws in 1819 (PP[HC] l8lg.viii.20). 

lngased on a s w e y  of the Judges' Reports, 1784-1830 (HO 47/1-73. Ihere may be some reports in the 
petition archive which 1 have not yet surveyed (HO 17). 

'''The earliest surviving computations can be found at HO 42/91 f. 723 (1 807 crimes and sentences by 
county, with national iotals for executions); HO 42/99 f.366 (1805-8 committals by county, with crimes, 
sentences and punishments expressed as national figures); and HO 42/ 109 ff. 1 8 & 20 (1  8 10 crimes, sentences 
and punishments given as national totals only). The only retum pîeserved amongst Liverpool's own papers are 
for death sentences, executions and transportation sentences in 1805 and 1806 (Add MS 38359 ff. 163-4). The 
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Indeed it is likely that such figures had to be expressed in national terms in order to be large 

enough to acquire statistical significance. This, coupled with Sidmouth's injunction to the 

King in the 1820 Recorder's Report cited above, leads me to suspect that Home Semetaries 

were increasingly animated by an abstract national rather thao a specifically local orientation 

in considering their pardon decisions. Criminality was therefore amongst the earliest subjects 

of that process of statistical collection and manipulation through which, as Mary Poovey has 

argued, a new "social body " came to be articulated during the nineteenth century . "' 
Further research on this issue is necessary, but the use of statistical data as an aid in 

determinhg pardons formed a clear sep in the long-tem process by which the determination 

of individual cases was extracted from the ostensibly unique local context of each one, and 

situated in a more uniform conception of "crime" that was now believed to have nation-wide 

relevance and application. 

Between 1770 and 1830 then, the geographicdly specific concept of "community " was 

k i n g  supplanted in the mincis of statesmen by a more nebulous conception of "the public." A 

particularly sniking manifestation of this change was the growing practice among Home 

Secretaies, when rejecting applications for pardon, of invokhg their "public duty" or 

consistency with a standard of "public justice." The earliest use by ministers of this language 

in mitigating punishment dates from Grenville's assumption of the Home Deparmient in lune 

1789.176 They are a cornmon feaiure of rejections by the end of the 1790s. This was a 

raw data are preserved at HO 26 (London & Middlesex) and HO 27 (England & Wales). 

"'M. Poovey , Making a Social B e :  Bdish  Culrural Funnafian, 1830-1864 (Chicago, 1995),4. 

'7%renvi11e invoked "the Ends of Public Justice" in recommending to judges that they show mercy in two 
cases, the first (the Qy after he accepted the Seals) a hanging and the second a whipping (HO l3f 7 pp.64 & 
77). However Sydney had once rejected a pardon plea on the grounds that the respite had "been obtained by 
mis~presentation in order to ehde Public Justicew (HO 1313 p.45). 
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decade during which anxiety about events in France and the potential for disorder and 

rebellion at home led many members of the politicai and cultural elites to pay particular 

attention to the cultivation of patriotisrn and of loyalty to the established order of things, a 

process in which the burgeoning popular press played an integral role. l n  The emergence and 

development of a nation-wide conception of crime and criminal justice, sirnilarly promoted 

by the expanding press, may have k e n  an integral strand in these developments. 

By the early nineteenth-century, the invocation of "public duty " and "public justicen - 

an implicit acknowledgment of some uniform standard against which the perceived legitimcy 

of a decision ought to be meastreci - was a regular justification in declining pardons. Its 

nationally uniform character in the Home Secretary's mind was irnplied in 1824 wben Peel 

had to decide whether or not a pardon would be appropnate for one of the principals in the 

notonous Thurtell-Hunt murder case. Although he had already determineci that "the generai 

feeling" in the area where the murder had taken place "was that no dependence could 

hereafter be placed on the faith of public authorities concemed . . . if Hunt should be 

executed," Peel nevertheles asked his Under Secretary to sound out "The prevailing feeling 

in London among those whose opinion is worth having" before making his fuial 

d e c i ~ i o n . ~ ~ ~  By no means were purely local considerations necessarily to decide the matter. 

I mua emphasize, f k t ,  the tentativeness of this broad argument (1 h o p  to pursue it 

'nR.R.Dozier. For King, Consfirurion. and Country: The English b y a i i s t s  a d  the French Reuolution 
(Lexington, KY, l983), 92-6; R.Hole, "British Counter-rievolutiooary Popuiar Propaganda in the 179ûs," in 
Brirain ond Revolwionary France: Conflict, Subversion and PropaganZa, ed, C. Joaes (Exeter, 1983). 53-69; 
H.T. Dickinson, "Popular Conservatism and Militant Loydism, 1789- 181 5, " in Bnrain and ihc French 
Revolution, f789-18I5, ed. Dickinson (Houndmills, 1989). 104-9; Dickinson, "Popular Loyaiism in Britain in 
the 179û5," in i?e Tramformarion of Political Crrltwe: Englond and Gcrmany in the iute Eigheenth Ceniury, 
ed. E.Hellmuth (Oxford, 1990), 526-8; and J.Dinwiddy, "England," in Nationaiism in t h  Age of tk French 
Revolrc~ion, eds. O.Dam and J-Dinwiddy (1988), 60-6. 

"'~dd  MS 40360 ff.70~-71. See the 0 t h  teferences to this case above at n139. 



at greater length in future work), and aiso the lirnits on reading it too literally. The 

"communityn implied by a county-wide structure of assizes makes scarcely more sense than 

any larger cornmuni ty of "England" (or "Great Britain") . The phy sical extent of dismete 

communities, on which any public punishment could be expected to have a direct effect, 

would have been very small indeed. And the execution or transportation of prisonen after 

assizes, often far from the scenes of their crimes and the people amongst whom they had 

Lived, must have had an impact on their communities that was far less potent and direct than 

the laoguage of the concept irnplies. We are taiking about a mental transformation rather than 

a literal, phenomenai one - albeit a mental transformation which must have denved strength 

and credence from the growing ease of transport and communication withh Britain during 

these decades, as well as the culturally homogenizing influence of a wideaing popular 

press. 

The increasing self-confidence of Home Secretarïes in making decisions without 

reference to trial judges was one symptom of that habit of viewing "criminal justice" in a 

nationaily uniform fashion which has subsequently become so persistent a feanire of 

historicai writing on the subject. The potency of these related developments is clear in a 

story related by the pet  George Crabbe in January 1828. Crabbe and a friend had been 

appalled by the fiippancy with which local magistrates had determined the punishment of a 

serving girl who had stolen some cups and saucers valued at 4s. 6d. from her master. On 

hearing the plea which Crabbe's friend made on her behalf, the magistrates changed the 

girl's sentence from six months' imprisonment and an impossibly large fine of £40 to one in 

'79niis rei terates Benedict Anderson's argument that al1 cornmunities are better understood as cultural1 y 
"imaginedm rather than p h y s i d y  Literal phenornena; see Imagined Cornmuniries: Reflec~iom on rk Ongin and 
Spread of Nidonalism (rev . ed., 1 99 1 ) . 



which the fine was commuted "for six other Months of soiirary Conf inem." Crabbe's 

fnend successfully appealed to the Home Department for commutation of the sentence, 

whereupon the magistrates took the two of them to task for the accuracy and temper of the 

observations which they had made in their petition on the magistrats' conduct. Crabbe's 

confident expectation of vindication is revealing: 

. . . 1 think the [magistrates] wiil not be indiscreet enough to publish in the papers what 
they formed into Resolutions [against us], but let the matter die, if not & appeal be 
made to the public, they wiii in my Opinion loose much more than they are aware of. 
The sentence was severe & so the public will judge?' 

Crabbe's story and its underlyiog assumptiom encapsulate a i l  of the developments noted 

here: the emergent willingness of the Home Department not simply to con- the local 

content of judicial determiaations, but also to ovemde them in the interests of imposing a 

punishment more proportionate to the offense, and the ba is  of that seme of  proportion in a 

more abstract notion of "public justicen which the press played a central role in both 

questioning and re-affirming . 

V. Conclusion 

in describhg the ways in which the Home Department sought to ensure the certain 

and proportionate punishment of convicted offenders, I am aware of d g  the risk of 

painting too optimistic a picture of a process to which no one would ever want to be 

subjected. No doubt critics such as Victor Gatrell are right when bey assert that many 

people died on the gaUows for what must have seemed, sometimes even by the standards of 

their own &y, inadequate or unjust rasons. But Gatrell both exaggerates the numencal 

persistence of capital punishment - fa. more people were hanged during the 1780s than the 

- - 

'mSelected m e r s  and J o u d s  of George Crabbe, eds. T.C.FauiJtner & R.L.Blair (Oxford, 1983, 336-7 
(emphases in original). 



1820s - and oversimplifies the mind-set of those who had to determine what punishrnent 

ultimately befell each convicted offender. Admittedly some decisions during the late 

eighteenth century could seem appallingiy unjua by modern standards. Consider the 

Recorder of London's account of how the case of the notorious thief Patrick Madan was 

decided in 1782: 

His Majesty said, 'MT. Recorder, is not that an old acquaintance of yours?' 'Y es. 
Sir,' said the Recorder, 'older than is to his credit.' Said Lord Thurlow: 'Mr. 
Recorder, don? you think the evidence on which he is convicted very slight, to say 
no worse?' '1 do, ' said Adair. 'What, M. Recorder,' said the King, 'do you think it 
not sufficient?' '1 do, Sir,' said Adair, 'and there is not another of Your Majesty 's 
subjects who would have ben convicted upon it. ' ' Well, ' said the King, 'we do not 
sit here to try people's characters. He must not sufier. But what shall we do*? He is a 
very bad man. We must not turn him loose upon the cornmunity.' Said the Recorder: 
'Sir, since a jury has put him in Your Majesty 's power. you do him no injustice when 
you save his iife, though you send him to the coast of Afnca'; and so was 
decreed. la' 

Madan was undoubtedly not the ody known recidivist whose case was not decided solely 

according to his guilt or innocence of the offence at band. But the paucity of ~lviving 

source materiai d e s  it impossible to quanti@ this issue in a manner which might assuage 

the concems of histonans wanting to argue for either the regularity of the arbitrariness of the 

discretionary systern . 

For simiiar reasons, 1 have aot aüempted to engage the recurrent debate over whether 

pardon decisions were detennined on the merits of individuai cases or on the social standing 

of those who petitioned on behalf of individual offenders.'" To begin with, it should be 

pointed out that the process by which most offenders received pardon - by inclusion in a 

circuit pardon - is largely hidden fkom view. It seems reasoaable to believe that their cases 

- 

'8LBoswell: Ttre Applawe of the Jury, 1782-1 7û.5, eds. 1,s-Lustig & F.A.Pottle (New York, 1981), 295. 

'=~ee  the refereoces at ni4 above. 
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were discussed by judges and local officiais during the course of the assizes and that local 

social dynamics were often an important detenninant, but we have very littie direct evidence 

of these rnatters. As to those individual cases for which we do have some documentation, 

even if we could fmd instances where a socially prominent petitioner's case was decided 

favourably on the explicit basis of evidentiary rnatters aloae, one might still plausibly (if 

unprovably) insist that social considerations were an implicit factor in their final 

disposition. lN3 

At any rate. there need be no contradiction between an assertion that the 

administration of pardon met some reasomble evidentiary standard and that, at the same 

time, it might satisQ the desire of a petitioner to affirm their stahis in the eyes of individual 

convicts, of the local community, and of themselves. When a young servant ~lillfled Mary 

Hall was convicted of infanticide at the Winchester assizes in 1772, she was fortunate enough 

to have her case petitioned by no less a figure than the Duchess of Northumbertand. 

Notwithstanding the statu of the petitioner however. Secretanal co~~espondence on the case 

reveals a scrupulous focus on the issue of establishing Ha's  g d t  or innocence before 

making any decision in her case. Such attention to the evidence of the case, however, by no 

means precluded the satisfaction which the Duchess took in Hall's ultimate pardon on 

condition of seven years transportation: 

My loy upon this Occasion is not to be describai, both as 1 look'd upon her Case to 
be desperate, and that it should pIease God to make such a Weak king  as myself the 
Instrument of swing the Life of this poor Creature.'" 

Late eighteenth-centiiry observers were collstantly of two min& as to the question of social 

LaGatrell. Hanging Tree. 6134. 

' @ ~ d d  MS 34460 f.500: Cui. HO Papen* 3576; and 'Ihe Dianes of a Duchess: Earact.sfiom rhe Dian'es 
of the Firsz Duckss ofNorthwfiberfd (1716-f 776), ed. J-Greig (1926), 194. 



influence versus evidence of individual guilt as factors in determining pardon. A v h a l  

intermingling of such considerations was revealed by Edmund Burke in 1789 when 

petitioning on behalf of an Irishman convicted of stealing and sentenced to seven years 

The man has an exceedingly good character, and several persons of the first rank in 
Ireland interest themselves in his preservation. It is not easy to presurne innocence 
after a conviction upon a Trial where there has been no suggestion of hardship: But 
the thing is possible enough; and the Gentleman, from whom I have received the 
Petition, and who is no light person, really thinks him innocent: But if it be lookd 
upon only as a Case in which there are Circumstances of Doubt, or alleviation, when 
you consider how much the Punishrnent of Transportation is aggravated beyond what 
formerly it has been, you wiU 1 dare say think with me that there may be a ground 
for pardon with or without conditions as you may think reasonable, and that you will 
be pleased to comply with the wishes of so many respectable people as seem 
concerned for this poor man on whose Life and indu- a large family depends. 

The tension between considerations of evidence and of social status was also apparent in 

Burke's observation to the original petitioner, the Earl of Charlemont: 

1 have written to Mr Grenville, and had the answer 1 expected, that he would refer it 
to the Judge who tried the Cause. Surely some of those who have Interest with the 
Ministen were more properly applied to? 

It is somewhat more difficult to say how and to what extent this changed over tirne. 

My own impression fkom a reading of pardon documents over a long period of time is 

that, although a petitioner's standing might certainly iimpel a Home Secretary to do 

everything possible to view the case favourably, it was unlikely to be the decisive factor 

where the offence was serious and an e m p l e  of some sort necwsary. When directly 

confronted with this question in 1825, Peel was adamant that 

in no single instance has Mercy been extended to a Criminal as the consequence of 
mere solicitation, however indefatigable. . . . 1 never decide upon the Application in 
favour of my Convict upon any other consideration than those of the Merits of the 

-- 

IUBurke Correspondence, 6:8-9 & 12. 



case. or the recommendation of the Court by which the sentence was infli~ted. '~~ 

Finally those who would assert the relevance of social standing in reducing a sentence from 

death to transportation for life, or from transportation to a long stay on a prison hulk, might 

consider how far such "mercy" can be said to reflect a powerfbl extension of a petitioner's 

social Muence. When Wellington asked Peel to spare a convicted burglar in 1824, Peel 

insisted "however that he m u t  be sent out of the Country." Since the judge had not 

pronounced death on the convict in the first place, the condition of Peel's "mercy" cannot 

have been very much better than that which the convict couid already have expe~ted. '~ 

Evidence of guilt and of character, the latter undoubtediy including questions of social 

status, remained the crucial consideratioas in deploying the power of pardon to determine 

punishment. These were the matters on which the Home Department had to find means of 

securing reliable information in the face, not only of m o u n ~ g  numbers of cases, but also of 

rising evidentiary standards in regard to the issue of guilt. Given the growing distaste for 

even the possibility of execution for moa offenses, and certainly for those involving 

property , this was a standard whose actual achievement must always have remained 

debatable, even to those few observers who were aware that the Home Department actively 

sought accurate information on which to make mch judgments. 

Few such reservations existed within the Department itself before 1830. The 

bureaucratie support and informational resources that bad b e n  developed, coupled with the 

increasingly weU-established character of suc h secondary punishments as aansportation, the 

hulks and imprkonment, emboldened Home Secretaria to take more and more of the fipal 
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responsibility for the disposition of English convicts into their own hands. This is the ody 

way in which to explain the ciramatic and permanent drop in the number of references to nial 

judges following Baldwin's death in 1813. Such inclinations and confidence both reinforced 

and. in tum, were reinforced by an increasingly ab-, uniform and centralist penpective 

on the administration of cximuial justice. 

This actively centralist perspective was particularly characteristic of those Home 

Semetaries w ho came to the office after 1 80 1 . William Pitî, by his domination of both the 

Commons and of most other aspects of govemment business, always maintaineci effective 

lirnits on the extent to which any of his Home Semetaries might develop a tndy centraiized 

administration of aiminal justice in England. Such initiatives as were acted on were confineci 

to the metropdis. Those aimecl at a genuinely centraiized administration of criminai justice in 

Great Britaio - one more generally supported by parliament, Treasury, and Horne 

Department alike - only began to appear under the Addington ministry and its successon. It 

to this development that we turn in our concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION: CONTINUITY AND CHANGE 

Between 1801 and 1805 six more Local Act, were passed authorizing the 

reconstruction of gaols in Kent, Winchester, Aberdeenshire, Lincoinshire, Portsmouth and 

Cmarthensire.' During these years there also emerged a new figure to take up the cause of 

pnson inspection and publicity whose first champion, John Howard, had died of typhus after 

visiting a prison in Russia in 1790. From 1804 to 18 10 aimost every issue of nip 

Gentleman's Maguine contained one of James Neild's reports of his visits to prisons 

throughout the country. They indicated that there was still much roorn for improvement in 

the separation, classification and healtby maintenance of the nation's prisoners.* However 

the major impetus behind the reform of prisons contuiued to be those local authorities who 

were responsible for their upkeep. 

In the rnidst of this conventional pattern of development, however, two govenunent 

measures stand out. In March 1802 the Adâïngton ministry provided the necessary renewal 

of the Transportation Act. Whiie the bill was before the Commons, the governrnent added to 

it a clause establishg an Inspecter for the hulks. The clause was presented by Addington 

himself, who added that none other than the King, 'having been infomed of the Subject 

'41 Geo-IIi (P&L), c.132; 42 Ge0.m (P&L), c.47; 42 Geo.iII (P&L), c.96; 43 Geo.iIi (P&L), c.58; 45 
Geo-ïü (P&L), c.44; ami 45 Ge0.m (P&L), c.103. 

'GM 74-80 (1 8M-10): passim; bi-annual reports continueâ to appear until Ndd's death in 1814. S& also 
Collecred Works of Jeremy krirham. nie Conespondence of Jeremy Benrham, gen.eds. J.H. Burns, 

J . R. Dinwiddy & F-Rosen (London & Oxford, 1968- ), 7: 177-8. For biographical notices of Neild and his 
colleague, John Coakley Lettsom, see D. N.B., 1 1 : 101 3-5 & 14: 169-70; and J.Nichols, Illustrationr of the 
Lirerary Hisrory of the Eighteenth Ce- (1 817-1 8 ) ,  2:657-706. See also R.H. Condon, "The Reform of 
English prisons, 1773-1816" (Ph-D. thesis, Brown U., 1962). ch.7. 



Matter of this Motion, recornmends it to the Consideration of the House. w3 The new Hulks 

Inspector was Aaron Graham, the magistmte whom, three years earlier, Portland had 

assigned the task of reviewing the hulks establishment at Portsmouth. From 1802 forward. 

the Cornmons and the Lords received annual reports from the Inspector as to the anticipated 

cost of the hulks establishment.' The appointment of a paid Inspector for the hulks marks the 

fust acknowledgrnent of a permanent, self-consciously custodial role for the central 

govemment in the disposition of the nation's criminal offenders. 

Further acknowledgment of such an active and permanent role came with the renewal 

of this Transportation Act only six rnonths later (four-and-a-half years ahead of schedule). 

This new maure  sanctioned the transponation of convicts to New South Wales in naval 

vessels as well as by private contractors.' Transportation continueci to proceed mostly by the 

latter mode, but this Act signified government's readiness, not simply to remove convicts 

regularly, but also to take what measures might be necessary to do so in a timely fashion? It 

was aiso meant to ensure the regular relief of the hulks and - in the same way that Paul and 

j42 Geo.iII, c.28, s.2. See ais0 J.H.C. 57 (1801-2): 223; and Parfiamentary Register 17%-1802, 17:170-1- 
In fact the King was far l e s  enthusiastic than that, lamenting the expense of transporting convicts and of 
k q i n g  them on board the hulks aiike. He wished that bis government wodd devise "sucb a regular plan of 
sending the convicts to New [South] Wales as may prevent their k i n g  detained here in the hulks; as to the 
reforming the mords of those who have deserved that punishment, the King from now long experience is not 
sanguine in expectations on that head" (Add MS 331 15 ff.56-7). 

'Graham's annual reports for 1802-5 can be found at J.H. C. 58 ( 1  802-3): 124; J.H. C. 59 (1 8034): 3 1 ; 
J.H.C. 60 (1805): 27; J.H.C. 61 (1806): 40; J.H.L. 44 (1802-4): 49 & 414; and J.H.L. 45 (1805-6): 25 & 
456. No derailed discussion exists of the hulks establishment during the eariy nineteenth century, but see 
W. B..Joohnson, ï k  English Pn'son H m  (rev.ed., 1 WO),  ch.5. For Graham, see nie Annual Biography und 
Obifumy 4 (1820): v-vi & 402-22. 

'43 Geo-iiI, c. 15. See also Woodfall's Debates, 1802-3(1): 264; Parliarnentary Register 1802-3, 1 :435-6; 
and Bentham Conespondence, 7 :  160-1 & 163-4. 

6This desire s e m s  to be confirmed by a Home Department memorandum of 1801 which anticipated an 
annual need to transport 500 men and 100 women from Britain (plus 100 men and 20 women from Ireland) to 
New South W a l s  (HO 42/62 ff.647-8; copy at Add MS 33122 ff.77-8). 



other local magisadtes conceived of the relationship between aansportation and theû 

penitentiary regimes - to ensure the success of the new regime instituted on board them.' 

During the ensuing decades, the huiks establishment became more extensive and its 

structure and ambitions more cornplex. With the coilapse of the capital code in the 1820s, the 

scale of transportation to New South Wales would be vastly expanded. And government 

would begin to impose minimum standards of care and pend regimen in local prisons with 

the Gaols Act of 1823.' However the basic categories of punishment and the division of 

responsibility for their execution that was established by the end of 1802 would remain 

substantially unchangeci until the end of transportation to New South Wdes and the 

assumption by the Home Office of the overall supervision of prisons in 1877. It is only a 

minor exaggeration to say that subsequent developments invoived, not so much departures 

from, as the working out of ideas and elaborations upon institutions and arrangements that 

had emerged between 1775 and 1 80Z9 

The developments of the fmt decade of the nineteenth century reflected changing 

'For this see HO 42/62 ff.601-5 (esp. f.602; copies at HO 42/62 ff.595-600 & Add MS 33122 ff. 180-1 & 
71-6). See dso HO 13/14 p. 105; and HO 42/62 ff.619-20, For tramportation and the new gaol regimes, see 
above Chapter 4, part W .  

'1 hope to treat these issues at iengtû in future work. For some preliminary views on the interaction between 
the capital code and transportation duriag these years, see S.iDevereaux, "In Place of Death: Transportation, 
peual Practices. and the English State, 1770-1 830," in Qualiries of Mercy= Justice, Punishmen~ and Discretion. 
ai. C. Strange (Vancouver, BC, 19%; forthcoming). 

'The literature on these topics is vast. Authoritative s w e y s  of plicy-making are Radanowicz. His~ory, 
1 : 497-607; 4: 303-53; & 5: 133-227 & 465-599: and S.McConvUe, A History of English Prison Adminisrration 
(1981-95). vols.1 & 2. An attempt to place policy in a widet cultud context is M.J.Wiener. Reconstmciing rhc 
Criminal: Culrure. fuw. ond Policy in England, 1830-1 91 4 (New York, 1990). For the mle of the Horne Office 
in partxcular, see A.P.Donajgrodzkï, "The Horne Office, f 822-1 848" @.Phil. thesis, Oxford U., 1974), 323-51 
& 476-81; D.F.Smith, "Sir George Grey at the Mid-Victorian Home Officew (Ph-D. thesis, U. of Toronto, 
1 W2), cb.S-6; I-Peliew, "Law and Oder: Expertise and ttie Victorian Home Office, " in Govemment und 
Expertise: Specialists. Adminisfratom and Professionais. 1860-1919. ed. R-MacLeod (Cambridge, l988), 58-72; 
and R.Chadwick. Bweaucratic Meny: Ine Hum W c e  and the Treament of Capital C a s  in Victorian Bnroin 
(New York, 1 W). 
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patterns. frst, in the structures of state authority that have been our principal concem in this 

thesis and. secondly , in those larger social and cultural developments that informed them. 

1. The Structure of the State 

A new vision of the nature of relations between centre and periphery was clearly 

implicit in the Addington ministry's transportation legislation. And the near-total withdrawal 

of the King from ministerial activity after 1790 meant that relations between him and his 

muiisters had little impact on those matten with which we are concemeci. After 1801 

however, important changes took place in the relatiouships between ministers and parliament 

on the one hand and in those amongst ministers on the other. 

(1) Ministers and Parliament 

Afier the resignation of Pitt in March 1801 the political world reverted to that pattern 

of factions, royal servants, and independent members that had characterized politics before 

1784. The inability of one group to maintain a hold on power without forming alliances 

with others widened the possibilities for certain issues to have an impact that might have 

been denied them had they been raisesi during a more M y  entrenched ministry. This new 

flexibility may have conmbuted to that grip over English political life that the issue of the 

criminal law had after Romilly f%st raised it in 1808. 

More particularly, the events of 1801 brought the foilowers of Henry Addington to 

the centre of the political stage. Even in the mid-1790s, some these men had displayed a 

sympathy with tbat belief in an enhanced central role in pend arrangements that informed the 

'%.E.~illis, "The Poiitics of Marnent, 1800-1806" (W.D. thesis, Stanford U., 1%9), 3347 & lû6-20; 
A. D. Harvey. BRtoin in tk Early Nineteenrh Cemury (1 978)- 122-52 (esp. 15 1-2); and C. J. Fedoralr, "The 
Addington Ministry and the Interaction of Foreign Policy and Domestic Politicsu (Ph-D. thesis, U- of London, 
199O), 322-5. 
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arguments made by men such as Sir Charles Bunbury. Speaker of the House from June 1789. 

Addington's loyalty to Pitt was rooted in theu shared childhood. The son of Chatham's 

personal physician, Addington was Pitt's closest fnend next to Dundas. Like Dundas, he was 

temperamenrally unlike the FÛst Minister. Addington possessed a constancy in his attention 

to the details of administration that, for aU his brilliance in debate, Pitt essentially lacked. He 

also had a personal self-possession that led him to worry about his fiend's increasingly 

frequent alcoholic excesses. ' ' Addington's loyalty , both persona1 and political, was 

unswerving, but it did not preclude the development of his own personal following in the 

House. Coupled with a growing degree of political impartiaiity in the Speakership, this 

probably enhanced his credibility as the King's ultimate choice to succeed Pitt in 180 1. l2 

Addington hailed From Devon, and his followers were largely based in the West 

Countq. They included his younger brother John Hiley Addington, who was to serve both as 

Treasury Secretary in his ministry and, later, as his Under Secretary in the Home 

Department from 18 12 to 18 18. Reginald Pole Carew,  MP for Cornwall, would serve 

Addington's ministry as Under Secretary in the Home Department under Charles Philip 

Yorke. The younger half-brother of the third Earl Hardwicke, Yorke was Addington's 

second Home Secretary following the unhappy tenure of Thomas, Lord Pelham. He was 

closely comected to the Addington family, although his primary political Ioydties afways 

" Commonr 1 754-90, 2: 1 1 -2; Cummons 1 7%l8ZO, 3:39-47; P-Ziegler, Addington: A Lifre of Henry 
Addingron, First Viscawu S i d m o ~ h  (1965). 3 1. 43-5 & 69-71 ; J.Ehrrnan, The Younger Pin (1969-96). 3:80-3 & 
89-90: and R-ReiIly. Pin the Younger, 1759-1806 (1978). 227-8. 

'*Commom 1 754-90, 2: 12: Cotruttons 1 7POI820, 3:39-41; Ziegler, Aaüington, 75-6; P. Laodry, The mce 
of Speaker ( 1  964). 284-7; Ehrman, Younger Pirr, 3:479; and R. E. Wiilis, "Cabinet Politics and Executive 
Policy-Making Procedures, " Albion 7 ( 1975) : 17. 
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remained with Pitt.13 Al1 of these men belonged to that growing number of MPs whose 

immediate background - if not necessarily their overt social and political character - was in 

the professions rather than the landed elite, and whose outlook contributed to a growing 

professionalization in the conduct of parliament and administration after 1780.14 

The figure of moa lasthg import and influence was Charles Abbot. another Comish 

MP and the step-brother of Jeremy ~entbam." Abbot had a proclivity for the reform of 

parliamentary procedure and an astonishing energy in carrying it into effect once it was 

sanctioned. Many of the procedural reforms over which he presided during the late 1790s 

seern so basic and indispensable that it is remarkable to think how novel many of them were 

at the time. His principal coocern was the state of British legislation. Less than a year afier 

entering parliament, Abbot secureci the first of what became annuai cornmittees to identify 

Expiring Laws. This was a subject of no srnail import. in 1794 it had been discovered that 

several Scotsrnen convicted of sedition and sent to New South Wales had, in fact, k e n  

transporteci without legislative sanction, the Act d o w i n g  the aansportation of Scoüish felons 

not having ken renewed when required. This did not simply pose a general embarrassrnent 

to legislative processes; it also provided several more occasions for parliamentary critics of 

13 Gommons 175490, 2: 12-3 & 3:305-6; and Cornmm 17W1820, 3:41 & 47-SI, 42345-7, & 5665-74. In 
m h i n g  for a new Chief Secretary for Ireland, the Lord Lieutenant wrote his brotber that "P. Carew 1 should 
Like exceedingly, and he wouid aiso be a particuiariy good one for many essenm points: revenue, police, and 
indeed aimost aii subjects that occu." (Add MS 45033 f.135). 

"P.J. Jupp, "The Landed Eli te and Political Authority in Britain, ca. 1 760- 1 850. " Journal of British Sidies 
29 (1990): 53-79; P.Langforci, Public Life and the îropenied Engl i shan ,  1689-1 798 (Oxford, 1991). 294-5; 
P. Harling & P.Mander, "From 'Fiscal-Military' State to Laissez-faire State, 176û-1850," Jounuzi of British 
Studies 32 (1993): 34-70; and I.R.Chnstie, British 'rton-éfite' MPs, 17x5-1820 (Onford, 1995). 

lS C o m m  1 ml 820. 3: 1 -8. In L 809 Abbot declined Perceval's offer of the Home Secretaryship; see rite 
Diary and Conespondence of Chahs  Abbot. Lord Colchester, Speaker of ihe House of C o m n s  1802-1 81 7, 
ed. Colchester (1861). 2:2û4-5. 
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transportation to make their views known.16 Abbot next turned his attention to efforts to 

secure the wider promulgation (distribution) of the statutes. It was also thanks to Abbot's 

efforts that the modem tripartite division of legislation into "Public General. " "Public & 

Local, " and "Local & Personal Acts" was initiated in 1797. l7 In 1800 he also secureci 

legislation for the fim national census. 

Abbot was also the principal force behind the thirty-six Reports of  the Select 

Cornmittee on Finance 1797-8. a sweepiog attempt by parliament to review Whially the 

whole range of govemrnent activity and expenditure.18 The 28th of these Reporis. presented 

to the House in lune 1798, reviewed and condemned govemment practice with respect to 

"Police and Convicts." Drafted by Pole Carew and Abbot, in close consultation with Patrick 

Colquhoun and leremy Bentham, the Report followed many of the Lines laid d o m  in the 

early 1790s by Bunbury and other parliamentary aitics of transportation and the hulks. In 

particuiar, it recommended the abolition of the latter and the immediate constniction of 

Bentham's Panopticon. l9 

In February 1802 Abbot was appoint& Speaker of the Bouse of Commons. It  

therefore cornes as Little surprise that a governent led by Addington - much of whose senior 

bureaucracy was staffed by his personal followers and whose parliament was presided over 

' 6 ~ o I ~ k ~ t e r  Diary, 1 :XI; and Padiamenfary Hisfo'y 30 (1 792-94): 1298-1 3 10, 13653, 144961 & 1486- 
76; & 31 (1794-95): 54-83 & 263-87. 

"S. Lambert. Bills and Acts: kgislarive Procedure in Eightecntir-Century England (Cambridge, 197 1 ), 1 8 1 - 
6. I hope to pursue the state-building implications of tbese reforms in future work. 

" ~ . ~ h e s t e r ,  The Englirh Adminkzratiw System 1 780-1870 ( O x f d ,  198 1). 1024 & 201 -3; and P.Hariing, 
Waning of 'Old Comcprion ': 'Ine Politics of EcorwmllLlcal Rcfonn in Brirain. 1 77!Al846 (Oxford, 1 9%). 72- 

78. 

' 9n~wenty-~ ighth  Report fmrn the Select Cornmittee on Finance. &c.: Police, including Convict 
Establishments" (26 June 1 798), in Comnons Pupen. 1 12:3-216. The correspondence amongst Abbat, Pole 
Carew. Bentham and Colquhoun can be followed in & n t h  Comspondence, 6:32-108 passim. 



by one of them - should pass legislation in 1802 which acknowledged a self-consciously 

permanent rote for the government in the disposition of convicts. Later, as Viscount 

Sidmouth, Addington would serve as Home Secretary when the national penitentiary was 

findly realized with the construction of Millbank in 1812-6, of whose "importance and 

necessity " he was "convinc'd" and for the success of which he was "mon anxious . . . . " Two 

years before Abbot's retirement as Speaker in 1817. Sidmouth appointed him to Millbank's 

f m  Supervising ~ommittee. " 
(2) First Lord and Secretary of State 

The fragmentation of the potitical world after 180 1. with the concomitant need to 

form alliances to control the Commons, once more limited the degree of control that a First 

Lord might exert over his fellow ministers in the conduct of th& departments. These 

limitations were perhaps somewhat offset by a growth in the structured supervision of 

depanmental finance by the Treasury that was, in tm, promoted by the Common's overail 

scrutiny of govemment finance.2' From March 1802 the Treasury required awual estimates 

from the Home Department of the anticipated cost during the comiag year "attendhg the 

conhing, maintaining, and employing the Convicts at Home" - a M e r  indication that the 

permanence of that arrangement was now acknowledged.* Yet it is a h  possible that such 

smicniral boundaries were imposed in Lieu of that more immediate and personai - and 

~ R O  30/9/16 pt.2 (same to same, 5 & 28 Aug 1815); and PRO 30/9/1217 (Sidmouth to C.Abbot, 2 1 April 
1816). Abbot's son left a notation to the e f k t  that "It was under the duties of this Commission that [Abbot'sl 
health first gave way" (PRO 3O/9/ 16 pt.2 [wrapperj). It is amusing to note that Addingtm's k t  extant letter* 
written to his father at the age of thirteen, describes a visit to the assizes (Devon R.O., 152MIC1771fFl). 

" ~ e e  the references above at p. 10 n26. 

=HO 36/12 p.38. By 1804 it was established practice for the annual estimate for couvicts to be submitted in 
one letter with those for 'the Supervision of Aliens, " "the Public Office in Bow Street," and "the Probable 
Amount of the Contingencies and Extra Charges for Messengers in (the Home Sec~etary's] Office" (HO 42/77 
f. 110: and HO 36/14 pp.29-30). in turn, the provision of estimates regarding the convicts to the Home 
Department was the task of the newly appoiated Inspecter of the Hulks (see for instance, HO 42/77 f. 118). 
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perhaps more effectively confining - oversight that had k e n  characteristic of Pitt. Fixed 

budgets rnay have set an effective upper limit on departmental activity, but they were not 

necessarily a bar to innovation in departmental practices and procedures. Whatever its 

impact, the more structured budgeting of convict measures certaùily reflected Addington's 

skill and attention regarding fiscal rnatters, whatever his limits as a politician." 

Until the development after 1832 of more M y  structured political parties, no First 

Lord enjoyed that degree of persona1 ascendancy that Pitt had manage. to achieve during his 

great ministry .24 Home Semetaries displayed more initiative and activity after 180 1 than 

they had before, much of it leading to signifiant changes in the administration of crimuial 

justice by the central government. The First Lords of this period seem to have ailowed the 

separate departments of government a k r  hand in the formulation and advancement of 

policy than Pin had done during his great ministry .= 

Governmentai styles during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries are ofien 

characterized as either departmental or prime miniskrial. Neither of these captures the 

operative reality of any particular muùstq. On the one hand, although Pitt's govemmental 

style set limits on the initiatives of his rninisten, it did not dtogether preclude them. At the 

same time, Boyd Hilton has qualified the traditional view of departmentai govemance as 

king necessarily indicative of a weak First Lord. Liverpool's ministq is often taken to be 

the quintessential example of such weakness, but Hilton has demonstrateci tbat Liverpool was 

much more skilfûl in exercising an effective direction over hjs colleagues than is generally 

s~ .~anisworch. Addingron: Author of rhe Modem Imome T m  ( 1  955): Ziegler. Addingron. 147-50. 189-94 
& 220-1 ; Fedorak, "Addiogton Ministry," 13346 & 277-81 ; Harling, Waning of 'Old Comyltion, ' 80-2. 

"Spencer Perceval invoked Pitt's example; see a b v e  at pp-81-2. Pertiaps the last First Minister with a 
credibIc daim to that status was Robert Peel; see Hariing. Wiuiing of 'Old Comtprion. ' 2334. 

UDonajgrodzki. "Home Office, " 61 -5. 



recognized. By the same token, Hilton also notes that Sidmouth generally enjoyed a free 

hand at the Home office." At any rate, it is better to think of departmental and prime 

ministerial govemance as analytical poles rather than as Iiteral, watertight alternatives to one 

another . 

Whatever the operative balance between ministen may have ken,  Home Secretaries 

between 1 80 1 and 1830 displayed far more independent initiative than their predecessors. 

Addington's first Home Secretary seems conscientiously to have carrieci forward the work on 

the huiks proposed and initiateci by the Duke of Portland. However the Home Office p a p a  

for his Secretaryship suggest that Portland's appuitee, Aaron Graham, was the most active 

force in these developments from the administrative  ide.'^ From the legislative perspective, 

the main burden of shepherding the two Transportation Acts through the Commons was 

home by Henry Alexander. Alexander was a close ally of Pelham's, but he also continued to 

act prominently on govemrnent's behalf in legal measures long after Pefham's resignation in 

August 1803. His activity may as easily have b e n  a function of his position as Chairman of 

the Commons' Ways and Means Commitîee - at a time of enhanced parliamentary m t i n y  

over expense - as of his personal comection with Pelh.arn.28 And the Addingtonians were 

parliamentarians par acellence. Moreover two key rnemoranda of 1801, setting out an 

xB. Hilton, "The Po1 itical Arts of Lord Liverpool, " Transactions of zhe Royal Hisron'cal Society 5th s r . ,  38 
(1 988): 147-70 (esp. 156). For a contemporary statement of the traditional view of departmental g o v m e n t ,  
see Mernoirs of the Political ami Literary Life of Robert P h r  Ward, ed. E.Phipps (1850), 253. 

27The creation of Graham's Inspçtorship was under coMderation as eariy as August 1801 (Add MS 33107 
ff. 341 -6), and clearly stemmed from Portland's proposals (see above, pp.33 1-3). 

28J.H.C. 57 (1801-2): 284, 188, 216, 234 & 236; and J.H.C. 58 (1802-3): % & 1W (Traasportation Acts); 
P.D.G.Thomas, The Howe of Cornmorts in the Eighteemh Century (Oxford, 1971). 74-5 & 78-85; and 
Commonr 1 7 W  1820, 3: 5 6 8 .  For another rneasure involving Alexander dtuing Pelham's Home Secretaryship, 
see J.H. C. 57 ( 1  801 -2): 527-8, 497, 536 & 555 (Middlesex Justices Act). But afterwards, see J.H. C. 59 (1 803- 
4): 286, 300, 302, 309 & 422 (Apprehension of Offaders); J.H. C. 60 (1805): 350 & 378 (Criminal Laws & 
Apprehension of Offenders); and J.H. C. 6 1 ( 1 806): 142-3 & 1 S2 (Transportation Act). 
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anticipated need to transport convicts in larger numben, probably reflected a concem for the 

social dislocation that peace with France was expected to bring. The alleviation of this 

probiem has been identified by the ministry's historian as one of its main concem from the 

outset? So again, Pelharn may simply have been following someone else's lead. 

The preeminent influence of Addington and his followers is further suggested by the 

reluctance with which Pelham had accepted the Home Depanment in the f h t  place? The 

removal of colonial affiirs to the War Secretaryship had greatly reduced the office's 

attractions, and Pelham had aiready k e n  made to wait several rnonths for Portiand's 

departure. The situation appears to have left Pelham feeling disgnintled and m y  have 

enhanced his sense of king an outsider in a frai1 ministry which needed as many friends as it 

could get. On the whole. aithough P e h m  acted conscientiously regarding the new 

developments in convict administration under the Addington ministry, it is udikely that he 

was a p ~ c i p a l  force behind them. 

The contributions of subsequent Home Secretanes were more defhitively their own. 

Hawkwbury 's orden to collect data relating to crimiaal committals fiom 1805 was a 

substantiai contribution to that uniform, nation-wide vision that Home Secretarïes brought to 

bear on the administration of criminal justice in the following decades. Even more surprishg 

was the activity of Viscount Sidmouth, whose name has becorne a synonym for conservatism 

at its worst. As Rime Minister, Sidmouth played an importani roie in the reforms carried out 

by Pelham. Ln 18 13 he initiated the p a m  of Home Semetaries taking more and more of the 

authority for pardon upon themselves. The deiiberateness of this move is suggested by the 

29H0 42/62 ff.6û1-5 (copy at ff.59Sb00) & 647-8; copies of both at Add MS 33 122 ff. 1 SO-1 & 71 -6, & 
77-8; and Fedorak, "Addington Ministry, " 8- 12, 16-29 & 146-57. 
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absence of any large numerical pressure upon the discretionary system at the tirne." More 

strikingly perhaps, Sidmouth was also the original proponent of the Gaols Act of 1823, a 

measure which is more ofteo associated with his successor Robert Peel and which was the 

fxst substantive step towards the establishment of rnandatory, nation-wide standards of care 

for prisoners. 32 

By contrast, although he has the reputation of being the great reforming Home 

Secretary, Peel's measures of the 1820s were less a function of his taking a lead in policy 

fomulation than of his either following an opinion that was becoming increasingly difficult 

to resia and of iatercepting it before more extensive concessions codd be dernanded. Peel 

was explicit about this with his Under Secretary in December 1826: 

1 thought it might be very desirable that 1 should give a distinct notice before 
the Recess of the Bills which 1 mean to bring forward after it. This notice wili 
prevent Trespussers - and judging from the dady motions made by Wbeble, Harvey 
and others for Papen comected with the administration of the Law, there is an 
abundant disposition on the part of new members to become legislators. 

..a 

1 should then preoccupy the ~rouod. '~  

Four years earlier he had professed indifference to the Gaols bill that he had inhented h m  

Sidmouth, and did not pass it und he was satisfied that measures had k e n  taken to render 

"Sec above, Chapter 6, part III; and Table 7.1 below. 

''4 Geo-IV, c.64. Sidmouth had attempted to pass the bill twice. la the Lkst instance. it only reached first 
reading (J.H. C. 75 [1819-201: 482). In the second, its cornmittee report was delayed beyond the prorogation of 
parliament (J.H. C. 76 [1821): 477). Peel's own measure ody passed on the second attempt, the first failing to 
pass the Lords before parliament was prorogued (J.H. C. 77 [18221: 407-8). Sidmouth. who was on the final 
bill's cornmittee:, thought Peel's vasion inferior: "We SM make poor work of it after ai l "  (Devon R.O., 
lS2MIC 1823lOZ [Sidmouth to C. Bathurst, 19 May L 8231). 

" ~ d d  MS 40390 ff. 1 3 1 4  (emphasis in origiaal). Compare Norman Gash, who sees every decision of Peel 
as king rwted in a constant and studied didacticisrn; see Mr. Secremy Peel: The Life of Sir Robert Peei 20 

I83O (1961). chs.9 & 14 (esp. p.312: "Peei was never noticeably influenced by popular prejudices. His instinct. 
ris always, was to ascertain the facts and draw the nght conclusions"). 
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irnprisonment a more suitably harsh punishment." It was to some extent a measure of the 

achievements of Peel's predecessors in office that, in retrospect, the substance of his 

concessions seems more symboiic than r a i ?  

(3) Centrai and L o d  Governments 

The Transportation Acts of 1 802 signalled the cenîral government 's acknowleâgment 

that it was now permanently involved in the disposition of serious criminal offenders from d l  

over the nation. That nation now included Ireland, a fact which was underlined by the 

passage of the Escaping Offenders Act in 1804. This measure, initiated by Addington's 

government and completed (and subsequently amendeci) under Pitt's last ministry, facilitated 

the retum of escaped offenders between Great Britain and Ireland, as a sirnilar Act of 1773 

had those of Scotlaod and ~ngland.'~ Sirniiarly nation-wide perspectives on crime and 

criminal justice undencored those changes in the administration of pardon after 1801 that 

were described in the previous chapter. An important corner bad been nirned in the mentality 

of statesmen at the centre. 

Yet we must also be careful not to exaggerate the practicd significance of this mental 

change. Although many statesmen after 1801 acîively engaged the implications that followed 

on this mental shift, others continued to resist any full extension of regdatory activity by the 

central government. The ideal of domestic administration and regdation as a 

charactenstically local responsibility proved extremely resilient. Thus, although Pelham had 

"Add MS 403 15 ff.85-6. P e i  was particulariy interested in ensurhg the widespread application of the 
LreadwheeI; see Gatrell. Hanging T'ee, 566-72 & 576-9; and Devexeaux, 'fa Place of Deathw (forthcoming). 

35R.McGowen. "The h g e  of Criminal Justice Reform in Early Nineteenth-Century England," B u d o  Lcnv 
Review 32 (1983): 89-125. 

%13 C3eo.m. c.31; 44 Geo-m, c.92; and 45 GeaiII, c.92. See also J.H. C. 59 (1803-4): 271, 278 & 
passim; and HO 4915 pp. 1 1 3 -4. 



James Neild participate with Graham in a comprehensive investigation of the entire huks 

establishment in 1802, he was 

not prepared to authorize Mr Neild to undertake a general inspection of the Gaols of 
the Kingdom, as it might imply a want of attention on the part of the magistrates who 
have unquestionably, Un many instances within my own lmowledge, taken infinite 
pains in regulating the gaols within their respective jurisdictions? 

Pelham's concem was less with exposing those local authorities who had not met desirable 

standards of imprisonment than with not casting aspersions on those who had. The particular 

rernained preeminent over the general. Like Pitt and his allies, Pelham (and many others) 

continued to view prison regulation as  a fundamentally local responsibility. The government 

was only willing to exercise close regulation over those convicts indisputably under its sole 

supervision - those aboard the h u k .  Even as late as the 1860s Sir George Grey, Home 

Secretary for thirteen years in the mid-Victorian era, continueci to espouse the ideal of local 

self-government, even as the range of administrative respomibilities imposed upon his 

Department expanded almoa year-to-year . 

In the mid- 1830s, Alexis de Tocqueville found the continuhg antipathy of England's 

miers to the prlliciple of central regulation remarkable. The explanation given him by 

Bentham's literary executor, John Bowring, was two-fold. In part, Bowring cited fears of 

that same authoritarianism that had been invoked against central regulation during the 

eighteenth cenhuy : 

Your [ie.France's] centralisation is a magnificent idea, but it cannot be anied out. It 
is not in the nature of things that a central government shouid be able to watch over 
al1 the needs of a great nation. Decentralisation is the chief cause of the substantial 

j7H0 431 13 pp. 375-6. The reports produced by Graham and Neild are at HO 42/65 ff. 94- 102, 103-6 & 109- 
12; The text of the second and third is reproduced in J-Neild, An Accoum of rhe Rise, Progres, and Presenr 
State of the Society for the Discharge and Relief of Persons imprisoned for S d  Debrs llruughour Englund 
and Wales (1 8OZ), 307-22. 

3gSmith, "Sir George Grey," 40-9 & passim. 



progress we have made in civilisation. . . . Centralisation is too good a bait for the 
greed of rulers; even those who once preached decentralisation, always abandon their 
doctrine on coming into power." 

The second sentence is worth remarking on. Not oniy was central regulation undesirable; it 

seemed to many a practical impossibility even if attempted. Post-Thatchente disaffection with 

the Welfare State had it anticipators.' 

II. Forces for Change 

Changes were also occwing in tbe social and cultural imperatives - the problem of 

crime, the specific problem of crime in the metropdis, and the omet of social and cultutal 

homogeneity - that informed the views of statesmen on crime and criminai justice. Some of 

these changes, however, had a more than slightly paradoxical character. 

Table 7.1 suggests that the pressure of numbers on the administration of criminal 

justice io the metropdis was largely relieved by mid-1790s. As we wîli see, it continued to 

be felt elsewhere in the nation, but there is little evidence of concern about this amongst 

statesmen before 1802, when the anticipation of a peace-time nirge in prosecutions and 

convictions underscored the Addington minisay's re-organization of transportation and the 

hulks. ui the event, the peace was short-lived and it was not unol afier 1815 that a major 

upsurge occmed - far greater than that of the 1780s, which in turn had been far greater than 

any other during the eighteenth century - and which had great implications for punishment. 

More paradoxicai were the changes in the perception of the metrupolis as the main 

focus of the goveniment's concem. On the one hand, there is evidence that the experience of 

- 

3 9 ~ .  de Tocqueville, Jounvys zo England und Ireland, ed. J. P.Mayer ( 1 %8), 62; see also 80-2. 95-7 & LW. 

4For lh is  theme. see M.I.Wiener, "The Udoved Siak: TwaitiethCentury Politics in the Writing of 
Nineteenth-Century History , " Journal of Bniish Szudies 33 (1 994): 283-308. 



TABLE 7.1 
Capital Convictions in the Metropdis, 1785- 1825 

YEAR YEAR YEAR 

SOURCES: PP(HC) 18 19.xvii.295-9; 1826-7.xix. 199-200; and HO 6/4. 

crime tbat once had seemed unique to the nation's capital was now becoming more common 

in other parts of the nation. The sessionai calendars of Lancashire were becoming so heavy 

that, in 1798, the county MPs secured legislation to establish an Annual General Quarter 

Sessions for the county as a ~ h o l e . ~ '  There were also signs that the number of felony 

prosecutions in places outside London was clirnbing. One assize per year had b e n  nonnal 

practice on the Northem Circuit (save for York and Lancaster) but, in 1794, the County 

Palatine of Durham appealed for the establishment of a second annual session." 

Manchester magistrates were particularly convinced that levels of miminal prosecution 

in theu t o m  were already matching those of London by the late 1780s. To relieve the 

"38 Geo.ïïI (P&L), c.58. See aiso M.DeLacy, PnSon Refonn in Lancashire, 170Q.IBTO= A Study in tocal 
Adminisrrazion (Stanford, CA, 1 986)- 59-64 & 1 58-9. 

42PC 21140 pp.519 & 527; and J.S.Cockbum. A Hisrory of English Assizes. 1558-1714 (Cambridge, 1972). 
45-6. 
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pressure on the overburdened Manchester sessions, Thomas Bayley sought to establish a 

rotation system in imitation of the Middlesex rnodel. In his proposal, four magistrates would 

have fifty assigned sittings each outside of scheduled quarter and petty sessions." The 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, the fint Lord Liverpool, shared Ehyley's concems, 

but feared that a mbsequent proposal to establish a paid magistracy on the London mode1 of 

1792 would not be acceptable to the government. It could not be established without 

govement money, aod such a masure would open a homet's nest because "there are other 

Towns in the Kingdom which wiil a v d  themselves of this precedent and daim a Ue 

Establishment for the same purpose, and which have in tmîh the like reason to assign in 

support. " Liverpool nonetheless laid the proposai before Lord Pefham in 1802, who ruled as 

Liverpool suspected he would? Even as the experiences of other toms in the kingdom 

came to resernble that of the metroplis, statesmen coatinued to give the latter special 

priority. By the early nineteenth century then, it was ciear to many statesmen that high levels 

of criminal prosecution were becorning a fact of life as they had b e n  in London for more 

than a century. However the notion of London's distinctiveness survived or re-emerged in 

other ways. 

One of these involved the abandoned Penitentiary scheme of 1779. The very 

preoccupation of the government with the problems of the metropolû, coupled with its 

unwillingness to impose uniform standards on aii the nation's prisons, had encouaged 

advocates of prison reform to couch their a r p e n t s  in terms of an expansion outwards from 

the centre. In particular, advocates of the 1779 scheme frequently argued tbat the nation's 

uAdd MS 38450 ff. 109- 10. For similar fears regarding the rotation scheme, see Add MS 383 10 ff. 1 10- 1 . 
For Liverpool's correspondence with Peiham about a stipendiary magistracy, s e  Add MS 383 1 1 ff. 142-3; aad 
Add MS 38450 ff. 1 t 2-3. 



capital should be the site of the fm large-scale experiment, as much for symbolic as 

functional purposes. Both William Morton Pitt and Sir Charles Bunbury suggested this to 

Pelham during his tenure of the Home ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . ~ ~  To the extent that Millbank was the 

ultimate realization of such ambitions, the govemment might ultimately be said to have 

followed such reasoning. 

Another persistent belief was that metropolitan offenders were more refractory than 

their provincial counterparts. In 18 19 the supervising cornmittee of MiUbank Penitentiary 

asked the Home Secretary to lirnit the number of metropolitan offenders sent to that 

institution, as 

from the Experience which the Cornmittee have had of Prisoners from the Country as 
compared with those from Newgate and from the Gaois in the Neighbourhood of 
London, the chances of Reformation appear to be so much greater in the former . . . . 

Sidmouth agreed; he noted that "This Suggestion [was] to be attended t ~ . ' ' ~  

A third pattern of thought that sustained the notion of London's uoiqueness was the 

notion that, as policing and pend masures became more effective within the capital, they 

would have the effect of driving dangerous criminals outwards into areas of the nation that 

were less vigiiantly policed and where punishments were perhaps neither so severe nor so 

certain. As early as 1785 a resident of Kent ascribed the rise in the number of violent 

property offenses in that county to "the ~ ~ O ~ O U S  prosecutions in London . .. ." Such views 

became increasingly cornmon in the 1790s after the establishment of the Middlesex 

stipendiaries and the mounted and foot p a t r ~ l s . ~ ~  Years later, statesmen would invoke this 

belief in justifying the extension of policing reform to the provinces after 1 829. 

" ~ d d  MS 33108 ff.411-2; a d  Add MS 331 10 ff.460-1. 

*PC 1/67 (NeThornas to H.Hobhouse, 7 ApriI 1819; and Sidmouth's endofsement). 

47GM 55 (1 785): 951 ; HO 30/2 ff. 132-3 & 384-5; and HO 4314 p.206, 
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The "migration theory" - the fear of the potential mobility of serious criminals - had 

underpimed government responsiveness to the provinces during the 1780s. It was also 

reflected in the Escaped Offenders Acts of 1773 and 1804/5, which provided for the r e m  

of convicts who escaped out of one part of the United Kingdom into another. The respective 

timing of these measures impiied a belief that the mobility of senous crirninals had greatly 

increased in recent years. That which related to England and Scotland was not passed until 

sixty-six years after the Union; that relating to Britain and ireland was passed after only 

three . '* 

As I suggested in the first chapter, an expanding and more widety circulated popular 

press may have generated a single culture of criminaiity for the nation at large.49 It rernains 

an open question as to how far that cultural sensibility was shaped by the experience of the 

rnetropolis and how far it was informed by experiences outside. TWs is a subject which, as 

yet, no historian has tackled directiy and at length. It may be that, in large measure, 

metroplitan criminality became the defuition of criminality for the nation at large rather 

than that the experience of the nation simply became more Like London's. Perhaps both were 

true to some extent. Perhaps no single culture of crime emerged, but rather many over which 

the rnetropolis acquired a cultural hegemony . 

Such considerations are important because there was a growing sense amongst some 

statesmen that the govemment might a c W y  have a necessary, nation-wide role in certain 

regdatory activities. We have seen this generally in the Addington ministry 's transportation 

- .  
measures, and more specificaiiy in the developments mounding the administration of 

aSee the references above at n36. 

49See a bove, pp. 3 1 -2. 
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pardon. This mentality may have been reinforced. as the work of Linda Colley implies. by 

the experience of a generation of war with France. At the very least, by 1815 the idea of the 

central govemment acting in ways that had immediate consequences throughout the nation 

must no longer have seemed as unfamiliar as it would have in 1760. For many people, 

admission to hl1 political citizenship was one of the anticipaîed rewards for the sacrifices of 

these years.'' From the perspective of statesmen, the experience of fighting a wa. that made 

such heavy demands on administrative capacities over so long a period must have made 

central administration and regulation, if not inherently desirable, at least less unfamiliar and - 

Bowring's remarks to de Tocqueville notwithstanding - less inherently threatening. In the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, political elites spoke of central administration as a 

threat to their political liberties. Iii the nineteenth centwy, they tended to view it more 

narrowly as a threat to theh economic freedom?' Central regulation was still a threat to 

liberty, but in decidedly more narrow tenns than before. 

III. Convicts and the State, 1 760- 1 8 10Eonclusioa 

The convict crisis of the 1780s is often thought to reveal the limitations of eighteenth- 

century government. In fact many ministers, parliamentarians and local officiais were 

actively engaged with questions of a i m e  and punishment. But the r d  substance of their 

activity is easily missed if we insist on an understanding of the state that views central 

regulation as the only measure of effectiveness. The govenunent of late eighteenth-cenniry 

Britain remained a self-consciously limited one, but it does not follow that statesmen were 

- 

mL.Colley, Brironî: Forging the Narion. 1 707-1 827 (New Haven, CT & London, 1 992), 308-50 & 361 -3; 
and CoUey, "The Reach of the State, the Appeai of the Nation: M a s  Arming and Political Culture in the 
Napoieonic Wan. " in An Imperid Stare at W a r  Bntain fiam 1689 to 1815, ed. L.Stone (1994). 179-8S. 

"S.~heckland, British Public P olicy, 1 776- 1939: An Ecorwmic, Social and Polirical Perspective 
(Cambridge, L983), ch.4. 



not cntically engaged with the problem of an increasing nurnber of senous cnminal 

offenders. 

The role of the central government in domestic regulation was to support the activiq 

of responsible authorities, not to dictate or impose upon them.s2 The govemment rejected 

the Penitentiary scheme of 1779, but not without proposing a policing aitemative that made 

perfect sense in context. It resisted attempts to make the close regulation of prison regimes a 

nation-wide requirement, not from an indifference to the plight of prisoners Ui unreformed 

gaols, but rather from a recognition that such standards did not yet cornand the wide 

support of the local authorities that had to finance and administer them. It pumied the 

renewal of transportation, not only because some local jurisdictions - moa notably the 

nation's capital itself - were adamantiy detennined to transport large numbers of serious 

criminal offenders, but also because many authorities throughout the country d i  saw 

transportation as playing a vital role in their new distributions of pend practices. 

In directing the renewal of transportation however, the central government 

nevertheless moved some way toward the de f m o  adoption of a custodial role in the 

disposition of serious offenders. in particular, the subtie but powerfixl significance of the 

changes made by the Addington ministry at the end of our period are ofien overlooked. The 

development of a centralized administration of criminal justice in Great Britain proceeded 

over a long p e n d  of time - much of it beyond that covered in this thesis. Moreover, much 

of its impetus came from the demands of the periphery rarher than the ambitions or felt 

of or sirnilar perspectives on state developwnt, sec I.Innes, 'The Domesîic Face of the Military-Fiscal 
State: Govenunent and Society in Eighteenth€entmy Britain, " in Rn Impenal Statc a~ Wor, 96-127; and (froxn 
the perspective of the localities), D-Eastwood, ''Ampli~ag the Province of the Legislature': The flow of 
Information and the English State in the Eari y Nineteenth Ceatury , ' Hktoricuf k a r c h  62 (1 989): 276-94; and 
Eastwood, "Men, Mords and the Machinery of *al Legislation, 1 7W- 1840, " Parlimntary Hisfory 
13 (1 994): 190-205. 
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imperatives of the centre. Once we recognize the extent to which this was the case, the 

persistence of localism in the administration of criminal justice during the nineteenth century 

seems less surprishg than it might othenvise." Central regdation is not as easily reaüzed 

in practice as it is described in the absiract. It would be a rash scholar who would assert that 

changing penal practices during the late eighteenth century couid be explained solely on the 

basis of the character of the &tate and the distribution of power within it. Such considerations 

rnust be incorporateci, however, if we are to understand those changes beaer. 

s3See the references above at p.32 n87. 



APPENDIX 7-1 

Billsand Acts Cited 

1730-59 
17 Geo. II, c.5 - Rogues & Vagabonds Act 
25 Geo.11, c.37 - Murder Act 
3 1 Geo. II, c.24 - Pawnbrokers Act 

1760-69 
6 Geo. III. c.32 - Transportation (Scotland) Act 
7 Geo. III. c .37 - Newgate Prison Act 
8 Geo. III, c .15 - Transportdon (Great Britain) Act 
8 Geo-III, c.40 - Coventry Gaol Act 

1770-74 
IO  Geo.III. c.28 - Essex Gaol Act 
10 Geo. III, c.48 - Receivers (Jewels & Plate) Act (bill in Comrnons Papen, 22: 185-8) 
12 Geo.III, c.65 - Surrey Gaol Act 
Prisoners' Relief bill, 1 773 (in Commons Papers, 23 : 23 1 -4) 
1 3 Geo . III, c .3 1 - Escaped Offenders (Engiand & Scotland) Act 
13 Geo.111, c.35 - Essex Gaol Act 
13 Geo.111. c.58 - Gaols Clergymen Act 
14 Geo-HI. c.20 - Risoners' Relief Act (bill in Commom Papen, 24: 133-6) 
14 Geo-In, c.59 - Pnsoner's Health (Popham's) Act 

1775-80 
15 Geo.LII, c.25 - Hertford Gaoi Act 
16 Geo.III, c.43 - Hard Labour (Hulks) Act (bills in Commonr Papen, 27: 257-68, 269-80 

& 31 1-42) 
17 Geo-In, c.54 - Westolorland Gaol Act 
17 Geo.iII, c.58 - Warwick Gaol Act 
18 Geo. III, c. 17 - Cornwall Gaol Act 
18 Geo-LLI, c.48 - Newgate Prison (completion) Act 
18 Geo. III, c. 62 - Hard Labour (Hulks) Act (renewal) 
Hard Labour bill, 1778 (in Commons Papen, 28: 29 1-330) 
Prisons Regdations bills, 1779 (in Gommons Papen, 29: 75-82, 83-94 Br 95- 108) 
19 Geo.UI, c.46 - Pembroke Gaol Act 
19 Geo. III, c.54 - Hard Labour (Hulks) Act (renewal) 
19 Geo.iII, c.74 - "Penitentiary " Act (biiis in Commons Papen, 29: 171-204, 205-40 

& 241-82) 

1781-85 
2 1 Geo.111, c.49 - Lord's Day Act (bill in Gommons Papen, 33: 13 1-4) 
Houses of Correction bill, 178 1 (in Cornmorts Papen, 33: 19 1-202) 
Rogues & Vagabonds bu,  178 1 (in Communs Papen, 33 : 307-24) 



178 1 -85(cont'd) 
21 Geo.111, c.57 - Supply (including Newgate Prison grant) 
2 1 Geo.111, c.74 - Gloucester Gaol Act 
Rogues & Vagabonds bill, 178 1-2 (in Cummons Papen, 34: 167-68, 189-218 & 219-34) 
22 Geo.111, c.58 - Receivers Act (bill in Commonr Papers, 34: 403-6) 
22 Geo.111, c.64 - Houses of Correction Act (bills in Conmom Papen, 34: 1- 12, 13-26 

& 27-38) 
22 Geo. III, c.67 - Supply (hcluding Newgate Rison grant) 
22 Geo.111, c. 83 - Gilbert's Poor Relief Act (bills in Commons Pqpers, 33: 149-76; 

& 34: 39-70, 71-122 & 123-66) 
23 Geo.111, c.20 - Salop Gaol Act 
23 Geo.111, c .55 - Kingston upon Huli Gaol Act 
23 Geo.111, c.78 - Supply (including Newgate Rison grant) 
Receivers bill, 1783 (in Commom Papen, 35: 87-90) 
Housebreaken bill, 1783 (in Commom Popen, 35: 91 -4) 
County Gaols bili, 1783 (in Commons Papen, 35: 377-84 & 385-96) 
23 Geo.111, c. 88 - Rogues & Vagabonds Act 
24 Geo. III, S. 1, c. 12 - Pnsoners' Removal (Huiks) Act (bill in Commom Papers, 

35: 427-34) 
24 Geo.111, s.2, c.42 - Pawnbrokers Act 
24 Geo. III, s -2, c. 54 - County Gaols Act @fis in Cornom Papers, 46: 29-40 & 4 1 -64) 
24 Geo.111, s.2, c.55 - Houses of Correction Act 
24 Geo. III, s.2, c.56 - Transportation (England & Wales) Act (bill in Commonr Papen, 

46: 205-16) 
25 Geo. III, c. 10 - Gloucester Gaols Act 
25 Geo.111, c. 18 - Newgate Gaol Delivery Continuation Act 
25 Ge0.111, c.46 - Transportation (Scotland) Act 
Metroplitan Police bill, 1785 (in Communs Papen, 46: 503-34) 
25 Geo.III, c.93 - New S m m  Gao1 Act 
25 Geo.111, c.97 - Wood Street & Poultry Compters Act 

1786-90 
26 Geo.111, c.24 - Salop Gaol Act 
26 Geo.111, c.55 - Middlesex House of Correction Act 
27 Ge0.111, c.58 - Surrey Gaol Act 
27 Geo.LI1, c.59 - Devon Gaol Act 
27 Geo.111, c.60 - Staffordshire Gaol Act 
28 Geo.111, c.24 - Transportation Act (renewal) 
28 Geo.111, c.69 - Inverness Gaol Act 
28 Geo.rZI, c.82 - Chester Gaol Act 
29 Geo.111, c.67 - Gaols Act (bili in Commonr Papen, 64: 401-4) 
Prisons Regulations biil, 1790 (in Cornm0n.s Papen, 65: 301 - 14) 

179 1-95 
Prisons Regulations bill, 1791 (in Commom Papers, 79: 1-1 8) 
31 Geo.111, c.22 - Surrey Gao1 Act 



179 1 -95(cont7d) 
31 Geo.111. c.46 - Gaols Regulation Act (bill in Commons Papen, 79: 221-36) 
3 1 Geo. III, c.57 - Edinburgh Gaols Act 
32 Geo.111, c.53 - Middlesex Justices Act (bills in Common~ Papen, 79: 409-16, 417-28 

& 429-40; & in Lordc Pqpen 1792: 149-64) 
32 Geo.111, c.82 - Bristol Gaol Act 
32 Geo.111, c. 104 - Carmarthern Gao1 Act 
34 Geo. III, c.60 - Transportation Act (renewal) 
34 Geo.111, c.84 - Penitentiary Act (supplemental; bill in Lords Papers, 1794: 141 -56) 

1796- 1800 
36 Geo.111, c.75 - Middlesex Justices Act (renewal) 
38 Geo.III(P&L), c.58 - Lancaster Sessions Act 
39 Geo.111, c.5 1 - Transportation Act (renewal) 
39 Geo.111, c .52 - Penitentiary Act (renewal; bill in Lordr Papen, 1798-99[1] : 2 19-22) 
39 & 40 Geo.111 (P&L), c.53 - New Samm Gaol Act 

Pest- 1 8 0  
4 1 Geo. III (P&L), c. 132 - Winchester Gaol Act 
42 Geo. III, c. 28 - Transportation Act (renewal) 
42 Geo. III (P&L), c.47 - Aberdeen Gaol Act 
42 Geo.111 (P&L), c.96 - Boston Gaol Act 
43 Geo.111, c. 15 - Transportation Act (renewal) 
43 Geo.111 (P&L), c.58 - Kent Gaol Act 
44 Geo.111, c.92 - Escaped Offenders (Britain & Ireland) Act 
45 Geo. III, c.92 - Escaped Offenders (Britain & Ireland) Act 
45 Geo. III (P&L), c.44 - Portsmouth Gaol Act 
45 Geo. III (P&L), c. 103 - Carxnarthen Gaol Act 
54 Geo.III, c. 186 - Escaped Offenders Act 
55 Geo.111, c.48 - Gaols Clergymen (Enhancement) Act 
55 Geo.111, c.49 - Escaped Offenders (United Kingdom) Act 
55 Geo.111, c -50 - Gaols Fees Abolition Act 
4 Geo. IV, c .48 - Sentence of Death Act 
4 Geo-N, c.64 - Gaols Act 
5 Geo.IV, c.84 - Transportation Laws (Consolidation) Act 
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